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Physics. — "Electric douhli' rcf'rnctioi) in .^0)ih' artipcinl ciunds und

V'lj/our.t." (First Pari). Bv Prof. P. Zkkman and C. M. II()0(;enboom.

(Communicated in tlie mi'etiiig of Noveml)er 2a, 1911).

1. Soiiio tiiiii' aiid one of us') suggested a metliod of attacking

the problem u> discoxer an iiiliiiciice of electric tields on j-adiation

freciuency, as predicted liv Voigt'j from' theoretical considerations.

The experiments installed according to the mentioned method ha\e

not jet come to a dctinite close.

We intend to give here a short account of a parallel series of

observations relating to a closely connected subject, which were

begun already a considerable time ago.

They relate to the Kekk electro-optic elfecl, the double refraction

induced by powcrtui electrostatic tields. Till now the effect has been

specially studied in solitls and li(pnds ; we intend to investigate the

behaviour of son)e clouds and \aponrs.

If it is once j)roved that under the influence of electric forces

donl)le I'efVactiou is iuduceil in clonds of suspended particles, then

the |)henomena may be pursued further, when the size of the

particles is taken smaller and snialler. Ry increasing the sensitiveness

of the optical method clouds of smaller and smaller values of double

refraction and ultimately gases can be investigated.

Cotton and Mouton") in the course of their remarkable investi-

gation of magnetic double refraction indncetl in licjuids have formulated

the hypothesis, already proposed by Sir Joseph Larmok for the Keru

electro-optic effect, that in both cases the double refraction is due

to a directive action of the e.xternal field on the molecules of the

liquid. The only cause interfering with a parallel arrangement of the

molecules is their thermal motion. Langhvin ^) has shown in how simple

a manner this hypothesis of the molecular orientation explains

quantitatixely the phenomena mentioned and also others.

It seems still somewhat (piestiouabie in how far the hypothesis of

molecular orientation may l)e ap|)lied without modification to gases,

ai least if exhibiting narrow absorption bands.

The study of artificial clouds seems interesting for the I'eason that

file suspended particles play the role of the molecules in the

^) Zeeman. These I^roeeedings. Jaiiuaiv lltll.

-) VoiGT. Magneto- und Electro-oplik. 1908. fvapitel 9. u. 10.

») Cotton et Mouton. Ann. de Cliim. et de liiys. T. 19. 191(j, ef. also liic

interesting paper of Gurbiko. Pliysik. Zcilsclu-. 11. S. 750. 1910.

LanuEvix. Le I^adimn T. 7. Sept. 1910.
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livpotliesis of molecular orjenlation. It is now possible (o exaiiiiiie

sepai'ateiv also tlie constituent particles; tliev can be shown to possess

(or not to possess), before their exposition to the field, magnetically,

electrically, and optically the symmetry of a solid of revolution.

Especially iiilcrestinti- are those vapoiu's which exhibit uai'row

absorption lines. In this case iho opinion expressed by \'ui(;t') that

in the neiuhiiourhood of absorption lines Ihe amount of the double

refraction will assume coiisiderable \alues, can be tested. Indepen-

denth' of a special form of theory lliere is much to be said in

fa\(iui' of this tipinion.

2. There is only one iii\estifiatiou known to us, which seems to

give evidence that electric forces induce (hiuble refractioji in some

clouds. E. Block*) while investigating the influence of dust particles on

the electric conductivity of gases, made the following two observations.

In the first place he found that a cloud of sal-ammonia, if present

between the plates of a condenser and if seen against a dark l)ack-

ground in dill'use light, liecomes white and more manifest as soon

as the plates are charged.

The oilier observation made liy Bi.och is this. A parallelepipedical

box is closed at two opposite sides by glass windows, two other

sides consist of metal plates at i\ distance of a few centimetres and

can be connected to an electric machine. If a cloud of sal-ammonia

is iutrtiduced and the box is |)lace(l l)et\veen crossed Nicols, then

the light of a s<Mn-t'e behind the polariser is seen at once with the

making of the field. Tiie I'cst is perhaps given best in the original:

"Ija moditication de la lumiere ditt'usee (on ditfractee) pur les parti-

cules est done accompagnee d'une anisotropie dn milieu constitute

par Fair et les particules. 11 reste done a savoir s'il y a birefrin-

gence ou dichroisme et a fairs I'etude quantitative du phenomene".

It is indeed easily seen that by induced dichroism alone, the light

would reappear. Let the electric force be horizontal, and suppose

the light issuing from Ihe polarisei' being polarised under azimuth

of 45°. Let the vil)rations be resolved into vertical and horizontal

components. If we sujjpose that the horizontal vibrations are absorbed

powerfully by the vapour, but the \erlical ones not, and that there

occur no differences of i)hase, then on emerging the resulting vibra-

tions will have an a/.imiilh larger than 45° and there will be there-

fore revival of light.

'-) VoiGT. I.e. p. 381.

^) E. Bloch. G. R. T. 146. 190S.

38*
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3. Our cxperiirieiils pro\ c tluil in a cloud of sal-ainnioiiia there

is][onlj (ioiil)le retraction bill no (lichroisni. (.see §4).

Ttie liuiil I'nmi a Nkrnst liiaiiiciil is made parallel In nieaiis of

a lens and polarised in a plane inclined to llie horizontal at 45^.

The N'aponr or ilie cloiid is introduced into a horizonlal tnlic, which

contains in inanv experiments interior plates connected with the

source of electricity. The tube is closed by plates of thin coverglass
;

two side lubes served resp. for the introduction and for the egress

of the vapours. The analysing Nicol, of course, follows after the tube.

The double refraction to be observed is so small that special means

are necessary for obser\'ing and measuring it. Uetween the ]iolariser

and the tube we inti'oduce a horizonlal bai' of glass, perpendicular

to the beam of light '). Near the middle of its length the strij) is

supported h\ two small glass cylinders and subjected to a small

ilexure. It is therefore in a condition of strain and double refraction.

Between crossed nicols there is revival of light, especially near the

edges of the bar, while near the middle a horizontal band remains

dark. It seams superfluous to comment ui)on the optical theory of

the strained glass bar, wdii(di is rather simjile and moreover given

in many textd)ooks. The most refined investigation made with the

strained bar, is probably Lord Rayleigh's, when discussing the question

whetht.'r motion tiirough the aether causes double refraction. ')

The jiosition of the band is determined by two horizontal wires

inclosing it, and disposed close to the bar. If a double refracting

substance, with horizontal and vertical principal directions, is intro-

duced into the beam a motion of the band occurs, upwards or

downwards, depending iqton Ilie sign of the double refraction.

The sensitiveness of the method c;\ii be changed within rather

wide limits. It is increased, 1. by diminishijig the loads at the ends

of the bar, 2. by increasing the distance of the supporting cylinders.

We are thus enabled to choose the sensibility according to circum-

stances.

The absolule value of the aiiionnt of double refraction was deter-

mined, at least for higher values, by means of a carefully constructed

coiii|)eus;itor of SoLEii.- Bahinkt. \]\ its means the displaced band

can be moved until it is again in its original position. The compen-
sator is so mounted that it can be easily introduced into or removed
out of the beam. For very small values of the double refraction

it seems ajjpropriate to use a second strip instead of the comi>en,«ator,

and to restore the original conditions of the field of view bv a

>J Rayleigh. I'hil. Mag. («) .4. p. (J78. 1902:
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llexuie of this t;ecoii(l bar in a suilubie du'ectioii. We liave not yet

iiad occasion to try this metliod systematically.

In order to determine the sensitiveness of the method a thin vertical

glass plate was introduced in the course of the light and the weight

determined necessary to canse a marked shifting of the band. During

this operation the compensator of Soleil—Babinet is removed. The

constant determining the intlnence of one sided pressure on double

refraction is measured in a separate experiment. The glass bar and

the compensator are then used simultaneously. The difference of phase

just perceptible was in our case 6.i0~^ ;..

4. The cloud of ^ul-anlUlo^ia was made in an anteroom, preceding

the observation tube. The two gases, hydrochloric acid and ammonia,

were introduced under slight pressure after being partially dried.

After passing the observation tube the cloud escaped in the free

atmosphere. The density of the cloud and the magnitude of its

constituting particles coidd be chosen by regulating the ratio of the

two gases.

The source of electricity was either an electrostatic machine or a

transformer, allowing potentials between 1000 and 10000 Vohs

being used.

The cpiestion whether there is dichroism or double refraction (see

^ 2) could now be settled immediately. By dichroism a rotation of

the i)lane of polarisation will occur, and therefore a fadimj of the

dark band and not a displacement must take place. Double refraction

shows itself by a displacement alone. Our tlrst experiments with the

sal-ammonia cloud at once made it clear that only double refraction

is operative. The elfect was nearly proportional to the square of the

electric intensity.

If a transformer is used then a displacement of the dark l)and

must take place as well; it can'be easily "calculated. The direction

of the displacement of course depends upon the nature of the substance

under consideration.

5. The results of our uieasureinents will be given later on. The

sign of the KERR-effect in the sal-ammonia cloud is opposite to that

of ordinary glass.

6. We also trieil to determine the relation of the specific values

of the effects in the sal-aniinonia cloud [and in large crystals of

salammonia. The latter were never faultless. Perha])s this cir-

cumstance accounts for the very small specific action found for a
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separate ervslul. Tlie ivsiill seems Ido slrikiii.a- lo he accepted uitlidul

furtlief evidence. Or woidd il l)e p()s>il)le that tiie moUililv of the

particles in tiie large ciTstai is considerably reduced?

7. Tlie experiment of \S 4 proves very clearly that in the case of

the KKRR-effect there is a direct action of the tield an<l not one dne

to a mechanical pressure from the condenser plates.

8. Besides clouds of sal-ammonia in dilferent degrees of diliilion,

we have made observations with some other clouds; details will he

given later. Thev were obtained by heating of substances in some

cases, in others by chemical processes, among which we count also

the process generating Tynd.m.i/s aclinic clouds. In some of our

experiments we made use of dust clouds, the substance under review

being first reduced to very tine jiowder and then blown h_\ a cur-

rent of air between the condenser plates. It is easy to obtain clouds

in this raainiei' with glass ])0wder and with different salts of tartaric

acid. The elfecl of a glass cloud is, as is to be expecled, in the

same sense as that of the original glass.

9. The method, resumed in §3, and especially the combined use

of a glass liar and a compensator of .Soi,kii,-15abinkt (or of a second

bar previously gauged), can be used to ascei'tain sign and magnitude

of the KERR-effect of very small (|uantilies of fluids. With condenser

plates of only a few s(piare millimeters" area and with voltages of a

few hundreds \'olis the ivuRR-effecf in nitrobenzene is easily observed.

In order to oblain (pianlitative results a condenser of some exten-

sion in the direction of the beam is necessary. The greatest difficulty

in all experiments on electric double refraction give the optical [)er-

furbations caused by heating effects from the part of the electric field,

which inlerfei'e very seriously with observation. The time of obser-

vation must therefore be reduced as much as |)osible. The following-

mode of operation is advisable. Lei I he shift of the band be com-

pensated as accni'alely as possible will: the field on. Then (>ul the

field off. 'I'he band Ihen is shifted again. It is now easily controlled

whelher the c»nnpensalion was exaci, liy pulling (_m the liehl for one

moment. The lime necessary lo ascertain whether or nol the dark

band jumps back iiisl. inside the two horizonlal wires is verv slaM't.
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Physics. "(>!> the cai'tahUitij of tlw qiimiti/i/ h in. van dkk \Vaai,s'

equation of state, also in connection until the critical quantities."

III. By J. .J. VAN Laar. (Communicated by Prof. H. A. Lorentz.)

(Communicated in the meeting of November 25, 1911).

The coefiicients lonml in tlie preceding paper can be found by

another way still. I will call this method the symmetrical method,

because it is based on tiro logarithmic e';ualions which are symme-

tricallv constructed. We mean the relations

' d /d 'd—d'

5(^70 "'^[d' :3— t/

1

"

3—d

1

3^1'

— d'—d

= d—d'

which have been formed l)y the combination of the t\vo original

equations {a), (see II p 432).

If again we put

:

,7 = 1+ -l.v -f- 2// = 1 + 2y- ; d' = 1 - 2.V + 2;/ = 1 — 2,;,

in which x =^ ar + ct' -f . . . , // = br'- -{- dr^ + • • ., the two above

equations become

:

l + 2p
^^

fl^2p l+q

8(p+ <]) \—2q 1—p

-1 "

1

= -(/> + '7)1

P+ ']

il').

because -i — d = -2 (l—p), 3 — </' = 2 (l+«/) and d — d' =: 2 (p -|- q).

Now the logarithm gives (see II p. 440), after [)-[-([ has been

placed outside the parentheses

:

'Mi^+ q) .7 0' - 'l)'r{p'-pq-^'f)- 7 0^'"
• • "'/i +

11
• + '/) - 7 (P -r) + y(7>"--.+9«)

x\fter division of the loy by ''i{p-\-q), multiplication by 1— 22, and

subtraction of 1 -. (1

—

p)T=l-\-p-\-p'-\- . . . the former of the two

above equations passes into

y3(;'+ '7)+|-«>-j^ • 9 (3/^ +//-/-/'</ + ';') +
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+ ^2
• ^*'>\^i'"+p^'j-p''f ^i''''/'—r'j'-^P'f~'f) = -(/^f7).

ill whicli llie coetilicieiits 15, 0, 9, (>, 27, 3(i, etc. iti general are

represented by 0, 0(8— S), e[(r - \'i \ ^y), 0(0'^h'P \\<)'J~\^\,

(i(d'-^n^ 4- v-^'r- - -jo/v + ir.). 0(6-' - 7'>' -^ 21^'— :j5^= + -^5^^-21).

etc., where 6* = 3.

The corresponding second equation is now evidently obtained by

substituting — y tor /*, and — p tor 7, as is immediately seen by

comparison of the above eqiiations (//). If then tlie first equation is

divided by — (/'+'/), the second by /'+'/, we get:

3 4 , 1 /

o i J (

1 1 /•

A 4 1 1

Subtraction yields:

1 (tp'^lr) - y K¥-fq—V<f\H) +

3 4

or after division li\' // -|- ry

;

5

3 4
4- — (4p»-6/y^/+ tiy<9=-4y») - — (5y/-8/)\yf9/r7^-8p7' f 5,/) = . («)

Addition, and division by 2/// yields:

1

'.F—P'l+ 'f) — -; ip'—p''] Vp'f—<1- ) -f

+ 1:- {p'-f'J ^P'''l'-P'f+'J') — - (/''— • •
—'?'') = t' +t' + (,?),

Iiecause /// ^1 — t' and so J : //< = 1 -j- t' -|- t '-(-.. .

Re-subslilution of '-I-// ''"' p> **' ''
,'/ ''^^'' '/ '^^^ abo\e) transforms

(«) and (|J) into
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' 5
'

5 ' i
I

1 ._
i'

2 o '

wliicli is easily obtained when we consider thai 4//

—

Gp-q +
^epq'—i,f={p—q)[A{p' + q')-2l.,] ;

r,p*-Sp'q+ eiV. = r>(p^ + q*)-.

-8pq{ p' +q')+9vY ; etc.

And if finally we substitnte the values ar-fer" and br'-j-dr" for

.7' ajid y, we get

:

2/ A 12 4

in wliicli the development need not go any further than t', whereas

in the asyrntnetrical method (see the preceding paper; we had to go

as lar as t°. Iu consequence of this amongst others the whole last

term of tlie first member of the second equation in ,r and // vanisiies.

Summarizing this, we get finally:

2 A / 4 36 12 \
26— - a- r-+ I •l,l—-m— 2b^-\-~- a-b ^ a' t' = i

y
2ac + 36-— 2tt-6 4- -

from which follows :

9
«'= 1; 2ar-| 36-— 2a--Z-+ -rt^= l

j

2
'4 36 12 r

5 5^571
and from tins by successive substitution and solution -.

1 13 64
a = 1 ; 6 = : , = —

; ,/ = ,

") oil 875

as in the first method. But here the coefficient e is not required to

determine d, because they are not found in pairs together, — always

from two equations with twd unknown quantities — but succes-

sively, always from but one ecjualion. It is again self-evident that

if we only desire to know a and l>, the above calculation is again

considerably shortened, and Iho result is obtained almost immediately.

Vov then only the terms with .- are necessary.

Lastly we will also mention a thii'il method, .that of the dip'-

ixntial qiiutient; the shortest niethod of all, but yet possibly slightly
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luii'ier tliaii llie I wo discussed methods, l)ecaiise first the dillereiitia!

quotient iiiiisl l)e derived. I.el us start IVoui tiie two equations

(1«) and (2) [See II, |). 432-433], viz.

/d 3— r7'\ 3 d-d' f

Now we dilferentiate with respect to r (m =1 — r% so t = l-^l— )/(),

dd
and olttain in tins way from the lirst e(|uation, putting — = x

dx

dd'
and " = //:

dr

^Hd " S^' d^d'
~ 2t

from wliicii

i-2d—d: .i~-d-2d' 2t

S^d 3— d'

Tiie second equation yields:

'•
!J I!

{d^-d!) . (")

d d! 3—rf^S—r/

3 d—d! 3 6 — {d^d')
«- (*• + y) + ^ ^-^-

(•« -.'/)+
8 m o m

3 2r ,
,

>

+ (-/ — (/';(_; — ((/+</),

]. e.

1

y -f ;^-, + ,— [d - d') - ^(« - id+ d'))
d ti — d am oin^ /

+

.V +

- + ~- (J - </') M-
--- G -(rf+J')

(/' 3

—

d' 8 (/I

8 m=
(rf_,/')(G-(c/ + .0),

3 3
,- +— CJ,7-G)

<Z(3— fZ) 8m
,(.• +

(f (3— d') 8m

3 2r

+ -—(6 -2d')

L.(rf_,/,(6-(,? + cf)).

n this (3 — (/) (3 — (/')'// + (/') is snhstiiuted for 8/;/, we get:

d(3_</) (:j_,/')(,/4.,/')_

or also

1

/(3— (/') (3 - (7) (c? -f (/')_

= ^Ad-d')(^.-(d + d')),
8w
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{d-d') (3— 2(/-(/') id—d') (3—d—2d')
li\H —

d (3— c?) (3 -rf) (rf + '/') d (3-d) (3-d') (ci+fO

= ~Ad— d'){(3 -{d + d')),

hence finallj', writing again 8;» for (3— J) (3

—

d') {d-\- d'):

3— 2d—d' 3—d-2d' 2r / ,—^— - +—^,

—

y= - Y—^a*^ - ('^ + '^'0
• • <'^)

We must now fombine (<() and di) to solve .r and //. Eiiminalion

of // gives ;

d'(^i5-(d+d'))-{3-d'){d+d')
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l'"(>r ilic ku(>\vlL'(|i;c III' '/ ;uid b o\\\y we sIkkiIiI Iuuc tii g(i no

I'lirtlier than terms willi t, uiul so tlie calculation would then be

very simple indeed.

8. After the al)o\e di^i'essions, which iia\e made us ac(|uainted

to a certain extent with Ihe Jiature of the problem, and the results

of which may later on lie used for a comparison, we proceed: in

liie lirst place to dei'ive the rediice<l eipiations for the case of r^.v.yoc(V//'i,v«

of the molecules, and in the second place to determine from this the

ccjeflicients a and b of the expansion into series

:

,7=1+ rtr 4- bx-'

in the neighbourhood of the critical ]ioint.

From the equation of state

1 + A-/J-—— RT
_ \-\-x a

V— b v*

in wiiicli all the (piantities are made to refer to single molecular

(piantities, and in which A'T" is therefore multiplied liy (I -(-.i(i) : (
1 -j-.t''

instead of by 1 -)- j\i, the equation

l+.tii 8 . a
/, 771

1 . a __ l+w 2T ' bk a

or

o in

/„ l+,i- 27

/, 2,1 n-y {i,l)\fy

follows ()y sulistitution of

/' ^^ ^Pki ^i = inTj;, V = wr/,:, b ^ yb];,

ill which :see 1, p. .29(5—297)

/'. = ^./;^; i^v.^1,;^; ., = 2,u,.

Hence, by eiiualisatioii of liie expressions for ' " f for the two co-

existing phases

d d!
\-\-.v l+.f _ 6 rf"-— d''

2.1 —yd ~ 2T—Yd' ~ 8" '~7V^ ' '

••(!")

when we again inlrodiice the densities (/ =z [ : n and d' ^ I -. ii/ . For
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,),'^=i(r^2) (associali(iii to ddiililc iimirciiles) we liax'e \i/.. (soe 1

p. 297):

27 _ 27 _ ^^ _ 6''^-='^-

(2^1)=/;
'~

(2,114)- X 1,004
""

4,41J'J X 1,004 ~ 1,004^5
~ ''

''

tor which we have wi'illen (i for brevity's sake. So in lalei' cah-ii-

hxtioiis ill (]()) 2,1 aiiis( alwavs he replaced hy 2.114 and <! liy

(3,01H — al least for .( = 1. At constant h this value 6 liecomes

27 H-,--,i— = 3, while — , 7 etc. become all = 1, so iliat then tiie original

relation (1) is found back (see II, p. 432).

The foriuei' logarithniic relation, formed from //"/' niu>t now be

obtained in a somewhat dill'erent way, liecause the ilirect integration

would become loo intricate in conse((uence of the \ariabilit\' of ^
and A. The same result is, however, obtained by equalisation of the

thermodynamic potentials of liie two coexislinu- phases '), and the

formula

(!+«)% RT
,1 lA /I 1

is then found, as we derived before [see among others Solid State ^'

p. 456 (These Proc. Nov. 19J0) and VII p. 89 (.June 1911 . Hut as

here everything refers to double molecular t|uantities, and in future

everything will refer to single i|uaiililies, we must substitute a : (1 -\-,xf

for </, h„ for (1 4" *j ^>i^
>' (4+'''i for v, and we get

;

loo I

—
-h ii'J RT

1 1
, 1 1hA~— -.- (11)

1-1

when i>-\-"/,-^ is i-eplaced bv — RT:[v— //) and y; -|- "/,.- bv the
! -[ X

corresponding expression.

In this c'oiinection we will just show that eipiation 11) is identical

with that \\hi(di would follow from // ^ , \ii(lr. Let us for this

purpose write (11) in the form

in which the expression between [ ] can lie written

a a

1) Cf. also Chemisch Weekblad 1909, N'. 51.
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v—h v'—b'

h'T

Hence al'ler suhslitiilion and solutiaii ol' /i

+ /'("- tO-

JIT fr-b' ,i\ .( /v'7'

And now il is itnniediately seen tliat in (11"), for /; constant —
in which /. = // = A,, while (1+;^) : (

1
+,r) and (l-f/^) ; (1+,7'j botii

become ^i — tlie last lerni (lisa|)|iears and tiie followinii' e(|nati()n

I'emains

:

HT r—(V a

P = -, hi , ,

I-
— (1 „ _ /, rr

as l)efoi-e. So the second niemher of e(|uaiion (11") can he considered

1 /
as the \aUie of the integral - - I /"/''. hnl obtained bv an indirect

coni'se by e(|nalisation of the thennodvnaniic potentials.

Now, after this siiort digression, we retnni to (11). In con.se(|uence

of t!ie substitiilions r = 9ivh, etc. — to wiiicli A.^ -:
.vA/s- can ite added,

this e(|nation rednces to

^^^^

/2,
1 bk >^-bk /

,A _ " [2 / 1 _ M '^f 1
_ i

"'\-l,lbkn-b/,Y ^iy' H- /a L^l/'/A" n'J (2 1)-^V ^r "n"8 •

, «
f.
— in

27' bk

or to

ln(i

d 2,1-y'af' A 6 d—d
d' 2,[~yd ifJ 8

2 X 2,1 — s {d + d') (12)

l)ecause 1 : ??, = r/, etc. and (for .r i) t! has been snbslilnted for

27 : (2,!)'/",= (),()!•'). Here too our former relation (2) foi' Aconslant

(11, ]). 433) is I'ound back when we put ,-? and ,t(', y and y'=:l,

replace (j by 3 (see above), 2,1 too by 3, while also .v becomes = 1

.

Now it is the ecpiations (10) and (12) thai cpiite determine ^/ and
(!' as fnnctions of /;/. Hnt the presence of ,i and y now makes the

problem mnch more intricate. We .shall see that in the expression

for the coefficient a of the expansion r/ = 1 -|- at -\- hr^ even the

third dilferenlial (piolieni with respect to /• of the qnantity I) of v.vn
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DKR W.WT.sV e(|natinii of stale occurs, wliei'eas in the expression for

tlie coeiilicieiit h even the////// ditferential (luotieiit —- plays a part.

9. Of llie (iilTerent ways by wliicli we can ai-rive at the know-

ledge of the coeflicient //, tlie foilowinii" one seems (he simplest to

me. As (see I p. 2^3!

h =b,-~(\ —^i)Lh.

hk is also = />.! — (1

—

i^k) ^l>, and we llnd hy subtraction;

h — hi = (,i — ,ii.)Lh.

i.e. after division liy A,; :

because h^yhi. Now we put (see I, p. 283).

Lb
(1 ^- .z-.i)—- = //.

V—h

hence we have also :

Lb
(1 J^ ,r^if,)

- - ^.
,f t^,

'•/.— f'/.-

l-lc — hk
and so we can substitute ///.. for Lh. so that we net:

1 -(- 'A-

bi, 1 + x^ik

and hence, puttin.i!; (i -(-
'''i^) : (1 + x) = « :

(l+'^')«/.-

la 'fk

because /•/, : ///, = 2, J, .so (/* — /;/,) : />/, = 2,1 — 1 := 1,1- (This value

1,1 is subjected to a slight modification, just as the other numeri-

cal values, when ./ is taken snccessively =1, 2, etc.). Now we
have always:

1 1
h = hk + //'/. ('• - '•/.) + - b,r (/• - vkf ^- -.-

/v.- ((• — (•/.)•'' + eti'.,

_ <j

idh\
in wiiich/''/. ^ I I , etc. Hence division by ///, gives:

7= 1 ; 2.1//(/y— 1) • -J.

1

//'(// — 1)'^ i- 2.1 //"(//- 1)' J etc.. (M|
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while

1 1 ,„

lias luM'ii |)iit.

Ill conscciiicnoe of (14), (13) now reduces lo

1,1 (fl: 1,1 Yfc

and so also, liecanse « = (l-|-n^) : (!+') (see above):

2,1 .r 2.1 ,,

1,1 7 A l-l'//.

(15n)

Hv the aid of llie found e,\|)res>ioiis for y and tt we shall

calculate the fraction

1 + .v^
,

l+.r «(/

2,1 _ yd 2,1— y^Tf 2,1 «—

7

ill (lOj. We lind for it:

/ 2,1 ,r 2,1 .0 \
«* 1 +— -~p'(/<-l) +-'--p"(n-l)^+...

2,1 w—

y

2,1 «— I — 2,1 y (»— 1) — 2,1 /)" {>i— l)- —.. .

But as evidently 2,1 // -1 := i,i -|- 2,1 (//— 1), this licconies;

1 + ;^
''

//(''-i) + ^'^-- /'>-ir+ •

(' '(/. 1,1 Vi 1,1 '/A-

2,1 n—Y 1,1 2,1
,

2 1 „

1 +
-p-, (l--r)(,,_l)_ - ;>' (« _ 1)

»

If now the second inemlier is reru'esented In

2,1 2,1

1,1 ^ ' 1,1 ^

'

the cocfticienis A, li, (', etc. may lie determined from

2,1 ,'(;

1,1 '//.

2.1

1,1 ^ '
^ 1 + ^-j(l-/'') ("-1)
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In this we find by equalisation of the coefticients of tiie dilTerent

powers of n —1 -.

2.1 2,1 2,1 ,, /

?'J 2,1 , 2,1 2,1 , „, ,.,E^^^I) \ p') + ~ Cp' -~ Bp"' + — -Ip" -p M 1 +:
1.1

'

1,1

Now equation (10) passes into

2.1 «A-

1,1 '//.

(l,lj^

.(16)

A j(«-l) - (./-I) + B \{n-iy- - («'-!)' -

6 (ii —ri) (n-\-ii)
C („_l)3-(,/-])M + (io<o

In this tlie coefficient - may be rephiced by another expression.
8

We saw, namely (see above), that 6 is properly = 27 : (2,J)-/j, in

which (see I, p. 297)

.
\-\-x nk^ (2nn],-—2nk)

In this iiik and 7ik (given by (5) on p. 288 loc. cit.) have of course

another meaning than the above m and n, so that we have marked

them with the index k to distinguish them. Now we can also write

for /; :

1 9 rvk-bk \ „ bk

./.
=

«/t 4:

Z — . mk

'Vk
— b^; 2nk bk 3?«^*^2Hi

because = „ „ , and ——— ;— . (see I, p. 288). In
V]; oin k vk ^ 'mk

27 (1,1)' mi

consequence of this we obtain

•^'^4
(2,1)' «i.

'

because Vk 6^ ^ 2, 1 and (vk—hk) bk = 1,1. What we have represented

by the figure 6 is therefore, properly speaking:

27 4(2ar«*^^ 2,1 ak-

(2,\y '^27(\,irmk {lAY'mk

So we get, dividing both members of (10a) by
2,1 «i

(lar
(n'

—

n)

:

39
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XIV.
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^_i? j(„_l) + (,/_!)
j

+cj(«-l/-f(«-l)(,/-i; + («'_!)' U..-

=—
, ,7 (106)

ill which H/yt fias lieeii given by (see p. 288 loc. cil.)

:

.v+ 1

For x=l mk is e. g. =1,107 (see p. 297 loc. cit.). If we now
put again, just as in the expansion of d=:l:n (the further develop-

ments contirm again that l—7i and n'—1 are really of (he order

of magnitude r = y 1—m) :

« = 1 — o't + h'r' ...)')
ii'=l -j- at + h'r" . . . r

we inav write for the second member of (10?') :

1 1+b't"- 1 _ 1 l + bV-

m [(1 + Vt')»—rt'Vf 1—T»
"~

mk [1—(2a'»— 46')r"](l— T^)'

as 111^1 — r", and because we shall for tiie present content ourselves

with terms of the degree T^

Now (10'') passes into

A — Bi^lVx") \ C (a'-r—a'rM «'V) = —(1 + (l+2a'=- 36') r'l, (10c)

'"AV )

and it is only left to calculate A, B and C. For A we tind

from (!()):

But we can easily siiow that this = — . For we found in I,

|). 2112:

1

do .B -\-l (I m— I

// = — = ^ = — , . (a)
db 1 ic+ ff m

l-f—-^(l-i?) (..+ ./)'
^'

.r+ 1

because ui has been written for the deuouiinator of the expression for

,, db ^:=— (fee above). Jleiicc also, because //'i^=zn' has been put:
dv

1) Sea for the cquility of the numerical values of the coellicieiits a', b', etc. for

n and n' the observations in II, p. 138—439.
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mic— I 1

so that the equality of the terms with t" identically has been fulfilled.

So there remains

:

mk

After substitution of A = — we find for B from (16)

:

2,1 1— »' „/ *

1,1 mk V 'fl'-

In this ;/'
( 1 -|- ^

) *-'''i" be expressed in // by the aid of a relation,

V 'fkJ

holding between p' and //' at the crilical point. We have viz. (see

I p. 285):

dp 2a /tI2'
(f

dv v' Lh {v—b) m '

and hence

:

d'p iia RT(l—b')<( RT d A/

dv" V* Ab{v— by m £\b {v— b) dv \7n

dp d'p
At the critical point —^0 and also— ^0, hence we have there:

dv dv '

cp 2a RT l— b'ff d f'l\ '5a RT
rn r' £\b (v— h) v— b iii dvyinj v* Ab [v— b)

And from this follows

:

V— b in dv \jnj v m
or

^('L\^(i=^_iyii ,,
dv \7njk \vk—bk v]J in.

in which we must bear in mind that this relation only holds for 7\,

dp d^— and -^
dv dv

dp d'^p— and — being = only there.

Now we saw above that 1 — 6'
( 1 + — )

= — , so also

:

<p — b {a!Ar(f) = -',
in

and hence

39*
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av dv
(.i)

wliicli relalidii holds cverv\\ lici'e, ami not only for 7V But only there

d A/\—
I

~ niav be replaced l>y its value from {«), and we get:
dv ymj

(1-//) -Ki^'^+'fk)
n'f,l— b't

Vk— f>k Vkjm^

1
(f d(f

or after substitution of for --- (see loc. cit. p. 285):
('

—

b in dv

//'(,«+ r/t.) =
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By way of control the following remarks may serve. It follows

from (16) for the case b constant, in which p'
,
p"

, J) \ etc. are all

-.1 „ . ,. 3 12.1 ,. ,
2,1

M
— (since vt : h^ is not = 2,1 then, but = 3), so that Cm^ becomes

0, that C^ — B, i.e. ('/»/,==:-.— . But then ^-7 passes into

9 1

1= - . Hence a-

=

^4, and so a' = 2 as it should be.
4 27,-2

(Before we put (see II, p. 438) d =: I -\- 'lax , whereas we now put

n=^l:d=l—a'r, so that a' = 2a).

In the general case we find for C from (16) :

2,1 :3 1-// 2 1 p" / .r

1.1 2 iiik 1,1 mk V <(k

SO that we get:

.,
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10. The third differential quotient. We start from the

dh
formula (11) for b'

^

— (see I, p. 292), viz.
dv

-^ ^(l_^^)y(..,+ ,;)
x-\- 1 ,1 i

h' = —L of - =r
1 U 1

+ -^^
• (1)

i+---/i(i-ij)(,H-7)^ -"^(1 -mk^+'t)
X-\-\ X \- i

From this follows
j
representing r/^(l — 9) <l (•« + <f) bj N,, so

hat h' = -

h"

x^\
/?(! -/?)(,,• + 2f) —

I) m
4-

1 y{^-\-'V^)~

+ —^ Y (.'^ + '/)(!- 2,?) . -V-^ r—ft wi

taking the vahies found iii 1, p. 285 (formulae (<)) and (a)) for

d(
, ,}j~~ and ' into consideration, viz.

«(' dc

df, _ _ 1 r/. _ ,/|i_ l-f,r/Ji'

t/c y.— /) m dv v—b (f

bearing in mind tiiat 1 -\ /?(1 — /J) {.,- + r/Y = m iias been put,
x-\-\

and the second member of (ff) is evidently =: — . Hence:
<f

b" _ 1

h"~'N°-(v-b) _

x + l
;J(l-ji)./(..f2y)

+

+ -—r(.« + Y)(l + .t^^) (I - 2,?) ft'

.r+ 1

1 X

- b ((m

Now iV^is evidently = h'm (see above), and i?(l—,J)/(.e f 2'/) : m
.* fl

a;+ 27-.

'^
ft', so that we get

:

X+ rp
"

ft'

(t— ft) ft" = --
x-\-2cr; x-l-ff!

(/ m
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~-- + ^7 (1 + ^r?) (2.i - 1) + .r-
—

1

Replacing in this /y/// liv ,? ( 1 — ,?) 7 (.r f '/ ) (see above), Ave

//

got :

i. e.

iV-\-'l(f x-\-(p
-)

identical with (12) in I, p. 293, paying attention to the above

expression (1) for b' . This derivation seems somewhat shorter to me
than that in 1, p. 292—293, and besides confirms the validity of the

result, so that we can calculate //" from it with full assurance.

Clarens, Nov. 13, 1911.

{Tu be concluded).

Astronomy. — ".4 p/totoc/raphical method of researcli Int) the

structure of the galn.ei/." By Dr. A. P.\nnekoek. (Communicated

by E. F. v.\N DK S.\N'DF, Bakhuyzen).

(Communicated in tlie meeting of November 25, 1911).

In my paper: "Researches into the structure of the galaxy",

published in the Proceedings of the Meeting of June 2.5, J 910, I

have pointed out that the chief difficulty in this kind of researches

consists in the lack of completeness and homogeneity in the material

of star-countings that is at our disposal. Herschel's and Epstein's

gauges and the countings on photographic and other stellar charts

have relation to small, generally non-coincident parts of the examined

galactic region. Owing to this the fluctuations of density, which may

be considerable even in smaller regions (comp. M.\x Wolk's and

Barnakd's photographs of the Milky Way), appear with their full

amount as errors of the function X{m) (number of stars per square

degree as function of the limiting magnitude m). At best we may

only hope that in the mean of a great amount of countings these

irregularities lose their influence. Still there always remains uncertainty

and doubt justifying the question whether these drawbacks may not

be avoided by another method.
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Tliis may l)e done \\y liaving- recourse to pliotograj)li_)'. In lliis

manner the chief condition may he fulfdled at once : for all magnitudes

m exactl}'^ the same part of llie heavens is taken and counted.

Hence the local dijferences in star-density become altogether harmless

;

as the irregularities shown by the function N{m) itself are probably

much smaller, this function may now be more easily deduced. If

ail numbers N for different m can be determined on one and the

same exposure then the influence of the transparency of the air, of

the different sensitiveness of the plates, of the development etc.,

disappears at the same time.

Another condition which is of the greatest importance for the

practicability of the method, consists in the fact that for the deter-

mination of iV onlij countings are wanted without estimates or

measurement of the brightness of the stars.

One can e.g. make two photographs on one plate with the same

time of exposure, one without and one with a screen interposed,

the absorption of which is known to be « magnitudes. This absorp-

tion may be determined by ]iliot()melrical measurements, most

precisely by measuring the dimiiiution of surface-brightness by the

screen. This is equal to half of the stellar absorption in magnitudes

and it is independent of the wave-length of the light. By counting

the stars appearing only on the photograph taken without the screen

and the stars showing both images we get two numbers X {m) and

N'{m—«), for which we accurately know the difference « of the

limiting magnitudes, which is specially important for determining

d lo<i N
the, value of the gradient —

. The absolute value of m mav be
dm

found by measuring a few individual stars. We might also in order

to find a third value, count the number of stars, for which moreover

the first diffraction-image is visible. But only when the gauze is so

coarse that the first spectrum is contracted practically into a star-

shaped image, its visibility depends on the entire quantity of light.

Otherwise the limiting visibility depends also on the colour of the

stars and the difference in visibility between the diffracted and the

principal image is theoretically unknown.
Another method will be more practical. We take a luunber of

photographs on the same plate with geometrically progressing times

of exposure. Of each star we then obtain a series of images, each .

time differing in brightness a constant number of magnitudes. Now
we simply have to count the number of stars with one visible

image, with two images, with three, with four, with t'lve images.

These give the numbers iV" corresponding with the limiting magni-
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tildes /», wliioh iiici-ease earh liiiio with a constant auiomil. To I'emove

the uncertainty owing to the confusion of the faintest star-images

with spots in the plate it is advisable to take the photograph of

longest exposure twice. The faintest stars are then all double and

undoubtedly recognisable, while there can be no doubt about the

visibility of the faintest image of the brighter stars, because the place

where we liave (o look for it is accurately known.

In this method, however, ihe difference in brightness between

the several images is not known beforehand and must therefore

be determined by special measni'ements. We know approximately

how man}' magnitudes are gained by a certain lengthening of the

time of exposure, ') but this increase differs for ditferent plates and must

therefore be determined for each plate by itself. Therefore a scale

of photographic magnitudes must be lixed on the plate. These

magnitudes cannot be derived from a scale of visual brightness since

the spectra of the faint stars are unknown. It must be performed

independently by photographic methods.

Up till now there does not exist a scale of photographic stellar

magnitudes (defined by m = 2.5 lo</ L), which is independent of

visual brightness. Generally it is determined in such a manner that

they correspond for the stars of a certain spectral class (Harvard A.) to

the visual photometric scale. Also in Pickering's "Report on stellar

magnitudes in Kapteyn's selected areas" °) the necessity for fixing

the scale of magnitudes for the fainter stars by means of prismatic

companions, of exposures of different length or with wire-gauzes,

is only mentioned in general terras. It is plain, however, that the

first two methods cannot give an independent scale-value. This can

be done only by a wire-gauze the absorption of which has been

determined by physical experiments. Another indepeiulcnt method

has heen proposed recently by Hektzsprung, viz. to use the first

diffracted image obtained witli a coarse screen in front of the ob-

jective, the strips of which are of the same width as the spaces

between them.

So a "scale-plate" must be taken of the same part of the heavens

of which a "counting-plate" has been made, in order to determine

the magnitudes; on the first one two ex[)osures of the same

1) According to Schvvabzschild (Beilrage zur pliotographischeii Pliotometrie tier

Gi;stirne) is log I + p log t = consl. ; llie values found for p were generally lying

between 0,7 and 0,9. Accepting 0,8 as mean, then with a tenfold time of exposure

log I — 0,8, and the gain is exactly two magnitudes.

') J. G. Kapteyn, First and second Report on the progress of the plan of

selected areas 1911. p. 31.
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duration liave (o he made, one with a free objective, and one with

a wire-ganze, or according to Hertzsprungs's method, the second

one with the coarse screen. We thus obtain two images of each star

on the phite, differing a knoirn luiinlx'r of magnitudes and from liiis

there may he deiiiiced a scale of photographic magnitudes on the

phate, whicii is aUogeliier independent of visual magnitudes.

Thi,s method, iiowever, has this drawback that the two exposures

are taken one after the other, so that, owing to changes in the

transparency of the atmosphere the real difference in brightness does

not correspond to Ihe (Hfference found on the plate. Hence the basis

of the method heconies doubtful. In order to escape this objection

another photograph slionld he taken at the same time wilii a second

apparatus to control the fii-st. Another means is the application of

Schwarzschild's method in which a fine wire gauze is interposed in

the cone of rays a little way before the focus. This produces the

same kind of images as a gauze before the objective and the dimi-

nution of brightness of the principal image is the same. If for the

first exposure the gauze is placed before one half of the plate, leaving

the rest uncovered, and if for the second the gauze is placed before

the other half of the plate, we obtain two images of every star .on

the plate, one undiminished, the other weakened, except in the central

zone which is no use because the rays partially passed through the

gauze. If a stands for the absorption-coefficient, d for the difference

in brightness owing to the change of the atmospherical transparency,

then the difference of the images on the one half of the plate is

n -\- d, on the other half u — J, and in the mean the influence of

(/ disappears.

As soon as an accurate, independent and reliable scale of photo-

graphic magnitudes has been fixed fur a definite region of the

heavens (e.g. for the zone near the norih-pole), then we can determine

the stellar magnitudes of any other part simply by taking it together

with the polar region on one and the same plate. As long as this

ideal has not been atlained the scale must be fixed for each region

individually, for whicli purpose Schwakzschild's method with a half

gauze in the cone of lays seems the most practicable.

For a i)ractical detei'minalion of the stellar magnitudes we can

measure the diametei's of both the undiminished and the weakened
images of a number of stars forming a series of decreasing bright-

ness. For the faintest images a scale of blackness gives a continuation

of the scale of diameters. From this the stellar magnitude as function

of the diameter may easily be computed. The same end, however,
may be attained just about as accurately by estimates without the
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need of nieasurements. To lliis end a scale of star-images must he

construed, regularly progressing through properly chosen times of

exposure with V5 or 74 magnitude. If a group of stars is photo-

graphed for instance with exposures of 9, 12, 16, 21, 28, 38, 51,

67, 90, 120, 160 213, 285, 379, 506, 675 and 900 seconds, we
obtain a scale covering 4 magnitudes with intervals of 0,25, between

which each stellar image on a plale may be interpolated. It does

not matter whether the difference between the extremes deviates

more or less from 4 magnitudes. This scale is oidy a makeshift

and fulfds as it were the part of a scale of millimeters in which

each star is classed by measuring its diameter. With the help of a

few of such overlapping scales, covering together a still greater range

of stellar images it is possible to determine by estimate both the

images of each star on the scale plale. The known difference between

the two images enables us to reduce the brightness expressed on this

provisory scale (just as the millimeter-scale of the diameters) into

real magnitudes. Thanks to this the photographic brightness of a

number of stars, from the brightest to the faintest, is known. The

absolute value, the zero-point, may be deduced from a few bright stars

of from the 6^'' to 8''' magnitude, and need only be roughly known.

When in this manner the magnitudes of a number of stars have

been determined on the scale-plate, which has to be exposed a little

longer than the longest exposure of the counting plate, there only

rests to be seen which of these stars show 1,2,3,4,5 images on the

counting-plate. In this way the limiting brightness of each of these

classes is immediately given.

With this method we therefore only want — besides the scale for

estimating the magnitudes — 2 plates t'ov each region of the Milky

Way: a counting plate and a scale-plate. Practically without any

measurements, hence without any other insirument than a magnifying-

glass, only by countings and estimates we can thus obtain all the

data which must otherwise be compiled with a great deal of trouble

and far more incompletely from the different sources of catalogues,

stellar charts and gauges. As Professor Schwarzschild, Director of the

Astrophysical Observatory at Potsdam graciously offered to have a few

plates made for this purpose with the exceedingly appropriate Zeiss-

triplet of 1500 mm. focal-distance and 150 mm. aperture, and as

Mr. Hertzsprung astronomer at the same observatory, kindly made

the photographs for me, I take these as a standard of what may be

attained in this direction.

On a photograph of the polar region with this instrument on an

exceedingly sensitive Lumiere Sigma-plate ,a 10 minutes' exposure
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showed stars up to magnitude 13,0 according to Pickering's scale.

Consequently when we use on the counting-plates exposures of 1900,

600, 190, 60, 19, 6 seconds, the limiting magnitudes of the different

classes of stars are 14,0 18,0 12,0 11,0 10,0 9,0. So they penetrate

just as far into the region of the faintest stars as Heuschel's gauges

do. The field within the limits of vvhicli the stars retain their perfectly

round and well-defined shape has a diameter of 6°; so one plate can be

used to cover a part of the heavens of more than 25 square degrees.

Here lies before iis a field for research on which with little ti'ouble

and simjile implonients very important data can be gathered for the

structure of the galactic system. The necessary photographs take but

little time; the deduction of the results wants more, but on the other

hand asks very little instruniental help; hence this is a very suitable

field for the cooperation of observatories with persons who cannot

command large instruments. Formerly it often happened that amateurs

gathered \aluable data b}' the observation of the heavens. Tiiis will

gradually have to cede its place in future to the discussion of stellar

photographs as an opportunity to cooperate succesfully to the promotion

of science.

Mathematics. ~ ''Iloiinuji'neous linear (lijferentinf I'l/mitioiis of order

firo Willi (/ii-en relation between two particular inteijrals"

.

By Dr. Al. J. van Uven. (Communicated by Prof. W. K.-^pthvn).

(2'"' communication).

(Gommunicalod in tlie meeting of Novemljer 25, 1911).

In the preceding communication we made the two rectangular

coordinates x,y of a point satisfy the same homogeneous linear diffe-

rential etjualion of ordei' two:

^ + r(0.^ + .W- = o, (^)

and showed a given j'elatioii between x and // makes also a

finictional relation between y^ (/ an<l /. This was evident particularly

when we brought the equation {A) in a standard form, either in the

form

d^x IIt) d.v

dr 2 dr

or in the canonical f"orm :
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^ + qAt^) • .I- = (C)

The form of / as a function of t, or of ry, as a funciion of /^,

was then governed by the rehition existing bet\veen .v and y -.

y = '/(•«). (11)

or

Fi.v,y) = (12)

or in homogeneous form,

F(.r,u,z) = (13)

If we regard .r, //, and c as iiomogeneous coordinates tlie triangle

of coordinates of which is formed by the two axes and the line at

infinity, we can define the line coordinates u, r, and tu belonging to this

same triangle by the relation

Au,v -(- J3vi/ + Civs = U,

or passing to the non-homogeneous form by putting ::=! and /r=l

jUix -\- Bvij + C = (34)

This equation determines, as is known, either the line («, v) in

point coordinates (c, y), or the ])oinl {.v, y) in line coordinates {u, v).

If now a relation (11) or (12) is given we can determine the

tangential equation (in u,v) of the curve represented l:)y fhem. The

line coordinates u and r will then satisfy a certain differential

equation. If we note the autodual character of the homogeneous

linear ti'ansformation, against which the differential equation (.1) — resp.

[B) and (6') — is proof, we can expect the differential equations for

u and V to show a close relationship with those of x and y.

It is our aim here to investigate the differential equations for

u and V.

The tangent in point (.v,y) of curve (11) or (12) drawn to this

curve has as equation

dil

r-v-f (X-.V)
ax

or

— Xdij + Ydx -f [xdy—ydx) — .

If we call u and v the line coordinates of this tangent, it is

determined by

AuX + BvY -{- C = 0.

From this ensues (see (14) and (15) 1*' communication p. 395).

_ C dy _ ^ <ly _ C dy _ C
,

A xdy—ydx 2A dS cA dt^ cA
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C dx _ C (Ix _ C d,v _ C
_,

''~ ^B ,r.dy-ydx
~ '^^ 2BdS~ ^ '^dt, ~ "^ ^ "'"

so

C C
u= -y'

,
f = + -^ *•' (35)

cA cB

By ditlerentiation ticconling to /, we find with tlie aid of (C),

C „
c

u = -.y = ^ 9i.'/'
cA cA

C C
,

5,'
,

so that u satisfies tlie differential equation

)/' — — u' + g,u = l36)

It is easy to see tliat v satisfies this same equation.

If we wish to put (36) in the canonical form

h <7-Jf,) . " = (C)
dt,'

^ ^' '' ^ '

we have to put (see (5) and (6), 1*" communication p. 392)

+ /r'"'
dt^ = e

'"
dt, = q,dt„ (37)

-^ di,
1

g^ — q^e' —~ (38)

'h

where we have discarded an irrelevant constant.

To obtain the standard form {B)

d'-u IJt.) du

dr,' 2 dr,

we must put (see (9) and (10) 1'*' communication p. 394)

dr, = ± [/q^ . dt, = ± y/q, . dt^ — ± dr, . . . (39)

— 1. _ ^

2 da. 2 da,

^.-±?. 7r=T'?' i^ = =^^-
• • •

(^*^)
«<3 dt^

By a proper choice of the algebraical sign and of the constant of

integration we can attain that the standard form (B) has for the line

coordinates the same independent valuable as (he form (B) for (he

point coordinates, whilst in this case the function I{r) i-everses its sign.

The standard form (B) for u (and v) runs therefore
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(Pu /(t) du

dx' 2 dx^ ^ '

This last result satisfies, witli respect to the connection of the

differential equations for x and u, in high degree the expectations

expressed by us.

Let the tangential equation of the curve (11) or (12) be

r = Vi{lt), (41)

or

L{uv) — 0, (42)

or, made honiogeneons,

L{u,v M-) = 0. (43)

The equations can also be easily interpreted as equations between

the point coordinates % = u, »; =: v (? = lo). We obtain them namely

by polarising the given curve (11) or (12) and that with respect

to the conic

Ax^ + %' + C = 0, (44)

having its cenli'e in 0.

The pole («; i/) has then after all as polar line

Aix + Br^y + C =r 0,

so that s and ii are really coupled by the same equation to .I'andy

as u and i\

The result obtained by us can therefore also be given as follows

:

If we transform the curve (Jl) or (12) by polarisation with respect

to the conic (44) then there is generated a new curve dualistically

conjugate to the original one, whose function / is the opposite of

the function / belonging to the given curve.

If we had applied for the polarisation instead of the conic (44)

the conic

P.c' + 2Q.r^ + %= -f ,S'= u, (45)

which has its centre likewise in <>, we should have attained the

same j-esult. The curve i^j ^ co,(gi) or L,(§i,i;i) = 0, obtained b}'

means of polarisation with respect to (45) out of (11) or (12) is then

generated, as can easily be shown, out of the curve i] = a}(§) or

L[%,t]) = 0, generated l)y polarisation with respect to (44), by appli-

cation of the transformation

irrelevant for the differential equation.

So we have but to polarise the given curve with respect to a

conic having its centre in 0.
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We shall in future call fiiose curves generated by homogeneous

linear substitution out of the given curve, equivalent to tiiat given

curve. On the other hand we shall call the curves deduced out of

the given curve by polarisation with respect to a conic having Oas
centre, semi-equivalent to tlie given curve. Our result can now be

formulated as follows

;

Equivalent curves have the same functions 1, semi-equivalent curves

have opposite functions I.

Whilst the equivalent curves form a (/roup, mutually connected

as they are by the group of the homogeneous linear substitutions,

the semi-equivalent curves form together a so-called extended group

(Gruppe 2"^'' Art). The semi-equivalent curves can be deduced from the

equivalent curves by extending the group of the homogeneous linear

substitutions with one so-called pseudo-substitution (Substitution 2'"'

Art), for which we can choose the polarisation with respect to a

detinite conic with as centre, e.g. with respect to .t?/=i=l.

We can compare this state of affairs with the group of congruent

plane figures (mutually connected by the transformations of the group

of the movements in the plane) which is extended by reflections to

the extended group of the congruent and symmetric plane figures.

The extension to symmetric figures demands but one reflection.

From (37) follows still

dt, . dt.^ = q^dt^^ =dT' (46)

The iucremenl dr of the independent variable of the standard form

(B) is therefore mean proportional between the increments of the

canonical independent variables conjugate to the given curve and to

the curve semi-equivalent to it.

When a curve K is semi-equivalent to itself, it means that

there is a homogeneous linear transformation 2, which transforms the

curve K' generated by polarisation out of K into K again.

In this case, although (s, ?/) (apart from 2) satisfies the same

equation as {x, y), it is not necessary for dt., to be equal to dt^ . For

this is moreover necessary that point P' of K'
,
generated by polarisation

out of point P of K, is likewise brought back by transformation ^
to point P. If however this last condition is satisfied, then we have

dt^ = dt^, also 7i^l (or equal to a constant). The coordinates of

a point of such a curve K satisfy the ecjuation

,r" -f .)• = 0.

The general relation between two ])articular integrals of this

equation runs as follows
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The only curves, satisfjing (lie above mentioned condition, are

therefore the conies with centre in 0, just those curves with respect

to which the polarisation takes place.

We can in the first place regard the canonical \ariable of the

line coordinates as the area described by the radius vector out of

of a point of the curve generated by polarisation. It can however

be interpreted in the second place as follows.

Let us call q the perpendicular let down out of on the

tangent of point [x, y) of the given curve K, and 6 the angle made

by this perpendicular with the A'-axis, then q and 6 are evidently

the polar coordinates of a point of the pedal curve of A.

Let us now compare the normal form of the equation of the tangent

X cos d ^ Y ain 6 — Q — y)

with

AuX + BvY -f
6' = ;

we then find

C cos 6 C sin 6

A f)
^ B Q '

from which ensues

2dt, = ttJv — niu 7=1 . — .

AB q'

If we now submit the pedal curve to an inversion with respect

to a circle, with centre and radius R, then

R-
o, = -

, &^=6
Q

holds for the point conjugate to {q, 6), so that

C dd C-

If we now choose

we find

AB Q- ABR

AB

7 • i,h'd^.

2dt, — Q,'dl9, = 2dS,

.

So the canonical variable t^ is the area described by the radius

vector out of of a point of the curve generated by inverting the

pedal curve of the given curve K with respect to the circle with

as centre and radius R =zTy —-.
AB

We now return to standard form {B).

40

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amslerdam. Vol. XIV.
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If we rojilaco here r by Tj = — t, we liiid

d''.x 1 i— T.) dw

Widi respect to fmictioii / we have dilferent cases to distinguish :

•1. / is a univalent even function of t.

TJjen /(—T,) = /(r,), so that the equation (47) belongs to the

semi-equivalent curves. As however the change of t into — r has

no intluence on the connection between x and y, the curve y ^ f/(,i;)

01' F{a', y) = must be semi-equivalent to itself. In other words

there must be a homogeneous linear transformatioji 2 which trans-

forms the curve K' obtained b}' polarisation again into A'. An example

is furnished by / ^ const. We shall look at this example more closely.

Let US put

i = 2 (/(• + /,—
1) ;

then (he integrals of the ecjuation

\i + {k + «-l)
\v + ,!• =

are ,? = t^ * and y = e , so that the relation existing between ,r and

y runs as follows

:

y = .r*\

The curve K is therefore a (higher) parabola for /' > whose

singular point lies in O and a (higher) hyperbola for k'' <^ 0, of

which the (multiple) asym|ttutes meet in 0.

The parabola of 2'"i order demands k'' = 2 ( or -
|

, so /= ± 3 l-'2.

The hyperbola of 2'"' order requires k' = — i, therefore /=:().

or -
1 , so /= ± - l,/3.

3 / 2 'X

For the semi-cubic parabola we have k' ^ -
[ or - so

5
1 = ± - ^/6.

3

The cubic hyperbola furnishes /' = — 2 ( or | so /= ± /|/2.

2. y is a univalent odd tunction of r.

Now / (— T,) = — i(Tj) so that the equation (47) is identical

to {B).

The given curve is now not semi-equivalent to itself.

If we now put
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then Pj is an oc/t/ function of t, P^ an t'lV'H one.

We then find

« ^ ^•'- + « = |J^,(r) f P,(r)| +^|A(r) f P,(r)!+jP,(r)+P,(T)!=0(48)

and

(/^v
^ /(— r) d.i

d(-ry 2 d{-T)

__
\.rF,{-T)

,
d^P^(-r)l J{-T)UlF,{-r) dP,{-r)r{-r)UlP^{-r) dP,i-r)l

I
(/(—t)' • d(—ry \

' 2 j ci(— t)
"^

d(—r) \

"^

+ |P,(-T) + P,(-T)! ;

as P, and P, are even functions and P, and A odd, we find

dP,(-T) dP(—r)

hence

:

j-P,(r) -f P,(T)i - :^|P,(r)-P,(r)S+|-P,(r)f P,(T)! := 0, (49)

P, +-P, +P, = 0, , P, + lp^+P,=.0.

so that we find tlie following equations

:

[ .. .. . .. /

2

From this follow three possibilities

:

«) all integrals are even functions of r,

/J) all integrals are odd functions of t,

y) one of the integrals is an even function of t, a second integral

is an odd function of t.

As an example of case ^«) we choose

y = e^.

1

Here is fp = e^, ffx = e^ (fxx = e^, xffx—rp = (j; — 1) e^; tp =:
;

X— 1

- |Vil' d'V = 2|/«— 1, .c — 1 4- -
;

i|>;,—2.sif,'' 2j;+ 1 t'+ 6
/= T-.

^—
, ^ =: an odd function of x.

^•^ l/,c-l r

40*
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The integrals .i- = 1 + ~ and ?/ = e are both even functions

of T.

By polarisation with i-es|)ect to llic conic

the curve y ^= c^' passes into the curve:

wliich is, as could l)e expected, not equivalent to y = e'\

Here holds;

?+i f+i f+l 1+1

.- T §+1 —r 1 r s "T"
ff =ie , (fi = -y e , T^f; = ^ « , ^'fi — V — e

1 2 ^ ^

^ = ^•' = "71'^^^'

If//. l/g T

4 4 -(=+';)
Hence too the integrals * = — and ?i = --

e

are both even
t' t'

functions of r.

As an example of case (y) we give

.,^« + y'=z\.

The calculation shows us

8r
I Y 3r 8 3t

sin , II z=:
\ / COS , i =:r — coto ;

1/5 ' V 1/5 5 - 1/5

/ is odd, X is odd, y is even.

Physics. -- " Deti'i'in illations of refractive indices of (jases under

liiijJi. pressures" . First paper. The dispersion of hydrogen. By

]j. H. SiERTSEMA and M. de Haas. (Communicated by Prof.

H. Kameklingh Onnes).

(Coniinunic-aled in tlie meeting of November 25, 1911).

1 . The modern theories of light which have l)een developed from

the theory of electrons lead to many relations that can be tested

experimentally iu various ways. One of us'), for instance, has

endeavoured to obtain from his experiments upon the magnetic

1) Tliese Proc. V. 1902/03 p. 413. Comm. phys. lab. Leiden N". 82.
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rotational dispersion of gases values of ejin for the electrons which

participate in the light vibration. For this deduction values of diiidX

[n = refractive index, ?. = wave length) for those gases at high

pressure were needed, while only determinations Tnade at atmospheric

or, at least, al low pressure were available. It is doubtful whether

it is justifiable to apply to high pressure the values thus obtained.

The few measurements which have hitherto been made u|)on the

refractive indices of gases at high pressures have all had the object

to obtain the relationship between the index of refraction and the

density of the gas. The question as to Avhether the dispersion varies

with the pressure or not has not yet been made the subject of an

experimental investigation. We have therefore undertaken a more

complete investigation, which includes a determination of refractive

indices at high pressures for various wave-lengths.

The high degree of accuracy attainable by the use of an inter-

ference method renders it highly advantageous to use such a method

for the determination of the refractive indices of gases. Many expe-

rimenters have used interference methods for obtaining such measure-

ments. In our experiments we used a J.amin interferential refracto-

meter. In the path of one of the interfering rays a tube containing the

experimental gas is placed, and, by using monochromatic light, the

number of bands passing the cross-wire of a telescope can be counted

when the cpiantily of gas contained in the tube is varied. The

dispersion is evaluated by counting the bands crossing the field

when different wave-lengths are successively employed. For if /'^ and

k, represent the uumher of bands crossing the field for light of

w^ave-lengths /^ and /.^ respectively when the densil^y of the gas

varies from to a given value, then

where n^ anil ??, are the refractive indices at that particular density

for the two colours, and e is the length of the tube. Furthermore

in the ratio

71
^

1 ^ji'j

«,— 1 P-,i"j

we obtain a quantity which expresses the dispei-sion of the gas, and

which we shall call a dispersion constant.

We may remark that the values of these dispersion constants may

be obtained without knowing the length of the tube, e; this is

necessary only for evaluating the refractive indices n^ and n.^. A
high degiee of accuracy can be reached in determining the numbers

k^,/i\..., for the whole numbers involved can be obtained by direct
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counting, and fractional portions can be deteraiined IVom the position

of the telescope cross-wire between two successive bands. When the

nnniber of bands crossing the field reaches some hundreds, it is

obvious that the numbers k can be evaluated to a degree of accuracy

far in excess of that possible in the measurement of e. It follows,

too, that in measuring refractive indices the temperature and the

pressure of the gas must also be known to a corresponding degree

of accuracy, while the dispersion constants will vary but little with

the density of the gas.

This led us to divide our research into two portions, one involving
,

a determination of dispersion conslants, the second a determination of

refi-active indices. The lueasurements described in the jti'esent paper

relate to the first branch of tlie iaxestigation.

2. A diagram is liere given of the tube contaiiung the experi-

mental gas which was placed in the path of one of the interfering

light rays.

A B, steel lube, with cylindrical boring, externally hexagonal.

C, nut tightening D, E, and F.

D and E, glass plates 8 mm. thiik,

F, steel cylinder about 2 cm. long witii projecting rims sun-our.diiig tlie glass

plates.

Between F and the glass plates are washers of klingeril, a packing which is
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used for steam joints and wliicli suited the present purpose admirably. Brass rings

prevented the squeezing of the packing into the tube. Outside the glass plates and

the metal on either side are a brass ring and some paper washers. /' is coupled

to the high pressure system by the screw connection G.

This con|)ling leads (o a inanoineler and to a reservoir filled willi tlie

e.xperimeiital gas under high [jressiire, while through it coiinect ion can

also be made with an airpiimp, (t.^ede's rotatory pump ("Kapselpnmpe").

The circular scale of the metallic manometer has a diameter of

16 cm., and on it pressures up to about 150 atmospheres can be

read to Vio of '"^^ atmosphere.

Mr. KoHNSTAMM kindly afforded us an opportunity of comparing

this manometer before and after the measurements with the STVf:K-

RATH manometer wliicli he has fitted in the Amsterdam Physical

Laboratory. We found that the manometer readings remained prac-

ticall}' the same, the dilfeience being, at the most, not more than

Vio of an atmosphere.

Beside the tube traversed by one of the interfering rays and in the

path of the other ray are placed two glass plates identical with those

in (he experimental tube. By means of three adjusting screws these

plates can be moved a little, and t!ie breadth and the direction

of the inlerference bands so regulated that they are in the best

position for observation. For this purpose the adjusting screws of

one of the glass plates of the interferometer can, of course, also be

used. A wide slit in front of the first glass plate of the interfero-

meter was found necessary in order to obtain clearly defined

bands. The whole apparatus was enclosed in a sheet-iron case, which

in the later experiments was filled with cotton wool leaving free

only the paths of the light rays. The openings in this case were

closed by glass plates. The high pressure connection and the mano-

meter were also wi-apped in cotton wool as far as the first regulating

tap. Beside the experimental tube was placed the reservoir of a

thermometer whose scale projected outside the case.

3. The measurements discussed in the present paper were made

with pure hydrogen which we obtained through the kindness of

Prof. Kamerlingh Onnes from llie Leiden laboratory, where it had

been prepared from impure hydrogen by freezing out the impurities

at a very low temperature').

In the first series of measurements the source of light was a

1) Kamerlingh Onnes, These l^roc. XI. 1908/09, p. 883. Comm. phys. lab.

Leiden, No. lU9b.
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Heraeus quartz mercury lamp, and the light was concentrated through

a lens upon the slit already mentioned in front of the interfero-

meter. By means of light-fillers the three wave-lengths (yellow, green

and blue) of which the light emilted by tiiis lamp chiefly consists,

were isolated ').

The interference bands were observed tlirough a telescope provided

with cross-wires, and tiie number of l)ands was determined that

passed the point of intersection of the cross fibres us tiie density of

the gas in the experimental tube was altered; to evaluate fractions

a Jamijj compensator was used.

The accuracy attained in these measurements was not so great as

that of later experiments; we shall not, therefore, describe them in

detail but shall content ourselves with communicating the results.

In the accompanying table are given the numbers /•., /•, and /•,

of the bands crossing the field while the density of the gas

changed from that determined by the pressures and temperatures

given below to zero, for each of the three colours ?.^ = 0,578 ft,

;., ^0,546ft and ).,=:0,'iSQ n. The table also includes the disper.sion

constants

^12 f32
Press,

atm.
Temp.

190.28

182.45

172.48

164.86

152. n

90.07

201.98

193.69

183.08

174.99

161.51

114.20

95.64

256.98
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In the more recent experiments a Her.veus quartz amalgam lamp

(220 volt, 5 to 6 amp.) was used as a source of light. The spectrum

of this light consists of a number of lines among which those of i/i/,

Zn and Cd are particularly bright. Owing to a copious formation

of ozone it was found necessary to put the lamp in a fume cupboard.

A collimator with a rather wide slit was placed close to the

lamp, luit outside the fume cupboard. The light beam emerging

from the collimator passed through the interferometer from which

the Jamin compensator had been removed and then fell ujion the

prism of a Hilger constant deviation spectroscope. In the field

of the telescope we thus obtained a series of images of the slit,

each corresponding to one of the wave-lengths emitted by the

amalgam lamp. The collimator slit was made so wide that some

of its images partially o\erlapped. Each image of the slit was

crossed by a system of interference bands, horizontal in the

green, but slightly slopuig in the blue and violet. About 3 bands

were visible in the red, and about 5 in the violet. It appeared that

the bands in any one slit image did not all lie in the same plane,

so that they were not all quite in focus at the same time in the tele-

scope. Even their apparent position in the field altered slightly when

the density of the gas in the experimental tube varied. The telescope

was so adjusted that for all the densities of the gas, occurring during the

experiments, one of the bands not far from the central band could

be brought into sharp focus.

In these experiments measurements were made upon six ditferent

images of the slit; these were:

a. The image of the red cadmium line .',0 = 0.644 •/. This image was partially

covered by that of the zinc line 0.636 ^i.. The uncovered part, however, was of

sufEcient width to allow the interference bands in it to be brought under proper

observation.

h. The image of the green mercury line >,6 = 0.546 j.. This image was very

bright. The interference bands were also easily observed, but still they were not

so clearly defined as one would expect from Iheir great intensity. Possibly satel-

lites exert here a disturbing influence.

c. The image of the green cadmium line ;i— 0.509 ^i. The bands in this

case were perfectly dark throughout.

d. The image of the blue zinc line Ao = 0.472 p.. This image was situated

amongst a number of others in such a way that only a portion of it was free,

in which the bands, which were very well defined, could be examined.

e. The image of the blue mercury line ;« — 0.436 /k. This image was very

bright with well defined bands.

f. The image of the violet mercury line •/ = 0.405^. The brightness of this

band was much less.
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These images of the slit, or rather their uncovered portions,

were brought in succession into the centre oi" the field of vision

bj a rotation of tlie specti-oscojje pi'ism. The spectroscope telescope

had a micrometer eve piece with a vertical screw. The movable

wire conld be made to coincide with liie bands. In onr measurements the

difference of phase between the interfering rays was determined in

each case for a fi.xed ])oinl in each image of the slit. We ti'ied to do

this first b^^ measuring the distances between the fixed point and each

of the two bauds innnodialely aitove and below it. Tins was done

for tiie si.\ images a, b, c, d, e and /' in snccession, and tiien

again in the I'everse order /', e, d, c, f) and a. Some time elapsed

before tins coidd be comi)leled and it was found that during

that period the bauds did not remain sufTficieully stationary to

obtain accurate results. Auotlier method was therefore adopted

in which we were more independent o\' this disturbance.

In this method tlie distance of only one l)and from the fi.xed

point was determined, and from tliat measurement the pliase (bl!'e-

rence at tlie fixed pniul was obtained. From separate measurements

the variation of the reipiired phase difference with the distance of

the bands from the fixed point was determined. ') By now focussing

with the movable wire several times alternately a band in the image

(7, and then a baud in the image b, the difference- (aA) between the

phase dilferenees at the fixed points in the images a and b was

obtained, and then in the same way, the differences [cb), [db), {eb)

and ifb). The measurements from which these data were obtaimsd

could follow each olhcr in rapid succe.ssion, so that sufficient accu-

racy could be reached even though the bands did not remain abso-

lutely stationary.

Properly speaking only the fractional parts of the differences [ab),

icb) etc. could be evaluated in this way; the whole numbers were

obtained afterwards, by the method indicated below.

These measurements were first made at the highest pressure available;

a small cpiantity of the gas was then allowed to escape while the

number of l>ands was counted which ciussed (he fixed point in the

green image b ; another series of measurements of tiitferences of

phase-diiference was then made, and so on until the last series which

ij From these measareinents it was found that llie distance between the bands

in any one image was not constant, and consequently the de.sired phase dilToience

could not be represented by a hnear function of the distance z of the point under

examination from the fixed point. For this difference, tlierefore, we assumed a

quadratic law of variation (p = az -\- bz^, the coefficients of which we calculated

by the method of least squares from several measurements made ujion various

bands in the same image.
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was made with the tube completely evacualed. The reverse order

of operations witii rising pressure was not so siiceessfiil, as during

the admission of the gas, the bands became confused and disappeared,

which probably resnlted from the difference of temperature l)efween

the gas in the tube and that in the reservoir.

By a separate investigation we ascertained that the admission

of gas at a high pressure occasioned no change of shape in the ex-

perimental tube sufficient to influence the \'alues of the dispersion

constants.

F'or the b image, the integral part of the phase differences

at the fixed point can be evaluated by the direct counting of

the numlier of bands crossing the field ; for this purpose one can

give the value zero to the phase-difference at one of the bands

in the final state (vacuum). Similarly in the other images the value

zero can be assigned to one of the bands in the final state (vacuum),

and we then obtain for that state the integral parts of the

differences {ah), ... It is then ascertained from a separate experiment

how much these values change if one band is allowed to cross

the field in b, and as these changes will be less than one band it

is easy to determine them com[)letely. From this follows how many
units {ab), {cb) etc. will change when a larger number of bands,

e.g. 10, is allowed to cross the field, and in this way we can soon

find how great these changes will be for 50 or 100 bands, which

were the numbers allowed to cross the field in our series of obser-

vations. Finally, if these differences {nb) etc. are completely known
for all densities, one can easily find the number of bands that

cross the field in each image in passing from any one density to

vacuum. We shall represent these numbers by ka, /(/,, /,, kj, kc and

kf. The ratios

n-'n n-'c

are then calculated.

As an e.xample we give a series of results for the density deter-

mined by a pressure of 71.8 atm. and a temperature of 19,49° C.

etc.

kt, = 367.067

kt, = 367.050

ki, = 367.023

kb - 366.986

k() — 366.942

ka = 309.073

kc = 395.687

kd= 428.186

kg = 466.758

kf = 506.037

ka I kh ^-: 0.84201

k^
I kh — 1.07802

kd I kf, =-- 1.16665

kg I kh = 1.27187

kjr
I kt,= 1.37907
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111 this waj the following results were obtained

)l,
= 0.546

;„ = 0.644

(mean).

;^ = 0.509 ;.^=: 0.472 ;,^= 0.436 V = 0.405

kc

kb kb

ke

kb kb

71.819. 49

62.0119.77

52.l'l9.95

42.319.95
I

32.2i20.01

367.014 0.84201

I

317.160 0.84199

267.315' 0.84203

217.2641 0.84202

167.118, 0.84206

68. Sjig. 15,345.6311 0.84201

1 i

68.119.33343.616 0.84200

58.0,19.49 293.244

47.8ll9.65 243.198

38.019.75

27.919.85

193.451

143.354

65.4,20.35,336.393 0.84203

65. 2^20. 52335. 013 0.84203

0.84202

0.84205

0.84206

0.84212

63.9 20.67 327.868
\

58. 8j20. 85302. 103

39. o'20. 941202. 607

0.84203

0.84207

0.84210

1.07802

1.07798

1.07799

1.07807

1.07796

1.07803

1.07806

1.07805

1.07807

1.07809

1.07805

1.07799

1.07798

1.07800

1.07798

1.07796

1 . 16665

1 . 16667

1.16667

1.16666

1.16059

16673

16680

16672

16669

16668

16670

1 . 16662

1.16669

1.16659

1 . 16662

1.16667

1.27187

1.27179

1.27183

1.27178

1.27170

1.27207

1.27205

1.27208

1.27205

1.27201

1.27192

1.27176

1.27177

1.27181

1.27218

1.27179

1.37907

1.37902

1.37897

1.37897

1.37883

1.37925

1.37927

1.37930

1.37923

1.37921

1.37899

1.37882

1.37886

1.37892

1.37891

1.37902

The vahies obtained for the various densities are fairly constant,

and the deviations arc in no definite direction. As means we obtain

0,84204 1,07802 1,10007 127190 1,37904

± 0,9 ±1,1 ±1,3 ±3,7 ± 4,0

If these ratios are constant, so also are the dispersion constants

/In — 1 knhi nc—

1

kj.i-

Cab = — j-y , «,i = = -—
, etc.

ni,— 1 fci^t III,— 1 /fcjP.i

ill which the refractive index for all wave-lengths in the final state

is taken as unitj

.

We thus find as the result of our experiments that the dispersion

constant of hydrogen is the same at all densities used, and we
obtain for it the following values:
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«—

1

«4 - 1

The coefficients /;, and A, were calculated by least squares valuing

each observation according to the mean error. We thus obtained

/-, = 0.007337, h.^ = 0.000089
and hence,

«— 1 .„,,, / 0.007337 0.000089
c =z = 0,97504 ( 1

-I \«j—

1

V /' ^'

The following (able shows the accTii'acy with which this formula

represents the dispersion constants:
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shows that its vahie may be (akeu as unity without appreciable error.

We then get

1 1

;,^ )r

All evahiatjoii of ?.^ by llie method of least squares valuing the

observations on the plan already mentioned gives

/; (rac.)rrr 0.0870:3 ft

while the following table shows the agreement obtained.
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Chemistry. — ''On a biocliemical method for the deterinlnation of

small quantities of salicylic acid in the presence of an excess of

p-oxyhenzoic acid." By Prof. J. Boeskken and Mr. H. Waterman.

(Communicated by Pi of. M. W. Beuerinck).

(Communicated in the meeting of Novembei' 2[>, 1911).

On the occasion of an investigation as to the propoition in which

o. and p. oxyheiizoie acid are formed in the Kolbe reaction, the

details of which will be described fully in the dissertation of Mr.

Waterman, we had found that the para-acid (also the meta-) could

be used as a carbon nutriment by the penicillium glaucum.

As salicylic acid exeits a retarding influence on the growth of the

organism, we have tried to base a quantitative method of determination

on the different behaviour of these isomers.

With small quantities of salicylic acid we have been successful,

so that the method has been of service to us in the quantitative

determination of the acid mixture formed in the Kolbe reaction,

when one starts from potassium phenolate.

If an aqueous 0.8 °/o solution of p-oxybenzoic acid in which are

also present 0.05 "/o of potassium dihydrogen phosphate, 0.05 "/o of

ammonium chloride and 0.02 "/„ of magnesium sulfate (the solution

of the inorganic salts must have a faintly acid reaction) is sterilised,

cooled to the temperature of the laboratory and inoculated carefully

with a culture of penicillium, a perfectly constant development

phenomenon is always notic-ed under tiie same conditions, the same

differences being observed from day to day.

By adding definite quantities of salicylic acid this development

phenomenon is changed in a constant manner. Very small quantities

cause, at first, a small increase of the growth ; with quantities over

1 °/„ a decided retardation sets in.

To carry out the experiment we introduce into small Erlenmeyer

flasks of the same size, exactly similarly and freshly prepared solutions

of p-oxybenzoic acid with inorganic salts to which are added increasing

quantities of salicylic acid, the liquids are sterilised by boiling and,

when cold, inoculated with a very small quantity of the same
penicillium culture. Simultaneously, a 0.3 7o solution of the mixture

to be analysed, which otherwise is treated in the same manner, is

offered to the penicillium and compared with the scale of the standard

solutions.

The method is, therefore, somewhat like a colourimetric one. It

looks very subjective but this, however, is only apparent, for the
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experiment extends over several days, t-o that onemay at any time

repeat and control the observations.

Moreover, the tirst development phenomena are usually very plainly

visible and the period thereof is constantly delayed fnrther by

increasing quantities of salicylic acid.

Another drawback to the method might be its too great sensitiveness
;

small quantities of other substances, which may foi'ui in the Koj.be

reaction, might possibly interfere.

We have been able, however, to demonstrate that of all oxy-

componnds which may form, salicylic acid is the only one which

exerts a retarding intluence.

Care, however, should be taken to start from pure phenol, because

the methyl group does act injuriously.

The solution of the inorganic salts must not be kept too long: we

have noticed that a solution which had stood in a glass bottle for

some months had taken u[t a retarding constituent the exact nature

of which is unknown to us.

We give here in the first place a survey of some standard solutions.

Inoculated on 17 January.

N".

Quantity of \p- 0.1507gr.
acid i^o-

0.1502
0.0004

0.1502
0.0019

0.1499
0.0074

0.1507
0.0178

20 January

23

25

+
++
++ +

+ + >i; ++ =i: +
++ + 1 \+++]

\
++
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The fla-^ks wliicli liud a capacity of ahoiit 200 ec all contained

50 cc of solution. The experiments were carried out in the laboratory

care being taken however, that the flasks were put in a moderately

warm place and in the dark. The observations were made with the

naked eye or with the aid of a small lens.

According' to this method wg can determine, with au accuracy

of a trifle ovci' 1 "/„, (piantities of salicylic acid varyijig from J to

10 % in au excess of p-oxybenzoic acid. This accuracy is not great

but still not much inferior to that attained in most of the investi-

gations on the simultaneous formation of isomers (Hollkman "Die

direkte Einfidirung").

Afterwards we have subjected the acid mixture, prepared according

to KoLiiK, to the biological investigation ; a preliminary test had shown

ns that the mould developed on it after some days, so that, in any

case, the amount of salicylic acid was but small.
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Inoculated on 24 10 '11

! No.
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Chemistry. — "On the action of some benzene dei'watlves oit the

(h'vclujimeni of peni<'illuim (jhinram." I»_v Prof. J. Boesrken and

Mr. H. W.ATicii.MAN. ;Coniiminicated hy Prof. M. W. Bkijeiunck).

(Ciommunicalcd in the meeting of November 25, 1911).

J. Tlie investigation mentioned in tlie previous i-ominnnication

as to the action of penicilUum glauciwi on the oxjbenzoic acids has

been extended by ns in dilferent directions.

In the lirsl |ilace this was necessary because we wanted more

data as to the reliability of the cjuantitative salicylic acid estimation.

In Koi.he's reaction some other compounds can be formed which

inay liave a disturbing influence on the development of the org-anism.

In tlie second place we had been struck by the contrast between

an orthobenzene deri\'ate on one side and the para- and meta-

derivatives on the other side, because in other cases the ortho- and

para-derivatives are mostly found opposite the metaderivatives.

As this last contrast is caused by the luxtnre of the iienzene ring ')

(liis natui'al contrast must, in this «ase, be surpassed by another one.

It Avould be obvious to connect this different behaviour with the

great dissociation constaid, of salicylic acid; bnt this is nndonbtedly

7iot the cause, as the more strongly dissociated compounds: 2.4-;

2,3- ; 2.6-dioxybenzoic acid and even 2.3.4- and 2,4,6-trioxybenzoic

acid did not appear to have any particular retarding action, whereas

the mucii weaker benzoic acid and the toluic acids appeared to

retard the development of the organism in a still higher degree.

We have, therefore, ascertained ^vhether the theory of H.Meyer')

and E. Overton ") could give us a satisfactory explanation of the

phenomenon. This theory starts from the idea that the modifications

which occur in the fatty or lecithin part of the organism will in

llif lirsl place exert an influence on the change of the different

luuctioii'^. It', therefore, a substance is more soluble in fat than in

water it will for that reason exert a narcotic action, because it will

aciMimidate in the fatty portion.

l)y determining the division coefficient of a great number of sub-

stances between water and olive oil and comparing this with the

narcotic action the above investigators were able to test the value

') HoLLEjiAN and liuESEKEN, Tliese Proc. 24 Dec. 1909.

-) n Mkyer. Ziir Tlicorie dcr Alkoiiolnarkose. Arch. I', exp. Pathol, u. Plianna-

kol 42 p. 109 (1899) and 46 p. o3S (1901) s. a. G. Akchaxgel.sky 46 p, 347.

*) E. OvEirros. Sludien Ciber die Narkose. Zugl. ein Beitrag zur allgem. Physiologic

Fischer. Jena (1901).
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of the theory by means of an extensive nninber of facts, and Meyer

could even demonstrate that if the division coefticieiit was moditied

by a change in temperature the narcotic action was inthicnced in

the sense expected from the theory.

It appeared to iis indeed that, whereas the division coefficient of

salicylic acid between olive oil and water at 25° was 11.8, the

same quantity for yy-oxybenzoic aci<l amounted Id 0,6 and for m-

oxybenzoic acid t<i 0,4.

Furtliei', \vc lia\e imestigated a number of other benzene dei-i-

vatives as to their action on the development of the peiiicillium and

have also determined, iji many cases the division factor between

olive oil and water.

In all cases we have noticed a distinct parallelism between the

retarding action and the value of the division factor.

The investigation also brought to light some facts as to the maxi-

mum of development of the penicillium in solutions of different

carbon derivati\cs, which to us do not seem nnini|)orlant. They also

support the Meykk-Ovkkton theory.

Tlw Method.

2. As the biochemical method employed b}' us varies somewhat

from the usual process and excels by a great simplicity, a short

description may be given.

The experiments were always carried out in steamed Erlenmeyer

flasks of about 200 cc. capacity in which were placed 50 cc. of

water containing ^'ooVo of potassium phosphate, ' o„°/„ of ammonium
chloride and '/sn °/g of magnesium sulphate and which was, if

necessary, acidified with a trace of phosphoric acid. In this was

dissolved the substance either alone in varying quantities, or this

was added in increasing quantities to a standard of p-o.xybenzoic acid

of generally 150 mg. and otherwise provided with the same inorganic

nutriment. The solutions were sterilised in the usual manner and

inoculated with a pure culture of penicillium glaucum, which was

generally cultivated on p-o.\ybenzoic acid or protocatechuic acid as

carbon source. After that they were placed in an incubator at

28°—29° and observed from day to day. The inoculation always

took place in the same manner, so that only a ver}^ little of the

material was introduced.

The solution of the inorganic salts should not have been kept too

long, as it has appeared to us that one which had stood for Iialf a

year exerted a retarding action on the development of the mould

(see previous communication).
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Tlie flasks were well ueniteil and tin- iiiciil)ator was closed, so

Ihat the experiments took place in the dai'k.

As stated in our previous coinmniiicalioii the progress of the

development was always quite normal; in the many series of experi-

ments it very rarely occurred that a single flask exhibited an abnormal

phenomenon ; in the case of such an exception several aluiornialities

occurred simuKaneously, such as darkening etc.

3. In the experiments on the retarding action a number of these

solutions, but now provided with increasing quantities of the substance

to be investigated, was presented to the penicillium, besides one

(sometimes more) standard solution with pure p-oxybenzoic acid;

they were observed during a series of days and compared with each

other. The moment at which the development of the organism

commenced was noticed very sharply in the clear solution.

In this manner it could be observed whether a same quantity of

different substances retarded more or less the development, or what

quantity of a suljstance was required to prevent the development

within a definite time 3—10 days, for instance.

When the development set in, the retarding action was still vei-y

well perceptible and comparable for a period of several days, so

that the obscr\'ations could, continually, be repeated and conti-olled.

All this shows that the penicillium is a material eminently fitted

for these experiments owing (o the quiet growth of the organism

and its remarkable power of taking to all kinds of carbon containing

material, yet coupled with a satisfactory sensitiveness.

4. Besides these experiments which concern the action of different

substances on the growth of the organism in an excess of one very

definite carbon source it was ascertained whether the said substances

(which were selected in such a mauner that their chemical construction

exhibited a fairly great similarity to each other and to the carbon

source) could act themselves as a source of carbon and, such being

the case, in how far the development was dependent on the ([uantity

of these substances.

For this purpose increasing (juantities of the said substances, mixed

with the above named inorganic nutriment, were (ill'ered to the

|)enicillium nwtl the growth of llie organism was obsei-\c'(! for a sei'ies

of days. Generally, different series were placeil togelhor into the

incubator so that the results could be directly compared with

each other.
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5. We have already pointed out (in 3) some of the advantages

of this method; tlie most important is that all carbon sources,

except llie one which is to be studied, are carefully avoided so that

one may be certain that any de\elopment is due to the presence

nf the siibshmce lo be investigated and not to the cai'boii of ihe

nutrient base.

We had also convinced ourselves that the carbon dioxide from (he

atmosphere was in itself not sufficient to cause any development and

the amount of inoculating material was alwaj'S so small that this

could not in itself be regarded as a source of carbon.

Hence, we could sufHice with the very simple observations of the

development, and there was no need to trouble about determinations

as to the fate of the organic matter.

Owing to this, we were not bound to use considerable (pianlities

of the substance, and often a few mg were found to be sufticicnt.

It appears to us that the results obtained with those very small

quantities of ti)e substance are not the It'cist important ones

6. The substances which we have submitted to this biochemical

research are as follow s :

a. phenol, pyrocatechol, resorcinol, hydroi|uinone, pyrogallol, phlo-

rooglucinol.

h. 0-, 111- and j/>-oxy benzoic acid; 2,3-; 2,4-; 2,5-; 2,6- ; 3,4-dioxy-

benzoic acid, anisic acid, giiaiacolcarboxylic acid ; 2,3,4- ; 2,4,6-; 3,4,-5

trioxy benzoic acid.

f. benzoic acid and the three toluic acids.

(/. A few more distant compounds such as quinic acid.

The phenols were carefully purified, o- and ^;-oxybenzoic acid

were prepared acconling to Kolbe from phenol absolutely free from

cresol, and used after repeated crystallisation; w-oxy benzoic acid

by fusing the sulphonation product of benzoic acid with potassium

hydroxide.

2,3-dioxybenzoic acid was obtained from guaiacolcarboxylic acid

by heating with aluminium chloride; 2,5-dio.xybenzoic acid (gentisic

acid) by oxidation of salicylic acid with potassium persulphate.

2,6-dioxybenzoic acid has been forwarded to us for this purpose by

Prof. Brl'nxer to whom we again tender our sincere thanks.

Protocatechuic acid was among the collection and was purified by

recrystallisation, the same was the case with anisic acid, guaiacol-

carbo.xylic acid, benzoic acid, and the toluic acids, whilst 2,4,6- and

2,3,4-trio.xybenzoic acid were pi'epared from pyrogallol and pliloro-

glucinol with KHC<^,.
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Experimental.

It is not our intention to give here a "detailed account of all the

experiments; it will suftice to mention some of the series and to

review tlie results.

TABLE I. Action of larger quantities of different carbon compounds on the deve-

lopment of the peniciilium.

Period of

inocula-

tion
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Table l (continued >. Action of larger quantities of different carbon compounds
on the development of the pcnicillium.

Period
of inocu-

lation
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If we look over the result ui' these exi)erinients, we notice that

the property to serve as a nutriment is not connected with the

degree of dissociation of the acids but depends on tlie nature, the

iiuuilter, and the position of the groups.

.1. The natnri'. Favourable in tiie first place is the OH group;

This is shown from the behaviour of phenol which, in small

concentrations pronmtes the growth. Wiiv, in larger quantities, it

begins to exert a retarding action we will state presently.

All polyoxycouipouuds may be assimilated to a greater or les.ser

degree.

Iji the second place the carboxyl group:

That this is nuich less favourable than the OH group is shown

from the comparison of benzoic acid with phenol; o-phtalic acid on

the other hand is taken up in fairly large concentrations.

Unfavourable is a methyl or methylene group, and the sulphonic

acid group.

This is shown from the comparison of anisic acid and p.oxybenzoic

methyl ester with p-oxybeiizoic acid; of piperonylic acid with proto-

catechuic acid; of guaiacolcarboxylic acid with 2.3 dioxybenzoic acid

;

of p- and m-oxybenzenesulphonic acid with p- and m-o.xy benzoic acid.

B. The vmnher. A combination of several OH- ; OOOH-groups, or

of both generally ijicreases the liability to attack. Compare the polyoxy-

compounds with the mono- etc.

C. llie jiosklon. The or)!/w-positiou diminishes as a rule the favourable

action ^) so that this may even l»ecome an unfaxouralde one ; the

?/u'<rt-position promotes it most.

The most striking example is the behaviour of salicylic acid

towards its isomers ; compar'e also hydrorpdnone, pyrocatechol, and

pyrogallol with resorcinol and phloroglueinol.

In the case ui the polyoxycarboxylic acids we must take account

of a resolution into CO^ and polyphenol, which lakes place even

at the ordinary temperature so that the assimilation does not concern

the acid itself but the polyoxy-com pound.

This is certainly the case with phloroglucinolcarboxylic acid, so

that the lavouiable action on the growth of the organism must be

largely contributed to the phloroglueinol.

That these decompositions nuxy play a role in the other o»y-acids

') This seems, however, to depend also on the nature of tlie groups; thus we

liave found that o.loluic acid acts in a less retarding manner then p.toluic acid

and it was liuowri that o.cresol acts less narcotic than the para. The "positive"

methyl group, Uierefore, behaves differently from the 'negative" hydroxyl group

or, to be more correct, a combination of two opposed groups behaves difterently

from one of two analogous ones.
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TABLE II. Retarding action of different compounds on the development of peni-

cillium in a nutrient base with 0,15 gram of p-oxybenzoic acid per

50 cc. as a source of carbon.

Salicylic acid. T= 28° a 29°. Exclusion of light.

Quantity in mg.
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is alread}' evident from the fact tliat phenol, in siiiallei' conceiitratioiis

is an excellent carbon nutriment.

RctanVuui action of different compounds on the groioth of peniciUium

inith 0.15 gram of p-oxybemoic acid as source of carbon.

In oi'dcr to be al)le to compare tlie influence of different substances

small i)ut increasing quantities thereof were added to 0,150 gram

of p-oxybenzoic acid treated, and observed simultaneously in exactly

the same manner.

Table IIIA gives a survey of the (juantilies with the Mos of the

TABLE III A.
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experiments, IIIB and lUC a survey of the development after Sand
6 days respectively. Nos. 1—6 relate to very small quantities of

p-oxybenzoic acid and the retarding substances investigated, Nos. 7—27

to mixtures of the latter with 0,15 gram of p-oxybenzoie acid:

After nine days the phenomenon had practically remained the

same and owing to the vigorous growth, the ditferences in the low-

percentage solutions were no longer plainly perceptible.

An always distinctly perceptible criteriiim is the commencement

of development.

From this investigation it follows with positive certainty that

benzoic acid and the toluic acids exert a stronger retarding action

than salicylic acid, and that of the four lirst the m- and p-toluic

acids exert a somewhat greater inthience than the other two (see

note p. GIO).

Fi'om tables 1 and 2 it is shown that we may divide the substances

into three groups although of course no sharp lines can be drawn.

A. Substances which can serve as a source of carbon, for instance

p-oxybenzoic acid.

B. Substances which do not act as a nutriment and do not exert

a I'etarding influence such as gentisic acid.

C. Substances which exert a distinct retarding influem-e such as

salicylic acid.

As it appeared to us that after 17 days a distinct growth coidd

be observed in the tlasks 2—6 (Table III) in which nothing was

present but a retarding substance as a source of carbon, we have

also investigated that phenomenon systematically.

It may be observed that we had kept the.se flasks, because we
did expect the growth to take place.

For when we found that quantities of more than lO'/o salicylic

acid in excess of para acid could not prevent a growth in the long

run we asked ourselves what happened to this salicylic acid.

Some flasks with increasing quantities of salicylic acid in 150 mg.

of p-oxybenzoic acid were treated in the usual manner and after the

growth had set in thoroughly the solution was filtered. The filtrate

was sterilised and again inoculated; a fresh gi'owth took place which

could not be distinguished from that formed in a flask with pure

p-oxybenzoic acid ; the salici/Hc acid w, there/ore, consumed ^).

1) We were able to demonstrate by means of tlie very characteristic iron reaction

tlial gentisic acid liad_j formed; under llie influence of (he organism an H-atom,

wliicli h;.s a para position in regard to the OH-group already present, is substiluled

and tlie retarding salicylic acid is simultaneousfy converted into the liarmless

gentisic acid.
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From this it follows that the lelardiiig substances imist possess

nutrient powers. This indeed appeared from tiie behaviour of the

flasks 2—6 which all exhibited a slight development after some time.

[t seems remarkal)le that the least development took place in

flask 1 albeit a good carbon nutiiment was present in the form of

p-oxybenzoic acid.

That this was not merely accidental will be shown later.

TABLE IV A. Action of increasing qnantities of carbon containing material on the

development of penicillium.

p-oxybenzoic acid; 7"= 28°— 29° light excluded, except during the observations.

Nos.
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TABLE IV C.

phenol ; as with oxybenzoic acid.

Nos.
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On the division factor of several compounds, beliveen

olive oil and loater at 25°.

Fui- this [Hirpose the solubility of the substances in water as well

as in olive oil was determined by shaking them for a long time

with the solvents in a thermostat and then estimating the amount

taken up. The measurements were always made in duplicate, one of

the Jlasks being shaken for a longer time than the other.

The acids were determined by titration after first ascertaining the

accuracy of the process
;
when dealing with solutions in olive oil

this had to be first thoroughly extracted ; for this purpose it was

shaken repeatedly with fresh poi'tioiis of ^vater (or boiled) until it

yielded practically no more acid; 10 extractions were generally suflicient.

Division factor in. connection, with retardation and groivth.

TABLE V. Factor calculated for 100 grams of solvent.

Name of compound
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The solubility of the iioii-acids was determined by gradually adding

tiie substance to the solvent until no more was dissolved.

In this way were found the following division numbers, which

we at once compare with the growth-phenomena caused by them

and the retardation thereof.

The parallelism between the division iactor and the retarding

action is undeniable.

As regards the promotion of the growth, this is also the case in

the reverse sense.

From these experiments ive may draw the conclusion that the retairl-

ing action increases when the solubility is (jreater in oil than in

water, from which it follows that this action is connected with a

fatty constituent of the organinn.

There are still two points which are now also elucidated.

1. Small quantities of retarding substances can promote the growth
;

2. in very small concentrations they promote the development

better than the substances with a small division factor, under like

same conditions.

When small quantities are present of substances readily soluble in

oil, these will for the greater part accumulate in the fatty part of

the organism ; from the fact that they are being assimilated it fol-

lows at once that the assimilation is also connected with the fatty

part of the organism.

The fact that they are assimilated more rapidly than the favour-

able carbon sources is due to this diiference in solubility; the latter

which are much less soluble in oil than in water will, at the small

absolute concentration of a few mg. per 50 cc, practically not enter

the fatty part of the organism and, therefore, be assimilated very

much more slowly.

An absolute parallelism does not, of course exist. First of all,

olive oil is something else than "a fatty constituent of the penicil-

liuui' and secondly the division coefficient is only one particular

factor (though plainly an important one) among the many factors

which may be of importance here.

Among these, the more or less ready oxidability will undoubtedly

play a role. In order to eliminate this influence we have used in

our research, as much as possible, analogous substances. Yet, we
attribute the ready assimilation of phenol as compared with that. of

guaiacolcarboxylic acid to the ready way it may be attacked.

This perhaps also explains why gentisic acid (N°. 15 Table 5)

although harmless on account of its low division coefficient yet can-

not servo as a carhon-coutainiug nulriment, and why orllio phtalic

42

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam, Vol. XIV.
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acid (No. 19) notwithstanding its verv low division factor yet

promotes tlie development not so well as, for instance, 3,4 dioxy-

benzoic acid. (Notice tlie amonnt I'equired for a maxim.iiin develop-

ment, last colnnm Table 5).

Presnniably, this is also the reason why o-loluic acid with its

large di\ ision fiiclor acts somewhat less retarding than p-tolnic acid

;

we have shown that o-toinic acid is oxidised to a substance which

is also formed during the assimilation of o-phthalic acid ; it is, there-

fore, very prol)abIe that o-tohiic acid is tlrst oxidised to the favour-

able o-phthalic acid.

The research will be continued by us in various directions.

It is our pleasant duty to thank Prof. Dr. Beyerinck and Mr.

J.ACOBSEN for their kind support in the biological part of the research

.

Oi'g. Chem. Lab. TecJm.

November 8, 19J1. University Delft.

Chemistry. — "On tlie velocity of hydration of some cyclic acid

anliydrides." By Prof. J. Boeseken, A. Schweizer and G. F.

v.vN der Want. (Communicated by Prof. A. F. Holleman.)

(Communicated in the meeting of November 25, 1911).

Ill ciMiiiection with the research of A. Schweizer and myself, of

which a communication is inserted in these Proceedings (November

21), 1910, p. 534), we have measured the velocity of hydration of

some saturated cyclic acid anhydrides in order to collect more data

as to the value of the figures thus obtained as a measure of the

ring tension.

In the said comiuunication we already pointed out that it is not

excluded that the velocity of hydration of those anhydrides will be

affected by Ihcir aflinity for water and their ring tension so that in

the tigurc fdinid both these causes will find their expression.

It is, of course, not feasible to ascertain what part is due to the

affinity, yet, we may expect that this afliiiily will be connected with

tiie di sociation constant of the acids ol»taincd from the anhydrides.

The dissociation constant is up to a cerlaiu degree a measure for

tlie velocity with which the acid is further divided into its ions;

we may expect lliat the ((uicker this takes place the more rapidly

will the (lisa|ipeaied acid molecules be replenished from the anhydride.

If we compare the figures for the hydration- constant, obtained by

ourselves and oilier investigators, with those of the electrolytic disso-

ciation, a paiallelism cannot be denied, particularly when we choose

analogous substances for comparison.
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The number of substances investigated is, as yet, far too small

to enable us to draw general conclusions; still in the succinic acid

Hydration constant of some acid antiydrides calculated for a monomoleciilar

reaction vvitti ttie minute as time unit; and tlie dissociation constant K.

o.
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greater than inigiit be surmised from a eompaiMson of Vokrman's

ligures.

Ill both the symmclrie dimctliylsuociiiic anliydrides '), we notice

tliat the two constant-oonples ai-e almost proporlionate, so tliat tlie

rehifion of the dissociation constant with the hydration is parlicularly

strikinf>:; liie infbience of tiie ring tension (to be expected on account

of the dilference in configuration) appears to become quite incon-

spicuous.

In other cases, this affinity is less pronounced, so tiiat we can

say, as a rule, that the hydration changes in the same sense as the

dissociation constant, but that the changes do not keep equal pace.

Whether this bears a relation to the ring tension remains to be seen

w lien a much greater number of experiments have been made.

At jtresent we can, however, state with great probability that in

the hydration of acid anhydrides the affinity of water for anhydride

plays a very important I'ole.

The description of the experimental part of this research carried

out with the assistance of Messrs. A. Schweizer and G. F. van der

Want will shortly appear in the Recueil des travaux Chimiques.

Org. Clwm. Lab. Techn. University.

Delft, Nov. 20, J 911.

1) 1 call attention to tlie fact dial some confusion exists in the denomination of

the two symmetric acids. They are indicated by the names cis and trans, famar-

oide and maleinoid, para and anti, racemic and meso (anti).

Tlie last is undoubtedly the most rational one, but it cannot be applied, because

it is not known, as yet, to which of the sterec -isomers the racemic configuration

appertains.

One is accustomed to give to the acid with the iiighest melting point the name

of para- or trans-dimcthylsuccinic acid in the idea that this is the racemic acid

;

but this is only l)ased on some speculative ideas of Bischoff (B 24 p. 1086) and

v. Baeyer (Ann. 258 p. 180) as to the privileged position of the groups, which

in this case have now Httle value.

So long as not one of these acids has been resolved into its optical components,

there is no certainty, il is even more probable that the acid with the lowest

melting point (128°) will prove to be the racemic acid because the anhydride of

this acid, wliich melts at 87°, is stable and because we may expect that the

methyl-groups on both sides of the ring w'ill render the same more stable than

when they are situated at the same side. The trans-anhydride belongs to the

racemic acid (Compare also Michael Journ. 1'. pr. Ch. [2] 46 p. -iSa).

I^rovisionally, 1 have indicated the anhydrides with their melting points. (J. B.).
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Chemistry. — "On the Iodides of the Elements of the Nitrogen

Group". IJy H. I{. Doornhosch. (Conimiiiiicated by Prof. P.

VAN RoMBURGH).

(Gommunicateil in tlio meeting of November 2-5, 1911).

§ 1. Frequent invebtigatioiis have been carried onl in regard to

tiie iodides of the elements nitrogen, phospiiorus, arsenic, and antimony,

but these chiefly concerned the two first elements of this gronp.

So far as nitrogen-iodide is concerned, the question as to the

existence of a free compound of the formula A^A, may now be

answered in a negative sense.

As the result of the latest investigations as to this question, such

as those of Chattaway '), Rri'i'-) and Huuot'), it is \a ell nigh certain

that yjg can exist oidy in coui|)lex molecules with 12, 3. "2 and i

mols. of NHj, res])ectively, and then only at low temperatures.

Of phosphorus, two iodides are known; according to the literature

on the subject, the (^//-iodide P.J^ m.p. 110° (according to this

research 124°), whose vapour under reduced |)ressui-e is said to deposit

mainly PJ^ with formation of red pliosphorus

;

6 l\J, % 8 FJ, -t- P,

,

further the //v'-iodide PJ, m.p. 55°—60° which is said to yield a

dissociated vapour, but only at a higher temperature.

With arsenic on the oilier hand, it is only the compound As./,,

which is accepted with alisolute certainty, as the statements ") as to

As„J^ (analogous to the phosphorus compound) must in an}' case be

considered to be of a doubtful nature, particularly so because Arzruni's

crystal-measurements of these products do not admit of safe conclu-

sions as to the individuality of the supposed compound. Whilst with

the phosphorus, no derivative of the pentavaleni element is described,

some statement as to AsJ^ arc found in Sloan's paper ^).

Of antimony we find in the first i>lace a compound SbJ^ de-

scribed supposed to be isomorphous with BiJ,. Van der Espt') and

afierwards Pendlkton ^) have noticed a compound .S/jJ. with a melting

point of 78° —79°; the existence thereof has, however, been denied

1) Ghattaway, Noktos, and otlier.s, Amer. Ghumic. Joiiru 23,363,369(1900);

24, 138, 159, 318, 331 (1900).

3) Ruff, Ber. d.d. Gliom. Ges. 33, 2025 (1900).

3) HuGOT, Ann. de Ghim. et Phys. (7), 21, 5 (1900).

*) Bamberger ond Philipp, Her. d d. Ghem. Gcis. 14, 2()44 (1881).

•; Sloan, Ghem. News, 46, 194 (J 882).

6) Van der Espt, Arch. Pharra. (2), 117, 115 (18G4).

7) Pendleton, Ghem. News. 48, 97. (1884).
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by Mac Ivou '), in whose ()|iiiiioii only one coinponiKi, namely ShJ,

can exist.

Tliis inconii»leteness of tlic stalements in the literataie coupled

witli the experiences gained by Eggink'') with the cidorine-derivatives

of the analogons bismuth, and the suspicion that a two-layer formation

might occur also here as a confusing complication, caused Prof. Jaeger

to suggest to me to investigate some of the disputable questions. We
may, therefore, state briefly in this paper the results obtained in the

study of the binary systems: As -\- J and SI' -{- J, also of those of

,4.,,/^ _^ 7',/^, SU, + PJ, and of As./, -f SU,. Further details will

be comnnniicated later in a dissertation now in hand.

§ 2. Aiit/iiiojii/ and Iodine. The binary molten mixtures in\estigated,

were prepared from SbJ^ sublimed in a CY>,-current, with the aid of

Sf> or J„. The fusion, in order to avoid loss of iodine by volatilisation,

took place in the case of mixtures rich in Si), in e\acuated and

afterwai'ds sealed glass tubes. With the mixtures very rich in ,Sb

the cooling- and heating-curves wei'c also recorded in closed apparatus.

Ill the tables are found, besides the actual temperaturereadings, also

tie corrected ones ; the thermometers were compared with a certi-

ficated normal thermometer. By way of comparison, the solidifying-

and the melting-points are given side by side, so as to point out

the difference between the results of cooling- and heating-experiments.

On account of the rapid setting in of the equilibrium, and the want

of an ap]n-eciable undercooling, these dilferences are not large in

this system.

From these determinations it is shown, that when the binary molten

mixtures solidify, Sb and J form only one compound, namely .S/a/, .

This compound has a sharp melting-point of 170°.8 C. It does not

mix perceptibly with antimony; if more antimony is added than

corresponds with the composition SbJ^, the melt separates into two

li(pud layers of which the upper one differs but exceedingly little

in composition from iSbJ^, whilst the lower one has the composition

71.6 at 7„ Sb and 28.4 at 7„ ./, as jiroved by repeated analysis of

suddenly cooled mixtures. The transition-temperature is J69°C. ; at

that temperature the liquid with 28.4 "/„ of J, will, with deposition

of Sb, form lh(! layer whose composition pi-actically does not dill'er

from Sbdg. As the eutecticum then following between that resulting

layer and pure S/jJ], practically coincides with 75 "'„ of J, the inter-

1) Mac Ivor, Jouni. VAmn. Soc. 29, 3:28 (1876) ; Ghem. Ne\v.s. 86, 2-23.

') EcGhNK, Zeits. f. pliys. Cliem. 64, 419 (1908).
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Binary melting-point-line of Sb -\- J.

"/o by
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coinpositioii of tlie mixtures ShJ
^ + J.^ was eacli time determined

by direct analysis, after recording the cooling-curve.

The value for the heat of fusion of pure iodine is, according lo

O t « ''' a -fo ko S'o ii yo

an old statement of Fekson (Jahresberirhto 184T) 11. T calories. From
this we find for the molecular freezing-point-conslunt : 253°. 2 C.

TiMMKRMANs (Journ. de Chim. pliy.^. 4 (1906) 171) found a value of

252°. 13 C. When this value is accepted we find, for the depression

of tiie melting-point of the iodine by added ShJ^, amounts which

agree well willi llic temperalure on the branch of the melting-point-

line at the ./-side.
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Jjinari/ int'I/au/-iKii/it-/uid of An -j- J.

o/o.by

weight
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Reversely, as ShJ, is not or hiil liiile dissociated in the molten mass,

and assuming that iodine dissolves therein as molecules of t/, , we can

calculate for the molecular heat of fusion of SbJ^: 11 calories; it is,

therefore about equal to that of iodine itself and /v l)ecomes here 357° C.

The melting temperature of 79° C. found bv PKxNDLKTON for SbJ^

answers to the eulectic lem|iei'alure and a (-(imposition of alniul

88.2 at. 7„ of iotliue. In tliis way nothing is lujticed of a compound

ShJ^ or a compound ,SI>.,J^ .

I have also carried out e.xperiments to asccrlaiu, whelhei' any of

these compounds might perhaps form at a lower linnperatui'e, for

instance in strong //./-solutions, or as a double-iodide such as are

known of SbJ, and [XH,].!, Bd.l, and RhJ'). Up till the present

we ha\e not succeeded in oblainiug such compounds which wouhl

confirm the existence of the sup|iosed iodides.

§ 3. Arsenic ami .Jodiric. In a manner analogous to that given

/oo'

1

^'

no"

r

3c'

f

^0

O iO XO is> Lf, n ho 'JO 8o ao Wd

/?5 J

') Wheeler. Zeits. f. auorg. Glicni. 5. 253. (1894).
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for the binary liquids of S': -]- J . llie tiysteni As -\- J has also been

investigated. The results are found in the subjoined table.

From these figures which are represented graphicajlv in fig. 2, it

follows that there is first of all a compound ^4.>- ./, stable at ils melting

point, and that this system e.\hil)its in the main the peculiarities of

the system /SA -|- ./. The compound ^is J, melts at 140°, 7 and is

apparently but little dissociated in (he liquid. Secondly, on closer

examiiuition of the eventual po.ssibililies, there is no other possible

interpretation of the data obtained but this one : from one of the

two liquid layers a compound As.^J^ i.s deposited which, tlierefore,

has no real melting-point, l)ut melts at 135°—136° to a comjjlex of

two non-miscible liquids. Tlie one layer has a composition which

corresponds nearly to that of Ai^J^, l)ut contains a little more iodine.

As the mean of various analyses (the t/-determinations as ylc/ J and

the y^^'-determinations according to tiie method of Gooch and AIokris ')

the composition of the upi)ei- layer was found to be: 79,4%^ of .7

and '21,6°/„ of As, or in at. "/„ : 69.5 J and 30.5 As; the lower

layer has a more varying composition so that the arsenic-content

(70.87o by weight) is certainly a little too high. The temperature of

the eutecticum at the arsenic-.side luinlh/ differs from that of the first

eutecticum, so that it looks as if the eutectic temperature proceeds

from 125° further towards the arsenic-side.

Although the whole construction of the diagram already points

to the occurrence of a binary compound in conqiositions which are

situated within the sphere of the two liquid layers, there are still

more arguments in favour of the e.xistence of As^J^. First of all

the plainly perceptible heat-effects which occur in mixtures in the

vicinity of 66—68 at. °/„ of ./ and which appear in the figure as

an apparent increase of the two-layer temperature: 135°,5. The

course of the time-lines also confirms distinctly the above two

explanations and makes the impi-ession that we are dealing hei'o

again with a superposition of \\\o time-effects.

It admits, moreover, of no doubt that the compound looked upon

till now as As.^J^ has really been nothing else but the upper layer

present at 135°, 5. According to Bamberger and Philipp a compound

AsJ^ is formed on melting 1 part of arsenic and 2 parts of iodine

at 230° in sealed tubes for 7 or 8 hours. They state that "super-

fluous arsenic" is deposited in the tubes. On repeating their experi-

ments, it appeared to us, that the product of fusion contained

79,73 7o of -J ''^^^^ bi a second experiment 79,52 %. As AsJ,

-) GoocH and Morris, Zeits. f. anorg. Ghem. 25, 227 (1900).
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requires 77,20 "/o '^nd AsJ^ 83,55 "/» of iodine, the composition of

the product lies between that of As^J^ and AsJ^.

Afterwards we have tried, like B. and P. to obtain from tlie fused

mass a compound As.^./, by means of carbon-disulpl)ide.

Working in an atmospiiere of CO^, arsenic seemed to deposit

;

the solution exhibited defiiu'le coionr-differences with those of pure

As./,, which compound on boiling with CS^ always communicates

a violet colour to the condensed liquid (owing to iodine split off.)

The liquid was filtered, cooled in a CY^^-atmosphere with ice and

sail and the crystals deposited were carefully dried at 50° in a

t'C^j-atmosphere. The analysis gave: 80,11 and 80,63 "/n of iodine.

These analyses pro\e that lliose olhersviso homogeneous crystals

contain iiiarc As than As.j\ itself. These experiments were now
repeated with fusions which contained iiiore As to start with, in the

hope to oblaiii perhaps in this way, by extraction with CS^, crystals

which contain still more .Iv than the above named. I succeeded

indeed in linding an arsenic-content of 19,23 "/o ^"^ ly^-SS'/o- The

solution was cherry-red, the crystals were dark red, and therefore,

of a different colour from those of As./^.

A mixture of As./.^ with much finely powdered As was now
boiled a long time with xylene (138°) in a current of CC\. The

filtered liquid was cooled rapidly, the mother-liquor evaporated in

vacuo and the residue analysed. Found : 81.86 7oi therefore again

more As than corresponds with AsJ^. This experiment proves plainly

that a solution of As./, may take up a certain amount of Ja' (other-

wise insoluble in the solvent) to form a product containing more

As than As./,.

Previously, when recrystallising As./, from toluene, it had been

found that the pi-oduct obtained always contained more ^\s than

corresponds with the normal composition.

In diverse experiments were found: 83.J6 7„, 83.33%, 83.05 "/„

of ./ ; after a single rorrystallisation was found : 83.02 "/„, after a

double recrystallisalion 83.2 °/„, after a third time 82.77"; of J.

Pure As./, can only be obtained, when the substance is recrystallised

from toluene, contaiuing iodine. When subliming As./, in a current

of CO., we also noticed an elimination of iodine, so that ,l.v./s belongs

to those compounds which very readily dissociate, when in the slate

of vapour. From the melting diagram it would just ap])ear that, at

any rate in the fused A.U^, but comparatively little dissociation occurs.

Consequently we may well assume that a dissociation-equilibrium

is |)resent, expressed for instance by 2 AsJ, ^ As.^/^ -\- ./\ ; and also

that in the liquids, in which .\s./ , has been brought together with
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As, accoixliiiii' io : S As.I^ -\- As^'^Q As^J^

,

— QAs^J^ may lie formed

from 8 AsJ^ and ,l.s', which latter reaction would tlien dominate the

situation in the upper layer oF the melt when heat is being abstracted.

Up to the present I have not succeeded in obtaining the compound

in a pure condition; but that it does exist can, in my opinion, no

longer lie donbte i.

§ 4. Finally, we have c-ollected data to ascertain the behaviour

of AsJ^ and S//J^ , of AsJ, and PJ, , also that of SbJ, and PJ^

Binary melting-point-luie of AsJ^ -\- S/jJ^ (fig. 3).

Composition.
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o Ic to 30 ifC i"c i,c 10 So ao iOD

Binarij viehiiuj-point-Iine of AsJ, -\- PJ, (fig. 4).

Composition
in

II
by

weight

PJ, AsJ,

Composition
in mol. '/u

PJ^ AsJq

Observed Temp.

Initial Effect
End solidi-

fying point

Observed Temp

Initial
I

Effect

Duration in

seconds

:

,

calculated on

End soiidi-^^samenumber

fying point
of molecules

9.0

12.8

16.8

18.5

34.6

45.6

63.5

76.4

80.7

84.6

87.0

92.2

100.-

100

91.0

87.2

83.2

71.5

65.4

54.4

36.5

23.6

19.3

15.4

13.0

7.8j

0.-

100

90.1

86.0

18.3, 81.7

20. l! 79.9

9.9

14.0

36.9

48.1

65.8

78.2

82.2

85.8

88.1

92.9

100.-

63.1

51.9

34.2

21.8

17.8

14.2!

11.9

7.li

138.4

134.3

132.1

129.5

128.1

116.7

108.0

92.1

77.4

72.7

70.2

68.1

64.9

60.4

68.5

69.8

71.0

71.6

73.0

72.3

ca. 130°

ca. 125°

ca. 70

ca. 66

ca. 65

ca. 64

ca. 62

141.5

137.1

134.9

132.2

130.8

119.0

109.9

93.4

78.2

73.4

70.9

68.75

65.5

61.0

ca.132.5

ca.l27

60.1

70.5

71.7

72.3

73.7

73.0 ca. 70.7

ca. 66.5

ca. 65.5

ca. 64.5

ca. 62.5

20

30

110

140

250

240
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in regai'd to eaek other. The results of the determination of the

binary melting-point-lines are represented in the subjoined tables

and in the fig. 3, 4, and 5.

Ih'
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ratnre a eoiii|iositi()ii of ahout 75 mol. "/» f>'' ^'-h '^'i*l 1^ '"ol. "/„ of

P,/j, res])r(ii\ol_v ; llii' solidiis-line at the side of tlie AsJ^ is so

stee|), thai only a few jioiiits conhl he indioateci with some degree

of accuracy'.

The crystaiioiii-a|ihic iiieasiireineiits of I'J^ and yl.s./j left, up to

the present, some doubt as to tlie isomorphism of the two compounds.

According to Nokdenskjold ') PJ^ is hexagonal {ov trigonal ?) with

a:c = \:l, 1009 with |0001j and jlOTO!, when recryslallised from

CS„ or with {10lO|. jOOOIj and |l(n2j from the melt ; twins accord-

ing to {il2"2|.

On the other hand, AsJ^, according to Friedlander "), is trigonal

with (/: r =: 1,2998 with base {211 j, IllOj, 411j and complete cleavage

parallel {11 1}.

These data indeed do not lead without further confirmation to

the assumption of an isomorphism. The melting-expei'iments now
prove, that AsJ^ and PJ^ do possess indeed a different symmetry ;

it is not improbable that each of the compounds still exhibits a meta-

stable modification, which corresponds with the nutre stable form of

the other substance.

The case represented in tig. 3 (J./j -\- SbJ,) also leaves but little

doubt. We have here an isomorphous mixing series with a minimal

temperature.

ShJ,^) is trimorphous ; the rliombic (yellowish-green) as well as the

monoclinic (greenish-yellow) modification, are however metaslable,

monotropous forms are only obtainable under vei'y particular con-

ditions. On the other hand, the mixed crystals are trigonal and coloured

I'ed, just like the more stable, trigonal, red modification of SbJ^.

The trigonal SbJ , shows {lllj, 1100} and |110j ; the angles found

by Cooke, ai'e, however, not correct as shown by Negri (Ri\ista di

Min. Crist. Ital. Padua 9. 43. (1891)). For the angle « he finds 50°40'

whilst that for As.J ^ was determined as 51°20'.

All this, in connection with Ihe melting-point-line found, [)oints

sufliciently to an aclualiy existing isomorphism between ihe two

compounds.

The case of iig. 5 {SbJ\ -f- PJ,) points to an ordinary mixing

series with an eulectic temperature at 56°.

Whereas iji the case of PJ, and AsJ^, there was already present

an uninterupted mixing series with a large hiatus, the miscibility in

1) NoRDENSKJoLD, Z. f. Krist. 3, 214 0897).

~) Friedlandkr, Biliang K. Svcnska Vel. Acad. Stockholm (1S74).

3) Cooke, Proc. Amer. Acad. 13. 74. (1877); Abstract Z. f. Krist. 2, 634.
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tlie case nf PJ , and ShJ^ has coiiipletely disappeared, or at least

been limited to concentrations in immediate proximity to tlie axes.

Ail this is systematically connected with the steadily increasing-

distance between the elements phosphorns, arsenic, and antimony,

in regard to each other.

Noveml)er, J 91 J. liioni. i'lifm. Lab. Univershtj.

( rvonimjen.

Physics. — " The T/iernwnuu/netic Properties of Elements." By

Mr. Morris Owen. (Cojnmunicated by Prof. H. E. J. G. vv Bots).

A short account was given in a recent c(»inmiinication ') of expe-

riments npon 43 elemonls at (ndinary and high temperatures. The

present investigation was undertaken with the idea of increasing the

number of elemenls to be expei-imented upon, and also of finding

rhe effects of lou' lemperatures upon the magnetit' siisceptilulity.

I. Ki'ju'rnix'ii/ii/ ArrinH/eirci/f.

This has already been described in detail. It is only necessary

here to mention that the method of C'l rie and pre\ions investigators

was employed with one exception, \iz. thai the investigated substance

was not placed at that point nf the magnetic field where Tj c) Oj/d//

is a maximum."! This was due tn the fact that about this jioinl the

field-\ariation can be (juite ciuisiderable, esjiecially in the case of a

substance of comparatively somewhat large dimensions. In fixing on

a point at which to work at more stress was laid upon the

attainment of a maximum field, l)ecanse the iron impurities then exert

a i>ropoi'tionally smaller detrimental intlnence.

Three dilferenl adjustments of the api)aratns were employed differing

only in the length and lliicl<ness of the suspending silver wire of

the torsion balance, and the inclination of the axes and the distance

apai-t of the two cores of the electromagnet. The latest large type

model of the dt P)Ois electromagnet, recently described in these

Proceedings, was placed at my disposal. The whole arrangement

for ordinary temperature work was much more sensitive than any

used previously.

The sensitiveness of the torsion balance could be varied : the

directive force pei' unit degree torsion was measured in the oi'dinary

way by means of applied additional moments of inertia.

1) H. DU Bois and K. Honda, These Proc. Xll p. 596.

3) K. HoxNDA, Ann. d. Pliysik 32, p. 1027, 1910, Fig. 1.

43

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XIV.
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Silvereij De \\ ar- v esse I. Tliis had an inner diameter of Jo mm.

and was 170 mm. long. I( conlained a copper tube, closed at its lower

end, of 10 mm. diameter, in order to protect the investigated sub-

stance from liie direct effects of tiie licpiid aid. Tliis was poured

info the interspace between the two tidies. It was found advisable

to work in nitrogen at low and ordinary temperatures, and in cai'bon

dioxide at high temperatures: this has the further advantage of no

correction being necessary for tlie magnetisation of the surrounding

atmosphere. To determine the low temperatures, the thermo-element

was standardised by means of a platinum-resistance thermometer.

Electric oven. Thi.s consisted of a porcelain tube wound with

platinum wii'e and insulated with kaolin powder. A temperature of

1250° could be attained, measured bv the above-mentioned thermo-

element connected to a pyrometer: this had previously been stand-

ardised by observations on well-known melting-points.

Notation.
a, x^tomic weight. f). Temperature.

.iX-, Field intensity. /, Specitic susceptibility.

^y>xl^y. Field-gradient. /, Limit value of tiie same.

11. T,'.-<t-Sanq>h:-<.

The same difiiculties were encountered as those enumerated by

Honda. Of the 83 (70-)- 13 "rare") elements, 58 were tested ; many
samples of the same element were supplied by ditTerent firms, and

gave in the majority of cases ditlerent results, not always explainable

by the influence of iron-impuiities. Many of the elements were supplied

as pure as possible by Kahlhaim and Merck. For particularly pure

specimens I am indebted to several chemists. It is important here

to mention that the iron-impurity is not homogeneously disti'ibuted.

This made it necessary foi' the same piece to be chemically analysed

as that magnetically tested. Apparatus containing iron in any shape

or foi'm were carefully removed from the chemical room of the

laboi'atory, where the analysis was carried out.

If the susceptibility proves independent of the field, there can be

no question of a ferromagnetic impurity. It is interesting here to

note that the magnetic method ciui lie made n)ore sensitive than the

chemical one in testing for iron. With the majority of the tested

samples however the curve showing the relation lietween the specific

susceptibility and tlie Held look the form of a hyperbola : I calculated

the most probable \alu(> of -/^ , which would hold a,synlploticall^

for an infinite field, by the melhoti of least ^cjuares ; and, in addition,
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the influence of the ferromagnetic innredieiit, wliicli in the great

majority of cases was less than 10"/,, of that wiiich could be imputed

to iron in the specimen. As Honda has already shown, tiie thermo-

magnetic properties also afford a lest of purity up to a certain point.

As the insertion of my fidl rabies and curves would require too

much space, a somewhat short discussion of my principal results is

given, no mention being made in most cases of those elements which

are independent either of the field or of the temperature.

III. Specipc sii.scfpti/jiliti/^] at 18°.

Second Series. Contrary to expectations Mkrck's Li (/^:=-[-3, 11)

gave a higher value than Kaiilhaim's specimen (/^ := -|- 0,25), which

contained the lesser [)ercentage of inm. 15e, although containing 47o

iron, was still diamagnetic (— 1.(13. It is noteworthy that the three

allotropic forms of carbon, vi/,. <liamond, graphite, and amorphous

show widely divergent results. The highest diamagnetic value (—0,71)

for amor|)hous carbon was obtained with that [irepared from ordinary

sugai' in this laboratory. Gas carbon, taken out of the ordinary iron

retoris of a gasworks, gave a still higher numerical value (— 1,31).

Ordinary arc-carbon gave a value of — 1,82. ('eylon graphite gave

very intei'esting results, for in addition to showing a decided directional

effect, incapable of quamitative measurement with the apparatus

used, it also gave in one direction the highest diamagnetic value,

as yet achieved (— 15,01. The |iowdered specimen gave a constant

mean value (— 4,0).

Third Series. Two iMg s|)ecimens e.vtracted from the same bunp

of material, and containing different amounts of iron, gave different

values (-(-0,31 and -(- 0,2H\ The iron-impurities in three Al specimens

tested were somewhat consideiable. Tiie Nkuhai'sek specimen gave

ultimately the lowest value f-j- 0,58). A difference was shown to

exist between Si crystalline (— 0,13) and amorphous (— 0,15). This

is not the ease with regard to S crystalline and amorphous, a fact

l)reviously pointed out by Curie.

Fourth Series. In contradiction to Honda's result, K gave a

constant value (-|- 0.58). Both the Kahlb.um- and MFiRCK-speciniens

of Ca contained much iron: whereas the first was constant (-j- 1,1),

the second varied considerably with ^(4-3,7). It is noteworthy that

in the case of Ti the specimen which contained the lesser percentage

of iron was more paramagnetic than the other. The best Cr specimen

came from Kahlbaum (-|-2,87); Merck's specimen (-f- 3,90), on the

1) Everywhere expre.-;.sed in millionths.

43^
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other hand, proved independent of <?. The results obtained by various

experimenters witli Mn show that diflferent specimens of this element

behave quite ditFerently. This series is throughont paramagnetic, the

susceptibility iiicreasiiig with the atomic weight.

Fifth Series. Two Ga specimens from the .same tlask gave

diirerent results. One of ihem proved independent of the tield (— 0,12);

the other specimen, however^ gave the higher numerical value

(—0,24). Ge varied only slightly with .p(— 0,12). All the other

elements of this series are in suHicient agreement with pi-evions

experimenters aiul it is throughont diamagnetic.

Sixth Series. Rb gave a small constant paramagnetic value

{-\- 0,08). The two Sr specimens tested varied considerably with -0,

and although paramagnetic within the lield-range applied, gave ulti-

mately diamagjietie values for x^ . Mkkck's Zr (— 0,44), although

dependent upon -D, agrees well with the value found by Honda for

the DE IlAiiN specimen ( — 0,45). Although PooGENDOitrF found his

Nb diamagnetic, his result is still (|uestionable on account of the

paramagnetic values found by Honda (-(- 1,29) and myself (-[- 1,65)

for specimens of quite diiferent origins. Dilferent results were obtained

with four Mo })reparatioiis, all of dilferent origins: the lowest,

numerical value was given by Merck's specimen [-\- 0,56). Honda's

value for this element is much smaller (-[- 0,089). Ru {-{- 0,43)

decreased rapidly with the field. Rh (+1,08) and Pd (+5,2) agree

suflficiently with previous values.

Seventh Series. With the exception of ordinary telragonal

tin the elemenls of this sei-ies are diamagnetic. Several Ag specimens

were investigated, llial from Hekaeus giving a value (— 0,20) iden-

tical with that of Honda's. I obtained a higher diamagnetic value for

Cd than any previously found (— 0,18). My In specimen, in contra-

diction to the former value, was throughout diamagnetic (— 0,11).

The results foi" tin and gre\tin must form the subject of a special

|)aper. All my Sb pi'eparations showed a maguetocrystallic action.

On account of the fact Ihat (he values obtained dilfered by about

50
'Vo with the same specimen, depending on the position of the axis

of the crystal in the magnetic Held, it is a matter of diflicidly to

lix ujiou die \aluc o\' >;. The powdered material gave a \alue

(— 0,82) approximately halfway between the two exti-eme values.

Te and I agree well with previous values.

Eighth Series. Six elemenls of this series stood at my disposal.

It is noteworthy lhat Cs (— (),10) is the only member of thealkali

metals which is diamagnelic, I'.a (-(- 0,93), conlainiug 15"/,, Hg, was

non-h(unt)gene()us. La {-{- J,04) conjecturally contains aduuxtures of
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other cerite earth metals. Two Ce specimens of different origins

showed a satisfactory agreement (+ 15,4)- I'l" (+ 25,2^ and Nd (-f- 36,2),

in spite of the liigli numerical value, exceeded only hy that of

oxygen, were independent of '?.

Ninth Series. Both the Mekck (+22,3) and the de Hakn

(-f- 28,3) Er specimens were rich in iron, and varied rapidly with .p

and are certainly to be considered only as xevy imjjure powdered

mixtures of several elements.

Tenth Series. This series was completely represented and

throughout paramagnetic. Ta (+ 0,81) and W (-)- 0,22) gave smaller

values than those previously found. Two Os specimens from the

.same flask gave identical values (-|- 0,048). Two small pieces of Pt

from the Hkraeus supply were tested, and both varied with -p. The

calculated Xx i" ^^ch case is smaller than the value of / found by

Honda, who, in addition, found his specimen independent of the tield.

Eleventh Series. This .series again was completely repre-

sented and proved throughout diamagnetic. The calculated /„ for the

Heraeus Jwf— 0,15) agrees well with Honda's final value. This is

not the case with the siiecinieii from the same source of sup[)ly. A

colloidal specimen gave a constant diamagnetic value ^
— 0,24j.

Although only a trace of iron was detected in Hg, this was sulllicient

to cause the specimen to vary slightly with .p. This is one of the

cases in which magnetic testing for iron is superior to chemical

analysis. The calculated x^ ^vas —0,18. The colloidal preparation gave

a somewhat higher numerical constant value (—0,23). Powdered

electrolytic Bi gave a susceptibility of — 1,40. Two specimens from

the same flask of the colloidal preparation were investigated: one

gave a constant value i— 0,45), the other, although contaiin'ng

exactly the same jtercentage of iron iiu])uriiy varied with the tiekl

(X„ = - 0,51).

Twelfth Series. Th (-f- 0,081 and +0,164) contained J 57„
thorium oxide: this is not of itself sufficient to explain the observed

discrepancy in the two abo\e results: in all probability this arises

from the non-homogeneity of the iron-im|mrity. Three ditferent

specimens of (J were tested : they were all veiy rich in ii'on. The

smallest calculated value for -/^ was + 2,60.

The curve x = fmict. (c/) appears to be rather intricate. According

to the above remarks, a more or less great uncertainty still exists

with regard to many of the solid elements, which at present cannot

be overcome. Mn is a good example of this. We can only advance

conjectural hypoth','ses to explain such phenomena. The omissions in

the curve are not so arcat as formerlv: if anvthinu', however, the
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curve is more iiitrioiile tluui l)erore, allhoLigh a general relatidii lo

the periodic system is still observable. The influence of polymorphs

is very pronounced, and the choice of the allotropic modification to

be considered otl'ei's some difficulties. The general shape of the curve

has been described in the previous communication. Beryllium has a<lded

a new negatixe |)eak to the cur\e, which divides itself into three

analogous parts. Magnetic analogies of secondary im{)orlaiice also

exist: elements which belong to the same group and e.xhibit analogous

chemical properties are, in many instances, situated on corre-[iondiug

parts of the curve.

IV. Susa'piibitili/ lit hue anil hi(jh ti'iiipevaiures.

At low temperatures only readinjis by increasing temperatures were

possible. At high temperatures the path of the curve x = funct. [8)

was, with the apparent exception of gallium, the same for increasing

and decreasing temperatures.

Second Series (Li, Be, B, C). The suseeptibiliiy of Be increased

numerically wilh the temperature remaining cunstani above -|- 700°.

One may conclude that this is partly due to- the iron ini|)urity jiresent.

Diamond, arc cai'bnn, and the amorphous modification exhibited a

constant diamagnetic value. The mean susceptibility of powdered

Ceylon giaphite decreased rapidly with the temperature, and particularly

so between —J 70° and +18°.

Third Series fNa, Mg, Al, Si, \\ S). The susceptibility of

Mg decreased somewliat lajiidly iVom - 170' upwards. This result,

as Ho.NUA has already show]i, is ihie to iron-impurity. The diamagnetism

of crystallised Si was oidy a little greater at — 170' than at -|- 18o;

X was constant with amorphous Si.

Fourth Series (K, Ca, Ti, V, LV, Mn). The paramagnetic

susceptibility of Ti decreased appreciably between 170° and — 80°.

In contradiction to Hond.v's results for the same elemejit, my specimen

of Mn I'emained constant between — 170° and about -|- 300°, after-

wards sufiei'ing a slight decrease; at about -)- 1015° a I'aiher large

sudden inci'ease of x ^vas iioliccd, which \sas reversible.

Fifth Series (L'u, Zn, (ia, (ie. As, Se, l'>r\ On inci'easing the

temperature from — 170", Oe showetl a small nuuui'ical decrease;

X reuKiined constant above -|- 200°, increasing suddenly at the melting-

point (+890°); above +900° x numerically increased. At the melting-

point of Oa (+30 )
a sudden numerical decrease of x was obsei-ved. The

molten element was very weakly diamatiiietic. and its siisceptil)ility

afterwards increased very slowly with Ihe lemperalure. ( )n cooling,

this weak iliamagnelism was still observed until a lemperatnre of
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-|- 16° was reached, at wliicli poiiil tlie element was still liquid;

this \evy characteristic undercooling- is known to he possible down
to 0°. As and Se scarcely varied with the temperature. No sudden

discontinuity in the value of / was exhibited by Br at its melting-

point (— 7°).

Sixth Series. (Rb, Sr, Y, Zr, Nb, Mo, Ru, lili, I'd). The value

for Y decreased rapidly as the temperature increased: this substance,

however, in all probability, contains admixtures with the other highly

paramagnetic ytter-earth metals. From — 170° to -|- 18°, x l""i' Zr

showed a slight numerical increase. The inlluence of temperature on

paramagnetic Nb was very small. With Mo, / decreased very slightly

as the temperature I'ose. A decrease was also noticed in the case

of Ru . Rh exhibited a [tractically linear increase of y. with the tem-

perature: x for Pd sutfei-ed a somewhat large decrease from —170°

upwards.

Seventh Series. (:^g, Cd, In, vSn, Sb, Te, I). The diamagnetic

susceptibility of Ag between —170° and -|- 18° increased slightly

mimerica!ly, while that of In and Te numerically considerably de-

creased. I exhibited a numerical increase in the value of x-

Eighth Series. (Cs, Ba, La, Ce, Pr, Nd). Almost all these

elements were investigated at low and high temperatures. Cs showed

no deviation from the linear character of the (x, ^) curve at its

melting-pMiint : the same remark ajtplies to all the alkali metals.

The value for Ba increased between — 170° and -|- 18°.

Only a small decrease was noticed in the case of La on raising

the temi)erafure from — 100°; the decrease was somewhat larger

between — 170° and — 100°. Ce (Merck) showed a decrease of

susceptibility as the temperature increased: but another specimen

exhibited a sudden large iiu^rease at about — 110°, which is rather

difficult to explain. In the case of the latter specimen, x remained

constant between — 170° and — 140°. Al)ove —80° the value was

only slightly greater than that of tiie Mkkck specimen, and the courses

of the two curves are nearly similar. Pr and Nd decreased as the

temperature rose.

Ninth Series (Er). A decrease of x with increasing temperature

was also observed in the case of this element.

It was found that the four highly paramagnetic elements Ce, Pr,

Nd, Er only very approximately obeyed Curik.'s law for para-

magnetic bodies.

Tenth Series. (Ta, W, Os, Ir, Pt). The susceptibility of Ta

decreased slightly as the temperature increased, x i'> 1^'e case of Ir

increased with 0. The reverse is true in the case of Pt.
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Elevenlli Series (An, Hi,'. Tl, Pli, lii-. / lor H^- between —170°

and — 150° was approxiniately constant, and afterwards nnderwent

a gradual iiuinei-ical increase: at the ineitiny point (— 39°) it suffered

a sudden change. Tiie suscej)tibility oF Tl nuiiiericaliy decreased

between — 170° and -|- 18°. Tiie same was Iruc for I'b, tiie ciiange

in this case being very sHghl. For Hi, / = — 1,58 at — 175°, a

value which agrees well witli thai found b_v Fle.ming and Dewak

(— 1,61 at — 182°)
'J.

With regard to some colloidal s[)ecimeiis of

this series, / tV)r Hg was throughout constant : that of An was

constant between — 170° and -)- 50°, afterwards decreasing slightly

numerically. The characlei- of the ['i,J>) curve for colloidal Bi was

very peculiar.

Twelfth Series. (Th, Uj. The susceptibility of Th increased

with the temperature. The value for U on the other hand decreased.

On the whole, wc may say that the curves / = l'"uct. (6*) show

most varied aspects, luuighly, the elements are more or less distrilmtetl

over the six possible classes, \iz. para- or cliamagnetic, each constant,

increasing or decreasing as the temperature rises. Only seven dia-

magnetic elements do not vary within the wiiole temperature range,

amongst them the three that Cukik happened to investigate. The

Ihermomagnetic |)roperties also show a certain correlation with the

])eriodic system.

Physics. - " lnrestiadtion.i conceriibiti tki' iiiisri/>i/iti/ of Viqauh."

\\y Pl'Of. J. P. KUENEN.

Several years ago 1 began a systenuxtic expei'imeutal iu\estigatioi\

of the miscibility of li(piids, in particular as regards liie intluence of

temperature and pressure, or to express it dilfereiitly an investigation

into the shape and the change of shape of the projected liquid plait

of the If" surface and its ]>ositiou relatively to the va[)our-li(piid jilait ').

A fertile combination and one w Inch turned out interesting in many
respects was found iu the saturated hydrocarbons with the lower

alcohols. The invesligatiou of these and other mixtures which was

discontinued fnun \arious causes was recently taken up a^ain and 1

'l J A. Fi.KMiNG and J. Dew.\u, I'loc. I'my. Soc, 63, p. 311, IS'JS.

-) 1 lulce this opportunity to aay Ihul in my coniniunicatiou of October "JS on

llie geometrical |)ropei-lies (jf tliese plaits 1 iliil mil wisli to imply anytjiing but

wliat 1 lliought 1 had dislinclly expressed and llial llie implications wliicli are

attributed to nie l)y I'rot'. van mkh \V,\ai,s in Ins pajirr nl >'uvemlier ;.'•") are

entirely outside my meaning.
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propose to eommniiifate tlie lesulls lo llic Society from time to time.

A decided gap in tlie research was the absence in tlie series of

hydrocarbons of a term wilii four cari)on atoms and in one of my
last papers on tlie subject ') I siate<l, tiial tiie preparation of normal

butane had been tried ami tliul il liad nal met with the desired

success. Tiie method was l)y elcclrolysis of sodium [)ro|iioiiate, wliich

yields a very impure gas, liie chief pr(3diicts l)einn' carlioii dioxide

and etliyJene. Tlie treatment with Jyromine for tlie absorption of

ethylene showed that bromine acts on butane and a repeated attempt

to procure pure butane by this methoii did not succeed.

Better methods were not then availal>Ie. In the mean time two

new methods of [uepariug hydrocarbons from bromides or ioilides

have been publisiied : one i>y the action of sodium dissolved in liquid

ammonia (Lebeau) and tlie other i(ini(;NAKD) with magnesium. Butane

has been prepared by tiie lirst metliod by Lebeau himself-) and by

the second method by Oiedixoef ').

The results obtained by them do not agree accurately. I have applied

both methods and again obtained results which do not quite agree

either with eacli other or with those of the other imestigators. 1

subjoin a taiile of the critical constants and boiling [loints.

^^onnal Butane.

Observer
pre'paStioIi

Crit. Temp. Ciit. press. Boiling point

Lebeau
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and KoiiNsTAMM ') oil mixtures of !)iituiie with a few other sulistaiices,

butane having been given to them bv Oleoinoff.

I begin bv communicating a few critical endpoints') wiiich 1 liave

determined.

Critlca I I'll(Ipo i/i ts

.

meliiyhxicoiiol -f- isopentane 10.5

,, -\- n. peiitane 19.4
')

-f It. butane [b) 17.0 (7. and A'. IB.H')

aethylalculiol -|- isopentane —30

+ II. butane {a) + 37.5.

Tiie critical end-point for nietli\ialcohol and normal luitane agrees

well with the result of the other observers.

V'ery unexpectedly an entirely different result was obtained when

use was made of butane (n), although in its constants but little

differing fiom butane [h). This difference must be due to some

impurity and although I cannot throw any light on the nature or

action of this impurity, I will describe the observations, as they

have brought to light a new phenomenon, which appears to be

of interest.

When a mixture of butane {a) and methylalcoliol was heated in

a compression tube (Cailletet) in the [presence of the vapour, the

surface between the liquid layers disappeared about '^.2°, a somewhat

higher temperature than for a mixture of butane {b) (17°.0). When
however the Icmpcrature was further raised the meniscus soon

rea])i)eared and I lie definite critical end-poiiil was not reached till

38°. lieyoiid 38° no separation of two li(piids look ))lacc. The

.application of pressure revealed a siiuihu- abuormalily : at tempe-

ratures above 22° a gradual increase of the pressure always had

the effect of making the meniscus grow faiiil and disap|n'ar and

afterwards |ierinanently reappear.

II is iiol diflicull to see what slia|)c has to be attributed to the

li(piid plait in the r-.i' diagram in order to represent the above

phenomena. The fact that pressure ultimately produces separation

") J. TiMMERMANs aiul I'h. Ivohkstamm. Pruc. Xll 1 '.109—10, p. 234 table ou

page 239.

-; By ci-itical eiid-poiiil is meant the critical point of the liquid layers in the

presence of vapour, i.e. Ilir ))oiiil where the liquid plait touches the vapour-liquid

plait. In former papers I have usually called tliis point the critical mixing-point.

') Iti'lcimined by me on a previous occasion (I. c p. (i47) and erroneously,

attributed hy TiMMKRMANs and Kohnstamm (1. c.) to isopentane instead of norma

pentane.

*) I, c. p. 239,
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of lliL' two li(|ui(ls shows tli;il llu' |ilait is open towards tlie ,f-axis.

Tliis is ill accordance \\illi the rcsnit obtained by Timmermans'),

that liie critical icniperaliirc of the li(|ui(!s is in tliis case raised by

|)i-essiire, which means that beyond the critical end-point tiie liqnid

plait lies outside the vapour-li(pud plait with its jilaitpoint turned

towards the latter. Uut the aliiiorinal phenomenon was not iKjticed

by him, nor lia\e I been able t(i I'eprotUice it with mixtnres of

butane [h).

If the H(piid surface temporarily disap[iears as described, the plait

would have to consist of two parts as shown in fig. 1 where the
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(lisa|i|ieiir wlioii it secineil to ilo so teiii|iorarily l)elbre, hut as a rule

remained Just visible in the form of a dark and sometimes slightly

coloured horizontal iijie near the axis of the tube.

The moment of minimum distinctness could be observed with fair

accuracy; in the table are given the observed pressures as also some

three-phase pressures. The i-eadings were not more accurate than to

about Vs atmosphere.

Temp. Least distinctness at Three phase ])ressure :

14.0
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one would expect plienoniena wliicli also occur near a ci'itical point

e.g. a distincf chaniic in llie relali\e xolumes of ihe Iwo phases at

38° this phenomenon uas vcrv niarlveil) and a slow sdllin^' down

of (lie liquids al'tet' ha\ iiin' been stirred up. This was not what

happened at the points of indistinctness: in so far as the meniscus

was visible at all, it reappeared (after stirring) comparatively quicklj

as if there was a difference in density between the licpiids of the

same order as at other points of (he plait.

The only explanation which remains is that Ihe refract i\e indices

of the liquids become equal: the plait need not have any abnormal

shape, but at some distance from Ihe plaitpoint there is a point where

the two coexisting liquids have the same index, which point, if

outside the vapour lirpiid plait i.e. above 22°, may be reached by

change of pressure. Though this ])lienomenon cannot but be veiy

rare, It is not by any means ini|iossible e\cn \vith Iwo pure substances.

When the indices of the compcmenis dilfer little, there is a chance

that the phenomenon may occur: there will be a maximum or

minimum in the indices in I hat case for one particular proportion.

Probably the index of butane is not much higher than tiiat of methyl-

alcohol (this question is being investigated): the indistinctness of the

surface between the li([uids even at a distance from Ihe critical

region makes this probable.

The question remains what im|)urily may ha\e occasioned the dif-

ference in the beha\ionr of ihe two samples of butane in this respect ').

1 am inclined lo think, that bulane (//. was purer Ihan butane ('/),

especially as the exiicriinents wci'e maile with the last remaining

fraction of the bulane (•() available, in which an admixture of higher

boiling point may have tieen coucenti'ated and during the operation

of introducing the suhsiauccs iulo lln' couqiression tube some mois-

ture may also have got into Ihe lube. However that may be it is

very remarkable that an inq)urily which cannot ha\e been large, as

appears from the constants of ihc substance, can have had such a sH'Oi^g

effect on the mixing pheiKUuena, shifted the critical end-point fnnn 17°

to 38° and moreover produced the abnormality in the refractive index.

Finally it may be remarked, that the probable conclusion with

respect to the impurity of llie butane [a), raises some doubt as to

the accuracy of Ihe critical end-point for mixtures of ethylalcohol

and butane. I hope shortly to be able to throw moie light on Ihe

questions raised l>y these observations.

1) If the mixture contains a third sufjstancc it is properly speaking no longer

possiliie lo represent tlic phenomena with liii' aid of a r.i' diagram, unle..;s llio

admixture is so sliglil thai it may hf disirgardril fur the purpuse of llic giapliical

representation.
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Physics. — " Noti' nii tlw insiihitimj piurrr iif /i(//ni/ air for /i/(//i

/)Olf'iifi<i/s mid (III ihf KYMKelfclrD-ojitic cfiect of lifjaid dlr." B_v

Prol". Zkkma.n.

J. Ill a sei'ies of experiments nndertakt'ii in order to look

foi' an intliienci' of an eieclric field on radiation tVequency, an

account of wiiicii I iiiiend to [)nblisli rather soon, a small condenser

consistinfj,- of metal plales immersed in li(|nid air was made use of.

h seleclis'ely absorbing crystal the o]ilical behaviour of which was

to be studied, wdieu under eieclric intluence, was introduced

between the plales of the condenser. A lirst (|uestion to be answered

relates to Ihc \alue of llic electric forces which can be sustained

by liquid air. 'J'hc fact that the dielectric conslanis of various liquid

gases could be measured by Lindk/), Dk.w.vr and Fleming"), and in

the Leyden laboratory by H.vseni'uhri, '), |)roves that the gases in-

vestigated, among which ligui-e also o.xygcn and li(|ni(l air, are good

insulators. The methods of measurement used only invohe, however,

low vollages. II \sKN()Uiu, gives for ihe sparklenglh at the terminals

of his secondary wire O-O-'i m.m. The snuUI condenser in Flk.viing

and Dew.ak's experiments is charged wilh JOO volts. The excellent

insulating power of liquid air under still much higher potentials,

is illustrated in a separate ex|)erinient duo to the last named

physicis'ts, bul which only canic under my iniliec whih^ writing

the preseni pa|)er')-

The liig;h jiotentials in my expci'imenis were obtained by means

of a motor-dri\en inlluence machine. In oi'der lo keep the potentials

as constant as possible, Ihe arrangement given in the subjoined figure

was used; il is the one often employed in analogous investigations. The

condenser plates are connected lo the inside and outside surfaces of

a Lejdeu jar-, between Ihe machine and the jar a ver_\ high resis-

') LiKDK. Wiedenian Ann. j6. p. .J-tG. 1895.

-) Fleming and Dkwwr. I'rcic. 11. S. Loiulun. p. o58. Vol. 60. 1896.

•'') Hasenohrl. Leidea, Lloniinuniciitious n". 52. Theso Proc. 11, p. iJll.

*) "As a tuitlier insluiice of Ihe very higli insulating power of liquid air, we
may mention thai we cliiirgcd the small cond«nser when immersed in liquid air

will) a W'im.shurst electrical niacliine, and. after insulating the condenser and

waiting a few moments, eloscd Ihc Icriniiials "1 the conden.ser by a wire. A small

spark was seen at the contacts. \Vc have constructed a little Leyden jar, the

dielectric of which was liquid air, and the coatings the aluminium plates. This

liquid Leyden jar held its cliaige perfectly." I. c. p. 361.

it would have h.'cn possible in the light of Ibis experiment to shorten .some-

what our gg 1— 4.
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tance is introduced. Two fine points or two bundles of fine needles

stiunt the machine, i^v \ai\ving the dislaiice iielween the points fir

the needles the |i()leiitial can be regulated to a given value.

2. The small condenser was placed inside an nnsilvered I)e\v.\k

Fis. 1.

vacuum vessel ol" 5.-> cm. internal diameter. The plates were of

4,5 cm. length, 1 cm. width, their distance being 3 mm. They were

soldered to copper wires, covered by glass over their entire length.

The wires passed through the ebonite cover of the vacnum vessel,

their distance being 2,5 cm. It was immediately clear thai liquid

air was a very perfect iiisulator. Loud, brilliant sparks could be taken

by means of a discharging rod from the wires in the neighliourhood

of the ebonite cover. The potemial cunid be eslimaled by means of

a spark micrometer. Potentials of iiO.OtXl Volls were obtained; this

gives, the distance of the condenser plates being '/j <^"'ii-. '"' electric

force of 90. ()()() Volt cm. This value, however, does not indicate the

ma.xinium electric intensity in liquid air, iior the one always obtainable.

3. After continiung tlie observali(»n-- tor a short time the intensity

of the sparks in the micrometer ra|iidly diminished. E\ en after

removing the micrometer none or only pooi' little sparks couM be

got from the wires entering the vacuum vessel. It seemed [)robable that

the moisture of the a'mospheie after coridensing on the ebonite cover

produced a conducting layer which prevented any considerable dif-

ference of potential between the wires. .\ snuvll bo.\ of glass and ebonite

was placed on the ebomte cover and the air of the bo.\ dried by

means of some chhu-idc of calcium. Tlu' residt was e.vtremely satis-

factory. There was now im dilticuliy of maintaining \ery high poten-

tials for hours.
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4. Next lo the external perliirliatioiis I'esulliiii^- from a deposit on

tlie eliojiilc cover, I wo oilier causes of irrejiiilarilies, oi'iiiiualiii^' in

the li(|ui(l air iiiav lie nieiilioued. One is due lo small civsl;ds of

ice and solid carhon dioxide ju'esent in llie li(|ind aii-. I'liesc small

erystais are attracted by liie electrically charged ])lates, the liquid

air becoming at tiie same time very transparent. A discharge between

the plates is much favoured by the crystals. As soon as tiie plates

are uncharged the crystals dispei'se into the lif|uid. If the air is

freed from lliese crystals by liltralion ';, then there is still another

cause of disturbance, viz, the genei-atioii of gas in tlie liquid air.

The small bubbles take their origin fi'om one or two points of the

innei' surface of the \essel, and the succeeding l)ubbles form a tile

moving iri'egiilarly through the liquid. As long as the small bubbles

remain outside the space between the condenser plates tiiey do not

interfere with the voltage attainable between the plates. If, by some

h\ drcpdynamical accident a gas bublile ariixes betueeu the plates

iheir diiference of potential immediately goes down, the discharge

taking place under intense eludlilion (d' the liquid.

The general conclusion to be di'awn from these considerations is,

that tor allaiuing high potentials the liipud air must be carefully

freed from impurities ami that the visible generation of gas must

be reduced as far as [lossible : the Dkw.m; vacuum vessel must be in

excellent t-oudilion.

5. After being salistied that it was |tossible to maintain high

potentials for a consideralile lime, I tried lo iirove siill moi'e con-

xinciiigly Ihal large electric foi-ces exisi in the interior of the

liipiid air. For il were possible, though rather improbable, that a

surface layer existeil at I he surface of the coiulensei' plates so

that there is a large potential gradient in the neighbourhood of the

[dates, but only a small one in the li([uid air. If we succeed, however,

to discover the Ki'.kk eIectro-0|)tic etfect in liquid air, we have

proxed at the same lime the existence of large electric forces in the

interior of the liipiid,

li. Il was to be expected Ihal the electric double refraction of

liquid air shall be small. Ilecently U, Lkiseu'-') succeeded in measu-

ring the Kf.kr electi'o-optic constant of several vapours and gases.

Notwithstamling his method was very sensitive he did not succeed

in establishing an effect, even if the gases were under a pressure of 2

atmospheres, for nitrogen, oxygen, carbon mono.xyde and nitric oxid.

1) The liquid air, which I had the pleasure lo receive luaiiv limes IVuin the

Leyden cryogenic laboratory, was remarkably transparent.

-) R. Leiser. Fhysikalische Zeitsclir. p. 955. Xll. 1911,
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The same vaecuuui vessel willi immersed condenser referred lo

above (§§ 1— -i) was also made use of for experiments concerning

eli'ctric double vffraction of liquid air. The optical arrangement is

partially identical with the one recently described ') and figured below.

3-4

Fig. 2.

The light of an arc lamp B, traverses the nicol N^, then the

compensator, the \acunm vessel with condenser, the nicol ^V^ and

is finally analysed by means of a low dispersion spectroscope. An
image of the black band exhibited b}^ the compensator between

crossed nicols is jirojected upon the slit of the spectroscope. In the

former experiments referred to the spectroscope was absent.

ihe prismatic analysis had the following meaning. As is well-known

the absorption s|)ectrum of oxygen exhibits conspicuous bands. They

are strongly developed by the 5.5 cm. of liquid aii-. As the vacuum
vessel is not closed, and as the boiling-point of nitrogen is lower

than that of oxygen, the former gas evaporates more cpiickly and

the percentage of oxygen of the residual gas becomes gradually

high. The wavelengths of the oxygen bands have been measured -)

by Olszewski, Liveino and Dewar, and Baccei. The most conspicuous

bands, in the most luminous part of the spectrum, are at 581—573

and at 4iSl—478. It seemed possible that the electric double refrac-

tion could have a considerable value in the neighbourhood of the

absorption lines, being insensible in the other parts of the spectrum.

In that case an effect would become apparent only by spectral

analysis. In the cases of magnetic double refraction and of magnetic

rotation of the plane of polarisation in sodium vapour the absorption

lines indeed are lines of exception.

7. Before communicating the results of the investigation for double

refraction, a dilliculty in the observation must be mentioned. It is

due to the strained condition of the imperfectly annealed walls of

the vessel, causing irregular double refraction. As the four glass

walls to be traversed bv the light are all strained, it is not a matter

1) P. Zeem.vn and G. M. Hoogesboom. These Proceedings November 1911.

-I K.wsKii. Handbuch. l^and HI. S. 3J7.

44
Proceedings Royal Acad. ..msterdam. Vol. XIV.
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of sMrprise dial il is only after some trials tiiat a part of lla- glass

wall is foiiiul remaining dark between crossed nicols. But even then

the tiark l)and, wiiich is so extremely sensitive to small traces of

double refraction, may be invisible. It is rather easy to i)rqject on

the slit llu' black band of an ordinary BABiNET-conipensator. These

compensa'ors however proved to be not sensitive enough. At last

we found a small part of the walls of the vacuum vessel which

was in a state of ease, and admitted an observation to be made

with a bar only slightly loaded. Probably some compensating device

might be used with a<lvantage (see § 9).

In Ihe Held of view of the spectroscope now appears tlie con-

tinuous spectrum with the vertical absorption lines due to oxygen

and with an a|)proximately horizontal bantl, which must change its

[losition by eventual double refraction.

8. With this o])tical arrangement it was observed thai by the

gradual charging of the Ley den jar the lu)rizontal band was displaced

downwards; at a discharge of the liquid air condensei' the band

jum|i('d back in its original positioji.

The double refraction is clearly visible along Ihe whole spec-

trum. In the neighbourhood of the absorption bands no singular

behaviour of the refraction was observed. The changes in the

neighbourhood of the absorption bands certainly were not very

large in comparison with the whole amount of double refraction,

it is interesting to compare this result with observations of Elias ')

concerning magnetic, double refraction in a concentrated solution of

erbium nitrate. Also in that case only very small anomalies were

observed in llii' ueiglibourhood of the absorption lines.

Probably the absence of any large anomaly is in both cases due

to the want of steepness of the curve representing the index of

absorption as a function of the frequency.

9. In order to fix the sense of the electric double i-efracliou in

liquid air and to attempt at a rough approximation of its order of

magnitude the following experiment was made. After the removal

of the vacuum vessel (see tig. 2.) a thin strip of glass was intro-

duced in the beam of light.

By compressing the strip in a vertical direction the dark band in

the spectroscope moves downwards. Comparison of this result with

§ 8 shows that the electro-optic effect of liquid air is positive, like

carbon disulfide.

The magnitude of the displacement in the case of the experiment

1) Eli.\s. Verhandl. deutsch physik. Gesellschaft. S. 058. 1910.
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with iiii electrif Held of 50.000 Volt/cm. is comj)arable with that

caused hj the appHcalioii of 1000 gins, on a strip of 15 mm. width.

Acconhiig 10 Wertheim (Mascart. Traite d'Opliqiie T. 2, p. 232)

a load of 7 lo 15 kilograms, say 10 kilograms [)er millimetre of

widtli prodiices a relative ditference of phase of '/a ^v so that with

tiie strip iiiitler consideration a load of 140 kilogrammes wonld be

required. ') The estimated phase difference is therefore of the order

of y,/- 140, the electric force being 50.000 Volt/cm. From these

data would follow a value for the Kerr electro-optic constant of

liquid air (oxvgeni about 20 times smaller than that of carbon

bisulfide.

Hence it need not astonish us that nobody has as 3-et succeeded in

measuring the mentioned constant for ox\gen under atmospheric

pressure. (_)ur niunerical determination for liipud air has to be

repeated with a better vacuum \essel. It must not be overlooked

that the preceding observations (§ § 6—9), though satisfactory so far

as they go, intend nothing more than establishing the existence of

an effect and its order of magnitude ; we see in its existence a very

direct proof that liquid air is a substance, which represents extremely

closely an ideal liquid insulator.

Physics. — ''Contribution to tlte theory of binary mictures." XVII.

By Prof, J. D. \ an der Wa.als.

The concentration of the yas phase between that of tiro

coe.dstimj liquid iJiasea.

In the preceding contributions I discussed some forms of the

curve for the course of T, .r-figures of the plaitpoints. Leaving the

cases in which closed figures occur, or those in which these curves

do not extend to x = and .r= 1 , on one side, I have only to deal

with the cases beginning in the point ,c^0 and T^Tk^, and termi-

natmg at ,('=rl and 7^^Tk.- As such a curve must have a gra-

dual and continuous course, and as no double points and cusps can

occur in it, (he course is always comparatively simple. Thus in the

case treated in Contribution XIII, and drawn already in 1905 (These

Proc. VIII p. 184) only a highest and a lowest value occur in fig. 3.

Some particularities are, however, not perfectly accnrate in this

dT
figure. So both in the highest and in the lowest point — must be

C.I. Ram.kigh. l^hil. Mag (()) 4. p. 678 1902.

44*
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C(|nal lo 0, because these points are lu'tero<jcneous doulile jjlaitpoints,

and III siicli pmnts holii -- and — is zero. In Ijo-. 40 of conli-ihn-
dx dx

tion XIII, iiowever, this has already been paid attention to. besides

in tile (igiires mentioned the course has iieen indicated for tiie T,x-

cnrve of Ihe coe.visting pliases. As there can be three coexisting

})iiases for given T, tiiis curve too must possess a maximum and a
minimum vabie of T. At such a value of T the .I'-values of two of

the three coexisting phases coincide, and they indicate the two tem-

peratures between which three-phase pressure can exist. The three-

piiase ju'essure exists then between two temperatures, the higher of

whicli is below T,n„x and the lower above 7m,„. This same simple

form of the 7Vr-ligure comprises a number of cases which differ

from a physical point of view.

Thus 7',,,,, and 7'„,„ can both be higher than Tk,. Kor this case

the curve was drawn attention to for the fii'st time in consequence

of the observations of Kuenen on mixtures of ethane with liigher

alcohols. Then 7V, is of course higher than Tk,- Hut as second case

Ti„i., can be lower, even much lower than Tk^\ then 7*. need not

hi greater tlian 7 a^ , and Tk, can even lie tar below 7 ^^ . ^Vilether

retaining the existence of three-phase pix'ssure also the intermediate

case (7/f, ecpial to or almost equal to 7V, ) can occur, we have not

yet succeeded in deciding. At tirst sight it seems unlikely, but not

impossible. It should be borne in mind that for the possibil)ity or

non-possibility of the existence of this three-phase-pressuro not only the

value of 7'ytj and Tk, will be decisive, but also that of />*, aiid /^^t, .

and these latter values can differ greatly with equality of the criti-

cal temperatures if the size of the molecules dilfers much.

If we keep to the rule to place the components always in such

a way that first a maximum, and afterwards a minimum value

occurs, there are only two cases viz. : 1. T/,.^"^ 7"^, and 2 Tb..<^ Tk^.

Of course with reversal of the two components tirst a miinnium,

and then a maximum value for T would occur, but this would of

course not be a new case.

Hut it is not my purpose just now to discuss the particularities

which refer to this, any further. I will only point out that if we
may assume, as has been tacitly supposed up to now, that for gi\en

T the saturation pressure of the substance with the greatest value

of Tk is smaller than tliat pressure for the other component, we
always tind the value of x for the gas-phase in case of three-phase

pressure outside the values for the two liquids, at least if no new
circumstance is taken into consideration. And this circumstance con-
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ceniing the concentration of the vapour phase has led me to put

the question : "What must be the shape of the J'.j'-line for the

course of tlie pUiitpoints that the concentration of the vapour pliase

be between that of the two coexisting liquid phases
r"

For that tiiis will fi-eqnenliv occur, is certain. And willioiit

examining for the inoincMU wlielher retaining the disciisseil shape

wilii a maximum and a minimum unchanged, this can be brought

about througli a deviation from the snpposition about tlie value of

the saturation pressures, which was stated above, I will show l)v a

modiilcation in the course of the T,x curve, which I had considered

possible for a long time, that the case that the concentration of the

gas-phase lies l)etwecn that of the li(pnd phases, can be accounted

for. At the conclusion of this communication it will however have

appeared tiiat strictly speaking the moditicatior; winch will bo applied,

is not necessary.

To render plausible the modification which I want to apply to

the course of the 7','-'-curve, and wdiich 1 have already drawn

(Fig. 43 of this Contributions), I consider the case that for a binary

mixture for which three-phase pressure occurs, the value of the

critical temperature for phases taken as homogeneous, would possess

a minimum. If for such a mixture no three-phase pressure occurs,

the phenomena are knouii.

The 7U'-curve for the plaitpoints slopes down on both sides to a

certain nunimum value, which is not very far from the value of x

at which the critical temperature of ttie mixture taken as homoge-

neous has the mininmm value. Also the ^;,.)>curve for the plait|)oinls

is known, and this has a still sinqder shape, for it has neither

minimum nor maxiuium value. If we assume the size of the molecules

of the first component to be greater than that of the second, the

^;,,r-line is ascending throughout, just as is the case with the p,x-

line for the critical pressures for homogeneous phases. Tlie latter is

a

,
a 1 rt dp \ b a dh a

namely proportional to — or -, and — = . Jf-
i^ b I) d.v b d.v b^ d.v b

. . ,
dl, dp

IS muuuium and — negative, then — is positive even in the poim
d.>: d,):

wdiere T is minimum.

The principal features of the spinodal curve are also known. It

consists of a liquid branch and a vapour branch, which intersect at

an acute angle at the minimum plaitpoint temperature, and move
further apart on the left and on the right of that point of intersection.
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1 suppose thai tliis i)oiiit (if iiitei'seclioii lies very near the first com-

ponent, so at veiy small value of ,c. As h decreases witli ./, tiie

point in vvhicli at the same value of ,/ a value of p on tiie liquid

branch aud ou the va])oni- brancii of the binodal line are equal, lies

on the lighthand side of the point of intersection of tiie two branches.

As we know the value of .v, for which this equal value of ^? occurs,

is variable with the temperature, and that in such a way that the

distance between the two points mentioned increases with the tem-

perature. At 7'=0 they would coincide. Also the course of the

binodal lines is mainly known. These too consist of a liquid branch

aud a vapour bi'uuch, which intersect at 7',„„. in the same point as

the sinnodal curx'cs, and which have both points in which - =
for given T. At T above 7'„„„. the spinodal and binodal curves have

got detached, and there is question of a lefthand and a rigldhand curve.

A first question which now presents itself, is this. To what is it

owing that there was no question of three-phase pressure in the

mixtures discussed up to now, for \vhich 7'„,„ occurs? The reason

will most likely be found in the circumstance that for these nnxtures

the critical temperatures of the components differ little, so that the

ratio between these temperatui'es differs little from unity. But also

in the circumstance that the size of the molecules of the components

differs little, and that accordingly the ratio of the critical pressures

of the components was not a high value either. What is most likely

also in connection with this is the circumstance that the value of x

for which 7',; has a minimum value, was not found very suiall. In

tills investigation we assume a high ratio betwcou the Tk^ of the

components, as«for ether and water, which may be put at about J,4.

But most of all a high ratio between the size of the molecules e.g.

as 5 to 1, and accordingly a very great value for the ratio of the

pk^, which would rise to 1 to 7 for the values given, if we viz.

disregard the fact that for the critical point the value of h is no

longer equal to h,-. And now it is easy to show that the said ratios

can be so great that at the given temperature three-phase pressure

would occur to all probability. To show this we shall examine the

course of the branch of the spinodal curve with small volume,

assuming the course of the isobars on the side of the comi)onent

with small size of the molecules to be known. We need not know

this coui'se furllior than Just ]iasl the mixture \\\\\\ miniuium Th

.

To facilitate a survey 1 shall first sui)|)ose that the temperature

chosen is exactly this minimum 7'/;. At this temperature the spinolal

line has the double point. Moving from this point to the side of the
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component with small value of b, it first cuts isobars with increasing

value of p, till it touches a line of constant p in the double point

of the isobars, so it reaches a maximum value for 2> ; hence it further

moves to lower p. The decrease of the value of p takes place at

an accelerated rate, and if this decrease of p continued to the side

whicii is now supposed far distant, the spinodal curve would at last

terminate at an isobar of verv low value of p. For ether and water

the saturtition pressure at Tk is for ether 35 ami al»out 14 atnis.

These are pressures in which one is not only a very small fraction

of the other. And now it is indeed true that the spinodal curve must

not coincide with the volume of the saturation pressure at x^O,

but with that of the volume for which -^0, and then /ms smaller.
dv

But at this temperature the intlnence of this is not great enough to

deprive our reasoning quite of its validity. Besides the conclusion I

want to draw, can also be derived by means of the binodal curve,

and in this the values 35 and 14 would still be of use. From the

equation

:

f '^'^ ^

if A'j— A'l
had always to keep the same sign, a ditference in pressure

for water and the minimum pressure woidd have to be expected,

many times smaller than agrees with the values 14 and 35. The

dithculty is entirely removed if we assume thtit the spinodal curve

does not proceed continuously in its course to the component with

sniall value of h towards isobars of lower p, but that it will

touch an isobar again, and then proceed again to isobars of

higher value of p, after which it again touches an isobar, and

finally descends to the \alue of the isobar at ,r=:J. All this

may be considered as an attempt to derive the existence of 2 double

plaitpoints, and so of three-phase pressure from the course of the

isobars and the ratio of the values of b, and to demonstrate that

for the existence of three-phase pressure we need not have recourse

to the practically meaningless statement that the cause must be found

in the abnormality of one of the components. More and more I tend

to the opinion that calling a substance abnormal only means that

some numerical data have a somewhat different value from what

we should expect. But in the main features of the course of the

phenomena no differences occur, nor in the behaviour with regard

to other substances — unless there should be real chemical interaction.

The spinodal curve touches an isobar three times, the first time

on the side of the great volumes. But the point of contact is no
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])lail]>oiiit (lieii. As ( —^J is always equal to U when we follow

the s])inodal line, always

dx^JpT ydic''Ji,r dx

dp
111 tills point — is =1 tor tlie spiiuxhxl curve, and so we have

^
d.v

'

— =(*, i»ut not because two phases coincide in this iioint, but

because the spinodal curve has a maxiniuni value for the value of

fd'';,\
/}. Also in the point of intersection of the spinodal curve — =0,

\d.c-J^T

because ( —
I
=0. There - is not equal to 0. So not onlv the

fd°-i\
plailpoints are included in the connnou solution for -— =0

and (
—^ I = for jiiven 7'. Nor does ilie S])inodal cui've alwavs

\dx'Ji,T

touch an isobar in a plaitjioint.

At the secontl contact the spinodal curve touches a line of c(pial

p on the side of the small volumes. Then we have again a plaitpoint,

but a hidden plaitpoint. Or rather a plaitpoint of the second kind.

For we saw before (see among others These Proc. YIII p. J 84") that

both kinds of plailpoints can be hidden. And at the liiird contact the

contact of the spinodal curve with a line of equal p takes place on

the side of the great volumes, and we have a plaitpoint of the

fu'st kind.

The li(|uid branch, of whose course we have examined here the

particularities which might lead us to e.xpect an intricate shape, has

after all a pretty simple form. Starting from the double jioint
(

\d'>-'-J,,.in

is positive, and at the end at x^\ this quantity nnist have the

same sign. The question which we have had to sol\e, comes to the

same thing as tlie question whether this (piantity has relaineil the

same sign over its whole breadth, or whether il has perhaps been

negative between. If tiic ladei- is the case, and at this conclusion

we have arrived, two points of intlection must occur in the spinodal

curve. And when the iigure of the ^^lines for the case of the small

value of h for the second component has been drawn well, we
conclude naturally to the existence of these two points of inflection.
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But then this is the oiih' coiiiplication. The sign of
(
— I need not

vary. We may, indeed, assert thai it is always negative as would

be the case Avhen the two points of inflection did not exist.

If for the course of the 7',,r-curvc of the plaitpoints, I refer to

fig. 43, some details must be modified. This figure is, indeed, entirely

schematic and has not been designed with a view to the special

case that we will examine.

Thus in fig. 4.3 the l)ranch of Ihe plaitpoints of the second kind

lies at very low teniperaiures \ery near the side of Ihe first com-

ponent, and Ihe possibility is even lo be foreseen that the order of the to

two first points of contact is reversed, and so that the plaitpoint of

the second kind lies at smaller values of .c than the first point of

contact. I have made a close inquiry into the possibility or non-

possibility of such a [)articularily, and this has taught me that this

is not impossible, but on the olher hand improbable; whereas the

complication that occurs in the shajjc of the spinodal line, is veiy

great. For the case under consideration it is certainly not necessary,

and so it is better to have the descending branch of these plait|)oints

run regularly to greater values of x. Also in fig. 43 the course of

Ihe three-phase curve has been drawn qiule schematically without

descending to particulars. There are, namely, different cases possible,

in which fig. 43 might be of use. We might ascribe either smaller

or greater values of h to Ihe second component. We might make
the three-phase pressure terminate on the branch AC), or on the

branch Q^Pcd In fig- 43 I have drawn a middle case, in which the

three-phase pressure would just terminate at the minimum plaitj)oint

temperature, because then I had not yet carried out all the invesli-

gations about the meaning of these particidar suppositions. But the

special investigations about Ihe points mentioned and other not men-

tioned points I have now quite or [)artly conqjleled, because I wanted

for myself to arrive at a conclusion about what would have to

be assumed specially for the c^lse ether-water — and it has become

clear to me that we should have to assume for it : 1 possibly

the existence of a minimum 'J\,i on the ether side. 2. the termina-

tion of the three-phase pressure on the branch Q^P^d ' '^o on the

again ascending branch of the plaitpoint curve, which runs to the

point where it joins the branch of the plaitpoints of the 2'"' kind.

This ascending branch, however, must rise higher than in fig. 43.

Compare the adjoined fig. 52.
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I have arrived at this conclusion by drawing the i)7'-tv^uve for

the course of the plaitpoints.

Tiiis pT-cui've is known for a binary mixture witii mininiuni 7'^,/,

if there exists no tiu'ee-piiase pressure. It runs vertically at the mini-

mum temperature, and then turns to iiigher temperature with a

branch wKli increasing value of /i. The upper branch runs to the

component with smaller value of pk, the lower branch (o the other

component willi (leci'easing \alue of />. As we suppose the minimum

l],i very near the side, llic lower branch does not exist, or exists

only for a very ' small part. As is known, on the upper brauch is

found the remarkable j)oint for which the plaitpoint temperature is

the same as the criiical temperature of the mixture taken as homo-

geneous. In it two phases of equal concentration coincide to one.

In the cases examined before with minimum 7'^,/ the upper branch

soon terminated at a second component, and therefore three-phase

pressure did not occur. Hut for ether and water this branch must

be prolonged to much higher temperatures, and this branch must

run to exceedingly great pressures. In what precedes I have demon-

strated that this bi'anch does not ascend so far beyond the said

remarkable j)oint that this would account at 7\^ for this very high

1)/^,. At least this is the interpretation of the formei' reasoning for

the course of the /*,7'-curvc. So three-phase pressure may be expected,

and this means for the /;,7-curve that there must occur a cusp of

the 1"' kind past the above mentioned reniiirkable point on nnich

further prolongation. But already before this cusp, which always

lies in the covered region, the point occurs in which the three-

phase ])ressure ends. That part of the ascending branch under

discussion which lies between T„u„ and the point in which the

three-phase pressui'e ends, can be observed. And now it iiappened

that just when 1 had come to this conclusion. Dr. Schefi'KR showed

me a drawing in which a part of the p,7'-curve according to the

observations on the side of ether was represented which had entirely

the shape that has always been ob,scrved, when the course is normal.

The |)nblicalion of his obser\ations would be very desirable. Accord-

ing to the saiti drawing it is not perfectly certain that the minimum

|ilaitpoiul temperature really occurs for ether and water; but as we
siiall see presently, this is a point, of minor importance. The obser-

vations with such a small (juantity of water, or such an exceedingly

small value of .v are after all not to be carried out with perfect certainty,

because it is not certain then whether this insignificant (juantity of

water really mixes homogeneously with the quantity of ether, or

perhaps adheres to the glass wall. But he himself had also drawn
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the cui've in siieli a way that there was question of retrogression

of the temperature. So this means that the point Q, of the tig. 43

(I do not speak here of the point of the three-phase pressure that

bv accident has lieen drawn coinciding with Q^ in the figure) is

really present. If this retrogression was not found, the curve would

have to begin vertically, or it would immediately have to rise

abruptly to higher temperatures. And whether the said remarkable

point had already been observed by him also with absolute certainty,

I shall leave for him to decide when he communicates his observa-

tions. But in the following consideration I shall assume it to be

present. At any rale we may consider as perfectly certain the rapid

rise stretching over an appreciable

range of temperature. And this

must account for the circumstance

that the three-phase pressure for

ether and water at given temperature

is greater than tlie saturation pres-

sures of each of the components,

and so for the circumstance that the

gas phase, as far as its concentra-

tion is concerned, lies between that

of the two coexisting liquid phases.

We then draw again (llg. 48) the

p 7-line with two cusps repeatedly

drawn before, taking care that the

three-phase curve passes at 7\^ through a point that lies higher than

jJk,, find this can easily be done without straining the ^^T-curve in

consequence of the rapid rise in the beginning at Tk^ If we then

examine the special points of this line, I mention 1. the point where

T has a minimum value, diiferiiig little from 7*, so the point

where the tangent is \ertical. 2. the remarkable point where ^ is

I''is.

^^"''^^ •"
Cc^t);

3. the point where the negative value of
ay

passes into a positive value. 4. the i"' cusp, where the retrogres-

sive line has the same tangent. but -^^; suddenly changes from

positive to negative. 5. imibably two points of inflection on this

retrogressive line. 6. the second cusp, where the retrogressix e line

changes again into a progressive one, and thus represents the course

of the plaitpoints of the 1^' kind. This second cusp need not exist
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retvlly, and at such low temperatures as we liave to do with here

it is of no practical importance, because the circumstances will i)e

quite modified in consequence of the formation of solid states. About

the last lu'aiK'li we observe lliat it must terniiiuite at 7V, and at a

pressure equal to pk^. Tiiis lirancli need not cut the first rapidly

ascending branch, and if it doi's, tiiere would iiave to be two points

of intersection. If the first and liie third branch intersect, tliere is

a temperature at which (here lie two plaits above the three-phase

line, which lie at the same height. As will appear further the phiit

on the ether side will be present o\\\\ for a short time, and it will

not be able to i-each a heigiit which can be conqtared with the

height of the plait on the side of the olher c()m|)onenl. If all these

particularities have been represented well in the drawing, llie course

of (lie three-piiasc pressure can be traced between a point of the

fii'st branch and a point of the second branch. It must, moreover,

cut the first branch in order to lie above pk^ at Tk^ , and now it

also lies above (he vapour tension line of the first component at all

temperatures below Tk^ , and a fortiori at all tenq)eratures above

the vapour tension line of (he 2'"^^ conqjonent.

It might be surmised that in some cases this line does no( cut the

first bi'anch, and lies somewhat below p^^ at T^ 1\ or would lie

at a level with p/^^, and I mvself did not consider this impossible

at first. Ihit in any case there must be intersection, either above or

below 7'/;, bu( then with the vapoui- tension line of the first com-

|»oneji(. We shall see further on where this intersection is to be

found. According to tlie results obtained in what follows the inter-

section must take place in (he so-called ri'inarl-nhJi: poin(.

What is the meaning of this situation of the three-phase line b?low

(he first blanch and of (he necessary intersection either with the

branch itself or with (he vapour tension line? When at given T
(he (hreeq)liase line lies below (he pladpoint line, the />,,f-figure has

two tojjs or plai(i)oints abo\e (he (hree-phase pressure, that which

lies nearest to the first component has a plaitpoint pressure of which

we are speaking, and the other top is the plaitpoint of the last

branch of (he /;,7'-line, which runs to the critical point of the second

component. Tlieu (he p,.r-v\\v\Q has the shape drawn already several

times before (see among others These Proc. VIII p. 184), which I

7night almost call the usual one when there is three-phase pressure.

At the highest three-phase temperature the width of the first elevation

above the three-phase pressure has become equal (o 0, and the figure

which exists (hen, is also known ; it also being known what must

then still happen in (he hidden region abo\-e this tenqierature.
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In llie eases treated before the width of the first elevation above

the three-pl)ase pressure contiiinallj increases with decrease of tem-

perature, and that of the second elevation continually decreases. Tiiis

is changed in the case that we are treating now, and of which ether

and water is an example.

It is true that the widdi of the tiisf elevalion begins at tirst to

increase with decrease of temperature — but it reaches a maximum.

Then it decreases again and becomes again e(|ual to at the tem-

perature of the point of intersection of the three-phase line and

plaitpoint line. I shall at least suppose here that the plaitpoint line

itself is intersected. And at still further lowering of the temperature

the plaitpoint lies on the other hand below the three-phase line. Then

there is no longer an elevation above the three-phase Hue, but there

is a plait which hangs at the lower side. The other plait which has

remained above the three-phase line, has increased in width at the

expense of the first, and extends over the fnll width, because there

is now but one |)lait above the three-phase pressure. At still fnrther

lowering of T to 1\ the plait])oint of the plait hanging on the lower

side has got on the side of the tirst component, and has become the

critical point of this component. So the />,.(:-line for this tem[)erature

consists first of two lines ascending from the critical point of the

first component, ascending because the three-phase pressure is larger

than pk^- They cut the straight line which contains the three coexist-

ing phases in two points which are not very far distant as yet,

and of which the point that lies most to the left is a liquid phase,

and the point lying most to the right a vapour phase. Besides these

two lines'there are also two starting from the righthand component

beginning in the pressure of saturation, and they also cut the said

straight line in two points. Of course of the two last-mentioned

points the lefthand point must coincide with the righthand point of

the first pair. We then have a vapour phase with a concentration

between that of I he two coexisting liquids. Above the straight line

on which these three points lie. we have then finally the curve for

the equilibrium of the two liquids at pressures greater than the three-

phase pressure with a highest point, which is then again a plaitpoint.

At lower T the two ascending pairs of lines begin of course in the

saturation points of the components. At temperatures which lie only

little above 7\ the elevation above the pressure of coexistence will

only slowly ascend on the side of the component with greater value oi' b.

If we now direct our attention to the cui've of the concentrations

of the coexisting phases, fig. 43 may again be of use, of course with
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the modifications necessary for the case ether-water 'j. First of all,

but tliis 1 already observed before, the higliest ])oint must be chosen

on the branch Q^Pcd, find then the point where the conversion

occurs in tlie concentration nF the (wo lefthand phases must lie at

much higiier temperature, and e\cu when the three-phase pressure

at 'J\^ lies above /ik^ , this point must lie above 7'/. . In (he other

case below T^^ . What the shape is of the branch of the vapour

concentrations at very low temperatures, is theorelicallv of impor-

tance, but not practically. I have not yet seriously taken (he inves-

tigation of this point in hand.

If we imagine the /)71('-surface, and the course of the vapour

phase plotted on it for coexistence with two liquid phases, it lies

according to our results at (he highest temperature on the upper

sheet, but goes to the lower sheet on decrease of the temperature.

So there must be a temperature for which it may be asserted that

it lies both on the upper sheet and on the lower sheet. I mentioned

the possibility of such a transition already long ago. But T always

imagined it in such a way that (his had (o (ake place in a point

where a section of the p, ^'./'-surface would have a vei'tical tangent

at constant temperature. For in such a point a curve which first

lies on the upper sheet, may go to the lower sheet. If I still held

this view, this transition would certainly have to take place above

T/n , and the possibility that this would happen below 7\ was

excluded. As the result of the investigation of (he preceding pages

I must now say that my opinion about the [)roperties of the pTx-

surface in (he point where the vapour-phase is transferred from the

upper sheef to the lower sheet, has changed. If (he sec( ion is drawn

at the moment of transition, we arrive at (he result that this section

has not a vertical tangent in the point of transition, but that it has

a horizontal tangent there. Or rather two horizontal tangents which

have coincided — for there is a cusp. At any rate a configuration

where two branches ending in one point, have one and the same

tangent. And this follows immediately from our previous considera-

tions. If yet on decrease of temperature this 7' is i-eachetl, in which

the lefthand plait on the upper sheet disappears, there is a horizontal

tangent and a |toiu( of inflecbon in that point of the u|ipei' sheet

(see among others fig. 9 These Proc. VIII p. 184). And in the same

way there is at least one horizontal tangent on the lower sheet, when

with rise of the temperature this same 7' has been reached, and (he

plait that hangs down, disappears. But if (he point of transition is a

1) In fig. 52 1 Imvc drawn the cour.sc of llie curve of tlie conoentrations anew,

as it is according to these results.
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cusp, the possibility that the transition takes place below 2\^ seems

not to be entirely exclnded ; but this will be treated presently.

To make it easier lor ourselves to form an idea of" the //, 7', i"-

surface above 1\^, we imagine the /^ t-liiies at certain T of a mix-

ture with maximum tension. Then tliere are two branches which run

upwards from the first component and touch each other at a certain

distance from the axis. If the line was here broken otf, we might

speak of a rham|)hoid cusp. If tlie line is prolonged, the two lines

descend to the other component, which in our case has the smaller

value of /;. It has appeared from what |)reeedes that on the side of

the tirst component the rxisteuce of three-phase pressure brings about

hardly any c!iange; on the other hand a very great change takes

place if we draw near the side of the second component. If we
think the three-phase pressure entirely confined to beyond the maxi-

mum value of p, then contact of vapour- and liquid line has conti-

nued to exist; but then the lujuid line is specially subjected to a very

great change and the vapour line is comparatively less changed.

Instead of descending the liquid line has been forced to ascend

rapidly before it slopes down again. Let us examine after these

|»reliminary considerations what must be the case when we descend

from the highest three-phase temperature to lower temperatures, but

always remaining above T^^- The highest three-phase temperature is

so high above Tk^, that the entire first part of the p, a-line has dis-

appeared inclutling the point of contact of liquid and vapour line.

On decrease of temperature the lefthand top gets slightly above the

three-phase pressure, on further decrease it approaches again the

three-phase tension and it finally coincides with it. Then the tempe-

rature has been reached of the transition of that plaitpoint to the

lowei' sheet. The point in which this takes place, is the point in

which two phases of equal concentration have coincided. The dis-

appearance of the first part of the y^,r-line is now more restricted,

and only that part that must have been present before the contact

of liquid and vapour, has disappeared. If this first part was made

to disappear for a nuxture without three-phase pressure, there would

again be question of a rhamphoid cusp. But as in consequence of the

three-phase pressure the remaining liquid line ascends steeply, it has

become the cusp to which I concluded above. I do not discuss the

hidden e(|uilibria here, which would deserve a separate investigation.

The point of transiliou in the order of the two first phases of the

three-phase pressure lies I. of course again on the branch of the

plaitpoint curve Q^^^d of fig. 43; 2. at such a high temperature

above Jai that the ascending part of the p, .t'-line has just disappeared
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at lluit tciiipemtui-e ; 3. closer to the side of the (irst com|)Oiient than

the point in which the three-phase pressure first originated. So the

liquid branch of the concentrations has had to change its course to

the side of the second component to a rapid retrogression. So

at the temperature of transition of the vapour phase from upper

sheet to lower sheet, there is properly speaking no three-phase

pressure, and the p, .c-cnrve jn'oceeds continuously n]«vards ')

on the side of the second component, reaches a maximum in the

l)laitpoint of the remaining plait, runs downwards on the side of

the first component, and continues to represent liquid concentrations

to the cus]i. Descending further from tliere with negative curvature,

it again reaches tiie second component. We could only still speak

in so far of three-phase pressure, if in the case of equilibrium of

three pliases as special case that is included in which two phases

dp
have the same concentration. That then tlie value ot -,-, tor the

(IT

dp
tiiree-phase cnuililtriuni is e(|ual to ~ for the e(|uilibriu'n of the

two jiliascs whicli ha\'e the same concenlralion, is known. So all

this takes place when the Ihree-piiase tension and llie /y7'-iine of the

piaitpoints intersect. At lower T tlie three-phase tension lies above

tiie line of the piaitpoints. According as the temperature falls and

approaches Ti,, a larger poi'tion of the /u'-curve, which serves us

for illustration of these phenomena, is left, though it is greatly modi-

fied by tiie e.xistence of the three coe.xisting phases. Now the re-

maining part has extended to beyond the maximum tension, and so

contains also a part of the branch which runs down again towards

the first component. For so far as it can be realized tlie />7'i'-sur-

face has now the following shape; Under th? line of the tiiree phases

there hangs a 'still closed plait on the side of the first component,

') Continuously, just as this is always llie case for a two-phase equilibrium

above tlie critical temperature of the first component. Now loo tliere is nowhere

three-phase equilibrium throughout the course of the p,.r-curve. Nor is tliis the

case in the cusp, for tlie two phases rich in ether, wliich are otherwise present,

and which diifer then, have now united to one single pliase. The discussed transition

takes place in a pfaitpoint. Neither is there anywhere an abrupt change in the

character of the phases. That a cusp may be found on the other side is owing

to the circumslance that in lliat poinl is eqiial to 0. f am, liowever,

not perfeclly conviiicod of tlie oxislence of lliis cusp — and the surest proof of

this is certainly that I so often lelurn to this subject. Ixcpcatediy the thought

has occurred to me, that after all the ^J,.r-cui've might be rounded in this point. I

have only reluctantly assumed the existence of this point.
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and fVom llie point ol' intersection lyinf>- on tiie side of the second

component another vaponr hrancii goes tlurtiier to tiie second

component wiiii alirn|it cliange of direction as has already been

described. And above the tiiree pJiase line we have the liquid-liqnid

plait extended to the side of the first component. The plait point of

the hanging plait soon begins to approach rapidly to the side of the

first component, and coincides at 7'= 7'*, with the critical poiid.

How the liipud and the vaponr line of the hanging plaits rnn then-

in the hidtlen eipiilibria, and whether they pi'ocecd there >;till in

nnmoditied form, and i-each the point in which vaponr and lirpiid

have the same concentration, cannot be ascertained without a close

investigation of the hidden eqnilibria, but so far as my investigation

of these eqnilibria is advanced at the moment this seems pretty

certain.

Hnt if we had only purposed to arrive at a result, we miiiht

have obtained this in an easier way. The point of transition for the

two tirst phases is such a point that for points on the side of the

component with the lower value of b the line of the pressures is

curved in such a way that the tOj» lies above, and that on the other

hand it lies lower on the side of the component with greater value

of h. If we now have such a temperature that the three-phase tension

just passes through the highest point of the /*,.r-line, the tensions lie

really below the three-phase line on the side of the component with

the greater value of b. (_)n the other hand the vapour tension, indeed,

goes down on the other side, but on account of the modification

caused by the existence of the two plaitpoints which has been indi-

cated as the cause of the three-phase pressure, this liquid pressure

runs upward. But though our description will be right in the main,

there remain enough questions about further particulars, which ren-

der it very desirable that such 2',,i'-lines abo\e the critical tempera-

ture of ether should be investigated experimentally.

If this cusp is to occur in the order of the two first phases, the

said remarkable point will have to occur on the ascending p^xAma

on the ether-side, and that at lower value of T than the highest

three-phase temperature. In this remarkable |)oint under considera-

tion the three-phase pi-essure line cuts the curve of the plaitpoints,

and so if there is really minimum 7'^/ this point of intersection lies

appreciably above (7y/)„„„. For this intersection to exist it is not

absolutely indispensable that the minimum ^',,/ really exists. So the

minimum Q^ need not really exist in the 7'.t-line of the plaitpoints.

For J/-, we might also have a point a little past Q^, but always in

such a war that the rapid ri.se of the p, 7'-line continues to exist.

45
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Wo niiiht, liowever, not make it rise lo tlial ])oiiit nf tlie line (^^T^,,/

wliere the transition of the two first phases takes place, or above it.

If it coincided with it, the coinciding concentration wonld be eqnal

to zero — and then a perfectly piire snbstance conld coexist with a

mixture at
7/,-i

. In connection with this remark we conclude that

the three-phase tension at 7^,, will always have to lie above p/-^.

But though I may have to put off the treatment also of the hidden

eijnilibria to a later occasion — yet 1 will not conclude without

pointing out that there are more possibilities than the case I have

treated hei'e. For instance in the /> , T-figure of the plaitpoints the two

points which the line of the thi-ee-phase equilibrium has in common with

the first branch of the plaitpoints, may coincide, or become one single

point (fig. 49). In this case the two concentrations need not reverse their

signs any more, because then the gasphase lies between the two others

starting from the highest point. Then the highest three-phase pressure

begins at a temperature which lies nearer the minimum value of J),/.

We might continue in this direction and make the end of the line of

Fie-. -49. Fig. 50.

coexistence appi'oach to that minimum value (Fig. 50) or if there

is room for it through the choice of the substances even below

that mininnim. (Fig. 51). In this latter case the highest three-

phase equilibi'iiini in fig. 43 would have to be drawn on the

branch A(j.y The elaboration of this latter case has been carried

I'urlhcsi, alst) as far as the hidden equilibria are concerned; but

this requires so many figures that I have not yet decided

to publish it. Moreover it is the question whether such mixtures
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really occur. I made some reservation with regard to this possibility

when trealino- figure 43, but now I must confest; that I have met

Fig. 51.

with no contradictions. I did, however, meet with great complications.

For the present it seems to me tiiat in the above example a sufficient

number of indications are to be found for the treatment of all these

cases. The realisable first branch of the plaitpoint line can at once

show which case occurs.

For the case that the minimum 7"^,/ is found in tiie figure of the

p , 7'-line, and we want to find the distance from the plaitpoint of

the lop hanging under the three-phase line to the three-phase line,

there would seem to exist two distances at the same temperature.

The greater distance then belongs of course to the plaitpoint which

has got detached, and which at last retreats into the first axis at 7'^^

.

Postcript. I have since examined the course of the line which

represents the concentrations of the thi'ee coexisting phases also at

lower temperatures, oi- would represent them if the solid state or

states did not prevent their formation.

First of all the possibility exists that the point Pab of fig. 43,

does not e.xist at 7' = 0. Then there need not be a heterogeneous

double plaitpoint at a certain low temperature. In this case the line

of the concentrations, which begins at the highest three-phase pressure

with the vapour phase first, and which possesses a point of inter-

section in the remarkable point of the plaitpoint line Q.Pcd at the

somewhat lower temperatxire, need not pos.sess a point of intersection

again at mucli lower temperature. Then the three points of this line

will have approached a certain limiting position at 7'=i(), the first

45*
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li(|ui(l pluxsc at ,('^0, tlic second li(|uid pliasr al ./'=.], and the

vapour phase at a cc>rtain value convsponding to:

Um ^ lim —
1

—

a pj

when 2^1 and p^ represent the saturation pressures of the two com-
ponents. Water and mercury, e. g., may be in tliis position.

But also with retention of the hetei'ogeneous douMe plailpoint 7^o4,

which then would again have to be thought at higher value of ,r than

would follow from fig. 43, as I said above, the course of the line

mentioned can be accounted for. (See fig. 52). We must premise

that the point (}., of fig. 52 will have to represent a coinciding of

two liquid phases. If this is to be possible, there must exist a second

point of intersection in the line of the concentrations at much lower

Fed

Tk,

Pah

Fig. 52.

temperatu]-e. This second point of intersection does not lie on a

|)laitpoint line. And so there is no need to accept the retrogression

(if the bi-ancli of the plaitpoints of the 2'"^' kind to render the

existence of this second point of intersection possible. So it is, indeed,

advisable to let this branch keep its usual course..

How is I he second point of intersection which lies so much lower,

then to be accounted for? Let us again consider the /^.c-linc of a

mixture with minimum 7),/, in our case on the elher side. Then
wo have a maximum tension there. First two ascending lines, a

li(juid and vapour line, which touch each other somewhat higher.

Then two descending lines with the vapour line in front. Let us

then draw the three-phase line, which must then, of course, have

been chosen lowei- than the maximum tension. The third phase of

the three-phase equilibrium lies at much greater ,v, and is of no
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iiiiporlaiicc for tlie explanation. If now the three-pliase curve has

a widlli such tliat also the two first-mentioned branches, so the

ascending ones, belong to the liiree-pliase equilibrium, '.lie vapour

phase lies between the two liquid phases. The intersected descending

brandies then lie in the hidden region, and the maximum pressure

cannot be observed then. If on the other hand the width of the

three-piiase line is less, so that only the two descending branches

are cut by the three-phase line, the vapour phase lies again outside

the two coexisting liquids. The transition fakes place when the

three-phase line just passes through the highest i)oint of tlie^;,,i'-line.

We have then again two |)liases of equal concentration of the

three-phase equilibrium. If only the two descending branches are

cut, the maximum of I lie />,,t-line must, accordingly, be able to be

realized.

So between the temperatures of the two points of intersection the

maximum on the y;,.f-figtire lies in the hidden region. And in

the two points of intersection the maximum lies just on the boundary

of this region. Tiie value of .i' for such maxima of pressure

approaching to the \alue of .v of the mixture with minimum 7"^/

at fall of temperature, the two points of intersection in fig. 52, will

have to lie at greater distance from the first axis than the minimum,

but tlie lower point of intersection nearer the value of x for that

point. Only at temperatures below that of the lower point of inter-

section this maximum is possibly observtible ; for at temperatures

above that of the upper point of intersection the critical state prevents

the appearance of the maximum. If my supposition is correct that

for this mixture the point Pai exists, a temperature at which ether

may possess a minimum of solubility to water lies between the

temperatures of the points of intersection : nevertheless the contrary

remains possible. If the solid state does not prevent it, it must be possible

to realize experimentally both the points of intersection of vapour

branch and liquid branch, whicii have been discussed. The upper

point lying above (7'^/),„,„ by the investigation of the then prevailing

system of equilibrium, in our case water in which ether has been

dissolved — and particularly by ascertaining the temperature, at

whicli the existing three-phase equilibrium behaves as a two-phase

system, or if one likes as a pseudo two-phase system. The lower

point by the determination of the temperature at which the maximum
pressure in the /:>,,r-line will just present itself. Then, however, there

is a real three-phase system, for then the two phases of equal

concentration are different, viz. one is a vapour phase, the other a

liquid phase.
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Physics. — " Research e.s on Ma(pietisiii. IV. On Paramnynetmii at

very loio temjieraiurea" . Bj H. Kameri.ingh Onnks and Alb.

Perkier. Communication N°. 124a from the Pliysical Laboratory

at Leiden.

(Communicalcd in the meeting of November 2-5, 1911).

§ 1. Solkl Oxygen. In a former Connnunication (^lav 1911) we
mentioned our suspicion that the susceptil)iiity of oxygen follows a

law at liquid liydrogen temperatures quite different from Curie's

law, which is obeyed al ordinary temperatures. A continuation of

our attraction experiments has amply confirmed this suspicion. The

susceptibility, indeed, remains practically unchanged as the tempe-

rature sinks from the boiling point to the freezing point of hydrogen,

and we have e\en found clear indications that after becoming

constant the susceptil)ility begins to decrease when tlie temperature

is lowered still further.

In our experiments the oxygen was contained in a closed thick-

wailed glass tube, narrowed at the lower end. The gas enclosed in

the tube was at a pressure of about 55 atmospheres at ordinary

temperature. The tul)e was susjiended in tiie a])i)aratus and was

kept in an e(pulibrium position in exactly the .same way as the

tubes containing powdered substances in our former experiments

and, as with those tubes, it was completely surrounded by ihe

vessel which iield the bath of liquefied gas. In the present experi-

ments the lower portion of the tube was slowly cooled by pouring

liquid hydrogen drop by drop into the vacuum vessel whicii served

to hold the bath of liquid gas. In this way the oxygen was caused

to freeze to a solid |)iece jtractically cylindrical in shape, filling the

lower part of the tube. To nuxke measurements possible, this cylinder

was placed in tiiat part of the magnetic field where the attraction

was a nuiximum. The correction to be applied on account of the

influence of the glass, which was pretty considerable at very low^

temperatures, was obtained by control experiments with an evacuated

tube. For the specific susceptibility we found the values, given in table I.

The corrections which are still to lie applied to these values are

insignificant ^^about 1 °/„). In the Table, A and B refer to two

ditTerent ex[)erimeiifs (different freezings of the oxygen). The dilfeience

between the absolute values in Columns A and B can be explained

by the fact that the practically cylindrical piece of solid oxygen

Jl mm. long and 4 mm. thick) was not of exactly the same length

n the two cases. But even so, what we are imniediatelv concerned
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with is not so much absolute values as the ratios between the

vahies for the same cylinder at different temperatures.
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extent upon the posidons Itikeii u[) by the crystals on solidi-

iicalioii. In this way cliance could play a considerable part in the

results. We have already obtained an indication that this is the

correct direction in which we must look for the proper ex])lanation, for,

on repeating our measurements by the method of the conple we obtained

great differences in the values of the susceptibility according to the

manner in which the freezing of the oxygen took place. While we
were at lirst of I lie opinion that the manner in which we carried out the

freezing for our measurements by the method of the conple was the most

suitable for our purpose, and that for correct results we need oidy attend

to the necessity of filling the ellipsoid completely with solid oxygen,

we now think, in view of our later knowledge, that it had rather

the disadvantage of enforcing a definite distribution of crystals along

the walls of the ellipsoidand thus giving rise to a magneto-crystalline

couple which was greater than the demagnetizing conple.

It is easily seen that the forces exerted in onr recent experiments

in a non-homogeneous field (always with small values of the suscep-

tibility) depend to a much smaller extent upon the positions

of the crystals than the couples exerted in onr former experiments

iji a homogeneous field. And, on the other hand, both our observa-

tions during the process of melting and the correspondence between

the values of the susceptibility given by the attraction method for

three successive freezings lead us to the conclusion that, as regards

the absolute values obtained, our later results should be taken in

preference to the others.

The results obtained with the ellipsoid for the change of suscep-

tibility between 20° K. and 14° K. do not conflict with those given

by the attraction method if a suitable correction is applied for the

glass of the ellipsoid. To get an idea iif the influence of the glass

we give values for its susceptibility and its specific susceptibility in

the following table.

TABLE II.

Glass.
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The absolute values are ouly rough approximations as the shape

of the tube was very irregular, but as the correction for the glass was

determined independently as a whole in the application of the attrac-

tion method to oxygen, iincorlainty in the absolute values does

not affect ihe correction in lliis case.

§ 2. AnJujiJrous Ferrous Siilp/tatf. Willi ferrous sulphate practi-

cally aidiydrous we found that the susceptibility at higher tempera-

tures increased, and at lower temperatures decreased as the tempe-

rature was diminished. Much to our regret we were compelled for

Ihe same i-easons as before to postpone for some time a continuation

of these experiments. In particular we should have liked to have

carried out experiments in a bath of liquid nitrogen to settle defi-

nitely at what temperature occurs the maximum susceptibility which

is clearly indicated by our other results. This is evident from Table III

in which we collect our data. The measurements at 143°. 1 K and

170°.6 K were made in a bath of liquid ethylene.

TABLE III.

Practically anhydrous
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anhydrous ferrous sulphate, we are led to the conclusion that for

all paramagnetic substances there exists a region of higher tempe-

ratures within which deviations from Curie's law are but insignifi-

cant, while as the temperalnre sinks deviations slowly increase so

much that a maximum is eventually reached, and then, with further

lowering of the temperature, liie susceptibility, instead of increasing be-

gins to decrease, disappearing finally at rhe absolute zero of temperature.

This generalisation renders probable the assumption that, with respect

to paramagnetism, there exist corresponding (absolute) temperatures

(temperatures at which deviations from Curie's law are the same) which,

for every substance, must be considered proportional toacertain (absolute)

temperature characteristic of the particular substance, the temperature

of the ina.rininm specific siiscepti/iiliti/ of the substance. This tempe-

rature, then, would he very low for crystallized gadolinium sulphate,

for oxygen it would lie not tar below the boiling point of hydrogen,

and for anhydrous ferrous sulphate it would lie well above the

latter temperature. Were this generalisation contirmed for definite

classes of substances, it would lead to a general law of which could

be taken profit in the evaluation of the number of magnetons in

the molecules of solid substances belonging to those classes.

Physics. '"Further Experiments with Liquid Helium. F. Isotherms of

Mouatomic Gases etc. IX. Thermal Properties of Helium" .}iy

Prof. H. Kameri.ingh Onnes. Communication N°. 124'' from

the Physical Laboratory at Leiden.

((Joramunicated in the meeting of November 25, 1911).

^ L Vapour pressures of helium ahori' the //oiliui/ point. Critical

pressure and ciitical tempemture for helium. The helium-cryostat

described in Comm. N". 123 (Proc .Inne 1911) made it possible for

me to undertake an experimental determinaiion of the critical con-

stants for helium. A determination of these constants was particularly

desirable with a view to investigating the deviation of helium from

the law of coi'responding states. With that end in view I had

endeavoured as far back as 1909 (see Comm. N°. 1 12, Proc. June 1909)

to measure the critical pressure to at least a first approximation ; 1

then obtained from expansion experiments the value p^ ^ 2,75 aim.

while in 1908 I had estimated that p/^ should not be much greater

than 2,3 aim. and that T^ should be 5°K.

From the experiments described in the present paper it will be clearly

seen that these expansion experiments led lo too large a value ; but
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it must bo I'enieinbered that in communii-ating (hose results (Comm.
N°. 112, 1909) it was definitely stated thai the measurements made could

only lie regiaidod as a preliminary a|)i)roximation. Those experiments

were made under variable iem|)era(ure, while it is very desirable

for determinations of critical constants that one should have available

a cryostat giving a range of constant temperatures in the neigbour-

Jiood of the critical temperature. Moreover, there was no stirrer

inside the tube into which the helium was brought to its critical

state. During the e.xperiments ihe temperature within the experimental

tube seems to have been so ditfereiit at dilTerent le\els, that

the impression of the presence of a meniscus could have been

obtained while the pressure w^as higher than that which we now
find to be the critical. Besides, on expansion to 2,5 atm. this would
have occasioned the appearance of a local mist such as is seen

ordinarily in the critical state. It must be left for further experiment to

clear up the exact circumstances obtaining during those expansion

experiments, and to explain why I hey are apparently able to aiford

only an upper limit to the value of the critical pressure. Under the

much more favourable circumstances of temperature constancy and

effective stirring under which the present experiments were conducted,

vapour pressures could be measured close up to the critical point,

and joint with ihem the critical ))ressure could be obtained. For

this constant, the value 2,26 atm. was obtained, which must, from

the nature of the method adopted, be regarded as a lower limit.

We must regard it as fortuitous that this value differs so slightly

from the estimate of 1908.

In the present experiments the critical temperature was determined

directly for the first time. I fuuud 7t = 5°K. In 1908 Tk was
estimated as slightly in excess of 5° K. With regard to the value

7t = 5.°8 K, which was deducea in Comm. N°. 119 (Proc. March 1911)

from the vapour pressures below the boiling point, using the expe-

rimental value of pk of 1909 il'omm. N°. 112), it was even then

suspected that the value should pi-ove too high, so that in §5 of the

same communication the value 7a = 5.°5 K was taken. (The reason

for its excessive value is now seen to be that the value of pt
used for the deduction was too high).

The present experiments were carried out in the following manner.

(See accompanying Plate fig. 1). In the helium glass ,S; of the helium

cryostat described in Comm. N°. 123 (These Proc. XIV p. 204), parts of

the apparatus are represented on the accompanying Plate by the letters

which were used for the same parts in the diagram given witli that

Communication) is placed another glass reservoir of which the lower
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part consists of a double walled vacuum glass a^ provided with an

outlet spiral n„ , the upper part a.^ is single-walled, and terminates

in two narrow tubes, (i^ and a.^. One of these tubes, «^ , is, at its

upper extremity, provided with a side tube which is closed by a

ta[). The ends of both a, and <i^ are cemented to the tubes 0^ and

f>4 {b^„, /^i), whose functions will presently be described, by means

of which the reservoir a is completely closed from above. If liquid

helium is present in the helium glass ,S'. , by opening the valve a^

it can be forced through <•/„ into the inner chamber which is itself

protected by the vacuum vessel a^. If the tap a. is now closed,

ordinary communication of heat by conduction and radiation, supple-

mented, if necessary by development of Joti.K heat in the small coil

of constantia wire d, will drive ihe liquid back along ^z,, leaving the

inner chamber tilled with helium vapour. The lower portion of this

chamber thus becomes a cryostat chamber, protected by a transparent

vacuum glass and immersed in liquid helium, an inner cryostat whose

ti'mpt'i-ature can be brought to a little n/jorc that of the surrounding

liquid helium in the outer cryostat. In this cryostat for temperatures

just (diove the /ioi/iii</ point of helium is now placed the experimental

reservoir />, which is used for the determination of the critical constants

of helium. This reservoir is concave underneath, 6,; it is also provided

with two narrow tubes one of which ^3;, contains the thermo-

meter capillary, being fused to it at 6ji , while the other i^„ admits

the stirrer string, and at the same time allows helium to be admitted

or removed through b^., or, if necessary, to be blown oft" through i„.

Tlie temperature is maintained constant and uniform by means of

the stirrer b- which is operated by the string b. by means of an

electromagnet acting upon the soft iron cylinder b^

.

The temperature of Ihe helium inside b was measured by a helium

thermometer whose reservoir (9^ was placed within the experimental

reservoir /;. In a note at the end of this section we shall return to

this thermometer, which is, for the rest, the same in principle as

that described in Communication N". 119 (see accompanying Plate

tig. 3). The" Iherniometer capillary goes by b, and then a, to the

outside.

To fill Ihe experimenial reservoir b with liquid helium, pure

compressed helium is admitted along b^, through the tap h (tig. 2).

while the inner cryostat is kept full of liquid helium by drawing

otf through a^ the vapour that is formed. Part of the tube which

supplies pure helium to the reservoir b consists of a spiral immersed

in liquid air, through which the gas must tirst pass. The necessary

connection with the mercury vacuum pump can be obtained through
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on the spring manometer ^^7, and tlu' pressure of die helium in die

experimental reservoir is read on the open mercnrv manometer M.
(Fig. 2).

At temperatures a little above the boiling point a constant tempe-

]-ature is obtained within the experimental reservoir by leaving the

valve k a little open, so that a small amount of gas flows off uni-

formly through it. By the resulting vaporization the liquid in b is

cooled, and the rate at which tiie gas escapes is so regulated tliat

while stirring is kept up the temperature remains constant. The
pressure difference due to the e.scape of the gas is neglected. On
stirring, the liquid forms an emulsion as if of oily liquid drops. In

the neighbourhood of the critical temperature this emulsion of Hqnid

in \apour assumes the appearance of a milky cloud. Dui'ing the

measurements, the stirrer was repeatedly stopped for a moment so

as to see at what level in the reservoir the meniscus of the non-

emulsified liquid stood.

In this way determinations of vapour pressures were made with

perfect regularity up to 5°.15 K., bu* from that point onwards it

was found difficult to complete a temperature measurement in the

short time elapsing before the liquid meniscus reached the bottom

of the reservoir on account of the rapid escape of vapour. On that

account the tap was then closed and the temperature was regulated

by passing a current through the warming coil (/ and at the same
time allowing gas to escape through a^, so that the experimental

reservoir was cooled by the passing over its walls of the colder

vapours arising from the helium vaporising within the inner cryostat.

In this way measurements were made of vapour pressures to a point

very close to the critical temperature. Just a little higher than the

highest temperature thus attained, but higher by an amount which
could not be measured, there was still a slight trace of milky cloud

to be seen following the motion of the stirrer, while at a temperature

just a little higher still, but with a temperature difference no more
measurable than before, the experimental tube remained quite clear. The
indications of the pressure were much more accurate than those of the

temperature. I could tell accurately to within a centimetre the pressure

of transition of the one state to the other within the reservoir. The tem-

perature change corresponding to this small change of pressure is still a

good deal smaller than that which has just been mentioned as too small

for measurement. The pressure at which the transition was observed

was taken to be the critical pressure. As we have already mentioned,

the manner in which this ^alue has been obtained makes us regard
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it as a lower limit ; but still, the actual value can only be very

slightly greater. We may therefore assume 7\-= 5°,25 K, /^/,-=r 2,26 atin.

(see Table p. 683).

The thermometric measiu-ements with llie constant vohiiiie') helium

thermometer, for which, as well as for other assistance, 1 gladly

acknowledge my indebtedness to Dr. 0. Dors.man, were made with

a zero pressure of 300 mm. This is al)0ut double the zero pressure

used in the determinations of Coiiim. N°. 119. For other measure-

ments the zero pressure was 667 mm. and for the measurements

made in 1908 it was practically 15 aim.

From the agreement between the values of the boiling point of

helium obtained under varions conditions I think I may safely put

the boiling point at 4°. 26 K, or belter in round numbers 4°. 25 K,

with an accnracy greater than 0°.l. The same degree of accuracy

can be ascribed to the value found for the critical temperature of

helium.

The thermometry of these low temperatures, however, must still

be made the subject of a special investigation. In particular, an

investigation must be made of the correction which is to be applied

on account of the influence which, as appears from Knudsen's

researches, the mean free path of the gas molecides in the upper

part of the thermometer capillary can exert upon the value of the

1) Plate I, fig. 3 shows the tielium thermometer modified for very low temperatures.

The figure should be compared with fig. 1 of PI. I Gomm. N". 119; in the two

figures identical parts are indicated by the same letters, while those parts which

have undergone modification are indicated in the new figure by accented letters.

To avoid development of vapours at cemented joints and to avoid metal capil-

laries at places where a constant high vacuum is necessary for control expe-

riments, the steel blocks f and f'a with their reading points have been brought

inside the glass tubes and fastened to the walls witli a minimum of sealing wax.

To reduce the dead space, e' has been rounded off above. The connections of the

adjusting tubes with the reservoir d-^ and wilJi the thermometer capillary as far

as the tap K% are now made completely cf glass cL', d^' with a ground joint at

di'. The connections at g'o la'^ /„' l^' la\ are also all ground joints (when these

joints were being greised, care was taken that the grease did not come in contact

with the mercury). K'vc] has been introduced for the filling of the thermometer for

which the ground joint K(m is also used. Z./ has been taken of such a size that

in filling the thermometer tlie mercury from gr/ can be brought over into /'j. An
internal airtrap is introduced at d-^i. The copper thermometer capillary Th'a is

joined to the capillary (/'m by the coupling piece cZ'yo and the capilhuy cVqi is

in turn cemented on with the sleeve cZj'q above the tap K% .

A correction of —0,°07 has to be applied to the figures given in col. H of the

Table in § 4 of Gomm. No 119 on account of an error ascribed to development

of vapour and not introduced into the calculation. The supposed development of

vapour has since been ascertained to be due to a small leak.
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pressure. It might, for instance, be, (iiat the mean free path could

no longer be neglected in comparison witli the width of the capillary.

Expressing p in atiiiospjieres. the following results were obtained :
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ved densities of co-existing ii(|ui(l and Statnrated xapour. Tiiis nietiiod

gives ()/,rf = 0.066 and v/,</ = 0.00271.

In contradiction to what I have befoi'e deduced, our new knowledge

of /ivfc and the improved data for pi; and 7^. confirm, at least appro-

ximately, VAM DEK Waals' exjiectation that the relation he deduced

between the critical constants should be found to hold for helium also.

RTh
The critical virial quotient = A, thus becomes 3.13 (for argon

PB-k

it is 3.283, see Conim No. 120) : hence using van deh Waals' relation

G4 ^,A,'^—: (Aj — 1) we get a value 5.13 tor the critical vapour pres-

/Tdpcoex.\
sure coefficient '\=zK^; this leads to the common logarithm

constant /,,<(? =2,2, whereas 1,95 is tlie value actually found. The

difference remaining is not great, and, in connection with it, it

must be remembered that the value now found for p^ i* '^ lower

limit, and that the relation would hold better for a higher value of

fk- We may therefore conclude that the apparent association at the

critical temperature is, in the case of helium, still subject to prac-

tically the same laws as liold for ordinary normal substances.

The great difference between helium and normal substances makes

itself apparent at lower reduced temperatures, as shown by the

marked diminution in the value of /„ at lower reduced temperatures

at which also tiie liquid density attains a maximum. This difference

can well be tiie result of an influence of proximity to the absolute

zero at very low temperatures (|uite different fi-om that'which obtains

ordinarily for the same values of the reduced temperature, due to

the fact that the liquid slate lies muel\ closer to the absolute zero

with helium than with any other substance.

Chemistry. — ''On the clilordtion of benzoic acid, according to

experiments of the lute Mr. J. Th. Boknwatkr." By Prof.

A. F. HOLLKJIAN.

(This communication will not be published in these Proceedings).

Chemistry. — "On t/u' imujaetisin of the henzedsnbstitution and on

the opposition of the formation of para-, ortho- against ineta-

substitution products." By Dr. T. van deu Linden. (Communi-

cated by Prof. A. F. Holleman).

(This communicalion will not be published in these Proceedings).

Chemistry. — "(<'» some tri.nitroanizoles." By Dr. H. Vermeulen.

(Communicated by Prof. A. F. IIoli.eman).

This comnnniicatiou will not be published in these Proceedings).

(January 24, 1912).
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Astronomy. — "Invi'sliijKlioiis iii/o ihc niipii-lcit/ Irnns In llw

nii'dii /oni/ituilc of the nioini diid into Hansen'.v cunstdnl ti'im

in the /dtitni/t'." P>y I'l'of. E. K. van dk Sande Bakhuyzkn.

(Communicated in Ihe mceling nf Dt'cemhcr 30, 1911).

It is ^cnei'aily Iviiowii that llic nialiicinalicnl tlu'(.)r\' of the motion

of tlic moon has been Itrought a great deal fnitlier these last years

b\- MiiJ.'s, Radau's and Nkwcomis's and especially E. Brown's researches.

But it is eqnally well known tlvat the thus acquired accurate knowledge

of — we may perhaps say — all aj»|)i"eciable inequalities due to

gravitational forces luis not yet been able to make theory and

obser\ation agree.

Eoi- the difference between the theoretical and the oliservetl value

of the secular acceleration a plausible explanation may lie found in

the tidal friction, although the numerical amount of this intluence

cannot be computed theoretically. The terms of long perioil in the

mean longitude, shown by observation, however, olfer absolutely

unsolved problems.

The last mentioned deviations were lifst fonnd by Newcomb in his

liiri'sfi</(ilion (1876) and were snbsetpiently thoroughly investigated

ill his Researches (1878). After a long time in between lie has again

taken Ihe problem in hand in the last years of his life and has

studied it more closely by means of all occultations observed up to

the present time. He succeeded in completing his research before his

death and gave a short account of the acquired results in Monthhj

Notices tJi), while we may expect a detailed communication about them.

With the help of the observations of the moon made at Greenwich,

P. H. CowEi.i, had in Ihe meantime accomplished an "Analysis of

the errors of the niooni' in a series of papers published in the

Monthly Notices and Battermann had obtained important results by

discussing 3 great series of occultations {Beoh. Eryebn. Berlin 5,

11 and \'.)). Finally I had also found occasion foi' a partial investi-

gation into the ei-roi'S of the tables of the moon {Proc. Acad. Amst.

G, 1903, p. 370 and 412) in the observations of lunar altitudes

accomplished by Mr. Sanders on the west coast of Africa.

Lately 1 returned to some points of this probk'ui owing to occult-

ations observeil these last few years by Mr. Sanders and to the solar

eclipse of 1912, the particular circumstances of which will be dependent

lo a high degree on the errors of the tables of the moon. With

a view to its instant inqxirtance for the prediction of this eclipse

1 shall here comnninicate the results of this — be it fVaguieulary -

investigation.
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I sliall trCiU :

Isl. I he ciii|>irical tci'iiis of loiin' perioil in the liiiiizilndc of the

IHOOll.

2iid. the coiislaiit lerni in liic iatiiude iiili-odiieeil by Hansen and

explained by him by the non-co'incidfnce dI' i he centre of gravity and

tlie centre of tignre.

/. The empirical terms of loiiij jierioti in the medti loiif/itiuh'.

In my first paper of 1903 [Proc. Acad. Anist. (i, p. 370) I said that

for the determination of the mean errors left in the longitude of

Hansen-Newcomb (i. e. according to Hanspin with Nkwcomb's Correc-

tions) I had computed annual means of the errors in longitude or

in R.A. according to liie meridian ol)ser\ati(ins of tlie period 1847

—

1902. 1 shall now say something more about the method for deducing

these means. Besides the Greenwicii observations I had also used

tlie Washington ones according to Newcomb's Investigation, for 18li2 —
1874; and for 1880—1892 the Oxford ones according to the mean

values given by Stone i]i Month/. Xot. 44—54. As it afterwards seemed

better to me, however, to confine myself to the Greenwicii obser-

vations, I shall say a few words of these only.

As far as regards annual means we may consider those of the

errors in longitude and those in R. A. as equal; so I have employed

indiscriminately the former as well as the latter. In Month/. N^ot. 50

we find an accurate comparison between the observations of the

moon at Greenwich from J 847 up to J8til and Hansen's tables.

From this Stone has computed annual means of Zi ?. which he com-

municates in Month/. Sot. 51. He has also deduced annual means of

the errors in ?. for the years 1862—1882, the Greenwich observ-

ations of which had been directly compared Hansen iMont/d. Not.

51—54). I have simply adopted these means, the only alteration

being that I took into account the different fundamental systems in

U.A. which have come into use at Greenwich in the course of years.

1 reduced all to the mean system of the 7 Year Catal., with which

the 2nd 10 Y. Cat. agrees almost entirely. From these errors of

Hansen's longitudes those of Hansen-Newcomb had now to be com-

puted and I effected this by adding to the former the differences

between Table XLI in the Corrections and the original Table XLl
in the Talj/es de la /une.

For the years 1883—1894 I derived the mean errors of Hansen-

Newcomb from the Greenwich Annual Reports in the MontJd. Not.,

assuming llie means of llie Ln to be liie eiror of the mean longitude.

46*
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Finally, for the pei-iod J 895— J 902 T used the results of my own

investisaliou of the (ireeuwicli ohscrvalions. Here too atleution was

|)aid to the employed fnii(huiieiilal system. As an inslancc of the

accuracy Of these different means we may lake that the greatest

difference between my means and those deri\ed by Nkwcomb in his

hwestujation from Greenwich and Washington together, amounts to

0".83. Furtiier, tlie differences between the Greenwich annual means

and the Oxford ones increase uji to l".i8, while for the years

1895—1902 the greatest difference between my results from the

Greenwich observations and those according to the Reports amounts

to 0".3(5.

I had not communicated these annual means, as I had not succeeded

in finding anything with certainty about the law followed by the

deviations. I did remark, however, that the assumption of a term of

a period of about 50 years with maxima about 18(>2 and 1887 and

a coefficient of 3" would improve the agreement, bul not yet sufficiently.

Not till 1909 did I find occasion to return to ihe jiroblem and,

after having added to my means those of 1904—1908 according to

the Reports to the hoard of visitors^ 1 found that the differences

Observ.

—

Hansen-Nkwcomb for the 62 years from 1847 upwards might

be repi'esented tolerably satisfactorily by a formula with 2 terms

of a 48-years' and a 24-years" i)criod, viz,

+ 1".29 + 2".36 sin T.h (/—1848.0) + J".4l sin 15° (/—1852.8)

Of the ti2 residuals there were 13 greater than 1".0 and 2

among these exceeded 1".5 '). Especially because in these last years

the results according to the observations and tiiose according to the

formula had a clearly different gradient, I fully realised that the value

of this formula for extrapolation was still doubtful.

Meanwhile about tiie same lime liierc ap})eared Newcomb's import-

ant provisory comnuniicalion about liis last researches. In this pa})er

he gave a new dt'i-ivation of the secular acceleration and deduced

a new empirical 'great llucliiation"' which again clearly left unaccouided

for "minor residuals". For the secular acceleration 7".9(i was found,

i.e. 0".4() less than the value of 1878 and the period of the great

inequality I'enuiined practically unaltered : 275 years against the

former 273 years, while liie coel'licicul was dindnishetl from 15".

5

to 12 ".95.

The further discussion of ihi' I'esults from the meridian observ-

ations had to be preceded by a comparison with Nkwcomb's new

1) Ilore, lioweviM', llir luislnUo hail heen made ol lU'l laUiiii;- into coiisiileralion

that since UlOii IIk^ GrdcnwK h I!. A. had iiccii rcdMied to Nkv.'oumij's system, wliich

is 0.-;.054 aroater than llial of Ihc -Jiid. lU V. C.
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oiii|iirical iIicdit, wliicli I shall call Nkwc. 11)011 or Nk\v( . II. In

the very short article in Munlhl. Xot. Nkwcomh, however, does not

mention the accepted valnes for the mean motion and for the longitude

of the e|)()cli. 1 now assumed with H.atti>;i{Mann {Beob. Enjeb. Berlin

13, |). 44 that Ihe former would he equal to the value of Niiwc. 1878

(or Newc. 1) and that the cori-cction + 1".14 + 1".4 = + 2".54 (i.e.

Corr. Hansi'.n f 1".4; uoidd have been added to the longitude for

1800.0. Therefore the difference between Newc. II and Newc. I consists

in 1*' the constant term, 2'"''.^' the term with the square of the time,

3''".^' the diHereuce between the new "great fluctuation" and the old

long-period-inequalily.

I intended to take the means of the differences between the meri-

dian olisiMv. and Nkwc. II ami of Ihe corresponding deviations deduced

from the occullations (Newcomb's Minor residuals) and then to trv

and re|)resent these mean deviations bv a periodic formula. In the

meantime, howevei', there a|)peai-ed in J/on^A/. xVoi. of last November

an article by Frank E. Ross in which Newco.mb's minor residuals

are tirst corrected for a more accurate value of the principal term

of the perturbations by the ellipticity of the earth and are then very

satisfactorily represented by two periodic terms. I therefore resolvefl

also to compare nty mean values with Ross" computation.

Now I tirst reduced the (ireenwicli R. A. to Newcomb"s system

and here follow the corrections added for this pur[)Ose:

1847—48 Catal. 1842- 45 + 07H

1849—55 12 Year Cat. 2"'i. Parr -f 0. 07ii

1856—t) I 6 Year Cat. 1850. -f 0. 044

1862—69 7 Year Cat. +0.054
1870—77 New 7 Year Cat. + 0. 064

1878—87 Clock St. 9 Year Cat. + 0. 049

1888—92 Clock St. 10 Year Cat. + 0. 049

1893—98 5 Year Cat. 4- 0. 054

1899—02 Clock St. 2"^ 10 Year Cat. +0.054
1 903—05 Clock St. 2"'i 10 Y. C.+0-()54 0. 000

1906—10 Stand. R. A. 2 "'' 9 Year Cat. 0.000

Leaving my former annual means up to 1902 for the rest unaltered,

I tried to deduce more accurate values for the years 1903—09 from

the (TreeniincJi-Obserralwn.s using exclusively the results obtained with

the transit-circle. Keeping the results from Limb I and Limb II .separated

to the last, I computed annual means in three ways: 1^' directly

from all observations of each limb, 2">''-* by first forming monthly
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means and takiiif^- llie mean ol' lliese willi e(|nal weiglit,'^, 3"".*' bv

taking (lie mean oi' (he mean vahies for llie diHerent observers, wliioli

1 could take from the (rreenu-. Obs. up to J90H, computing (hem

myself for 1909. Besides, since 1905 also observations have been

made of the crater Mosting A, from which I derived mean values

in the first and second way. In the following table all these mean

values h£\ve been collected ; those from the observations of the limbs are

the means for the two. Finally mean values have been computed, for

the observations of the limbs from tliose after the three methods,

and for the crater-observations from those after the 1-^' and 2"''.

The dilTerences have always been taken in the sense Obs.—Comp.
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appeal' ami liis "(nitslaiidiiig' residuals" remain imallercil. F(ir tlie

vears 1905—1909 a second line of the talde conlains liie results

according to the observations of Mosting A.

Fui'tlier, column 4 conlains the differences between the mean
longitude according to the occnltations and according to the mer.

obs., which have been ari'ived at by subtracting col. 3 from the

min. res. corrected with -{- 0".2. Finally in the last column I have

taken down the comparison of Ross' formula with the mean results

of occnltations and mer. obs. The latter had first been corrected,

however, for the mean of their diflferences with the former, since

these may be regarded as more free from constant errors. Although

these diffei'ences are distinctly fluctuating, the results of all observations

of the limbs were corrected with — 0".63
'), those of the crater obsefv-

aiious with — 0".43. Equal weights were given to the residts from

bolli sources; for 1905—1908 I formed V3 (occult. -)- obs. limb + obs.

crater). For 1909—10 only the results from the merid. observations

could be u,sed, and I formed for 1909 '/^ (limb -j- crater).

From the comparison in the last column it appears, just as had

been shown by Ross' comparisons themselves, that his formula cor-

res[)onds fairly well with tlie observations; and we may say that

the errors of the mean longitude are known pretty accurately uj)

to 1909. If we mean, however, to obtain the most reliable value

for this erior for the epoch of the solar eclipse of 1912.3, we must

})ay special attention to the last difference for 1910.5 (which is

altogether confirmed by the results of the altazimuth-observations)

and on the course of the deviations in the last few years and we must

take it as [)robable that also in 1912 there will e.xist a positive

deviation of about 4- 1". Assuming this we find:

h Ro.ss. L Newc. II. L Newc. I.

1911.5 + 1"0 + 3"9 + 7"5

12.5 + 1.0 + 4.0 + 7.7

Although we must not foi'get that extrapolation by means of an

empirical formula is always dangerous, and that also before 1850 the

agreement with Ross' formula was less close, I think that we may
assume as the most probable correction of the iiieivi longitiule for

1912.3, a value between -|- "^ '•'^ i^'"' + 8".0.

2. Hansen's coii.s-iaiit /crni hi tlie liitiivde of the moon.

ll is generally known that II.vnskn believed he had rendered

probable that the centi'e of graxity of the moon does not coincide

') The correul meau deviation is — U''(JO; the dilTci-ente is imiiiateriul.
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with its centre of (ijiiiif. He sliowed lliul two (if llie tlii-ec relative

co-ordinates, the oni' in the direction of the radius vector and the one

perpendicular to the radius vector and on the ecliptic"), might be

determined by the observations. The lirst lie derived from the values

for the great perturbations wiiich he thought were found greater

from obser\ation than from theory. The second he derived from a

constant dilferenco l)etween the declinations observed at Greenwich

and those computed with the assumption that the centre of the

moon in the mean describes a great circle.

Now as regards the first point, NfittcoMU has clearly shown in

1868 *) that Hansen's grounds were fallacious and since that time

it has been assumed — 1 believe without closer investigation —
that there was no ground either for the assumption of a deviation

in the direction of the latitude. Hansen himself had already pointeil

out that the last named deviation might be explained by constant

eiTors in the observed declinations, and this is at any rate a point

of great im]iortaiice for the question.

When 1 commeiu'cd my tii'st investigations in 1903, 1 suppose<l

\\u: constant lerm in the latitude of — 1".0 to have been omitted

in the epheinerides already for a long time. I was strengthened in

thai belief by finding only small amounts for the mean difference

L() ttetween observation and computation ; as mean value for the 5

years 1895—1899 exactly ()".00 [Proco'din;/.-! Amstenbim 6 p. 384).

Mr. CowELi/s remarks, howe\er, in his first paper on the analysis

of the errors of the moon in 'Jlie Ohserratury (September J 903)

made plain to me my .iiistake. Hansen's to'm appeared to be still

taken into consideration in the computation of the e|)hemerides.

Yet I could come to no other conclusion than that notwithstanding

this the mean differences between observed and computed declinations

were small {Proceedings 6 p. 4J3 footnote 3 and p. 421).

As, however, the error in latifu<le is of special importance for

predicting the circumstances of the a|)proaching eclipse, and as the

problem of a possil)le asymmetry of the moon is also worth our

attention by itself, I was desirous lo elucidate this point if possible.

I tried to do this by investigating the mean deviations in d for the

years 1895—1909 according to the Greenwich observations.

To this end there was wanted first the formation of the mean
annual deviations L6 (:^Obs.— Comp.), secondly an investigation into

the systematic corrections still to be applied to these Z.rf.

The first work had ali'eady been accomplished for the years

') Monllil. Not. 15 p. 13 ct seq. Memoiis R. Astr. Soc. 2i.

•) Proceedings of the American Association for the advancement of science 1868.
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-1895—1002 [I'rocenJmij.-i (i pp. 884 iuid 421 ) ;ui(l it sofiiiy to be heller

lo use tlie values a of p. 421, vvliicli, moreover, dilFer only slightly

lor the first 5 years from the "., (N + S) of p. 384. We must oiilv

pay attention to tiie fad Ihal following Nf.wcomb's Iitresliijutloii,

those differences had been taken in liie sense Comp.— Obs., .so that

we have to reverse all the signs.

P'or the years 1903—09 I formed annnal means of the L6 in

the Girenir. Obs. (A N.P.D. C—O = AflO- C) after the same three

metiiods 1, 2 and 3 which I had followed for the A« (see above).

Natni'ally instead of the observations of Limbs I and II we had

now to take apart tiiose of the North and South limbs. Besides, for

the last 5 years 1 could also use the observations of Alosting A for

which 1 formed mean values in the same two ways 1 and 2 as I

had done foi- the A«. Finally I took again the means of the mean

values 1, 2, and 3 for the limbs and 1 and 2 for the crater as these

seemed to be for the present moment the most reliable results.

These different results have been collected in the followin"- table.
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Cat. p. 'n a coiniiarisoii of llie (locliiialioiis of this catalogue witli

Newcomh and lakinji- the mean of tlie results in this lal)ie between

fi5^ anil 115° N. P. I), we obtain

li >.K\v( .
— d 2'«i 9 V. C. = + ()".14.

So the only tiling left to do is to lednoe the resnits of the different

years to the 2iid 9 Y. Cat., paying attention Jst to tiie employed

tlexui'e, 2ndly to the employed eolatitude and refi'action. The vai-ia-

lioHN in the constant corrections of the zenitiipoiiit are of little

importance.

For the tlexiire used which was always deduced from the differ-

ence between direct and reflexion-observations, we can consult p. 18

of the introduction mentioned above. There it also stiys why it is

believed at Greenwich that the real flexure has remained unaltered,

while the cause of the discordance in the different years must lie in

the reflexion-observations. As long as nothing has been proved to the

contrary this has to be accepted as probable. So we must add cor-

rections to the declinations of the moon, just as has been done to

those of the stars in constructing the 2nd 9 Y. Cat., in order to

reduce them to the flexure -|- 0"60 sin Z. Fioni 1906 upwards this

value has been used directly for the formation of theainiual results. We
thus obtain (see for 1895 and 1896 the introductions to the 6^6.5-.; for

1897—1905 the introduction to the 2nd 9 Y. Cat.), assuming 0.75

as mean value of sin Z for the moon :

A Flex.-coeff. A <f Moon

1895 + 0"19 — 0"14

1896 + 0.23 — 0.17

1897 + 0.50 — 0.38

1898 + 0.50 — 0.38

1899 4- 0.38 — 0.28

1900 + 0.28 — 0.21

1901 + 0.16 — 0.12

1902 -f 0.34 — 0.26

1903 + 0.34 — 0.26

1904 + 0.25 — 0.19

1905 + 0.29 — 0.22

As regards the colatittule and the refraction, up to 1905 21 "90 and

the refractions of the Tub. Riyiom. have iieen invariably used, and these

values have served also for the construction of the 2iid 9 Y. Cat. Then

in 1906 the "Pulkowa-refractioiis" have begun to be employed and in

connection with these the colatitude 21"80 was adopted. In the intro-
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(liH'tion lo tlic 2ii<l 9 Y. Cut. p. 20, a coiiipariyoii is _niveM between

tlie (leclinatioiis aecurding tu the two systems. There we liiid as mean

diHereiioe between N. P. D. (55° and 115°:

dCat — d New syst. = — 0"M.
Finally a correelion has to l)e applied in particulai' to the decli-

nations of the moon, which resnlts from the fact that the parallax-

values used at Greenwich are not the most accurate. We must dis-

tingiiish between the correction of the general |iaralla.\-coiistant (lp„

and that of the local constant for Greenwich <//>„'. Their differeiice

depends on the ellipticity of tlie earth and they are connected by
'

dQ
the e<puition (li)\^ =z dn,, -\- p^ — , in which {> is the earths radius

P

for Greenwich. At Greenwich H.\nskn's ^>„ has been employed and

further the ellipticity 1 : 3(X).

So we must tirst see what correction is needed for H.vnskn's p^

and for this we must also use the most probable value of the elliji-

ticity. 1 adopted as its reciprocal value 297.5, the mean of the results

of Helmert and Hayfohd.

The value of /;„ is tirst of all determined by a comparison between

the force of gravity on the moon and on the surface of the earth.

We tiud as the most [irobable correction of Hansen's constant assuming

ellijit. = 1 : 297.5, according to Battermann 13 p. 12,'//>„ =: -|- U".I:{8,

according to Month]. Xot. 71 p. 539, (//>„ = + 0".40. 1 adopt

,/;>„ = + 0".39.

In the second placi' a determination of this \alue is [lossible from

the corresponding observations of Mosting A made at Greenwich and

at the (Ja|ie in 19(Hi—1910. Their discussion is to be found in

Montld. Xot. 71 52(>—540, from which we obtain with ellij)t.

= 1 : 297.5 :

d /), = -{- (rM.

These results agree very satisfactorily, but as the weight of the

first is probably considerably greater I adoitt this uuallercil.

Further, with ellipl. := 1 ; 297.5 we liiid for Greenwich, taking into

account the height of 47 m. above the sea-level, log <> = 9.99911 1,

while at Greenwich 9.9991 i3(i is employed.

In this way we find

do
Po
— = — 0".02

djij = +0".37.

Thus llie mean ('(.irreclion of the moon's declination fur (ireeiiwich

beconu's

:
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,/rf = + 0.75 X 0' -37 = + 0".2S.

So we liiuilly liiid us rosulliiig' (.oneclioiis lor llic (lecliiialinns (it

the moon lir-l of all alwtMs + 0".I4 + 0".2<S = -f 0".42, and in llie

second |ilacc fui' 1895—1905 the correclions derived for each year

resnltinji' IVoiu lle.xiiro and I'or 190() -09 Ihe corrcclion - 0".3()

rosulliui^' from n.'IVaclioii and cohililndo. Our rcsnlts from ihclirccn-

wich (ilisL'r\alioiis, the snins loial ol' the corrections and ihe ctirrccled

residls are

Mean.

+ 0'I4
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long period in hilitiido; iiiid lliiil willi liir urcalcsl iiitMiiuililv ol'tliiy

kind wliicli is iiegloclcd in tlie i-plienicridcs, — the .loviiin-i'vcction —
corresponds a term of 17 years' period in iaiilnde witli a coefHicient

of about 0"2. 'I'lir inlluencc ol' lliis term, however, mnst have almost

disappeared in the ii'snlt of the 15 years' work.

Thns the result of our investigation is that Hansen's constant term

in tlie latitude — !".() is necessary to make theory agree with the

obsei'\alioiis of the limbs and of Mitsting A, even when tliese have been

freed as well as possible from systematic errors. We now lind (7i?*=

— l".()(i while Mansk.n found - 1".()1 '). Can this result point to the

existence of an ine(inality in the latitude ol' vi'i'i/ long period or must we
accept H.\nskn's hypothesis of asymmetry in the moon? In the latter

case the centres of figure and of graxily, according to tins coiripntatioii

would be 2.0 kilom. apart, which distance is much less than what

Hansen believed he had found in the direction of the radius vector

(59 kilom.) and which perhaps we need not consider too abnormal.

Geology. — "On ihc s<>-c<illc(l atolls of lln' E<ist-Indlon Archiih'biijo"

.

By Prof. A. Wicii.mann.

(tloinimuiicaleil in the meeting ol' December 30, 1911).

The geographer .1. F. Niermkyku pretendetl a short lime ago that

hitherto it was generally held that barrier-reefs and atolls "were

entirely or almost entirely denied to I he coasts of the Archipelago",

that "this view was an error" and that the structui-e of tliese barrier-

reefs "was a new evidence against the theory of Dahwin ". ')

This "generally" supposed absence of barrier-reefs and atolls had

hitherto not been evidenced at all, though a great number of natura-

lists will have been convinced, that they are wanting, because the

reports lacked sufficient conchisive force, and moreovei' the Archipelago

in general bears the character of an e.xtensive upheaval territory in

which ihci'e is no jilace for such like coral-formations. In order to

remove as much as possible every uncertainty, I intend to investigate

in how far these reports are well founded.

When about SO years ago ('haht.ks Darwin lirst published ") his

1) Monlhl. Not ]D p. 14.

-) Barriere-riffen en alollen in de Oost-lniliese Archipel. Tijdschr. K. Nederl.

Aardr. Genoolschap. (2) XXVIll, IDll, p. 877, 893. — Barnere-rillen in den

Oost-Indisclien Areliipel. Handelingen van bet 13de Nederl. Naluur- en Geneesli.

Congees te Grouingen. Haarlem 1911, p. 368.

») The Slruciui-e and Distribnlion of Goral Reefs. London 1842., 2'"' ed. 1873,

3"' ed. by T. G. Bonney, 1889., new. ed. by John W. Judd, 1900.
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Work, llio evidonco lie disposed of was >lill verv iiieoinplctc and

iiol ill ('wvy respecl lo he relied upon, so llial lie was iiol always

able lo di'i'ide iiiio w liieli ealei.:oi\ llie iiieiilioiied reels were to he

placed, lie came to ilie resuli iluil, with siimicieiit cei'lainlv, only

friiigiiig-reefs could he pointed out in ilie Kasi Indian .\rclii|)elago,

yet he was inclined to tliiid; the existence ol' other forms of reefs

possible and even proi)al>le. We shall liist submit the latter lo a

fnrlhcr investigation.

According to the then e.visting charts he thought it |)ossible, as

regards the Ani., 'rmunihar and Timor Lttut Islands, that lliey

were snrronnded i)y barrier-reefs, bnt on acconnt of the prevailing

uncertainly he desisted from coloming them as such on his nia|)').

From the reports of V. A. A. Gukgohv it appears already that lliere

can only be question of fringing reefs'), extending, according to the

most recent reports, generally 1— fi sea miles, S. W. from the island

of Tramjang even as far as 13 from the shore. ')

Sumba or Sa>ulal-/ro(xl Island. On acconnt of a statement of .

I

.\mes

HoRSBURGH regarding a reef, extending at the sonlhern shore of this

island as far as 4 miles, and of the great depth of the sea in the

neighbonrliood ') D.\rwin thought the existence ol a barrier-reef

there likewise probable (p. 174). Fi'om recent information it ap|)ears

however that only a fringing-reef I'xists.

Luamj. According to a statement '") that the extensive reef of this

island is steep ontside and there within has a depth of 12 feet, D.\kwix

supposed that it might be a barriei'-reef. The most recent stntements

iiowever jirove it to i)e a fringing-reef. ")

Cera in Laut, Gurain and Kefjing. In his sup[)Osition that the reefs

extending from these islands into deep water belong to the barrier-

reefs, Darwin refers to G. W. E.\rt, '). According to the most recent

evidence however the Ceram Laut Islands are situated, on a large

"very steep coral-reef, extending eastward to the Xorth of Survaki.

"In this coral-reef some deep gullies are found among which the

1) The Structure and Distribution >V;c. 18i2. |). 172.

-) Zeemansgids voor de Vaarwaters naar on dnor den Molukschen Archippl.

Amsterdam. 1853, p. 263, 277, 284.

S) Zeemansgids voor den Oostlndischon Arcliipel Y. 's-Gravenliage 1P08, p.

13, 17, 29, 55.

*) India Directory. 4"' ed. II. London 1836, p. 607.

'') D. H. KoLFF Jr. Reizen door den weinig bekenden zuidelijkcn Molukschen

Archipel. Amsterdam 1828, p. 130, were it is said 9—12 feet.

^) Zeemansgids voor den Oosl-lndischen Arcliipel V. 1908, p. '.>.

'') Sailing Directions for the Arafura Sea. London 1837, p. 9.
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"sli-;iils (if Ki'/ihiij and K/lii^nror are iiaxif^aMo for lai-uc ships. ')

Fiirllicr Dakwin wi'ites (|). 17(i): "in the sjiacc oT tlie sea, nortli

"of l!ie j^n'al volcanic cliain, from 'rinior lo Juni, we liave also

"otIuT islands, such as the Po.'ttiUions, Kulalon, yVikmi-Bf^sstii's, tVc,

"which are chiefly low, and ai-e snrroiindi'd by very ivregnlar and

"dislani reefs. From the imperfect charts 1 have seen, I have not

"been able to decide whether they belong to the atoll or barrier-

"classes, or whether they merely tVingi' submarine iianks, and gently

"sloping land.

"In the Hay of Boniii, between the two southern avmi^ of Celebes,

"there are numerous coral-reefs; Itnt none of them seem to have an

"atoll-like structure. I have, therefore, not coloured any of the islands

"in this par't of the sea: I think il, however, exceedingly probai)le

"thai some of them ought lo be blue. 1 may add that there is a

"harbour on the S. E. coast of Jjouton, which, according to an old

"chart, is formed by a reef parallel to the shore, with deep water

"within, and in the voyage of the (Joquille, some neighbouring is-

"lands are re|)resented with reefs a good way distant, but I do not

"know whether with deep water within. I have not thought the

"evidence suflicienl to permit me to colour them". An io the Sobalaun

[Postillcvi] Islands it is known that Ihey form a group of low and

overgrown islands, rising above a sulimanue plateau '). The 528 m.

high KnJan Tun .'slopes steeply down towards the sea and is only

provided with a fringing-reef '). Binongka, the principal island of the

Tulann Besi-%vou\>, consists of terraces of coral-limestone and is

snri'onnded by a narrow fringing reef). What regards the reef on

the south-east coast of /hilon '), there reefs of any signification are

in reality unknown '''). Dakwin's expectation that atolls would be

discovered in the bav of Hon/ was not realised. Onlv low coral-

1) Zeemansgids etc. V. 1008, p. 141.

') F. A. A Gregory. Zeemansgids 1853, p. 18. — Zeemansgids voor den

Oost-Indi.sclien Arcliipcl V. 1906, p 380-382. — Max Webkr. Introduction et des-

cription (ie rexpeditioii. Siboga-Expedilie I. I.eiden 190-', p. 23.

*} G. V. Tydeman. Hydiographic Rtsulls of the Siboga Expedition. Siboga-

Expeditie 111. Leiden 1903, p. 18.

i) Max Weber. Introduclion et descriplion, biz. 95—97. — G. F. Tvde.man.

Hydrographic Results, p. 41—42. - Zeemansgids voor den Dost Indischen Arcbi-

pel IV. 1906, p. 208-209.

•) L. I. DuPERHEV. Voyage aulour du Monde sur la corvette La Goquille. Ilydro-

graphie. Atlas. Paris 1827, PI. 37. Garle du delroit de Wangi-Wangi.

") Zeemansgids voor den Oost-lndisclien Arclii|H'l IV. 1906, p. !214. — A;invullings-

blad ± 1909, p. 28.
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islands of the common character ') are found there. Two spherical-

shaped reefs indicated on the chart, with deep water within, in the

Straits of Makassar (4°55' S.), showing a more atoll-like character

tlian any other in the Archipelago, were left uncoloured, because

('apt. H. Moresby doubted this fact.

Kamkelang {Talaui-Inlands) was said bv .1. Horsburgh to be lined

b}' a dangerous reef, projecting several miles from the northern shore,')

Darwin had left the whole group uncoloured, because he could not

find any other account. According to recent, more reliable, statements

only fringing-reefs are found near Karakelang ').

The Aju and Mapia- Islands belong indeed to the Dutch possessions,

but aie situated already in the Pacific Ocean, so that they should not

be treated of here. Occasionally we may remark that it was Darwin,

who indicated the atoll-character of the Mapki-Islands according to

tlie chart published by Phii,. Carteret *). Darwin was less well-

informed with regard to the Aju-Islands '). These possess no atoll-forms.

Not until the year 1875 new atolls were supposed to have been

discovered in the Indian Archipelago. On May ll''\ J 875 the

corvette "Gazelle" commanded by G. E. G. von Schleinitz anchored

near the island of Dana [Uoki\ situated between Sawu and Sumba

10°49'S., 12J°19'27"E.'). According to Th. Studer it consists of a

ring-shaped wall of coral-limestone about 120 m. high"), and has an

opening in the N.E. "). There is a cup-shaped valley within containing

a saltwater-lagoon. According to other statements the island is low

and only along the north-east coast a ridge of hills reaching a level

of 170 feet extends, whilst on the westside a separate hill rises

having the shape of a short horn '). There can be no doulit that

1) Ibid., p. 265 et seq.

-) India Directory. 4th ed. II. London 1836, p. 604.

') F. A. A. Gregory. Zeemansgids 1853, p. 320, — Zeemansgids voor den

Oost-Indischen Archipel IV. 1906, p. 68.

<) Jon.s Hawkeswoeth. An Account of the Voyages etc. I. London 1778, p. 608

') Ths. Forrest. A. Voyage to New Guinea and the Moluccas. London 1779,

p. 82. — J. DuMOST d'Urville. Voyage de la Corvette I'Astrolabe. Atlas, PI. 38.

«) Die Forschungsreise S. M. S. "Gazelle" 1874-1876. I. Reisebericht. Berlin

1889, p. 146.

") Elsewhere (Travaux de I'assoc des Soc. Suisses de Geogr. II. 1882 Geneve,

p. 130), Studer says, that that level amounts to 60 m.

^) Die Forschungsreise S. M. S. "Gazelle". HI. Zoologie und Geologie. 1889,

p. 197 — 199. According to von Schleisitz however the opening of that ridge is

towards the W.
') A. G. FiNDLAY. A Directory for the Navigation of the Indian Archipelago.

3d ed. London 1889, p. 747—748. - Zeemansgids voor den Oost-Indischen

Archipel IV. 1906, p. 457—458. According to the most recent report there are in

47

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XIV.
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(lie iip[)er|)art oF the meniioiied ridge consists of coral-limestone, bnt

whether — as Studeb snpposes — it is an upheaved atoll nia^- be

doubted. For he says himself that there is found in it "streifenartig

eingelagert ein rotliliches Congloraerat von Kalk und dichtem Tlion"

which does not correspond with it. At any rate the island in its

present condition is entirely normal, as it is surrounded by a fringing-

reef of 0.2—0.3 miles.

Lucipara Islands [Nusa Pari\. This group situated in the Banda

Sea, consists of 5 small islands of coral-limestone '), united by a

%mm^

iiS

«•.» 5^ ,1,

ill

(OS

«•

Fig. 1.

connecting reef about 9.3 km. long from N.W.—S.E, (Fig. i). When
in 1875 the above-mentioned "Gazelle" approached that group von

ScHLEiNiTZ supposed he ought to regard it as an atoll, but the boat

that happened to come in the neighbourhood of the western island

was not able to find the entrance to the "wie es schien, tlache

Lagune" ').

Since that time the Lucipara Islands were regarded as an atoll,

though it was diflicult to find a satisfactory explanation') for it, and

Dana 2 lakes with saltwater, and ou the north coast rises a recognisable barren

rock almost as high as the 120 feet high plateau in the eastern part of the island.

(Zeemangids IV. Aanvullingsblad 3, 1910, p. 68).

1) R. D. M. Verbeek. Molukken-Verslag. Jaarboek van het Mijuwezen in Ned.

Oosl-Indie. XXXVII. Wet.ged. Batavia 1908, p. 568—570, fig. 487. — Voor-

loopig verslag over een geologische reis naar bet oostelijk gedeelte van den Indi-

schen Archipel. Batavia 1900, p 35.

-) Frhr. von Schleinitz. Die Expedition S. M. S. 'Gazelle". Ann. d. Hydrogra-

phie. IV. Berlin 1876, p. 53. — Die Forschungsreise S. M. S. "Gazelle". I. Reisc-

bericht, p. 157.

8) R. Langenbeck. Die Theorieeu iiber die Entstehung der Koralleninsela und

Korallenrill'e. Leipzig 1890, p. 141.
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though from older dcseriptions and charts it was obvious that there

was no siiflicient foundation for this view '). It was undeniably

refuted by the researches of the "Siboga" l)y which, at the same

time, the southern ishmd was determined at 5°30'4()" S., 127°33'22" E.

(Fig. J)'). According to tiie recent investigations' of Veubkek there

is no longer any foundation for the supposition tliat a volcano was

hidden under these islands.')

Gisser [Gcsir] (3°52'29" S., 130°52'2B" E.). Since tiic lime of

F. Valentijn we have known about Gis.fi'r, belonging to the Ceram

Laut Islands that there was "een fraai iHtgtje vlak in "t midden" *)

[a beautiful little bay exactly in the middle]. J. A. C. Oidemans too

makes mention of a "schoone 4 a 5 voet diepe baai" *).

H. voN Rosenberg called the island a ring-shaped upheaved sand-

shoal '), whereas Henry 0. Forbes was the first to take it for "a

mere horseshoe-shaped, cocoanut-fringed atoll" ") and most of the later

visitors concurred with him in this view '). As I remarked before

1) VV. II. RoMBOUT VAN LooN. Mededeeliiig aangaandc de Lucipara- en Schild-

padseilaiiden. Verhandel en Berigten betrekkelijk -hel Zeewezen. IV. Anistcrdaai

1844, p. 752—757 — F. A. A. Gregory. Zecmans Gids. 1853, p. 153— 15i.

— Gevaren in de Indische wateren. Tijdschr. tcogew. aan het Zeewezen. (2) IV.

Medemblik 1844, p. 317.

-) Siboga-Expedilie I. Max Weber. Introduftion et de.scription, p. !)7— KJU ,

III. G. V. Tydeman. Hydiographic Results, p. 42, PI. Xll. — Maatschappij lot

Bevordering van het Natiuirk. Onderzoek der Nederl. Kolonien, No. 10, p. 14.,

No. 11, p. 3. — Zeemansgids voor den Oost-Indischen Archipel. V. 1908, p. 88.

•') R. D. M. Verbkek and R. Fennema. Geologisclie beschrijving van Java en

Madoeia. I. 1896, p. B. — R. Langenbeck 1. c. — Max Weber 1. c.

*) Oud en Nieuw Oost Indien. II. Dordrecht — Amsterdam 1724, p. 60. For the

rest Valenti.i.n was not thoroughly acquainted with the island, for he called it

"high, narrow and mountainous".

5) Verslag van de bepaling der geograpliische ligging van eenige punlen in de

Molukken. Natuurk. Tijdschr. Ned. Ind. XXX. Batavia 1868, pp. 184—185.

*>) Beschrijving van eenige gedeelten van Geram. Tijdschr. voor Ind. T. L.

en Volkenk. XVI. Batavia 1867, p. 132. — Der Malayische Archipel. Leipzig

1878, p. 295.

^) A Naturalist's Wanderings in the Eastern Archipelago . . . iVoni 1878 to 1883.

London 1885, p. 299. — Wanderungen eines Naturforsohers im Malayischen

Archipel. II. Jena 1886, p. 21. The cocoa-nut trees existed only in his imaginulion.

These trees are not found in the island.

'*) Siboga-Expeditie I. Max Weber I. c. p. 79, III. G. F. Tydeman 1. c. p.

35—36 — Maatschappij tot Bevordering van het Natuurk. Onderz. Bull. No. 31.

1899, p. 12. — [N. M. van den Ham]. Mededeeling betrelfende de reede van

Gisser. Meded. op Zeevaartkundig Gebied, No. 17/46. 's-Gravenhage 1900. p. 8 —

•

Zeemansgids voor den Oost-Indischen Archipel V. 1908, pp. 142—143. — H. HiRSCHi.

Reisen in Nord-West Neu-Guinea. Jahresbericht der Geogr. Ethnogr. Ges. 1907 —8,

Zurich 1908, pp. 142-143.

47*
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this view was erroneous-). Tiie whole

island is onl^' the part of a shoal rising

above high-water mark and chiefly

consisting of coral detritus and fora-

minifera, and may be regarded as the

upper part of a coral reef. The lagoon,

ostensibly an excavation into this debris,

drains itself entirely at ebb-tide, so that

one can walk through it dry-shod. Its

formation may be compared to that

of Europa Island in the Canal of

Mozambique, with tiiis difference how-

ever tiiat its bed remains below the

level of low water').

Pasigl (2°21' N., 125°I8' 0). From

olden titnes the island of Pasiiji, situated

W. of Taqlandang [Sani/i Islamh) was oidy known as a low, flat

little island').

A. J. VAN Deldkn added to this thai it was lying on the top of a

reef rising above the level of the water. ') J. Sidney Hickson, \vho

saw Pask/i in 1885 from the top of the volcano in the island of

Ruang supposed that it might "serve as a diagram of an atoll" *).

Afterwards he expressed himself thus : "The part above water

covered with trees is only a small arc of the rim of a large almost

ringshaped atoll" °). He considered this to be a fact not agreeing

with the theory of Darwin. M. Koperberg who had seen Pasigi from

the same standpoint expresses a more reserved opinion. Moreover

the commander of the Govern. S.S. "Raaf" J. Kaan had declared

the island to be a coral bank ')• None of them has ever observed •

F,g.2.

1) Maatscliappij tot Bevordering vau liet Natuurk. Onderzoek der Nederl. Kolo-

niiin. Bulletin, No. 4.3, 1903, p. 22, vide likewise R. D. M. Veebeek. Mnlukken-

Vei-slag. Jaarboek v. h. Mijnw. 'xXXVli. Wet. ged. 1908, p. 542.

2) Alfred Voeltzkow. Bericht ulier eine Reise nacli Ost-Afrika. Zeitsclir. Go

sellsch. f. Erdkunde. Berlin 1904, p. 428.

3) F. Valentijn. Oud en Nieuw Oosl Indien. I. 1724, p. 61,

*) De Sangir-eilanden in 1825. Indisch Magazijn. Isle Twaalftal, No. 4, 5 eu 6.

Batavia 1844, p. 356.

6) Omzwervingen in Noord-Celebeij. Translated by P. P. G. Hoek. Tijdsdir.

Aardr. Genootsch. (2) IV. 1887, M. U. A., p. 141.

«) A Naturalist in North Celebes. London 1889, p. 44.

7j Verslag van een onderzoek naar de uilbarslingen in 190i op hel vu'kaau-

eiland Roeang. Jaarboek vau hel Mijnw. N. O.-Indie. XXX VI II. Wei. ged. 1909,

Batavia 1910, p. 210.
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any thing of a lagoon, and tlic somewliat bent shape does not

authorise iis to regard it as an atoll.

According to the most recent statements Pasigi has a diameter

of about 0,5 mile, is a low coral island surrounded by a reef extend-

ed on tlie south side as far as 0,2, on the north-side as far as

2,5 miles ').

Tlie statement of IIickson that Tayulandung was surrounded by a

barrier-reef has neither proved to he correct. Besides a reef in the

fairway of Ruang and Tagulandang there is only a fringing-reef).

Agnieten /.sland.s [Puhi Pangang], Hoorn Islands \_Pulu Ajer]

and Groot-Komhuis \_Pulu Lantjang\ C. Ph. Slditek was of opi-

nion that he had discovered atolls in the Java Sea, namely in the

Bay of Batavia. "Auch die grosseren Gruppen, die Agnieten-

"Inseln und die Hoorn-Inseln, sowie die Inseln "Groote Kombuis"

"oder "Pulu Laiitjang" sind betrachtlicli iiltere Riffe, welche schon

"deutliclie AtoUe bilden. Es ist allerdings bei den Agnieten- und

"Hoorn-Insebi nicht uiunoglich, dass dort ein anderer Zustand besteht,

"wegen der ziemlich plotzlichen Senkung des Meeresbodens bis zu

"50 Faden. Yielleiclit kommt liier ein ui.terseeischer Kraterrand vor,

"auf welclieni die Korallen sich angesiedelt haben" '). Sluiter had

previously asserted that in the Emma tlarbour \_Brandewgns Bay],

near Padang, in the neighbourhood of the islands of Krakataii in

straits Sunda, and Bawean in the Java Sea, barrier-reefs were found.

Contrary to this assertion R. Langenbeck had already remarked that

in the above-mentioned regions all those reef-forms are wanting, and

that they are to be regarded as coral-formations of the shallow seas

(patch reefs), the rims of which are some times higher than the other

parts '). With regard to the Agnieten Islands we are further informed

that they consist of 5 low islands, lying on a common reef 4

miles long and 1,3 miles wide *). On these reefs one finds basins of

which the western one is rather extensi\e, they can however no

more than the others be compared to lagoons of atolls, but are to

be regarded as depressions partly formed by sejunction, such as are

1) Zeemansgids voor den Oost-Indischen Archipel IV. 1906, p. 53-54.

=) Ibid. p. 52.

5) Einiges iiber die Entstehung der Korallenriffe in der Java-See und Brannt-

weinsbai und iiber die neue Korallenbildung bei Krakatau. Natuurk. Tijdschr. Nederl.

Indie. XLIX. Batavia, 1890 p. 378. — Uebev die Entstehung der Korallenriffe

in der Java-See... Biologisches Centralblalt. IX. Erlangen 1889-90, p 751.

») Die neueren Forschungcn fiber KorallenrifTc. Geogr. Zeitschr. III. Leipzig 1897,

p. 570.

=) Zeemansgids voor den Oost-Indischen Archipel I. 'sGravenhage 1899, p. 139,
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fre |iiiMitly found on coral-reefs '). In tlie Hoorn Islands, the western

ones of which -— (h-eat and IaUIc Tiduuij — rest on a narrow

and low reef, whilst the eastern one — I'ajwig — is snrronnded by a

sepaiale reef 1 have not been able to detect any lagoons, no more

coidd I do so in Groot-Kombuis, consisting of 2 low islands ').

Miianis [umaras-']reej- (1°50' N., 112°55'0). This reef situated N. E.

of I'.orueo has become known l»y Ihc IJritish war-ship "Samarang"

whicli almost stranded on it 'j. 1( has in NW.—SE. a length of 'M)

km. •Am\ a l)r('adlli of 8.(S km. Whilst some parts fall diy at ebb-

tide as shoals, a few rise as little islands above the level of high

water. Insi<lc the rim of the reef lies a deep basin which is however

not navigatile on account of the great quantity of stones^). Whilst

AIax Wehkk writes: "Ce recif rappelle, jusqu'au certain point, un

atoll" ''), .1. F. NiERMEYER cousiders it an undubitable fact that we

have here a real atoll-reef"). Though the reef shows indeed some

resend)lance with an atoll, the noi'tli-weslern part proves already

that i( is a coral-bank, which on account of the moi'c rapid growth

of the I'ims gave occasion to the formation of a basin.

Maratua (2'J5' N,, 118°35' E.). Until a short time ago very little

was known about the group of the Maratua- Islands situated N.E. of

Borneo. In the IS ''century attention was first iixed on it by Ai.kxanuer

Dalrymple 'j, and it was }faratun itself that was repeatedly touched

at by the .Sulu pirates on account of its fresh-water springs. It served

likewise as temporal settlements of Badjos. Whilst the general very

particular shape of the island had been known for a long time, a

more careful survey was only undertaken in the beginning of this

century by the Royal Dutch Navy (fig. 3). From this survey and

ly The above-mciilioned Zeeniansgids (II. K)00, p. 542) says about the Tliousaml

Islands: Willi some of these reefs one finds on tlie outer side dikes of coral stones

lying dry, within them more or less deep basins occur. In some of the large reefs

there are bashis, in which a depth of 3 fathoms and more is sounded, and where

proas entering at high-tide can find a safe anchorage.

-) Zecraansgids voor den Oostlndischen Archipel I. 1899, pp. 132, 138. —
Westelijke Yaarwaters naar Reede van Batavia. 's-Gravenhage. 1899. Dep. van

Marine, No. 86.

3) Sir Edward Belcher. Narrative of H. M. S. Samarang dm-ing the years

1843-4G. I. London 1848, p. 247—248, chart at p. 223.

^) Zeemansgids voor den Oost-lndischcn Archipel 111. 1908, p. 843.

') Introduction et description de I'expcdition. Siboga-Expeditic I. Leiden 1902,

p. 57.

«) Barriere-rillen en alollen enz. Tijdschr. K. Nederl. Aardr. (lenoolsch (2)

XXVIII. 1911, p. 890, kaart Xlll, No. 13.

"') Oriental llepcrlory. 1. London 1793, p. 530.
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the additional description it appears that Maratua has the shape of

a T', the opening of which is towards the S. E. It was represented

Fig. 3.

there in snch a way, as if the F-shaped liill-ridge, the highest point

of which is 400 feet high, represents the npheaved northern rim of

an atoll, extending NW.—SW. over a' length of 16 miles '). In

this form tiiis assertion is decidedly incorrect. The island is a ruin

of an older date, the reef on the contrary a real fringing-i-eef — a

recent formation. Whether in earlier times Maratua has been an

atoll can only be decided by fni-ther investigation.

Kakahan. This island situated 4 miles S.W. of Maratua consists

of a rock-wall 300 feet high, which in some parts is no more than

150 m. broad and encloses a large salt-water lake. According to the

statement of natives this lake must be in connection with the sea,

as it is influenced by ebb and tide. If another statement that only

small fishes are found in it, should be true, there can be no question

of an open connection. In most places the help of ladders is required

to land on the island, because the rocks fretted by the sea, beetle.

Only by careful investigation it can be decided whether Kakaban
has in former times been an atoll. In its present state it cannot be

regarded — as it is pretended — as an atoll ').

The fact that it is surrounded by a fringing-reef, which however is

1) Zeemansgids voor den Oost-Indischen Archipel III. 1903, p. 849— 851., vide

likewise J. F. Niermeyer. Bairipre-riffen eii atollen, p. 890.

-) Zeemansgids voor den Oost-hidischen Archipel III. 1903, p. 851—852. —
J. F. Niermeyer. Barriere-nffen en atollen, p. 890.
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nowhere broader (liaii 100 m., proves lliat, for llie rest, it is in a

normal condition.

Tiie Brll [Taka Reimtaya] (6°4' S., Ii8°55' E.). Tiiis \ery dangerous

reef, situated in the middle of the fairway has been known long

since '). Not Ix'fore 1792 however a local survey took place, when
a iioat of the "I'ilt" found in some spots 2 feet of water and a

sandy nature of the bottom "). Whereas in former times the Bril

was always regarded as a bank"), the latest author calls it a coral-

ovei-grown atoll-shaped bank, which is a contrddictio in ieviii'mis.

It runs dry for the greater part at ebb-tide, with the exception of

Ihe rather deep basin in the middle, and the soufhci'ii part where

from 3'/, to 5 fathoms of water stands ').

Brisbane-rei'f. On the 15j, -lanuari 1880 the steamship "Brisbane"

stranded on a hithertho unknown reef, which was called after this

ship'). In 1902 a light-house was erected in the island Mimti

Mlamiii/ (4° 22'.; S., 128° 29'/,' E.) situated near the southern

point'). Between this island and the two Ukenno Islands (Menti

RiaJam and A/iioi-f<mn) situated in the N., extends the very large

reef 227, km. long and 974 l^'"- hi'oad, enclosing on the East-side

a long basin, nearly for the whole length; the southern part only

was explored. On the east-sitle there is an opening'^. According

to the researches of R. D. M. Verbekk the three islands mentioned

consist of coral-limestone and are consef|aently older than the reef

that is their common fringing reef). There can be no question of

the existence of an atoll, though Nieumei.ikr calls it so ').

Angelica-reef [Pasir Lai/antu] (7°4(j,5' S. 122°15' E.) This reef

was discovered on 3"' of July 1801 by the ship "Aru/eliaf and de.scribed

') The Bril was apparently called after a ship of that name lliat was lepoited

in 1G9/|. (l'\ Valentijn. Oud en Nieuw Oost-Indieu. I. 2. 172-i, p. '29). Tlie reef

has been known by its present name since the beginning of the 18lh century.

-; The Oriental Navigator. 2d ed. London 1801, p. 516. — J. Horsburgh
India Directory. 4th ed. II. 1836, p. 532.

2) J. Schroder. Over de Bank de Bril. Verliandel. en Berigtcn bclr. het Zecwe-

zen. IV. Amsterdam 1844, p. 651—652.

^) Zeeinansgids voor den Oostind. Archipel III. 1903, p. 608 '2iid edit. 1909,

p. 511. — J. F. NiERMEYER. Barriere-rilTen en atolien, p. 890, map XIV, fig. 18.

5) Fiif en eiland (''Brisbane") ontdekt. Berichl aan Zeevarenden. 's-Graveniiage

1880, N". 15/397.

") Liclit wonll onl.-itokcn. Bericht aan Zeevarenden. 1903, N ', 229/1713,

2 is/ 1870.

") Zeemansgids voor den Oost-Indischen Archipel. V. 1908, p. 8—9.
»} Molukken-Verslag. Jaarboek van het Mijnwczen. XXXVli VVel. ged. 1908,

p. 445.

'•') Barriere-riffen en atolien, p. 890, map XIV, fig. 17.
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as of a circular shape, 4 miles in diameler and at the north- and

south-end nearl}^ dry '). Repeatedly ships were wrecked on it. When
in 1846 the brig "Haai" ran aground on it, it was discovered that

the reef was divided into three parts l)y two small gullies, on the

middle-part rocks rose just above tlie level of the sea') Not before

1908 an exact survey was made by the exploring vessel "Soembawa",

which gave the very remarkable result, that the Angelica-reef was

to be considered as an atoll, 6.95 km, in WNW.—ESE. long and

4.17 km. broad'). It is the first of all reefs that has a real atoll-

shape, though it differs from the normal fc^rm, and two basins are

found in it.

GosongBoni (8°23' S,, 122°J4' E.). Tliis reef wtis discovered in

1851 by P. KoNiNG^) and represented by him as a small island

{Pulu Boni)^) with which a semi-circular reef was united that ran

Avy. According to the surveyings of the "Soembawa" this reef has

likewise the shape of an atoll "). It has a diameter of 27^ k"!-,

whilst the depth of the basin amounts to 40—50 fathoms").

Lalangn-reef (1°2' S. 120°40' E.). This reef .situated in tlie bay ol

Tomini is described as a large coi'al I'eef running for the greater

part dry and steeply sloping down everywhere except on the east-

side'). From the fact that there are on the east-side two diverging off-

shoots NiEiniEYER supposed he might conclude that the reef had the

character of an atoll '). This conclusion has no foundation whatever,

not even the shape reminds of an atoll.

Somewhat more than 1 km. to thi south of the Lnlanga-reef, a

ring-shaped reef is found. A regular fishing is going on in the basin.

1) James Horsburgh. India Directory. 4th ed. II. London 1836, p. GIO.

-) G. F. Stavenisse de Br.\uw. Het vaslzeilen van Zr. Ms. bri.k De Haai op de

Ai.-gelika's Droogte. Verliandelingen en Beriglen betr. het Zeewezen. VIII. 184S, p. 704.

H. D. A. Smits. Zeemansgids voor de Eilanden en Vaarwaters beoosten Java.

2nd ed. Amsterdam 1859, pp. 39—40.

3) Bericht aan Zeevarenden. 's-Gravenliage 1908, No. 154/232. — Zeemansgids

voor den Oost-Indischen Archipel IV. Aanvullingsblad 2, p. 91. — J. F. Nier-

MEYEH. Barriereriffen en atollen, p. 891. map XIII, fig. 16.

*) Chart of pai;t of the North-coast of Fiores, Novbr. 1851 (J. G. F. Bhumuxd.
Indiana. I. Amsterdam 1853, at p. 131).

°) Boni is the name of the Malay navigators, the inhabitants of the neighbouring

north-coast of Fiores call it Taping.

'^) Zeemansgids voor den Oost-Indischen Archipel. IV. Aanvullingsbl. 2. 1909,

p. 90. It is remarkable, that the bottom of the basin consists of while clay.

") NiERMEYER reports 1. c. p. 891 1. 5 f. t. a depth of 885 m., 1. 9 f. b. of

105 m.and according to map XIV fig. 19. of 85 m.

8) Zeemansgids voor den Oost-Indischen Archipel IV. 1906, p. 138.

9) Barriere-riffen en atollen hlz. 891, chart XIV, fig. 21.
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This reef is however no atoll. Niermeyer still supposes that he must

regard another reef, likewise in the bay of Tomini SVV. of the town

of Tomini about ()°24:' N., 120°32', as belonging to the atoll-formations.

It is imi)0ssil)le for me to recognise an atoll-formation in it'j.

At last two more reefs in the Java-Sea remain, situated NNE. of

Boompjes Island [Pulu-Ralit], which Nierjvieyer considers as two

remarkable curiosities, beautiful atoll-shaped bars. "One would certainly

"call them atolls, if the notion deep-sea upheaval were not inse|)ar-

"ately connected with this name" ').

Tiie result of the above considerations is, that among the islands

of the East Indian Archipelago, that are supposed to be atolls,

Dana, the Lticipara.^, Atarafua, Kakaban and Meati Miarang

are formations of no recent date and provided with fringing-reefs,

whilst (riiser, Pasiqi, the Agnieten Islands etc. represent coral form-

ations of the shallow sea. (.'onsequently J. F. van Bemmelen's words

are still valid : "However rich the Indian Archipelago may be in

"such coral reefs, yet the two most known types of coral formations

"are wanting: Jiarrier-recfs and Atolls"'). As to the reefs, that rise

(inly partly al)ove tiie level of the sea, among these we meet no

moie atoU-forin with the exception of the Angelica-reef and the

Boni-reef.

Inseparaiely connected with liiis (piestion about atolls is that about

bari'ier- reefs. As stated abo\e those reported in former times do in

reality not exist. J. F. Niermeijer supposes ho has discovered them

now on a mucli larger scale, and adds the following explanation

to his report : "They are always built up along the rims of the

"sub-mai'ine plateaus .... It is easily seen that, as a rule, they

"begin as isolated small reefs . . . ., which can afterwards arrange

"themselves and form longer bars and islands. This structure is a

"new proof against Darwin's theory, according to his theory the

"barrier-reefs would have originated in fringing-reefs. For in that

"case they would as a ride appear in more serried rows" *). It is

not \'ery well possible to contest a theory when choosing as point

of issue anothi'r notion than the author's. Darwin considered as barrier-

reefs "those, which like a wall with a deep moat within" surround

the islands, and held that "the lagoon-channels may be compared

"in every respect with trui' lagoons" 'j. The further explanations

1) Ibid. p. 891, map XIV, fig. 20.

) Ibid. p. 892, map XIV, fig. 22.

8) Enryclopaedie van Nederlandsch-Indie. II. 's-Gravenhage—Leiden, [1899], p. 290.

*) Barriore riffen en atollen, p. 879, 893.

5) The Stniclure aiul Distribution uf Coral Reefs. 1842, p. 41, 43.
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wliicli he gives of these furinalions do not leave the least doubt

that his barrier-reefs are ditfereiit from those described by Nib:rmeijeii.

These are forinalions of the shallow seas, patch reefs, or pelagic

reefs and no other reefs could be expected in an area of upheaval.

Physics. — "On tlie variabl/itj/ of the qiuaifiti/ h in van dek Waals'.s-

equation of state, also in connectionwitk the critical qumitities."

IV. (Conclusion). Bv J. J. v.\n Laar. (Communicated hx Prof.

H. A. LORENTZ).

(Communicated in tlie meeting of December 30, 1911).

Let us write therefore

:

q-' {v-h)b":

then we get:

b' 1 +-^+-^(.f^' + 2iJ-l) («)

„ 'f

(•

—

b t'J V"*/

q' (' - '0 h'" + 'r(^- V) b" - 2,1 b" .

'- =
Vi

\inj dv \ M I

representing the form between [] by ,1, and bearing in mind that

dv V — b m dv \JiiJ \n— b v J m

That last relation (see III, p. 575, formula («)) holds only for the

critical point, and is not general ; so tiiat we cannot derive b^^' etc.

from the formula for />'", which we shall presently obtain. Now in

virtue of (a)
f
— 1 .1 may be replaced bv

—

(/-(v—/>)— , and so we get:
\inj ' -

b'
^

q' {v - b) U" + r/= (1 - U) b" - 2b" — =
m

,/'<iydA r-b (b")'= - // ( ^ 1 -- + 2q^ (1 _ //) //' - Or/' -- 6"
-f q'- {V - b) y-,

,,--{v-b)V'=-h'('-\ —^b"q--
\m I dv

(1—i,')-6- + (v -h)

1 X -{- q
or as — = 1 — b' , which follows immediately from (1) (see III,m q

p. 578), hence also - = (1

—

b') — 6' -
, we obtain :
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b' dA

m' dv
(1-6') -2-

dA

V— b 2 X 1
6"'

3 <f
-6^ 'b'

So we still liave to determine — . From
dv

1 + -f- +^ (.f,?^ + 2^-1)

follows

dA K

dv (•''+ '/)"

1^1—b m

+
,r-!-l \^ ?

—

b mj If (c— b)

d/ d^
when we substitute for - and - their values (see HI, p. 578).

(/(• dr

Hence we lind -.

dA _ 1

dc V — b

ff 1 1 (f -v+ ff

Now tor - — b' we mav write 1 (see above), so we have:
(j

' m
dA 1

'I

+
x^-]r1^—l ) 2 (1 -Yx^iy- m—V

dv V— b\_ m.\(x-\-<fy ' ;v -\~l

In conse(|uenf'e of this we get finallv :

+
.v + l

(,-/,) r b'q

+
,xiri-2,3—l 2(1 +.(•/?)%« -1

m" {v—b)\_{.v-{-rfy .r+ 1 1

2 ,r v— b 1 b"
(1-6') _ ^ 6' - - 2 f - ir-b) -

o
<i V 6 b

or also

K'\ =
b'ff x^- ]- 2,'9— 1 2 (1 + .I',?)' wi-

1

"

.(•^+'/r A'-

1

V — b
(l-//)-j6'-

d ,1

A-+ 1 I

r— b 1 V— b b"v

V 8 V b'

•(3)

So fiom lliis the value of />'" v^ can be calculated at different

values of .r, however (see above) only at the critical temperature,

because for the derivation from b" we have made use of a relation

that onl}' holds at the critical temperature.

The values of b"v for different values of .; will be calculated

further from the relation which also only holds at 7/. (see HI, p. 576

formula (17))

p"(l+;^) = 1

v—b
(I-P)
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In this
i>"
= y^b"v. With regard to 6' (or //) we shall make use of

the relation (see above)

m .r -(-
(f<

For .(,':= 1 iind ,(==2 we liave already the values of [i,<f,m and

v.b. (See I, p. 295—296; II, p. 429—430); for ,c = 3 and x = A

we will first calculate them now.

For «= 3 we tind :

i?= 0,9600 ; q = 0,4732.

For then we get (see I, p. 295)

:

4
n = 0,947 X = 0,947 X 1,0309 = 0,9763

1 -f 3,i
'^

8
.'71 = -'»«=:: 1,11 ;>S,

7

wiioreas we also have :

1

m = 1 + - /jXI— /5){'3+ 7)" = 1 + 0,0096X1-,063 = 1,1158

"= 1 + ^ ^^(1 -^){^^+'/) + - iJ(l-i:f)(l + 4,?-9,i^)(3 + Y)'

= 1 ^- 0,0432X3,4732— 0,0012X3,4544X41,897
= 1 4- 0,1500—0,1737 = 0,9703.

,, '* , ,
I'k 3/«'

ror — we tind trom — ^z -—
-^ (see I, p. 296):

I'k l>k 3/«"— 2 m

vk 3X(1,116)' 3,736— ^ := = 2,0<.t4o.
b/, uZ.— 1,952 1,784

hb Lb
As r/ ^ (J -j-.i'ji) , 0,122 is found for the value of at

V- h Vk—bk

X= 3.

At .1- = 4 we calculate (again in order that ft may get the value

0,265, aiid / the value 7 (see I, p. 295))

:

^ = 0,9612 ;
(I
— — 0,04 08.

For then we have

:

5
n = 0,947 X = 0,947X1,0320 = 0,9773

1 + 4;? ' ^ ) .

8
m = - « = 1,1169,

and also

:
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m = l + ^ ii{l - 13) (4 + 'lY = 1 + 0,007458 X 15,675 = 1,1169
5

n = l+llHl -
i5) (4 + q) + -'- iHi -^)(1 + 6,i - V2ir-)(i + iff

5 O"

_ 1 _|_ 0,04475 X 3,9592 — 0,0007459 X 4,3197 X 62,061

= 1 -f 0,1772 — 0,1999 = 0,9773.

So we iind further :

V 3 X 1,117)- 3,743

bk id. — 1,955 1,788
= 2,093.

i\h
Foi- we find — 0,00842, so already negative.

vk— 6^-'

Now we are able to calculate the values of bk, bk, and bk".

11. With regard to bk, we find successively from 1^/ =

(see above)

:

x — ^
I

//i = 0,05335 (see also II, p. 428)

.v = 2
I

6'i,.
= 0,03187 ( „ „ „ „ 431)

*• = 3
I

h'i,-= 0,01414

.?; = 4
I
h'k= — 0,001079.

And for bk' vk we get from (see above)

m-\ ip

m .v-\-tp

2,1

m 1 +
P —

successively

:

x — \\ f = — 0,1475
! 6At = — 0,2950

.^ = 2
I

p" = — 0,09783
I

Wvk — — 0,1957

(See also II, p. 428 and 431j

.V = 3
I

p" = — 0,04720
I

h^'vk — — 0,09441

.t- = 4
I f = 0,003844

I
Vi'* = 0,007688. •

And now we can also calculate the values of hk'vk', namely from

the formula (3) mentioned above.

Writing in (3) for the last part with b"v:

3b"t (l-b')—-~b'- I
-b"v

3 <p

b"v'

we find for .i- ^ 1

:

bk"'vk' = 1,9953.

This value is very high. We have, however, taken the trouble to
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derive a formula for b"'v- in two more ways; the calciilalioii yielded

in both oases 2,00, i.e. an identical result.

For ,r=2, however, this value already becomes lower. We
find then :

hi^"i-k" = 1,3788.

For .1*^3 a still lower value is found. Then we have namely:

bk'vk'' = 0,6830.

For ,i' ^ 4, just as for hk and hk'i'k reversal of sign takes place.

We find:

bi^'U-k' = — 0,05655.

From the available material of ntimerical values we may draw

up the following survey. It gives the values of S and f( I and so

also of , m, 11, ", bk, hi-'vk and U'lvu^ necessary that we may
v—b bk J

get ft= 0,26.5 and /'== 7 in the critical point on our condition of

partial association to U'-[-ij-f<>ld molecule-complexes (see I, p. 29.5).

From this follow, indeed, certain values of i? and 'f , and from tht'ie

the other quantities are calculated.

X
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when tlic ronnadoii of complexes progresses with decreasing li(|uid-

voliinie.

This is not inconsistent with the fact that in onr above table

Lb
becomes smaller and smaller when ,*; increases. For the values

given in the table are those which would have to be assigned to

the different quantities at the critical temperature in order that n be

= 0,265 and /'=r 7 — not those which can hold below or above

Lb
it. If we e.g. take x = 3 at J\, , then there = 0,12 (in order that /

vk~bk

may be =r 7 ; etc.), and we may \ery well suppose that this cjuantity

assumes (/reciter \alues below the critical point, when x becomes ^ 3,

because we may of course assume arbitrary values of Lb for the

different complexes; e.g. corresponding to the then holding values of

the coexisting liquid volumes. Etc. etc.

However, no greater complexity may certainly be assumed at Tk

than at the utmost on an average quadruple molecules (,);= 3),

because else Lb would become negative, i.e. b would decrease with

increasing volume at Ti, which is contrary to reality.

Let us now examine what the value becomes of the coefficient a'

in n^l— a'r^l — a'^^'l—m, when we substitute the above values

of //, //', and //" at Tk for different values of x in the formula (18")

derived by us, vi^.

:

"2,1 13 )= 1 1+- -2 (18")

For the denominator we get the following values.

For X = 1 :

iV= — 0,2537.

So we find a negative value for a!', viz. 1 : (—0,2.537)^ — 3,942.

We shall see presently what the meaning is of this result.

For X ^ 2 we get

:

.V= —0,2309.

For X = 3 we find :

N = — 0,1924.

And finally for .t = 4 :

iV— _u,13()0.

We see from this that the denominator N of the second member

of (18"), indeed, becomes smallei- and smaller negative as ,) becomes

greater at Tk, but so slowly thai it is the (|iieslion at whal value

of X this negative value will pass into a positive one. At any rate
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ill a value of .r for wliicli (sec llic above fal)le) Lh lias loiif>' bci-ome

iie<j:alive, and so al an iiupossihlc \aliie (for Tk).

So wc have to deal with the fact tliat a'- is negative, and the (|uestioii

of the nieaiiiiis>- of this residl.

12. Tills now is nothing hut tliat the value of <p i.e. of Ab,

calcniated witli constarU .v, and hence also the values of bk , i^i"vk ,

l>k"'vk'' are found too I(tr(/i'. If we take .t: as variable — as agrees

with reality M — also the dilferential quotients of u; (with resjiect

to v) will occur in the expressions which we have deri\e(l for

l>', l)'\ h"\ and it will quite depend on the (as yet unknown) law of

the variability of ,r with v, what value the differential quotients of

h will then have.

As we said, nothing is known about the law concerning the in-

crease of the complexity wiili the diminution of the volume. For it

would be required for this that we knew a little more of the con-

stants of entropy "'). The question : //(>»' many jnoleciiles loill be asso-

ciated in a given volume to douhle, hotv many to triple, quadruple

ones etc. — this question will have to lind its solution in statistical

thermodynamics.

At the same time, the question will then have to be answered,

ivhat itnll be the variations of volume Lb — real and apparent ones —
accompanying this \ the apparent variation of volume of the asso-

ciating molecules in connection with the influence on the pressure.

But until these fundamental questions have been solved, we can-

not advance in this theory, and we shall have to content ourselves

with the obtained results.

If a"' became really negatix'e, this vvould imply that in the imme-

diate neighbourhood of the critical point not n = l — a' V^ V—m,

but n ^1 — a' ^'^ m.—1 would hold, in other words that when the

phases diverge, the temperature did not get below (he critical tem-

perature, but above it, and that the saturation curve near^ Tk would

present a concave shape turned upwards (viz. in the w, ^-diagram).

This now would be impossible, even though it should be proved

mathematically that the saturation curve liquid-vapour then formed

a closed (S-sha^jed region, which would be. entirely enclosed within

the more extensive i-egion of the saturation curve solid-vapour. Then

1) I drew attention to this already in I p. i2Sl (cf. also Solid Slate VII p. 98

at tlie bottom)

-) See among others Kohnstamm and Ornstein, These Proc, of Dec. 1910,

p. 704 el seq. ; Ornstein, Thesis for the Doctorate.

48
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the isotlici'in in tlie point K would have the usual shape of the

isothei'nis heluw Tk, hut willi a jiDuit of Injlection in the unstttblc

part. Ihil this has no phvsical iniporlauee, so thai as has been said,

we shall have lo lind the soluliou in a d'uniitutloii of the values of

hk, I'k, and Ilk" iji conse(pieni'e of the increase of .(•(>' ^.'' + 1 is

the innnher of molecules united to one complex).

Now it is noleworthv liiat the n'litlion hclwceji the said values

chamji's litth' irith incir<isr af ,r.

From the al)o\e table ([). 715; we calculate e.g. :

2

— I>h'rh : hi 5,(i

6,1

6,7

7,1

Jn — hhVh = 6,8

If now, retn'mhui the values of i-k : hk, ink, and qk

7,0

7,2

7,4

we take the

values of fi'k etc. found above all e.g. 0,68 limes larger, we have :

p' = h'k — 0,68 X 0,05335 = 0,03028 ;
;/' = '/., hk'vk =

= 0,68 X 0,1475 = 0,1003 ;
;/"= '/, bk"rk' — 0,68 X 0,33255 = 0,2261,

and further :

2,114 ( 3

i;Tr4!¥('"''^ + ^' /' '"/t

'fk

0,0985.

according to (19) 1 : 0,0985 = 10,15, soHence we lind for

that a becomes =: 3,19.

If on the other hand we take the values mentioned 0,70 times

larger, the above expression becomes -.

0,0763

with

;/ = 0,03735 ; //'== 0,1033 ; //"=: 0,2328.

For (/' we lind 1 : 0,076."} ^ 13,11, so for r/ the value 3,62-).

We see from this how si'tisidre Ihe value of a' is to even slight

changes in the values of l>k, etc ; so tliat we need not wonder that

a more thorough modilicalion in consequence of neglect of the varia-

bility of X wilii V, can bring about a revt^rsal of the sign of (/"'.

1) Really the values vk:hk aud nik will only sutler a slight niodilicatlon when

j: varies, as appears from the lahlc uii p. 715 The value ol tpk will probably

change much more; but this we leave out of consideration, because the above is

only intended for a rough estimation and orientation.

3J
We saw in 11, |'. 437 that for GiiHJ-' and SOj a' ha.s pmbably a value be-

tween 8, '2 and 3,(1, so that the values of bk\ etc. (for X= 1) will be about U,7

of the value.'; calculaled in i; I 1

.
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So our result alioiil -/'" iK'coiiiiiii;' iH'ji;iii\c, foiiiiil in §11, need liy

110 iiifaiis lie iiicoiisislcul willi the theory developed liy us, iiiit only

points lo lis iiuuiin/i/rti'iiess.

13. As uuitters stand now, it is of course useless in conneetion

vviti). what precedes to carry the analysis any further, and to derive

an expression for the cocHicient // . l\n- which the knowledge of the

fourth and tifth differeulial (piolieiils of /i with res|)ect to r would

be lequired.

But by the deterniiuation of the values of n (or (/: for some coex-

isting phases near the critical point we can find out something

/>)/ appro.iTination concerning the direction of tlie so-called straight

diameter. For though the concavity of the saturation curve is

turned upwards instead of downwards, the direction of the locus

'

3 ((/ + d')=^f{'n) determined in this way will not dilfer much from

the ."';'// direction. And tiiis is so, liecause we have seen (see the

laliie,! iliat the plac- of the critical point given by the relation

fk hk iiardiy changes at all with change of the value of x, and

alwayt? remains in the i.eighbourhood of 2,1, so that also close to

the critical point, where the values for d and d' in consequence ot

the varying value of the coefTicient a' are augmented, resp. dimi-

nished liy an equdlly laiyc amount, '/., ('/-j J) continues ^o keep

about the same value.

In order to find the values of fl and d' for coc.mtiiKj phases in

the case considered, we proceed as follows.

As we have seen, the equations (10) and (12) hold for coexisting

1 + x^\
phases (see 111, p. 568 and 570 ; a has been put for viz.

1 + •« /

ud a'd' 6 d'—d!^

rn
'.(10)and(12)

2,\—yd 2,1—yV/'

ad lid'
If we now nut again, as in II, p. 433, = A and = A,

' "
' 2,\—yd 2,1—y<f'

then we get on division of these two equations

(ad ^ a'd' ^' \

2,1—yd 1+^ ' 2,\-y'd' l+^'J 2X2,1
A—A'

d + d'

taking the above value of f( into consideration. Hence:

48*
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(lo, A + log ^-) - (log A' + log ^}j ''
. )A—A'

h{d + 'l')

or also :

log A + log ii — log (1 +.«/?) = P ; log A' + log ,i' — log ( 1 -f ^|J') = F
|intting

P—P' 2,1

A—A' Hd+d')
(4'.)

quite analogous to (3") in II, p. 433. With /}=!, in consequence

of" which 2,1 becomes 3 and x ^= h.^ -. hk i)econies 1, (4") passes namely

immediately into

log A — log A 6

A—A' J^d!
~

We will now sketch the course of the calculation, e. g. in the

case ,i'= l. From the equation of dissociation (seel, p. 283, equation

(1"))

i-ir ,f

we calculate first the value of 6 from the values of iJand^ holding

for the critical point. This (|uantity O is properly speaking a function

of the tenqierature, but we saw in L p. 2SU , that as with association

under the influence of the molecular forces q^ and y may be put

ecpial to 0, ^ may be considered as a constant. Now (see the table,

and also I, p. 295) for ,r = 1 (in oi'der that / may become =7
and f*

= 0,265 at Tk)

(i^^ 0,9547 ; ,/* = 1,227,

and from this we find (9 = 43,079; %'" 6* = 1,6343.

If now for <! we take successively values from 1,227 — going to

lower values for the vapour phase, to higher values for the liquid

phase (as v = (^ -\- [fj Lh : {v — b)) -- we find the corresponding

values of
fi from

loq'" -^— = 1,G343 — 0,43437 — Ion" a . . . . (a)

follows

Ll> Lb : I

V* = (1 + ih) = (1 + ih)
-—

-

rk — l'k 1,1

Ai 1 If//, 1,114 X 1,227

h l+p/.- i,o:.47
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in oonseqiieiicc uf whicli

Lb Lb : Vk

Y = (1 + (i)—T = (1 + i^)
:-r,

I
— b Z,\n— 7

passes. HI to
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= 0,9.
]—T

in agreciiiL'iil with w lial ('\])eriinrnt lias taimiil u>.

Tlioiii;h it a|)iioars in li]is way tiial the \aitiL' of (lie coelTicieiit A

cannot be dcrned wilii cerlainty tVoni tiic cak'nlate'l \ahies in liie

nciglil>otiriiood of liie critical point : this is certain that it is .now

t/ri''iti'r than with tho ideal equation of state without association, in

which ease we found the value "/^ :^ 0,4.

The value 0,9 is also in accordance with the well known fact

that the limiting density at low temperatures would amount to

about ;18 times the critical density. So for m = we have

7, (,/+(/', = ', 3,8 + 0) = 1,9, so that the straight line which

connects this point with the critical point has as coeflicient of direction:

1

0,9.

If for a detinite temperature (e.g. the critical) we wish to calculate

the isotherm, we ha\e

;

/„ Sum 6,016

(see 111 § 8, p. 568i, or as (e.g. for .i;=l)/\
: /, = 1 ,007 : 1 ,004 =r 1,003,

«
and r= .1 is put see above)

:

2,1 71—

y

1.0086 1= 8.1//( — 6.016(P (o)

Now we can derive for successive values of
'f

the corresponding

values of .1 and d from the table calculated above ; which we can

extend to '/ =0 and '/ = x'i, and iii this way easily calculate the

successive values of 1,003 t for a detinite value of in.

If in this way we have once calculated an entire isotherm for a

definite value of ;h, e.g. ni ^ I, we find e.Kceedingly easily all the

other isotherms by adding SA (in'— ;») to the found values of 1,003 f,

when )ii' is the new reduced temperature.

But we will not enter any further into this subject now. which

we think we have now studied from all sides, in the expectation

that further theoretical investigations will give us a better insight

into this subject.

Cl<ii'ens, Decendier 12, 1911.
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Chemistry. — "Stiidii's on 7)'l/nr/nii> \\. ( hi fumiioiinds nf Iclhirinn)

and Iodine'. By Prof. F. M. Jaegkh ami .1. I!. Mknkk. (Coiii-

niuiiicated by Prof. P. van Romburgh).

(Communicated in tlie meeting of December 80, 1911).

§ 1. Tlie object of tliis investigation was to ascertain what com-

pounds of tellurium and iodine can form from the binary fusions of

the two elements and such in connection with the expei'ience

gained thus far in the study of the iniilual behaviour of iodine and

one of the other elements of the oxygen-group.

When we provisionally, disregard the oxygen itself, because in

any case well detined compounds with iodine such as O^J^ are

positively known, the chance of forming iodides of these elements is,

evidently, not particularly great.

Of iodides of sulphur a great many were supposed to exist, such

as .v.';. 'V,=), SJ'), SJ,^), SJ,^).

After a long controversy it now seems well understood that these

are merely mlrtures, and the recent work of Smith and Carson '")

and a little later that of Ephrai'm "j have proved conclusively that

from binary fusions of S and ./ no compounds are deposited. Iodine

can lake up 7 to 8 "/o of S in solid solutions ; but further there is

oidy a euteclicum at 65,° and 81,3mol. % of sulphur. The melting-

point ()li° attributed by Grosourdy Io the so-called S^ J^ is, therefore,

evidently the cutectic temperatu?-e. Sulphur in the licpiid state has

here probably the formula >S', and the [)reviously accepted double

compounds ot sulphur-iodides with As.^S<^ and Sn.f^ have also proved

to be only mixtures.

In an analogous manner we tind described iodides of selenium

.SV./.^ and Hi-•^J^ '). Trommsdorfi', however, states that these products

obtained b}' melting together the components, allow all their iodine

^) Grosourdy, Journ. de Chim. Medic. 9 4i29 ; Lami<;rs, Journ. f. prakl. Ghem,

84. 34.9. (1861); Emerson, Mac Ivor, Ghem. News 86. 5. (190:2).

2) LiNEBARGER, Amer. Ghem. Journ. 17. 38. (1895); Boulouch, Goinpt. reiul.

136 577. (1903); Prunier, Journ. Pharm Ghem. (G). 9. 421. (1899).

^) Gav-Lussac, Ann. de Chim. et Phys. 88. 319. (1813) ; Guthrie, Journ. Ghem.

Soc. 14. 57, (1862); Menke, Ghem. News 39. 19; (1879): Mai' Leod, Ghem.

News. 66. 111. (1892).

') Besides the mentioned investigators, also: Rath, Pogg. .Vun, 11 0. |1 IG. 18G0);

Henry, Journ. Pharm. Ghem. 13. 403. (1848).

5) S.MITH and Carson, Zeits. f. phys. Ghem. 61. 200. (1908).

'•) EPHRA1.M, Zeits. f. anorg. Ghem. 58. 338. (1908).

"') Trommsdorff, N. Journ. Pharm. (2). 12. 45. (1826); Schneider, Pogg. Ann.

129. G27. (1866); Guyot, Gompt. rend. 72. 685. (1871).
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(0 be extracted by alooliol and Guvot observi-d that on licatiiig, the

iodine volatilises. The SeJ, of Schneidkk was prepared in different

ways; from C^H^J -\-SeBi\; from SeO, -\- HJ; by melting .S't? with

./. In all cases the character was doubtful and the little stability of

these so-called compounds created suHpicion. 1 1 is vcrv probable that,

as in the case of tlie sulphur, there is iierc also only a (piestion

of mixtures with a eutecticiim, wliicli is situated in the vicinity of

70°. A short time ago this has been tinally confirmed by Pkllini and

Pedrina '), who demonstrated that from binary fusions only mixed

crystals are deposited.

§ 2. The analogous problem in the case of the element leUurlwn

is of importance from more than one point of view. On a previous

occasion one of us ^) was able to conclude, from the behaviour of

Te to S, to the complete analogy in this respect, between S,Se and

Te. The behaviour of TV and ,/ might therefore be expected to be

also analogous to thai uf the elements S and Se.

Snch a behaviour would liien be in conflict with the statements

as to the tellurium-oxides which are found in literature. On the

other hand if we could meet with some compound which is per-

manent and, therefore, but little dissociated in the melt and which

possesses a sharp melting-point, it might be possible to decide

whether the atomic weight of tellurium is greater or smaller than

that of iodine.

As regards the first fact we find indeed a description of several

fellurim-iodides: TeJ.^, TeJ^, TeJ ^, by Berzelils and other investi-

gators °) ; the latter compound, however, has never been isolated

and was only suspected by Berzelius to exist in the brown liquid

obtained from telluric acid and HJ. TeJ^ is said to be a substance

readily fusible at about 80° and prepared by subliming 1 at. of Te

with a little over J at. of ./ ; it readily lo.ses iodine and finally

leaves iodine-containing tellurium.

' 7\'J^^) can be obtained as a hydrate TcJ^. HJ. SHJJ from TcO^

and strong //./-solution ; the hydrate melts according to Metzner

at 55°, and solidifies on cooling — at least in a closed tube, —
again unchanged.

1) Pellin-i rtiid Pedrina, .-^tti del Lincei to). 17. II. 78; Gliem. Gentr. Bl. (1908).

II. 1010.

2) F. M. Jaeger, Froc. (1910).

«) Berzelius, Anil, du Cliim. et Pliys. 58. 113. 1-50, ±2b, 282, (1835); Metz-

NER, ibid. (7). 15, 203. (1898). Wheeler, Z. f. anorg. Ghem. 3. 428. (1893);

GuTBiER and Flury, Z. f. anorg. Ghera. 32. 31, 108. (1902) ; Hampe, J. Giiem.

Soc. 54. 887. (1888).
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Fiii'tljLT, lliciv ait' doiibk' salts of 7V./, willi X //,./, K.I etc.

desci-ibod by Wheeler. Gutbikk and Flikv pivpared the coiupoiiiid

from a very concentrated solntion of lellui'ic acid with strong //,/

;

it is totally I'esolved liy llj) with toi-nialion of TrU,^: alcohol also

decomposes tlu' compt)und. According lo Iheir opinion li(j\\ever, the

substance 7't't/, cannot be considered as a coniponn<l and no trace of

this was observed neither in the case of 7V'./„. It is, therefore, exidently

of importance to obtain a better insight in the matter.

§ 3. For our |)nrpose we have made use of the tellurium

obtained and pnritied ') liy one of us (J.) in the manner described pre-

viously. The invesligalioii on lellurinni was quietly continued not-

withstanding the alarming statements of Browning and Flint-) on the

complicated nature of tellurium, because their method employed —
after experiences gained in the hydrolysis of tellurium-chloride —
appeared to us very much open to criticism. A short time ago the

incorrectness of their conclusions was proved elsewhere '), and

after the exact detei'minations of Makokwald and FoiziK, Baker and

Bennett, I.enher and Harcourt and Baker *), the elementary nature

of tellurium may be accepted as being undisputable. As atomic

weight has l)een accepted here the most probable value of 127.6

and 126.9 for iodine. The latter was |)urifietl and distilled in the

usual manner.

In order to prevent any loss of iodine, the binary fusions were

prepared in sealed tubes ; with mixtures containing 80 °/„ of Te or

more, this is unavoidable. Weighted quantities of the two elements

were thus melted together at 500°. After solidifying, the mass was

powdereil and the cooling curve repeatedly recorded in another lube

made of hard glass which possessed an egg-like form and lo which

was sealed a hard-glass screening tube for the thermo-element.

With mixtures containing 0— lO'/o of Te the heating-curves were

determined in an oil-bath; for higher temperatures a small gas-furnace

as previously de.scril)ed in the case of the tellurium-sulphur-mixtures

was always employed. After the behaviour of the melt was thus

sufticienllv known, an analysis was made there-of by placing about

0.15 gram in a distilling tlask and adding "iO vv. of sulphuric acid

') Loco citato.

-) Browning uml 1''i,int, Auier. .lour, of Science (4). 28, 347. (lyu'.t)
; (4). 30.

209. (1910).

') Harcourt ;liiiI Bakkr Trans. (_;heiii. Soe. 99. (I'.tll); Cliem News 104.

260. (1911).

*) Maeckwald and Foizik, Ber. d. chem. Ges. 43. 1710. (1910); Baker and

Bennet, Trans. Chem. Soc. 91. 1849. (1897); Lenhee, Jour. Ainer. Chem. Soc

31. 1. (1S99) ; IIarcocrt and Bakeu, loco cil.
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(1,4). After passing a slow current of dO. Iliroiigli tlic groiiiul-joirit

apparatus, the licpiid was carefully distilled into a receiver filled with

^Y«, /SOj-solution, while through the funnel-tube a solution of sodium-

nitrite ran continuously into the reaction-mixture. In this manner

all the iodine could be carried over. To the distillate was now added

an excess of AyNO^ and Xii^S(f^. then nitric acid fD. 1.4 arul the

liquid boiled for ' some time. The .1;/./ was then determined b\"

weighing.

For the measurement of the higher temperatures was used a

platinum-platinumrhodinm thermoelement, which was standardised on

tlie melting points of ice, tin, lend and ziiic ; for the lower tempera-

tiii'es also an element standardised on ire and /(''/(/ and made of

silver and constantan. Evidently a stirring of the mass was excluded ;

consequently, undercooling often took place, which rendered the

Bineinj Melting point line from tellurium and iodine.
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ineasnri'iiient of tliL' tlnu'-'uili'vvitls, if iiol (|iiilt' illusory, still ratliei'

iincerhiiii. Tlieac must, therefore, be only taken as approximatimis.

The (lata obtained are collected below and represented graphically

in Fig. ] in the usual manner.

In previous determinations the eutecticum was always found al

170° up to 60% of Te.

Seo'

§ 4. Kiunt these data and from the diagram of Fig. I, it may be

concluded that from binary fusions a single compound is only formed,

namely 'J'<:/,, which in llie melted condition is fiiirly strongly disso-

ciated. The InrnuMly acce|itcd 7V,/^ is a [iroduct wiiicli lies in the

neighbourhood of the cutfclicum, situated between tellurium and this

compound , this eutecticum has a content of about 4J "/„ of Te and

corresjionds with a temperature of 165°. 'i'he eutecticum at the

iodine-side lies in the imi'nediate vicinity of the pure iodine and

corres|)onds with a temperature of about 108°. Solid solutions are

evidently not formed to any e.vtenl. No trace can be found either

of a com[iouud 'J'cJ^
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§ o. The conipouiKi 7V,/, was once iiioro rccrvsfallised l\v us

tVniii sti-dut^ //./ will: aildilioii ol' soiuc A'//,. Instead of the amino-

iiiiiiii-c()iii|i(iun(l, we (ihlaiiied ci'vsials wiili a metallic lustre, wliicli

ou analysis contained 1 7o luore of ./ than con'es|)onded with TeJ,.

A little too much iodine was also found in the hydrate obtained

from telluric acid.

An in\estigation by one of us as in the phenomena occurrin<i in

solutions of Ti'J^ in stroi)i« //./ with excess of iodine, is already in

progress.

Iitoiy. Cheni. Lnhonttorii

Decend)er 191 J. r)iirersi.tii, G^ronim/fn.

Chemistry. — "The question as to the iniscibilitj/ in the solid

condition hetu^een aromatic Nitro- and Nitroso-coinpounds" . III.

By Prof. F. M. Jaegf.k and Dr. J. R. N. v.an Kregtek.

(Communicated by Prof. P. v.\x Rombukgh).

(Communicated in llie meeting of December 3'_>, 1911).

§ 1. In consequence of the formation of solid .solutions between

o-Xitwso-henzoic acid and o-Nitro-henzaldeliyde, also o\ving to a

lreati.se of Brim and C.ai,t.e(;.\ri ') on the formation of solid solutions

between aromatic 'nitroso- and ?uVro-derivates, as a general pheno-

menon, investigations have been carried out by one of us (J.) to

get a better knowledge of the mutual relation of both classes of

nitrogen-derivatives'). This investigation which comprises many
nitro-, and yuVw.w-d erivates of analogous structure could otdy lead

to the conclusion, that, certaiidy, in some cases, there was a

question of a morphotropous relation and resulting raiscibility, but

that in most cases such a relation did not exist and could not, in

homologous series, even be called a generally occurring phenomenon.

In the following some more data regarding these questions have

been collected, which enable us to supplement the previous state-

ments in some respects.

§ 2. Nitrobenzene and Xitrosobenzene.

The simplest representatives of the compounds to be discussed are

nitro- and nitroso-henzene.

•) Bruni and Gallegari. Gazz. Cbim. Ual. 34. 11. 24*5. (1904).
i) F. M. Jaeger, Proc. 1905. 658, 1908. 436 ; Zeits. f. Min. and Krysl. 42.

i236. (1906). Comparisons have been made between: p-Nitro-, and p-Nitroso-

dielhylaniline ; Nitro-, and Nitrosobenzene ; 2^-NUro; and p-NUroso-plienol

;

o-DlnUro-, and o-Nilro-nitrosohensene ; o-NUro-^ ami o-Nitruso-aceto-umfide.
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The nitri>-li<-n:nii' was piirificil by llii'ce tiines (Veo/.iiij;- ;ui<l siiliso-

(|iient (iistillalioii. The IVarlum hnihrij; at 21P,() iinilei- Tti.T iii.iii.

pressure was used tbi- the iiivesligation. The (lierinuiiieler was com-

pared with a normal thermometer; at 0° it appeared to indicate

()°,2, and at 100°, 0°,i too k)w.

The soiidifyiny-point, witii ditferenl onter-liath-teni|>eraline.s, appeared

to lie always -|- 4°,9 ; the same tempei-ature was also t'oinid for

the melting-point. In these last expei'iments the solid substance

was heated slowly in an oil-bath. Pni'e ii.itni.'^ohi'nzciii' ^
) therefore

solidities and melts at -|- 4,°9.

BINAR\
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The ttitrow-ficnzi';!'' was (irst i-epcaledly fecrystalliscd iVdiii liol

alcolidl and iIkmi IVoiii Ik'ii/.ciic. IIr' iiK'llinii-pniiil was al\\a\> round

loo low. Ai'lorwards llic siili--laiicc \\a^ i'crrvslalli>i'd from a riiixinre

of alcohol and t'lhci' in an atni(>s|)here of cai'lHin-(ho\i<le lo prevt-nl

oxidalion. Ai'lcr i'a|iid >nclion il was dried in \a<.'uo o\(_'i- sidphnric

arid. The nieltiiig-point was tlien found to lie at -j- ()(S'^. 'i'liis coin-

ponnd, liowever, is dcconipo.MMl a iillh' ahovc its nieltinj;'-point (at

about 7°) suddenly and with urcat cxolulion of heat, with fornialicn:

of a hi'own liquid.

If tlie decomposition, caused hv careless lieating, is oidy partial,

llie solidifving-point will he found later to he somewliat lower.

Soli(li/!/mt/-[xnn{s oidy could he recorded with sufilicienf sharpness.

The data given in the table on p. 730 have been recorded by us.

These data are represented in iig. i in the usual grapliical

way.

§ 3. Fvniii this it ajipears that lutrn- and iiitroso-benZf'7i(> — perhaps

C^H^M^l^
Q'li-Vt).
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\\itli oxceplioii of conceulralioiis silualeil in ll:c iiiiinediak' \iciiiily

of the axes — <lo not, or liardiv at all, iorni mixed crvslals.

A miscihility at exceedingly small concent ral ions of both conijionents

occurs, however, more or less distinctly in ail systems formed

from carbon-componnds.

Otherwise, the differences in crystal-form are not readily noticed,

because the iiilro-hcnzcni- is li(|ind and can only he obtained from

fusions al a low lemperalure in a crystallisabic form. Il is, probably,

rhombic and analogous to the crystal-form of benzene, at least in

one of the two parameter-relations.

Xitroso-Ix'tizerii' is I'liombic-bipyramidal 'j with a : b ; c = J ,4770 :

1:0,7006 and the forms: {100| ; "jJ10|
; JJUj; |840S ; J221J; JOOJj.

Benzene, is rhombic, with a : b : c = 0,81)1 : 1 : 0,799 ; these para-

meters are in no case analogous to those of the »/V/v>.v()-derivative

and probably also not to those of the ////ry-coni pound.

All this seems to indicate that ihei'e can be no cpiestion either of

BINARY MELTING-POINT-LINE OF p-NITRO-
ANILINE 4- p-NlTROSOANILINE
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a pruiioimeed foi'iii-analogy, ur of a perceptible ioniuUioii ol' solid

solutions between iiitroso- and nitro-henzene.

\ 4. /i-jS'ilro-Aiii/liu' aiul /j-\ifri)so-Ani//nii.

Whereas, on aecouut of the presence of //-atoms in the aniiiio-

gronp, a tautomeric structure of the niVyo.w-compound is not excluded,

this system was snrticiently interesting to deserve further investigation.

This investigation, however, was, unfortunately, rather unsatisfactory,

owing to the fact that a decomposition of the p-Nllro-so-AniUne

could not be prevented : whereas the melting point is situated at

168^—169', the temperature of decomposition is about 170°.

The p- Is! llro-Aniline used was reerystallised from benzene and also

from water; at 100° 2,2 grams of the compound dissolve inlOOcc.

of water. The melting temperature proved, on repetition, to be 147°.

The p-Xitroso-Aniline was reerystallised from benzene and dried

in a current of carbon-dioxide to prevent oxidation. Immediately

after melting at KiS^— J 69' a sudden decomposition took place with

evolution of heat and a violent evolution of gas.

By working carefully, the approximate data contained in the

table on p. 732 could still be obtained.

In fig. 2 these results are

re|)resented graphically; there

can be no question of an

exact determination of the

'^^ diverse points, hut only of a

first orientation. The whole

' * seems to point to a formation

of mixed crystals at the side

'^** of the ^iVro-compound to a

considerable concentration (35

"!«' to 40 7J with the JVitroso-

compound, but to only a

'*^ slight mixing at the side of

the latter.

i«* As all the fusions were

too dark in colour owing to

lie' the decomposition, a micros-

copical investigation did not

much avail. In no case,

t/C. however, is there any question

of a continuous mixing-series.

49

/So'

L-
z.

Proceedings Royal Acad. A.jsterdam. Vol. XIV.
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A few I'cmarkahle phenomena, wliieli are communicated liere, were,

however, noticed microscopically.

From the brownish-red melt of 83°/„ NO^- and 177„ N'O-anUine,

there are deposited on cooling, at first fairly rapidly, elongated, orange-

red needles in thick bundles. After waiting for some lime, these appa-

rently become covered with an innumerous number of \ery small

yellow needles ; if a primary needle has been placed between two

crossed nicols in such a position that it gets dark, it suddenly

becomes luminous in the process described. There are now present

in the preparation two components : the partly unchanged, original

brownish-red needles and the subsequent yellow ones ; both are feebly

dichroic. In convergent polarised light is seen a remarkable, biaxial inter-

ference image can be observed, namely four orange-red, equilateral

hyperboles and a green cross ; apparently, the axial planes for the

di\'erse colours are crossed, and an enormous dispersion is present.

A mixture with 73 7o of iVt/'^-com pound also behaves, optically,

like the above. The transformation, however, takes place more slowly

than in the first case. With the 51 % iVO^-compound brownish-red

needles are obtained; of a transformation little more is visible; with

the 21 7o iVf^j-compound there are present dichroic (red-orange yellow)

aggregates, spherolitically built. In these two latter cases it is difficult

to decide whether we have one or two structural components ; the

fused masses are also almost opaque by decomposition.

In each case, the mixed crystals at the xYO^-side, therefore at a

lower temperature, seem to pass into another modification, with

considerable changes in their symmetry and volume.

§ 5. p-Nitromonoethi/lamlinc, and p-J^it.rosomoiioetk>jhin'dine.

The p-Nitro-Monoethylaniline was recrystallised repeatedly from

benzene and afterwards the heating- and also the cooling-curves were

several limes recorded.

The melting-point was situated at 94°, the solidifying-point at

93°. 9. The melting point given in the literature (95°—95°. 5) is,

evidently, a little too high.

The p-NUroso-MonoetJu/hinUuie was also recrystallised repeatedly

from benzene; it melted, constant, 75°— 7l5° in a capillary tube;

when taking the melting-, and solidifying-points in the more delicate

manner, these were, however, always situated at 74°, undercooling-

was always avoided by inoculation.

The following data were obtained

:
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BINARY MELTING POINT LINE OF p-NITRO-
AND p-NITROSOMONOETHYLANILINE
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As, notwitlistaiiding the inoculation, a great undercooling was

8onielimes perceptible, the deviations especially from the eutectic

temperature are considerable here and there.

§ 6. Although the diagram makes the impression as if no mixing

in the solid condition were present here, but that there is only a question

of an ordinary binary melting-point-line with a eutecticum, — in each

case declining at both sides, — the microscopical investigation still

shows that we have no right to look at the matter in this way
without further evidence.

The pure Ji«7r£>,?o-compound presents itself under the microscope

in the form of spherolitically-grouped, strongly dichroic platelets;

the colours are may-green and grass-green.

The juVro- compound forms long, lemon-yellow^ but faintly dichroic

platelets, w^hich between two crossed iiicols do not become dark in

a single position, but exhibit on turning of the table, a vivid display

of colours, green, yellow etc. In convergent light it appears that we
have here nearly parallel to the direction of the "normal" of the

platelet, the bisectrix of a very remarkable interference image of a

biaxial crystal, for we notice a dark horizontal beam which intersects a

bright green tield in the centre, while in the vertical plane are

situated two red fields, which are intersected by dark beams, tei"-

minating at some distance from the centre. The green field is limited

in four quadrants by a system of bluish-purple equilateral hyperboles.

Evidently we are dealing here with a crystal, whose axial plane

for red and green light is the longitudinal direction of the needles,

but for blue rays their latitudinal direction : such in connexion with

an exceedingly small angle for the diverse colours, while that for

the red is larger than that for the green.

If now we investigate the binary, solidified fusions, it is at once

visible to the naked eye that they congeal to a homogeneous aggre-

gate of crystals. From solutions in ethyl-acetate are also formed

homogeneous green crystals.

With 5 7„ i\'0.^-compound were found green fern-like mixed crystals;

with an increasing content of the iVd^^-substance their colour turns

moi'e and more yellowish-green, but the solidified melt remains exist-

ent as a single crystal-form. Only at a 40"/„ A^()j-compound the

remarkable axial image of the pure ?i;7rt>-compound plainly returns;

at 707o the crystals are nearly monaxial for red ; at 90"/„ and 957o
of the ^\'0.j-compound, the mixed crystals obtained from a solution

in ethyl-acetate ai"e beautifully greenish-yellow, very fainlly dichroic

and exhibit the characteristic axial image in a remarkably plain
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manner. These experiments qnite confirm the suspicion that a conti-

nuous neries of mixed crystals is formed liere. If so, there is no

other possibility but to assume that the l)inary meUing-point-line is

also a continuous curve with a minimum temperature at 54° and a

content of about 307o of the ?(iV/YWO-compound ; and that owing to

the occurring undercooling, and to the evidently incomplete setting

in of the equilibria, the solid line has declined (o such an extent

that it nearly assumes the form of a eutectic horizontal line. Such

has been already observed previously in systems without a minimum

in the liquidus-line; compare for instance the case of.S7>-[- /i/ inves-

tigated by HfJTTNKR and Tammann ').

True in this particular case the said authors allribute the cause

of the deviations to the fact that the mixed crystals which have

deposited at first, get coated and (hat it then becomes impossible for

them to get into e(piilibriuui wilh the melt at any moment; but

they still point out that a similar behaviour may be expected each

time when the said setting in of the e(piilibrium takes place with

insufficient velocity, and that might be the case here also. The for-

mation of an uninteri'upted series of mixed crystals both from solu-

tions and binary fusion?, and this without subsequent transformations

or dissociations agrees with this view.

§ 7. p-Nltro-Monopvoixjl-AulUiie and p-Nltrogo-Monoprop>/l-Anlllne.

Finally, we have investigated the .system oF the above compound

in the same way.

The p-Xlti'O-di'viysite was llr.st recryslallised from hot benzene from

which splendid, large crystals are deposited. Their melting-point

appeared to be 53°—54°
; moreover they were found to turn soon

turbid owing to loss of benzene. The compound was, therefore,

powdered, dried and repeatedly recrystallised from absolute alcohol.

From this are also sometimes deposited splendid crystals which melt

constant, at 64^—65°. They mostly have curved planes and con-

sequently can only be measured with difficulty.

. The p-JSfitrosomonopropylanlline was also purified by recrystallisa-

tion from benzene; it then also contains benzene of crystallisation

and melts at 45°—50^
After expelling the benzene in vacuo and repeatedly recryslallising

from a mixture of absolute alcohol and ligroin, the melting point, in

a capillary tube, was found to be 58°, which value is also given in

the literature.

1) HuTTNER and Tammann, Zeils. f. anorg. Giieni. 44, 131. (1905).
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BINARY MELTING-POINT-LINE /.-NITRO- AND 1

p-NITROSOPROPYLANILINE
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First of all, the solidifying [)oints of both derivatives were accurately

determined by recording the cooling lines. In this way was found,

witli sliglit undercooling, 62,°9 C. for the solidifying point of the

?»Vrt>-comi)ound and 56°,3—56°,5 C. for the nitroso-dev'waihe.

Sncce.ssi\ely, the following mixtures were investigated (see table

previous page).

§ 8. These data graphically represented in fig. 4, prove that

there exists here a continuous series of solid solutions between the two

components, with a minimum temperature of 40.°5 C. and a concen-

tration of about 80% of the nitro-compound.

Tiie microscopical investigation also confirms the existence of such

a series of mixed crystals.

The p-^\7</'0-compound crystallises from its yellow melt with great

rapidity in lemon yellow, liexa- or octangular plates, which are

imrdi'diatelij followed by a darker coloured modification, generally

occurring in parallelograui-like jilatcs, joined in all directions. They

are strongly dichroic : yellowisli-\vi)i(e and daik yellow. Between

crossed nicols they are black and on our turning the table slightly to

the right or to the left, the colour changes to brown or green. In

convergent polarised light one branch of a hyperbola is visible excen-

trically, and coloured red at the inner side and blue at the outer

side. Very strong dispersion.

The ni/roA'o-derivative has an extraordinarily small crystallisation-

velocity; fern-like aggregates exhibit a splendid steel-blue lustre and

are strongly pleochroic: green and brownish-yellow.

Mixed crystals with o, 10, 40, 150, 907,, iVO-compound have been

investigated. A yellowish-green m.elt with 5% iV^O-derivative solidifies

to an aggregate of yellow plates of the ^V(>.^-form, which after about

half a minute suddenly burst and pass into another modification of

a more yellowish-green colour and a much stronger double refraction;

previously dark crystals become luminous etc. The crystallisation-

velocity is still very considerable; whereas the first modification,

between two crossed nicols, is dark in two positions, the second

is not extinguished in any position. After some time the first crystal-

lisation is succeeded by a fealhor-shaped aggregate of the second one.

With 90 7o of the ^Vz/^-f-com pound there is hardly anything more

to be observed of the polymorphous conversion, notwithstanding the

great velocity of crystallisation. With 607o ^VC'j-derivative we have

homogeneous mixed crystals which are strongly dichroic: green and

bright-yellow. With 40 7o idem; the crystals are: dark-brown and

yellow. With 10°
„ j.VC>j-com pound the velocity of crystallisation is
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already extraordinarily small; mostly splierolilic aggregates wliicli

are strongly diehroic : bright yellow and green.

§ !l. The above proves that the ///V/'o-compound is here also

dimorphous; wilii the 90 "'(, mixed-crystal, the strongly decreased

teniperatiii-e of convei'sion of the pure iVO,-substaiice — which lies

Just below the melting point, -— is still determinable by the corre-

sponding heat-etfect.

With a larger content of ^VfAcompound, that determination is, how-

ever already impossible owing to the enormous retardation of the poly-

moi'|)hons conversion through the adunxlure of the slowly crystallising

y;/7rtW()-derivative.

§ 10. From the investigation it has appeared anew, that mixed

civslal formation can occur in binary fusions of corresponding aromatic

Xitiv- and .N/V/r.vc-derivatives, but that this miseibility must 7}ot be

looked upon as a general property of these compounds in regard to

each other. Moreover, the mutual behaviour of these two kinds of

substances becomes often more complicated by the appearance of

pdlymorpluuis modillcations and by the difference in crystallisation-

\elocity in the two components. The most simple representatives of this

class of. substances nitrobenzene and ?i/ti-osobemene do not, or only in

an iusigniticant degree, form solid solutions with each other.

Jnory. Chem. Lab. University Gronin<jen.

Chemistry. — "Photo-electric phenomena with Antimony sulphide

[Ai/timoiiite)". By Drs. J. Oi.te Jh. and H. R. Kruyt}. (Commu-

nicated by Prof. V. Romburoii. (Preliminary communication).

(Clommunicated in tlic mecliiig of December 30, 1911).

Jakgkk ') discovered some years ago a very remarkable projierly

of native antimonite which, however, seemed to belong exclusively

to the large crystjals of this mineral found only in Shikoku (Japan).

I'hc mineral exhibited, as regards sensitiveness of the electric con-

ductivity power to irradiation, a very great analogy with selenium,

lllunnnation strongly lessened the resistance of the material. The

fatigue so ti'oublesome with selenium for the practical a|)plication

of this property was here but iusigniticant. Immediately after slo[)-

piug the irradiation, the resistance regains about its original value

called, briefly, "the darkness resistance".

) I'l-oc. Koii. Ac;id. V. Wet. Amsterdam 1907, p. 809—814.
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Jakgek, liowever, found tliat the remarkably strong sensitiveness

to light totally disappeared on rernclting ; the specific resistance

then also became several thousand times smaller. On powdering the

mineral, the sensitiveness to light also completely disappeared, but

the resistance was only little ailected. It Avas therefoi'e obvious to

connect the sensitiveness to light witii the macrocrystalline structure

of the material, to which Jakger already called attention ') witiiout,

however, attempting to further exjilain the phenomenon.

As, however, with none of the other substances which exhibit a

similar sensitiveness to light in a greater or lesser degree, such as

selenium ) tellurium, sulphur, Ag, S, Ag J etc. (although in most of

these substances the causes of the phenomenon are far from being

elucidated) anything like a dependence of the photo-electric effect

on macrocrystalline structure has up till now been noticed, the

anfimonite would then constitute a case by itself. This seemed to

us somewhat improbable and caused us to investigate whether the

explanation of the phenomena observed by Jaeger might not perhaps

be found by working in another direction.

Now, according to Jaeger, his Japanese antimonite is very pure

and has almost exactly the composition Sb^ S3 ; all other specimens

i^none of which exhibit a light effect) are less pure. We, therefore

prepared from pure material's ') an artificial antimonite in order to

test this as to its sensitiveness to light. Already at a first experiment

we succeeded in obtaining a strongly sensitive preparation ") by

rapidly heating, in an open tube, antimony powder mixed with a

small excess of sulphur. The subsequent orientating experiments gave

alternately a positive or negative result, which made us resolve to

investigate systematically a series of mixtures of varying quantities

of S and Sb in order to ascertain whether small modifications in

the composition of the antimony sulphide, which was otherwise quite

free from foreign substances, miiilil be the cause of the greater or

lesser sensitiveness to light.

As on heating in open tubes in an atmosiihere of carbon dioxide

a loss of sulphur through volatilisation could not be avoided, we
proceeded to operate in sealed evacuated lubes, which could be

1) Zeitsclii-ift fiir Ki-yslallogruphie etc. Vol. XLIV, p. 45—48.

') By one of us, an explanation of the phenomenon in the case of selenium

has been given from a phase-rule point of view H. H. Kruyt, Die dynamische

allotropie dcs Selens Zeitschr. f. Anorg Chera. 04, p. 305 (lyOO).

^) Sb from Kahlbaum. S recrystallised from GSj

.

*) The illumination always was done in the same manner with a small Halbcrtsma

arc-lamp at about 30 cm. distance from the preparation.
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iieatod ill a ,s])C('iall_v coiiytriicled o\en at about (jOO" and also be

i-egidarly sliaken to make sure of a fomplele homogeneous mixing.

As regards the result of this investigation it may be stated

provisional l_v that the pure compound — Sb and S in the exact

proportion Sb^S, — appeared to possess tiie highest photo-electric

etfect. This sensitiveness to light amounted in some cases to about

4007o M- This sensitiveness relates to Sb^S, in massive little rods of

about 10 mm. in diameter. As the light effect must be a superficial

action and as relatively thick massive rods are therefore a less

advantageous form to promote this clfect, the relati\e sensitiveness

can be very strongly enhanced by choosing a more suitable form of

aiitimonite-cell in which the relation of the surface to be irradiated

to the section of the conductor is very much larger. In any case it

has appeared that the observed sensitiveness to light in artificial

antimonite is of the same order as that found by Jakger in the

native minerals and which we have verified ourselves with Japanese

Antimonite |)rocured from 1\aht,baum. We hope, shortly, to refer

more in detail to the inclhod employed in the investigation of the

dependence of the pholoeleclric effect on the composition of the

substance. In the main it amounted to this, that liy means of a very

sensitive instrument (galvanometer, system Sikmkns Hai.skk Deprez-

d'Arsonval) we determined the relative conductivity power in dark-

ness of small rods of antimonite of dillereut composition and also

the relation of the "conductivity in darkness" to their "conductivity

in the light" (namely the conductivity power on illumination).

From tlie relative conductivity power in darkness and better still

from the temperature coefficient thereof we were able to deduce the

form of the melting diagram of the system S—Sb in the- sphere

investigated") that is in the vicinity of the compound Sb^ S,; starting

from the compound towards the antimony side wo first found a very

small mixed crystal sphere — about 0.3 at "/o i^'id further a sphere

of partial iniscibility. Ail this is greatly in harmony with the inves-

tigations published in these pioceedings, by Jaeger^) on the system S—Sb

where the melting diagram was constructed by means of a thermic

analysis. -lAECiEii, however, found no mixed crystals. It is, however,

just this mixed crystal series, (notwithstanding its small extent

') Thai is to say when the conductivity power in the dark is expressed in an

arbitrary measure, say 100, this rose to 500 by illumination.

-) Prof. Jaeger Icindly obliged us with one of his antimonite-cells for comparison.

8) From 57—62 at. o/(, of sulphur.

*) Verslag Kon. Akad. November 1911 p. .197—510.
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and ilio diriic'iiil} (o (lolcriniiic llicriiiioally siicli a ver} small s|ilicro

vvitli certainty; wliicli could he delormiiied very .sharply by tlic

electric process. And this seems to us all the more of importance

because a oouncctioii seems to exist between the ap[)earance of solid

solutions on the one side, photoelectric or photochemical etfects and

photoek'Ctro- or tribolnminosit}' on the other side.

We further got the impression that certain very small impurities

may be of intlnence on the sensitivene.ss to light, and think we have

observed at any rate an influence exerted by the kind of glass of

which the melting tubes were constructed. In a whole series of

experiments which took place, accidentally, with tubes constructed

of a different kind of glass, we obtained nol a single sensitive pre-

])aration, but when again using tubes of the old kind of glass the

phenomenon reappeared as expected.

In this may be probably found, in our opinion, a partial expla-

nation of the fact that, contrary to J.\egek's experience, we succeeded

in remeltiug the native (Japanese) autimonite irithout this losing its

sensitiveness to light. It is, however, necessary to operate, as we did,

in sealed evacuated tubes. The com[)ound at the melting point is

already somewhat dissociated so that the operation in an open

tube could not take place without loss of sulphur antl change in the

composition of the melt. According to oiii- observations this loss of

sulphur need amount to only 0.5 at"/,, (o obtain a totally inert

preparation.

The conductivity power in darkness remained, on remelting, also

quite of the same order. On the other hand it appeared that on
powdering the mineral, which was then again compressed to a very

solid pastille, the conductivity power very strongly decreased. The
light effect, however, remained unaffected.

Utveclit, van 't Hajf-laboratory.

Chemistry. — " On ga.s equilibria". By Dr. F. E. C. Schkffer. (Com-
ninnicated by Prof. J. D. v.vn der Waals).

(Comraunicalcd in tJie meeting of December 30, 1911).

1. It may be accepted as known that the total energy, the free

energy, the entropy and the thermodynamic potential are quantities

which can only be determined with the exception of an additive

constant. In the purely physical processes, i.e. changes of state, in

which the molecules of the substances do not change, these constants

need not be taken into account, and on the other hand a physical
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^•hange can teach us nntliiiig about the vahies of these constants.

In chemical clianges, however, this w the case, at least partially. If

in a mixture of substances a ciiemical reaction can take place, a deter-

mination of tiie energy of transformation under definite circumstances

will make known to us the algebraic sum of the constants of energy

of the reacting substances, at least if we know the energy in its

dependence on the quantities that determine the state. Each of the

constants in ilself remains quite indefinite just as for physical changes;

experiment only gives us llie algebraic sum of the constants of

energy, in which the constants of the substances of one member of

the equation of reaction are taken positive, those of the other member
negative.

We find something similar for the enlro[)y. The constants of entropy

for the purely physical processes arc without any importance, but a

chemical transformation which is conducted isothermic and reversible

may make the algebraic sum of the constants of entropy known to

us, provided we know how the entropy of each of the substances

depends on the independent variables.

Of late the sum of the constants of energy, resp. entropy, and

especially the latter have been the subject of many a treatise. As

the sum of the constants of entropy occurs in the expression for the

chemical equilibrium as a constant, its knowledge is of the greatest

importance for the calculation of these equilibria. Hence Prof. Habkk

in ins work on the ''Therniodynamik technischer Gasreaktionen"

repeatedly calls attention to the so-called "thermodynamisch unbe-

stimmte Konstante", which is the aforementioned algebraic sum of

the constants of entropy. And also Prof. Nernst's theorem of heat

deals with the determination of these constants, for the so-called

"constant of integration" of tiie chemical equilibrium contains these

constants of enlro|)y.

For a calculation of the constants of entropy from the theory a

]ii-i()ri an idea of the chemical action i.e. the knowledge of the so-

called forces of aftinily, will be indispensable — Boltzmann carried

out a lirst attempt to do so in his "Gastheorie" — for the present

we shall have to content ourselves with a calculation of these constants

from the observations.

In the first place, however, the knowledge of the energy and the

entropy as function of the (pianlilies which determine the state is

required for such calculations. When, to take the simplest case, we
confine ourselves to rarefied gases, we know that the molecular

energy and the enti'opy of a simple gas can be represented by:
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E = Et=o+ i c4T (1)

r J' c.

IJ=Ht=i-\-\ ^,dT—lllnc (2)

ill wliich /v/=o ''"kI H r~\ I'cprcsciit tiic atbresaid conslaiits of energy

and eiiln)|iy, <\ tlu' real niohx-iilar S[)ecifii' heat, 7' the a'lsoliite tein-

peratui'c, c the concentration (luiml)er of gramme molecules per

Liter), and A' the molecular gas constant (1,985 cal.)-

If at a definite temperature we now measure tlie algebraic sum

of the energies {2:nE), i.e. the heat of transformation at constant volume,

i?nd the sum of the entropies {2nH), i.e. the latent heat for a

reversible isothermic transformation <Uvided by the absolute temperature,

we can find the values of ^7iEt=^ and ^nHT=\ by calculation, if

we know Cj as function of T.

The value of ^iiEt—u is generally calculated, indeed, according to

equation (1) from the calorimetric data. The sum of the constants of

entropy, on the other hand, is generally not determined directly

from the latent heat, but indirectly from the value of the constant

of equilibrium.

If we suppose a reaction

Hj.4j -L n.^A„ + ^ n\A\ -f ),\A'., +
to be possible, the total change of energy, resp. change of entropy

on transformation of Hj gramme molecules A^ with »., gramme mole-

cules A^ etc. with formation of n\ gramme molecules A\ etc. is

represented by :

:£nE= 2:nET=o + -Sn i cAT . ...... (la)

J

T (.

and

2:1111= :EnIlT=\ -\^ :^n
\

'^^dT—RSnlnc . . (2o)

.j=i ij ^'

The algebraic sum of the molecular thermodynamic potentials, which

must be equal to zero in case of equilibrium, becomes therefore:

JS'n.u z= :2nE — T:£nll 4- ^«^F >) =

^n£r=o+^» \
cdT—T:2n

\
- dT+RT::Snlnc—T2:uHT^i^l{T:S:n.

oj IJ '^' .—\

If now in the state of c(piilibrium we represent 2nlnc by hiK,

in which /v denotes the "constant of equilibrium", then;

1) In this V is the molecular volume, p the partial pressure.
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:EnET-o 1 C' 1 r^c. 1

RT RT J ^ R J T ^ R \z\

So if we have now calculated 2£nET=o fi'oin the calorimetric data

(according to equation 1"), we can calculate the value of 2nHr=].

from an ol)servation of K at a definite temperature.

2. For these calculations c^ is generall}' represented in a series

of terms with ascending powers of T, which is then continued as

far as is necessary for agreement with the generally insufficiently

known values of the specific heats. For bi-atomic gases the series

can already be broken off after the term with 2\ for tri-atomi(!

gases after that with 7'\

Hence if we put in general

;

and thus determine the integrals in equation (3), we get:

RT R ^ 2R ^ 6R ^ ^
'

in which

1 2a + 2b 4- c

C = - :£nHT=.\ — 2n —- .... (5)
R .=1 2R ^

'

In the above equation (4) the constant of equilibrium is expressed

in concentrations; to find the value of the constant in partial pres-

sures from this, which is generally nsed for gas equilibria, we must

bear in mind that

l>
= RTc (6)

in which p is the partial pressure of the gas concerned, and that

therefore

:

//(K :z= 2! n III c :=z 2 n In p — 2^ n In R — 2 n In T.

If we now put 2i' ii In p = biK^j , in \vhich Kp represents the

constant of equilibrium in partial pressures, then after some trans-

formations and transition from Neperian to common logarithms:

2hEt=o a4-2nR b c

•
' 2.303i?7'^ R ^2.2.3037v' 0.2.3037i ^ '

"^ '

in which C" = 0.4343 (7+ ^^H%/? (8)

in this we must bear in mind that the value of R should be

expivssed in calories in equation (7), because the energy and the

specific heats are measured in calories, whereas in equation (8) the

unity in which R is expressed, depends on the unity of pressure

and volume in equation (6). If we express the concentrations in
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gramme molecules per liter, and so if we clioosc the liter as volume

unit}-, and tlie atmosphere as [)ressure iniitj, R must be expressed

in liter-atmospheres in equation (8). So in this case we must sub-

stitute /?=r 1.985 in equation (7), on the other hand /?^ 0.0821 in

equation ((S).

From tlie cqualions (7), (8), and (5) we see accordingly that C

,

the so-called constant of integration of the chemical equilibrinm does

nut contain only tlie sum of the cnnslants of entropy, but also 2n
and ilic coiistanls yielded by tiii' integrals occurring in equation (3).

C" owes its name of constant of integration of the ciieniical equi-

librinm to this that equation (7) can also be found by integration

of the well-known law of van 't Hoff :

dlriK Q
'dT ~RT^'

in which A' represents the constant of equilibrium either in con-

ceii'.rafions or in partial pressures, and Q the heat of transformation,

in the first case for constant volume, in the second case for constant

pressure. If, however, we derive equation (7) in this way, we do not

get equations (5) and (8j, t)ecause in tiiis way the constant of inte-

gration does not become known in its dependence on the constants

of the reacting substances.

§ 3, We shall now apjily the calculation of the constants of

entropy to the equilibrium:

2 ro+ 0,:;i2 CO,.

The value of SnE can be found from the calorimetric determi-

nations of Thomsen and Berthf.i.ot, which yielded resp. 67960 and

68200 cal. for the heat of combustion of one gramme molecule CO
under constant pressure and at 18° C. From the mean value Q,, = 68080
we calculate ^„ =: 67790, and so:

^w£'= 135580 at T =r 291 (9)

Now we derive from equation 1":

2:nET^o = ^nE—ar—-\\ bT- — '/, cT\

.So for the further calculation we must first know c„ as function of 7.

4. For the dependence of c„ on the temperature all kinds of

different expressions liave been proposed in course of time. From
this large number of expressions 1 will only choose some of the

most reliable ones. In the first [)lace 1 w'ill use the expressions

which follow from the experiments of Holborn and Austin, which
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were carried out in 1905. The real speoifie heats can be rei)resente(i

pretty accurately up to 800° C by

c„ z= 4.68 + 0.00053(5 T (bi-atomic gas) ') and

Cc = 5.112 + 0.00729 7—22.05 10-" 7'' (carhonic acid) ')

From tliese values follows:

^^Mc„ = 3.82—0.01297 7'+ 44.1 10-" T\

So in the above equations 7, 8, and 9 nnisl be substituted :

a=:3,82 ; 6= -0,012117 and c' = 44,110-. . . (10)

If we substitute these values in equation 9, we get:

:S'M£r=o = 134980

and (he expi'essions 7 and 8

:

29530
log K,,

—
h2,92 % 7'—0,001419 7' + 1,61 10-" T'' + C. (11)

in which :

C' = u=i

4,571
-2,35 (12)

The values of loc/ K,, in the third column of the following table

have been calculated from the most accurate determinations of the

carbonic acid equilibrium, wiiich iiave been inserted in the first two

columns'); in the fourlli, liftli, sixth and seventh columns the values of

the other terms of the second member of equation 11 have been

given, and the last column gives the value of C".

TABLE I.
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:£ii//r=i = +18.7.

5. The e(|iialiii]i dcrixed aliovo dex'ialo.'^ only iiltic from llie

equation ii,i\eii liy I'lfif. Nkhnsi' in iiis "'I'lieorctisclio Cheniie" lor

tlie eqnilil)i'inni of (arl>onic acid'), wincli may he wrillcMi al'lci-

I'ccaicnlalion :

29600
log Ki,= 1- 2,98% 7'— 0.001280 T + 1,61 IQ-'r^+ C",. (11")

in wliicii ^,'^1.51 acpording to Prof. Nern.st.

TIk' oscillations of (" a|)|)ear tVoni the following ta!)le:

TABLE II.

T
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a=:\,M) ; /»=— 0,01:245 and c = 4,70 IQ-c . . (13)

Tlii.s subsliliilioii \ ieMs :

2hEt=o= 1351 r,0

29570
loa K,, = -

in which

+ 2.59 lo,j 7'—0.(1013627' + 1.74 lO-"7'^ + C\ : (14)

C"
•J=l

2.21 (15)
4,571

'I'iic caKMihitiori IVoni the observations will i)e clear from tlie snl

Jdint'd (able wilhont t'm-tiier ehicidalion :

TABLE III.

7-
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(" ii~cill;iles roiiiid llic nicaii \ aliU' -)- 4.73 in lalilc IV.

ir \\i' I'alciihile I lie sinii ol' I lie coiislaiils of ciitfopy from this

\aliic of ('' \vi' tiiid :

y:nHT^i = + 30.1

H. 1( will he suffioienlly clear from wiiat |irecc(le.s that the results

of the calcMilatioiis of the constants of entropy depend entirely on

the expressions which are assumed for the sjiecific heals as function

of the temperature. I'p to quite recently we had to content our-

selves witii the above discussed ex|)ansious into series; not long ago,

however, appeared a paper by Dr. Niels BjI'Ikkim, in which two

expressions derived from the theory of in(iivisil)k' units of energy are

proposed and tested by the latest observations. ') It has appeared there

that with a suitable choice of the o.scillation freciuencies of the atoms

in tlie gas-molecides it is possible to account for the observed influence

of the temperature on the specific heat. The most remarkable thing

is now iliat with regar<i lo the order of magnitude these frequencies

really agree with ihe \ibrations which occur in the absorption

siiectra of the gases concerned, as was predicted by theory. Accord-

ing to Neknst the specific heal of the gases can be divided info

three parts. The translatory enei'gy, which is exclusively determined

by the motion of Ihe gas molecules as such, is represented t\v Vi ^'^

independent of the number of atoms in the molecule.

The rotatory energy is found by multiplying the number of

degrees of freedom by '/, RT, and amounts to RT for bi-atomic

gases, to '>.^ RT for iri-atomic and nuilti-atomic gases. So for

the specific heats these two parts of the energy yield two expres-

sions independent of the temperature i bi-atomic ^I.R-\-R; tri-or

multi-atomic Va H + Vj ^^)' The third part, the energy of vibra-

tiiiu of the atoms in the molecule will, however, depend on the

constitution . of the molecule in a much more intricate way. This

energy of vibration, which in its dependence on T furnishes a part

of the specific heats whicii depends on T, is now found by means

of the expressions drawn up liy Einstein, resp. Nernst and Lindpmann

according to the theory of indivisible units of energy.

The real specific heat of a bi-atomic gas is now found by diffe-

rentiation of the said three parts of the energy with respect to T":

c:='/,R + R + -^^{Br<f), (17)

in wliich according to Einstein q is represented liy :

1) Zeitsclir. fiir Elelctrocheinic. 1911. 731.

50*
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T

eT - 1

JlCCill-dillU; Id NkUNST and TilNOKMANX by :

1 T 1 27'

2 t ' 2 j!!

^T _ 1 ,<27-_l

TIk- uiii\ersal coiilaid ^ lias here liic \aliie. 4.8() 10-", r being

tlie f'ie(|iiciicv of oscillation of the two aldins with respect to each other.

(,)nile analogously the siiecilic heat nf a li-i-atomip gas is repre-

sented by:

c. = V,«4 V.^ + ;^.!«^'('A: + Y, + '/,)!• • • (18)

in which r/,, (f^ and (f ^ refer Id the llii'ce vibi-ations possilile in the

ti'i-atomic molecule.

1). If we now also apply these e(|nalions for Ihe specific heats

to Ihe carbonic acid e(piilibrinni, we find -.

V„
( ,,jlT =r |1,5 +2r/-., + <fB-2{ff, + ip.,+ q;)\ RT . . (10)

0,7

and

2^n — cIT = — RIn T 4- R
\

('/ +
^J T 2 ^

,.; 7

7'

+ R
I {-lifA + V'n-n'rr^r'f.-^^r,)], • • (20)

in which Ihe indices ,1, />, 1, 2, and :{ res|). refer to caiiwmic

oxide, oxygen, and carbonic acid.

If now llu' expressions (1!») and ('20) are snbslilntetl in ei|nali()n

(:}), we find:

In h=z H 1,0 In I H- I d I +( .(21)
A/ 1 J J

in which

r = — 2 5 - pfA +<fn-2{q',-\<r,\ y,)]y-, + „ 2i"///y •/=,,
'I .= 1

as ^^^ = + 1 (22)
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( '^^)

The integral occurniig- in eqiuilioii (21) ran, if vvc use the f/^-value

according to Einstein (see § 8), be found, if we bear in mind that

:

fl ,r = f
__*^- n- = f^'lK .,T = - M 1

-.-% f2:<)

rAeT-i) Hi— n
if we use the value of '/ of Nioknst ami Linukmann", we get:

TieT-\)

Kinaliv it appears from C(]ualion (l"i that:

v«£ = 2nET=o + jl ,0 + 2 / ,1 4- <fB- 2(rr, +'/•,+ '/,)! ^i'^' (25)

When using the y-expression of Einstein we must, acconliiig to

Bjerium, substitute resp. 3.6 (», 3.6 ji, 14.7 ji, 6.2 ii and 6.2 <« foi- ?..

or 4050, 4050, 992, 2350, and 2350 for ,ir in (/,i, v/i, y,, «A and </,.

If the »/:-e.\pression of Nernst and Lindem.\nn is used, we must

substitute for P.: 2.59 fi, 2.59 ji, 8.1 ji, 5.0 ii and 5.0 ji and for |?r :

5630, 5630, 1800, 2920 and 2920.

If now in equation (25) we substitute these values with the values

of ^uE from equation 9, we get

;

jv^i £"2.^0 — 134850 (Einstein) resp.

rr: 134800 [Neknst and Li.ndemann).

Hence the expressions foi' the carbonic acid equilibrium become:

. / ^05o\ f 992^

lo,i K,, — —^^ + -J, 5 kuj T~3 lu,j \l - p^ ~'^) + 2 lo., \\-e~ ~^'
l-\-

+ 4/„,, l^i__r^v + ^"a' (2ti)

09490% K^, = 1- 2.5 lo,i T—'/, Ion \l—f '

ISOOV I800\ / 2930V 292o\

4 lo., \\-e~ ~Y)\i-r''^) + -llo,K\

-

r ~r)\i_-rr )^rslC^I)

In both expressions the constants C"a' i""! C'sl have the values:

Ce— 0,4343 Ci, + log 0,0821 and

Cm = 0,4343 C'a-/. + toil 0,0821,
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ill wliicli Ihc coiistaiils willMiiit accoiils arc rt'iii-c^fiilcd l>v ('(|iiiili(iii

(22), because llic lower liiiiil of the iiile.nral oecurriiio- in ei|iiati()u

21 may be iiej^lceled.

If we consider tiial also the vahies i'or 7 in eijuation (22) for

T ^ 1 may he |)iit zero, wi' fzct finally :

C'y,' = C'yL ^ 0.4343
(
— 2 5 -(- - v^,//^.^,

j
__|_ /„,, 0.0821

rj^^CxL^
:^nHT=

4.571
2,17 (28)

TABLE V.
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This can bring iil)oiit a dilTcM-ciice of inorc lluiii o in tlic Icriiis

concerned, itecause /wy 7' is of liie order 3.

Tliongii accordingly the dilf'erent assnmplions concerning the specillc

heats give a niaximnin deviation in tlie constants of energy of at

tiie niosi ^onie lentlis of pcrcenlagos. liicv gi\<' rise to \ai'iatioiis

from 17,9 to 30,1 for the constants of entropy. So the accuracy of

the constants of ciitro|)y is far inferior to tlial of the constants of

entropy.

It will he clear from the above that the c.\tra|)oiation of the specific

heat from the region of observation to the lower tem[)eratnres is

the cause of the deviations. For where e.g. for bi-atomic gases the

expression ()• ^ d -\- />!' implies that the specific heat retains its

linear dependence with descending temiierature, it becomes constant

at low temperatures on assumption of the expression of Bjerrlm.

The line that rei)resents the specific heat as function of the tempe-

rature, exhibits die ^amc shape fwilh a jioint of intlectionj in the

latter case as the specific heats for solid substances, which of late

have become known specially by the iinestigations in the laboratory

of Prof. Nkrnst.

We may call here special attention to ".his that all the live expres-

sions which have been mentioned foi- the carbonic acid dissociation

equilibrium, account equally well for the observations, for the oscil-

lations of C have (he same value in all the tables. And we liave

here only to take the absolute, not the i-elative deviations of C
into consideration.

That a change in the expression of the specific heats can have a

great influence on the value of C", is moreover a conclusion which

is not new. Everybody who knows the work of Prof. H.\ber already-

mentioned in § 1, which appeared already in 1905, and which

treats the gas-equililuia witli the facts known at the time in a very

clear way, will find back this conclusion there. As it appeared to

me, however, that this conclusion is not generally kjiown, and the

newer data have hardly modified it, I have thought it necessary

to elucidate it in what precedes by one of the most fully studied

reactions.

If we ask which \alue of the constants of the entropy must be

taken as the most [)robable, we come to the conclusion that this is

certaiidy the value of Table V. In the first j)lace the expression

pro|)Osed by H,iK,inu"M has a llieoretical foundation in the theory of

indivisil»le units of energy, and besides this formula renders the newest

investigations of Hoi.born and Hknning and those of Pier very well, as

appears with the greatest clearness from the tdted paper by Bjerrum.
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A (Irawliack iiieiilioiicd bv H.if.rimm, e\i>K, iiowH'ver also wlicii we

use this expression. It is namely prellv certain tliat this foiniuhv

will nut rigoronsly retain its valiilitj at low tenii)ei'atiires, liecaiise

tiie rotatory energy at low teni[)eratnres will deviate from the

value given in the expression. This, however, does-not detract (Vom

the fact that in my opinion this theoretical formula is to be preferred

to the empirical expansions into series.

11. If we apply Bjeruum's' data to the equilibrium of tiic water-

dissociation we tind at 7'^ 273 for 2£nE i\ie value 115(360, resp.

J152(i() according to Bbrthklot and Matignon, resp. to Thomskn.

If we take a mean from this, we get according to eqnation 25 :

::EnET=ii— 114t)50.

If the '/-vi^li'cs according to Einstein, resp. Nernst and Lindemann

are used, the expressions for the eqnilibrium become :

/()(/ Kg, : + 2.hlofr—2lo<j{l-e ^ -loJ 1

25080

+ 2 %( 1 -« ^' + 4 lo;, !-< '' + C'j,

-1U,')I)

T +

(29)

loi/ Kp
35080

^,
+2..5%T— %M 1-. -J-

)(
1-.

3G30, , 5630. , 6075

- 7,>r/l -e" "^y l-«^^^
J

+ 3%/ l-e T~

The most accurate observations, which \\ere carried out in Prof.

Nernst's') laboratory, now yield:

l_,, rr H-rvA(30)

TABLE VI.

T
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Tiie mean value's of" (' i-: ami C'.v/ aiiKiuiil U\ 2,43 ami — 2,44.

It appears IVdiii ecpiatioii ,28, whicli holds hne uiiiiiodifieil that;

^n Ht=\ = — 1,19 and — 1,23.

J2. The water gas ef|uililii'inni can he t'onnd hy calcidation from

the water and carbonic acid etpiilihriinn.

V rom A „ „= — , A „^ ^ -— and a^^ ^- it appears, that

%0 •
''CO, "cO '^HM

log Kw =: '/, {lofj Kj_j Q - log A',.^ ).

Hence if we snbtract e(piation 26 from 29 resp. 27 from 1^0, we
find after division by 2 :

2l'io ( -'^\ ( -'A-^ ( ^-^\
log A',,

— log\\-e r I _ /„„ I 1_ ,, 7
J_2 [^gM _ « T \

(4i5lA / 2650\ / 561oA

1 -^ ^j -r /o;y i^ 1 -« ^J + -1 log \\ ~e T) + c"„.^ (3 1

)

and

/ _ 292cA / ^ 292uA / 563 A / 363oA

_ /o</ Vl -« ^j Vl—e 27"j + '

/, log y\—e ^j VI -«" ~^

)

^^IJog\\-e J^ J\l-e rrj^c^.^^,^ (32)

For the calculation of the constants we use the determinations

of Hahn 'j.

TABLE VII.
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- c,
4 571

into wliich Ini- lliis case e(iiialion (22), in wliicli ^^/ = 0, passes.

TIk' calculation yields

:

:£)iHt=i = -' 10.3 and —10.3.
j=\

If we now compare tiie values wincli the direct delciininaliong

of the watergas equilihriuni have j'ieided, witii the values which

are calculated from the constants of the water and carbonic acid

efjuililiriuni. we liiid ;

TABLE Vlll.
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ments (in the rase of \oire romparalixely. In testing tlie soniid at

a inicroplioiie placed in a camera siieiita and co;incctcd with a

small wtring-galvaiionielor, in the case of the diapason vertex by

iiieasnring the amplitudes of the oscillations).

The problem which the experimenter has set himself, and which

he has solved is the following: how docs the vocal energy amounting

uncorrected to from 1 to 7 megaergs per second according to an

investigation made in collaboration with A. ue Kleyn (see my Leer-

boek der Physiologie, Haarlem 1910 Vol I p. 82) distribute itself

over the natural egresses (month, nose and ears and tlie hard ami

soft parts of skull and face. For obviously not oidy from the lips

but also from all other parts the head will yield sound to its surroundings.

The sound when i,ssning forth was received in closely fitting leaden

funnels or by ear-pieces and was led by sound-proof leaden channels

to a microphone, placed in a leaden chamber with very thick walls.

The current-fluctuations, produced in the microphone, manifested

themselves, aflet- ha\inu b?en transtnrmed in the marmer usual in

telephony into an induclioii ap[)aratus, at a string galvanometer with

a gold string 5
f/

thick and about '.M) nnn. long. The tension of the

siring was regulated in such a manner tnat it reverberated distinctly

at all vowels and produced a vibration the double amplitude of

which could be easily read off on the scale of the instrument. Provided

we restrict ourselves to the comparison of sounds of the same pitch,

it may be assumed that in spite of the multiple resonance of the

system (sound-channels, microphone, ti-ansformator, string) the intensity

of the sound acting upon the microphone was proportionate with

the squares of the amplitudes measured. Sounds of different pitches,

however, cannot be compared, as the manifold repeated resonatory

strengthening, which the sound undergoes, is very different for different

pitches; this became manifest when the micro-telephonic .system after

it had been constructed was tested, in the manner usual in the

Laboratory, by means of a series of iiniforndy tuned organ-pipes,

ranging from /«, to i\. If necessary a comparison of the various

vowels might ha\e been attempted with the aid of this supplementary

investigation, but on accnnnl of" the numerous sources of mistakes

it gave rise to, the iilea was relinquished.

On comparing the values of the same colunui in the above tables,

we become aware of considerable differences in intensity, the more
so if we remember that the actual strength of the sounds has been

pni|iortioiiale witli lln' squares of the deviation of the gal\ anometer.

The cause of this ^leat dill'ereiice will piobably liave to be .sought

in the co-operation of two causes:
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TABLE I.

Intensity of the sound flowing away, calculated per cm', the chest voice

being the sound-source.

Place whence the
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TABLE II.

liitciisitv ot the sound tlowiiig away calculated per cm ', the falsetto voice

being the Sduiid-source.

Place whence the Double ampluude whilst the

sounds were trans- vowels were being pronounced
mitted to the micro-
telephone-apparatus a c

Remarks

Ears ?

Zygomatic arch (temp.
part)

Supra meatum

Proc. mastoideus

n.i6Zygomatic arch
(middle)

Forehead (side part) 0.1

Forehead (middle)

Os parietale

Crown

Nape

Cheeks

0.2

2

0.2

0.16

7

0.4

4

4

0.3

0.4

0.4

?

0.4

0.2

4

0.3

0.4

0.16
,
0.4

? I ?

0.2

2

0.2

leaden ear-pieces

leaden funnels

one funnel

leaden funnel

leaden ear-pieces

orowii of llie lieacl. In thi.s case mouth and nose orifice gel hardly

any share at all, tiie rest of the etfusion hein.o- thus;

T .^ B L E III.

Intensity of the sound flowing off calculated per cm'-, the sound-source

being a diapason vertex.

Place whence the
sound was trans-

mitted to the micro-
telephone-apparatus

Double

amplitude
Remark

Ears
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Wo liuv'f iiol succeeded in any oilier way lliaii the diie descrihed

ahovi', in inlrodiicing an anidnnl (if sonnd-ciieruy intu the iiead,

siifficieiil to import eiiongli intensity to tlie soniid wiiicli flowed off,

to measure it by means of tlie niicrotelepiione apparatus and the

string-galvanometer. Only very strong sonnd-sources such as Maragk's

"sirene k voyelles", when one |)laces oneself before it with open

mouth, OI' a loud s|)eaking telephone, led directly to a nostril, produce

enough sound to bring about a measurable deviation of the gaKano-

meter, and thai onl_\ when Ihe sound i.-- deri\ed fnun bolh eai's i.e.

in the most favourable condition. If we leave out of consideration

sounds introduced by actual contact, the sound of one's own voice

is evidently Ihe only one which penetrates the skull in great intensity.

The sound transmilled by Ihe air to which we listen in ordinary

life, acquires only its well-Unown |)repojiderance by the sfructure of

the middle-ear, eminently calculated to coiuluct sounds. In itself a

tone |iassing through the air and piercing Ihe skull, is always weak.

It also seemed desirable to make an absolute determination of the

sound issuing from the head. For this pur[)Ose that which escapes

from between the lips when we pronounce Ihe vowel "a" was

received into a phonograph (as this was done in Ihe camera silenta,

(he sides of which are co\ered \vith lliicdv horse-hair, absorbing sound,

better results were obtained than before). Then the impressions made

on the wax cylinder were measured according to the method of

BoKKF, and analyzed according to the method of Foukiki!. Finally

on the ground of this investigation the vowel was imitated in e.xactly

the same strength by means of organ-pi [les '). The total strength of

the imitating sound apjieared as follows:

TABLE iV. Vowel "a".

'S

(2



{
''!:5

)

isening' iVoiii liis lips wIkmi IimhIIv sDiindiim- "a" aiiioiinlcil lo 2.33

megaergs per second. Acnii-ilum in iliis siandard llie ell'iisioii (il'soimd

from the oilier parts of llie head mav lie determined. This is set

foi-th in Talile ^'.

TABLE V.

Acoustic energy emitted by the tiead per second whilst "a" was pronounced

with chest-voice.

Regiones
Energy per ^^i^f°! Total energy
cM- in f„„„ :., in megaergs

inegaerg!^.
face in

cM-.
per sec.

Rem arks.

Nose
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iioii-liiieai' c(|iui(iiiii niid llio iiite<>ralsiirf'ace passing (liiougli a gi\oii

cui've fllie prolileiii (ir('.\r('U^i may I )c obtained from (lie tniiisfoniictl

linear eqnation.

The object of I his paper is lii'slly to delerminc the neeessai'v and

snflieient condilions whieh must be fnllilied l)y the equation (1) wlien

it may be fe<bioe(i lo the iineaf form by one of tiie two known

tangential transformations of Lkofadhk and AMPi<;RK, : secondly to

show liow in these oases the problem of Caichy may be solved.

2. If the tangential transformation of Lkgknoke

.; = p. y = Q. z = rx^ Qv - z. p^ X, ,,= )
. d)

rednces (!) to the linear e(pialion

.1 (A. Y.Z) r + B {X. Y.Z) Q=r (X, V.Z)

where .1, B and C arc arbiliary functions, the former evidently

must be equivalent with

xA (p, q, px + qy — :) -f yB{p. q. //,(• + yv — -) =: T
(
/-. ,/. /).) -|- q;i — ).

Therefore, writing

A {X. Y.Z) P + />' (A- Y.Z )Q^C (A. Y.Z) = .|> {X. Y.Z./'.Q) =
we have

^4=.4,.v.r,z).ji = zi,x.i.z,

and

dP'~dPdQ~dQ'~ '

Inversely, these conditions being fultilled, tf' I'cpresents a linear

form with regard to the variables J^ m\(\(1

These condilions may be transformed in the following way

F(.r,!/,z.p.q) = x^.{X.Y.Z.P.Q)

therefore

di(< df dF dii. dF dF

dP d.r ^ dz dQ dti
^ d:

6> d'F d'F d'F—^ = h 2A 1- A'"—
d'tb d'F d'F d'F d'F

dPdQ dxdii ^ dxdz ^ d,/dz ^ dz'

d'llJ d'F d'F d^F
-~^= \- -2 7 h Y' —
dQ' di/'-

^ dyd:
^

dz"-

so the necessary and suflicient conditions, in this case, may lie

written
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d'F d'F d°-F

8^ + ^^e-^ + ^'a?-'
d'F d'-F d'F d'F

d'F ^ d'F ,^'^'_ \

di/' dydz 65'
/

In the same way, considering the tangential transforniatioii of

Ampere

.5 = X, y = — Q, z — Z— VQ, p = P, <j= r

we obtain the necessary and siifiicient conditions

d'F _

d'F d'F

d'F d'F d'F \

3. Assuming now that the eqnalion (1) has been transformed by

the transformation of Legenuke in the linear form

A{X, V,Z}P + B{X, Y,Z)Q = C(X, Y.Z)

we will proceed to exiimine how the integralsnrface of (1) which

passes through the curve

may be obtained.

Let the integrals of the system of ordinary dilfeiential equations

dX _ dY _ dZ
A{X,Y,Z) ~ B{X, Y,Z) ~ C{X,Y,Z)

be

U{X, Y,Z) = a, V{X, Y,Z) = b

where a and b are arbitrary constants, the difficulty of the problem

consists solely in the determination of the relation or the relations

which must exist between the constants a and b.

Designing a point x, y, z and a plane passing through this point

with angular coefficients p and
(i

by the name of element, the 00=

elements which are related by the three conditions

V = <p{x). z ^= T|'(,r), dz z= pdx -\- qdy

are transformed in the 00- elements {XYZPQ) which satisfy the

three conditions

51

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XIV.
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Q = y (P), PA' + QY-Z = ./ (P). x^'(P) = X + r,f\F)

or

Q = q(P), xp + ry{P)-z= tf(P), X + ry'(P) = ^,'{P).

These elements are precisely tlie elements of the developable sin-

face generated bv the plane

Xl + Y<f{t)-Z - mt) = 0.

For liiis developable is obtained by eliminating t from

xt + y,f{t)-xp(t) = z
jx+ ]V(o-if''(0 = n
I

• • • • •

and determining

dZ dt

^^= cf.(t) + |X + }>'(o-v/(0! ^. = 'f(t)

it is evident that the angidar coefficients of the tangent plane through

the point A', F, Z of the developable surface are related by

Hence the constants a and h must be such that the curve

U(X. Y,Z) = a, F(X, Y,Z ) = b

touches the surface (5).

Tliis condition leads to two or one relation between a and b.

In the first case we have

U{X, Y,Z) — m, F(X, Y,Z) = n

where in and u. represent the values found.

If now we transform again A', Y, Zin x, y, z. j), q these relations give

U {p, q, .xp -[- yq — z) = m, V{p, q, xp -{- yq — z) = n

and by eliminating p and q from these and

F(x,y,z,p,q) =
we obtain the required integral surface.

In the second case, which is the general one, let

b — e{a)

be the only relation between the constants a and b. From these

we deduce

F(X, r, Z) = d iU{X, Y, Z)].

Differentiating with regard to X and Y, we have
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Traiisforniiiig now ,r, //, :, p, q and eliminating /i and 7 IVoin

these, we get the integralsurface passing through the given curve.

4. The first case presents itself in the following problem.

Let

z = pq

be the given ditferential equation which satisfies the conditions (3)

and let it be the question (0 determine the integralsurface passing

through the curve

)/ r= 1 , z z=i X-

.

Transforming the differential etpiation, we get

A'P+ YQ — Z + XY
and

}- Z-XY
u (X, r, Z) =

^.
= «, v{x, }', z) =—~- = b

.

The developable surface (5) being

.\'Z=Y+ —
4

the curve

Y Z-XY
— = CI,

X ' X
will touch this surface if

4a — 1 = and 6 — a = 0.

The solution of the linear equation is therefore

4 Y — X = 0, 4Z — 4XY— X = 0.

which transformed to x,y,z,p,q gives

4q—p = i{-z +px^qy) — ipq —p = 0.

Joining to these

z =pq
and eliminating p and (j we obtairr the required solution

I62 = (4.»-(-7y— 1)'

which satisfies the differential equation and passes through the curve

1/ = 1, z = x^.

The second case will be met with by faking the same differential

equation with the condition that the integral passes through the line

51*
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y ^= 2x z := 2;f.

Here ?7 and Fare the same as before, but \w\\ tlie a" elements

{XYZPQ) must satisfy the conditions

Q=r 2P
,
(X-[-2r-2) /'- Z=0 , X+ 2)' - 2 = 0.

or

Q = 2 P, 2=0, A + 2 F — 2 =
Here tlie developable surface reduces to a line and the go' ele-

ments consist of all points of this line with all planes passing through

this line. For representing these planes by

Z = h (X + 2 Y — 2)

it is evident that whatever h be, we have the relation

Q = 2P.

Expressing now that the curve

X _ Z-XY

_

Y
~~ "' X

~

meets the line

Z=0, X + 2 I' — 2 =
we find but one relation between a and b, viz.

2a -^h(\ + 2a) = 0.

This gives the solution of the linear equation

, ,_ 2X}'
Z -X\ ___^-_,

and by dillerentiating with respect to A' and Y

^ _ 4.Y'

*<- ^ = — jx+ 2rj'

Transfoi'ining again and takin!» p ^ - from the dillcrential equa-
9

tion, the first of these equations and the quotient of the second and

third give

2;i(j* — 4zq' + z (2.r + .y + 2) q' — 2:'q + .i'.' =
2yq* — 2zq' + z'q — xz' =z U.

Adding and subtracting these equations and writing

5 = 2a; + y + 2

we obtain
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iyq' — 6zq^ -t- Bzq — 2' =
2^' — Bq' + Zzq — 2.VZ =

fio liiially

3z—!/B Qy—3 z—Lvy

z(6y—B) B'— \6z—8.v;/ z{l2.v—B) — 0.

z-Axy 12.V—B Bs—2.xB

5. Secondly we suppose that tlie given equation (1) satisfies the

conditions (4). Then liie transformation of AjipJiRf". reduces i( to the

linear form

.4 (X, }', Z) P + B (X, }'. Z)Q=C (X. r, Z)

whose integrals may he w'ritten again

U (X }'. Z) = a. V (X. r, Z) — b.

The x' elements subjected to the conditions

ij = 7(.i'). z =3 \\^[x) dz =pdx -f- qdy

will now bo transformed in the 00'^ elements (X 3^ZP Q) satisfying

the coiulitions

- q = .(
(X), z-~ rq = v (X), r(/ (X) = r+ }V'(X).

These elements consist evidently of every point of the surface

z+ rff{X) = xHX) (6)

widi the corresponding tangent plane. The curve

r (A', }', Z) = a. r(X, }^ Z) = b

touching this surface, it is evident that if we eliminate )'and Z, tlio

resulting equation must have equal roots A'.

This gives sometimes two, but generally one relation between n

and b. Both cases may be treated in the same way as before, the

only diflerence being the transformation, which is now

X= .r, y = q, Z=z — qy, P= p, Q=—y.

6. As the differeulial equation

z=pq
satisfies also the conditions (4), the transformation of Amperk may also

be applied if we wish to determine the integralsurface passing through

the curve

y=x .^ = (.c+ l)(.r+ 2).

This transformation gives

rP+ YQ=zZ
whose integrals
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z'

!Vre easily obtained.

Joining 1o these tiie equation ((5)

Z+X)- = (A'+ l)(X+ 2)

and eliminating )" and Z, we get

(a\h-Z)X + ah — 2 = 0.

Tliis e(|uati(m does not admit equal roots unless

« -f 6 — 3 = and ub — 2 = 0.

Hence

« = 1, 6 = 2

and

}'-X=l, Z=2r.
The transtnrmation applied to these equations gives

'7 -' = ! -~-<VJ=^
and after elimination of (/

c = (,H-l)0/ + --^)

wliioii is the required solution.

If, in the second i)lace, the integralsurface through

is recpuj-ed, the constants n and h of the integrals

Z
r—x = fl. - = 6

Y
must be such that this curve touches' the surface (6)

Z -^ 2Xr=2X.
This condition gives

(/.—2a-2)'=r 16a

so the solution of the linear equation may be written

z — 2}'(F-x-^i)=:4ri/r—

X

from which bv differentiation we obtain

—2r
/' + 2r =

i/F=rx

67—4X
Q - 4 }' + 2X - 2 =

i/r-x
Hence, after transformation

z — qii
— 2^ {q—x -f- 1) = 4j Vq— x

Ko

—

(D
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4iB— 6(7

Aq + y- -^-^ + 2 = -y=l.
V q
—X

Introducing : = pq and putting Vq-x^zt the first and the lliird

equation give

2t' + 4t' + Bf + i.H + A-!/ + 2.V — z =
it' j^ Qt' + Bt i- 2x —

therefore the disi-riininant of tiie first member of the first equation

must be zero.

If we assnnie

this may be written

(A + B'-y —\B{3A-B') -t- 216.Tp =
or, after a slight rednetion

.1(.1-;JS^)-^ - rd-2:B{^iA—B') — 46056^' = 0.

This solution, though different in form from the former result,

represents the same snrface; that it passes through the line

;/ = : = 2x

may be easily verified.

Physics. — "On some relations holdinij for the critical point". By

.1. J. VAN T>AAR. (Communicated by Prof. H. A. Lorentz).

1. In this paper we will derive some important relations which

exist between some critical quantities.

If it may be accepted that in the association to multiple molecules

no generation of lieat (change of energy) takes place, so that (/=:()

may be put, we saw aiready in I, p. 29J that the relation

rr dp\ a

\P dl Jk PkVk

holds.

If we now put lu- : h/. = r, and sul)Slitute for />a its value, viz.

(see I, p. 28y)

1 a

we find

:

27
{f-l)r'^.-r (2)

If instead of (1) we write:
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in wliicli (^k=^ > '^iid if ^^'C suhstitiilc tlic value isecl, p. 288
1 + .1.;

and 297)

8 a
RTt,— — /".

—

for /*7*, and fuitlier tiie above values for pk and Vk, we get:

/(»•- 1) = 8«^'^ (3)

From :

_ /'* I'*

'' ~ RTk

follows aftci' snltslitntion of the values for />*,?"/.- and /'7*:

- = 8^ (4)

Kroni (3) and (4) follows also the remarkable relation:

»•—

1

t\i =z itk (5)
r

P'inally by combination of (2) and (4) we find:

27 t\

n-{f-\) — — -^} (6)

The relations (2), (4), and (6) have also been derived by Van dkr

Waals (see among olhei-s These Proc. June 1910, p. 118, and

those of April 1911, p. 121B et seq.) in the following form:

«' (54

(/—I ))'" = 27 ; /« = 8 ; -—-=— (all this by approximation).

In this the quantity * is =l:fi, while »' is not =??/,: 6/,, but

= vi,:b,,. In consequence of this our relation (5) is Van der Waals's

lelalion (he lias not taken into aeeount the factor « by the side of 7^7')

bj V ./

T— 1 5

According to (5) would namely be = - with (tk ^= \, or /

I
1 —

. j
= 1. In tiiis / = ri; : /).[: So if we substitute /•' =: (^ : //,, for

r, weget,'^l--J= -.
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It was also already made probable l)y Van der W.vai.s Joe. cit.),

that (/— 1 )r' < 27 and rs < 8, hut .v' : (/—I) almost exactly= 64 : 27 ').

Tlie theory developed by us confirms these relations perfectly.

We found namely in I \<. 297 aixi 11 p. 430 and 4.31 for the

factors /, and /,

:

f\
— —' -5^-

:
= 1,004 (.1—1) and 1.010 (.k=2)

(3w'—2n)=(4n—3m)
t\ — — = 1 ,007 (.r=l) and 1 ,019 (.i-=:2)

m'

See equation (.5j in I, p. 288 lor the signification of the quantities

m and n.

Really (/—I)/-- =r 27 : 1,007 is < 27, but only little smaller;

i.004
rs =: 8 also •< 8, but also only little smaller. This holds for

x^\ fparlial association to double molecules), but the same holds

also for ,1' ^ 2 (triple molecules).

64 (1,004)^ . 64
But we see also that -—

- = —
- . -^——^ ^^ very near — ; also in

/ — I 27 1,007 •

-27

f,^ (1,010)' (1,004)'
the case ot .*• = 2, where '^ = =1,001, just as —-

.

/., 1,019 1,007

So the value of s^:{f—1) is oidy a thousandih of tiie value higher

64
than — , viz. 2,3727 instead of 2,3703.

27

As ft = pkVh RTk and /—I = a : pkVk^, we have also

,*'(/- l) = rt.-^~,

and so from (6) follows

:

~ 64 1,001 j,j^

'

which equation together wilii liie e(|uation that follows from fl), viz.

« — (/—I )/'*'•*%

can serve for the determination of a see also van uer Waals, loc. cit.)

1) I may point out here that tiie different critical quantities were already expressed

by me in experimentally determinable quantities in IOO.t in a quite analogous

way (see Arch. Tijyler IT 05 p. 46 and 47) The quantity f was there excluded

on account of the possibility that b might be a function of the temperature. For
then the fundamental equation (I) no longer holds, as we have proved (1 p. 291).

And in.-^tead of the quantity r — v^ : b,^. the quantity a = a : RTi^vi^ was then

27 1
introduced by me by the side of i^. So a. is evidently =— . —

.

8/, r
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Our relations (3) and (5) may effectiiall>- be used to calculate ok,

i.e. the state of association at the critical point. Specially (5) is

particularly suitable for this purpose, because /\ and /, no longer

occur in it. As «k has been added by us as a factor to T^T^inthe

equation of state, it can be also decided whether the associated

raoleciiles really behave as one molecule as far as their influence

on the pressure is concerned, i. e. whether there is real association,

or — as VAN DEK Waals cautiously expresses it — "quasi-associalion."

Now we saw in I, p. 295 tliat /?^ must be = 0,955 for x = 1
;

and in II, p. 429 that [i/, becomes 0,958 for ,v =^ 2 (in order that

f may become z— 7 and ji =: 0,205 for 71). So we find the value

1 955" 2,91(3
-^1— = 0,977 for (,k if .( = 1, and if,i' = 2 the value -^ = 0,972,

2 3

r—]
SO that fu would have to be ^0,98 a 0,97 and not = ] . Onlv

^ r

a very accurate knowiedse of the quantities f, 11 and r = Vk:hk

could decide tliis.

It follows from (2) and (3) that

27 1 /, 1

A ^ J 2
''—1

If we put /, and a,,/, : f, both =1 (for .v = I /; = 1,007 and

oj. /"j ; t\ = 0,977 X 1,004 : 1,007 = 0,974), we get by approximation :

8 27

r—

1

r

By approximation this is really fulfilled by values of ; in the

neighbourhood of 3 (for r := 3, where /,,/', and «i = l, (7) would

be (piite accurately fulfilled). Thus the two members for r ^ 4 become

8 43
resp. - = 2,67 and — = 2,69; and for ?-= 2 resi), 8 and 7,75.

If we take the factors /\, f.^
and «i into consideration, the first

member becomes = I + 27 : (1,007X 4,469) = 7,00 for r= 2,114,

and the second member (= 8 X 0,9744 : 1 ,114) equally= 7,00 {=/).

It is ounnij to this accidental property of the expression

27 8

' + 5:^ "t^I '

namely that it differs only very little from zero for values in the

neighbourhood of ;• ^= 3, that the factors f\ and /, differ so little

from 1, and that also in the case v^t : 6^ = 2 the expressions RTi;

8 a la.,,
. .

and pk are again =--— , resp. -^7-; with close approximation.
27 bt 21 hf:
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Widi regard to tlie course of tlic ([iiantities /, r, and ji for different

values of /?, we may make the following remarks.

(I. Willi regani to /', given by (see I, p. 294)

An

4n—3m

in which (for .(; = 1)

(see I, p. 288 and 295), we see immediately that — in view of the

fact that m and n assume the value 1 both for ,?^ 1 and for ,?=
— this quantity is == 4 for ,? = 1 and also for /?= 0. But for

intermediate values of ii, if <p has only any value (i.e.: if At differs

from 0), / will be greater than 4 in the neighbourhood of (3 = 1,

and smaller than 4 in the neighbourhood of /? = 0. Only if y = 0,

i. e. Lh where = 0, / would be permanently <^ 4, which is easy to

prove from the above e.xpressions for m and n '). So it follows

from this — as / is found = 7 for normal substances — that Lb

must necessarily be ]> 0, if / is to reach so high a value. Accord-

ingly we found in I, p. 295, that [i must be =0,955 and <p^ I, 'IS

for A'^1, i.e. Lb:b^ about 0,7, if we are to get at the same time

/=7 and it = 0,265. For ,( = 2 we must have for this (? = 0,958,

'y = 0,916, i.e. Lb:b,j about =0,35 (see II, p. 429).

1) So llie value found by Kamerlingh O.nnes for Helium, namely f = 2,8, need

not be impossible, as van der VVaals thinks (These Proc. April 1911, p. 1217).

When AZ< = (hence b remains constant), f is, as we saw, always < 4 for values

of ^ between and 1, which is owing; to the factor (i= (l-j-|J): 2 by the side

of RT (which van der Waals omits; see above). And when Lh has a slight

positive value (which may be the case for Helium), and so when b suitably

diminishes with v, f will become >4 only near /?=1. but all over the further

range between ^ = almost 1 and ^ — f will be again < 4. So it is very well

possible that such an association exists for He at the critical point for not too

great value of Lb (it need only be slightly greater than the normal association),

t hat f becomes < 4.

It remains only to consider whether f can be so much smaller than 4. For

(p
— (A6 = 0), f can decrease to about 3,4 for |}= 0,5; but for <p>0 this

value can become considerably lower, if ^} is only sufficiently lower than 1

.

Note added during the correction of the Dutch proof. After the above remarks

had been written, K. has carried out some new measurements, and found 4,5

for Helium for / at Ti (These Proc. Dec. 1911, p. 684), so />4 also here. But

at lower temperatures a considerably lower value is still found, namely /"= 3 at

the boiling point, so somewliat higher than the former value 2,8 (see above).

Now in normal cases f is always about 4 "/o lower for m = 0,8 than for m = 1

(^6,7 instead of 7); for Hehum, however, this would amount to as much asSS^'g,
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If for x^l and ^' = 1,23 we take the value of t? only little

less than 0,955, e.g. 0,9, we find for / already the value 17,6 with

»i= 1,223, n = 0,973. (for ^= 0,955 these values were resp. 1,107

and 0,969). [For .v = 2 this value, though > 7, would be considerably

lowerj.

But if we take (J = 0,1, we tind /=3,6 with ;/; = 1,223,

n=: 1,271, so again < 4.

Now for the so-called anomalous substances / is really found > 7;

for water 7,5 is found, for acetic acid 8, for elhylalcoliol 9. So it

would follow from this that at the critical point these substances

have a value of /?, which is < 0,955, resp. < 0,958. But as the

curve /'=/(/?) does not intersect the straight line/=3 4 until in

the neighbourhood of ,J= Vj- i^ could even be considerably smaller

than 0,96. But on no account can i^ be near 0, because then/ would

again become <^ 4.

So for acetic acid, water, alcohol etc. there does exist a greater

association than for the normal substances at the critical point, but

most prol)ably not a considerably higher association, and certainly

not an almost complete one (/^ near Oj.

b. The value of r. From (see 1, p. 288 and 296)

— J*_ — ^^'

we can easily derive that /• is always < 3, when j:? < 1 and > 0.

With the above values of m and n we tind e.g. that ; = 2,114

for |i = 0,955; assumes the value 1,77 for ,i = 0,90 ;
(he value 2,31

for (i=0,l (all this with .c = 1).

So for abnormal substances a value < 2,1 must be found for ?.

c. The quantity ft. From (see 1, p. 289 and 294)

n rr^ (4/( 6111)
'

8 2 n-

follows that (( = 0,375 for i?=l, but takes the value 0,1875 for

(i = 0. Further it can be shown that the curve ji =/(t?) always

hes above the straight line that joins ft = Vie ^^'i''' f*
=

'/» foi'

rf = {Lh = Q). This is moreover clour from the above formula (5),

3

fioiii which immcdialely follows that thou f.
is always > — «/,.

But if '/)>0 (A6>0), the curve ft=/(ii) lies above the said

straight line at i?
= 0, but falls pretty far below it at |5= 1.

So we fmd already the value 0,265 for ii= 0,955; the value

0,124 for /? = 0,9; but the value 0,270 for iJ= 0,l. (again all this

at j;= 1, <i
= 1,23\
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Hence we vsluill find a value <^ 0,265 for ;« for abnormal huI)-

stances. This is actually found. For acetic acid e.g. ft is 0,20, for

alcohol we lind 0,25.

It is noteworthy that /' and (i again approach closely to the ideal

values 4 and 0,2(55 for i/, ; for / we find namely 4,8, and for ft

the value 0,34. So this means that then the state of association at

the critical point is less than the normal ; i. e. /i ^ 0,96. From formula

(5) the value 2,5 would follow for r, which also conies nearer to the

ideal value 3.

2. The formula for the vapour pressure at the critical

point. From (he well known formula (see among others my Ther-

modynamik in der Chemie p. 59 (1H93)

)

^ = ^- cm a.
dT v'—vJ\dTj„

follows, as (see p. 290)

for (5 independent ot T (q=0) :

dpcx 1 ri f ,

«^
,

Hence

or also

dl V—v^ V—vj V

dp^ _ a

aJ vv

in which p„. denotes the pressure of coexistence. If henceforth we
omit the index cj; we get

:

T dp a

p dl pvv

For this we may also write

:

m dl: a dd'

t dm pkVk' f

or as a : pkVk'' is evidently ^/— 1, when / denotes the value of

T dp—;;;; at the critical point

:

p dl '
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de 6 dd' ')

-. = (/-I)- (9)
dm m m

So this is tlie most general difFerential equation, whicii gives fas

a function of m. But only when (/ and d' should be perfectly

accurately known as functions of m, the integral expression s =:/(m)

can be found.

Now the solution is possible for two extreme cases: 1 in the

neighbourhood of the critical temperatui-e, and 2 at low temperatures

when the vapour follows the laws of the ideal gases; and the liquid

density does not change much any more.

Near tke critical temperature.

Then r/ = J -\- ar -\- br"-, tl' =: 1 — ar -\- br-, hence

when T :^ I
''1

—

m. (vSee II, p. 438). If we now put

g' — 2ft = y,

we get accordingly

<ld' = 1 — y (1 — ot).

If we write further :

E=.l-/(l-m) -t- V,/(l-w)',
then we have :

jimjk
•

\dni')k

f db\ fin df \
because m ^1 at l/,-, and -— = was denoted by /.

In consequence of this (9) passes into

1 — /'(I—m) 1 — y(l—7n)

or in

\t—j'(l-m)]-[l -(/_l)(l_,„)|=(/-l)[l _(y-l)(l-m)],

from which immediately follows -.

1) From Young's dala in his famous summary in the Proc. R. Dublin S. of

June 1910 it appears however, that this relation is nol accurately satisfied. We
finds \ dd'

find viz. values for o* ^ I 1 ) : , wiiich increase from G (at T/.) to

\^ s dm J f

about y (at m = 0,5). In the neighbourhood of 1\. even very rapidly. Thus for

C„Ii(,l'' llie value of ff is already = 6,23 aim = 0,99S5; for m = 0,9942 we find

G,71 etc. etc. Van der Waals already staled thai is pretty accurately repre-

sented by ^ = I -{- V^\—m — Va (1—m). We shall, however, this variability, which

is also in that form with 1^1—m an impossibility, leave out of consideration in

what follows.
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-/ + (/-i) = -(/-i)(y-i)'

/ = (/-l)y,

^=y = cr --lb (10)

(h d'e
a very remarkable relation between the quantities — and

—

- at the
dm dm"

critical point, and the coefficients a and b of the densities of tlie

coexisting phases d and (/'.

We find for Argon according to C'rommelin's data (Comm.

118, p. 9):

0,4714 3,05
d — d' ^= at 1 — m ^

0,509 150,7

and as */ = 7, ((/—(/'): l- 1

—

m, we get:

0,4714. .

a — 1/49,4 = 0,463 V 7,03 = 3,20.
1,018

.

'
.

For b, the coefficient of the direction of the straiglit diameter,

has been fonnd

b = 0,9027,

so that 7 = a- — 2b = 10,63 — 1,81 = 8,8.

The value 5,7 has further been found for /', and by approxima-

tion we may calculate :

de 5 54 150,7— at — 123°.96 = . — 1,82 X 3,14 =z 5,70
dm 3,05 48,0 -^ '

di 6,61 150,7— at - 127°,66 = ^— . — 1,52 X 3,14 = 4,78
dm 4,34 48,0 ' -^ '

from

— 122°,44 C.
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Tliis value 38 can of course not lay claim (o a liigh degree of

accuracy, because the data are too incomplete for this. If we take

a round number 40, we get /'
:

(
/—1)^40:4,7^8,5, while we

found above about 8,8 for y. So the agreement is satisfactory.

So for substances where a is about 3,2 (see II p. 437), b = 0,9,

/= 7, we should have to find about /' = 8,4 X ^ = 50.

From the data of Fluorhenzene (see Kuenen, die Zustandsgleichung,

c/g 0,32 i 0,206 d'e
p. 99) follows— resp. = 6,44, and ^4,12, so — ap-
^ ^ dm ' 0,0.5 0,05

'

f/m' '

2,32
lu'oximated = = 46, which really gets very near 50 ').

Formula (10), which is quite accurate and of general application,

i.e. in the critical point, can therefore render good services — when

the quantities / and /' are known from vapour-tension, observations

near Th — to calculate the quantity y= a'— '2b, which renders it

possible to calculate accurately the quantity a — which in other cir-

cumstances is so difficult to determine experimentally, and which

indicates the divergence of the two phases just below 7\ — when

b "is known, i. e. the direction of the straight diameter. Then,

however, the direction of this locus should be taken very near Tk,

which will probably differ somewhat from the further direction —
at least if it is confirmed that very near Tk the straight diameter

undergoes an abrupt inflection to the vapour side [Cardoso; see II,

p. 437 (read p. 430 last line concave instead of convex side)].

I draw here attention to the fact, that the well-known formula of

Van der Waals, viz.

1—m— lo(/ e =z J ,

which in this form holds for a large part of the temperature region,

is no longer quite accurate in the neighbourhood of Tk- For though

fdB\
this formula then gives Ihe suitable value for I — I , it deviates in

the second differential quotient. We have namely

:

(Zf _ /
dm 7/1

'

hence :

') From YouNa's tables loc cit. we derive IVom four successive values ofm between

0,'J347 and 0,9883 resp. /'=30 and 42. I'or m=l f will draw near to 59. But

for a we find at least 3,4, so that y becomes = 10, and hence f = GO.
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ilei, OS iscliii and [os pubis wliicli take altoiit tlie same part in it.

An OS acetabuii lias not yet been fonnd in the nioiiotremes.

Marsuplnliii. In the marsnj)ials the svnij)lijsis is high and is for

tlie greater part formed by the os pubis, and for a smaller part by

the OS ischii.

In the marsupials has been found an os acetabuii as well, but

only as a very small calcified piece of cartilage, against the os pubis.

Tt does not extend to the border of the acetabulum, as Lecue ")

writes, the pubic bone taking part at that border in the formation

of the articular surface. (Didelphys, Phascolomys.).

Rodentia. Hydrochoerus and Sciurus are two genera by whom
the ischium also ; but only partially takes share in the symphysis.

The OS acetabuii is developed in the same manner as in the Marsupials

above-mentioned. It is a little bone on the os pubis, excluding this

bone partly from the acetabulum. The os acetabuii exists of calcified

cartilage.

Carnivora. Only in Canis familiaris as is pointed out by Lkche

the pubic bone takes part in the formation of the acetabulum, in all

the t)ther carnivora it is excluded therefrom by the cotyloid bone.

After Ellej^berger and BaPm ") the symphysis in the dogs pelvis

is a symphysis pubis et ischii.

Ungulata. Except in Tapirus americanus, an os acetabuii fails, in

ungulata so far as we know ; the os pubis forming, as is described

by Gegenbaur ') "einen bedcutenderen Theil der Pfanne" (I.e. p. 234).

It is well known that the symphysis in the ungulata is very high

aiul is formed by the pubic and the ischial bones.

It is necessary to I'emark that Weber gives a figure of the pelvis

of a Cervus speciosus (I.e. pg. J 07 fig. 85) in which we see a very

great cotyloid bone extending over the whole breadth of the aceta-

bulum
;

yet the os pubis is taking part in the formation of the

artici^lar surface.

II. Symphysis formed exclusively by the os pubis.

T'ubulideiitata. Although the symphysis is very high, it is formed

exclusively by the pubic bone.

In Orycteropus 1 found a very great triangular shaped os acelaimli

between ilium and pubis. It has quite excluded the pubis from the

acetabulum, and reaches for a part the medial surface of the os

coxae between the bonepieces above-mentioned.

Rodeiitin. In the niajoi-ity of Rodentia the symphysis is exclusi\ely

a symphysis pubis. [In two of Ihcm, namely Cavia and Mus, the os

acetabuii which is situated at the ventral side of the acetabulum,

has nearly cpiite excluded the [>ubic bone and the ]nibic bone reaches
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the iU'etabuluiii only at the border; in llie others, namely Lepus-

Hespcromys Xenis, tlie os pubis is quite excluded tVuui the formatiou

of the articulai' surface.

As far as I know and could observe (Hystrix, Dasyprocta) in

Rodentia only at the ventral side of the acetabulum between Ilium and

Pubis an os acetabuli is found and Ilium and Ischium verge directly

upon each other at the back. It consists of calcified cartilage.

Girnirora. In carnivora fissipedia, where the symphysis is limited

to the OS pubis (Viveria, Mustela) ') the os acetabuli is strongly deve-

loped, reaches the medial surface of the pehis and thus se|)arates

ilium and pubis, quite excluding the latter from the acetabulum.

For carnivora pinnipedia prevails, according to Weber ") that the

OS acetabuli is ''besonders ausgedehnt", though, as Leche describes, the

pubic bone reaches the articular surface and takes part in its formation.

As to the symphysis, Weber') says that notwithstanding the length

of {he ossa pubis, "die Kiirze der Symphyse aulfalt".

Proslmiae and Primates. In botli these groups and also in homo,

by whom the symphysis is exclusively formed by the pubic bone

the OS acetabuli shows a veiy important and at the same time

remarkable way of development. As has been said already in the be-

ginning, and described some where else more fully we see nearly

always two ossa acetabuli, one between the ilium and pubis, the other

between ilium and ischium, which I distinguish as a dorsal and a

ventral os acetabuli. Both are triangular in shape with their top

towards the middle of the acetabulum. They so to say push out

the ilium partly from the acetabulum, it is at the cost of this bone

that the ossa acetabuli develop themselves further in the articular

surface.

They form the transition between the simple os acetabuli and one

as I found in Myrmecophaga that extends over the whole breadth of

the acetabulum and now separates the ilium from the pubis as

well as from the ischium.

III. Symphysis formed by a small part of the os pubis and for

the greater part by the so called "epiphysenknorpel".

This form of symphysis only appears as far as known in Galaeo-

pithecus. Here the composition of the acetabulum, which only for

the third part is formed by tlie ilium, for the rest by the ischium

and the os acetabuli, is important; while the pubis is quite excluded

from the formation of the articular surface.

IV. Symphysis formed exclusively by the so called "epiphysen-

knorpel." A connection between the two halves of the pelvis exclusively

formed by the so called "epiphysenknorpel" is found among the Insecti-

52*
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\civsx, in Myogale-Eriiiacaeidae-Cenlelidae-Chrysooliloridae. In some

(Ei-inacaeus, Centetes) the os aeelabiili shows in its extension con-

formity with Galaeopitheeus, in others — Myogale (in Chrysocliloris

it lias nut yet been observed) this bone is developed more strongly,

and it exclndes the os pnbis as well as the os ilei' from the formation

of the articular surface.

The acetabulum is thus formed only by the ischium and the os

acetabuli. When we study the medial surface of the os coxae it

appears that the os acetabuli does not (piile reach that surface ; there

ilinm and ischium, and also ilium and pubis partly verge directly.

Thus it represents in the main a small piece of bone on the

external surface of the ilium. Save in the named Insectivorae a

formation of the symphysis by the so called "epiphysenknorpel" is

observed in Manidae, after the description of Lfx;he *) in "Bronn's

Klassen und Ordnungen des Tierreiches". I observed in Man is an

OS acetabuli excluding as well the os pubis as the os ilei from the

acetabulum. It did not reach the medial surface of the os coxae.

At the veiilral border of the acetabulum it is broader than at the

dorsal boi'der.

The composition of the symphysis in Xcaaiihrd is apparcully not

yet well known. In the above mentioned study of Li^che *) one

linds on page 583 "die kurze, stets nur durcli das Scliambein ge-

bildete Schamfuge", and on the same page further "das Scliambein

ist ventrahvilrts ausgezogen in einen langen Process, welclier durcli

eiiien Schamfngenknorpel met den gegenseitigen verbunden ist". A
(igure of Talusia peba (Plate 92 fig. 10) shows us the presence of

an "e|)iphy,senknorpel". The os acetabuli is strongly developed, in

Dasypodidae it is still greater than in Bradypodidae. It excludes the

OS pubis from the acetabulum and reaches the medial surface of

the OS coxae between these two bones. In Choloepus and JMyrme-

cophaga the ilium only forms a very little part of the border of

the articular surface.

In the Dasypodidae both the pubis and the ilium are, after the

description of Reiniiakdt ") excluded from the acetabulum. I found

this condition in Dasypus duodecimocinctus; in which the os acetabuli

reached partially the medial surface of the os coxae. At the dorsal

harder of the acetabulum it covered only the outer surface of llie ilium.

\'. Synijihysis fails.

At last we have to consider the nuimmals in which a symphysis

is failing in tiie adult. This condition is, as is well known, only to

be observed in some of the Iiisectiiwra, viz, Soricidae, Talpinae and

Urolrichus. In these three forms the cotyloid bone is very great and
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separates the ilium from the pubis and the ischium. The acetabulum

is only composed by tiie ischium and the os acetabuli. This bone

reaches also the medial surface of the os coxae, so that also there

(he ilium is separated from ischium and pubis.

The above gi\en survey leads to the following conclusions.

l'*'. The OS acetabuli shows among the mammals a very different

degree of development. It is greater and forms a more and more

important part of the acetabulum as the symphysis is lower.

2'"'. The development of the os acetabuli shows no more than the

symphysis a regularily, in this sense that it should be otherwise

in the so called primitive mammals than in the so called higher

mammals.

In more than one order of mammals we meet with ver}' great

differences in the degree of development of the os acetabuli and of

the symphysis (Edentata-Rodentia-lnsectivora-Carnivora).

These two conclusions lead to the question by what reasons

would be determined the de\elopment of the symphysis and what

would be the morphologic value of the os acetabuli.

The answer to the first question must, be removed to later; here

it can only be said, that, as the result of comparative anatomical

and embryological researches one can say, that a high symphysis

is a secondary condition (Leche 1. c. p. 23).

Applying this to the mammals above described, it follows that

in those mammals which possess, in consequence of their high sym-
physis a primitive form of pelvis, an os acetabuli seems to fail

(Monotremens, UngulataP). As soon as the symphysis is not so high

we can obserx-e an os acetabuli, growing more developed as the

symphysis becomes lower.

It is not yet permitted to say that the os acetabuli in mammals
is a constant, so called fourth element of the os coxae, for which

can be shown a homologon in other vertebrates.

If one wishes to compare the os acetabuli in the mammalian
pelvis with the little bone known as the "pars acetabulavis" in the

pelvis of crocodiles, as is done by Leche, one has not yet the right

to speak of an independent bone, because we know that, after the

investigations of Wiedersheiji ') this pars acetabularis is a secondary

part, separated in the course of the development from the processus

acetabularis ilei.

If the OS acetabuli and the pars acetabularis are homologous bones,

the former can only be regarded as a bone of a secondary signifi-

cation ; in his development dependent on development of the pelvis.
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Physics. — "Electric double refraction in .^omr artijlcinl chnult!

and Vixpoiirs" (second Part). By Prof. P. Zeeman and

C. M. HOOGENBOOM.

10. The condenser mentioned in tlie experiment of" § 3 was

placed in the interior of the horizontal glass tube; the metal plates

were of lb cm. length, their distance being 16 mm. The investigation

of gases and vaponrs, acting chemically npon the metal of the

condenser plates is better conducted in an apparatus with external

plates and the same apparatus may be serviceable also in other

cases as it is more easily cleaned. An apparatus made of glass and

of parallelipipedic form was therefore constructed, (length 4G,.5 cm.,

distance between the insides of the vertical walls 5 mm., height

10 cm. thickness of glass 3 mm.). At the outside .strips of tin foil

40 X "^ ^™- were arranged. Tiie tube is closed by plates of lliiii

coverglass.

11. The experiment with the sal-ammoniac cloud produced in an

anteroom (§ 4), was repeated with the new condenser, but with the

old optical arrangement (§ 3).

It now appeared that the result obtained in § 4, indicating solely

a double refraction induced in the sal-ammoniac cloud, was a rather

special case.

The sal-ammoniac cloutl now e.\liii)iU'd (lichroi.-^m also. .\s it is

probably the greater density of the cloud operative in the new

apparatus, which made it easier to observe I ho ne\v propei'ly, the

anteroom (§ 4) was removed altogether. In onr fuiiher experiments

the gases, hvdrochloric acid and annnonia, were inlrodiiced dircclly
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into the observation room, the cloud produced being now much

denser tiian before.

Small differences of potential caused a downward motion, accom-

panied witii a slight fading of the black band (§ 3), a potential difference

of 8000 Volts made it disappear completely. It became visible again

by a clock-wise rotation of 10° of the analyser, which had been

crossed with the polariser before establishing the field. The position

of the polariser is defined in § 15.

This experiment proves that in a sal-ammoniac cloud double refract-

ion, accompanied by dichroism is induced bj electrostatic fields.

12. No effect was exhibited by the unmixed gases, hydrochloric

acid or ammonia.

13. Strong currents of ammonia and of hydrochloric acid were

introduced into the apparatus, a dense cloud being produced. Under

the action of the electric field or by a slight rotation of the analyser,

the transmitted light looks yellow red. If the currents of gases are

interrupted after a while there is only a general diminution of the

light of the Nernst filament. That there is still absorption by a cloud,

is proved by the illumination of the field of view produced when a

current of neutral gas displaces the cloud.

The slow change of colour of the sal-ammonia cloud was observed

in a separate experiment, using a glass tube of 3 or 4 em. width

and of 50 cm. length. This change of colour apparently varies with

the size of the particles in the cloud.

14. It is extremely remarkable that in parallel with this change

of colour there occurs a change of the electric double refraction of

the sal-ammoniac fog.

Producing a fog as in § 13 above and crossing the nicols with

a field zero, the black liand became invisible with a potential

difference of 9000 Volts. By a clock-wise (§ 11) rotation of the

analyser it reappeared ; its displacement was doivnward.

The supply of the gases being interrupted the effect remained the

same for perhaps a quarter of an hour. Then the effect apparently

had diminished and finally the sign of the double refraction appeared

to be the reverse of the original one. On throwing on the electric

field the black band jumped upwards. In order to produce complete

blackness of the band, again a clock-wise (§ 11) rotation of the

analyser is necessary.

Hence we see that the sal-ammoniac cloud undergoes in the course

of time a remarkable change; the induced double refraction is at

first positive, afterwards negative ; the dichroism does not change

its direction.
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15. Tlie direction of vibration wliicli is more strongly absorbed

is \'ery easily determined.

We know that a clock-wise rotation of the analyser (§ Jl).was

necessary in order to produce complete blackness of the band. The

direction of vibration of the polariser joined the upper left, and the

lower right quadrant. Hence it follows, as is easily seen, that the vihra-

lions parallel to the electric force are the. more strongly absorbed owqb.

Ki). This result may be conlrolled by tiie following experiment.

If we turn the polariser through an angle of 90° from its former

position (§ 15) then we shall expcci that in repeating the experiment

of § 11, an anti-clock-wise rotation of the analyser will be necessary

in order to see most clearly the neutral axis. This consideration is

confirmed by experiment.

17. Our observations hitherto given, prove that at least two

ditferent modilications of sal-ammoniac clouds exist, which exhibit

double refractions of opposite sign, at the same time the alxsorption

of vibrations parallel to the Held always exceeds that of vibrations

at right angles to the field.

One of the special intermediate states of the cloud, when under

elechie action, exhibits dichroism alone and no double refraction.

[To be continued).

Chemistry. — "Das Geset: der Unnrandlungsstnfea in the light

of the theory of allotivpg". 15y Prof. A. Smits. (Communicated

by Prof. A. F. Hoij.kman).

(Goinmunicaled in the meeting of December 30, 1911).

Introduction.

Already in 183ti Krankenheim ') pointed out that it cannot be said

that a depositing pure substance will be solid or liquid according

as the temperature at which this takes place lies under or above

the melting-point of this substance. Thus phosphorus and sulphur,

e.g. can deposit from solutions in liquid state, in spite of the tem-

perature lying below the point of solidification. The same phenomenon

has sometimes been observed when vapours were cooled.

Concerning this Frankenheim writes as follows

:

"Schwerer als aus Auflosungen kann cin Korper aus dem Danipfe

fliissig niedergeschlagen werden, wenn die Tenqicraliir uiiicr dem

SchmelKpnidite steht. Jod, welches schr leicht, audi bei gew()hiilicher

rempcratur snblimiert, habe icli nur in Krystallen erlangcn k(»;)nen....

Bei dem Phosfor war jedocli das Resultat entscheidend. Ich brachte

ihn auf cin etwas hold geschliilenes Glas, legte eine diinne Olas-

1) Pogg. Ami. 39, 380 (1836).
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platte darauf, iiiid liiolt diose duroli vi'rdanipfendeii Aether anfeiner

niedrigen Temperatur.

Der Phosfoi'dampf, moclito er sioli srlioii in dor Luft oder erst

aiif dem Glase iiiedersclilagen, halte dalicr nirgends eine liohere

Temperatur als die des Ziminers, elwa '20.°5 erlangt, and dennocli

l>ildete er zwar kleine, aber deutliclie Tropf'en auf der Glasplatte.

Der fliissige Agregatziistand greift dalier weit in den festen hinein.

Wahrend diese die Temperatur des Sclimelzpunktes nie i'lberschreiten

kann M, hleibt der Korper niclit nur in niedriger Temperatur tliissig,

sondern er wird es aneli, wenii er durch Abkiildung des Dampfes,

oder eincr Autifisung, oder durch chcmisch wirksamo Mittel ausge-

schieden wird".

A phenomenon which is in close connection with what precedes,

and which has been observed bv difterent investigators, is this that

from a super-saturate sohition, from which difterent substances can

crystallise, the most soluble often deposits tii'st.

Another peculiar ]ilienomenon, whicii was brought in connection

with what precedes, is the following : If we have a sohition of

HgJj in methyl alcohol, then on addition of water the yellow^ modi-

fication, which is the metastable and more soluble one, deposits at

the usual temperature as Bancroft describes, whereas the red modi-

fication represents under these circumstances the stable and less soluble

form. In connection with this Bancroft ") remarks : "Es scheint, als

wemi man die Verallgemeinerung maclien konnte, dass bei plOtzlicher

Fallung die weniger bestandige Form die zuerst erscheinende ist".

Starting from Frankenheim's observations Ostwald ') showed that

similar phenomena are also to be observed where the change of a

state of aggregation is attended with a chemical process.

First of all he cites here the example "phosphorus". Phosphorus

vapour does not at once pass into the stable state, red phosphorus,

but first into liquid, and then into yellow phosphorus ^).

He further points out tliat the vapour of cyanic acid yields the

metastable cyanic acid on compression, just as the xajiour of para-

cyanogen yields the metastable liquid cyanogen.

Finally Ostwald shows that we also meet with such phenomena

in chemical conversions, and he pronounces the opinion that all this

points to the existence of a law which he calls "das Gesetz der

Umwandlungsstufen", and which he formulates as follows: "Beim

1) Our opinion lias changed in tliis refpecl.

2) Journ. Pins. Cliem. 1, 142 (1896).

5J Zeitschr. t'. phys. Gheraie 22, 306 (1S97).

*) It was not yet known al the time that there exist three crystallized states of

phosphorus.
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Verlassen eines unbestaiidigen Znstandes sucht ein gegebenes clie-

misclies Gebilde iiieht den bestiindigsten Zustand auf, soiidei'ii den

nachstliegenden d. h. den (voriibergeliend oder dauernd) bestandigen,

welcher von deni angenblicklichen ans mit deni geringsten Verbist

von freier Energie eiTeicht werden kann".

It is now my piiipose in the following discussion (o demonstrate

that "das Gesetz der Uniwandlungsstnien" is bj no means so simple

as OsTW ALD imagined, and that the order in which the phases appear

can be deri\ed from the theoi'j of ailotropj, when also some new
consideralions are iiitrodticed about the existence and nature of nuclei,

from which a new phase can originate.

I will commence by pointing out that ditferent cases must be

distinguished, I wo of which are essentially ditferent.

In (he first place a new phase may be formed by sudden cooling

of a vaponr or by addition of a liquid to a solution, which causes

the dissolved substance to precipitate suddenly. In this case, which
is the simplest, we can speak of jixlny.

In the second place I he new
phase may appear by slow

cooling and in general in slowly

proceeding processes, and then

the explanation of the case is

slightly different.

Starting with a discussion of

the phenomena which are to

be observed for the system phos-

phorus, we may make use of

the projection of the three-phase

regions on the TA'-plane, which

is represented in fig. 1, and will

not require an}' further elucid-

ation but this that the vapours

are indicated by G, the liquids by

y>, and the solid subslances by S.

Let us now first lake a \'ery

sini])le case, and let us think

the violet phosphorus heated to a

temperature of 150° in vacuum,

and the vapour cooled to 60°;

then we see that the line S'

Q

indicates the violet phases which

coexist with the vapours lying
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On the line G".,Gi,. So the obtained vapour phase is a va|)onr

represented by a point on tiie line G."G^ , and now it appears

experimentally that even on slow cooling to 6(3° liquid pho.spliorns

is formed. In my opinion this phenomenon is to be explained in the

following way. As follows from fig. 1 the different phases in which

the phosphorus may occur, are chemically distinguished by the

situation of the chemical equilibrium :

Phosphorus vapour and li([uid phosphorns contain much ttP,

whereas red and violet phosphorus are rich in ,iP.

I think I must assume that in the vapour phase not on\y molecule

groups or quasi associations ') occur, which prepoiiderate in the liquid

phosphorus, and are to be considered as nuclei for the formation of

the liquid phosphorus, but that there will also be molecule groups

in it, which preponderate in the solid red resp. violet phosphorus,

and from which these phases may arise. This consideration, on which

the nucleus theory to be discussed later on, is based, I will pass

over in silence. It may only be pointed out here that as the just

discn,ssed vapour phase lies nearest the liquid phosphorus so far

as its concentration is concerned, it will also be richest in nuclei

for the formation of liquid. Moreover the liquid foi-mation has

this advantage over the formation of solid phases that for the

latter a certain orientation of the movement of the molecules is

required.

In consequence of the circumstances mentioned the velocity of

condensation of the vapour may be greater than its velocity of

crystallisation, in which case licpiid will be formed. Whether the

liquid remains, will depend on the vehtcity of crystallisation of the

liquid at the condensation teni|)eralure. At 60° the number of

crystallisation nuclei for red and violet phosphorus will be very small,

first because this temperature lies about 500° under the melting-points

of these modifications, secondly because liquid })hosphorus difters so

greatly in concentration from I'ed and violet phosphorus. So it is

owing to these circumstances that in the mentioned experiment the

liquid phosphorus may be preserxed for an indefinite time in the

dark and in the absence of a catalvser.

') Van der VVaals has first introduced the idea of quasi association, but has

not brought this into connection with the formation of new phases.
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If we now choose anotliei' case, and suppose that white phosphorus

is kept in a vacuum at tlie usual temperature, and that part of this

vacuum is cooled fo a temperalure at which the velocity of crys-

tallisation of white phosphoiiis is si 11 1 comj)aratively slight, then

li(|uid is formed in spite of the slight difference in concentration

between the vapour and the solid white phosphorus, because tiie

velocity of condensation then still exceeds the velocity of crystallisa-

tion. At a temperature at which the velocity of crystallisation is

greater, no liquid will bo formed or it will disappear again imme-

diately. When in lliis way li(iuid phosphorus has once been obtained,

experience teaches that this metastable state on further cooling can

suddenly turn to the solid white modilication, which latter can be

transformed to red phosphorus by the influence of light or of a

catalyser. The red moditicalion, which is also still metastable can

finally still further be transformed to the stable violet phosphorus by

means of a catalyser.

In order to e\|)lain these conversions I must enter a little more

deeply into the [irocess of crystallisation than I did just now, in

which at the same time the preceding case will be elucidated

further. Let us consider liquid phosphorus at the unary melting-point

temperature. The mean concentration will correspond with the point

7^1, but in accordance with what precedes it is now assumed that

in this li(iiiid throe molecule groups or quasi-associations are found,

wliich are to be considered as nuclei for the three solid phases, the

white one, the red one, and the violet one.

In general it may be said that the luunber of quasi-as.sociations

will be smaller as they differ more in concentration from the mean
concentration, and therefore the number of nuclei for the white

l)hosphoi-us will be greater than that for the red, and the number

of nuclei for the violet phase will be the smallest.

To all [iiobabiiily the phonomenon of quasi-association is a pro-

cess that increases with fall of the temperature, and therefore it is

to be e.xpected that the number of nuclei will always augment with

decrease of temperature. According to these considerations however,

fiucleus formation is attended with a chemical reaction ; when e. g.

molecule groups separate to form a nucleus for the white phospho-

rus, the e(|uibbriuiu

id>% iiP

is disturbed iu the iminediale neighbourhood, and this will be

reestablished i»y ^il' being converted to aP. Now it will depend on
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tlie velocity of (liis reaction, liow I'apidiv tiie nucleus is foi-med, and so

too how great the inuiil)er of nuclei is which can form per time unity.

In consequence of the rapid decrease of the velocity of reaction with

fall of temperature aud in consequence of the increase of the viscosity

the setting in of the equilibrium will have decreased so much in

velocity that we get the phenomenon that the number of nuclei that

forms during a certain time in a ilefinite volume of undercooled

liquid of constant temperature increases at first with the degree of

undercooling, reaches a maximum, and then decreases again. If we
now suppose that the licpiid phosphorus has got the temperature of

0°, we shall certainly be on the tlescending branch of the nucleus

curve at this temperature, which lies so far under the melting-points

of red and violet phosphorus, and that so far from the maximum
that the number of red and violet nuclei which has certainly never

been very great, will be exceedingly slight.

This is, however, not the case for the white phosphorus. The num-

ber of wliite luiclei must comparatively be great here, so that when

we seed the liquid phosphorus with solid white phosphorus, a rapid

crystallisation takes place, during which the nuclei pass into the

crystallized state after the movement has become "molecular geord-

net". The velocity of this crystallisation will increase with the number

of nuclei, but fall of temperature will make the velocity of

crystallisation decrease also iu case of a constant number of nuclei,

so that also in the velocity of ci'ystallisation as function of the degree

of undei'cooling a maximum will occur, which need not coincide in

temperature with the maximum iu the nucleus-curve. That the maxi-

mum in the curve for the velocity of crystallisation lies mostly at a

higher temperature than the maximum in the curve for the number

of nuclei proves that the influence of ihe temperature on the velocity

of ciTStallisation is very great.

As is known the nuclei may also lead to spontaneous crystal-

lisation, when the number of nuclei is great at not too low

temperature.

An analogous reasoning holds for the conversion of one solid

modification into another.

For It follows immediately from the foregoing remarks that what

holds for liquid ))hosphorus, must also apply to the white phosphorus,

and this remark might suf'tice. We might, however, also begin at

the transition points (metastable or stable) for the conversion of the

solid phases, and then starting from these points we might reason

in the same way as we did just now.

It is to be attributed to the great difference of temperature between
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tlie point of Iransilioii and the temi)erature of tlie white phosphorus,

and to (he great difference in concentration of tiie phases that there

are exceedingly few red nuclei and still fewer violet ones to be found

in the solid white phosphorus.

It appears, however, now immediately from the given consideration

that if' we have recourse to a positive calaljser for the conversion

the number of nuclei will greatly increase, and with it the velocity

of conversion. Such a catalyser is now furnished by iodine and now

I think that the fact that white phosphorus in contact with a trace

of iodine is comparati\ely quickly converted to the red moditication

and with rise of temperature also to the violet one, must be

attributed to the catalytic acceleration exerted by this substance on

the chemical conversion.

In connection with what precedes 1 will devote a few moments

to the transition of the nuclei of crystallisation. Before a nucleus of

crystallisation changes into a microcrystalline body the "molecular

ungeordnete" motion must pass into "molecular geordnet". For most

substances these two processes, the state of motion and the crystal-

lisation getting "ordered", seem to take place at about the same

temperature, so that they cannot be observed separately. We known,

however, one category of substances, for which this /.y the case,

namely the liquid crystalline substances, which therefore in my

opinion distinguish themselves from the ordinary crystallising sub-

stances only in this that the two processes mentioned now take

place at appreciably different temperatures.

I will further point out here that the given theory of the nuclei

is based on the assumption that before (he appearance of a new

phase processes take place which are to be considered as a

preparation for what will happen later on. So when a new phase

is formed it may be concluded from this that the molecule complex

of which this phase consists, ^vas already present beforehand in the

mother phase which seemed to be homogeneous, only with this

difference that then the movement was "molecular ungeordnet".

If we now proceed to the ^ys(em HgJ^, we .^hall make use of

the T-A'-projection, which has been schematically represented in fig. 2

in agreement with the data which we have now at our disposal ').

In this diagram (i„ (•"„, (1(1^ (l'\ and (t\ (r^ G^ are the vapour

1) These T^roc. Xll, p. 7(33,
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curves, ,S,5', S\ and S'\ S, S'

,

the lines of tlie solid substance

and L„ LL' the liquid curve of

the unary system.

If we start from tlie equili-

brium at a temperature above

the unary point of transition,

127°, it will most jirobably not

be difTicult, especially in \iew

of the great ditference in con-

centration between the vapour

and the solid substance to obtain '

first of all li(|uid HgJ.^ when

the N'apour is cooled, and not

before then the solid phase, just

as this was the case for the

phosphorus. I cannot go any

further into this question here,

howe\'er, because it has not yet

been investigated, and will be

further examined later on in the

continued investigation.

Therefore we have not referred

to the svstem HgJ., because of
^H,3. f!.H,S.

this possible phenomenon, but

in order to account for the

I'epeatedly stated fact that when the vapour of HgJ, is cooled below

the unary point of transition, not the stable red modification is formed,

but first of all the metastable yellow form. This phenomenon follows

immediately from fig. 2. From this we see namely that the vapour

lines lie very markedly on the side of "Hg.!,.

As the equilibrium of the system HgJj on the whole sets in slowly

it is necessary to point out here two possibilities. It is possible

that in the usual sublimation experiments, in which the vapour

saturate at higher temperature is cooled down to the ordinary tem-

perature, a fixation of the internal vapour equilibrium takes place,

so that solid substance is formed of the concentration of the vapour.

In this case it is of course at once clear that this solid substance

must then be Ii:jht yellow. If, howevei-, we assume as second possi-

bility that the cooling does not give rise to fixation, the appearance

of the yellow phase from the vapour at a temperature under 127°

must be attributed to this that the velocity of crystallisation of the
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yellow modincation at llie tem[ierature to wliicii tlie vapour has

been cooled is greater tlian that of tlie red modification owing to

the much greater number of yellow nuclei in consequence of the

conijjaratively small tliffeience in concentration between the vapour

and the yellow modification, whereas the ditlei'ence in concentration

between the vapour and the led modification is certainly many

times greater ').

If we now proceed to the phenomena which have been observed

for solutions of HgJ, in diiferent solvents, it will appear that it is

possible also here to explain the observed facts in a simple way.

(_)ne of these facts was already mentioned in the introduction.

We namely referred already there to the phenomenon discussed by

Bancroft that on addition of water to the methyl alcoholic HgJ^-

solutions at the ordinary temperature at first the metastable yellow

modification de[)Osits, which is later converted to the stable red form.

Another fact which was not yet mentioned here and will be discussed

in the second place is (his that also on slow cooling of super-saturate

solutions of HgJj e.g. in nitrobenzene the yellow metastable modi-

fication can be formed first at temperatures under the point of

transition, provided the concentration of the super-saturate solution

lie above a certain limit.

Before I can proceed to the explanations of llicse phenomena, I

must mention that I have found from preliminai-y experiments at

higher temperatures that at the same teinperalure HgJj-solutions

assume an intenser red colour according as more HgJ, has been

dissolved, from which I have piovisionally drawn the conclusion

that the e(|uilibrium

«HgJ,^iiHgJ.,,

which lies decidedly on the «-side as long as the concentration is

not great, slowly moves to the i^-side with increase of the concen-

tration. Most likely we have not to do here with an electrolytic

[)henomenon °).

If we now make use of this datum, and if in accordance with

the theory of allotropy we siijipose the system HgJ,-solvent to be

pseudo-ternary, the explanation runs as follows:

1) 1 will avail myself of this opportunity to point out tliat EgJo is lliu first

system of which wo know that it possesses no metastable melting-point, tliough

it presents heterogeneous allotrop//.

-) The direction of the shifting of e(iuilii)riinn In' cliango of concentration will

be stutliccl more in detail, tliougli it is of minor im])ortancc in this case.
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In ;iii e(|uilaleral Iriaiiiilc, li,L^ i5, wi' liai'c two solul)ility-isotlierms

(tl> ami cil for a defiiiile solxeiil and tnr a defiiiile 1eni[)ei'atiii-e

^iindei' tlie unary point of transition) and pressure. Fiirtiier as «HgJj

and i^HgJ, partly dissolve into cacli other we must suppose that

the mixed-crystal phases AU coexist with the liquids on the isotherm

ai', and tiial the mixed-crystal phases BV (-aw lie in e(|iiiliijrium

Acc^^/i

Fig. 8.

with the liquids on the isotherm ce. The point of intersection of

these two curves f tiicn represents the liquid which coexists Inttii

witii liie yellow mixed-crystal phase U and with the red one I'.

If we now call a licpiid unsaturated with respect to a certain substance

when brought into contact with this substance it does not deposit

it, the solutions which are unsaturated with respect to the red ji-mixed

crystals lie under the line cd, and the solutions which are super-

saturate with respect to these mixed crystals, lie above it.

In the same way the solutions which are unsaturated with respect

to the yellow «-mixed crystals lie on the leftside of the isotherm ah,

and the liquids which are supersaturate with respect to these mixed

crystals lie on the rightliand side of this line').

1) In this definition it is fcund that a solution which is at first unsaturate witli

respert to B and super-saturate with respect to A can become super-saturate

with respect to B by deposition of A. If we call a solution supersaturate with

respect to these substances which musi (ontinue to deposit to make the solution

53
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The meta«lal>le brandies of lliese isotherms will be required to

liiid the degree of super-saturation of a solution with I'espect to (i-,

I'esp. i( HgJ^.

If we now assume liiat the eqiiilibi'iniu between « and i:?HgJ5

always sets in, and so lliat the system does not behave as a ternary

system, but as a binary one, it is noteworthy tiiat two of the solid

mixed-crystals are in internal equilibrium, a red nnxed crystal phase

H/i, wluch is in stable internal equilibrium, and a yellow ndxed crystal

phase ^i;, which is in melastable internal equilibrium. When ditfe-

I'cnt solvents are used, it appears that the solution which is in equi-

librium with the stable red phase at the ordinary tenq)erature, and

ill which the I wo kinds of molecules tt and i^llgJ, will also be in

ecjuilibrium, is coloured yellow. From this we derive that the internal

equilibrium in this lit|uid lies very much to the side of « HgJ^. It

was stated just now that the colour of an HgJj-solution becomes clearly

more intensely red with increase of the concentration, which points

to the fact that the internal e(piililirium is shifted to the inside with

increase of the concentration.

Taking these data into account, we shall have to indicate the

internal equilibrium as function of the concentration, as has been

schematically indicated by the curve <]/.

So we see from this that /' is the solution w liicli coexists with the

red phase S/i, which is in internal equilibrium. This solution must

cone. «HgJ.^
.

ha\e a luiht vellow colour, because the ratio —-- is verv
cone. ^Hg.l.^

great in this liquid, and it will now be clear why the point of in-

lerseciion c of the soliiliility curve has been assumed to lie so

much on one side.

The curve ( //, however, also cuts the metaslable branch of the

solnliility-isothei-m of the yellow mixed-crystals and '^o ihe jioinl

/ will lie the solution which coexists with tlii' yellow mixed-crystal

pha.si' S(^, , which is in internal equilibrium.

The dilference in solubility between yellow and red Hg.I,^ always

seems to be xery small, and this is the reason why the two soln-

pass into the saturate eondilioii, tlie nodal lines tw and I'r wilji tlie isotherms

(ic and re indicate the boundaries of llie different regions.

The mentioned isoliierms a/ and ah must not be proicnigod to tlie line AB,

because here an i'i|uilil)riiim between red, rcsp. yellow mixed crystals and a liquid

v.'liicli contains alone -,- and /S-HgJ^ cannot occur below tbe temperature of llie

melting-point diagram, not even in melastable slate, because «- and (3-HgJn give

a continuous melting-point-line. The isoliierms must continuously merge into eacli

ollirr, |)iiil.:il ly by means of a ridge belnre llic lino At3 lias been reached.
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Kilily isotherms la-re intersect ;it an acute angle. Then tlie difrerence

in eoneentralion in the points/ and / will lie slight at every lemperature.

Before proceeding to the explanation of the mentioned phenomena

I will state what are the principal changes to which fig. 3 is sub-

jected with rise of temperature.

All the changes take place here as a rule in the direction of a

greater solnbility : thus the points n and c will mo\e towards A
resp. B. The point C will then lie moved further away than (;, which

makes tlie point of intersection c move further into the ligure.

The equilibrium

« He, 1, -^ J?
HaJ,

shifts a little to the right with increase of temperature, in consequence

of which the internal equilibrium curve Cg will move a little upwards.

At the transition temperature 127° the curve Cg passes exactly

tiirough the point e, wdiich implies that the solution coexisting with the

mixed crystal phases Sn and Sq, is exactly in internal equilibrium,

so that the mixed crystal phases which coexist at 127° and which

are in internal equilibrium, are the piiases Sr and Sg, which, however,

have then been somewhat displaced. At higher temperature the line

C'y cuts the stable branch of the .solubility isotherm a Ji and the

metastable branch of the isotherm c d, from which follows that it

is now a yellow phase that is in stable internal equilibrium, whereas

the red one is metastable.

In the neighbourhood of 150° « HgJ, and jJ HgJ, mix in all pro-

portions, and instead of two intevxccting solubility isotherms we then

get a continuous isotherm. ') The curve Cg rises continually and the

saturate solution becomes first light and then dark red just as the

coexisting solid phase.

If we now return to temperatures lying below the transition

])oint, and for which fig. 3 holds, we see immediately that when the

saturate solution /' is |)0ured into cold water, in which HgJ.^ is

exceedingly little soluble, the deposited HgJ, must be yellow, for

then we get a solid phase in which ti- and /? HgJ^ occur in exactly

the same proportion in which they occurred in the saturate sokition

If we now draw a straight line through (' and /" the point where

this line meets the side A li will indicate the phase which separates

under these circumstances. This phase indicated by .^t, ' lies markedly

') The partly metastable, partly unstable branches of the isotherms have then

contracted to a point.

53*
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on tlie yellow side, and so it will have In he i/rf/tun, as is easy to

ascei'laiii in llie experinicnl willi sdliilions in nielliyl alcolidl and

nitrobenzene.

If we now consider the ease llial an iinsaliiraled solntion is eooled

down so miieli (hat a snpersatnrate solntion is Formed, we may

make the followinu' observations. If the snpersatnrate solution lies

between /" and / at the temperature to which wc; have cooled down,

the solntion is only sn|H'r-sahnate with respect to red mixed crystals,

so that then of course only the red phase can be deposited, and this

continues to be so for a permanent deposition of red mixed crystals

till the iiodal line ev has been I'eached. If however the supersaturate

solution is situated on the righthand side of this nodal line on the

curve Q/, dilferent cases may present themselves. If e.g. we have

the solution L, we shall have to examine with respect to what this

soluiion is most super-saturnle. The point L lies on two nodal lines,

riL
.

»iL
on ihe nodal line u(/ and on iiii), and as — is greater than -

, the
qL pL

soluiion L is super-saturate more with respect to the yellow than

willi i-espect to the red mixed crystal phase.

In consequence of this the number of yellow cryslaliisalion nuclei

will be greater than the number of red ones, and the greater this

dill'erence is, Ihe more ]irobMble it' will be that the velocity of crys-

lallisnlion wilh res[)ect to Ihe yellow mixed crystal phase is greater

than that with respect to the red one, in which case w^e may expect

that the yellow mixed crystal phase will crystallise first.

So we have ari-ived at the conclusion that the red phase is sure

to crystallize when the super-saturate solution lies between / and

Ihe nodal line ev. Now it will be clear, however, that the red phase

may also apjiear first when the su|>er-satnrate solution lies on the

rigid of this nodal line cr, but as we take solutions which are

super-saturate to a greater degree, it becomes more antl more pro-

bable that the yellow phase appears first, after wliich then the red

one may make its appearance.

Kxperiment entirely corroborates Ihe llieoiT. Thus from c(unpara-

tively slightly super-saturale solutions of Hg.l, in uilroben/.ene the

v(h\ .phase (U'|»osils, whereas fi-om m(U-e super-salurale solutions first

of all llie yellow |ihase ajipears.

When Ihe slable and Ihe melastable substances are of an entirely

difiertMil conceulralion, e.g. dilUM'ent compoumls of the same elements

or when one is an eleiucul and ihe oilier a conipiuind. we have

apjiareully lo do with auolher class nf pheuomeua, which, however,
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(In not essentially diller iVoiii the discnssed ones, and in must cases

are still easier to explain than the preceding ones.

To mention an example 1 will cite the case mentioned in a |irevious

commnnication, which ret'ericil to ihe dejiosilion of ctMnontite, either

from a liciuid or IVom a solid snlniion w hicli was jiot onl_\ unsalnrale

with respect to iroii-carliide, but also with res|)ect to graphite '). It

is easy to see that on cooling the said solutions we have soon

penetrated relatively further into the region tor liquid resp. solid

solution + cemenlite than into ihe legion for li(|uid resp. solid

solution -(- graphite, so ihai the liifuid resji. solid solution has becoiDe

super-saturate to a greater degree with respect to cemenlite than

with respect to graphite. Hence the velocity of crystcvUisation with

respect to cemenlite may become greater than that with respect to

Kra|)!iite. and the metastalile phase cemenlite will first separate.

This communication, in which many more examples mentioned in

tliL introduction might have been treated, but which have purposely

been left undiscussed for waul of space, now enables us to set forth

with great clearness the so-called "Gesetz der Cmwandlungsstufen"

of OsTW.VLU.

OsTVV.ALU was of opinion that the succession in the api)earance of

the phases was determined by the free energy, and thai this was

therefore a purely thermodynamic question. It follows, however,

from what has been comnuuncated here iliat ihis is decidedly not

the case, and that in these phenomena by the side of and in connection

with the concentration, an important |>art is played by the velocity

with which one phase is converted into another at a given temperature

and pressure, so that it will certainly often happen thai Ihe order

in which ihe phases occur is another than would correspond with

the free energy of the |)liascs ' It has also appeared clearly from

Ihis discussion thai the phenomenon is much more intricate than

OsTWALD thought, aiul that the order in which the new phases will

make their appearance under delinile circumstances of temperature

and [)ressure may l»e derived in a natural way from Ihe new theory

of allolropy, when it is combined with the theory of nuclei given here.

Aiioiy. Chi'm. Lnbordtori/ of the [^niver.^ili/.

Amsterdam, December 27, I9Ti.

1) These Proc. Nov. 1911 p. 530.

-) Becker's investigations 'Ueber Ivondonsalion von Dainplen'' (Tliosis for the

doctorale Gciltingen (1911)) are in perfect harmony with this view.
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Chemistry. - - "Xhunst's theorem of /te,tl nm/ cheniiod J',ic/s'\ Hv

I'rof. I'll. KoHNsTAMM aiitl Dr. L. .S. < )rnsteIiN. {Coiniiiiiiiieatcd

bv Prol'. J. D. VAN DER Waai-s).

(Communicated in tlie meeting of December 30 1911).

§ I . We regret tliat occupied willi work of various kinds we liave not

l)ccu able any sooner to answer the objections advanced by Prof.

Nernst in Tliese Proc. of June 1911 p. 20 to our paper : "On Nernst's

llieorcm of heat" in These Proc. of Dec. 1910. We are, however,

tlic more liesirous to answer these remarks even now, as it has

appeared to us that also others have misunderstood the real intention

of our remarks. Though we will readily admit that this misunder-

standing may partly be due to a want of clearness on our side,

partly we think that it is also owing to a most important modification

of ideas about tiie meaning of the theorem of heat, wiiicli has

appeared from the publications which have been published after our

fust i)aper had already been printed.

Indeed, to attain a chemica! end (the determination of chemical ecpuli-

bria) the original theorem of lieat of Nernst dealt with ihe chemical

question : what is the value of the difference of entropy in a system

in wiiieh a chemical reaction can take i)lace, before and after the

reaction, and it pronounced the thesis that this difference of entropy

would be zero, when the reaction should take place at the absolute

zero l)etween solid unmixed substances, or in other words it put

under these circumstances the entropy of the system before the

reaction etpial to the entropy after it. Now we first briefly demon-

strated in our paper that this thesis cannot be stated in this way
because the difference of entropy uniler consideration is not perfectly

(lelerniined, unless it is also stated how the reaction takes place,

i.e. e.g. under constant or varying [)ressure. Then proceeding to the

Ihenn'in projier we have shown that this theorem contains a state-

ment about "the constants of entropy", i.e. that part of the entroi)y

(if a definite quantity of a non-dissociating substance, that remains

unchanged with change of tcmj)erature and volume. Following

Hoitzmann's example we have further (p. 704— 715) in(|uii-ed into

III!' nature of these coiislanis of entropy, in which \vc came lo the

conclusion that they arc controlled b}' some quantities chai'aeteristic

of Ihe nalui-e of the substance, which, however, bear a specifically

clii-niii-(il character: i.e. which only make theii' inlltuMicc felt at a

chemical conversion or dissociation of the subslanct', Iml \\hieh are

not felt in all variations of volume and temperature in which the
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niolecMiIes I'emain iim-liaiiged, so varialioiis of volume and toiiipeial mo
as are fioverneil b_v tlie equation of stale').

So far tVoni liavini;- addueed van der Waai.s's o(|uation of state

against the theorem of iicat, as Prof. Nernst savs that we should

have done, we ha\e, on the conlran, called it aiisurd if one should

tiT and ealeulate from this equation of state, or any other equation

(if state of a subslanee with invariable molecules, what happens

during ehemieal reactions, because in our opinion in these chemical

reactions quite dilferent forces come to the fore as those that are

active between the invariable molecules of a sim|)le substance. So

we thiid< that Prof. Nk.rxst labours under a misunderstanding with

regard to our argunu'ntation ; hi.i considerations do not bear on the

main point of the (piestion which we discussed (p. 704—715).

Prof. Neknst concentrates all his attention to p. 701— 703, where

. for brevity's sake, and as we thought to elucidate the question,

we had made use of the h_y|)0thesis, emphatically called fictitious

by ourselves, that the reagents and reactidu products considered

se[)arately shoidd follow va> dek Waals',- law. This hypothesis,

however, ditl not consliiute an essential part (if diir reasoning; it

was only intended to set forth, as we thought in the clearest way:

1. that the original theorem reqiured a more precise definition of its

contents, 2. that whatever might be the form of the equation of state

of the substances, the theorem of heat always contained also an

assertion that is independent of the nature (if the e([ualion of slate,

because it refers to the constants of entropy, which in accordance

with their chemical nature are independent of the e(|uation of state.

We were under the impression thai we had stated this with

perfect clearness on |i. 701 : "We shall, therefore, iiegiu iiy putting

an imaginary case, chosen as simple as possible, and demou.slrale

that at least for this case the "theorem of heat" cannot apply. And
thi.s] not so much because we consider this c;ise in itself as decisive

against the theorem of heat (for we should lirst have to show that

such a case really occurs in nature), but because this case leads us

into the very heart of the question, and thus will enable us to get

rid of the restricting suppositions tVom which we started". And on

p. 704: "And now it has become clear why we could say above

that our result is independent of the special form of the equation

of state".

But we will readily admit thai this may have been less clear

to a reader who is not familiar with our train of thought than it

•) Of course we mean the ideal equation ot state of a iliemically invariable

substance, not some special approximation of it.
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seemed to us, and therefore we give tlie Inllowiiig, we iiope clearer,

exposition of our meaning.

§ 2. The tlieorem of lieat is not one sinn)le thesis, lint il contiiins

dilfercnt and dissimihir theses. Tliis is most clearly seen by workiii};-

(lilt a case of chemical reaction on the assumption of a matlie-

inaticaily perfectly determined c(piation of state, which can then,

however, be at most an approximation, for we do not know the

real equation of state of any substance.

It appears then first of all that the validity of the theorem of

heat recpiires that the equation of state fulfils certain conditions

which are in contradiction with the law of the corresponding states.

This result is of course of secondary importance, because the con-

tradiction may be attributed just as well to the inaccuracy of the

theorem of heat as to that of the last mentioned law; and in the

li^hl (if the considerations borrowed from the theory of indivisible

imils of energy presently to be discussed it will really be ascribed

to the latter; yet it is not devoid of importance, because in the

original calculations use has been made of the law of corre-

sponding stales to test the theorem of heat, though it be for higher

temperatui'es.

In the second jilace, however, and llti^ is tnliat ire wanted to set

forth, it appears that besides the Just-mentioned purely physical

theses about specific heats and coeflieients of expansion, the theorem

also pronounces a thesis about quantities which do not occur in

the equation of state, the already mentioned "constants of entropy"

and oui- objections are directed against the thesis about these constants

of entropy.

And tiiongh now, let it be once more re[)eated, we readily admit

the possibility that indistinctness in our way of expression has

(•ontrii)iifed to lead Mr. Nernst to believe that il should have been

our intention to derive arguments from the cipiation of state of

\AN DKK Wa.vls agaiust the theorem of heat, as appears already

from the title of his reply, we are also of opinion that the shifting

of the real meaning of the tlieorem of heat mentioned in the be-

ginning of this paj)er must also have had a share in this misunder-

standing. Under the inlluence, namely, of the theory of indivisible

uuils of energy and the theory of Kinstkin on the specific heals,

w hich is founded on il, and in coiineclion with I'i.anck's expositions

in lli(> fourth edition of his Thermodynamik, which apjieared after

the publication of our paper, the purely physical side of the (pieslion

has nior(> and more drawn the attention, and by the aid of the
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theory t»t' indiv isililc units of eiicrjiv lliis hus lieeii I'oriiiiiliitoil in two

imiely physical theses, (jf which tliere was not vet question in tlie

original theorem of iieal. And the confirmation of these physical

theses by experience has eon'-entrated attention so much on these

tiieses tiiat the original chemical meaning of the theorem of heat

is in danger of being entirely thrown into the background. Now
the contents of these physical theses are incompatible with the

law of VAN DEu Waai.s applied to. low temperatures, and so when
the theorem of heat is identified with these tlieses, one can be led

to expect objections to the theorem of heat on the ground of its

Cdiitradiclion to van der Waai.s's law.

We shall first elucidate the meaning of these theses, and then

we shall try to show that the original cherinval contents of the

theorem of heat is really in danger of being overlooked, all attention

being concentrated on these new phy.iical theses.

These theses furnish the more precise definition of the meaning

of the theorem of heat required in the beginning of our paper, and

as such we accept them of course gladly, though we could not

suppose in our previous [)aper that it was Mr. Nernst's intention

thus to complete the original theorem of heat, because it might still

be very well possible, as Mr. Planck and Mr. Nkrnst themselves

state that these theses should be wrong after all and the original

theorem of heat correct.

Now according to the first o^ these theses the specific heat at con-

stant pressure approaches to the limit zero for every solid substance

with diminishing temperature in such a way, that Ci,/o(/T^O. It

follows immediately from this that the difference between the entropy

e.g. of a piece of ice at finite temperature and the entropy at T := 0'^

remains finite, and does not become infinite as would be the case

if the specific heat remained finite.

According to the second thesis at the absolute zero the eiiti-opy of

a solid substance becomes independent of the pressure, so that

,
=0; or in other words ou account of the well-known relaUon

Op J T

[dpjr

the coefficients of expansion of all solid substances apprt)ach the limit

zero. So this thesis supplies, of coiu'se, at the same time an answer
to the ((uestion raised by us how we must imagine the reaciion to

take place for the ap|)licalion of the original theorem of heat. For
if the entropy becomes independent of the pressure it is no longer
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of any importunco whelher the reatiiou takes place at coiisiant

pressure or not.

These two theses are brought in a mutual relation and lind a

strong support in Planck's theory of indivisible units of energ}',

from which the}' may be derived. They iiave proved up to now to

be in very good agreement with the observation, particularly as far

as the first is concerned.

§ 3. So, to get a clear nisight into what tiie theorem of heat implies

in its |)resent form, it should be stated thus. For every chemical

reaction at the ai)Solute zero between solid substances, the dift'e-

i-ence of entropy before and after the reactioji is :

1. Not infinitely great, because lim ;<•,, Io</ T) = U for all solid

substances.

2. Independent of eventual uuxliticaliuii of the [iressure with the

/d.A
reaction, liecause for these substances lim -- =0.

- 3. The dilferencc of entropy preserves a finite \alue if among the

reagents or reaction products nuxed crystals or amorphous solid

solutions occur; it becomes equal to zero for tin' opposite case.

In till' third thesis the original, I'eally chemical contents of the

theorem of heat are expressed; in our pajier we only referred to this,

the two other theses had not even been mentioned in connection

with the theorem of heat then. Now, however, as we said before,

the I'cmarkable case presents itself that this last thesis has been

thrown more and more into the background in recent publications,

and it makes the impression as if the first two theses should decide

about the theorem of heat. In fact llii^ o|>inion is repeatedly emplia-

ticallv expressed by Mr. Ni'.knst. himself. Thus we read in the

Silzuugsberudile der Kgl. Pr. Ak. der Wiss. i9il IV p. 88 "Sehr

einfach gestaltet sicli aber nun wiederuni die Deutung des neuen

Wiirmesatzes. Nach der Quantentlieorie siiidauch bei endlichen, wenn

audi bisweilen selii' kleinen Entfernungen vom ab.soluten Nullpuid<t

der Tempei'atni- alle festen Slofie, seien es Kristalle oder unterkiihlte

Flilssigkeileu. nur ungeheuer wcnig nou iliivm Zustandc beini abso-

luten Null|iunkt selber verschieden ; hicaus aber ergibt sicli sofort

als weilere Konse(picnz, dass in diesem (}ebiete, wie es unser Satz

vcrlaugl, die Kurvcn der gesamten bau'rgie und der freien Euergie

praktisch zusammenfallen, d.h. sich langieren nuissen. Tudeswiirde

sogai' wcini, wie es die Formeln von Pi..\n('K und Einstkin \eiiangen,

die unlci-c Kur\c in Fig. 2 beim absoluteu Nullpuid<t wirklich die

Abszisse nul niicndlich holier Ordnung beriilirl, tias gleiche von tier
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gej^enseiligeii Beri'iliriing der beideii Kurven in Fig. 1 gelteii ini'issen."

And ill tlie same way in These Proc. of June 1911 p. 204 : "Indeed

tiie new tlieoivin of heat is intended to account for the entirely

diffcrenf ciiriiinstances found iiere ; for the rest it necessarily follows

from the theory of indivisible units of energy." ')

The same statement was made in the lecture deliyeretl by Prof.

Nkrnst in May at Amsterdam. Yet it cannot be maintained. The

validity of Pl.\nck and Einstkin's theory on the specific heat says

only that the diii'erence of entropy is ho/' i»///i«fe, the cjuestion whether

there remains still a Unite diU'erence of entropy is not mooted. The

logical connection between (he original theorem of heat (thesis 3)

and the Planck-Einstein theory of the specific heat is indeed this

that the theorem of heat may be correct, and the Planck-Einstein

theory incorrect (provided only the law of Kopp is rigorously valid),

and that reversely the Planck-Einstein theory can be correct, and

ihe theorem of heat incorrect, because there remains a finite ditlerence

of entropy also when no mixed crystals are present. Moreover that

it does not follow so directly from the Planck-Einstein theoiy that

the difference of eiitroi)v becomes zero as Mr. Nernst asserts, appears

convincingly from this that the ditference of entropy remains finite

for mixed crystals also according to the theorem of heat, while we
have no reason at all to assume • that they behave so perfectly

diliercnlly from unmixed solid bodies with regard to radiation.

§ 4. In opposition to this view as if the theorem of heat would be a

con.sequence of tlie Planck-Einstein theory, and so as if experimental

proofs for the latter would be just as well confirmations of the former,

it must be most emphatically pointed out that this theorem being of

') Fur lliis proof Prof. Neenst refers ainuiig olliers to a paper by Mr. Saukur

(Ann. il I'hys. (4) 34 455 (1911). But Mr. Sackur has not given a proof of

llie eLemical pait of the theorem of heal either. For so far as they conecrn a

siini)ie substance his consideiations do not offer anything new, and the question

may be raised if the definition of entropy of statistical mechanics may also be

applied to the case considered tliere. With reference to tlie entropy of a system

composed of several substances Sackur has proved nothing. If all configurations

have equal energy and equal probability, the probabiltiy of each of them is — oc.

If we put tiiat the probability that everything is in bound state is one, and that

otlier states, so e.g. those in wliicli tlie atoms are tree, have a probability zero,

we arrive no more at the theorem of heal than in the preceding case. If we

assume thai al the absolute ztro the probabilities of the state, completely bound

and of the state that all the atoms are free, are equal, and that the probability

of the other stales is 0, we arrive al the theorem of heal, but why this should

now have to be the case is not explained, and the considerations about mixed

crystals make il even improbable.
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ii clieuiiral luUiire, can oiilv be coiilinucd or rejected liv lueaii.s of

coMsidenitiuiis wliicli rest on rlu'mlcdl facts, and the knowledge of

cliemical forces derived from them. Accordiuiily we did not adduce

VAN DKR Waals's theory as a [troof against the theorem of iieat in

our jiaper, but we alleged chemical facts: the fact of valency, the

fact of the structure of the cliemical molecule, which in oui' opinion

are irreconcilable with the theorem of heat. Now that it appears,

however, that the train of thought on which our consideratioiis were

based, is not perfectly clear from our paper, we mav be allowed on

account of the great im])ortance of the (luestion to sketch this train

of liiought once more here, now deprived of the mathematical garment

in which it had to be clothed for a strict reasoning. This train of

thought, which is strictly- speaking not ours, but Boi.tzmann's, comes

to what follows.

Given a comple.v of chemical substances A, wliicli can be converted

to another comple.v B, e. g. a (|uantit> of o.\\hydrogen gas which

can be converted to water. Required the increase of the entropy when

the reaction takes place, of course under perfectly definite circumstances.

When we suppose a complete knowledge of all physical changes

which can take place with A and B, so all changes which take

place for unchanged molecules, we need only know the difference

of entropy for one definite transition from A to B to consider it as

known for all transitions.

Where shall we now try to find this one diliereuce of the entropy

of the system A and the entropy of the sy.^tem B. In our opinion

the answer should be : Under such circumstances that a reversible

conversion A ^ B is possible. We think that it will not be possible

to solve the question first of all for the absolute zero, hundreds of

degrees below the temperature at which chemical reactions are rever-

sible, or even possible, no more than it would be |)0ssible to find

the theory of the solid slate by paying exclusive attention to (he

properties which gases exhibit far aboNe their critical point. And ol

ail the reversible reactions those in rarefied gases are no doubt the

most suitable, if not exclusively so, for accurate quautitali\e calculation.

So it is In no means "remarkable" as Mr. Nkrst .says that wc

worked exclusively with rarefied gases for the determination of this

difference of entroi)y, but it is owing to the nature of the proiilem

itself. Nor is it strange tiuxt to determine the value of the entropy

in case of unxiug Ihe substances are Ihoiighl to lie converled into

the rarefied gas state, to be mixed there, aiul finally to be condensed ').

1) Cr. e. g. VAN DKR Waals Coiit. II p. 94 ; Lobkntz, AbhaiKliuugen 1 p. 240

I'LANCK TlieriiuKlynamik g 254.
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111 ciilirclv llic saiiio w;iy llio (liircn'iicc nf ciilrdiiy Inr a rc;icli(»ii i>

ipcifcclly (li'lcnniiioil in ;iil stales, if il has Uecii I'oiiimI t'ur llic reaolioii

ill rai'cMicd t^as slate.

Wlii'ii we now waul ti) examine on what properties oft lie I'eacting

siiiislaiiees (he dilierenee of entrojn lluit is to be determined, depends,

we must of ((iiirse make such suppositions about tlie active forces

that we do not come in collision witii the known chemical facts.

Now BoLTZMANN lias shown that the fact of the valency of the atoms

already excludes certain sniipositions about these forces, and renders

others probable. Given a substance e. g., iodine, at so large a volume

and so high a temperature that it is quite dissociated into the atoms.

If we now assume that thi' foices which the atoms exert on each

other spread nnifonniy all over the surface of these atoms we find

on decrease of the volume that the atoms will not exclusively asso-

ciate to molecules of two atoms, but to complexes of 3, 4 etc. and

that even the number of bi-atomic molecules would be very small

compared witii mulli-atoniic ones, briefly wo arrive at something

that is in direct conti-adiction to the facts. To avoid this we must

assume that the chemical attraction does not spread uniformly over

the atom, but is localized in certain parts. Also the stereo-chemical

facts point to this, in fact properly speaking everything we know
of structure formulae. E\'ery somewhat intricate organic formula

points to the fact that the atoms are not placed arbitrarily wiili

I'egard to each other in the molecule, but that a certain organisa-

tion prevails, thai the atoms are orienlated in a dellnile way with

regard to each other.

If we now assume chemical forces of this kind, and if we calcu-

late by the aid of the statistical theory of the eiUiopy the dilfereiu-e

of entropy between split and nnsplit molecules, or more generally

of the system before and after ihe reaction, it appears that this

difference of enti'opy i^lepends on certain specific ipiantities, \olumes,

where these forces are localized and which we have indicated as

the "chemical volumes" of the substances concerned. Accordingly

the constant of entrojjy of a certain substance, e.g. hydrogen depends

on Ihe "chemical volume" of hydrogen, i.e. that part of the entropy

of a certain quantity of hydrogen that ivjnains unmodilied, as long

as the hydrogen molecules themselves do not change, but varies

when e.g. liie hxdrogeii dissociates. What happens further to this

hydrogen, whether we liipu?fy or solidify it, bi'ing it under a high

|ii-essiire or cool it down very much, in all this iho chemical forces

are no longei' active, the value of the entro|)y constanf is not changed

li\ il, if oiih the molecules of hydrogen remain intact. But then the
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(lilierciice of piilr()|iy of liydrogeii and o.wgoii Ijcfurf, ami walei'

af'ler llie rcaclioii, just as it appears to (lepciid on the speoilic clieiiiical

volmiies of llie three i-eactiiig substances at liigli temperatures will

still liave to depend on these quantities at the absolute zero, and

so may not be put equal to zero in general,

It might be objected to this that here a too pronounced dis-

liiiclion was made between jihysical and chemical jirocesses, and

llial il is conceivable after all that in the physical processes of

cooling and freezing the same forces are active as in the process

of chemical combination, so that, notwithstanding, in consequence

of the physical processes at low tempei'atures, the difference of

entropy which is in connection with the specific chemical action

would have disappeared tinally. But in opposition to this it should

be pointed out that it is exactly the theorem of heat itself that

insists on the most rigid distinction between physical forces and

chemical forces where it states a law which is to hold for all solid

substances in pure state, which, however, ceases to hold as soon as

mixed crystals or alloys appcai'.

What we said just now, can be expressed also as follows. Accord-

ing to the theorem of heat the heat of formation of a compound

from the composing atoms is the only chemical quantity tliat is

characteristic of it, i.e. when e.g. during a chemical reaction some

isomers appear simultaneously, the heat of formation ot every com-

pound will perfectly determine the process apart from purely physical

quantities as specific heat at constant pressure, heat of evaporation

etc. It will depend only on the heat of formation of each of the

i.somers (and these physical quantities), which substances are formed

and liow much of each. Boi.tzm.'^nn's \ iew of this point, of which

we declared ourselves adherents, is Ihat the wealth of chemical

phenomena is not to be explained in this way. l!y the side of this

heal of formation it assumes othei' factors relating to the place of

the atoms in the n)olecnle, the orientation, in short the whole structure of

the molecule which cause ^Aw compound to be formed here, //('^/ there,

and in such quantities. Then as far as the entropy is concerned the sum

ot the intluences issuing from this may be combined in the value of

the "chemical volume" on certain suppositions, as calculation teaches

us. If we are not mislaken, few clicmisls, particularly organic chemists,

will be disposed to accept the theory that by the side of purely

physical (piantilies only a (puintity of energy, the heat of formation,

dclerniin(!s the chemical character of a substance.

Il is a mailer of course thai we do nol allacli inqioi-lance lo llic

delails of llic conception of llie chemical foi'ces which Holtz.m.vnn
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lias used for tliis prnbleui. Oii llic coiilrary we have pointed out,

and so lias Hoi.t/mann liiiiiscir, tlial lliis coiicepUoii is only a first

roiigli ap[)ro,\ii>ialioii, and thai it must he suppieinented to lie in

agreeiiiciit with cxpcrieiico, spocially as far as the spocilic heals are

coneeriMMl. It lies to hand lo excepi this snppleinent iVoni ronside-

rations borrowed from the theory of indixisihie units of energy. Bnt

so lonji,- as attenipis lo prove tiieeunlrary have not I >een made, and very

eertainly no proofs have been furnished, we tiiiidv that we may

eontiniie to e\|teel that ihe lundamenlal idea from whioii 15oi.tzmaxn

started in his eonsiderations on the nature of ehemical action, the

localisation of ehemieal forces, and the orsianisation of the chemical

molecule in connei-tion willi this, will prove to be in accordance

with the tacts, and that accordiniL^ly a specitically "chemical" dilfe-

rence of entropy will have lo exist between different molecules built

up from the same atoms.

§4. Of this natuiv were the ob.iections which we advanced in Decem-

ber 1910 agaijist the theorem of heal ; we fail to see that they are

less urgent now. Ihit it may be urged that in all ([nestions of science

the facts are after all the highest .judge, and as the theorem of heal

ap|)ears to be in smdi perfect concordance with the fiicts, it should

be accepted.

We should undoubtedly not hesitate for a moment lo submit lo

experimental results which wouhl contain indubious coidlrmalion of

the theorem, but one of the few points on which we have modified

our opinion since Decembei' 1910 is this that we doubt much more

strongly now than we did then whether anything can be derived

from the experimental data about the difference of entropy in a

chemical reaction, which would lake place at the absolute zji'O.

It should first of all be lve|)t in view how great the extrapolations

are which we iia\e to make, when we want lo test the theorem

of heat by Ihe facts. The opinion is fre(piently expressed that we

are alreadv far advanced on llie way to the absolute zero in this

lest, that particularly the work performed by Nicrnst and his pupils

of late years has furnished important contributions to this. I'.ut it

is then overlooked that this work, however admirable, after all only

furnishes material tor the .^pi'ciftc Iieuls at low temi>eratnres for a

comparison with the corresponding formulae, which are connected

with theses 1 and 2. Ihil when testing thesis '4, the cdienucal thesis,

which is here the oul\ |ioinl of inteiest for us, we rennxin Just as

far from the absolute /.ero for all that, because the nature of the

chemical reactions iuvoUes that most of them cannot be made rever-
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sil)l(' Min more alrciidv ;il ratlicr liigli (empci'atiiivs, wliile there is

liardlx <iii(^ to lie Ibiiiid below tlie fVeezing-poiiil of water. Tlic most

aeciiralc testings of tiie chemical |)art of the theorem of heat require

e\tra|)olatioiis of hiiiidi'ecls ami luiiidreds of degrees. That the accii-

i-acv of the test is greatly im[)aired in this way, is self-evident. We
shall show this by two examples. The well-known constaiil K for

the etpulibriiim of dissociation:

2(JO.,:^2CO-\- U,

may be represented l)y a formula of the form:

Q
loo A'= — ^, + A loci T — B T + C T' + I

Now to test the theorem of heat we shall have to determine the

quantity /, the constant of integration of the equation of equilibrium.

Accoi'ding to the calculations by Dr. Scheffb;r (Proc. of this meeting

p. 743) we find for this (pumtity from experimental data the values

:

/ 1=1.75 or 1.57 when we make use of the specitic heats of Hol-

BORN and Austin for the determination of the coedicieiits

A, 13, and C, taking 135580 for the heat of combustion

at constant pressure and T =^ 291°, from which (2 is to

be calculated.

A=r: 2.71 when we make use of the same value for the heat of

combustion, and the specific heats of Holborn and Heni^ing.

y =r 4.73 when the suppositions about the sp. h. are applied which

Neknst made in his original calculations on the theorem

of heat.

/ = 2.25 when in the same way as B.jerium we make use of the

foi'niulae of Einstein, resp. of Nernst and IjINDE.m.-vnn fortlie

S|).h.

If the siqiposilion about tlu' heat of combustion is changed, all

these values arc again nu)dilied, as a|>pears from Dr. Schefekr's paper.

The results are not much more favourable in the water reaction.

We lind for the constant of equilibrium of this reaction:

/ = — 0.2 if we start from Nkrnst's original suppositions.

y = — 1.2 if these suppositions are bronghi into connection with the

measurements of Hoi.hokn.

y^ — 2.4 if we use the formula of Einstf.in I'csp. of Nkrnst and

lilNDKMANN.

So il a|)|)ears very clearly how much Ihe value of /, which is

dei'ived from the experiments, is conlidlled by onr siqiposilions on

the extrapolation of the sp.h.

lint iliei'c is more. Let us disregard for a moment the great
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variations of the results of tlie value tliat is to he detenuincd, and

let us assume tliat tins value could be perfectly sharply defined from

the experiments. In what way are we to conduct then the testing

of the theorem of heat by these values ? First of all a vapour-pressure

formula for each of the substances participating in the equilibrium,

is to be drawn up. Nernst writes it in the form

:

'"^^ = - iTsTT T +
'•'' '"'^

''

- l571
''

+
^-

And now the value of the constant ('must be determined. Accord-

ing to the theorem of heat the algebraic sum of the constants deter-

mined thus will have lo be equal to the just-mentioned constant of

integration I of the equation of equilibrium. Now it is again clear

that tlie value which we shall obtain for the constant in the vapour-

pressure formula will depend to a high degree on the suppositions

made about the specific heat and the latent heat of evaporation of

the substance, suppositions on wliich the coefificients of the terms in

which T occurs, depend entirely. In his calculation of the chemical

constants Mr. Nernst has started from the supposition that the sp.h.

of gases may be represented by c = 3.5 -f 1-5h -|- hT, and of liipiids

by '[ .bn -\- nT , and besides fi'om certain suppositions on the heat of

evaporation. But even then the data leave a wide margin as appears

from the fact that Prof. Nlrnst has first found 2.2 for the chemical

constant of hydrogen, whereas 1.6 has been substituted for it in the

later tables. Yet this value too will have to be modified, becau.se the

value for the sp.h mentioned just now has still been assumed for

it, whereas according to the theory of Einstein it ought to be assumed

that the sp.h. in condensed state does not become 1.5 n, but 0.

The question might still be raised: I< it possible that the equality

which exists according to the theorem of heat between the constants

of integration from the vapour pressure curves and from the equation

of the equilibrium might possibly be independent of the special sup-

positions about the sp.h.? If this were so, and if the introduction of

other sp.h. should give rise to other values for the equilibria and
just as greatly changed values for the vapour pressure curves, this

would plead in favour of the theorem. But this is not tile case either,

as the determination of the constants of the vapour pressure curves,

in opposition to those of the equation of the equilibrium, is not only

based on the suppositions about the sp.h. in the gaseous state, but

also on that in the liquid state. Even a different assumption for the

latter, among others that the difference in sp.h. in liquid and gas

state is not 1.5 ?i at 7'=0, modifies the C'-values already appreciably.

54
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^ 5. But lc( us not dwell on this second objection any longer either.

Let us assume tor ;i juonient that it would be possible also here to

determine the constant of integration with sufficient certainty from

the experimental data. What further course have we then to pursue

to test the theorem of heat ?

The values of the vapour-pressure constants found t\v means of

the above mentioned suppositions appeared about to agree with 1.1 /"

for some ten substances, in which / is the well-known constant from

the empiric vapour pr'essure formula of van der Wa.vls. In how far

this factor 1.1 is accurate, appears from the table of the C and /
values, which Nernst gives in his original paper '}.

(C,HJ,0

CHCl,

H,0

C.,H,OH

On the assumption that this relation 6'= 1.1/ will proliablv hold

generally, the number of constants was raised from ten to about

twcntii. The result of these calculations is then finally summarised

in the following list of "chemical constants", which when the che-

mical side of the theorem of heat is correct, must enable us to cal-

culate the integration constants of the equilibria, in which the sub-

stances under consideration take part.

Chemical constants "j
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.So if \vc want to prove now thai the cited constants are really

tlie true values whicli are decisive for tiie cqidlibriuni, we must be

able to draw up between the eighteen chemical constants an equal

number of relations of the shape:

I'l^i + v,C\ + v^Cu — v,,C,i — = /.

in which / represents the constant of integration calculated from I he

measurements of equilibrium, (J^ the chemical constant for oneofthesub-

stances that participate in the reaction, and r^, the number of mole-

cules of this substance that takes part in the reaction. Not until

then shall we have a proof that the e<piilil>rium is really determined

by the adduced values.

When the number of relations is one less than the number of

chemical constants, we can choose arbitrarily one of the constants,

and then the others are indubiously determined ; to satisfy then the

experiments we have an arbitrary choice of one of the values. And

this arbitrariness becomes of course greater and greater as the num-

ber of chemical constants exceeds the number of relations.

If we now examine what reactions between the eighteen substances

given in the list have been studied sufficiently carefully, this numbei

proves to be restricted to the following

:

3 H, + N, ^ 2 NH, (1)

2 H, + 0, :^ 2 H/) (2)

H, + Cl,^ 2 HCl (3)

N, + 0, ;^ 2 NO (4)

2 C0+ 0, :;f 2 CO, (5)

So when the equilibria for these live reactions are sufficiently

known, we have here fj.ve relations between the ten chemical con-

stants: Ch„ On,, Co,, Ceo, Cci, Choi. Cno. Geo,, Cnh,, and Ch^o- The

remaining eight chemical constants do not even seem to admit of

testing at all. We will here observe in passing that the water gas

reaction, which is obtained by combination of 2 and 5, and the Deacon-

process, which is obtained by combination of 2 and 3, yield two equations

which are dei)endent on the mentioned ones, so that these reactions can

be left out of account here.

So if we question what ret|uirements a table of cliemical constants

should meet to account for the observations of the equilibria, -we
conclude that we can arbitrarily choose five of the ten constants

which occur in the five equations of equilibrium, and for the

remaining eight substances which l)esides these occur in Nernst's list

we are entirely free, because the equilibria of them are not known
or not sufficiently, ."^o the testing which Nernst can perform for the

54*
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chemical side of the tlicorcin of lical with regard to llicse o(|iiilihria

comes to tiiis that lie has sliown that if we ciioose tiie coiHtants of

integration of the va|)Our-|)ressiire curves for tiiese ten ciiemical

constants, we get one of tiie many lists which correspond witli the

determinations of the eqnilibrinm.

Bnt even nnder these circnrastances there remain still \evy con-

siderable percentic dexiations. To show this we choose the example

that Nernst has worked out in his recent paper in the Journal de

Chimie physique.

From the caloric data al)out tiie formation of water from its com-
ponents, and by the aid of his hypothesis on tlie specific heats

Nernst finds that the equilibrium of dissociation must be represented bv

113900
log K—— j-^^ + 1,75 log T +

2,2 5,5 3
A 10-3 T L lo-T T- 10-11 T* 4- C.

4 6 4,6 Afi
^

Now C is determined to be —1.2 from the list of the chemical

constants; after substitution we then find the following correspondence :

T observed 1300°; T calculated 1340°.

Nernst wishes this correspondence to be considered a proof of the

chemical thesis of tiie theorem of lu'at.

If, however, we had not taken — 1.2, but — 0.6 for C, we had

found a perfect agreement with the experiment (1300°), and the

constant may even be put without giving a worse correspond-

ence with the experiment (7*= 1260°). By a modification in the

supposition about llie sp. h we can reduce the difference between

the formula and the observation to 20°, retaining C=—1.2(7=1320°)

as Nernst has shown in the latest edition of his "Theoretische Che-

mie". Then ton, h()we\i'r, we can arrive at a perfect agreement

with a value of ('=z — 0.9, and no greater error is made with a

value of — 0.() Ihau with a value of C= — 1.2, which follows

from the theoivui of heat and the vajiour-pressure constants. The

same or greater liberties we liiid foi' the other reactions, as Nernst

himself remarks.

§6. The foregoing refers exclusively togas-equilibria. If we also con-

sider the reactions between solid substances, other no less important

questions arise. We will elucidate this by a single example '). The

1) The same circumstance, tiic occui-rcnce of mixed crystals, whieli we luenlion

in the text with reference to the system rhombic siiljihur "^ monoclinic sulpliur,

also plays a part in other reactions, e.g. in the cells :
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classical example for the ciiemical side of the theorem of heat, the

example that is constantly cited as its strongest confirmation, is the

transition of rhombic into monoclinic sulphnr. According to the

theorem of heat we find for the transition point of these two modi-

fications 369°. 5, while the experiment yields 368°. 4.

The latest investigations of Smits '), however, have shown that

this transition point itself is not immutable, bnt may vary very con-

siderably according to the method of experimenting. Tims a h)weriiig

of the transition point of 10° was observed. This is owing to the

fact that in the transition of I'hombic to monoclinic sulphur we have

not to do with chemical individuals, not with the conversion of a

unary system, but with a conversion taking place in a binary or

ternary sj'Steni, which behaves in a unary way, provided one

waits long enough. Or in other words rhombic and monoclinic sul-

jihur consist both of mixed crystals of two, possibly three kinds of

molecules, so that the theorem of heat cannot be applied to them.

And even an appeal to the fact that the concentrations which play

a nMe here are possibly and even probably very small, cannot

enervate this objection, b(!cause it is exactly the variations in these

small concentrations which give rise to the displacement of the

transition point by more than J0°.

In virtue of what precedes we think that we may conclude that

there is no reason to say that the experimental facts compel us to

accept the chemical side of the theorem of heat. Led by these facts

one can, in our opinion, only conclude to a non liquet. And there

is every appearance that this will continue to be so for a consider-

able time. For the oidy really direct experimental test : the examination

of chemical reactions close to the absolute zero, is not to be realized.

Tn these circumstances it seems to us that only the theory can

rh + 2AgCl = PhCl, + 2.Ag

Pb + 2HgCl= PbCl^ + 2Hg

in which not pure lead, but lead amalgam is used (see e.g. E. Cohen Chem.
Weekblad. 1911 N". 3). At this place, however, we do not wish to enter any
further into the question of these and similar reactions, because Mr. Cohen loc.

cit. announces the publication of a paper which will give a full discussion of this

point, and we refer for the present only to the cited communication and another of

his hand (Z. f. Elektrochemie, 19)1, N". 4, p. 144), from which in our opinion

also only the conclusion can bo drawn that the experimental material of facts

leads to a non liquet with regard to the chemical side of the theorem of heat.

1) These Proc. XIV p. 461. Duhem (Zsch. physik Ch. 23 239 (1897)) andKRUYT
(Zsch. phys Gh. 67, 341 and Chem Weekblad i\". 34 (1911)) had already pointed

out the possibility of a variability of the transition point, but before Smits' experi

ments, mentioned iu the text this shifting was generally thought to be very small.
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decide, a llieury ot course whicli lirsl of all takes account of the

fundamental ciiemical facts wliich we mentioned above, but wliidi

further siu'ceeds in avoiding the drawbacks — |)articularij with respect

to the specilic heats — which adhere to the hypothesis on the

chemical forces sketciied more at length in oui' previous paper. And

then it cannot be doubtful, in our opinion, by what way we shall

have to ivy to find such a theory. We shall have to e.xtend the

iheory of indivisible units of energy, which has led to such remark-

able results, to the chemical phenomena ; it will be necessary to

investigate in what way the properties of the reversible chemical

reactions are connected with the phenomena of radiation. When this

connection has been found, the course is indicated to calculate the

dilference of entropy of a chemical reaction by the aid of the statis-

tical theory of entropy at temperatures at which this reaction can

actually take place, and then it will be very simple to calculate by

the aid of the acquired knowledge of the specilic heats the difference

of entropy also for temperatures, at whicli there can no longer be

question of chemical reactions.

One of us has been occupied with this question, and hopes to

be able before \erv long to publish further communications on this

subject.

Physics. — "Further Experiments with Liquid Helium. G. (hi the

Eh'ctriad Resistance of Pure Metals, etc. VI. On the Sudden

Ch'inije ill the Rate at lohich the Resistance of Mercury

Disappears." By H. K,\meri,ingh Onnes. Communication

N°. 124c from the Physical Laboratory at Leiden.

(Communicated in the meeting of November 25, 1911).

§ 1. Introduction. In Comm. N". r2"2A (Proc. May 1911) I mentioned

that just before this resistance (lisap|)eared practically altogether, its

rale of diminution with falling temperature became much greater

than that given by the formula of Comm. N°. 119. In the present

paper a closer investigation is made of this phenomenon.

§ 2. Arrangement of the resistance. A description was given in Comm.

N". 123 (Proc. June 1911) of the cryostat which, by allowing the

contained liquid to be stirred, enabled me to keep resistances at

uniform well-deliiied tcmiieraturcs ; and in that paper I also mentioned

that measurements of the ri'sistaiicc nf mercury at the lowest possible

temperatures had been repeated using a mercury resistance with

mercury leads. The immersion of a resistance with such leads in a

bath of licpiid helium was rendered |)0ssible only by the successful

construction of that cryostat.
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The accompanying Plate, which should be compared with the

Plate of Comm. N°. 123, shows the mercury resistance with a

l)ortion of the leads ; it is represented diagrammatically in tig. J

.

Seven glass f/-tubes of about 0.005 sq. mm. cross section are joined

together at their upper ends by inverted I'^pieces which are sealed

otf above, and are not ([uite tilled with mercury; this gives the

mercury an opportunity lo contract or e.xpand on freezing or lique-

fying without breaking the glass and without breaking the continuity

of the mercury thi'ead formed in the seven f/-tabes. To the I'-pieces

b„ and b^ are attached two leading tubes Hg^, Hg^ and Hg„ Bg^

(whose lower portions are shown at Hg^^, Bg^^, Hg,„, Bg^^) tilled

with mercury which, on solidification, forms four leads of solid

mercury. To the connector b^ is attached a single tube Bg^, whose

lower part is shown at Bg^„. At 6„ and b^ current enters and leaves

through the tubes //</, and Bg^ ; the tubes Bg^ and Bg^ can be

used for the same purpose or also for determining the potential

ditference between the ends of the mercury thread. The mercury

fdled tube Bg^ can be used for measuring the potential at the point

b^. To take up less space in the cryostat and to find room alongside

the stirring pump Sb, the tubes which are shown in one plane in

fig. 1 were closed together in the manner shown in tig. 2. The

position in the cryostat is to be seen from tig. 4 where the other

parts are indicated by the same letters as were used in the Plate

of Comm. N°. 123. The leads project above the cover Sb.^ in a

manner shown in perspective in fig. 3. Thej' too are provided with

expansion spaces, while in the bent side pieces are fused platinum

wires Bg^, Bg,', Bg,', Bg\, Bg^' which are connected to the measuring

apparatus. The apparatus was filled with mercury distilled over in

vacuo at a temperature of 60° to 70° C. while the cold portion of

the distilling apparatus was immersed in liquid air.

^ 3. Results oj the Measurements. The junctions of the platinum

wires with the copper leads of the measuring apparatus were protected

as effectively as possible from temperature variation. The mercury

resistance itself with the mercury leads, which served for the measure-

ment of the fall of potential seemed, however, on immersion in liquid

helium to be the seat of a considerable thermo-electric force in spile

of the care taken to fill it with perfectly pure mercury. The

magnitude of this thermo-electric effect did not change much when
the resistance was immersed in liquid hydrogen or in liquid air

instead of in liquid helium, and we may therefore conclude that it

is intimately connected with phenomena which occur in the neigh-
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bourhood of tlie transition of solid to liquid mercury. A closer

investigation of the true slate of affairs was postponed for the mean-
time, and the thermoelectric force was directly annulled during the

measnrements by an opposed electromotive force taken from an

auxiliary circuit. The magnitude of this thermoelectric force, which

for one pair of the leads came to about half a millivolt, madi> it

impracticable to reverse the auxiliary curi'ent as is usually done in the

compensation method. The resistance of the mercury thread was then

obtained from the diiferences between the deflections of the galvano-

meter placed in circuit with Hi/^ ami //y, and the compensating

electromotive force, when the main current passing through the

resistance was I'eversed. The galvanometer was calibrated for this

purpose.

In the accompanying figure is given a graphical representation of

the resistances observed ').

:,12/
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As a formei' experimenl sliowcd lliat lliere was a pretty rapid

diminution of the resistance just below the boiling point of helium,

there arose in the tlrst place a question as to whether there exists

between the melting ])oinl of hydrogen and the boiling point of helium

a ])oint of inflection in the cur\e which represents the I'esistance

as a function of the temperature. The temperature of the bath was

therefore raised above the boiling point by allowing the pressure

under which the liquid evaporated to increase, an operation possible

with this cryostat by closing the tap Eal.^ leading to the liquefier.

The excess pressure was read on an oil manometei' connected to /S,.

These measurements showed that from the melting point of hjdi'ogen

to the neighbourhood of the boiling point of helium the curve exhibited

the ordinary gradual lessening of the rate of diminution of resistance,

practically the same as given by the formula of Comm. N°. 119.

A little above and a little below the boiling point, from 4°,29 K.

to 4°,21 K. the same gradual change was clearly evident (cf. the

fig.), but between 4°,21 K. and 4°,19 K. the resistauce diminished

very rapidly and disappeared at4°,19K. (Tenqierature measurements

are here given with 4°,25 K. as the boiling point of helium).

During the discussion initiated by the communication of these

results to the Brussels "Conseil Solvay" (2 No\-. 19J1) M. Langp:vin

asked if other properties of the substance displayed similar sudden

changes, as would be the case if mercury underwent a structural

modification at 4°,20 K. Experiments with the object of settling this

point were, of course, immediately [ilanned when this phenomenon
was observed, but they have not yet been concluded. It can well be,

however, that, should there exist such a new modification, it would

differ from ordinary mercury at higher tempei-atures chiefly by the

property that the frequency of the \ilirators in the new state has

become greater, and therefore the conductivity rises to the extremely

large value exhibited below 4°,19 K.

§ 4. The motion of e/ectricifi/ through mercury at

temperatures beknc 4°.19K.

The next step was as in the earlier experiments to try by
sending a comparatively strong current through the resistance, to

obtain an upper limit to the value which must be ascribed to the

resistance when this has practically vanished, as is the case at

3,°5 K. The peculiarities of the phenomena which then occur make
it desirable to experiment lirst with a modified apparatus before

proceeding further.
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Physics. "Enertjii and mass." II'). By J. D. van* der Waals Jr.

(Conimanioated liy Prof. J. D. van dek Waals.)

Hek(;i,otz') has assumed tliat wc can deduce the equations of

motion of a system after the method of Planck with the aid of the

principle of least action from a kinetic potential, and he has investi-

gated what conditions are necessary and sufficient in order that that

potential has tlie property to depend (inly on the "rest-deformations"

after a "LoRENTZ-transformalion to rest". With rest-deformation of a

moviiiii,- element of volume we mean the deformation which it

shows after being transformed to rest, compared with the shape which

it shows when it rests and is not subjected to any stress. For this

he finds the followini>' conditions; l'^' . the tensor of the "al'solute

stress" must be symmetrical, i.e. y>., ,y
^ yy^^. , etc., 2'"'. the current

of energy must be equal to c" X '1'^ momentum, 3"'. a set of equa-

tions ((77) p. 508 of his treatise), which in the notation used by

me may be represented as follows:

C'*

The fourth ecpiatiou may be considered as the delinition of the

quantity F.

When these equations are satisfied, the hypothesis of relativity

is .satisfied. For when we use diiferent coordinate systems moving

with diiferent velocities, tiie equations of motion are always derived

in the same way from the kinetic potential, and this potential depends

in the same way on the rest-deformations and on the velocities of the

elements of mass relative to the coordinate systems. From this it

follows that as well the e<|iiatioiis of motion as the conditions found

by Hekglotz are coxariant for a LoKENTZ-transformation, and that

e., r= i\r F -f l>, p,:., +
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tliey are theretoie satisfied in llie same way for I lie diifereiit coor-

dinate systems, i.e. that for moving systems x' , y' , z' depend on t'

according to the same laws, as for a stationary system x, y, z depend

on t.

So we cannot deduce from the way in which dilferent processes

lake phice, whether the coordinate system wiiich we are using moves

or is stationary. In particular, — and this consequence, which is not

separately mentioned by Hkrulotz seems to me to be of enough

importance to draw attention to it, — it is passible to conclude

that if these conditions are satisfied the LoREXTZ-contraction must

take place. For we saw, tliat if these conditions are satisfied the

rest-tensions (i.e. the quantities p, which we tind in a volume-element

after we have transformed it to rest) depend only on the rest-defor-

mations. If therefore for a moving system the relative (elastic) tensions

are zero, tiien the rest-ten,sions are zero and also the rest dciformations;

and the volume element shows in a coordinate system in which it

rests, its normal shape. In a coordinate system relative to which it

moves, it shows then a shape which is shortened in the direction

of motion in the well known way.

The equations (1), however, deduced by Herglotz from the postu-

late of relativity in the way indicated above, are identical with the

equations

e..(i + (3=) = ( ir + /,,,)

^y — P.r:r » ')

as we see by choosing in (1) the direction of motion as direction

of A', i.e. by putting i\, = o^ = 0.

Now these equations had been derived by me I.e. without making

nse of the hypothesis of relativity, but only basing my deductions

on the supposition jii ^ -, IT. I therefore conclude that we may

derive the whole theory of relativity from classical mechanics, when

we change the principles of mechanics only in this one point, that

we assume the mass of the bodies to vary with their energy accord-

ing to this formula; and that therefore by working out the idea

advanced by Poincare in 190(J, that the energ}' possesses mass, we
could have arrived at a theory from which the negative result of the

experiments of Michei.son, etc. might have been predicted.

SoMMERFELD ") declares the theory of relati\ity not to be any more

1) 'Energy and mass'' I p. 252. The symbol (5j-^ occurring there is evidently

a printer's error for ©>/.

-) A. SoMMERFELD. Phy<^. Zeitsclir. 12, p. 1057. Anno 1911.
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acliuil. If lie means to say lliat in lliis tlieory only details should liave

been left for fiuUier investigation because the principal ideas

ha\'e been sufiicientiy established, this assertion seems to me to be

inaccurate. In my opinion the present state of the problem could be

more aptly compared with the state of planetav mechanics at the

time, when some laws of the planetar motion were known, —
namely the laws of Kepplkk — but when tiie causal explanation of

these laws with the aid of the prinri|)ia of mechanics of Newton

had not yet l)oen furnished. Thus in liie tlieory of relativity we have

known up till now some laws, — namely the laws of Lorkntz for

the contraction in the direction of motion and for the variation of the

mass with the velocity — but an explanation of this variation of

mass and shape was not known. I think 1 ha\o shown here that

the |)rincipia of Nkwto.x together with tlu- sui)|iosition )n = ITare
c-

suflicient to give this explanation.

Yet, and 1 will state this most em|)hatically, this is no more

than a tirst step. Many (|uestions are still waiting for a solution.

In what way for instance must the kinetic energy be explained, or

in other words why does the mass of a body vary when its motion

is accelerated ; why is an acceleration accompanied with a flow of

mass towards the body ?

A second question is the following one: how must the equation

1_ 03^ _ i)]lrx djia, dp,,-:

be interpreted"? It has exactly the form of an equation of continuity.

A great (perliaps a loo great) importance has of late been attached

to such like analogies in the ways in which some quantities occur

in some equations. But this equation suggests the question whether

it is really an equation of continuity and whether it perhaps signifies

that the momentum moves continuously through space.

Finally, the question has often been raised whethei- the theory of

electricity must be deduced from mechanics or vice versa. Are we
not to consider also a third possibility, namely that they are both to

be derived from a still more fundamental law which determines the

motion of the energy through si)ace? So we should get a theory

which ndght rightly be called energetics. Moreover the hidden masses

which formerly played a part in mechanics, would have to be intro-

duced again, but we should have advanced so much that we now
know, that these hidden masses are nothing but the energy residing

in the medium.
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Physics. — '^thi the coiiceptlon. of the ctcrrent of energy." By M.

Lace. (Comiiuuiicated by I'rof. J. D. van uer Waals).

The law of (he inertia of the energj', which with perfect generality

brings tlie uiomenlnin per unit of volnme <5 in connection witii the

energy current -5 according to the forniuhi

@
9 = ;^

has again drawn tlie attention to the conception of the current of

energy, which at the time was discussed with vivid interest in

rehation to Poynting's tlieorem. The author has given a rule for the

transformation of the density of the energy current S. This rule

states that in every department of i)liysics a tensor of stress p exists,

i ^
whicli with the three components of the vector — fo and the density

c

of the energy W taken negati\ely forms the components of a sym-

metrical "world tensor" 1'
, i. e. we shall have .

Tji, = pji- if ,/,
/ = .r, y, c

Tji =- S/ if ; = .V, y, z and (/= ict).

Tn = - W
In Electrodynamics the tensor p represents the Maxwell stresses,

ill mechanics it is closely connected with the elastic stresses.

Now tlie conception of the current of energy has been formed in

analogy to the conception of the current of a tluid. If we denote

the density of the tluid by o, its velocity by i), then the density of

the current is of coarse o q. In a recent paper') van der Waals Jr.

transfers this relation to the energy current, and so he arrives at

the conception of velocity of the motion of the energy, which is

connected with the enei'gj' current S and the energy density IF

according to the relation

"=^r (•>

Tills velocity appears to him even to be the more lucid conception,

from which the conception of the energy current must be deduced.

And in the tinal remark of his paper') he expresses a doubt wliether

the above quoted transformation formula for the density of the energy

1) Va.n der Waals -Jr. Proc. Amsterdam. 1911. 239.

-) Van DER Waals Jr. p. 253 last paragraph. The note ou this page is undoubtedly

the consequence of an oversight, for in formula XXVllI I have explicitly equated

to zero die divergence of tlie sum of all tlie world tensors as van der Waals wishes.
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oiirrciit follows IVoiii tlic Iraiisfoniialioii rorimila for tlie density of

tlie energy JT and for i(s velocity a\ He assnmes there, if I under-

stand liim rightly, that the addition theorem of Einstkin applies to

111 as well as to the velocity of a material point.

This, however, is not the case. For if we start from the trans-

formation for S and W, we tiiid (jnite a different law for the

transformation formula for ii\ It is the question if an objection

to that transformation can he derived from this fact.

To me this seems not to be the case. The claim that the addition

theorem should apply presupposes that for energy as for matter we

can distinguish individually the particles of which it consists. Only

on this supposition can the paths of a particle relative to two

differently moving coordinate systems be possibly compar3d with one

another, which then leads to the addition theorem of Einste[N. This

assumption, however, does certaiidy not hold, for the transformation

formula for IT, i. e. the equation

c

\V = —
1 — ;?'

shows, that energy can also then be present in the acceiUiiated

system, when in the nnaccentuated system no energy of the same

kind is to be found.

It is true that in the electromagnetic field in vacuo this case cannot

occur. But it can occur for the elastic energy of a body subjected

to a tension which is equal in all directions.

If the body rests relatively to the accentuated system, then we have

and if the body is oidy little compressible :

We shall then have 1('=0 if the relative velocity of translation

of file two svstems reaches the not verv larue value

K W
If v increases to a still higher \alue, IF will even become negative.

In such a case it is certainly impossible to compare the motion of

a particle of energy when evaluated with the aid of the two systems.

Perhaps the objection may be raised against this consideration that

in the last eciuation the tensor transformation has been used, whereas

its ajtplicability is just to be ])roved. Therefore I will adduce an

instance which shows independently of every special theory, that the
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velocity of tiic encrgv cannot he tiansfurnie(l in tiie same way as

tlie velocity of a material point. We consider three coordinate sys-

tems, A'°, A'+,A'^ movinii' uniformly i-elative to one another; the

latter two will have the vflocity ± o relative to K°. A body sub-

jected to a tension (negative pressure) ecpial in all directions is in

rest relative to A'°. In the system A+ it has the velocity — v>, in

R— the velocity -|- i\ In the same way the elastic energy which is

imparted to the body by the tension is in rest relative to A'°, but

flows in the other systems.

This tlow of energy is componnded of the convection current of

the energy carried along by the matter and the conduction current

occasioned by the tensions. Only the tirst component agrees in direc-

tion with the velocity of the body, the second has on the contrary

the opposite direction. If now, as above, we imagine the body to

be only little compressible, then the density of the energy W° in

the system K° is small compare<l with p. In this case the conduc-

tion current will far exceed the convection current, the velocity of

the energy in the system Iv+ will therefore have the direction -(- v,

in the system K" the direction — v ; this direction is therefore

e.xactly opposite to that of the velocity of a point resting relatively

to K°. Now it is true that van der Waals Jr. tries to evade these

difficulties, which he himself, no doubt, has also noticed, by splitting

u|) the energy current for one and (he same kind of energy into

some components differing in direction and value. It seems to me
still doubtful for the present whether this is the way to reach the

desired end.

Is the conception of a velocity of the energy, which of course can

always be defined and calculated by means of equation (1), after all

eflicient? In some cases it is doubtless so. 0. Reynolds') e. g. has

calculated the group-velocity for water waves, and the present writer =)

and in a still more general manner M. Abraham ') have done so for

light waves according to the electron theory. In both cases we can

imagine a closed surface moving with the velocity- >» through which

passes no energ}-. As we can disregard the absorption, this surface

always includes the same quantum of mechanical or electromagnetical

energv. It has, however, alwavs onlv its signification for t'«f coordi-

Put in the equation 102 of my booli 'das Relalivitatsprincip" (Braun.si;lnveig

1911) e = ivw.

-) 0. Reynolds: Nature 6 p. 343, 1877 ; H. L.\.\ib : Hydrodynamik, p. 446. Leipzig

u. Berlin 1907.

-) M. Laue : Ann. d. Phys. 18. 523, 1905.

«) M. Abraham. Rendiounli R. Inst, Lomb. d. x. o. lett. (8) 44, 68. 19J1.
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nate system. For another system tlie energy Hows in general tlirongli

the surface. (We find an instance for this fact in the outer surface

of tiie body, mentioned in I he last paragraph but one, which is in

rest relatively to K°. For /v° no energy current passes through the

surface, it does, howevei', in /v+ and A'—). But this representation

fails altogether when absorption takes place, because then inside such

a surface the energy would gradually diminish indefinitely. Therefore

it seems to me that no great importance can be attributed to the

conception of the velocity of the energy.

Miinchen. Institute tor theoretical physics.

Physics. — "(Jii the conception of the current of enerijij". By

.1. D. VAN DER Waals Jr. (Cominuuicated by Prof. J. D.

VAN DER Waals).

In the preceding paper Mr. Laue advances some objections

against the way in which I make use of the conception "cur-

rent of energy" in ray considerations '). He was so kind as to

send me his remarks in manuscript, in consequence of which I can

answer them in this same numl)er. Laue is of opinion, that we cannot

conceive the current of energy as a product of two factors : the

density and the velocity of the energy ; aii<l more emphatically that

in case of a I.ohentz Iransformalion such a velocity must not be trans-

formed according to the ordinary formula for the transformation of

velocities.

As a proof for this assertion he points out, lliat the elastic energy

of a moving body can become zero or negative ^j, but that the corre-

sponding current of energy does not become zero or change its sign

at the same time. This diflicully, however, is not decisive, if we

accept the decomposition of the energy current in components moving

with diU'erenl velocities, as 1 have indicated, 1. c. § 5. And the cir-

cumstance, that energy is traiislerre<l frcnn one point of the body to

1) These proceedings p. i23'J.

-) At first sight it seems to be i)ar;iil(ixal tliut the elastic energy should become

negative. Still it is really possible, as can be explained in the following way. We
imagine a stationary l)ody. Now we apply equal and opposite forces at the ends

of it. Tliese forces in stretching out the body, do positive work. Then we set the

body in motion, in consequence of wliich it contracts. During this contraction the

external forces do a negative amount of work. If liiis negative amount is in abso-

lute value equal to, or larger than the positive work for the extension, tbc elastic

energy of the body can become zero or negative.
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another, makes the conception of energy' moving u'ith another velocity

than the bod^- \ ery plausible.

The main point, however, on which the oi)inion of Laue is based

seems to me to be the fact, that we have no experimental data for

ascribing a definite velocity to the energy and for decomposing tiie

energy current in a definite \vay in components with different velo-

cities. And it is his conviction, if I understand him rightly, that we
are not justified in introducing such like suppositions, which are

founded only on logical and not on experimental considerations. So

he is of opinion that we are not justified in ascribing a definite

Nclocit}- to the energy, because we cannot indix'idualise an amount

of energy, and therefore cannot determine experimentally the velocity

\vith \\ Inch the energy nio\es.

In connection with diis I will remark, that in the case of an

electrical current in a wire we are no more able to individualise

the separate amounts of electricity and we have not the least expe-

rimental datum concerning the velocity of the current. Yet several

physicists have tried to find values for the density and for the velocity

of the electrical charge. And though the values they give are not

very reliable in consequence of our scanty knowledge of the motion

of electrons in metals, yet it seems to me that in principle no objec-

tion against such endeavours can be raised. We choose, of course,

such a value for the velocity as enables us to represent the concep-

tions and the laws of the theory of electricity in the simplest manner
possible, and to asci'ibe to them the most general applicability. In

the same way the close connection between energy and mass induces

me to apply liie considerations whicii hold for the current of mass,

as far as possible also to the energy current.

If however a per,son who is so intimately ac(piainted with the

theory of relatively as L.vue, and who has contributed himself so

much to its development, can think that we are not justified in

introducing sujipositions which are not capable of being directly

experimentally tested, and which oidy serve for the simplification

and the more general application of the theory, then it seems to me
not be superfluous to investigate, which part of the theory of rela-

tivity as it is at present pretty generally adopted, has after all an

experimental basis, and which suppositions have been introduced in

consequence of more "logical" considerations. In the first place we
see that the conception of an energy current lacks an experimental

basis, at least the current which is assumed to exist in a moving

body, when it is subjected to elastic stress and of which L.\ue

makes a so frequent use. The observations only teach us that in one

55

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XIV,
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point of tlie body a force is applied wliicli does work, in anolher

point a force wiiicli absorbs work. We niight assume that in one

|)(tiiit energy is anniliilated and liiat at tiie other point an ecpial

amount of energy is created. An energy current existing between

those two points is not shown to us by any e.xperiment. Only in

consequence of our more "logical" tendencies, we want the conception

of a continuous motion of the energy, and this leads us to assume

that the current exists. The analogy with the motion of material mass

in space has here undoubtedly been of influence. This current of

energy once admitted, it seen)s to me only a small step to carry

this analogy somewhat further and speak of a deiinite density and

II delinile \elocity of the energy in that current.

lint, and this is a more important question, the whole fundamental

assumption, that the laws of nature will be covariant for a Lorkntz-

tiansformalion, has no expei-imental basis. The most obvious expla-

nation of the experiments of Michej.son, etc. is certainly to assume

that light pi-opagates with a velocity c relative to it.^- source, but that

the velocity relative to an observer who is in motion relative to the

source would have another value. Then the propagation of light

would take jjlace in the way of etnilted particles. There would then

no longer be any question of the ether, nor therefore of the e(piations

of the iield. Not the equations of Maxwell, but the expressions for

the electromagnetic potentials would have to be considered as the

basis of the theory of electricity. W. Kitz ') has drawn these con-

clusions with the greatest consistency in two papers, to which loo

little attention has been jtaid ').

What can be a sufficient reason to reject this natural and obvious

explanation of the experiments? It appears to me that for this only

one reason can exist, namely that we believe the ether to exist, and

therefore assume that light, being a vibration in this medium, pro-

pagates in vacuo with a constant velocity c relative to this medium.

Then one coordinate system must exist, relative to which light pro-

pagates always with the same velocity (according to the theory of

Rrrz this is not the case). But then the experiments of Michelson,

etc. postulate that for moving coordinate systems we should use

1) W. RiTZ. Ann. ile (;iiim. cl de Phjs. Slh series 13. p. 115. Anno 1908. W.
Rrrz. Arch, des Sc Pliys. et Nat. (Geneve) 26 p. 209, Anno 1908.

2) 1 do not mean to pretend that 1 consider everything that Rrrz asserts in his

papers to be accurate. The assertion e.g. that the theory of Lore.ntz should be

in contradiction to the principle action = reaction, is decidedly erroneous, I even

think 1 have demonstrated that a consistent application of that principle leads to

LoRENTz's theory of relativity, and that this might perhaps be adduced as an argu-

ment to prefer LoiiENTz's theory to that of Ritz.
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such \arial)les as measure of length and time, thai we lind for the

velocity of light also c when measured with them.

So the only argument to Justify a choice between tlie theory of

relativity of Lokentz (covariance of the laws of nature for the

LoRKNTZ-tiansforination) and that of RiTz') (covariance for the Gallilfi-

transformation) can for the present in my opinion only be the logical

consideration whether we think the ex[)lanation of the electrical

plienomena more plausible with or without the use of the conception

of an ether.

Fortunately this need not always be the case. Though l)otli theories

may he C([ually adopted to explain the hitherto ob.served plienomena,

other e.xperiments are possible which may enable us to get a decisive

test which of them is the correct one. A direct measurement of the

velocity of light emitted by sources showing the Doppler effect, can

evidently give such a decision. The two theories give here a diffe-

rence of the first order. It is not known to me whether oiher expe-

riments which can more easily be executed, would according to the

two theories vield different results.

^) It appears to me that only these two theories need be taken into consideration.

hi my opinion no reason can be found for assuming that tlie ether does not exist,

and on the other hand yet to assume that one or more coordinate systems should

exist relative to which the velocity of light is always c. Certainly no Jexpcriraental

reason can be found. Yet tliis assumption is probably the most widely prevailing.

WiF.uHERT (Phys. Zeitschrift 12, p. 689. Anno 1911) has called it "unbedingtes

lielativitiitsprincip". This name, however,, seems to me to give rise to misunder-

standing, b'or one might think that the "bedingte" theory claims that the postulate

of relativity is only partially fulfilled. The danger for such an interpretation is the

greater, because according to the original formulae of Lorentz in his paper of 1904

the postulate of relativity was in fact not fulfilled with perfect accuracy. This,

however, was only due to an error in the determination of the transformation

formula for the velocity. This error has been corrected by Poincare and by Einstein.

It has no connection whatever with the difference of the theories called "bedingte"

and "unbedingte" theory by Wiechert, who both claim the same absolute accuracy,

and which are in fact identical in all equations they make use of. The only difference

consists in the assumption or denial of the existence of the ether and in the

answer they give to the question whether t' is really the time or an auxiliary quantity.

As the "unbedingte" theory assumes that a difference between a moving and a

stationary system is not to be observed and therefore does not exist, and that it

therefore is based on the thesis "esse est percipi" I should rather call it the

sensualistic theory of relativity.
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Mathematics. — "Homogeneous linear differential equations oforder

two icith given relation between two particidar integrals." (3"'

communication). By Mr. M. J. van Uven. (Communicated by

Prof. W. Kapteyn).

(Communicated in the meeting of December 30, 1911).

Before giving an example of case Oi) (/ is an odd function of t,

all integrals are odd functions of t) we wish to make a few obser-

vations holding in general when 7 is a univalent odd function. Here

we continually suppose that no roots of even power appear in

the integrals (as, indeed, we have up to now always tacitly done).

As in the case mentioned here we may always suppose the inte-

gral to be either even or odd, a change in the algebraic sign of the

integral is exclusively due to the substitution of — r for t.

If an integral x {r) of 'B'] is known, a second integral ?/(T)canbe

found in the usual way by putting

y — zx.

From this ensues then

y z= zx -{- zx , y = zx -\- 2 zx -)- sx,

.. I . f I
y + :7 .'/ + ^ = '"•''' + '

2 7V 2

so that

or

= zx^z\ 2.+^

2.r /

-'->

As X is either even or odd, ,i— - is certainly an (?r6'?i function of t.

To jiidgx' whelhei' i will be even or odd, we have nothing else to do

but to investigate e -

We suppose the odd factor / (levelo|)ed according to positive and

negative jiowers of t. Let the highest positive power be 2/«+ l,the

lowest negative — (2»; -\- 1). If necessary n or m or both can later on

be regarded as infinite. So we write

1 ™ _2^| "
•lk-\-\

-—=:>: akt -{ 2. bkT
2

By integration we find
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where Q,{r) denotes an eren funotioii of r.

The expression

^tI^^' -««() -"0 -"„ „ , .
>> ^^ =e . T =zr . J\\ (r)

is therefore the iiroiliict of an <-re//. function R^{t) of t and r-"".

It wii! lie an even or odd function of r according- as a„ is

even or odd. If '/„ is an (irreducible) fraction, we then chiini in

connection with the above, that r/, has not an even denominator.

We tiien call a, even or odd according as the numerator is

even or odd.

If ii„ is o</il, then z is also odd, hence : is even. The second inte-

gral has then the same parity as the first ; we are then in the case

of («] or (jj).

If rt„ is even, then ; is even, hence - odd. The second integral

is of an other parity tlian the first; we are in the case 17).

The equal or unequal parity of the integrals is then governed bv

1
the nature ot the coefHicient of r— > in —

.

o

If —- is an odd function which does not become iidinite in r =r ()

and which can therefore be developed according to positive powers

of r, then a^=:0, therefore even. We are then in case (•/).

For instance (a) .v = sinh t

1 X-\-X -l~dr
Here holds — ^ r-^=—2t(:uihT. so >' - ^CO.-<k-T.z :=coth'T ,

5 = t — cot/t r. !/ =r r sin/i r — cosh r.

Here too .; and ;/ are of different parity.

(b) .e ^ cos It T

r i+x -l-,hNow — = ~ = — 2 coth r, so a„ = — 2 ; e -'2 ^giith^ t,

z ziz tanli^ T, c =r T -- tank r, y = t cosh t — sinh t.

Here too ,( and // are of different parity.

We shall now regard the case in which a„ is ockl.

It may be possible to develop the integral ,i(T) according to

positive and negative powers of r; let the highest positive exponent
be , the lowest negative — n. We can then write
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1

IVoiii wliicli ensues

so that

1 1

x=^ ^ k{k+\) akr-k-2 ^ ^ k {k-\) /?AT* -2,

(X (fl+ l) rt„T-/^-2 + V y^jk

2
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f+jl

r\{2Q+ l)3. + 2 (2A-+1)/?*t2*-^!

As ^c is supposed ^ we can transfer tlie form between jj in the

denominatoi' (treated as binomiuin) to tlie numerator. In this wav
we get in the numerator a series of positive powers of r and we

tinally find for - an expression in wliich the lowest power of t is

T— ' and that with the coefilicient

a = _ 2q(2q+ 1)^, ^ _ 2

Here too (/„ is even, so that we have again hit upon case (y).

Tiie only manner to obtain with odd ,;; an odd value for a„ is

reached by assuming that the negative jjowers of t in the series

for ,T continue to infinity, hence by putting fi = x . We then

evidently start from the supposition that x in t = has a really-

singular point.

We remark, that we are allowed in as far as it regards parity,

to assume that the series for x and y are built up out of powers

of T with broken exponents if but the denominator of that exponent

is not even. We then find accordingly for a^ broken values.

Example :

T

1 f\\ 2 n\ 1 /1\
Here holds .r =: cos - , x zzz 4- — cos I fai I — I, SO that

2^ ~
1 /n 2 /i\ /I

+ - COS ~ + gin -

— cos\ —
^'/(-1 +

For r7„ we find restricting ourselves to the domain of convergence,

_ 7

«o —y
So here we are really in case- {^).

In the first case / was an eveti function ofr. As instance we have

discussed the case where / is constant. We shall imagine that / is
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not coMStiiiit and we give as example :

Now « = e'
e*'

, X ^ e~ f"' -f e-' e^'
, SO that

= -^^ =z =1 + 2 CO.sh T.

2 ,;•
«^

So iiere / is reallv an e\en t'linctioii of r. Tlie Mil»slilii(ioii — t

instead of t now leaves / (t) uiiclianged whilst the dillerential e(|Matioii

passes into

/ .

A- .« -I- .i- = .

2

so into tiie one belonging to the semi-eqnivalent cnrve.

In order to find the second integral //(r) we again fiiil // =: ,fc.

Then the fnnction z is defined bv

Fnitlicrniore holds

x r= c"+' .

We 1 litis find

The coordinate (|) of the points of the curve oblained liv polari-

sation is now (hut for a constant factor) :

dx

X dy — y dx

So the coordinate § proves to be really obtained by ro[)lacing

T in ,(• by — t.

Ont of

'I'J

X «=''"" and .'• =ze.''
dx

follows

:

/()(/ \ X -^ — // ) = — f—~ and lo(i X = f'
,

so

Uhj
( X -^'-

OV

oq I X — J/
) . lo(l X =;: — 1

,
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1 tog X

dy

dy y 1 — -

—

———=— e lo<!^
.

d.v

SO lluit

y = ,v \
~ e 'oO ^ da;,

J X-
(50)

where the constant of integration is put equal to zero, as this does

not harm the generality of the integral.

Tlie curve represented by (50) is evidently semi-equivalent to itself.

Chemistry. — ''The nitration of henzene" . By Prof. A. F. Holleman

and J. Vermeclen.

(This communication will not be published in these Proceedings).

Chemistry. — "On the addition and tJie additionproducts of chlorine

to the chlorbemenes" . By Dr. T. van dek Linden. (Commu-

nicated by Prof. A. F. Holleman).

(This communication will not tie jiublished in these Proceedings).

ERRATA.
In the Proceedings of the meeting of December 30, 1911:

p. G74 1. 17 from the top: for "narrowed at the lower end" read

"having an upper wider and a narrower lower end

connected to the first by a capillary".

1. J3 from the i)Ottom: for "lower" read "lowest".

p. (376 I'able II in the heading of the third column read /.JO"

p. 678 1. 2 from the top: for "all" read "a class of".

(February 22, 1912).
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Physics. — "Entropy ami Fro/iahilitj/." By Dr. T>. S. Oknstpmn.

(Coniininiicalcd l)y Prof. IjOrkntz).

(Gommunicatcd in the meeting of September 30 1911).

Einstein') has deiiiied llie probal)ili(j ol'state in a way l\y wliieli lie

emancipates himself from special hypotheses concerning the structure of

the systems to which he applies his reasonings. He puts the logarithm

of the probability thus defined proportional (o the entropy. If there-

fore (le is the difference of energy between two states of the system,

and if dA represents the woi-k done by the system if it passes

in a reversible way from one state into the other we have

K
,

de-i-dA
(III =^ — d log 11' =

,

11 is the gas constant and >Y the number of molecules of the gramme-

molecule. The reasoning, used to deduce the |)roportionality of r^

and —log 11', is perhaps not quite convincing, for on the one side it

is presumed tliat a system rinis tin'oiigli all states possible with

the given energy, and on tlie other that log W like the entropy

tends to a maximum value. It is possible by means of statistical

mechanics (as well with the help of the canonical as with that of

the micro-canonical ensembles) to find the relation of entropy and

proliability, however using many less general hypotheses as those

employed by Einstein. I will try to show this in the following

connuunication.

1. We consider a system of a great number (.•>•) of degrees of

liberty. We suppose that the changes of the state in this system

are governed b}' the equations of Hamilton. Observation does not

teach us anything on the .^ general coordinates (5^) and the .s> moments

of momentum (/>) but we obtain knowledge of certain (e. g. geome-

trical) (piantities A. Suppose that there are k quantities Ak which

ari' discernable for observation. The number /; is small in comparison

to 2 .V. We shall indicate these (|iiantities by A^ . . A, . . Ai;").

To the 2,9 values of the coordinates and the moments in a given

1) Ann. dcr Phys Vol 33, lUlU, p. I'iTG.

-) The quantities A may bo geometrical quantities but also ilensities in given

spaces. The quantities determining deformation must be used in several cases, also

the optical qualities of the system, in other cases we have to do with themiical

quantities relating to parts of the system accessible to observation, "and which may

be said to characterise the system for it.
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state of the system corresponds a perfectly defennined set of values

./, on the contrary it must be kept in mind that a great number

of systems with gi-eatly differing values for the p's and the q's

corresponds to a given set of values of the Ay's.

Moreover we must presume that the quantities yi, are observable

with moderate accuracy, so that systems for which A, has a value

between J, and A,,-\-<lA,_ are undiscernible for observation. The

(juantities t\A are once for all fixed (in relation to the given accuracy

of observation); LA, will be small compared with A,.

A system having its A,'s between the limits mentioned will be

called the system (yl, . . A, . . At). For the sake of simplicity we shall

suppose that the quantities A, depend only on the general coor-

dinates ').

The 2.s-dimensional space in which the system can be represented

in the ordinary way can be dissolved into the extension in configuration,

(the coordinates being the variables) and into the extension in moments

or velocity. The part of the extension in configuration where the

systems lie for which the value of the A, is between ^1/ and J/ +</J/

will be represented by

l{A, ..A,.. Ak) dA, . . dAy . . dAic

or shortly by

XdA^ . . dAy. . . dAk .

We shall further suppose that the potential energy f, of the system

of given A,'s is totally determined by tlie values of the quantities

Ay. This is only approximately true, for f, depends on the coordinates,

which can still be greatly different for systems of which the A/s

are the same. We shall represent the potential energy by

ffy(yli . . Ay . . Ak, a, . . a„),

the quantities a denoting parameters on which the potential energy

may also depend ; the same parameters shall appear generally also

in the function "/•

Finally we ' could suppose that there exist relations between the

(piantities yt, suppose for example /> (h <:;^ k) of the form

/^ = o.

Foi- such a case we can always introduce k—b new quantities

A which are mutually independent, we therefore shall suppose that

this is yet the case for the J,.'s mentioned above ^).

1) It is however not dilKcuit to extend the considerations to those cases where
this is not so and where the A/, can be therm ical quantities.

-) This need not be the case if we take as variables such quantities which are

suggested by the nature o." 'lie problem, e. g. there exists a relation between the
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2. We shall now consider a microcaiionical eiisciiilile between

tiie energies i- un<l f -|- df-, consisting of the systems described above.

1 shall represent the part of the extension in confignration for which

(he qnantities J, are sitnated between the limits J, and Jz

—

dA, by

Si{yli . A, . . Ak). The value of ii may be expressed by the equation.

ii(A, . .A, . . . At) = (• \{s-e, {A, ..A... .l,)^

X. (lA^ ..cLt. .dAi,df;

C being a determined numerical constani wliich is of no importance

to us. The quantities ^i, must ha\e such values that ff,'^f-

We sliall iirst consider the (|uestit)!i for wiiich values of Ay, il is

a maximum, i.e. which values of the A, occur in a maximal region.

We liud for the maximum condition, proceeding in the usual way,

jB-i,{A,..A,..Ai)dA.^ X ^ -^

The quantity t—^g i^-t) being the kinetic energy of the system

occurring maximally, this quaiitiiy is, as is proved by Gibbs, propor-

tional to the absolute lempei'alurc 7' and it can be expressed by

the formula

* R
T.

2N
s

Neglecting 1 with respect to -, s being very large, we find as a

condition for the maxinuim of 12

N ds,. 1 (fv
-\ ^ = 0.

RTdAk X ^'^/.

The tui'lher conditions that <V'Jo</ii<^0 lead to a number of

relations of the form :

ftf.V .s-2 (f 6^

5t'
\dAj X dA/-

^

and to a numlier ot relations in whicli llio (luantilies -—
^^

d/f,oAn

densities in fixed ciimienls of vohiine in a g.ns. In prartice one will not use the

relations to eliminate the j\y but will use tlie Laplacian method of undetermined

coefficients. It is also possil)le that inequalities appear as relations in every ca.=e;

it follows from our first hypothesis llial we may assume that the relations are

fulfilled willioul any approximation.
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play a i)art. Tlie t'Oin|ilicati(iii ofTered by the appearance of llie.se

quantities may always be a\oided by a linear substitution whicii

removes those differential coeflficients. I shall suppose that such-like

^//s are introduced (further representing them by the same symbol

y/,) ; _/,„ represents the value of ,//, in the maximum system.

3. The region Si where those systems are represented for which

yi, is situated between ./^^ + 5, and /ly„ +§,-{- d^y can be easily

calculated ; we find for it:

A;

dc,y . dlkdi

where

and

CtUI,„-.yt...- /k,){B-e^r-

'''

RTs^^XdjJ RTdJ/- •/' Vd.yJ
"^

X 3-//'

The expression foujid above can be used to calculate the total

volume of the extension in phase of the space where the energy

is contained between the given limits. For this purpose we have to

take the sum of £I\ for all the values of .f,'s which are compatible

with the given energy. However, we can integrate with respect to

the c, from — oc to -\- cc, the values of c^ which deviate considerably

from 0, attributing only very small amounts. Proceeding in this

wav we tind for (he extension in question, which we shall represent

dF
,

bv the notation ot Gibbs e'rds or -—-(Is
oe

d V CS>,
-— de = e'^df =: ch,

C being again a determined constant, the value of which is without

importance for our conclusions.

With the help of the found expres.sion we can express the value

of the function V{e) which determines the magnitude of the part

of the extension in phase for which the energy of the represented

systems is smaller than s.

We obtain for V[e) the expression

.-(F=0)

The value of the i.^'egral can easih be obtained in case that the
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value of the A,, for which i2 is a iiiaxiiiiiiiu, is indcpcndeul of t.

Then we may assume f (F=0) = f,/ (.!,„. yi,„. J/, „). Siibstitntiiig- this

value we find

But (he same relation holds for oilier cases. The (piantity y/,.{)

depejiding on e, we have

^ =J
(8-8,/ -/,„.. //.„..//,„) X (- /:„• //>„-^4„) rff

= - (8-8, (.../,„..)
)'

X (y/.„)

I

+
J(8-8,,(..

//.„)
)'

X (•• - /-.)

:(F=--0) £(V'=0)

1 ^--^'0 d8

c ( r=u)

Combining tiie integrals we lind

Every term of the integrals is zero. The kinetic energy being

essentially positive wc have a( the limit 8 ( F == 0)-8 =: 8,^,, so that

we obtain

V=-Cie-8, (/.„))^x ('/.„)

J/„ having the value relating to the energy s.

In this demonstration y^p,, has been neglected, the inlluence

however of these factors is small, they deviate only \ery slightly

from 1, if compared with the quantities taken into consideration.

4. GiiJHS has proveil that (oi/ V is equivalent with the thermo-

dynamic enlroi)y. If two microcanonical ensembles whose energy

differs As and whose parameters dilfer by Aa there exists an equa-

tion of (he form
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e-r V hb,j V=Ls -^UlLa') (J)

in this equation ^4| is tlie average force in the ensemble exercised with

') For the case under consideratiou we can piove withoul applying the general

discussions of Gibbs that ^ shows a perfect analogy with tlie temperature, and

the relation (I) can be proved somewhat more simply than it has been done by Gibbs.

Let us imagine two systems of the kind described above, which can interchange

energy but which considered as a whole are isolated. Let us suppose that the

first has Sj, the second Sj degrees of fi'eedom, the energy of the first being sj, that

of the second i=2- The total energy being constant we have

f-i -r^ ^ = f-

The quantity (p^., of the combined system can be expressed (Gibbs I.e. p. 98

form. 316) by
"

'-J'
df,.

If we represent the value of (Az,) when the \./ have their maximum value by

a5(Az„.), and if we distinguish for the first system x parameters A/, and for the

second n parameters Av, we obtain

—

1

-f —

1

^'" = j(fi—f?i)" Xil-^'fiKfi— fry.)

The maximum system wiU contribute a maximal amount to the integral. We
can find this system a.sking for what values' of fj and f; the function under the

integral is a maximum tj + fo being a constant. We tlien find

77-0 ''fi + (i - ^— f^f. +

From the above considerations it follows that the summations in this equation

are zero, the A/ being the values for the most frequent forms of the separate

systems. We therefore find for the systems occurring maximally

---2 ^ ^'-^

2(fi-E?:) 2(8.,-8,,)
'"

i. e. that system is most frequent for which the kinetic energies of the composing
systems are proportionate to the number of degrees of freedom.

If we separate the by terns, their contents of kinetic energy will fulfill with
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respect lo the p;iraiiiotcf n. (iibbs lias sliowii that e^'r V corresponds

with temperature. Witli the help of the i^iveii relations we can cal-

great probability the theorem of equipartition. Also two systems the energies of

which are proportionate to their number of degrees of freedom will be, after that

communication of energy has been made possible, in a probable state and it is

therefore almost certain that one system will not give or obtain energy from the

other. If two systems are brought into contact whose energies are in another

proportion, their state is improbable and the total system will probably change in

such a way that the system for which — is too great, loses energy. What has

been said is sufficient to show that — can be used as a measure for the temperature.

We have next to consider t4ie mean force in a micro-canonical ensemble. I

will give a somewhat simpler deduction than that of Gibbs.. (Hertz has also given

another treatment).

Consider an ensemble for which the density
f

in phase is a function of f, the

function f (f) being zero everywhere except between narrow limits in the proximity

of f,,; between the limits p (f) shall be supposed everywhere positive. Suppose

that e\ and t^ arc values of e lying outside this region but so, that £x< e>< i«; we
have identically

I o (//), .... dqg ::= I Q c? (Is.

-1 -1

Differcniiating with respect to the parameters a we obtain

-2 -S -2

'i ^1 -1

-I -1

The transformation on the second line follows directly from the :?ignilication of ^|

,

The last expression is obtained by integration in parts. The density p being

zero for the limits, we may neglect the fact that $i and sa can depend on a. We
therefore obtain

-!

Now p being positive and ,V dilTcring from 0, we have

O.l.. — dw dip— + .L-^-^ =0.
08 OS Oa

The values ei and to can be taken as near to each other as we like, therefore
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ciilate e^'r V and liiid for it

2

It is wortli noticing tliat ^conip. Gibbs form. (377) p. 119)

2
e-?V=-e,,\,

whore f^l vepresents the average kinetic energy in tiie ensemble.

We therefore have

The same reUition can be obtained with the help of tiie given

formuhxe. Using the definition of an average value, we have

.H^ tHi "" '"'j''^^-o = ''j^ (^^' • • ^' • •
-^'^•) •

%

{a-e, {J, ..J,.. A,-) )i dJ, ..dJu.. dJu.

The last integral can be transformed into

C(6— 6y(./i„ . .//.„ ..--A„)

V i
/^ 1 / Of,, N

'

we can always take care that the sign of t? does not change in the interval.

dF
Now e' being -^ we can transform the last equation to

4/ = ^% ft
oa

C depending only on a. Taking for « the least value consistent with the energy

aF
we have to take e- and ^— equal to zero and we find the same value for C

To prove ij) we have only to keep in mind that

1 /dF OF
A % F= --- — Aa + — A 6 ;

V \Qa 06

rememberina- that e* ^ ^r— we find
06

e-i VLlo,f V =~A\ La 4- Af.

Further e 'V -£^,| is equivalent to the temperature; this note shows there-

fore that (1) is indeed an expression which is comparable with that of thermo-
dynamics.
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which can easily' be seen if one rememt)ers that the terms w hich enter

besides p, in the exponent are verj' small in comparison to the j),

terms. Using the given value for e'r we obtain

The mejin energy in the eiiscnilile and that of the most fre(pientl_v

occurring systems are equal. The same is true for the force in the

maximum system A^ and the mean force A\.

The force exercised with respect to a parameter in a system of

the energy 6, amounts to — --. We therefore have
Oa

i
-de— i2^dA, . . (lA, . . clAk.
da

de
The value of - can be expressed lor a system tor which

da

A,_ = A^„ -f- §-• and for which i,. is not too great by

da ydaj„ ^
,
ydA^da ^ ^ ' dA/da ^

J ^,_,^._,,dJ,dJ,,, ^ *

In the integration tliose systems for winch |, are great have \'ery

small influence, we can therefore adopt the given expansion for all

values of §z. Introducing the value of iix we easily see tliat the

terms with %,%,, disappear in the integration. We also find:

— _ /Oa\ ^- 2 d''6 _ ^ 2 d-6

^1~ ~ V^J„~ f 7' d. h'da ~ ^^ ~ f 7' dljda.

'

d=6
In general n, is large compared with -——

-, we thcrclore have
d.iy-da

'A — ^'o •

(Comparing the values of kuj V and khi i2„, we see that we have

if ^i" is very great

k

log V T= log i^i^ — h ^ log p, -\- Const.
I

k

The sum ^ lotj )>, may be neglected with respect to Io</ S2,, if k
1

'
'

'

is snuxll in comparison with s; this being the case we have
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logV'-lon i*„ + Cons'.

Coinparing therefore loi:i ii„ for two ensembles for wliicli the

energy differs by Ae we find

:

RT
-—Lloij i*^ — Lf + A„La (//)

R
,The (|uanlity —loyil^ tuKills tlierefore the same relation as the

thermodynamic entropy in the cori'esponding case. The cori'espond-

ence however ought no longer to be considered as to be formal, all

(piaiitities relating now to real systems, i. e. to the most frequently

occurring system of an ensemble, that may be identified with the

system in stationary state. The function log V showing the properties

of entropy, the same will be the case for log ii^.

5. I shall define the probability W {A^ .. A,) of a system {A^ .. Ai.. Ak)

as the integral of i2 taken for a region whose magnitude is given

by observation and which is characterised by the quantities A.i^

(comp. (1)). We therefore have

Ai+AAi AiH-AAfc
2 2

W{A,
. A, .. Ak)

=J
. . . Csi (A, .. J. .. Ak).

Ai—AAi AIc—AAl
2 2

Sulistituting in this formula the obtained value of ii we find

^Ai AAi
2

"^ h

W(A, ., A. .. Ak) = ii

J^.
. .J / f ''

^\i.^ .. j.^ ., ,., .

— AAi — AAi

The A./x being relatively small quantities compared with the §,, we
can put this into the form

k

IF (J^ .. J, .. . //,) = ii„ e 1 A. A .. A . /. . A. //..

We shall now prove that ~ log W= ij^ shows the i)roperties

of the entropy, i.e. that

7j^ == - loff n = - log .c>„ + ^T- ^''«'' + <^«"*'*- • • U^^ )

answers to the relation.
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df + clA
i;a— rjo =

7j\
(IV)

K
,

Putting »;„ in stead ot — kxj ii^ -\- Cond. \vc can traiistnnn flllj tu

n^ = >u + ^^J^%^-
(ni")

The energy being the same for the systems nnder discnssion the

reU^tion (IV) rednces to

R dA- d log W=—N ^ T
or

dA
n^ = Vo + Y'

In order to prove the correspondence of the entropy j; and — lu(/ W,

we have to show that

RT

represents the work done if the system is brought in a reversible

way from the stationary state to that indicated by L.

We can make this transformation reversible in two ways:

In the iirst phice we can imagine an externa! tield of force,

applied in such a manner that the deviating state in the old

ensemble is the most frequently occurring in the new and cliange

this iield of force in such a way that the most frequently occurring

state passes continually from the states J through the state -/ + §.

In the second place we can imagine fictitious forces influencing the

parameters y/,. in such a way that they allow the non-stationary state

to exist. These forces can be changed in such a way, that the

said states follow each other as a series of states of equilibrium ').

I will follow the second way. In order to find the forces wanted,

we can take the quantities ?/ as parameters and determine the forces

g, working on the stationary system by the relation

The region V to be used here is found substituting .'/^„ + §/ for

yi, in the value found for V{e^....^/>,„ .), ./,„ 4-^/ being now the

equilibrium value for f,.

1) If we have for oxamplc ;i gus tlie density of which deviates from the nor-

mal we can as well by introducing a (ield of force as by ficlilious walls change

the non-slalionary stale into a slate of cqiiilihriiini.
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111 lliis way we fiml for tlie force working on |

RT I / d loij V\ /d' lo,j V\ ^

Introduoing these forces in the expression for the work we obtain

RT 1^
I r \ f^ lo<i r\ /d' loci V\ i

_ i^r 4 „ V()= (oa V

2X
i \ d f,

the tirst term being zero as follows from the condition of equilibrinm.

Jt has been shown also that — log W corresponds with entropy

for a non-stationary state. For two deviating states from different

ensembles the same is trne, i)ecause it is always possible to pass

fi'om one to the other, passing through the stationary states of the

ensembles, for which sta'es the formula (II) is true.

6. I .will shortly indicate wiiat is obtained if we apply the above

formulas to a gas (or liquid), the molecules of which answer to the

hypothesis of van der Waals. Suppose that we have n perfectly

rigid and elastic spherical (diameter a) molecules in a volume V.

Let- us divide the volume in / equal elements V, , which contain

n, molecules. The volume of the extension in configuration can be

represented, as I have shown, by

iii (n) 3= CO I —
I

being a function of density. For the potential energy

we shall use the ex|)ressioii

-2fT/
The quantities »,. are joined by the relation

h

-S iiy 1= n.

1

The function x of (1) has the form

?ii ' 71, ' 71,
"'

{to (n,) V,f^

the members ii, being chosen for J,.

The condition for the most frequently occurring system is
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n,, c(N n, d loij (ij(iv)

V,. Rl V, an,

Tlie quantities n,_ are normal coordinates, the value of p, is

1 2 dloq co(n,) IV <^' % w(ii<-) «A^ 1 iV 1 ,

'
n,„ V, dir, V, dn,' ^ RT V, RT f,,

The last term is a^ain small in respect to the others, we (herefoi'c

tind

1 (/ / dlo<fM{r\,) 2ii/i\

3 m
8/, being — R'J\

If we take into consideration that llie pressnrc .t of a gas(comp.

my dissertation p. i25) is expressed by

RT f dloiiLo(n) an'
JT = —- n— u-

iV V '^'i -R^'

we can put p, in the form

_ 1 A^ djt{ny)

''' '~ ~ 't^RT "dnT^
'

The expression /oyT'can easily be used to calculate the pressure.

7. The mean value oi' {./, —A,„y i.e. of ^^ can easily be calcniatcd.

One liiids foi- it

FT = —

.

p,

or 25z§% = l. We can apply this formula to calculate the mean

work necessary to bring the system from the normal into the deviating

slate, we obtain for i(

— h'T
dA — k .

RT
For each (luaiilitv // this mean work amounts to — i. e. the

' ' 2.V

mean work is e(pial to tiie energy jiro degree of freedom.

The result has also been obtained by Einstein. Indeed it can be

shown that for our case the dcruution which Einstein has gi\oii and

the definition used are identical, if only it may be supposed that

the path of the representing point of the system fills the space f :=

const, everywiiere dense. Einstein defines the probabilily of a slate

/1^ . . //x ylk as the fraction of a very long time T for which the
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system is in (lie said state. I have shown ') tliat tlie probability in

a (inie ensemble can be exjiressed by

C-
' F'

(h being an element of the path of the system and F being the velo-

city of the representing point on its path. The qnantity C'is given by

J — integrated alonii,' the whole path.

The probaiiililv defined bv Einstein now can be expressed by

'

^n-
where the integration covers all those elements tor which the values

of Jy. have the given magnitude. If the hypothesis of Einstein may

be used the value of this integral can be expressed by the part of

the sjiace f =: C* which is the limit of ih ilyl^.. ', . . -Ii-) LJ, if

'/e approaches zero, and the space has been filled in such a way
with systems, that udh has a finite value if lU approaches zero.

For by Einstein's hypothesis all the points for which A, is between

^1, and -/, -(-A-/, are on the |iatli of the representing point, and

the gi\cn ex|)ression represents the pai't of the space for whicli

Tc/.s

the yl, s have the given values. The integral i
-- taken over the ele-

ments indicated abo\e and i2 (-/.,) are identical.

Using these conditions limiting, however, the generality, we have

proved that the |)rol>aiiility as defined by Einstein is proportional

to the entro|)y.

(ivoningen, Sept. 1911.

Physics. — "Remdrka on the i^'/ation of the tnethoi/ of Gihbs for

the ileterminatmi of the equation of state irith that of the

inrial and the mean free path. By Dr. L. S. Ornstein. (Com-

mnnicated by Prof. H. A. Lorentz).

(Communicated in the meeting of December 30, 1911).

In determining the equation of state by means of statistical

jnechanics it is useful to introduce a function to, which for a system

of n molecules of diameter a is given bv an inteural

J'
(tz„ = co"V" (1)

1) Comp tlie.«e Proc. ol .Tan "28 1910, p. 804.
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Tiie coordiiiates of the centres ,;, ... :„ can l>e situated in all the

parts of a space I"" where

(.'V - .r.y- + (y. - !nr + (c. - c,f > o\ . . . (la)

In my dissertation 1 have shown .that with tiie help of this

function the pressure of the gas can be e.xpressed by tlie forua

/ d loq Ui\
p = rT n — n' ^^— — an- (2)

V '^" y

In this formula n represents the number of molecules pro unity

of volume. The function to depends on n and o. From a simple

dimensional consideration can be shown that to must be a function

of no'. In my dissertation I have calculated the three first terms of

a serial expansion of this function.

It is worth mentioning that the same function plays a role when

p is calculated liy the method of virial and that it appears too in

the theoiy of mean free path. For the total surface of the part of

the spheres free for a collision, the quantity which Ci.AUSius represents

by S can be expressed as a function of to. Prof. Lorentz fixed my
attention on the fact that such a relation exists. The equation of state

calculated by the method of virial takes the form

d loq '!

3 1 _ 1 — "^—d^ . 3 _
— pv nr Ta — e 6 =: — nr 1 \ . . . (3) )

2 4 (to 2

the virial of attracting forces being neglected. In order that (2),

where « must be put 0, and (3) be identical it is necessary that

d log 'j)

r du}
""-^

S=: — 6 — n— e

a dn

It is easy to prove this relation.

I shall represent the integral (1) by / ('*> '')• f" dilTerentiating with

respect to a we find

dy(w , o) du)

otT da

and taking into account that to is a function of no", we obtain

dx(n,tj) -i dlo,,vi

oa a dn

The differential coefticient can also be expressed with the help of

the free surface N. We shall determine the change of x('* >^) if <^

increases with tfo. In order to determine the variation of x(" . <5).

1) For the deduction of this formula compare the Iranslation of my dLssertation

which will shortly appear iu the Arch, Ne^rl.
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wliii'li is caused li\ uii iiiliiiitesimal cliaii^e <ia we can presume

that either only the diameter of the first molecule or that of the

second, or the third etc. increases with do.

The variation of x(n , o) then is gi\en by the sum of the variations

of this qnanlitj in those several cases, we therefore fuid <Sx(n , c)

ity mnltiplying the variation in one of those cases by ?/. Supposing

that only the n''' molecule undergoes the variation, then the radii of

the spheres described round the centres of the n — 1 others must

1

be increased by - (fo, and the variation — ot x amounts to

1

Sda
o

and / (p.— J , <j) remaining the same, the variation in question comes to

1—
o

X(«-l.<J)'S'f^<^•

Hence

and

1

dX (n, 0) = — -n'/_(>i—l,a) >^da

rf/ (n, o) n
---t{n-\,a)S (5)

da

The combination of (4) and (5j gives

X («. o) 6 rf log (M
O r=z — n .

X (m— 1, o) a da

Taking into account that, as I have shown in my dissertation,

d tnrj u

X {>h O)
, . .r

" ~^^= Q(n) = Vuie
X(«-l,(5)

we find

d log 'It

6 d log (It 6 du) ^ J,,S=- -n -^g{r,) = - - Vn~e '''...
(6)a an a dn

which agrees with the formula mentioned above.

Ci.AUSTUs') has shown that the mean free path is given by

4W 4^(n)

~s\72~s\72 ^'^^

The quantity ]V is the space free for the situation of the centre

1) R. Clausius. Die kinetische Theorie der Case p. 46—83. This formula can
also be obtained by mcan.^ of statistical mechanics.

57
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol, XIV.
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of a inolccnle in a syslem of n molecules, i. e. tiie (|iiii!ility wliich

we have represented by g(n).

Tiie mean free path /„ for the case that the inlerseclion of the

spheres (of repulsion) is neglected and where (/(/*) is made equal

to 1^, amounts to

V I

L
M.T<;"|/2 i\.io^[/2

Introducing in (7) the value of g(n) which follows from i^tj), and

using the abbreviation /„, one finds

V 3 J " dlog (o

dn

These expressions can be used to put the equation of stale in a

new form. Substituting for / the value following from (8) we find

P=rTu 1 4- -.to' n

If we have to do with a gramme-molecule of the gas we have

RT/ h L

' ^ V \ ^ VI

The quantity b is the known constant of van der Waals, rtiV'

is equal to his a, N being the number of molecules for the gramme-

molecule. Prof. Kounstamm') has deduced a similar relation, however

without indicating rigorously the relation, existing between the free

volume and the free surface. The fact that there exists such an

intimate relation between these quantities shows that each further

approximation of one of them allows to find the following approxi-

mation for the other. At the same time it is shown that the method

of statistical mechanics gives the most simple calculation, as all is

reduced to the detei-mination of one function to and to the differen-

tiation of this function.

Groningen, Dec. 191 J.

Meteorology. — ''The relation between changes of the ireather and

/oral phenon)ena". Hy Dr. J. P. van dkr Stok and P. H. Gau.e.

(Goinmunicated in the meeting of Januari 27, 1012).

1. Every one whose daily task it is to formulate expectations

concerning the coming weather, knows lluit the theory of cyclones,

based upon the conditions for steady motion, is of little use.

What he wants to know is what happens, or at least what may

happen, when the situation alters with the lime: whether the ceuire

') KouNSTAMM. These Proc. VI, p. 767 and p. 794.
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o'' tlio cyclone is tilling up or receding, deepening or approaching

or, also, whether tiie centre moves along the arc of a circle, distance

and intensity remaining the same.

Obviously if, in the latter case, the velocity of rotation is of the

same order as that of the earth's rotation, (he clfect of the latter

maj- be lessened so that the angle between gradient of pressure and

winddirection becomes smaller or is reduced to zero, or, also, that

this effect is increased thus causing an angle of deviation greater

than the normal value.

On the other hand a disturbance of tiie equilibrium between the

three concurring forces: viz. pressure gradient, influence of the earth's

rotation and friction caused by a decrease of the gradient force

must become perceptible as an apparent increase of the effect of

the earth's rotation and friction, from which results an angle of

deviation and a pi'oportion between windvelocily and gradient force

greater than in the case of normal adjustment.

When these influences are such that their effect becomes clearly

visible in the comparatively rough observations (estimation of wind-

force according to the Beaufort scale and of direction in 16 points)

as inscribed in a weather chart, for rates of variation corresponding

to actually occurring velocities of variation, then these effects would

afford a means of drawing conclusions concerning the coming weather

based on deviations from normal values, i. e. on purely local phe-

nomena; the normal condition being defined as what occurs when the

motion is steady.

2. In order to investigate in how far these deviations satisfy

the conditions for practical use, let us consider the simple case of

currents moving in horizontal planes, i. e. when the isobars are

straight lines or, also, curvilinear but then at a considerable distance

from the centre of curvature where the vertical motion is nil.

Choosing the place of observation as origin of polar coordinates,

and assuming that, at that distance from the centre, the terms:

dv du
V -- and V ^—

Or Or

may be neglected, the equations of motion become:

dv ii' 1 d»— 1- nau -f <y — —
Ot r Q Or

du uv I dp
-^— iiav + ( u = —
dt r Q rd&

If now- the problc''' is restricted to the question what happens at

57*
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the poiiil of observation {r= 0), all terins; containing iIk' angnlar

velocity :

_ do
~

dt

vanish, except -.

itv d8

r
~

dt

and the equations assume tiie simple form

:

dv 1 dp— + knv = —
da \ dp ^ ^

dt J rdd

where r indicates the windvelocity,

8 the direction in which the air moves, counting from North to

East,

a = 2 sin
(f , (f

= geogr. lat. of tiie place.

n the angular velocity of the earth =7.29X10-^.
kn = I the frictioncoefficient,

}) the atmospheric pressure,

Q the density of the air.

If we wish to know the coming variation for a short time only,

we may choose an arbitrary function for the gradient such that the

integration is easily effected.

We assume that the variation in intensity of the gradient can be

represented by the function

and that the variation in direction can be represented by a uniform

rotation with an angidar velocity sn counting clockwise.

Then, if (i denotes the angle between the gradient and the North

direction at the time ^ = 0, the equations (1) become:

dv
+ knv = He'i"' cos (6 — ^ — snt)

dt

/ dt9\
vi an — I =: IleT" sin [6 — ^ — snt)

(2)

They arc satisfied by the values

He9»*

^^{k + qY -\-{a-sy'

from which follows for the angle of deviation :

, e = 6,-Y snt
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tang ((9„ — /?) = tang a =:

Ro that we may also write :

k+ q
(3)

— cos a =z — sin a
n {k -(-

q) n (a

—

s)

: . . (4)

The otlier part of the complete solution, derived from (2) by

equalizing lo zero the terms on the right hand side of (^i, can l>e

TABLE I. Angle of deviation. Departures from normal values.

9 =
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left out ol' cousidcratioii. Its meaning would be a superposed wind

of ai-bitrarv velocity :

(7e -'•'',

ji,radually waning under tlie influence of friction and rotating with

an angular velocity an.

If we define as normal values

:

a Hcostt„ Hsi)ia„ H 1

tanq n„=- and F„ =-

lien

/ n k n a n \/];^^(i-

k cos a a sin « Vk^ -\- a'

i\ (i- f q) cos «„ {a - s) sin «„ \/(k+ gy + («—^'

Tables I and II exhibit liie quantities «— :r„ and "/,.„ calculated for

(lilferent values assigned to q and s, for a latitude of 52° N and

the \alue k=l, corresponding with a normal angle of variation:

«„ = 5S\

Positive differences and proportions greater than unity arc printed

in heavy type, negative differences and proportions smaller than

unity in italic type.

The values given to q and .y in the tables correspond with the

following rates of variation :
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A deficient windvelocity, together with too great an angle of

deviation is an indication of an abating and backing gradient.

A windv^elocitj smaller than the normal value combined with too

small an angle of deviation always indicates an increase of the

gradient ; when the wind is backing, the negative deviations are

smaller than with a veering wind ; the latter case only obtains when

(he rate of variation is ver}' great.

In applying these rules two cases can be taken into consideration;

firstly when the isobars are straight lines ; then an increase or

weakening of the gradient is not necessarily associated with a rising

or tailing barometer at the place of observation and its variation

may merely indicate a crowding or dispersing of the isobars in the

pressure field.

When, secondly, wind and angle of deviation are evidently under

the influence of a distant atmospheric depression, then an increase

of the gradient may denote a deepening of the depression, the distance

remaining the same, as well as an approach of the centre, for accor-

ding to the Iheory of cyclones, the pressure gradient in the- outer

part of the cyclonic area varies inversely with the distance from the

centre.

The relation of windxelocity and angle of deviation to their

normal values at places situated around the centre will then enable

MS to discriminate which of the two cases obtains.

A decrease of the gradient, i.e. a negative value of q, therefore,

in a cyclonic field, is an indication of a rising, an increasing

gradient of a falling i)arometer.

Too strong a wind, mostly associated with too large an angle of

deviation is an indication of an increasing distance of the centre of

depression accompanied by a change in azimuth in the clockwise

direction, and a rising barometer from right to left when standing

with the back to the wind.

These rules for weather forecasting (or rules otherwise formula-

ted and based on the data of the tables) correspond for the greater

part with the rules advocated in several publications by Mr. Guilbert.^)

In some respects they are more complete in so far that the case

of rectilinear isobars has been taken into consideration, when a rise

or fall of the barometer need not occur, and also because here the

influence of a rotation has been pointed out. In West-Europe where

the weather depends upon the motion of centra of depression, often

1) G. GuiLBERT. Nouvelle methode de prevision du temps, avec une preface par

B. Brunhes, Paris, Gauthiers-Villars, 1909.
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moving with great velocity in the Norwegian sea or in the Channel,

tins factor is certainly of some importance.

The weather rnles, as fonnd by Guilbkrt in an empirical manner,

may therefore be explained on rational mechanical princi|)les and can

supply valuable insights and indications, provided it is kept in mind

that they are applicable only to places situated at a considerable

distance from the centre of depression and when the rate of varia-

tion is rapid.

Only then the deviations from normal values will be sufficiently

e\ ident, but in such cases they are of considerable value as they

enable us to ascertain and timely signalize rapidly evolving variations

which otherwise would perhaps have remained unnoticed.

In the neighbourhood of the centre the rules fail as well as the

formulae given above because there ascending currents play an

important part, and a slackening of wind and gradient may mean,

not an increasing, but a decreasing distance from the centre, as in

this area the gradient varies directly with the distance.

In practice the use of the simple rules is hampered by many

diflieulties; the conditions are rarely so simple as implied in (he

premises on which the computations in the tables are based and even

the simple case of two gradients, one of which of constant magnitude

and direction and the second variable (e.g. a constant centre of high

pressure and a centre of de[»ression moving with respect to the first,

which often occurs) would lead to fornuiiae too complicated for

practical use. Moreover it is difficult to estimate at first sight the

direction and magnitude of the gradient, the estimation of wind force

and direction is a source of uncertainty and it is difficult to ascertain

what values are to be considered as normal.

3. Although the fact that Guilbkrt lias found these indications in

a purely empirical manner is a proof of their usefulness in practice,

only a systematical application extended over a considerable time can

lead to a reliable estimate of their merits, and such experiments will

be valuable only when the prognostics are subjected to a severe and

systematic criticism.

Even then it will be difficult to point out what gain the application

of Guii.beut's rules has aflbrded because, in formulating the expectation,

now as before, various factors nmst be taken into account which

bear no relation to these rules.

In our experiment, some results of which are communicated in

this paper, the prognostics were criticized by dividing the area of

the weather chart into nine compartments by means of two sets of
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parallel lines perpendicular to each otlier and by nolicing in each

compartment what change in pressure was expected according to ihe

observed local symptoms.

This was done by the signs -}- and — , with sometimes the addition

of the words "much" or "liltle"; also the symbols ± and q= were

used in order to indicate that the expected variations were small

(less than 2 or 3 mm.) in positive or negative direction. By drawing

TABLE III. Frequencies of percentages of success.

%
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imaginary diagonals it was often possible to form a clearer image

of the future situation.

The experiments were made during the months of May to June,

October to December 1910, January to April and November 1911.

Besides these weatherforecasts also the desirability of hoisting storm-

signals was noted.

With a view of obtaining numerical values for the fulfdment of

the expectation the chart was compared with that of the next day and

the following numbers were given separately for each compartment:

4 for coaiplete success

3 ,, nearly complete success

2 ,, half success

1 ,, variation in the right direction, but too small

,, no success.

During the months of May and June a critique was made up as

well for a periotl of 12 as of 24 hours afterwards. The percentage

of success for the total area has been calculated from the frequencies

given in the following table, from which appears also on how many
days in each month a forecast was made up.

It appears fi'om this table that in May and June after 12 hours

(he percentage of success was somewhat higher than after 24 hours,

as might have been expected. As the greater part of disturbances

come from the West and no stations are situated on the left side

of the westerly conqiartments (I a, b, c), it is evident that there and

in the south-eastern compartment (IIIc) the percentage of success

must be smallest: this conclusion is contirmed by the following

summarv :

TABLE iV.
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A belter idea of the profit to be gained bv the application of

these symptomatica! indications might be gathered by determining

the percentage of success if a forecast were made excUisiveiy^ on the

base of local wind observations and the knowledge of the gradient

for one given station, without consultation of a weather chart.

This has been done for the station Swinemunde and the years

1909 and 1910.

Magnitude and direction of tiie gradient were computed from liie

barometric heiglits at the stations Hamburg, Wliisby and Hreslau,

forming a triangle in the centre of which Swinemunde is nearly

situated.

The method of criticizing the degree of success was about the

same as applied to the area of a weatherchart ; the result was an

average success of 65.4 "/o. which may be considered as a pretty

fair result of the method without the application of other means.

As to the signalling of storms, the result was favourable as might

have been expected especially for rapidly advancing disturbances, a

number of which could be foreseen considerably earlier than if the

relative windforce and angles of deviation were not taken into account.

Meteorology. — "0?i tfie angle of deviation between gradient of

atmospheric pressure and air motion." By J. P. van der Stok.

(Communicated in the meeting of January 27, 1912).

In a previous communication') I have shown how the average

friction coefficient, and therefore also the average angle of deviation

between gradient of pressure and wind\elocily, can be derived from

the semidiurnal variation of barometric pressure and wind.

As a result of this inquiry for two sets of observations made at

de Bilt and on board the lightvessel Terschellingerbank, it was thus

found that the angle of deviation computed according to the well

known expression for steady motion

2 n sin <p a
tanq a :=. =z —

I . k

a = 2 sin <f, I ^= hi

If:
=. geogr. latitude

n = angular velocity of the earth's rotation

/ = frictioncoeflicient

in winter and autumn was considerably smaller than in spring and

summer.

1) These proceedings: Meeting of May 27, 1911.
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If we assume (hat this result is not due to disturbances in the

expressions for the semidiurnal variation or to shortcomings of the

theoretical reasoning, if further we lake into account that (at least

in our country) the angle of deviation strongly depends on the

direction of wind and gradient, then two explanations may be

examined.

Firstly it is possible that tlie specific deviation (i. e. the deviation

as considered separately for each direction) actually remains the

same during the whole year, but that the variability of the mean
deviation must be ascribed to the distribution of the winddirections

in the different seasons.

The fact e. g. that in our country during spring northerly winds

prevail and that for this direction the deviation is unusually large,

must cause a greater angle of deviation in spring than for (he

whole year.

Secondly it is possible that the friction coetlicient varies with the

temperature and possibly also with the turbulence of the air; in (his

case the specific deviation would be a variable quantity in ditTercnt

seasons.

With a view of putting these results of a theoretical treatment

to the test of direct observation, we can make use of the values of

the pressure gradient as computed for tlic hours 7'' and 9''30"i a.m.

of each day from (he barometric height at tiie five Dutch stations

which, since March 1904, are printed in the daily weathercharts.

Its mean direction, holding good for de Bilt situated in the centre,

is expressed in 16 points and therefoie has an uncertainty of ± 11°.25
;

in the original computations these directions are, of course, calculated

to a much higher degree of precision, but a simple consideration of

the weiither charts shows clearly that angles of deviation of the

most different values are associated with gi-adients equal as regards

magnitude and direcdon ; (he use of more accurate values would,

therefore, be of little use and it is only from a great number of

observations that reliable average values can be derived.

After some trials it likewise did not appear desirable to consider

(hose cases only in wliicii the gradient exceeds a given minimum,
as frequently the value of a small gradient is evidently accurate

and, conversely, for large gradients the com|)licated general situation

and irregular curvatures of the isobars give rise to unreliable results.

Therefore, in the following investigation, all observations of (he

angle of deviation computed during the period March 1904 to

December 1910 for the five stations are used, without considering

the magnitude of the gradient, wiih (he exception only of those rare
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cases in whicli the values were greater tliaii 135° or smaller than 0°.

Further it is assumed that the same direction of gradient, holding

good for de Bilt, may also be used for the other stations because

the radius of curvature of the isobars generally is large in com-

parison with the distance between the different stations.

In table I (he i'reciuencies of the angular values corresponding

with diftereiit directions of (he gradient are given for the central

station de Bilt.

TABLE 1. Frequencies of angle of deviation, de Bilt, 1904—1910.

Direction
gradient
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TABLE II. Average angle of deviation for different directions of gradient.

Direction

Gradient
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associated with an increase of gradient ; an easterly gradient intimates

an increase of distance from tlie centre with a tilling up and extinction

of the depression.

In the first case tlie tangent of the angle of de\iation will be

larger, in the second case smaller than the normal valne owing to

an apparent increase or decrease of the friction coefHicient.

When northerly or southerly gradients obtain, the eastward move-

ment of the centre of depression is associated with a rotation of the

gradient with constant magnitude and the eflfect of this rotation

must be equivalent to an apparent decrease or increase of the earth's

deviating force; this explains the occurrence of tw^o maxima and

minima. The distribution of the different values for Maesfricht finds

a ready explanation in the fact that this station is situated in the

river basin of the Maes where the friction experienced by N and S

winds must be eoiisiderably less than for E and W winds.

In talile III, showing the values of the angle of deviation cor-

TABLE III. Average angle
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responding to diirerent wind-directions, this effect is more clearly visible

than in table II ; it is derived from the latter by linear interpolation.

This proves that the variability of the gradient in direction and

magnitude may be regarded as the principal cause of the spreading

out of the angles of deviation, but that local circumstances also play

an important part and the friction coefficient kn is certainly not the

same for different directions.

When N and NNW winds obtain the path of the air pai'ticles

mostly traverses a sea surface where friction is small; but this is,

to some extent, contradicted by the fact that, if the wind is SW,

when it also blows over the sea (although to a smaller degree), a

minimum rather than a maximum value of the angle of deviation

is observed.

TABLE IV. Values of the angle of deviation, de Bilt.

Frequencies
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As might have been expected, the difference between land- and

seastations is clearly visible in the general mean values of table II;

the most inland station, Maestricht, showing the smallest value viz.

68°, Helder, the most maritime station, the greatest value viz. 77°.

When we calculate the angle of deviation for different gradient

directions and different seasons (Table IV}, the frequency of occurrence

becomes often too small, principally for E—S directions and in

winter. Therefore, as has been indicated in Table IV, all frequencies

have been taken together for each set of three subsequent directions,

so that the computed average values bear relation to an angular

area of 67,°5 and not of 22,°5 as those of the foregoing tables.

Even then the number of observations in the SE quadrant is

hardly sufTicient, but still the average values run in a continuous manner.

TABLE V. Values of the angle of deviation.

Groningen
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In tlie same niaiincr tlie angles of devialion for the oilier four

stations have been calculated and are given in tables V and VI,

for tiie sake of brevity' without the corresponding frequencies.

TABLE VI. Values of the angle of deviation.

Flushing
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TABLE VII. Mean specific angle of deviation for

NW and NNW directions of tlie gradient.
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niid Sclionwciiluiiik situated in the vicinity of the two landstations.

Table IX shows the windtVequencies for magnetic directions, the

average deviation being 14° (Westerly).

Kor application to the data of this table, the angles of deviation

corresponding with magnetic winddirections are given in Table III

for Helder and Flushing.

TABLE IX. Frequencies of winddirection at two lightvessels,

pro 1000, magnetic.
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spring, still (lie total means follow the general rule, owing to llie

distribution of the wind in the different seasons.

The angles of deviation as computed in this manner for Terschel-

lingerbank are much larger and probably more accurate than those

derived from the semidiurnal variation of wind and barometric

height; from which we may conclude that these variations are

influenced by various disturbing elements so that a direct application

of theoretical reasonings is premature.

Physics. — "Contribution to the theory of binary urixiiires.'' XVIII.

By Prof. J. D. v.\n der Waals.

(Communicated in the meeting of January "27, 1912).

In the preceding contribution some points have been mentioned

which deserve a fuller elucidation, and the discussion of others was

omitted, which I will now take in hand. In the first place it seems

desirable to me to discuss more fully in how far the course of the

isobars in connection with well-known properties of the spinodal

curve is suflicicnt to enable us to decide beforehand whether three-

phase pressure will occur for a mixture with minimum 7'^/, so that

we need not attribute its existence to other unknown causes, and

that accordingly the existence of three-phase pressure must not be

considered as an anomalous phenomenon.

In the preceding contribution the question was put as follows:

has the spinodal line on the liquid side for mixtures with mininuim

dp
Tpi one value for x where — is equal to for this line, or are

dx

there three values for x where this is the case, always forgiven T.

Thinking that the calculation would not be feasible, I had intended

to try and answer this question for myself by a graphical way. And

I had come to the conclusion that the existence of 3 values had to

be expected 1 if the place where Tpi is minimum is close to the

side, 2 if the range of temperature for Tk is not too small for the

components, and 3 especially if the value of the ratio of the critical

pressures of the components is large. And strictly speaking, calculation

is not feasible yet, and this will continue to be so until the equation

of state is known with perfect accuracy. Probably the intricacy of

the calculations will then prevent us from obtaining a result. But

if we content ourselves with an approximate calculation, and if the

quantity b is kept coj.itant in the equation of state, and if quasi-
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assoi'ialion is left out of acconiit, an answer may be fouiul to the

raised question in a simple way, which will enable us to see which

of the three causes mentioned which would promote the existence

of three-phase pressure, would have to be called the real one after

all. And already in conti'ibution II 1 indicated the real cause.

For a mixture with mininuim 2],i there is always at least one

value of .r, for which f(jr constant T the pressure possesses a

maximum value in a point of the liquid branch of the spinodal line.

This point lies in the double point of the isobars. So it is required

for this that this double point e.vists. And as this point lies on that

side of the .I'-vakie for minimum Tpi which lies nearer to the

component with snuiU value of h, and not far from this value, we

are sure of the existence of this double point for the mixture ether-

water, at least at temperatures which do not greatly exceed the

minimum critical temperature of the mixtures, or which remain

bolow it. In this double point the two lines (—-) = and
j

—
)
=0

Kdvjjc \ihvjv

intersect, and it follows immediately from the course of the isobars

dp
that if we follow the line — = 0, tiie value of the pressure is a

dv

maximum, both for the liquid branch and for the vapour branch,

in the two points in which the said two branches intersect.

If for the different values of x we draw this pressure for the

liquid branch, we should obtain a line with a greatest value, touching

tlie p of the loop-isobar. Whether this contact may be taken in the

mathematical sense of the word, is after all of no importance for

our purpose. There would jn'obably occur a discontinuity in this

«,,r-tigure for the course of the line -- = 0. Also the spinodal line
dv

passes through that point, and so this has certainly one point in

common with the line ^ = 0. As for the rest the spinodal line lies

dv

dp
1 u

evervwhere outside the line — = 0, the question nught agani be
dv

' put if it touches this line in the mathematical sense of the word.

This, however, is not of inq)ortance for our |>ur[)0se either. Hut it

dp
seems proliable to nu- that the line — = in the r,,(-(igure is con-

dv

tinuous in the considered point, but the spinodal line discontinuous,

dp
because it has only a single point iji common wiih =; 0. On the

dv
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other hand tlie line — = is discontinuous in the />,,i'-fignre, and
dv

dp
the spinodal line continuous. Then — would really be = for the

dx

the spinodal line in the mentioned point, as I have always put in

my former coinmunieation. But as I observed already above these

problems are not of practical importance for the investigation which

I wanted to carry out ').

') A discussion carried ou during the correction of the proof, but which has

not led to agreement, has even led me to doubt tlie continuity of the ^•,:c-figure

dp
for the line -f-== in tlie double point of the isobars. In this double point belli

dv

dp
dv and dp are zero, and -- assumes the lorm —

.

'

dv

It is true that for llie determination of the loop-isobar we have started from

dp
the value = 0; but this does not alter the fact that in the result repeatedly

dv

new values appear for some quanlities, which at first we had not assigned to them.

, , • f'-l"\ dp
As an example I mention — . On the line — —0 this quantity is infinite,

dp
and on the line -r- = C it is 0. The result is that in the' point of intersection 2

dx

fd'r\
more new values ap, ear besides. In the same way the quantity —

) . Un the

first line it is infinite. Moreov-jr it is eipial to in the double point, and has

besides two more new values.

There are other difficulties attacheil to the existence of this point. The quantity

—
I

is infinitely great on the line
(
—

)
= 0, and it is equal to zero on the

d.<rJ^,T \dvj

spinodal line. What is its value in the point that these two lines have in commonV

dp'^

''dv\ \dxjo
As T" I

= yi~^ 1 ^^G fi'i'I 'lie ratio of the quantities to which we had intended
' dxj^ fdp^

Jv
to assign but one value equal to 0, infinite, or zero, or ejual to two dilTerent

values.

I have finally, however, convinced myself that also the spinodal line in tiie

t',a;-figure is continuous and touches the line -- = in the double point of the
dv

isobars. A proof of this has been furnished to me in the discussion mentioned

in this note, but this proof seemed to me only valid when a priori we assume
the continuity of the spinodal line in the t',:r-figure. I have now convinced myself

of the contact in the mathematical sense of the word by the following consideration-

It follows from the equation of the spinodal line that;
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Only, now tluil I do oali utlention to these questions, I tliink lliat

d'lp fdp

_ -^dxj _ rdvy

dp /dp \' \dxj/,

di^ \ dv

dp f'^''\
or if -—=0, — = CO . Then tlic two branches of the ;;-line, which lie both on

dv yd.vJi,

tiie left of the double point, are considered as belonging together, as should be

done. Now

:

dv \dxj„

d.x^, T fdp^

\dv

And niimeralor and denominator being equal to zeio:

d'-p fdv\ d'p

dc\ dxdvydx J„nn da''

I'cJ/, d''p /di-\ d'p

dv^\ dx ),,,;„ dxdv

fdv\
But because — = so, the denominator is equal to 0.

\d.vj.

And then:

d.vjs,:u V^-V^"
And so there is nothing left but to assume for both lines, viz. spinodal and

'dp\
-- = disconliiiuitv in the p,.r-rio-ui-e, or to investigate this.
dvj

dp
'Ihis proof would not be valid if — =: — was reallv indefinite in the double

dv

point. But as appears in the differentiation of p with respect to v, x being kept

constant, this quantity does not admit of any indefiniteness.

Now we can easily derive:

+ (r
'dv\

.d''e)s,>in
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I oiiplit to [loiiit out that the diliereiitial equation of the spinodal line

:

does not jnstifv us, as I put iu my previous communication, in putting

/d'5\
' '

^ dp—: equal to in the considered point, liien — is, indeed, ^ 0,
\ax JpT d.v

cl'v

but then it is perhaps also loiiical to put — := infinite.

rr, 'JP
If we put / above (7L/ )„,,„, then both the line — =^ 0, and the

dv

spinodal line have split up into a Icfthand and a righthaiid part.

Then there may be indicated two values for x, on either side of the

X of {Tpi),nin, between which there lie neither binodal nor spinodal

lines, and also two values of .r, wider apart, inside which the line

dp— = no longer exists. And also the double point of the isobars,
dv

which lies on the side of the compoiient with the smallest value ot

b, has been shifted further to the side of that component. But at the

value of T, which is equal to the critical temperature of the remarkable

point, the limits of x between which there are no binodal lines, no

spinodal lines, no points of the line — ^ 0, have overtaken each
dv

other. On the side of the component with the greatest value of b

that component has perhaps long been reached, but on the other

side the said limit has extended to the double point of the isobars.

In the X of that point we find then : 1 an extreme point of the line

dp— = 0, and that one for which the liquid branch and the vapour
dv

branch have merged into each other; 2 an extreme point of the

spinodal line, and that one, at which the liquid branch and the

vapour branch have united; 3 a similar point for the binodal line;

4 a double point of the isobars.

In the v,x-d\Sigva,m the 3 first-mentioned lines have a vertical

tangent, and also one of the [tranches of the loop isobar. So it is,

indeed, a point with remarkable properties from a mathematical point

of view, and no less from a physical point of view. It is a point in

which a binary mixture behaves exactly as if it were a simple sub-

stance. It is that point that I have always called the remarkable

point in the previous communication. The plaitpoint temperature of

this point satisfies the same relations as the critical temperature of
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8 «j: 8 ax
a simple siibstaiice. So we can put —— for Ki/.- and the value—

—

. (^P
for pk. At lluit temperature ami in tliat point — is then with perfeet

eertaintv cciual to tor the si)ino(Jal line, and — := 0. tlioti"li

— is infinite.

Now it was the question in liie jireeeding communication wlietlier

dp— for the liquid branch of the spinodal line could, moreover, be
dx

equal to in two points of ihe said spinodal line thai lie further,

and then in two heterogeneous plaitpoints. By a graphical way I

concluded to the existence of a point for the case ether-water where

the spinodal line would possess a minimum viilue of p and so where

a plaitpoint of the 2"<i kind would be present. But as the existence

of this plaitjtoint required that another plaitpoint of the 1*' kind

was to follow later, I have assumed this existence as a certainty,

though I must coiifess, that I could not have concluded to it fi-om

the coui'se of the isobars alone. This is what I meant when I said

above that besides the course of the isobars also the knewledge of

properties of the spinodal line is wanted. I have since tried if the

existence of that jtlaitpoint of the 1^' kind, where p again possesses

a highest value, could be derivetl from the course of the isobars,

without our having to take into account a propert}' as the one

mentioned. But this attempt has failed. And 1 have been confirmed

in the conclusion that as I had already put in Contribution II, the

circumstance fi-om which the necessily of the existence of the two

heterogeneous [)lail[)oinls ensues, is to be found in the existence of

/d- itA dp
the curve =0, which intersects the line — = 0. As mav be

\,d.v-'J,T dr

seen from fig. 8 of Contribution II, the spinodal line is suddenly'

pushed far back to smaller volumes or greater pressures over a

certain width in consc(pience of the existence of the curve ( j:=0.
\dx- J„T

But from the plaitpoint of Ihe 2'"' kind to the component with the

greatest value of b the spinodal line coniinues to pursue its usual

dp
course, and renniins at a -small distance from Ihe line — r= 0. And

dv

this it was exactly what I had succeeded in concluding from the

isobars. That the said curve slill exists at temperatures above 2^- for
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ether and still cuts — = is to be ascribed to the difFercnce in tlie

dv

size of the molecules of water and ether. I have discussed this curve

and its influence in Contribution III.

There it can appear how difficult it is to account for its iulluence

in the dillerent cases. The temperature of the disappearance of this

curve, at which it has contracted to a single point, is in the notation

of Contribution III

d-a

i' (1+yr
If according to the little table occurring in this contribution we

take with the ratio of tiie size of the molecules 5, for x a value

somewhat smaller than 0,4 and // somewhat greater than 0,358, we

und for —

—

a value ot about -^— . This may

T„
vield a value for -—- which is greater than 1 ; but this formula

(lk)ethcr

is entirely based on the approximate equation of state, and can only

be considered to give more or less an idea of the value of T,,. Yet

the great ratio of the values of b seems to be the main cause of

the existence of the three-phase tension, by the side of the value of

d'a—
. Whether there may be more causes tor the appearance of two

heterogeneous plaitpoints, I do not know. I can only state that up

to now I have not yet been able to find another cause for it ; at

least for plaitpoint lines which join the two critical points. And the

situation of the two plaitpoints is quite as it follows from tig. 8 of

contribution II. The plaitpoint of the J^' kind lies on the side where

the pressure of saturation at given T is smallest, and the plaitpoint

of the 2"" kind on the other side of —r = 0. vSo for ether and water the
dx

1^"^ plaitpoint 011 the side of the water.

Also the (coincidence of these plaitpoints is to be expected accord-

ing to this figure. So the point P„6 at the temperature at which
d> dp—— = 0, which lay entirelv inside — =0 at still lower T, gets
d.v'

' '

dv

outside it for the tirst time. So this takes also place in the covered

region. Then the points recede further from each other with rise of

T. The point P^j above the critical temperature of ether and above

the temperature of the transformation when the transition from main
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plait to branch plait has taken place, occurs when the plaitpoint of

the 2'"' kind coincides with one of the 1"' kind belonging to the

plait which makes its appearance for the first time in the critical

point of ether. I Ihonglit in contribution II tiiat I had to find a par-

ficularity in the behaviour of ^— = also for this coincidence :

but erroneously, as I have seen now. This coincidence must take

place with increase of the temperature, just when =0 continues to
d.r'

dp ^
get furthei' and further outside — = 0, of course contracting more

d'H)
and more then, and approaching to a .single point. If ^0 ct)n-

dx^

dp
tiiuies to get outside — = 0, the two plaitpoints wliich lie on the

dv

right and on the left of this curve according to contribution 11 fig. 8

move further and further away from each other. The lefthand plait-

point of the lii'st kind aj)proaches more and more the lefthand com-

ponent, in our case water. The righthand plaitpoint, viz. that of the

second kind, approaches the second component more and more, in

our case ether. In tins plaitpoint

[^J
- ^^J^and [-^,)

=
[^,)^

according to the description in contribution II. But there is, moreover,

intersection of the /;- and the g-Iine, so that the g'-line on the left

side, before the point of contact, has greater volume than the;>line,

and afterwards smaller. I point out, what is perhaps superfluous,

that according to fig. 8 the first component would have to be com-

pared with water. But with further rise of the temperature and the

ensuing further course of this plaitpoint of tiie 2'"' kind to the side

of ether caused by tliis, a new plaitpoint, one of the I^' kind,

nuikes its appearance, when /f= {7\-)ciher is reached. Starting from

this moment there are 3 plaitpoints present. For this new plaitpoint too

dv\ /dtj\
.
/(i'«\ /c?'

—
, ^ (

—
I and I

— = — and moreover there is intersection.
d.vj„ ydxj,j \dx-'j^ yd.vy,j

But this intersection is opposite to the preceding. The course of this

new plaitpoint is of course so that it moves further and further

away from the ether side, and approaches the plaitpoint of the

2"'i kind.

Before the appearance of this third plait])oint there existed only

2 plait]M)ints at all temperatures above that of F„t,, a pair of hete-

rogeneous ones. I purposely say a pair, to express in this way that
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they belong together, and together give rise to the binodal curve in

the v,x-iiguve which 1 shall call the binodal of Korteweg. And this

figure is then the representation of a branch plait, indicating partly

equilibria winch are to 1)6 realized, and partly hidden equilibria.

Then the top must be found in the neiglibourhood of the top of

:^ 0, anti is then lefthand plailpoiiit of tig. 8. This figure assumes
dx'

larger and larger dimensions with rise of T — I should almost

say, it strives (o become the only figure of equilibrium and it will

succeed. But before this has come about, a great deal must happen.

It is required for this in the first place that a new plaitpoint of

the 1*' kind makes its appearance, and that is the critical point of

ether. To bring this about it is necessary that such a new plaitpoint

appears ; for to be the only figure of equilibrium the plaitpoint of

the 1*' kind must get rid of the plaitpoint of the 2'"^ kind — and

this can only take place when the latter can unite to a pair with

a plaitpoint heterogeneous with it. Not immediately when this third

plaitpoint appears, is this new pair formed. It is required for it that

the temperature has been reached at which the transformation of

branch plait to main plait has taken pltice. At this temperature the

intermediate plaitpoint, that of the 2'"^ kind has got detached from

the first plaitpoint, and it has gone to the 3'"^. Now the first plait-

point has got rid of the heterogeneous plaitpoint, and has become

the top of a main plait. But now too this is not the only equili-

brium. There is still three-phase pressure and the main plait must

still get rid of the branch plait '). And also the way in which it gets

rid of it, has still a history. Properly speaking it has ali'eady gut

rid of it, at least for the stable region, when the third plaitpoint has

got on its visible circumference. Then it is to all appearances

entirely master of the field, and the three-phase pressure has dis-

appeared. But internally, so in the region that is covered by what

has now become main plait, the two plaifpoints still exist which

must be considered as a pair from Tt,„„!,f. Before this pair can be

annihilated by their being united to a double plaitpoint, they had

both to gel into the hidden region, because a plaitpoint of the 2°*^

1) That this transformution temperature is necessary, and has a rather great

significance, is clear. But up to now I have looked in vain for the considerations

in consequence of which the way to determine them mathematically, would be

clearly indicated. It appears, indeed, from fig. 5 or fig 2 (These Froc. VII p. 626)

that at this temperature the point where the binodal line produced in the covered

region e. g. AB, meets the line BC, will have to lie on the spinodal line, but it

does not seem feasible to me to express this in mathematical form.
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kind can never be fonnd outside snch a region. And at last at llie

temperature of Pc.i, the plaitpoint that lies close to the toj) of

= 0, is entirel}' master of the ground. Perhaps already at tiiis

dx"
rf-'t|5

moment or soon after (he whole line = has already contracted
dx°

to a single point, and then disappeared, and everything behaves

then as if there liad iiever been three-phase pressure.

This description holds exactly for the system ether-water, but it

must be modified for other cases. Thus in cases in which both

Pal, and P^d lie above 7k, t'le leni|)erature at vviiich = 0, gets

dp
outside — = will lie above 7^, , and so also nearer the tempera-

dv

tare at which it disappears. But for the rest no modifications need

be applied to the above given desci'iption than those tliat naturally

follow from this.

Before 1 drop this subject, I will make one more remark. In

this description we have always started from the thought that a

plaitpoint of the 2"^^ kind belongs to one of !>*' kind to form a pair

with it. Such a plaitpoint can only leave the plaitpoint that is

heterogeneous with it if there is another of the J*^ kind present in

the field, with which it can unite to a pair, and the temperature at

which this tan take place, we have called the transformation tem-

perature. And I have also wanted to make clear the necessity of

this transformation. Of course a plaitpoint of the first kind can be

present by itself, but never one of the 2'"^ kind. The observation

of this rule will often show us at a glance what T,.v or ;>, 7-figures

are possible or impossible for tiie coui-se of the |)laitpoints. Thus I

have mentioned as a mathematical possibility for a 7',,i'-figure with

a maximum in front and a minimum at the end, the case that 7/,,^

would be smaller than J/..,. If we consider this case in the light of

the just-mentioned rule, we see that this must be considered impos-

sible from a physical point of view. If we design such a fignie, it

appears that then only one plaitpoint would he found between the

two critical temperatures, namely one of the second kind. To con-

sider this possible would lead to an absurdity. Then there would

be three-phase pressure, but there would be no toj) for the elevation

above it or for the plait that hangs on it. In the same way a/', 7-line

must i)e rcjeclcd, for which the value of -;, would be negative for

the middle branch, \iz.. lluU of the plailpoints of the 2'"' kind.
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Wlien - is ncsative, — and — have (lie reversed sign. Though
dT "^

dx dp

tlien the 7',.«-figure need not be rejected, this woidd, indeed, he the

case for the p,x figure and vice versa. From this ensues that where the

7', r-ligure lias a maximum vahie for T, the /;,,r-figure will also

have to show a maximum I'or p. In the same way for tiie \alue of

X for the minimum.

I will a\aii my.'-'elf of this opportuiiitv to discuss another question

about the shape of the plailpoint line, the solution of which is not

only of importance for the discussed case of ether and w^ater, but

for all the cases, in which three-phase pressnre is found. This

question was first suggested to me by the piT-fignre for the system

ether-water of the preceding communications, and that in the following

form: Sliould not a break be drawn in the p,T-Q\\vvc, for the plait-

points, which begins in the critical point of ether, in tiie point

where the p,r-curve for the thi-ee-phase equilibrium cuts the former

curve?

As an argument in favour of the existence of such a break in

the course of the plaitpoint curve the consideration might be alleged

that the part of the plaitpoint curve that begins at the critical

point of ether, is still unaffected by the influence of the three-phase

pressure, while that part that lies above the line of the three-phase

pressure is to be considered as the locus of the tops of the plaits

which rise above the three-phase line. But I ])oint out thnt this

would not only hold when the tiiree-phase line cuts the plaitpoint

line, but also when it has a point in common with the plaitpoint

line, and ends or begins in it, and so the question would not

only have significance for oui- case, but evei-ywhere where a three-

phase pressui'e must be drawn which connects the two realisable

branches of the plaitpoint line. That the plaitpoint line is greatly,

and sometimes exceedingly greatly modified by the causes, from

which also the existence of three-pliase pressure ensues, appears

when we direct our attention to the realisable branch, which in the

case under consideration, elher-water, is the third branch that ends

in the critical point of water. This branch begins, namely, for

pressures which can be exceedingly small. But from this the existence

of sudden changes follows bv no means in the direction of the

pkitpoint line, which would then also have to appear in the T,.c-,

and p,,«-representations of this line. Of course now that there are

causes for the three-phase pressure, this plaitpoint line is different

from what it would be without the existence of these causes, but
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tlieii tliroiigliout it8 course. But the luain features renuiin — and

the inodilicalions are of great importance only when a realisal)le

plaitpoint comes under the influence of a plaitpoint heterogeneous

with it. Thus the character of the plaitpoint line on the ether side

has been preserved till a plaitpoint of this branch, before or beyond

the remarkable point, has begun to form a pair with a plaitpoint of the

second kind — and on the other hand a |)laitpoint of tlie branch on the

side of the water, when it had got detached from the heterogeneous

l)]aitpoint with which it had formed a pair till then, has begun to

exhibit the usual characteristic of a plaitpoint on the side of the

component with the highest value of 7'/..

It may be of use on this occasion lo examine (he course of the

8 a
critical pressure equal to ^7; for tiie mixture, if we assumed it to

have the character of a simple substance. For a mixture with

minimum plaitpoint pressure this locus for the points of the curve

formed b}' these points, begins in the critical point of ether and

then remains (see fig. 48) on the lefthand side of the fust branch of

the plaitpoints to the remarkable point. There it coincides with this

point, and cuts the first branch'). All this time it remains hidden

by the liquid-vapour line, except in the remarkable point. When it

has passed this point, it continues to ascend to the critical point of

the second component, and a point of this locus is hidden at given

temperature in the (wo-phase equilibrium that exists above the

temperature of the remarkable point on the w'ater side, and

has been discussed above. So it also i)0ssesses a point in the

cusp which was repeatedly mentioned in the preceding paper. It is

1 a
certainly remarkable that the only point of the locus ^^^ = —

—

that can ever show itself, continues to show itself with the existence

of three-phase pressure. At higher tempei-atures it remains hidden

in the then still existing figure of equilibrium, which differs in form

according as fig. 48 or fig. 49 is followed. In fig. 49 it is an ordinary

two-phase figure, but in the case of fig. 48 it is at first still a figure

of three-phase ecjuilibrium during a greater or smaller range of

tempei-ature. In the case of fig. 49 the temperature of transformation

lies of course lower than that of the remarkable ])oint, but in the

case of fig. 48 this is not certain. So this temperature of trans-

formation, indeed, always lies above (7';,;)mi», but not always below

1) Perliaps I overlooked tliis intersection fonnerly too, and then 1 erroneously

supposed it lo be t'urllicr to the left.
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the mentioned temperaliirc; always, liouever, on tlie brancli that

runs from
( T,.i),i,i„ to the jjoint Pcd (see fig. 52), either below the

point A\ or somewhat above it.

The following remark may perhaps serve to .show the correct nse

of the T,x and the yj, T'-fignre of the plaitpoints and the situation

of the plaitpoints with 7-espect to the three-pha,se tension. If we take

a point of the three-phase curve in the ;?, 7'-tigure, then the value

of T and the corresponding p of the three-phase tension is deter-

mined by this point, so that we can draw a straight line at the

height of the three-phase pressure, at this value of T above a line

on which the value of x will be measured. The three values of x,

which exist at this T and at this pressure, are then read in the

T,,c-curve. If the gas phase comes first, as is the case in lig, 48,

when the chosen point of the three-phase tension lies between A
and B, there are two elevations above the three-phase pressure,

w'hich, of course, lie side b}' side. The height of these elevations is

then indicated by the 7),7-curve, by reading from it, how high the

first and the third branch indicate the plaitpoint pressure at the chosen

value of T. In this case there does not exist a plait which hangs

on the three-phase line. The basis of the first elevation has a breadth

equal to the distance of x^ from x,, and that of the second elevation

equal to the distance of x^ from .r,, which distances are indicated

in the 7\,r-figure at T. If the gas phase lies in the middle, which is

the case in fig. 48 for points on the left side of A, and in fig. 52

for points below Si„ there is one elevation above the line of the

three-phase tension, the basis of which has a breadth equal to a;,—.r,,

which is then the whole width, over Avhicli the three-phase tension

extends. But moreover, there is a plait which hangs down over a

width x^— .?•,. The tops of these plaits are again determined by the

yj,7-curve. If we had chosen the point A itself, then .r,—x,=0, and

we have the discussed cusp. If we had chosen a point in the three-

phase tension line of the p,T-curve, which belongs to a temperature

smaller than (?',,; )mm , there is only one elevation, and instead of the

plaitpoint of the plait which hangs down, we then have a point of

the vapour tension line of ether, which we must think added in fig. 48.

Of course we can also proceed in the same way in the cases

represented by figs. 49, 50, and 51, to which might be added a
figure representing the termination of the three-phase pressure above
the remarkable point. Whether all these cases will occur, is not to

he decided beforehand. But the case represented by fig. 48 is the

least simple one, and that to such a degree, that it seems more and
more improbable to me that it will occur.

59
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XIV.
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For tlie determination of the temperature of the point P„i of

fig. 52, we liave 3 equations

:

Tlie last of these three equations supposes that the three-phase

pressure begins as soon as the curve —^ = gets outside -- ^0,
' d,v \<J'VjxT

and expresses that these two curves touch. Compare fig. 8 of Con-

tribution II, in which, however, water has been chosen as tirst

component. Then the contact of the two curves takes place in a

dh) ,
d'p

. .
d'xp

point in wiiich —^ is positive, and is negative, —— being posi-

dv- dvd.c dx'

d'tii ...
,

tive and negative. The latter quantity being equal (o

dvd.v*

d-p d'p ' MRT
—!- itself is positive. If we introduce the value of ; in these

dx^' f/.K"
' ("-^)

functions, as it follows from ( — )=0, we find the following four
\dvJxT

conditions for the point Pah^

V— V

db da

d,v 1 dx

dm) 1— 2j;

and

(t,._&)'^.r»(l-.r)'

\dx) ^\ d^a

V {v -T) ^ 4a dx^

Hut though it is not diflicult to derive two equations for the

determination of the value of v and x of the point P^h, the intricacy

of one of these equations hamjiers the determination of these two

quantities themselves. We sec, however, that as -— = 6, — b^ is
' dx

greater, the more easily these 4 conditions will be satisfied '). The

1) Tills latter part has already partly been treated in Contribution II, but the

conclusions drawn there, rest on insufficient grounds. That long before T,. for

water the uon-miscibilily has ceased to exist, has not been sufliciently kept separate

from the existence of non-miscibility at T^. for ether.
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two cqiuUioiis tor Ihe (letefiiiiiuUioii of v and .< are:

(v-by- fdby 1 d'a

+

.t (I— w) ' \d.rj 2a dx"

l__2.i- (,.—by-3b

,:\\ -.vY
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anil l)v ciiuutinp: — from the (wo efjiiations, \vc lidii

V

12 <fa 1 1—2 A- 3b—

V

U d^ .v{l—.v) x^{l—xy I- \ 1 d\v A
6Z 1 d'x\' 2a dx' ,t-(l—.r)

.v{\— ,v) a dx'\

If we li'aiisfer the iiiiinerator of llie 1''' niembor as (Icnominator

1() ihc 2'"' mcmhcr, tlie 1*' meinber may be represented as a curve,

wliicli we iieeil oiilv follow for values of ^T greater than — '-

.

6 a dx^

'I'his curve begins infmilely high at tliis value and runs asymptotically

to Z=vj. The second member may also be represented as a curve,

which begins infinitely liigli at Z=Q, and cuts the Z'-axis at

Z 1 d\e=
; SO at a value that is 3 times as great as the abscissa

.c[\.—x) 2.cd.e'
'^

of the value at which the J*' curve lies infinitely high. So it appears

(hat two values for or Z satisfy. The first, which we want

.r(l— j;)l d\v
to Unow, is somewhat larger than , and the second,

6 a d:c'

which belongs to the position in which —;- =: touches the line
dx^

dp
— =3 e.vternally, is somewhat smaller than 3 times this value. As
dv

(/>
a rule = will undoubtedly differ little from a point there. Of

d,v^

course, if we can express v and x in this way, one more ecpiation

would have to be used to determine ,r.

Oil the supposition that .r differs little from ^ we find about:

-by 8 a,+a—2a,.
Z =

24a,+a, + 2«,,

v— b
vSo the value of depends in a high degree on the value of

2(«,.j. With '><i^.^ = a^ -\- (I, we should even find c

—

() = 0, and so

also V=(). With a,, = we should find — = / -. With

ti, + rtj I'— b 1 1 ,,
a..,-=. —-;— we should find = — and T =.^Tk-

4 V -6 2
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The second point of" intersection of tiie ciirves for the ilelorniimi-

(v - h\
tion of I

J

lias no meaning for the ileterniiiiation of the point

Pah, nor for the delerinination of the point P^d, but might serve

to get to know the temperature at least bv approximation, above

which the biancli of the plaitpoint line, which belongs totheseeoiu!

compojient, will assume a normal course.

The two curves which serve to determine tlie value of Z, need

not necessarily intersect. The two points of intersection may e. g.

coincide, or the two curves may not even come in contact with

each other. When the two curves touch or ai'e not at all in contact,

this means that the plaitpoint line has a normal character through-

out its course, aud that there can be no question of three-phase

jiressure. As the two points of intersection lie further apart, the

temperature range for the three-phase pressure is more consiilerable.

Inversely also a \i^v\ limited range of temperature is possible for

such a pressui-e, or this can disa|)pear entirely.

The condition whether or no three-phase pressure occurs, might

also be expressed more directly in the following way. If the point,

in which the curve — =r has contracted to a .single [)oint, lies

dp dp
outside — = 0, there is three-phase pressure; if it lies inside — =0,

dv
' '

,/y

there is no thrce-i)luise pressure. The transition case re(piires that

dp
the point lies exactly on — =: 0.

dv

In contribution III the value of x, v, and T has been calculated

for the point in which —- = has contracted for uiven value of

/< MET 2a
If : 7—— — =0, we should have the coniiilion for the

transition case. Hut the values of 7', ./% and v occur in such an

dp
intricate shape, that the substitution in — =(» does not lead to

dv

clear results.

Then the course to find the relation which must exist between

the quantities 6,, b.^, r?,, a, and r/,,, would be this that after elimi-

nation of T, which is easy to perform, also the quantity v were
eliminated from a third power e(iuatiou in v and two second power
e(|uations in r. Then we have two relations in x, and the constants

that determine the properties of the substance. Eliminating x linally
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wo have llio ri'lation between tlit^ constants of tlie snbslanee, wliicli

contains the criterion for complete miscibility.

In fiie notation of contribution III we can write the coiulition for

non-miscibililv, at least in the discussed cases as follows:
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Physiology. — "On the comparative nocuousness of concentrated

and diluted arsenohenzene solutions. The dilution to be applied

in intravenous injections." By Dr. Charles Fleig (Montpellier),

Laureat de rin.stitut e( de rAcademie de medecine de Paris.

(Communicated by Prof. H. J. Hambukger).

(Communicated in the meeting of December 30, 1911).

I pointed out last year that though some authors, particularly

K. Alt, K. Taege, R. Duhot, C. Fraknkel, and C. Grouven had

applied the acid solutions of 606 in intra-niuscular or even intra-

venous injections (discontinuing them immediately in the latter ciise)

none had used then for the intra-\enous injection the diluted acid

solution and, as an outcome of clinical results which authorized me
in doing so, I have been the first to recommend strongly the appli-

cation of strongly dilutrd acid intra-venous injections. The preparation

of the solution is very simple ; it is sufficient to dissolve 0.50 or

0.60 gr. of 606 in from 350 to 500 gr. of artificial serum at 7 per

1000 for which it may be found useful to substitute, especially in

cases in which chlorine inaj' be kept back in the system, by an

equal volume of isotonic or paraisotonic serum where glucose has

been substituted for chlorine (glucose at 40—47 per 1000). The in-

jection itself is as simple as an ordinary injection with artificial serum.

From a tlierapeutic point of view tlie method is extremely active

(Fleig, Dchot) ; according to Duhot and others its tlierapeutic activity

is even far superior to that of the alkaline method.

1 have e.\pressly slated that the innocnousness of the injection was

due to its great dilution, and I have attributed the unfixvourable

symptoms observed by the authors after the intra-venous acid injec-

tion, to the solutions being too concentrated. These symptoms, charac-

terized in tlie first place by congestion of the blood in the head,

difTicult breathing, an intense feeling of anxiety, vomiting, diarrhoea,

etc. are entirely different from the weak reactionary symptoms
(hyperthermic symptoms, shivering) which attend properly diluted acid

injections. The latter grow much slighter or disappear even entirely

if, as has been advised by Wechselmann, only ^f^r/^ distilled ') water

1) These reactionary phenomena wliich are especially due to water which has

been sterilized a long lime alter it was distilled, must, as has been very well

understood by Wechselmann, be attributed to decomposition products of animal and

vegetable origin in water, which has been distilled long before, which products are

set free by sterilization. 1 have ascertained that they are by no means due, as one

might be led to believe, tn the action of the GOj, which such water may coalaiu.
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is used in iirepariiig the artificial serum. On the oilier hami the

troubles caused by the injection into tlie veins of too concentrated

solutions of GOG are of a far more serious nature. Fraenkkl and

Gkouven have even published a case in which death followed in

about three hours and a half, after the injection, and yet in this case

a certain amount of soda (entirely insufficient, however, to neutralize

the acidity) had been added to the solution, used for the intra-venous

injection.

These very marked dilferences between the clinical results of

concentrated and diluted acid solutions made it interesting to study

e.Y[)erinientally the toxicity of solutions of dilferent concentrations

and to trace the cause of the tact why the concentrated solutions

a:c hypertoxical. This research was e\un very important, as it might

serve to combat the error of certain authors who, having applied

concentrated acid solutions in intra-venous injections with injurious

and even mortal results, have believed themselves entitled to do

away entirely with the intra-venous acid method, a method which,

when applied under the conditions pointed out by me, presents

only advantages and seems to be superior to the others. After the

publication of my first results (November 19J0) the method has been

employed with great success and in a great number of cases by

DuHOT (from the end of May 1911) who after having given up the

concentrated intra-venous acid injection, to replace it successively by

the intra-mnscular acid injection, and the intra-venous alkaline in-

jection, has been induced on his part (at the advice of Ehhuch, and

probably without knowing my first researches) to try and afterwards

to apply systematically, the intra-venous acid injection in strong

dilutions. Since then other authors have followed the same method

and their results only show its value.

Of the experimental researches which I ha\e made on the com-

parative nopiiousness of concentrated and diluted acid solutions I

shall summarize here only the chief results as regards the toxicity

of acid solutions of 0.60 gr. on 400 cc, injected into the veins of

rabbits and dogs, and of acid solutions, at the rales of concentration

in which (hey were at first used by Dihot, anil by Fk.vknkf.i, and

Grouven.

The doses injected into the veins by DrnoT went fnun 0.50 gr.

to 1 gr. of 606, dissolved into 1 cc. of methyl-alcohol, the whole

diluted to a volume of 30 cc. by means of artificial scrum. I have

thus studied the toxicity of the most concentrated solution, that is

to say 1 to 30 (with or without methyl-alcohol).
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Tlie (lose injected by Fraenkki, and (iitouvEN, more especially in

their morlal case, was 0.40 gr. of 606 dissolved into J c.c. of

N
metliyl-alcoliol to which were added i or 1.5 c.c. of NaOH —

10
(on an average 1.2 c.c.) the whole being brought with distilled

water to a volume of 15 c.c. I also have studied experimentally

the toxicity of this .solution (with or without methyl-alcohol).

In order to bo exact and to facilitate comparisons [ shall add the following data.

The acidity in UGl of the solution I to 30 of Duhot amounts to 5.10 gr. per

1000 and that of the solution of Fr.venkel and Gkouven I with 1 cc , 2 NaOH — I

V 10/

is 3,91 per 1000; that of the solution diluted to 0,60 gr. of 606 to 400 c.c,

vvliicb represents a type of a diluted solution is only 0.23 gr. per 1000 i).-

As the toxicity of the acid solution is due above all as we shall see, to the

phenolic functions of OH of 606 much more than to the acidity in HGl, and more
exactly, to their degree of concentration in the solution, it may be interesting to

give the concentrations in —OH per 1000 for the three types. These concentra-

tions are for the first solution 2,233 —OH per 1000 c.c. ; for the second 1.733 gr.

;

for the third O.IOOgr.

It follows that in the solutions of Duhot and of Fr.-venkel and Grouven the

concentrations in acidity or in phenolic function are from 17 to 22 times as strong

as in solutions of the diluted type.

We may finally point out that the doses injected into man per kilogramme
(taking an average weight of 65 kilogrammes) were in the mortal case of

Fraenkel and Grouven 0.006 gr., and 0.0153 gr (the highest limit) in the case of

Duhot, wheie the injection was attended by a "tableau assez impressionant".

From the numerous experiments on their toxicity which I have

made, it follows that the solutions of Duhot and of Fraenkel and
Grouven are much more poisonous than the solutions diluted to

0.60 gr. per 400 c.c, the latter being already much less poisonous

than the solution of 0.60 gr. per 200 c.c.

On an a^-erage the iinmei/iati' to.vici/i/ of the first two may be

fixed at from 0.006 gr. to 0.010 gr. per kilogramme of rabbit ') ;

that of the latter at 0.130 gr. that of the most diluted solution at

0,180 gr., the immediate' toxicity of the latter is therefore from
about 20 to 30 times loioer than that of the concentrated solutions

used by above-mentioned authors !

1) Tliese acidities are calculated whilst taking for the formula of dichlorhydrate

of dioxydiaminoarsenobenzene the formula (GijHioNjOiAsj . 2HG1 + 2 H.O), given

by Ehrlich.

-) The toxicity of 606 being very great when applied in these concentrations,

only trifling differences can be established in the toxicity of solutions with and
without methyl-alcohol.-
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When studying tliese values and comparing tlieni with tliose

mentioned before we are immediately struck Iw the fact that tfie

toxicity of these last solutions — and not the toxicity after a long

time, but tiie immediate to.vicli;/ is represented :

J — in the case of Fraenkel and Grouven's solution by a fujnre

equal or very iienrhj eqiutl to tliat rcpresentuuj the dose injected per

kilogramme into man
;

2 — in flie case of Duhot's solution by a figure evidently lower

than the maximun) dose which he says he has injected into man
per kilogramme.

On tlie other hand when studying no longer the immediate

toxicity of the two types of concentrated solutions, but their secon-

dary toxicity, that means to say that, relating to the dose which

kills the animal after a somewhat longer time (from 12 to 24 hours

for example) I have ascertained that the dose grows still much
smaller.

Finally when sludj ing the effect on dogs and rabbits of the same

solution, injected in equal or someiohat smaller doses tlian those

injected by the authors into man (holding in view the difference in

weight) I have ascertained that these doses were invariably and

often immediately mortal, in the case of the solution 1 : 30, and

nearly always mortal in tiie case of the other solution.

From these facts I think I may draw tiie following conclusions :

J — It is not at all surprising that the case of Fr.\enkel and

GuouvEN proved mortal after a vei-y short time; there is no reason

to assume, as the authors have done, an excessive sensibility of

the patient to the action of arsenic, as death was not due to acute

arsenic poisoning (contrary to what Ihey believe, and as 1 shall

prove lower down) but simply to the solution being too concen-

trated ; it is very surprising that the two other cases, treated by the

authors, have not had the same fatal ending.

2 — It is in the highest degree surprising that the patients injected

with the DuHOT-solutiou have shown only the symptoms mentioned,

and that "le tableau assez inipressionant", described by the author,

has not ended in death, as- the dose injected per kilogramme was
0.153 gr. whilst the dose, immediately toxical for the animal, is

upon an average 0,010 gr., that means to say 15 limes as weak.

And our astonishment increases if we remember, as I observed

before, that the secondai-y toxicity is represented by a still smaller

figure ! According to several experiments, too numerous to be classed

as exceptions, the figure in question, calculated for a man weighing

65 kilogrammes, would come to a toxical dose somewhat less than
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0.50 gv., that means to say less than half the niaximnm dose which

DuHOT says, he could inject man with.

As, however, the immediate toxicity of the two types of solutions

studied, was for the dog sometimes lower than for the rabbit, one

might be inclined to infer from this that man, nearer to the dog in

the zoological scale than to the rabbit, is less sensible to 606 than

the animals. But this supposition, not very likely at first sight, is

decidedly wrong, for when experimenting witii diluted solutions

(either alkaline or aeidi it is discovered that animals, in proportion

to their weight, can bear without any ti'ouble, doses of 606 much

greater than tho^ic which would cause the iirst symptoms of jioisoning

in man.

Scientipcalbj it is there/ore inco^yiprehensible, F should almost say

inadmissible that into the veins of man may have been injected several

times and ivithout fatal residts such a considerable afnount of 606

(1 gramme) in such a concentrated solution as the one described

(I to 30). It is in every respect to be regretted that no detailed

clinical obser\ations have been pnblished for the cases in question.

We shall realize still better how well founded these conclusions

are if we consider thi' nature of the disorders attending concen-

trated acid intravenous injections.

In the experiments relating to iinmediate toxicity death is caused

by acute asphyxy with more or less general convulsions. At the

autopsy the heart may beat still, but the lungs are marked by

hemorrhagic points and in some places by large violet coloured

zones of infarcts in connection with emboli throughout the vascular

part of the organ. The right cavities of the heart and the large

bloodvessels entering it, contain blood which, if not coagulated, can

be made to coagulate very easily in ritro. If this blood is spread

in a thin layer over the sides of a glass, we can discover without

difiiculty, even with the naked eye, little clots, in the centre of

which we see a yellowish precipitate, originating as we shall see in

the action of 606 on the albumenoids of the plasma. The nervous

centres may also be subject to emboli or infarcts. The same facts may
be observed in those cases where, though the doses injected were,

iji proportion to the weight of the animal, not so great as those

with which man was injected, death has nevertheless been the con-

sequence.

In the experiments relating to toxicity after a longer period, the

animals die after having shown an increasing difficulty in breathing,

in connection with either acute congestion and oedema of the lungs
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Or pnennioiiia or broncho-piieuinoiiia. At the aiitop'^y pulnioiiaiy

lesions ai-e discovered analogous to those which have jtist been des-

ci-ibed when discussing immediate toxicity, but with a permeability

of the lung to air, the smaller as the survival has been shorter

;

large zones of red hepatization are met with, and often the bronchia

and the trachea are filled with a tine spume and a considerable

amount of fluid oedematous transude, and sometimes in the pleura

itself a sero-fibrinous very slightly hematic fluid is met with. In

those cases in which death followed after a few days it was found

that to the preceding lesions others were added of a more distiucdy

infectious nature (grey hepatizalion for instance).

One or two loeeks after the injection we also obser\e diffuse pul-

monary lesions even in those animals (more especially in dogs) which

were injected with doses too slight to cause death, and which,

though losing flesh temporarily, only showed passing syin|)toms of

dyspnoea.

In the 3 kinds of cases quoted we }^ave to do vith troithles and

lesion.'i of a. mechanical ') origin owing to the considerable prcci[)i-

tation in the blood of 606, injected in loo strong a concentration.

This fact can very well be explained at the hand of researches

made on the arsenic compound, found in the blood, after the acid

intravenous injection.

In a former treatise I pointed out, in the first place that the

precipitate caused in the blood by the acid solution of tJ06, was by

no means due to the acidity in HCl of the solutions ; I believed

moreover I had to admit, as a result of reactions I had studied

between the salts of the form CO.NaH of the blood and 606, that

the latter precipitated in the blood in the form of an insoluble base

NH- NH'\
"> "^ n H ''"* further researches have shown

me that the precipitates, produced in an albuminous medium, are in

reality more complex than my initial scheme indicated, and that

moreover, probafily to a great extent, reactions took place between

the phenol group —OH of 606 nyid the alhniiiinoid .mhstances of

the blood, so that the precipitate formed, far from being exclusively

1) It must l)e nolt'd lli;il in llio case of sub-culanoous acid or alkaline injections

in toxical doses, l're([uenl congestive lesions in all the principal interior oigans

liave been pointed out by ditleient authors. Especially in experimenls on tlie

Guinea-pig Desmouliere and Paius have found little hemorrhagic centres in all the

inner organs. Probably the nature of these lesions is akin to that of lesions of

the same kind, caused by intia-venous injections of toxical doses.
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due to the base > . . . . represents perhaps almost exclusively
( )H

a phenolic eombinntion of albummokl. ^)

This precipitate, at any rate when it is formed in a concentrated

solution of fiOt), takes the form of compact clots not easily divisible

into smaller particles: hence its physical state does not fulfd the

conditions I specified in 1907 in connexion with my method of

insoluble intra-venous injections, which conditions would be necessary

in order that its being set free in the current of the blood should

not give rise to the formation of emboli.

When on the other hand the same precipitate is formed under

the influence of a suflicienlly diluted solution of 606 (0.60 gr. to

400 cc. for instance) it presents itself in a much finer state of divi-

sion, and is from a physical point of view much better suited than

the former, owing to its mechanical fitness for the blood and the

possibility of its passing the smaller blood vessels and the capillaries.

This explains why the toxicity of the diluted acid solution is much
weaker than that of the concentrated solution : the reason being that

the noxiousness of a mechanical kind is much less in the diluted

solution.

A noxiousness of this kind, however, also manifests itself in these

solutions, as was shown by the condition of the lungs of those

rabbits on which their immediate toxicity was tried and the intense

dyspnoea, observed at the time of the injection, but this noxiousness

makes itself felt only for much more considei*able doses of 606 than

the doses therapeutically used on man ; the limit of mechanical

noxiousness is far distant from the limit of the macimum therapeutic

doses; so that for man these doses possess practically no toxicity.

The serious dangers of the concentrated acid solutions form in no

way an objection to the method by which strongly diluted acid

solutions are employed, which method, owing to its great therapeutic

activity should be applied more and more.

It is interesting to observe that the most poisonous factor, from a

pharmacodjnamic point of view, of the dichlorhydrate of dioxy-

diaminoarsenobenzene in acid solutions is not due to the acid, for

the catastrophes observed are especially of a mechanical kind, as a

') The reactions are also complicated as regards the much weaker precipitation

of weakly alkaline solutions. A more detailed account of the precipitates caused

in the blood by alkaline and acid injections will be found in my treatise: "La
methode des injections intraveineuses acides d'arsenobenzol a forte dilution, an
serum artipciel ordinaire et au serum achlorure glucose.'" (Maloine, ^diteur.

Paris. 1911).
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result of the precipitate wliioli was formed, and we have seen,

that hydrochloric acid plays no part in the precipitation. I may

expressly state that this is also the case in a concentrated solution,

such as the solution 1 to 30, corresponding to an acidity in HCI of

5.10 gr. per 1000, as an HCl-solution of 5 per 1000 does not pre-

cipitate blood-serum ; moreover the amount of HCI, fixed in even

strong doses of 606, is not great enough to be poisonous.

Hence the most directhj toxical function of arsenobenzene in con-

centrated acid solutions is the phenolic function OH, the coagulating

effect of lohicli on the albuminoid substances of the blood results in

evils of a mechanical kind, evils manifesting themselves immediately,

that is to say before the chemical toxicity of the arsenic complex has

set in.

The preceding remarks on the nature and the great danger of

the disorders and injuries vi^hich follow rapidly upon ijitra-venous

injections of acid solutions of concentrated 606 show that I was

fully warranted in emphasizing how difficult it is to understand that

the injection of large doses of these solutions should not have been

attended with graver troubles, ending more frequently in death, than

those which have been published. Viewed in the light of the above

investigations, I have a right to be surprised at the scientifically

inexplicable discrepancies between the experimental and the published

clinical results.

The former are at any rate highly instructive. They mark in the

first place the highly important part played by dilution in the dimi-

nution — practically it might even be said in the removal of the

toxicity. This fact should be known to all therapeutists, for it is far

from new, but though, as far as I am concerned, I have always

acted upon it, whenever I have ajiplied clinically the results of my
experimental researches'), yet I have often seen it misappreciated

- or at least forgotten — by eminent clinical lecturers. Therefore

I pui'posely recommend it again and should wish to see it applied

in all cases in which the intra-venous injection implies the use of

a substance (of an artificial or liiological origin) which, when ajiplied

in concentrated solutions, perhaps might l)e given in doses, which

') Cf., especially for intra-venous injections of bloodserum, the following treatise:

Charles Fleig. 'Sur les injections de solutions isotoniques de ciilorure de calcium

ou de serums fortement calciques, de solutions isotoniques ou hypertoniques de

sucrcs et sur I'ingestion ou les lavements d'eau abondants, avant cl apres I'anes-

thesie chirurgicale." Academie des Sciences et Lettres de Monlpellier,! Mun 190!),

el Presse medicale, 29 Janvier 1910, 69—72.
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would not exclude (he possibility of toxial symptoms. Another

advantage of diluted solutions may be found in the necessarily much

greater slowness with wliicii the solution enters into the blood; this

slowness may i)e attended m some cases by phenomena denoting

rapid adaptalion, which phenomena, according to their internal

mechanism may be reduced to Roger's tnchysynethy or to Champy

and Gley's taclujpliylaxis or to Ancei,, Bouin, and Lambert's skepto-

phyhuvhi. Moreover 1 have advised, when applying solutions of 606

to carry out the diluied injection itself always very sloiuly.

Although the dilution is a factor which diminishes the toxicity, it

should not be carried too far: the therapeutic activity of the 606

injected being, as 1 ha\'e shown, to a certain extent con?iected witli

its temporary insolubiUty, and the latter bears a direct proportion to

the length of the period during which the substance is in the orga-

nism and an inverse proportion to the rapidity with which it is

eliminated '), too strong a dilution, which would cause too rapid a

solubilisation of tlie precipitate and leave the arsenic compound for

too short a time in the tissues, would diminish its therapeutic activity

too much. It will also be found advisable, in the case of 606 not

to go beyond a dilution of 0.60 gr. per 500 cc. so as not to make

the organism lose the benefit of \\\Qmost favourable condition hrongM

about by the first precipitation.

Finally the facts which I have discussed enable us to explain

various cases in which death followed sooner or later after the

injection (from a few days to more than two weeks) and which

have injudiciously been ascribed to some other cause than to an

action of 606.

Wiien examining the symptoms of these cases, we read that the

patients have died of disorders of an intermittent nature, sometimes

affecting the lungs, sometimes the nerves, whilst the autopsy shows

lesions of the same nature as those which I described as following

upon too concentrated injections. As some precipitate may be caused

by the contact of blood even with alkaline') solutions, the mechanical

nocuousness may be taken as a factor having caused lesions which

are fatal in the long run, and a connection iriaj^ easily be established

with the experiments quoted above, in which death followed only

after a few days; this factor has certainly intervened in some cases

1) These facts explain wliy alkaline solutions liave a weaker therapeutic activity

than acid solutions : in the case of the former the insolubility in blood e,\ists only

to a small extent, and the arsenic is, as 1 have observed, much more rapidly

eliminated.

2) Tiiis precipitation Increases as tlie alkalinity of the solution decreases.
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in wliicli the solutions used were not sufficiently diluted. Thus it

may easily be understood that only moderately strong concentrations

may cause insignificant pulmonary lesions, attended by no fatal

consequences whatever, in the case of sufficiently strong persons, and

be attended on the other hand with the gravest results for other

individuals in a state of local or general debility.

For the details relating to the experiments on toxicity mentioned

here, and a general study of the acid intra-venous method, I l)eg to

refer to the general survey already mentioned in this paper.

{Physiological Laboratory of the Medical

Faculty at Montpellier).

Geology. — "On an essential condition for the fonnation of over-

thrust-covers." By Dr. B. G. Escher. (Communicated by

Prof. Dr. G. A. F. Molengraaff).

(Communicated in the meeting of January 27, 191 2).

E. Haug ') has called the attention to the fact that only such

territories as were formerly occupied by geosynclinals give occasion

to the formation of over-thrust-covers. I suppose I can point out a

second condition that evidently must be satisfied, that tangential

propelling-forces form a mountain-system, built of over-thrnst-covers.

Comparative studies in the Western Alps [U'ompted me to point

out ^), that the hercynic folding of the sub-structure of the present

Northern border of the Alps was the indirect cause of the formation

of the alpine covering-system of the Western Alps in the tertiary period.

Whilst formerly a resistance of the Central Plateau of France

of Vosges and Schwarzwald was spoken of I think I have

proved, that not these parts of the hercynic mountains in Europe,

stiffened by a previous folding, offered resistance to the alpine

propelling forces, but other parts of the preatriasic folding-mountain

system of Central-Europe, situated more E., S.E. and S. The Eastern

South-Eastern and Southern border of the hercynic mountains

of Central-Europe was evidently formed by the autochthonic "Zentral-

Massive" of the West-Alps : Mercaiitour, Pelvoux, Helledonne, Grandes-

Rousses, Mont Blanc, Aiguilles Kouges (-j- Dents de Morcles), Aaicentre.

1) E. Haug. Traite de Geologic.

-) B. G, EsCHBR. Ucbci- die praetilasisclic Faltung in den Wc^talpcn etc. Diss.

Zurich 1911.
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That a pail of llic Alps was already folded in the herc^iiic orogenetic

period, and Ihat this folding did not take place at one time, but

was performed in two phases") that can clearly be distinguished, has

lately been proved by M. Lugeon ^) for MoMt-Blanc, Aiguilles-Rouges

and Aar-ccntre. Lit.eon speaks even of a regional division into zones,

of which one was folded by the "phase segalaunienne" {^= prae-

Ste|)lianien) the other onl}^ by the "piiase allobrogienne" {= prae-

triadic). This regional "dualisme" may be correct for Mont Blanc,

Aiguilles-Rouges and Aar-centre, Lugeon has still to afford sufficient

proof for the existence of these two folding-mountain-systems for the

Franco-Italian Alps.

Most authors agree about the resistance of a mountain system

that has already been folded, to a second folding.

The fact that a plate that has already been folded oHers resistance

to a second folding in another direction^) may be a mechanical

explanation for the case that the direction of the strikes of the two

foldings form an angle. In nature however it often occurs that these

two directions run almost parallel, and then of course this explanation

cannot be applied. It seems howeve. ([uite natural, that a folding

stiffens a certain part of the earth-crust, and that such a territory

aftei'wards ofl'ers a greater resistance to a second folding in the

same direction, than another part lying behind it that has not yet

been folded. The absolute resistances are here of course not of as

much interest as the relative ones, and as, at a subsequent tangen-

tial propelling force, the part that has not yet been folded, offers

less resistance in the beginning, a folding will here of course likewise

take place. That folding can last here at least as long as the now
folded beds offer the same resistance as, in their time, the previously

folded beds, lying before them, could offer.

After Paulcke °) has proved by his splendid successful experi-

ments, that if, at the experimental tectonics, really forces are applied

and suppositions made that are somewhat in conformity with those

occurring in nature, good results may be expected, it is, in my

%) M. LuGEO.\. Sur rexistence de deux phases de plissements paleozoVques dans
les .^Ipes occldentales. Gomptes Rendus de I'Acad. d. Scienc. Paris 30 Oct. 1911.

'6) M. Lugeon. Sur quelques consequences de Thypothese d'un dualisme des

plissements paleozoiques dans les Alpes occldentales. Gomptes Rendus de I'acad.

d. Scienc Paris 13 Nov. 1911.

^) Gh. Th. Groothoff. Verslag v. d. geol. excursie naar de Zwitsersche
Jura en het Alpengebied. Bijiage bij bet Jaarboekje 1909 v. d mijnbouwkundige
Vereeniging 1909.

5) \V. Paulcke. Kurze Mitleilungen ueber tektonische Experimente. Jahresber.

d. Oberihein. Geol. Vereins. Neue Folge. Bd. 1. Heft 22. p. 58—66. 1911.

(JO

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XIV.
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opinion, nol impossible to study with the help of such apparatuses

as Paulckk used, experimentally the influence of an old foldiufi- on

a new one.

From the most recent researches in the Western Ali)s follows

that the Helvetian covers are but small slides compared with the

Penninian covers. According to K. Augand °) these are stowed mjninst

Mont-Blanc and the Aar centre, whilst the Helvetian covers were

slid over these autochtlionic centres.

LuGEON ') and Arbenz ') suppose that the Mont-Blanc-cenIre and

the Southern (Protogin)-territory of the Aar-centre have partly been

slid over the Aiguilles-Rouges and over the Northern border of the

Aar-centre lying to the N.VV. and N.

This overthrust took place during the Alp-folding in the tertiary period,

but according to Lugeon''"') it was only restricted to the South-western

hercynic chain (chains allobrogienne) whilst the autochthonic terri-

tory lying more northward is separated from it by the alpine syn-

clinal of Chamonix and its continuation : Oberer Jungfraukeil-Ferni-

gen-Windgallenmulde "), and was not slid by the alpine folding.

Whereas Heim ") and Suess ') suppose that at the tertiary folding

the autochthonic centres were forced upward, a supposition supported

by K. ToLwiNSKi '"), on the authority of local tectonic researches, I

am of opinion -j that the vaults in the autochthonic centres were

already extant before the tertiary Alp-folding, and Arbenz') is like-

wise of the same opinion: "Die Massivwolbungen sind dagegen in

ihrer Anlage iilteren Datuins" ').

Though there may be perhaps some objection to the vie>.v that

the vaults in the hercynic southern border were extant before the

alpine folding, a view that is a. o. supported by the fact that between

Belledonne and Mercantour local slide-covers occur (Devoluy, Embru-

nais), yet it may be admitted as certain, that the covering mountain

of the tertiary Alps has been slid a(jainst and over a territory, that

had already experienced an older orogenetic movement and was

already folded at the end of the Carbon-period.

Bertkand, who compared the Olarneralps with the great o\er-tlirusts

in the Carbonbasin of North-France, gave the first stinmlus to the

fi) E. Aegand. Les nappes de i-ccouvrcmenl des Alpes penniues etc. Beitriige

7.. geol. Karte der Schweiz. Neue Folge. 31 l^ief. 1911.

7) P. Arbenz. Dor Gebirgsbau der Zenlralscliwciz. Protokoll d. Silzung voni

4 Dec. 1911 der Naturforschendc Gesolischaft. Zurich.

s) Alb. Heut. Erlogae geol. liclv. Vol. IX. p. 43. 1906.

!') E. Suess. Das Anlliiz der Erde. Ill Band. 2e Halftc. p. 124. 1909.

1") K. ToLWiNSKi. Die gi-auen Utinier. Viorteljahrsschrifl der Zuixliei' Naturf.

Gwelischalt 1910.
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development of llie theory of over-thrusts in the Alps. Since this theory

gained ground in the territory of the Alps and tlie hercynic folded

beds in North-Fi'ance and Belgium were in their turn compared with

the mountain-system of the Alps.

Fourmarier") points to some tectonically corresponding features

of Ardennes and Alps and discusses in this connection a. o. tiie fan-

shaped folds. Groothofk ') compares the three territories: Alps, Chain

Jura, Table Jura with North-France (over-thrusts) the folded Carbon

of South-Limburg and the flat Carbon of North-Brabant.

It seems to me that there is another important conformity in the

fact that likewise in the Ardennes an older folded chain of moun-

tains is lying under the over-thrusts"). Most likely the Southern border

of the Caledonic mountains is extant heie, against and over ivhich

the hercynic mountains formed over-thrusts. In this territory we find

likewise evidently .a resistance caused by already folded beds (here

caledonic folded Cambrium-Silurian beds) against a later folding, by

which a cover-structure (here a hercynic one) was formed. Whereas

consequently in the Alps a previous hercynic folding was the indirect

cause of the formation of a later alpine structure of slides, the

Ardennes are to be regarded as a territory in which likewise two

orogenetic movements look place, here however the younger of the

two movements, by which the over-fhrust-struclure was formed,

coincides with the old folding of the .A.lps.

Great over-thrusts have long since been known in Scotland. E. B.

Baii.ev ") gave lately a description of a very complicated over-thrust-

structure SE of Loch Liuuhe, showing great conformity with the

profiles through the Western Alps. This territory belongs to the

caledonic mountains of Western-Europe, i.e. to the Northern part.

The general direction of the strike is here SW—NE. According to

Bertrand ") lie to the North-West of {his tevriiory the huronic in oiin-

tains, which were folded in the algonkium. Evidently there is here

likewise a relation between the appearance of an over-thrust-struc-

ture and a previously folded raouniain-system lying before it. Here

the first folding however took place during the huronic period, and

the territory, stiffened by it, formed a buffer with regard to a sub-

sequent folding which threw up, here in the caledonic period, a

slide structure.

1') P. Fourmarier. La tectonique de TArdenne. Annales d. 1. Soc. geol. d. Belg.

t. 34. memoires 1907.

1-) E. B. B.\iLEy. Recumbent folds in the schists of the Scottish Highlands.
Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. pp. 586—620 1910.

1') M. Berirand. La chaine des Alpes et la formation du continent euiopeen.
Bull, de la Soc. geol. de France. 3e Serie. T. 15. 1887.

GO*
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As early as 1887 Bertrand ") published two maps with the

Northern froniiers of the caledonic and hei-cynic foldings in Europe

and partly those of Norili-Anierica. As an important acquisition since

that time may be regarded the description of the over-thrust in

The 4 folding-periods in Western-Europe
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Scandinavia, where calerionic masses have been slid over huronic

territories to the SE. To my knowledge the latest map concerning

this subject is to be found with E. Haug ') (!*' Vol. p. 209). Only

the Northern frontiers of the caledonic and hercynic foldings, in

Western- and Central-Europe however are indicated here, whilst /t)/-

the formation of ot'er-tlirust-structares in Western and Central Europe

evidently the Southern frontiers of these foldings are. of importance.

For this reason I indicate on the annexed map (Fig. I) very sche-

matically, besides the Northern frontiers, likewise the Southern fron-

tier of the hercynic folding of the Alps, and the presumptive Southern

frontier of the caledonic folding in the Ardennes, and of the huronic

folding in Scotland.

I represent myself a profile of North-Scotland over the Ardennes

to the inner-border of the Alps, in the main as fig. 2 in which

those parts that are not occupied by over-thrusts, are represented

much fore-shortened.

An essential condition for the formation of overthrust-structures

is in vv/ opinion, the existence of a mountain-system folded in a

previous orogenetic period and afterwards abraded, that served as a

hufer against the ensuing folding.

In Fig. I. I have indicated the southern frontiers of the huronic

and caledonic mountains for part of Western-Europe, these frontiers

being for the present entirely hypothetical. The older foldings have

only been observed before i.e. in the cases discussed here (o the North

of, the overthrust-structures, whilst I have admitted in analog}'

vpith the Alpine-mountains, that the older foldings extend to some

distance southward under the slide-covers. The map and profile are

meant to elucidate the principle I pronounced here. 1 am very well

aware that in reality the circumstances are much more intricate.

So I am convinced that likewise at the inner-border of the Alps a

remainder of a hercynic mountain-system is extant (Manno '), and

that the mesozoic seJiments of the Alps are inclosed between two

already hercynic folded territories. A similar old folded territory

may perhaps likewise be found to the South of the over-thrusts of

the Ardennes (there caledonic) and to the South of the Scottish slide-

covers (there huronic); but for the present we are still fully

uninformed in this respect.

That part of' the earth-crust which we contemplated in profile

Fig. 2 shows, in my opinion accidentally, a regular repetition of

over-thrusts that have been slid in a Northern direction. Somewhat
more to the South in the territory of the Mediterranean, the directions
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Ardennes Scotland
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hercynic
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Fig. 2.

caledonic
II

huronic
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of tlie Alpine foldings show great variety ; in Scandinavia the caledonic

territories have been slid in a S. E. direction.

With the notion that in the tertiary- period the Alps come, as it

were, between the two clamps of a set-screw is necessarily united

the hypothesis that the Alps were passive during- the alpine move-

ment, and the seat of the active force originating e. g. in the con-

tractive strains, was more in the depth. 1 suppose that these forces,

working in the depth, were transferred to the surface hx the old

already folded and abraded remains of the mountains, and that the

young level sediments were squeezed between two such stiffened

territories which had be ^n pushed towards each other. When the force

in the depth continued for a considerable time, and consequently the

two stiffened territories were pushed closely together then an over-

thi'ust-structuie was lV)rmed (vide Fig. 3).

''^A^"

A. Territory of the active forces

B. Territories previously folded

C. Territory of the young sediments

Fig. 3.

1. before the folding.

2. after slight folding.

3. after strong folding.

The movement towards each other of the old, already foldetl

remains of the mountains may, in my o|)iiiion, be explained by

tangential, hut also In- centripetal nio\emoMts, In the former case we
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can imagine, that the remains of the mountains are firmly united

witli the actively working zone, in the second case we need not

make this supposition.

Only if we admit, liiat (lie active forces do not lie in the folded

beds themselves, the use of compressive machines is allowed in the

experimental tectonics, for there the folded beds are likewise passive

during the folding.

Amsterdam, January l(i, 1912. B. G. Escher.

Astronomy. — "Star fij/steuis ami the Milky Wai/". By Prof J. C.

K.\PTEYN.

(Clommunitated in llie meeting of .January 27, 1912).

In the November-meeting of last year, I tried to show that there

is an evident relation between the Milky Way and tiie star-sti-eams.

Tlie relation consists in the fact, that the motion in the great star-

streams relativeli/ tu the centre of qrariti./ of the whole system is

perfectly, or veiy neaily, parallel to the plane of the Milky Way.

This is ti'ue separately for the stars of the B, A, and G types. Con-

sequently it is true also for the relative motion of these several

streams and it was this relative motion which was then particularly

considered.

I have found since that this approximate parallelism with the

plane of the Milky Way subsists for the motion of rt// the somewhat

rich systems for which sufficient data are available.

Relatively to (he centre of gravity of the whole system lei :

h = yearly linear motion of the solar system
;

|J =^ galactic latitude of the Apex of this motion;

F^ yearly linear motion of a determined stargroup

;

J3 1= galactic latitude of the true vertex (convergent)

;

and furthermore, relatively to the solar system:

V = yearly linear motion of this same group:

b ^galactic latitude of the apparent vertex (convergent").

Then r is the resultant of T and —/(.

Therefore, if we project on the normal to the Milky Way,

r sin 6= Fsin B — A sin jJ i)

For the coordinates of the Apex let us adopt

:

a = 269°() tf= + 32°0, consequently i? = + 23°0.

For h the best available value must' be that which Campbell has
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pi'odiiced from liis ricli — uiiloilmuUely to other astronomer.s still

inaccessible — storehouse of radial velocities:

li ^ 19.5 kil. p. sec.

The. equation (1) tiius becomes:

V sin 6 = — 7.6+ Fsin^ (2)

For those groups for which our present data are more or less

re]iai)le we find the following values of r, resp. v sin 1>. I add the

values of V sin B, furnished by (2), i. e. the component of the true

velocity' at right angles to the Milky Way.

Group
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I find sin stars for which the radial velocity has heen ineasui'ed.

In (he mean of all we get:

«1900 ffJ900 /I p 4) corrected

8'' 40™ +23° 53' 0"053 J58° +5.5idlp.s.

in which /n represents the total proper motion, p its angle of posi-

tion, Q the corrected radial velocity. Direct observation gave -\- 9.8

for this velocity, but the Pleiades are Helium stars and it has been

found that these require a correction of — 4.3 kil. p. sec. which

not improbably may be due to pressure shift. By the use of liie

just mentioned working hypothesis that the true motion is parallel

to the Milky Way, 1 derive from these data:

Direction of the motion (relatively to the sun) towards the point

of the sphere 5'' 28" — 38°7
; stream-velocity 15.0 kil. p. sec

;

parallax 0"018, consequently distance 181 light-years.

In addition to ray communiation at the November meeting, 1

wish to draw attention to two more facts which seem hardly recon-

cilable with Eddington's theory.

1^'
. The fact that according to Eddington's and our own deter-

minations, neither do the elements of stream II for the A stars

coincide with those of the G stars, nor are they intermediate between

these and (he elements of the JJ stream.

2"'-. The fact that, according to a provisional investigation, the

average value of the radial velocities of the A, F, G, /C-stars with

insensible astronomical proper motion, corrected for the sun's motion

through space and taken all positively, does not coincide with and

is much in excess of that for the helium-stars. This result, if it is

further contirmed, would at least prove that, even in the regions of

space more remote than the bulk of our helium-stai'S, the motion of

the stars is still dependent on their spectral class.

It seems desirable to wait for some additional materials which
will very soon be available, before discussing these points further.

Finally, in order to prevent misconstruction, it may be well to

remark that, where I conchuled to (.wpansion of matter, I meant
expansion in a determined direction.

Such an expansion does not in the least exclude contraction in

other directions. On the contrary. In my opinion there is good reason

to assume that the kinetic energy of (he system is increasing. If this

is the case and if there is no action from without, we cannot but

admit contraction of some sort.
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Botany. — "Oji the cell-wull of Closteriuni toget/n'r with a consi-

deration of the groiotli of the cell-ioall in general." By Prof. C.

VAN WissELiNGH. (Cominuiiicatecl by Prof. J. W. Moll'.

(Communicaled in tlic meeling of January 27. 1911).

Investigations of Fischer, Hauptfleisch, and Lutkemui.ler.

Altliougli tlie interesting Closleria, which occur commonly in

ditches and pools, have frequently been investigated, yet only a

small number of investigators have studied in detail the structure of

the cell-wall in Closterium, the cell-division and growth in their mutual

relationship. There are only three prominent investigators, namely,

Fischer '), Hali'Tfleisch -), and LtJTKEMiJLLER '). Their publications

gi\e evidence of serious investigation.

Some time ago when I studied karyokinesis in Closterium Ehren-

bergii IMenegh. and Closterium acerosum (Schrank) Ehrenb., the cell-

walls with their peculiar appearance also attracted my attention,

and consecpiently I studied the work of the investigatoi'S mentioned

above. But their explanations did not satisfy me, and hence I also

made a special study of the structure of the cell-wall, the cell-division

and the growth in l)Oth these species.

I will brietly mention the most important results of the three

investigators referred to. Lutkemuller succeeded in distinguishing

two layers in the thin wall of Closterium, an inner one, which

showed a distinct cellulose-reaction with iodine and sulphuric acid,

and an outer one which only gave a weak cellulose-reaction or none

at all. Lutkemuller also showed that whenever the cell-wall is

coloured yellow or brown in consequence of an iron content, the

outer layer must be considered to be that which contains the iron.

As is well known, Closleria mostly show a peculiar marking of

the cell-wall, namely longitudinal lines, dots, and transverse lines.

According to Halttfleisch and Lutkemuller the longitudinal lines

are caused by the presence of delicate alternating ribs and furrows.

In HAirTFLKiscii'-opinion what |)resents the appearance of a dot,

is in reality a depression or |iil in the cell-wall, and he holds that,

in addition, real pores occur in the cell-wall, nanicly, at the ends

1) A. Fischer, Ueiier die Zcllleiliing ilcr Closlerien, Bol. Zeitung, 18SS, No. 14,

p. 225.

-) P. Hauptfleisch, Zellmembran unil Iliillgallertc der Desuiidiaccen, Inaug.

Dissert. 1888.

') J. LiiTKEMiiLLEH, Die Zellmembran dcr Desraidiaceen, Beilriige zur Biologic

der Pflanzen, 8. Bd 1902, p. 347.
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of tlio cells where, acoonliiig u> Ki.kds'), they are of great impor-

tance to tlie imiciiage secretion and movement ofClosterium. Lttkk-

MiJi.LKR does not mention any depressions or pits in the wail; in his

opinion the wall possesses real pores.

The transverse lines are limited in number. They mostly occur

only in the middle of the cell: sometimes there is only one: some-

times several are present. According to the investigators mentioned,

there is found in the so-called belted Closteria, in addition to the

lines in the middle, a transverse line at a relativel}" great distance

from the middle, about half way between the middle and tlie end

of the cell, in one, or, as more often happens, in both halves of

the cell. LuTKEMi'LLER slates that pores are absent from the parts

where the transverse lines occur. According lo Hauptfleisch the

arrangement of the transverse lines in the different species is so

constant that they can very well serve for the systematic classilication

of the genus Closterium.

In the opinion of the three investigators the transverse lines show

where the different parts constituting rhe cell-wall come into contact.

For all three hold that the wall of Closterium consists of pieces of

membrane of differing length. According to Hauptfleisch and Lvtke-

Mia.LEK the pieces of membrane fit into each other with oblii[ue,

bevelled edges. The.se pieces of membrane have been given different

names. The small circular pieces in the middle of the cell are called

by Halptfi,eisch and LuTKEiruLLER "Querbinden" (transverse bands),

the large end pieces "Schalen" (shells) and the large cylindrical pieces

between the "Querbinden" and "Schalen" which occur in the belted

Closteria, are called "Giirtelbander" (belts).

The same three writers hold that the transverse lines arise through

two different processes, namely, by cell-division and by a process

to which Fischer has given the name "periodisches Ergiinzungs-

wachstum" and which depends on the intercalation of a new cylindrical

piece of membrane. In the cell-division "Querbinden" and transverse

lines arise in the middle of the cells; in the "periodisches Ergiinz-

ungswachstura" "Giirtelbander" and also the transverse lines between

the middle and the ends of (he cells are formed. In some respects

the conclusions of the three investigators differ from one another.

Fischer assumes that before the beginning of the formation of the

transverse wall begins, the cell of Closterium constricts itself some-

what in the middle and that soon after that on the right and left

of the constriction a circular tear appears in the wall and that the

1) G. Klebs, Ueber Bewegung und Schleirabildung der Desmidiaceen, Biologisches

Gentralblatt, V. Bd. Nr. 12, 1885, p. 353.
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wall opens. Thus two ciroular openings would arise. On the short

circular piece of membrane which has been cut out, the forma-

tion of the transvei'se wall begins which grows further inwards

until the protoplast is divided into two. Whenever the cell of CIos-

terum divides into two daughter-cells, the lransver.se wall splits and

the short, dissected piece of membrane to wliicli the transverse wall

is attached. The process begins at the jjeri|)her\- and continues

inwards. The walls of the new cell-halves, arisen by fission of the

transverse wall, grow out rapidly during and after the fission.

In Haupti'lkisch's opinion the cell-division in Closterium does not

always take place in the same way. He distinguishes between species

of Closterium with and without "(iuerbinden". In the latter in cell-

division tiie two .shells separate somewhat and a new, very short cylin-

drical piece of membrane becomes intercalated. On this new piece

of membrane the transverse wall appears which grows forwartl in

the manner described above. In the Closteria with "Querbinden" the

two shells do not separate but a circular tear appears in the youn-

ger shell close to the older one. Where the tear has appeared, the

wall opens and a vei-y short cylindrical piece of membrane becomes

intercalated. On this new piece of membrane the transverse wall

appears. The further process of cell-division takes place in both

species in a corresponding mannei'. In fission the short, cylindrical

j)iece of membrane is first divided into two, and after that fission

of the transverse wail begins, which process continues inwards.

When the cell-division is completed, the new cell-halves develop to

their normal growth.

LuTKiiMULLEK calls attention to the fact that the place where the

cell-division is to take place, is already indicated in advance.

This ])lace is in the younger half-cell close to the older one, and

there is a feebly marked fold at this jilace in the cell-wall, called

"Ringf'urche" by IjUTKKML'j.i.ek. The only transverse line, which the

younger cell-half shows, is caused by this fold. It is only absent in very

young cell-halves, in which the wall is not yet completely developed.

At tlie point of the "Riugfurche"' the cell-wall broadejis out .somewhat

and the transverse wall appears, which grows inwards until the proto-

plast is divided into (wo. Then the traiisverse wall splits, whilst

the cylindrical membrane tears, at the point at which the transverse

wall is attached. l''rom each half of the transverse wall a new mem-

brane-half arises. LtiTKKMULLKU does not believe that in cell-di\ision

the cell-wall opens, through the formation of one or two circular

tears. Nevertheless he agrees with HMi'TKhEiscH that cell-division leads

10 a union of younger and older parts of the cell-wall, that these
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parts fit into each other with bevelled edges and that the older

part of the cell-wall overlaps the younger.

The throe investigators have arrived at the following results with

regard to the origin of "Giirtelbander" (belts). According to Fischer

after the cell-division of belted Closteria the new cell-half is not

yet similar to the old one ; it consists only of a shell piece and as

yet possesses no belt ; in the new half-cell at a little distance from

its base intercalation of a cylindrical piece of membrane takes place,

which develops into the belt of the new half-cell. In this process

a circular tear also appears and the wall itself opens at the

place where the new piece is intercalated. The description, which

Hjvuptflfjsch gives, of the formation of the belts, agrees in the main

with that of FiscHKR. In Lutkemuli.er's opinion no tear appears near the

base of the wall of the new half-cell, but a fold of the cell-wall

(Ringfurche) develops, which grows into a cylindrical piece of mem-
brane, namely the belt.

^lie present investiyatlon.

Attention may be directed to the following points which concern

the methods of investigation I have followed. I employed living as well

as fixed material. As fixing solutions Ft.emming's mixture (osmic acid

0,5, chromic acid 0,9, glacial acetic acid 6, water 120) and absolute

alcohol were used. The fixed and the fresh material were treated

with different reagents, such as a solution of chromic acid (from

20 to 50 °/„), Schultze's macerating fluid (warming with potassium

chlorate and nitric acid), iodine in potassium iodide solution and

slightly diluted sulphuric acid (of 76 % and of 85'/, %, 4 parts by

weight of 95 "/„ to 1 part by weight of water and 9 parts by weight

of 95% to 1 pa-rt by weight of water) : the Algae were also warmed
in glycerine to 300°, and stains were also employed, especially

ruthenium red in a weak solution of ammonia. Generally different

methods of investigation were .combined.

The Closteria were grown in ditch-water, not only in wide-

mouthed bottles and in dishes Init also separately on microscope

slides. In the latter case they were examined daily, and in that

way various measurements w-ere obtained; finally they were treated

with reagents in order to determine exactly what changes the cell-

wall had undergone.

The following pages will principally be devoted to an account of

the results obtained in this inquiry, whilst I intend to explain the

foundations on which they rest more completely elsewhere.
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In the first place it must be pointed out tliat 1 cannot agree with

the view of Fischer, Hauptfi.eisch, and LIjtke.mijj.ler according to

whicii in Clostei'iura tiie cell-wall is composed of various pieces

of mendirane joined together (Schalstiicke, (^uerbinden, Giirtelbander)

whicii fit into each otiier with sharp edges and have been formed

separately at various times by the proto[)lasin. On the contrary, I

have come to the conclusion that the wall of Closterium must be

regarded as one whole. It is composed of various superposed layers.

The innermost enclose the whole protoplast, whilst the outermost

only partly cover the underlying ones. In agreement with this the

cell-wall is not everywhere equally thick. It does not arise piecemeal,

but develops as a whole from the protojjlast, out of which layers

of cell-wall successively originate. The transverse lines show the

parts where the older layers, which only partly cover' the 3'ounger

ones, cease. By using reagents it is easy to show that the innermost

part of the cell-wall, which is rich in cellulose, uninterruptedly

encloses the whole protoplast. It already follows from this fact, which

escaped the attention of earlier investigators, that the cell-wall does

not consist of separate parts.

The innermost layers of the cell-wall are the youngest and the

richest in cellulose, the outermost are older and in them the cellulose-

content is greatly diminished. Using iodine in (lOtassium iodide

solution and slightl_y dduted sulphuric acid the stratified structure of

the cell-wall and the differing cellulose-content of the innermost and

outermost layers are clear-ly seen. The cell-wall swells considerabl}'

on being treated with sulphuric acid, especially the outermost part,

whilst the cells as a whole contract. In the presence of iodine the

wall is at the same time coloured blue. The innermost part that

extends uninterruptedly along the whole [trotoplast, becomes dark-

blue. The outermost layer gives no cellulose reaction ; it is stained

yellow by iodine and extends continuously over all the layers of

the cell-wall. Between the innermost part of the cell-wall which is

rich in cellulose and the yellow-stained peripheral layer, lies a

l)ortion poor in cellulose which takes only a light blue stain. In

Closterium acerosum there is sometimes no cellulose-reaction at all

to be observed directly under the i)eripheral layer.

With some |)reparations, it can be seen that the innermost part

of the cell-wall, rich in cellulose, as well as the outermost part

which is poor in cellulose, consist of difl'ercnt layers. Evidently the

layers, in [)roporiion to their age, undergo a chemical modification;

the cellulose-content becomes smaller; the cellulose gives place to a

material whicii gives no cellulose-reaction and the tendency to swell
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up considerabl}' in siilphiiric acid increases. Also to some extent a

coalescence of the layers takes place. In the outer [)ortion they are

not so easy to ilistiiigiiish as sometimes in the inner portion.

In the outermost layer, which is stained yellow by iodine, another

modification has moreover evidently taken place, in which more

external factoi'S have come into play. Transverse lines ai'e clearly

seen on the cell-wall after treatment with iodine and sulphuric acid.

The older layers which lie over the younger ones project somewhat

and at the base of the older layers the underlying younger ones

are poorer in cellulose ; the wall there is more subject to modifi-

cation ; in consecpience of this the blue-coloured wall shows light

lines along the older layers, which project somewhat.

With I'espect to the dots and the longitudinal stripes, I observe

that I could see ihera best with dift'erent focussing. The dots were

then most clearly seen on the outermost part of the cell-wall and

the longitudnial stripes in the innermost part of it. This observation

is not in agreement with the view of LtJTKEMtJLi.ER, in whose opinion

the dots were produced by pores, but it is more in accordance with

that of Hauptfleisch, who speaks of depressions or pits. The fiict

that the lines are most clearly visible in the innermost part of the

wall is hard to reconcile with ihe view of the investigators who
maintain that the wall is pro\ided with peripheral ribs and furrows.

I may remark with respect to Closterium acerosum that the dots

are absent from the parts where the transverse lines occur.

Like LtJTKEMtJLi,ER I am of opinion that the part where cell-division

is to take place is already indicated beforehand on the cell-wall.

The cell-wall there shows a pronounced modification. In my opinion,

LiJTKEMtii.T.ER's explanation of the phenomenon is, however, not tenable.

According to this author, the cell-wall forms, at the place of division,

a small fold directed inwards, so that there appears to be a slight

thickening on the inner side and on the outer side a furrow (Ring-

furche). LOtkemui.ler obtained his results with dead material. With

fixed and other dead material I also have observed at the place of

division a little fold in the cell-wall, but never with living material,

and hence I do not think that in living specimens any fold of the

cell-wall occurs at the place of division. My own conviction is that

the cell-wall in the part under discussion has undergone an important

change. It shows there a transverse line which can be distinguished

from the other transverse lines. The cell-wall at the altered place

is poorer in cellulose and less strong. After treatment with iodine

and somewhat diluted sulphuric acid a light line can be noticed.

During treatment with reagents (chromic acid) it often happens that
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fhe cell-wall tears at the place of division. Tiie little Cold seen in

dead material is also probably connected with the fact that the cell-

wall at the place of division is less strong.

Tt is easy to answer the question why no fold is to be observed

in livinn; material. During life the wall is stretched b^- turgor, so

that no fold is to be expected. To this I must add that in fixed

material I have sometimes seen much larger folds of the cell-wall,

namely, in the younger, still thin walled half of the membrane.

The cell-wall then showed a triple circular fold. In living material

such folds do not occur either. This strengthened ray belief that the

little fold also first appears after death.

In connection with the fact that in Closterium the part at which

cell-division is to take place is determined beforehand and that at

this place the cell-wall shows a marked modification, 1 will here

describe results which I obtained formerly with Spirogyra. As in

Closterium, so in Spirogyra the formation of the primary transverse

wall begins on the membrane cylinder opposite the nucleus and then

continues inwards, until the protoplast is divided into two. In Spi-

rogyra, the part where the formation of the transverse wall is to

begin, does not show special characters in the cell-wall, yet by a

series of centrifugal experiments I ') have proved that (he place is

already determined before the beginning of the nuclear-division, by

the influence which the nucleus exerts. I am inclined to attribute

the like kind of influence to the nucleus of Closterium. The important

modification of the cell -wall at the place of division in Closterium

is connected with the subsecpient separation of (he daughter-cells.

In Closterium I could demonstrate no cellulose in the primary

transverse wall. It is characterised by a greater solubility in chromic

acid solution. When the primary wall has been formed, a layer of

cell-wall; rich in cellulose is produced in each daughter-cell: it

surrounds the whole protoplast and covers the old cell- wall and the

prinuiry transverse wall. This new layer of the cell-wall is i)roduced

by apposition. Results in agreement with (his were earlier obtained

by me with Spirogyra. ")

In Closterium a fission of the cell-wall follows the thickening of

the primary transverse wall. Al the nioditied part the old cell-wall

is stretched until it tears asunder and then the transverse wall splits.

It is the prinuiry transverse wall which splits. The process begins

1) Zur Fhysi.>logie der Spirogyiazelle, Beihcfle zum bot. Gcntralbl. Btl. XXIV
(1908), Abt. I. p. 105.

2) Over waiulvorming bij kcinlooze celjen, Reprint, Bot. Jaarbocl<, Vol. 13,

1904, p. 11 and 12. Zur Physiologic der Spirogyrazelle, 1, c. p. 174.
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oil the old c'cll-wjill uiid coiiliinies inwards. At the ph\ec of division

a siiglil constriction occnrs whicli slowly becomes more marked. It

is pecnliar that the new pail of the cell-wall which is thns exposed,

i.e. the split transverse wall, siiows a sharp contour in contradistinc-

tion to the old cell-wall, and this is probably to be ascribed to the

fact that the old wall is more modified cliemically. The two halves

of the transverse wall assnme during fission a convex position with

regard to each other; finally tjiey separate. In the fission of the

cell-wall which is induced by a chemical modification, turgor also

plays an important part. Without the action of turgor it is difficult

to imagine that tiic thin halves of the transverse wall could fake

up a convex position with regard to one another. Through the same

force which brings this about, the old wall tears at the modified

weak part and the transverse wall splits.

Nothing can be traced of the occurrence of circular openings

(Fisciif^R, Hauptflrisch) in the old cell-wall and of intercalation of

a new, narrow annular [liece of membrane which projects (Fischer).

When the old wall tears each daughter-cell has already a new wall,

so that when cell-division proceeds normally, no openings can arise

in the cell-wall. The occurrence of openings in the wall is moreover

liardly tenable. As a consequence of turgor the protoplasm Avould

pass out and a speedy death of the protoplasm might be expected.

Pringsheim ') has also previously assumed tliat in the cell-division

of Oedogoninm the wall opens by means of a circular tear, but later

investigations have shown that this does not take place in Oedogoninm.')

When the cell-division is finished, the halves of the transverse

wall grow out quickly to the new halves of the cell-wall. These soon

approximate in shape and size to the old halves of the cell-wall. The

wall of the young halves is at first very thin. Later the difterence in

thickness between the new and the old half becomes smaller, some-

times indeed it is no longer of any significance. Chemical modification

seems to take place quickly in the new halves of the cell-wall.

Quite soon with iodine and slightly diluted sulphuric acid the thin

peripheral layer which is stained yellow, can be distinguished, as well

as the subjacent layer poor in cellulose and the innermost layer which

is rich in cellulose. When the daughter-cells are still connected, the

peripheral layer can already lie demonstrated. When the w\all becomes

older and thicker, the pecnliar markings on it become visible, namely

1) N. Pringsheim, Morphologie der Oedogonien, 1858, Piingslieims Jaliib. f.

wiss. Botanik Bd. I. p. 13.

-) G. VAN WissELiNGH, Uber den Ring imd die Zellwand bei Oedogoninm, Bei-

hofte zum Bot. Gcntralbi. Tl. XXIII (1908), Abt. I. p. 182.

61

Proceedings Koyal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XIV.
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llic lonniluiliiKil lines and in (Mostorimn acerosum also the dots. It

lias already been stated above that the chemical niodifieation also

causes the disappearance of the dots at the place of tiie fiitnre cell-

division. Coiise(iiieiitly the old cell-wall has no dots round its edge.

While (he new membrane-half acquires dots, no new ones develop

rtl I lie part where they have disappeared. In consequence there occurs

oil the border of the old and new membrane-half, a small strip

free from dots.

With regard to the question how the growth of the cell-wall in

Closterium must be interpreted, the following remarks may be made.

Apposition, addition of new layers of cell-wall substance must certainly

be assumed. This is in agreement with the stratified structure of the

cell-wall and also with some observations concerning its development.

How, for example, can the existence of the layer of the cell-wall

rich in cellulose in the daughter-cells after the formation of the

primary transverse wall be explained without accepting apposition ?

For one cannot lielieve that one and the same layer at one place

develops by intussusception from the primary transverse wall which

contains no cellulose and in another part develops from the old

cell-wall. Less easy to answer is the (lucstion whether in Closterium

intussusception, intercalation of new material in the already formed

cell-wall, takes place. Superficial observation might cause the

impression that intussusception is very probable on account of the

rajiid surface growth of the Ihin wall of the new cell-half. I do not

think, however, that it is necessary to postulate intussusception in

the case of Closterium. Nevertheless the growth of the cell-wall

cannot be completely explained by ajiposition. There is no doubt

that in the develo[)n)ent of the cell-wall an important modification

takes place in the layers already formed by apposition. The new-

layers rich in cellulose are produced by a|)positioii on the inner

side of the cell-wall. Slowly they become poorer in cellulose and

richer in a substance which does not give a cellulose reaction. In

agreement with this layers rich in cellulose are found on the inner

side of the cell-wall and others ])00r in cellulose and free from it

are found on the jieriphery. The chemical modification makes the

wall more extensible, consequenlly lurgor can contiibnte to the increased

size of Ihe cell. In order that Ihe wall may retain its required

strength, it iniisi be sirciiglheued oir (he inner side by new layers.

From this il follows, that by rapid surface growth as in the case

of the new niemiirane halves, chemical modification and ap|)osition

must also be intensi\(\ I believe that a|)|)Osition is considerably

stronger in the new nuuibrane hahes than in the old ones, for
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wlic'ii ilic 8111-fiicc f^Towili <»f llie iiL'w halves ceases, probably in

cojist'quence of the increase in voUime of the cell and resultant

decrease in turgor, then especially a growth in thickness occurs and

liie (liflerence in thickness between the two halves of the wall be-

comes much less.

A study of cell division in Closterium makes it specially clear that

in the development of the cell-wall, chemical modification is of great

significance. At tiie place of the cell-division chemical modification

of the cell-wall is very extensive; it here produces not only stretching

of the cell-wall, i)ut even the tearing asunder of the old cell-wall.

Apposition of new cell-substance, chemical modification of that already

formed and finally turgor are the three important factors in the

development of the cell-wall in Closterium. With respect to intussus-

ception, its occurrence can neither be proved nor disproved. It is not

necessary to accept it in order to explain the development of the

wall in Closterium.

The conflict between the adherents of the intussusception theory

and those favouring the apposition theory of growth of the cell-wall

has in my opinion formerl}' often been so unproductive because the

chemical nature of the cell-wall and especially the chemical modifi-

cation which it undergoes has received little or no attention. Neither

apposition nor intussusception can alone completely explain the de\e-

lopment of the cell-wall.

When the "Urmeristem" of a vegetation-point is compared with

the ' Dauergewebe" of the adult organ which arises from it, it is

impossible with the help of the intussusception- or apposition-theory

to form a conception of the growth of the cell-wails and even, when
one accepts both processes, no satisfactory explanation of the deve-

lopment of the cell-walls and tissues results. If, however, continuous

chenucal modification, as well as apposition, is assumed, then the

explanation of the phenomena observed does not any longer present

insurmountable difficulties. It may now l)e accepted with certainty

that the stratified composition of the cell-wall has its origin in the

fact that on the inner side layers are successively formed by the

])roloplasm, which layers cover one another. If these layers under-

went no chemical modification, it could not be explained why, for

example, the outermost layers of the cell-wall of many parenchy-

matous bark-cells show a much weaker cellulose-reaction than the

innermost-layers and sometimes seem to be cpiite devoid of cellulose

content. Where the cells are in contact with intercellular spaces, one

can sometimes observe that the outermost of the layers containing

cellulose have been modified to a varying extent, so that the self-

61*
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same layci's in one place slill show cellulose rcaclioii and in auotlier

place ilo not. In sonic (issncs it a|)pears as if the cells in agreement

with tJie old conception are imbeihicd in intercellular substance.

Fi'equentlv it is no lojiger possible in adult tissue to recognise

sister-cells, although this would present no great difficulty if no

modification of the cell-wall had taken place. It can easily be ima-

gined that by chemical modification of the cell-walls the relationship

of cells is eliact'd.

Although I am inclined to l)elieve thai generally apposition, modi-

fication and turgor play a great part in tiie growth of cell-walls,

yet I also think that intussusception is not always excluded; thus

for example, in the cuticularisation of cell-walls containing cellulose

it is necessary to assume intussusception.')

In Closlerium, no growth in length of any importance can be

observed in either the old or the new full grown halves of the wall

;

nevertheless a considerable increase in length can frequently be noted

in some individuals. The phenomenon is caused by a process which

investigators have called "periodisches Erganzungswachslum". It

amounts to an addition to the cell-wall of new pieces of membrane.

Opposite the nucleus, the cell-wall undergoes a modification, whicli

is similar to tiiat which happens to the cell-wall liefoie cell-division.

At the modified part the cell-wall becomes stretched, whilst on the

inner side it becomes strengthened by new layers through apposition.

The old layers of the cell-wall finally tear asunder and the under-

lying new cell-wall is e.vp'osed. It shows a sliar|) outline just as

the cell-wall which was laid bare in cell-division. Whilst the

thin, new, weaker piece of the wall is stretched by the influence

of turgor, the cell-wall becomes strengthened on its inner side

by apposition. In this manner a whole new piece of wall is inter-

calated. All opening of liie cell-wail, as Fi.scher and Haiptfi.eisch

maintain, takes place no more than in cell-division, for, when the

old layers arc torn asunder, a new wall is already i)resent. After inter-

calation of a new piece, the cell-wall shows two new transverse

lines. The walls of the older cell-halves are thicker and project somewhat.

Between cell-division and intercalation of a new, cylindrical piece

of membrane there are st.ine imporlanf points of agreement. The

process in both cases is induced by a modification of the old cell-

wall, which finally tears asunder, after a new cell-wall has been formed.

In both cases, ra|»id surface growth of tin- newly exposed jiarts of

^) G. VAN WissELiNGH, ( )vci Ciilifulai-isalif cii Culiiii:. lleprint from Ihc Proc.

Koninkl. Akad. v. Welenscli. Amsterdam, 2nd Sect. D. ffl, N". 8, p. 26. Sur

fa culiculaiisalion el la culine, fCxlrait des Arofi. Necil. T. XXVltf, p. 32.
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the cell-wall takes phiee. The processes lake place at the same places

in both cases, namely opposite the nucleus in the younger half of

the cell near the older half or in the middle of a new intercalated

cylindrical piece of niemhrane also opposite the nucleus, always

therefore in parts where the cell-wall is younger and thinner. Cell-

division is distinguished from intercalation in that it is accompanied

by division of the nucleus and the formation of a transverse walk

It has been stated above that the intercalation of a new, cylindrical

piece of membrane can also take place in a similar piece of membrane

which has already been intercalated. This piocess can therefore be

repeated in one and the same cell. Cell-divisions and intercalation

of j)ieces of cell-wall are not processes which regularly alternate in

a certain group of Closteria (belted Closteria), as the three investigators

already mentioned have imagined. In the species I have studied both

processes occur ; sometimes there are 10 or more successive cell-

divisions without any intercalation. It may also happen that after

rei)eated cell-divisions intercalatio]i of a new piece of membrane takes

place a few times in succession. The urine "periodisclies Ergiinzungs-

wachstum" is not correct.

As ah'eady described, the trans\erse lines which the cell-wall

shows; arise by cell-division and by intercalation of new pieces

of cell wall. As Lctkemuller has observed the young individuals

which arise from spores originally possess not a single transverse

line an<i later one transverse line only at the place of future cell-

division. At this stage one cannot therefore distinguish an older and

a younger cell-half, but this is possible in the daughter-cells, where

the cellwall at the border between them shows a transverse line, whilst

later the young cell-half at the place of division also shows a

transverse line which can be distinguished from the tirst-mentioned

one. At each cell-division there is cut off from the wall of the

yoiniger cell-half a short piece, which remains connected with the older

one. The daughter-cell witli the oldest half of the cell wall possesses

after each cell-division a strip more than its mother-cell. In this way
cells with 10 or more median transverse lines can be formed.

By intercalation of pieces of membrane cells arise which show"

transverse lines at a considerable distance from the middle. It must

be borne in mind that the two processes can alternate with each other

in various ways, that the pieces of membrane which in cell-division

are cut off from the younger half may be of different sizes, that the

mother-cell in cell-division is frequently di\ided into two unequal

parts, that intercalated pieces of membrane can grow to difterent

lengths and that in general, in proportion as the parts of cell-wall
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arc older, llicy ;ire also thicker and the marking; on liic ct'll-wall

is more distinct. Moreover the growth in thickness of some [)arts

oC the cell-wail sometimes shows abnormalities, so that it may happen
that younger parts ha\e thicker walls than older ones and give a

stronger celhilose-reaetion (sometimes in Closterium Elirenbergii). When
all this is taken into account, it is clear that the cell-wall in Closterium

even i]i one and the same species shows an enormous diversity,

especially with respect to the number and position of the transverse

lines or the length of the parts of the cell-wall and the thickness

of the cell-wall in different parts. For this reason I cannot agree

witli Hauptfleisch that the arrangement of the transverse lines in

different species is so constant that they can serve for the systematic

classitication of the genus Closterium.

Chemistry. — "On the .'it/stem: M'ater — Alcohol — Mmvjitnous

sulphate." By Prof. F. A. H. Scukeinemakers au'l Dr.

J. J. B. Deuss.

(Gommunicatcd in the meeting of January 27, 1915).

The equilibria occurring in this system are rei)resented in fig. 1
;

the points II" and .1 indicate the components watei" and alcohol,

the third apex of the components-triangle which is not dra\vn here

therefore represents the AfnSO^. The temperature axis is taken

perpendicular to the plane of the components-triangle.

The curve /// situated in the side plane MnSO^ — A— 7' of the

])rism is the solubility line of the anhydrous MnSO^ in absolute

alcohol; as this .salt is practically insoluble in absolute alcohol the

curve hi must lie in very close proximity to the axis ^17' of the prism.

The ecpulibria occurring in the binary .system: water— MiiSO^

Fig. 1.
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have been investigaUH! b_v F. G. Cottkkll ') ; these equilibria, so far

as they are required iu tiie ternary system are represented in fig. 1

by the curves ah, he, and cd situated in tlie side plane MnSO^—W— 2\

The curve ab indicates the solutions saturated with i¥?j/S'6', . 7 //^ (9,

the curve be those saturated with MnS0t.5H,0 and the curve cd

the solutions saturated with MnSO, . H^O.

The equilibria occurring in the ternary system are re^)resented

by the surfaces situated within the prism, their intersecting lines and

intersecting points

:

nbulu'e is the saturation surface of the AlnSO^ . 1 IJ„0

efv'u' and bcvti ,, ,, ,, „ „ ,, MiiSO^.oH^O

fcjmdcvky „ „ „ „ „ „ MiiSOf . H,0

(jhliii „ „ „ „ „ „ MnSO^.

kuvk\v'u' ,, ,, binodal surface.

In order to facilitate the survey, tlie figures 7, 5, 1 and () are

drawn on tiie saturation surfaces, and the letter B on the binodal

surface. For the sake of l)revity we 'vill call the salts in future J/h.
,

Mn^ , Mn^ and Mn„

.

The saturation surface of the Mn^ consists ol two j)arts separated

from each other; the one to the left indicates the saturated solutions

of Mn^ rich in water, the one to the right those rich in alcohol.

The binodal surface B should be imagined to be divided into two

parts by the critical hue A'/vj ; with each solution A, of tiie one

part, a definite solution L^ of the other part can be in ecpiilibrium.

The binodal surface therefore represents the two-layer systems Zj-J-Z^^.

The intersecting lines of the saturation surfaces of a solid substance

form the saturation lines re]iresenting the solutions saturated with

two salts.

eu' and ub is the saturation line of Mn. -\- Mii^

fv' and vc „ ,, ,, ,, ,, Mn^ -\- Mn^

gm „ „ „ „ „ Mn^ + J/«„ .

The intersecting lines of the binodal surface with the saturation

surfaces of the solid substance represent the conjugated iitpiid-pairs

which are saturated with a solid salt. Because as seen in fig. 1

the binodal surface intersects each of the saturation surfaces of iU^.

,

Mn^ and iJ/n, in two curves, it follows that one series of li(piid-

pairs is saturated with Mil. , another series with Mn^ and a tiiird

series with Mn^ In fig. 1 are represented:

1) F. G. CoTTRELL. Joi'Mi. Pliys. Clicm. 4 037 (1900).
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llu' li(|iii(l-paii's saturiiled willi ,)/;/. I)_v Ku i\.n^\ Ku'

,, ,, „ ,, ,. -il-/'*5 >, uv „ u'v'

„ „ ,, ,, ,, Ji?i, ,, vK^ „ v'K^

Each of the points u and u' is the intersecting point of the bino-

dal surface with tlie saturation surfaces of J/h- and 3_/h 5 . These points,

therefore represent a liquid pair L,, -f- L„. saturated at the tempera-

ture Tu =: 7V with Miij -\- Mn^ or, in otiier words, the system :

Mil, + Mn, 4- L„ + L,'

The same is true for the points v and v' whicii at Tv = 7V repre-

sent tlie two li(iuids of the equilibrium :

Mn, + Mn, + L, + L,'

The saturation line of Mn. -\- Mn^ consists (experimentally) of the

two parts eu' and iih; as, however ?
'„ = T,,' , the com[)lex Mn^-\-

Mn^-\-L, traverses an uninterrupted temperature series; the solution

however, changes its composition abruptly, at 7'u ^ 7V, fi'om L„ into

X,,' , or reversedly so. The same is true for the complex Mn^ -\-

Mn^ -\- L in the points v and v'

.

From the composition of the solutions L,, and Z,,' it follows that

at T,t =: 7',/ the reaction :

Miu + Z„- :^ Mn, + L„

Mn, + Mn, + L,,'
|

Mn, + Mn, + £„

occurs.

From this reaction it follows that from 1\, = 7',,' one saturation

line of Mn, + Mn, must proceed to a lowei-, and another one to a

higher temperature. Further, it follows that the liquid-pairs saturated

with Mn, occur below and those saturated with Mn, above 7'„ = 7V .

From the composition of the solutions Ly and L„i it follows that

at 'J\=To' the reaction:

Mn, + Mn, + Z„' I Mn^ + i¥rt, + Lo

Mn, + />„ -f />„'
;

.l/«, + Z„ + L,.

occurs. The situation of the curves proceeding in lig. i from the

l)oints V and v' is in accordance with tliis reaction.

From the figure it follows that the dissociation region, if we only

consider stable conditions, extends from 7't ^ 5,'^3 to 'J\:='i'S.5°.

iielweeu 'J)- and 'J)-^ a separation into two liquids in the stable con-

dition is possible, below 7'/, and above 7^,, this is, however, no
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longer the case and, as lias been confirmed experimontally, only a

separation in the nietastable condition can take place.

In general the mixtures: water -|- alcohol -|- ^^'^1'. '" which the

separation only takes place in ternary solutions, exiiiliit a niinimum

critical mixing temperature. That is to say that below this critical

temperature no dissociation into two liquids can take place; above

this temperature, however, decomposition may occur.

For instance, in water-alcohol mixtures K^^^O, can cause disso-

ciation only above 79.5°, NH.NO, only above 67.6°, {yH,),SO,
only above 8°, and JSla^CO, only above 27.7°.

Similar systems with a maximum critical temperature, namely witii

a temperature above which no separation can any longer occur have

to our knowledge not yet been found. In the system water-alcohol

-MnSO^, however, now investigated by us, not only a minimum
critical temperature Tk, but also a maximal critical temperature Tki

seems to exist.

/vin.^ If \ve project the special curve

k u V
.*-i

v' u' on the plane of the

components-triangle IF

—

A—il/n,, we
obtain something as in fig. 2. The
ti'iangle, however, has only been

drawn partially in this figure. The
projection of the special curve con-

sists of two conjugated branches

Fig. 2. which form a closed curve of a pecu-
liar form

;
the ai'rows indicate the direction in which the tempera-

ture increases.

Each of the branches kk^ must, of course, exhibit a discontinuity

in two points corresponding with the temperatures 1\ and 7\,

If we intersect the spacial representation by planes perpendicular
to the temperature axis, we obtain the isotherms; these have been
determined at 50°, 35°, 30° and 25°. A few points of the isotherm
of 0° have also been determined.

The isotherm at 50° can be represented schematically by the
curves dm and ml and the isotherm of 0° by the curves ae, ef,jg
and gh. A few other isotherms are represented in fig. I by the
dotted curves.
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Bio-Chemistry. — ''On the action of some carbon derivatires on

the development of penicillinm ylaucum and their retarding

action in connection tvith solubi/iti/ in loater and in oil." By

Prof. J. BoESEKEN and Mr. H. Waterman. (Conimuiiicated by

Prof. A. F. Holleman).

(Communicated in the meeting of January 27, 1912).

Ill our previous comuiunication ') we have shown tliat there exists

no essential difference lietweeii tlie benzene derivatives investigated

by us, as regards their action as retarding, as well as nutrient

substances for the penicillinm glaucum.

The compounds readily soluble in oil exert a retarding action even

in small concentrations, whereas with substances sparingly soluble

in oil, this retardation only occurred with higher concentrations, but

all these substances which dissolve fairhj readihj in water give, finally,

a development althougli with compounds like salicylic acid, benzoic

acid and the toluylic acids, this takes place only with very low

concentrations at which a \-igorous vegetation is excluded owing to

the small total quantity of organic nutriment.

In each case we may take it for granted that all these substances

are capable of providing the [leiiicillium with carbon-containing

material, if we only take care (by (he choice of a fitting concen-

tration) that tiie organism cannot overload itself with the same.

Our continued investigation has shown that the penicillium is not

very particular as to its food, but tiiat it is capable of development

in solutions of nearly all the carbon derivatives.

Even chloroform, formic acid, methyl alcohol and carbon tetra-

chloride, given as exclusive carbon-containing nutriment, cause growth

and, therefore, can yield the material from which the penicillium

constructs its undoubtedly very complicated system of organic

compounds.

Only a few derivatives of the highest oxidation stage of carbon,

such as carbon dioxide and urea are unsuitable.

The results are shown in Table 1. For (he description of the

ex|)erimental process we refer (o (lie lirst communicadon.

If we survey these ex[)erinieii(s which have been collected in (his

table a( random from a much grea(er number, we notice in (he

(irst place tiiat l)y far the greater number, cliosen from (lie most

varying grou]>s of organic compounds, can promote (he growdi.

1) These Proc. of December 30, 1911, p. (j08.
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TABLE 1. Development of the penic. gl. on different carbon compounds. The inorganic nutri-

ment consists of Vao'Vo of potassium phosphate, Va/'o NH4CI and '/2.j"/i] of magnesium
sulphate; t if not stated otherwise = 21°—22°.

Quantity of solution = 50 cc.

Compound
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Besides carbon dioxide itsell', formaldelivde, pyrene, urea and also

the two naplitliols cause no development.

As regards formaldeliyde we are going to extend tlic investigation

to still lower concentrations; urea is very closely allied to carbon

dioxide, and the two naphthols have a particularly favonrable division

factor oil : water, lohile tliey are still very perceptibly soluble in loater.

In the second place it strikes us that there are some compounds

such as palmitic acid, stearic acid, benzene, naphthalene, cetyl alcohol,

and olive oil, whose division factor olive oil: water is undoubtedly

much larger than that of salicylic acid and benzoic acid and which,

evidently, can yet promote the development of the mould.

These substances, however, are distinguished from the above strongly

retarding substances (to which belong also the naphthols) by their

extremely sparing solubility in water.

In order to demonstrate the signiticance of tiie rapid dissolving

of the substances in water in connection with their nutrient or

retarding action, we are obliged to consider the quality of the prt)to-

plasmic wall which those substances must traverse in order to be

absorbed in the organism. Let it be presupposed that a too large

concentration of any sul)stance whatever will cause a retardation

of the growth. Without further arguments as to the possible

structure of the protoplasmic wall we may well take it for granted

that it must not be put on a line with a layer of oil, without

further evidence.

So long as it forms a part of the living oi'ganism it must be

regarded as a wall limited by an aqueous liquid, and therefore as

a membrane which, in a certain sense, is protected by a layer

of water.

If we were dealing with an oily layer immediately accessible, all

substances readily soluble in oil, and particularly those insoluble in

water, would penetrate and exert their retarding action.

[On llie other hand, substances in.soluble in oil would Ije unable to pcnctiale

and thus serve as a nutriment. This point, which may be connected with the

dilTerenccs existing between lecillilnclioleslerol mixtures and true oils, will be

disregarded for the present].

This, however, is evidently incorrect, for the higher fatty acids

(which are very sparingly soluble in water) naphtalene, cetyl alcohol

and olive oil itself, which dissolve in oil freely or very readily, do

not act at all retardative on the growth of the penieillium and, on

the whole, form in the long run a fairly good organic nutriment.
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This l»elia\ioui' iiiav lie explaiiiod vcrv reaililv wlicii, as suited

above, we suiipose tiial all llie siilisiuiiees liefore they arrive at the

protoplasmic wall must traveise a layer of water; the substances

very spariiif^ly soluble in water can perform this only in an extremely

tardy manner and the concentration of these substances in the

protO[)lasm can, therefore, increase but very slowly. If, when the

concentration in the protoplasm is but small the organism can use

up these substances — and the peuicillium seems eajiable of this

in a very high degree — they may act as an organic nutriment.

The substances which are readily soluble in water but very sparingly soluble

in lecithine eic. such as (presumably) succinic acid, glutaric acid etc. will, of course,

be prevented by this last property from rapidly overloading the organism. If these

can be readily assimilated they will form a good carbon-containing nutriment.

Not merely the great division factor lipoid: water marks a sub-

stance as a narcotic, but it must be capable of entering rapidly into

the organism and, besides a rapid and ready absorption in the

protoplasmic wall proper, a decided solubility in water is therefore

required ').

From this and the previous investigation it follows that from any

organic substance devoid of any particularly pronounced basic or

acid properties we may predict ") whether it will exert a strongly

retarding action on the growth of lower^ organisms. If so, it must

be {a) somewhat soluble iii water and (/;) dissolve considerably more

in oil than in water ^).

II.

In order to eonfirui the results obtained and the conclusions drawn

therefrom, by a laiger nuniher of experimental data we iiave extended

our investigations over a large number of saturated fatty acids

with normal carbon chain.

These offer the great ad\antage that, in this series of substances

we have at disposal a material of which, wliile retaining analogous

chemical properties, the physical cliaracters, so far as the solubility

1) Whether colloidal solutions must be regarded here as distinct from true

solutions must be decided later.

-) This prediction, of course, only relates to aqueous solutions ; as soon as

much fat is present, for instance in butter, the retarding substance, on account of

the large division factor will accumulate in the fat and can only act in a retard-

ing manner for so far it is still present in the water-phase. \Vc will refer to

Miis question later on nccount of its practical importance.
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in water and oil is concerned, nndergo from term (o tei'ni a conti-

nuons modificalion.

The preparations, which we have used, were nioslly obtained

TABLE II. Development of the penicillium in solutions of Vai'Vo potassium phos-

phate, i;>,)"/(i ammonium chloride and ^Vi"',, magnesiumsulphate which con-

tain the saturated fatty acids as exclusive organic nutriment.
7"= 20°—21°; quantity of liquid = 50 c.c.

Compound N'.^mt.
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from Kaiii.baim ; of tlio lower faltv acids the concentration was

determined by lilratioii, wiiereas the liiglier ones, if percejitibh'

solnble in water, were weiglied out.

In the case of tiie practically insolnble acids a little of the snb-

stance was added ; on sterilising they did not perceptibly dissolve. Of

the acids solnble in water different concentrations were investigated

in order lo determine, if possible, the maximum of development.

For the rest, we refer to onr first conimnnication.

When, for a moment, we e.xchide formic acid, we notice that the

fiitiy acids behave exactly as was to be expected from their solubility

in water and in oil.

Acetic acid, favoured by its solubility i]i water, can serve as an

exclusive carbon-containing nutriment up to fairly high concentration.

The concentration of maximum growth is situated about as high

as with
i>-

and »i-oxybenzoic acid (see previous communication).

With propionic acid, /z-bntyric acid and n-valeric acid which are

miscible with oil in all proi)ortions, this maximum is situated much

lower.

As they dissolve sufiiciently in water, they can act either as a

nutriment or as a retarding agent according to the concentration.

This is still very plainly perceptible with the acids d, to C,

included ; in very low concentration they give an excellent development

but very soon, however, the maximum is attained, so that in a very

dilute but still saturated solution «[2 drops to 50 cc.) no, or but

little, growth takes place.

From capric (Decoic) acid upwards nothing more is noticed of a

retarding action. Notwithstanding the undoubtedly very high division

factor oil : water they all cause development.

Here, the solubility in w^ater has become so trifling that the

organism can no longer absorb the fatty acid rapidly (see previous

communication).

As the penicillium can use up this carbon-containing material also,

it becomes assimilated before the unfavourable concentration in the

organism is arri\ed at.

As is to be expected, the growth l)econies less marked with the

increase in '.he number of carbon atoms (see palmitic compared with

lauric acid) not owing to a strong decrease of the solubility in the

fatty portion of the organism but, in the first place, to the gradual

diminution of the solubility in water, which so im|)edes the entering

into the organism that the assimilation can only take [ilace with

slight rapidity.
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As regarils llio I'oriiiic acid, llie less I'axoiiralilc (knelopiiiciil iiiiu,lil

be due to llie liydrogeii ions. This, however, is nol the case with tiie

smaller concentrations as shown from an investigtxtion as to the

retarding action of the //-ions (see later).

It is much more likely that the' slow orowth is due to the simple

construction and the high state of oxidation of this acid. An assimi-

lation in the organism is here attended with grave diflicnlties.

We, rather, ought to be surprised to find that the penicilliian is

capable of development in a solution of formic acid as sole organic

nutrient, of forming spores, etc.

In the higher concentrations this slow assimilation must also play

a role, because in such a case the organism, not being able to use np

the formic acid quickly enough, will be overloaded and the deve-

lopment will cease.

We notice, indeed, that the maximum development is situated

much lower than in the case of acetic acid, although the division

factor oil : water will, presumably, be smaller.

SiciniiKiry.

An investigation was instituted as to the influence which certain

carbon derivati\es, when given as exclusive organic nntriment exert

on the growth, and the retardation thereof, of the /)('«r////»»; <//'??«'»?».

Here it was shown :

1. That the development may be induced by the majority of ihe

carbon derivatives investigated, whicli belong to widely dilferent

groups of compounds.

2. That the growth takes place readily on compounds fairly soluble

in water but not, or but slightly, soluble in oil.

3. That the growth oidy takes place at very low concentrations

in the case of compounds which are more readily soluble in oil

than in water, whereas at somewhat moi'e considerable concentrations

it is retarded or does not take place at all.

4. That this growth is not considerably intei'fercd with when the

solubility in water is exceedingly small even though the solubility

in oil be very considerable.

5. That this growth is very weak or imperceptible :

a. on compounds nearly insolidile in water,

b. on simple highly oxidised comijounds such as carlwn dioxide,

urea and formic acid.

c. on some compounds which readily dissolve in oil and are also

soluble in water to a not inconsiderable extent, such as ihe naph-

(hols, cai'boii tetrachloride, formaldehyde (3).
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We have endeavoured to explain these facts by assuming that the

organism is protected b}' a layer of water through which it has to

be readied by the nutrient as well as by the retarding substances.

In ihe case of substances soluble in water it will depend mainly on

their solubility in fat whether they will penetrate the organism

rapidly and eventually overload (he same.

a. If they are absolutely insoluble in water they will have neither

a nutrient, nor a toxical action.

b. If they are very little soluble in water but fairly so in oil

(cetyl alcohol, palmitic acid, naphthalene) they will ha\e a nutrient

but no toxical action.

c. If they are considerably soluble in water, but still much more

so in oil, (hey can act as a nutrient in small concentrations only
;

at higher concentrations they cause retardation.

d. If they are readily soluble in water but very little so in oil,

(hey cannot act as a toxical substance, but only as a nutrient.

Finally, we have drawn from this the conclusion that an anti-

septic ') must have a large division factor oil: water, also a sufficient

solubUity in the last solvent.

Delft, January 1912. ^''9- Chem. Lab. Teclin. University.

Astronomy. — "Calculations concerning the central line of the

solar eclipse of April the 11th. 1912 in the jS^eiherlands"

.

By Mr. J. Weeder. (Communicated by Prof. E. F. van de

.Sande Bakhuyzen).

(Gomraunicaled in the meeting of January 27, i9]2).

Although the central line of a solar eclipse is given in the astro-

nomical ephemerides through many points on the surface of the earth,

it may be useful for the observation of the approaching eclipse to

communicate a few results which have been calculated for Holland

in particular. Owing to the small width of the zone of annularity

in Dutch Limburg the data given in the almanacs for this eclipse

are not sufficient to predict whether or no a particular place will be

shuated within this zone: this is obvious as the differences between

the different calculations surpass the width of the zone.

This disagreement arises principally from the differences between

the geocentric places of the moon which have been adopted for the

calculations; the employed values of the ellipticity of the earth have

had some influence too.

') No strong acid or strong base is meant here, but a chemically-indift'erent

substance.
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For llie basis of iny computation I liave employed the Hansen-

Nkwcomb values, for the longitude, latitude, and parallax of the moon
taken from the Berliner Jahr6ucli, but with some corrections added

to thom. The longitudes have been increased with the sum of 1. an

empirical correction deduced by Prof. E. F. v. d. S. Bakhuyzen from

Newcomb's results of the occultations and from the Greenwich obser-

vations up to 1910 '), 2. a few theoretical terms of siiort period,

according to Newcomb') Radau') and Hill''), partially modified

according to E. F. v. d. S. Bakhuyzen's results from the observa-

tions') and 3. the corrections deduced by the latter, dependent on

perigee and eccentricity '). The corrections to the latitudes proceed

partly fi'om those to the longitudes, partly from those to the node

and the inclination ot the moon's orbit. The deviation in latitude

between the centre of gravity of the moon and its centre of figure

to the amount of — 1''.00, incorporated by Hansen in his tables,

I have kept unaltered according to E. F. v. d. S. Bakhuyzen's in-

vestigation '). Tlie parallax constant has been increased with -\- 0".37

according to Newcomb and Battermann*).

Th'e formulae for the moon's places adopted by me are:

l=zl(B.J.) + {I + 0.110 cos ^ 4- 0.008 cos 2g) .
\ + 7"72 + 1".69 sin £>

— 0".33 sin 2D - 0".24 sm {D -\- g') -\- 0".09 sing' + 0".16 sin {D — g)

— 0".21 sin {ID — g)\
— 0".43 sin g - 0".17 cos g + 1".28 sin \g + 2\T

+ 19.36 (<— 1 876.0)1 + 0".32 sm
I

.^/ + 198° — 9\67 (<- -1876.0)1

-|- 0".45 sin ^ cosg = 1{DJ.) -f
9".55

h = b{B.J.) + Li X sill u + (9".55— Aft) X 0.*J9 cosu— b{B.J.)-0".\0.

n — 3t {B.J.) + 0".37.

The angles in these formulae, have for the mean time of iny

computations, 1912 April the 17th 1'' IJ'" mean time Berlin, the

following values

:

mean anomaly of the moon y = 278.1

„ >, ,, ,, sun g' = 103.8

longitude of the ascending node S\ = 21.4

angle from node to perigee <o = 93.1

angle from node to the sun's perigee (o' = 260.0

1) I'roc. Acad. Amsterdam 14 1912 p. 686 et seq.

=) Investigations of Coirectious to Hansen's Tables of the Moon p. 37 (1870).

•'') Annales Paris. Memoires 21.

*) Papers Americ. lilpliemeris 3 Part 2.

6) Proc. Acad. Amst. 6 1903 p. 370 et seq. and p. 412 et seq.

6) Ibid.

V) Proc. Acad. Amsterdam 14 1912 p. 692 et seq

') Beobachlungs-Ergebnisse der Koniglichen Steruwarte su Berlin N" 13 p. 12.
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mean eloiigalion oF t lie moon from the sun

(/ -f- <0 — </' — ui' :=: U =^ 7.4

mean longitude of the moon C = 32.6

mean argument of latitude ( ^ ^j^ :rr i< = 11.2

In the formula for /, t is expressed in years, here 1912.29; in

that for b I have adopted as corrections to the inclination and tiie

longitude of the node

Li =— 0".10

hsi = -\- 10".50

according to E. F. v. d. S. Barhuyzen Proc. Acad. Amst. 6 p. 426.

For the ellipticity of the earth I adopted the mean of the values

according to Helmert ^) and to Hayford '). My computations have

been accomplished with lo(j{l —c) = 9.9985 385 corresponding with

the ellipticity 1 : 297,65.

For the calculation of the width of the zone of annuhirity there

is also needed the ratio of the radius of the moon to the ecjuatorial

radius of the earth. For this ratio I have employed loy s = 9.435 3888,

which, adopting as mean parallax of the moon 57' 2".65, corresponds

with a radius of the moon of 15' 32". 68. The last value, which 1

take from Prof. E. F. v. d. S. Bakhuyzen, is founded on the results

of heliometric observations (by Bessel, Wichmanm, and Hartwig) and

of occultations, (some occultations of the Pleiades and those calculated

by L. Struve and Battermann), the former of which gave 32". 75,

the latter 32".65.

The geocentric longitude /', latitude // and distance of the sun

R and the obliquity of the ecliptic 6 have been taken from the

Berliner Jahrbuch ; further I adopted Auwers' value A' = 15'59".63

for tJie mean radius of the sun and 8".80 for the solar parallax.

Calculation of the central line.

According to Hansen ') we have the following relations between

the co-ordinates of a given place on the surface of the earth and

those of the sun and the moon, if these bodies seen from that particular

place seem to be in contact with each other.

1) Sitzungsber. BerUn. 1901 p. 328.

-) J. F. Hayford, The figure of the earth and isostasy (1909).

Supplementary investigation (1910).

') P. A. Hansen, Theorie der Souneufinsternisse und verwandteu Ersoheinungeo.

Abbaudl d. K. Sachs. Ges. d. Wissensch. IV (185S) p. 305—334.

62*
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(P^ r= P cos h — Q sin h — cos tf^ sin {I -{- Alt') = u sin 6

(P, = Psin A f Q cos k — |( 1 -c) sin (fj cos 6' — cos ffj^ sin 6' cos {t f- A«')'= u cos

It = s secf -\- \Z — ll — «) sin (pj sin <f' — cos (pj cos 6' cos {t -j- A«')j tgf.

The factor 1 + .v which still appears in these formulae of Hansen

and through wiiieh the influence of the atmospheric refraction is

brought into account, could here be neglected.

In these equations the quantities P, Q, and Z depend in the

following way on the co-ordinates of the sun and moon.

cos b sin (I— ).') sin{b—fi') cos (b —P') cos (I— X')

sin jt sin n sin 7t

/ sin 8".80\ / sin 8".80
Z - A' = {l-X) I + -— 6 - ,i' = {b-V) 1 +K sin Jt J \ R' sin

The quantities rf', An', and h refer to the direction of the straight

line between the centres of the sun and moon. The declination of

this direction is d' and if to its right ascension «' we add Aa', we
obtain the right ascension of the sun. For tlie point on the celestial

sphere whose co-ordinates are «' and d' , h is the angle between the

hour-circle and the circle of latitude. The quantities d', A«', and h

are calculated from the co-ordinates of the sun and moon and the

obliquity of the ecliptic by means of the auxiliary angles t/rt', c/', and

A„, in the following way :

Psinh^ -{-Qcosli^
ig a = cos f tg I' d = d —

. 8 .80 -|- b cos Ii„

PcosIi„ — Qsin h. sin h.
t„ d' = tg 8 sin a! La' =r °-

—, °
. 8".80 + b'

R cos d cos d

sin h^ = sm e cos a h = li^ -\- sin d' (Act).

The quantities rpj and t depend on the time and tlie place of

observation, since we have

tg
(f i^{\—c)tg (f and t^=r -}- X

where <p and X denote the geographical latitude and longitude of

the place of observation and r is the true solar time for that meridian

from which X is reckoned as eastern longitude.

The angle/, which appears in the 3''' of H.\nsen's equations only,

is the semi-angle of the cone which is in contact with the sun and

the moon ; for an apparent external contact the value of /, which

we shall denote by fe , is determined by :

sin A' -j- « sin 8".80
sinfc = sm nR sin Jt — sin 8".80

wiiile for an aitparcnt internal contact, the corresponding value fi is

determined by :
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sin A' — « sin 8".80
si'n /. zr: _ ; sin .t.

' R' «tn Jt — sin 8". 80

For other phases of the eclipse the angle / maj- be determined,

when time and place of observation are known, as a third unknown

(piantit^, together with the angles u and ^, from Hansen's three

fundamental equations '). By means of this angle the phase of the

eclipse is obtained by calculating the quantity in from :

sin f
sin mi\ = ~ [R sinn — sin 8". 80) — s sin 8 80.

nji .T

and the fraction of the apparent diameter of the sun which is

eclipsed by the moon ") will be

i (1 - m)

If we define the angle / as a continuous variable, the three

fundamental equations hold good for all phases of the eclipse. The

quantities u and determine the position of the place of observation

relatively to the straight line through the centres of the sun and

moon, i.e. to the axis of the shadow-cone; u is the perpendicular

distance of the place of observation from this axis and 6* is the position-

angle of the great circle, parallel to the plane going through the

hadow-axis and this place, in the point of the celestial sphere, the

co-ordinates of which are a' and d.

The central line of an eclipse is the curve on the surface of the

earth along which that surface is intersected by the axis of the

shadow. Therefore for the points of this line we have u = 0, so

that the line is determined by the equations (J); = and ^, = 0, i. e. by :

cos rp^ sin {t -\- A«') ^ P cos h — Q sin h

and

(1 — c) sin (f[ cos d' — cos (/ 1 sin d" cos {t -\- A «') =: P sin h + Q cos h.

Suppose the perpendicular distances from all points on the

surface of the earth to the plane of the equator to be enlarged in

1

the ratio 1:-— , then this suiface becomes spherical. By giving

corresponding displacements to the centres of the sun and moon we
somewhat simplify the problems exclusively regarding the central line.

If the declination of the direction of the axis of the shadow,

1) In this way we always find two values for the angle f, the sum of which

is equal to the apparent diameter of the moon with negative sign. We have always

to take the greater of the two.

-) For annular as well as for total phases the physical interpretation of the

expression J (1

—

m) is no loiiger the same.
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tana d'

HOW also altered, is denoted by ft}
, then we nave ta«^ d'^^ —^—

.

The right ascensions are not altered by onr transformation, neither

are the geographical longitndes. The co-ordinate 'ff takes the place

of the geocentric latitude.

If we replace t^(l

—

ey cos'' d' -{-sin- d', by w', then

sin d' = w' sin d'^ and (1 — c) cos d' = w' cos d'j .

After the introduction of the auxiliary (piantities U and M, which

are computed by the formulae:

tgH=- and M= P sec FI (/)

we obtain as equations of the central line;

cos
(f J

sill (t -\- t\a) = ^1/ cos (// -|- h)

M , ^
cos d' J sin (f f

— sin d'l cos
(f . cos (t -\- £\a ) = —

- sin (// -f /')•

w

By subtracting the sum of the S(|uares of the two members of

these e(jualioiis from unity, we lind

:

sin d'r sin
(f j

-}- cos d'j cos y^ cos (t -\- A«') = Zf ,

an equation, the 2''*' member of which is the positive root of an

expression which may be computed by means of the formulae (//).

F = 'i^ cos^ d) ; r/= =r 1 - AP \\ + F' sin^ {H ^ h)\ . (II)
(i c)

If further we calculate the auxiliary quantities w', U, and N
fulfilling the conditions

; tgU= r--^- ^^^ N=zsisecU. [Ill)

then the geographical longitude is given by the equations

Mcos{H+h)
, , , , ,

tg (t f A«') = ) 7 / and X = (t ]- La) - r - A«' . (IV)
Z/ ios\U-f Oj)

and the geographical latitude by :

tg(f, = :^ tc,
(
U+ d'l) cos {t f A«') ( F)

With this set of formulae I calculated the longitude and latitude

of two points in the central line for two moments, one 5 min.

mean solar time after the other. In the results following below we
have T„ z= 0'32»26«.20 Amsterdam mean liuie = 0''r2'"54r06
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Greenwich mean time, and the geographical longitndes are given

lelatively to tlic signal of the Dutch Survey at Ubagsberg ').

Times Geogr. long. E. of Ub. Geogr. lat.

7'„+0" — 2°28'11".9 49° 41' 5".2 . (Q
7; -^ 5'n +01356.5 51° 7'37".8

. (Cj

The lirst point L\ is still far in Belgium and the second lies

already in Germany. In order to determine better the central line

for Liniburg I have calculated a third point C,, which comes into

the axis of the shadow one minute earlier than 6's, and I obtained

Time Geogr. long E. of Ub. Geogr. lat.

T,-\-Ay^ -0°19'53".3 50°50'22".7
. . (t',)

This point C\ is still situated in Belginm, but near the Limburg

frontier. By interpolation between these three points the following-

values were found for the longitudes and latitudes which hold good

for the topographical and military map of Holland -).

Geogr. long. E. of A mst. Geogr. lat.

0°.45' 5(J°.50' 38".3

50 53 12.8

55 55 46,7

10 58 20.1

5 51 53.0

10 3 25.2

15 5 56-9

Computation of the place ivliere the vertex

of the moon's .shadow leaves the earth.

The solar eclipse of April 17 will probably be distinguished by

the peculiarity that in the central line at first it is annular, later

on it becomes total, then to grow annular again. One of these points

of transition, viz. where the total eclipse becomes annular, will be

situated in Belgium, if the above mentioned values of the apparent

radii of the snn and moon are accurate. First I shall derive the

1) The difTerence in longitude between Berlin and Ubag.<!berg (7° 26' 34''.9) I took

from the delerminalion of the differences of long, between Ubagsberg and the

observatories at Bonn, Gtittingeu and Leyden: Veroff. K. Preuss. Geod. Inst. Tele-

graphische Langenbestimmungen in 1890, 1891 und 1893; and Publication de la

Commission Geodesique Neerlandaise : Determinations de la difference de longitude

Leyde-Ubagsberg, etc.en 1893.

-) From the last mentioned publication I also derived the latitude of Ubagsberg,

in order to reduce the computed latitudes to those of the topographical map
which are in accordance with the "Meetkunstige bcschiijving v. h. Koningrijk d,

Nederlanden."
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time of this transition ; snbseqoentlj the point where it lakes ])hioo.

If -;— , a and (f are tiie geocentric spherical coordinates of the
sin 71

s

moon and , a' and d' the seienocentric ones of the vertex of tiie
fin /,

shadow, both referred to the equator and the etjuinox, then the

rectanguhxr geocentric co-ordinates of this vertex are :

1 s

§ = -: cos 6 cos a -j ;

—

- cos d' cos «'

sin .T sin /'.

1 . «

tj r= -; COS tf sin a -\- — ^ cos (f' si?) a
sin n sin f.

1 . s
.

,

^ =r --, sin ft -(- -^ ;- sin d'
sin jc sin f.

In these expressions I substitute for the declinations the quantities

(if and f)'^, just as I have done before, so that here the auxiliary quantity

u'^i y'il— cYcos^ (f-\- sin' 6 has to be introduced.

At the times of transition the vertex of the shadow falls on the

transformed surface of the earth, the spiiere with radius 1, iience

From this equation w^e derive

;

ir" s^ ir'^ sine' \

(1 - cy ^ -;—_ 1

—

.
4" "-^ ~. ".—r ! «"« (f/ cos 6 1 cos (« — a) -{-

sin' Jt sin" f, sin Jt sin f. {

-\- sin (fj sin d'i\

by which the time of transition is determined.

For the angle ip between the directions (a d/) and {«' d)) the relation

COS ip = COS (ij cos d'j cos ((c — «) -(- sin df sin d'/,

holds good and from this we tind

^
sin jr\-

«' -|- sw — (1

—

c) sin .TJ'

1 V «»«/./
Si7l'' tp = —

;

—
. . . ( VI)

2 sin 3T

4 sw 10 ——

-

sin f.

Another form for the angle i(' is found by using the expressions

P cos h — Q sin It = '^ and Psin h -\- Q cos h = 0, which occur in

Hanskn's fundamental equations.

^, D., and Z are the rectaiigulai" co-ordinates of the centre of the

moon referred to axes through the centre of the earth as origin.
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The axis of Z has been taken in tiic tlirei-tion (aVf) and tlie axis

of '^ perpendicular to the plane of the declination-circle «'.

After having applied the transformation descrihed abo\'e, which

reduces the surface of the earth into a sphere, we can adopt a

system of rectangular co-ordinates analogous to the former. The

co-ordinates of the displaced centre of the moon with reference to

these axes are distinguished from the corresponding co-ordinates of

the real centre of the moon by the index 1.

So the axis of Zj is parallel to the direction («'d'/) ^"d the axis

of 'Vy is perpendicular to the plane of the declination circle «'. The

radius vector of the centre of the moon after the transformation is

denoted by Ri-

The following relations hold between these quantities with and

without tiie index I.

^;V
= ^P ; 0^ = ^ ; Rj = R

1-r (1 c)mi:x

Since a'ot' ip = , we thus derive ;

sm- If'
— Mp-

-I
-— si7i'

As X^= M cos {H^ h) and Cl = M sin {H -\- If] we find:

so that for the calculation of i|' \ve can also employ the equation

(1 c) sin JT
?''(

If' = ^
. l/l_c^' (F//)

The instant at which the transition from totality into annularity takes

place is that for which the formulae (VI) and (VII) give the same
value for if'. 1 calculated i«f' for the time 1\, 2\ -f- 4 min. and
7'„ -[- 5 min. from both these formulae and found, interpolating for

the minutes between 7'„ and 7'„ -|- 4.

Time | from (VI) | from (VII)

r„ + Omin. 0°18'4J".69 0°18'21".05

„ + i .. 42 .59 29 .88

„ + 2 „ 43 .49 38 .85

„ +3 „ 44 .40 47 .98

„ +4 „ 45 .30 57 .25

„ +5 „ 46 .20 19 6 .67

These values are eqnal at 1\ + 2'"33\9.
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For lliis instant I have now calculated from the formulae (/) to

( F) the place of Co on the central line where the totality passes

into annnlarity, and obtained for the geographical length east of

Ubagsberg and for the geographical latitude of tliis point

:

;.o= - 1° 7' 7".6

,po= 50°25'34".0.

Cdlciddtion (if the angle at ichich the Umiting-Unes oj the

area of internal contact on the surface of the

earth intersect each other in Co-

The equations which are satisfied at the limiting-lines, are:

$/f $/ = „^ and ^,^4^,a^-«^
if in the expression for u we replace the angle / by f.

The first equation follows from Hansen's fundamental equations.

When in that equation the expressions for 0^, 0^, and u have been

substituted, it gives the relation between P., <// and the moment at

which the internal contact occurs at the place of observation {i.<fi).

In the limiting-lines this equation will hold for two consecutive

moments. From this condition follows the second equation which

is derived from the first by differentiation with respect to the time.

At the point Co the three functions "P,, ^P^, and u are equal to

zero for the time y„ -|- 2"'33'.9. In the vicinity of this point at a small

distance L and at a time diftering from the first by the small quantity

T, it is sufficiently accurate to use linear relations for the computa-

fd$,\ f^^A
tion of the 3 functions. Hence we may put (J), ^ ( -xy )

-^ +
( T^ )

^

and the same will do for $, and ti.

As all [lai'tial derivatives appearing in these equations relate to

the point (^ 1 shall henceforth sinqiiv write -—
, etc. instead of

After the substitution of the linear expressions for Pi,0„ and ti,

the equations of the limiting-lines become;

1(

and

dLdTj^'^'''

l/O^Y /df„V rdu
+ |Vd7' J

"^ \dT J \dT
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We now eliminate from the two equations the relation of LioT
and tliiis we obtain an equation between the differential co-etlicients

which after reduction becomes :

In developing -the terms of this equation, I assume the linear

element L to lie in an arbitrary azimuth ^1 on the surface of the

earth transformed into a sphere.

Then we find :

dfff dX——
- = cos A €and -— = sec rr sin A

dL dL I

iMirther we have : r= 1 and for = \ nut x.
c)A qT dT '

By differentiation we find for tiie derivatives with respect to L:

-— = siti (f sin {t -\- Aa) ivs A — cos it -j- A«') sin A
oL '

^—-=— !(l-c) cos 6' cos (( j-\-sin d'sin
'f j cos(t -f A'<')j cosA-sin6'sin{t-\- L(t')sinA

du^— (pf.\{l-c)sind'<os-(j-cos6'sin'fjCOs'J+Aa'}\cosA-\-tg/-cos6'sin{t+/\(i')sinA

and for those with respect to 7":

601 d^
T~—= —=. — X cos (fi COS (t -4- A((')
dT dT // V T '

d(J)„ dO dd'^=~ — y.\\ Sin <y -^ {Z + s cosect ) —

,

oJ dl ' dl

du /dZ
, ^ dd'\

. dfii JdZ
,

d6'\

The last two derivatives have been simplified by means of the

relations $, = 0, <^^ — () and u = 0, which hold good for the point Co-

Attributing to the linear element L the azimuthal direction of the

central line on the sphere Ac, and denoting the derivatives with

resjject to L in this case by -— et seq., we find the following

equation for the determination of Ac-.

dL,w~M:M~ ^^^^
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Substituting the following relations :

dr~~'dLcT dT~~dL,T'
from whicli the equation (IX) can be derived, in (lie expression in

brackets in the first member of (VIII), we get

\,dL,dL dL.dLjY

Here -— and -— are the same functions of Ar as — and —
dLc dL,. dL dL

are of A. We fui'ther find by de\eloping :

dLdL~dLdL'~' **" '^ «'«
^// - ( ^

-') '^o^ '^

'

«'«
'f i

>"(" (' ^ ^f<
)\

^'i» ^ --4,)

The expression between
j j

is equal to — ?r'cy according to former

notations, hence :

Employing the numerical values which I needed for calculating

the position of tiie point of Iransitioii, I first solved the equation (IX),

from which I found :

A, z=z 50°.5'46"03.

Subsequently I replaced in the equation, wiiich followed from

(VIII), the angle A by L = A — A,-, and obtained for the calcula-

tion of A an equation of the following form :

(\- dii' A =z (cj sin A + (i; cos A)' -|- (c, sm A + (/^ <-'o« '^Y

with the following numerical values of the co-eflicients :

c„ =z 6138".9 c, = — 7".24 c, = - 10".2t

d, = + 9".80 <f^ = — 13".09.

For the solution of this ecpiation I liisl computed the auxiliary

quantities 6'=t'o* — c,'— c\\ B ::= d ^- -{- d^' and /s= 2 (Cif/, -|- r,,'/j ;

afterwards the angles B and r from the formulae :

smB=j-\X and tg r=-—

-

V {c+ny+E' c+n
and iiiially found these two solutions :

A, =1: + i (5^- n and A, = - f, {B- T)

The numerical calculation led to :

A, = + 0°9'8".l and A, == — 0°9'10".3

So the central line almost bisects the angle between the limiting-

lines in Co- East of this point the north limit deviates a little more

from the central line than the south limit. The angle between the
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two limiting-lines in point Co is A,— A,^B; so that for this angle

the result of the calculation is: ^= 0°18'18".4.

Measured on the surface of the sphere the distances of Cf and Cj

from Co amount to 2338" and 3985", so that according to the adopted

data the widtii of the annular zone at these points comes respectively

to 12"A and 21 ".2 or 380 and 650 meter.

Lc
From relation (X) we find co-efTTicient c'„ = w'zj yy ; accordingly

— = —.— = the velocity Vo, with which in Co the shadow-axis moves
1 W Zj

along the central line over the surface of the earth. For points in

the central line near Co the duratioji of the totality or annularity

is given bv :

4^-l)l/(f

The value of this expression is in casu : 0.00542 T and from this

it follows that the annularity lasts 0\47 in C, and 0\80 in C'j.

Calculation of the differential coefficients of the geographical longitude

and latitude of the points in the central line ivith respect

to the longitude, latitude, and parallax of the moon.

In these calculations we may neglect the very slight variations

of the quantities A«', 6' (or 6'j) and h in consequence of small

variations in the places of the moon. In the ditferentiation I have

therefore treated them as constant quantities.

From formula (IV) for tg {t -\- L.n') we deduce

IdX d^ dY "^

sin2it-^La-)
=^-T- "'*^'" V - ^1/00. (// + /0 (see form. IV)

O
and r=: Ncos {U -\- d'j) = sjcosd'j — — «jh 6'j, hence

w

sin 6'

J

dY =z cosd'j dzj ;— do.
w

Froni the relation z/- =z 1 — •')^'' we obtain
If"'

^ O
dzj^ d^ — do., and, substituting in the formula for d),

Z, 10 z,

the values of the ditferentials dY and d:/, we find d). expressed in

rfp and (70 as follows :

= {^, + ~F-\d\^ + ^^—'dO.
sin 2 (< + A«') ^vp Yzj J ' Yz/w
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where zj sin d'/ -|- —; ^'os d'j ^ X := N si7t (U -\- d'j) = sin <ff
w'

In order to profit as much as possible by the quantities already

X '

'P
calculated I substitute tg{U-\-(i'i) tor - and Uj [t -\- Ln) for — .

By employing the differential relations

d^ ^ cos h dP — sin h dQ en dO. = sin h dP -\- cos h dQ

and by introducing the auxiliary angle fi, variable between — 90°

and -\- 90°, which is determined by

t,j II
— w' cotg ( [/ + d» b^ -f cos

6'
J tg {t -f L(t') (XIa)

we may reduce the differential expression for (D- to

:

Sec u
dX = -^ sin 2(t+ Lit) tq(U+ (i 'A \xln (ft -f /,) dP + cos (,.t + //) dQ] (Xlh)

2 w Zj

For the deduction of the coriesponding differential expression for

the geographical latitude, it is necessary to eliminate d'fj, dO., and f/^

between the equations

df _ dff,

sin ''l(fi sin 2ff j

and

/cosd' , O sin dW ")) sin ri\

cos rf^d(j ^dX=z[—^- ^-;^-^ dD. -^ -' d ,^

V W w'Zf J z,

and the expressions formerly found for d^. and d^. To siuiplify

the second equation I employed the relation

cos 6'I O. sin 6'

J

Y
IC v'°Zj U'Zj

The introduction of the auxiliary angle r variable between — 90°

and -\- 90°, according to the formula

w' i^ sin (f'r

t9V=
^

^ (X//a)

also simplifies the calculations. We then find -.

sin2(f' fos (i-l- Aft')

,

d(f, = ' ^- {— sin ((' — A) dP f cos (r — />) dQ] (Xllh)
sin 2(fi w Zj cos v

For the calculation of the differentials <//' and r/^^ I have employed

the following approximate formulae

dP=Zdl— Pig bdl> — P cotg jrd.i . . . (XIJI)

dQ=: Z db — Q cotg .T (/.T . . . (Xi I")

The numerical values of llie partial derivatives of ). and (/ with

respect to /, f>, and .t have been calculated for (he two instants

2\ -\- 4 min. and 'J\ -\- 5 min. This calculation gave the following result

:
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for '/'„ + 4 111 in.

d).

df

dk

Jb

dx

= -( 94.7

= - 18.6

21.2

=: ^- 25.

+ 73 7

- 50 2

for T„ -|- 5 min.

1^=--
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longitude according to Bkown, wiiich were also calculated, amounts,

however, when we add to it the influence of the adopted corrections

of perigee and eccentricity, to -|- 0".67, i. e. 1".10 less than the value

I derived from the originally adopted formula. The previous investi-

gation of Prof. Bakhuyzen into the obseivations of the moon up to

1902 led him to believe that the co-efficient of .vmr/, which is of special

importance here (as we have </ =: 278°) would be in 1912 at least

— 0".6 greater than its theoretical value, using also the adopted values

for the corrections of perigee and eccentricity. From this remark a value

of the longitude results, which is -\- 0''.6 greater, so that the most

probable correction of the longitude I employed would be — 0".5.

Thus we should have f//=r — 0".5 and (If)^=— 0".05, hence {(I'f)=
-\- 7". In more than one respect, however, some uncertainty remains.

Anatomy. — "On the structure of the Dental system of Reptiles."

By Prof. Dr. L. Bolk.

(Cloramunicated in the meeting of January 27, 1912).

If we compare the dental system of mammals with that of reptiles

two points of difference come especially to the front. One of them

bears a more physiological character and regards tlie fact (hat with

mammals, as a rule, the dental shelf gives off only two series of

buds, one for the milk-set and another for the peimanent set. With

the majority of reptiles on the contrary a shedding of teeth takes

place several times during their life-time, though among this

group of vertebrates species are known to us, where the shedding

of teeth does not take place at all, or is restricted to a special part

of the dental system, as may likewise be the case with mammals.

These however are exceptions and in general the dental system of

mammals as diphyodont (in some cases monophyodont) is placed

over against that of reptiles as polyphyodont. It is pretty well the

current view that the diphyodontism of mammals must be derived

from the polyphyodontism of the lower vertebrates, and it is sup-

posed that the number of renewals of the dental system was gradually

reduced from many to a few, whilst the duration of the existence

of the teeth was lengthened. Only a few authors take a different

stand-point, and are of opinion that the shedding of teeth of mammals
should be a property obtained by that group of animals themselves,

and the primitive mammals should consequently have been mono-

phyodont (Lkche).

The second point of difference is of a more morphological nature.

The dental system of mammals namely is, save a few exceptions,
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built of tiioi'c coiiiplicaled tectli. The ci'own siiows two or more

cusps. In the lirst case both cusps, the lingual and the buccal, can

be well developed, and at first view the tooth is to be recognized

as a bicnspidal one, or the lingual cusp is so much reduced that

the tooth becomes apparently monocuspidal as with caninus and

incisivi. liy the variation in the number of the cusps the teeth of

the dental system of mammals present a great diversity in the shape

of the crowns, the set is anisodont, contrary to the more isodont

set of reptiles, whose teeth are in general of a more equal and

simple conical form.

There are different views of the way in which the anisodont

dental system of mammals has developed out of an isodont primi-

tive form.

Two theories on this subject have their supporters and their

opponents. The so-called concrescense-theory teaches that the com-

plicated mammal tooth developed itself by fusion of a number of

cone-teeth of reptiles, each cusp of such a tooth should represent

a primitive cone tooth. The ditferentiation-theory on the contrary

teaches that evei-y mammal-tooth, however complicated it may be,

should be homologous with one single cone-shaped reptile-tooth, the

crown of which lost its simple form and developed a more com-

plicated relief.

Herewith the two chief points of ditference between the dental system

of reptiles and the dental system of mammals are indicated as briefly

as possible. With the formation of the dental system of mammals
from that of reptiles, a polyphyodont isodont dental system was

transformed into a diphyodont anisodont one. Is there any relation

between these two points of difference? In my opinion too little attention

is paid in literature to this question. When animadverting on the

formation of the complicated form of the tooth, the question whether

there may be some relation between the fact that the tooth becomes
complicated, and the diminution of the number of tooth-generations

from several to two, is not referred to at all by the differentiation-

theory, and hardly ever by the concrescence-theory. It is true that

every now and then the supporters of the concrescence-theory express

the view that the fusion of several cones to one whole must have

dinunished the number of tooth-generations. Rose has tried to give

a scheme of this phenomenon. I suppose that this essay is to be

regarded as incorrect, but I refrain from further criticism. I entirely

chime in however with the principle of which this essay is the

expression. For I hold that for the derivation of the mammal dental

system from the repti'ian dental system, one must try, as much as

63
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possible, to find a process of tmnsfoniiatioii, by which the two chief

cliaracteiistics of the mammal dental system are derived from a

single cause. I (hink I have succeeded in this attem[)l. 1 could how-

ever oidy come to the solution I have found of this problem, after

I had come to the conviction, especially on account of researches

about the development of the dental system of reptiles, that our

conception of the structure of this system must be rather importantly

modiiied. It is my intention to restrict myself in this commnnication

to this fundamental point of my theory, in order to explain in a

subsequent communication the relation existing, in my opinion, between

diphyodontism and polyphyodontism, and how the relation between

the diminution of the number of tooth-generations, and the compli-

cation of mammal-teeth must be understood.

The dental system of most of the now living reptiles consists of a

sometimes great number of little teeth, placed in a single straight

line in the upper- and underjaw. Besides these teeth we find with

several species, especially with those having lived in former periods,

other teeth in different skeleton parts of the roof of the mouth (Pa-

latinum and Vomer), but as these have not been inherited by mam-

mals, we can leave them out of discussion, and restrict ourselves to

the rows of teeth united with the jaws.

I should like to indicate a dental-system, the teeth of which are

placed in a single row as a monostichical one. And if we regard

the grouping of the teeth in the skull of a reptile, this term might

justly be applied to such a system. But if we carefully examine the

development of the dental system of reptiles, we discover symptoms

that seem to place that system in a somewhat different light, and

that awake the supposition that the simplicity of the rows of teeth

of reptiles is only a semblance, or to express it more correctly forms

a secondary situation which renders the real character of this dental

system irrecognizable. As it is, my researches with regard to the teeth

of the vertebrates convinced me that this dental system is not a

monostichical system, but what I wish to call a "distichical" one.

Though the teeth stand in a single row, they must after all be regard-

ed as belonging to two rows, the elements of which have second-

arily been placed in one single row, because they have interposed

themselves between each other. This fact has as yet not been recog-

nized because teeth that in reality were not replacing-teeth, have

been considered as such. If once the attention has been ti-ved on

this primary distichism, the development of the dental .'System of

reptiles teaches still more : namely that originally the dental system

of reptiles was not a distichical one, but even a "tristichical" i. e.
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tliat tliis dental systLMii is lu be dedncled tVoiu a 'oi'in in wliiidi tlie

teeth stood in three parallel rows, an outer, a middle, and an inner

one, consequonllv a circinnslance as is known to ns witii ananmio-

tes. Of these rows the outer one liowever lias become rudimentary

and is still found with several of the now living reptiles in the form of

abortive teeth, which offer a much more primitive mode of develop-

ment, never function, and are very soon remo\'ed or resorbed. Con-

sequently only two rows remain, an outer one and an inner one,

which I shall distinguish as the "e.vo-itlcho^" and the "endostidws"

whilst I shall distinguish the just mentioned row that has become

rudimentarj' as the "parastichos". I shall now briefly demonstrate

my views.

There exist about the development of the dental system of repti-

les already several researches. For instance of Rosk (Crocodile, Cha-

maelaeon) Leche (Iguana) Harrison (Hatteria) IjEvy (Anguis, Lacerta).

In how far my views deviate from those of these authors will soon

he apparent.

In my elucidation I shall proceed from the dental system of a

Crocodillus porosus having sixteen teeth in the upper-jaw. I can

directly corroborate for this form an observation of Rose that with

this group of reptiles directly from the mouth-epithelium, consequentlv

not from the dental shelf a number of rudimentar}- teeth is formed

on the spot where the dental shelf is connected with the mouth-

epithelium. Lechk found these teeth likewise with Iguana, and Har-

rison with Hatteria, and myself observed them with Lygosoma. I

differ in my view of the value of these teeth in so far, that they

form for me a rudimentary row — the above-mentioned "parasti-

chos", whilst Rose and Lecke conceive them as a rudimentary first

generation of teeth. It must be well understood that to both authors

the notion of rows of teeth is unknown. I shall not expiate further

npon this difference of view.

When comparing the sixteen enamel buds in the teeth-shelf I was
struck by the fact that they behaved differently with regard to that

lamina. Some were placed at the buccal side of the peripheric half,

whilst the tooth-papilla formed by the mesenchym grows from
aside in the enamel-organ. A second group of lamina buds was

formed at the free border of the lamina
and the tooth-papilla grows in the

thickened rim of the shelf. Fig. 1

shows the diagram of a section of the

dental lamina with the two types of

dental-organs. Further I give in Fig. 2, as

63*
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Fig. 2.

an elucidation, a series of sections

of a dental organ de\eloped from

aside of Crocodillus porosus, and in

Fig. 3 another of an organ originating

in the border. In this series also an

abortive toOtli was found. If now we
carefully observe the formation of all

16 teeth, it appears tliat there is an

undisturbed regularity in the suces-

sion of the two groups, for, without

exception, the}' alternate. A lateral

bud is succeeded by a terminal one,

which is again succeeiicd by a lateral

one and so on, Seen from the buccal

plane a i)art of the teeth-shelf would

have, with regard to the arrangement

of the buds, an appearance as it is

sketched in Fig. 4. This alternation

of the dental organs witii I'eptiles

was ali-eady known in literature. In

his extensive and exact description

of the dental system of Hatteria



Harrison emphatically i)oints

lo this phenomenon. What

is now the relation between

these iirst developed teeth,

of whicli those placed more

to tiie surface, indicated in

Fig. 4 by a—d, are a little

more developed than those

indicated by i—4? The an-

swer to this question indicates

the fundamental dilTerence

between tlie curi-ent view and

mine. In the opinion of Rose,

of ScHWALBE, and likewise of

Harrison, the teeth a—d
belong to the first generation,

and after having been used for

a short time they will be dis-

placed by the teeth 1—4.

Consequently the hatter form

already the second teeth-

generation.
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Fig. 4.

In lliis process tooth a would be replaced by tooth 1, tooili A by

tooth 2 and so successively. I shall immediately prove that this

coMce[)tion cannot be correct. The mutual relation between the eight

teeth sketched in Fig. 4 is of a wholly dit!erent nature. We have

10 do here with two rows of four teeth, which are not to be regarded

as first and second gene-

rations, for the teeth 1 to

4 will not displace the teeth

a—d. In their further de-

velopment every time a

tooth of the row 1-4
penetrates between two

teeth of the row a— (/. Conse(|uently instead of there being quest-

ion of a first and a second generation, we have here two primary

rows, the teeth d—d and the teeth 1—4 are entirely equivalent. In

its first development the denial system of the Crocodillus is conse-

quently distichic, the teeth a—d represent the first generation of the

. exostichos, the teeth 1—4 the first generation of the endostichos.

This structure-principle of the denial system of the Crocodillus

can however not be obserx ed in a moi-e advanced stage of develop-

ment, because the teeth of the two rows unite in a single line wilh

the border of the jaws.

In order to confirm my view thai in the first stage of development

the dental system of reptiles consists of two rows of teelh running

parallel and not of two generaiions, I refer in Ihe first place to

Fig. 5 in which a horizontal section through the upper jaws and the

teeth in a young stage of development of Lacerta is represented. In

the section both the premaxillaiy and the maxillary ones have been

struck. We shall restrict ourselves to the origin of the maxillar

teeth. Touching the maxillary bone we find three teeth, a, b and c.

As tlie direction of Ihe section is somewhat slanting, the teeth

ha\e been struck in a different level. These three teeth belong to

the exostichos. Alternating with these there are three teeth, indicated

l)y 1, 2, 3. According to the views of liosK and other authors these

teeth, belonging to the inner row or endostichos, should form the

second generation of Ihe teeth a, h, and c, they should displace the

latter. Hut from the figure it is, without more, clear that this view

cannot be correct, that 1, "2, and 3 cannot become the substituting

teeth of a, b, and c, but will, between the latter, grow together

with the maxilla.

It is true, that here likewise the teeth a, b, and c are a little

more developed than 1, 2, and 3, but the difference is so slight,
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that oil this ground ah-eady it might be doubted if in reality there

exist here two generations. Consequently Lacerta a|)pears to have

likewise a distiohical dental system, and both the teeth a, b, and c

and the group 1, 2, and 3 represent a first generation, the former

of the exostichos, tha latter of the endostichos. In Fig. 5 the origin

of a second generation is perceptible indeed, though in a young-

stage of development. In tiie section of the dental lamina we see

namelv the origin of three teeths.

It is these teclh that at their further development, whilst moving

towards the maxilla, will displace and substitute the teeth '/, i, and c.

These three teeth indicated as a', b', and c' form the second generation

of the exostichos. In this preparation a second generation for the

endostichos had not yet origniated. In several reptile-embryos I found

similar phenomena as in Lacerta. It is self-evident that for such like

observations horizontal sections through the origin of the dental

system are preferable. In Fig. 6 we find such a section thi'ough the

premaxillar dental system of Lygosoma olivaceum.

The section is in a transversal direction somewhat slanting, so

that on the right half of the figure the origin of more teeth is struck

than on the left side. In the median line lies the unpaired tooth.

The exostichos consists on both sides of two teeth a b and c (7, and

the endostichos of an equal number 1 2 and 3 4. It is likewise

clear in this section that 12 3 and 4 are not the substituting teeth
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of a b c and d, not a second general ion, but a tirst generation of an

independent row. Tliey will soon have shoved between the elements of

Fig. 6,

the exosticiios. In this preparation the second generation both of the

exosliciios and of the endoslichos had originated already. The teeth

a' h' c' and iJ' form the second generation of the exostichos. Exactly

as with Lacerta also with Lygosoma a tooth is not displaced by another

lying askance before or behind it, consequently not by an alternating

tooth, bnt by a tooth originating directly behind the tooth that must

be substituted. In our subsequent communication we siuxU revert to

this point, as, with regard to the shedding of the teeth of mammals,

it is not devoid of interest. Of the endostichos the second generation

has likewise originated; on account of I he slanting direction of the

section its elements are only visible in the right half of the figure.

It is the two teeth which, slill connected with the dental lamina, are

situated to the I'ight behind the teeth 3 and 4.

Consequently it is very evident that Lygosoma possesses a dislichical

q9C(<&o ° oeojo

Fig. 7.
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lieiital system. Whellier this property of struclure is still peculiar to the

dental system of all reptiles, must be proved by subsequent investi-

gations. Perhaps these will show that it is not the case. In my
opinion e. g. it is doubtful whether the dental system of Calotes, of

which I give a horizontal section in Fig. 7, is of a distichical nature.

I do not find an indication of it in the stage represented here.

Neither was there any vestige of substituting teeth. It may certainly

be imagined that, with some groups of reptiles, one of the two

rows is checked in its origin and development, which would render

the dental system monosticliieal. That this circumstance does not

occasion a suppression of the shedding of the teeth requires no

further argument.

We fixed already the attention to tiie fact that in its origin and

development the exostichos is somewhat in advance of the endostichos.

If this relation is not disturbed by later influences, the renewal of

the teeth in the exostichos will also every time take place a little

earlier tlian in the endostichos. A beautiful example of this fact is

Fis. 8.

sketched in Fig. 8. It regards the premaxillary dental system, as I

found it in a skull of Tupinambus nigropuncfatus. The teeth of

this part of the dental system are regularly provided at their rims

with two notches. Besides the unpaired tooth standing in the median

line, one finds on either side five premaxillarj' teeth. And now it

is very interesting to see, that, regularly alternating, a still intact

tooth and an already partly resorbed tooth with an underlying

substituting tooth succeed each other. Here has evidently the chro-

nological ditference in origin and substitution of the elements of

the two rows been preserved in such a degree that in this part of

the full-grown dental system the composition from two rows can

still be demonstrated.
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This latter fact seems finally to be especially distinctly the case

with Hatteria, as here according to Harrison's ') representations and

description tlie teeth differ in size, so that regularly a large and a

little tooth alternately succeed eaf>h other. Harrison's very accurate

description of the development of the dental system removes every

doubt that the two sorts of teeth belong to a different row. Yet this

naturalist has neither "been able to free himself from the notion of two

generations, and consequently describes as a pecnliarity of the

dental system of Hatteria that, what he calls the teeth of the second

generation do not seem to displace those of the first generation, bnt

the latter give way and receive the elements of the second generation

among them. The dental system consists consequently, as (he author

expresses himself, of two dentitions: "The teeth which are developed

on the dental lamina during the incubation period and which function

during the early life of the living animal, are almost certainly the

members of two distinct dentitions, the later teeth instead of displa-

cing the earlier coming to alternate with them". (I.e. p. ii02). The

distichous character of the dental system of Hatteria appears likewise

from the further details in the development which Harrison informs

us of, but into which I do not enter here.

As I hope the given examples are indeed sufficient to show that

our conception of the dental system of reptiles needs modification.

h will be necessary to distinguish in it a functionary and a genetic

structure. According to the former the dental system consists of a

single row of teeth, but the history of the development teaches that

this condition is not a primitive one, and that this simple row is in

reality a compound one built of two primary series to which, with

different species (Crocodillus, Iguana, Lygosoma, Hatteria) at the

lateral side anotiier rudimentary row is joined, the elements of which

develop themselves in the same way as with amphibia. This new

aspect on the one hand connects the dental system of reptiles more

closely with that of the Anainnia, and forms, on the other hand, a

point of issue for a modified conce|)tion of the relation between the

dental system of i-eptiles and that of mammals.

With regard to the first part I remind of the fact that especially

with the tailed amphibia "Polystichism" of the dental system is by

no means rare. Now we can imagine that, with regard to tlie

maxillar dental system, this Polystichism, through diminution of the

rows, has become a Tristichism, respectively a Distichism. The way

in which this diminution was accomplished is closely connected with

1) Quarterly. Journal of micr. sc. Vol XLIV.
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the way in wliicli, willi reptiles, a dental lamina has been developed.

As a rule it is represented, as if a fold of the epithelium had pene-

trated into the jawmesenchyui. I do not think that this view is entirely

correct, but I suppose that the dental lamina has been developed

because both in the upper-jaw and in the lower-jaw in medio-

lateral direction, a fold of the mucous membrane has overgrown

the area in which the teeth were developing. This area was, as it

were, operculaled. In order to prove this view I could add several

observations, but I restrict myself to simply mentioning it in order

to revert to this point at length elsewhere. We only call the attention

to the fad, that by this conception of the origin of the dental-

lamina it is clear, why teeth never originate from the medial sur-

face of this lamina. By this operculatiou the formation of enamel-

organs became possible. Now I imagine that with reptiles two primary

rows of teeth came to development in this operculated area whilst

a third outside row was not o\ergro\vn and remained at the surface. The
elements of this series — indicated above as "parastichos" — preserved

the primitive character of their origin and developed themselves like

the teeth of amphibia. These simple teeth however gradually lost

their function on account of the greater strength of the elements of

the two operculated rows. This short indication of the relation

between the denial system of re|)tiles and that of lower vertebrates,

may suflice here. I intend to develop my views about the relation

between that of mammals in a next communication. Only for com-

pleteness' sake be communicated here as the essential part of my
views that, in my opinion, mammals have inherited the distichism

of the dental system of reptiles, and that this distichism comes to the

fi-ont here in a much more distinct form namely as the lactal teeth

and the permanent teeth. In my opinion the lactal dentition represents

the exostichos of reptiles, the permanent dentition the endostichos

whilst the so-called prelactal dentition must be derived from the

parastychos. Consequently (here would not exist the least relation

between the diphyodontism of mammals and the polyphyodontism

of reptiles.
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Mathematics. — "On some relations between BesseVs Junctions".

By Prof. W. Kapteyn.

1. When r and s are real numbers and

o r=. .r sin <ji ^ r= .r cos 10

the follovvinfi,' expressions

^S = cos ra cos s[i + cos r^ cos sa

T ^= sin ra sin s^ -f sin r'^ sin sa

may be developed in trigonometrical series.

For, writing

ra -\- s^i zn r.v sin to -(-' *•*' '^'^^ oi ^ Q cos (to—y)

from which

/ ^

p =: .r K r' -j- s' tq If =: —
S

the equations

2S = cos (ra
-f sli) -{- cos {ra—s/i) -f cos (r[i-{-sa) -\- cos (r^S—sa)

2T ^ cos (ra— s[i) — cos (ra-\~s[i) + cos (r^3— sa) — cos {I'li+sa)

may be reduced by means of the known series

cos (ra+ s^) — cos [q cos (to— 9)] = /„ (q) — 21., (q) cos 2 {ui— (f) +
-}- 21 ^cos 4 {(o—</) — ...

cos (ra— sli) r= cos [o cos (to-( y)] = /„ (o) — 2/^ (p) cos 2{o)+ (p) +
-I- 2/, cos 4 (to -j-y) — ...

cos (»-^-f«t) = cos [q sin (to -ft/)] = /„ (o) + 2/, (9) cos 2 (to+ t/) +
-|- 27, cos 4 (to -ft/) + . . .

cos (r[i—sft) = cos [q sin {10— (f)] = /„ {c>) + 2/, {q) cos 2 (to

—

y) +
-f 21 ^ cos 4 (to— 9) + . . .

Thus we obtain

2S = U, {<)) -\- SI, (u) cos i(f cos 4to + 87, cos 8<p cos 8to + . . .

and in the same way

2 T—8I^ (jj) sin 2if sin 2to -f 87, (y) sin Gy sin 610+ 87, „ (p) sin 1 Oy «'« 1 Oto
|

- ...

2. We may also express the quantities S and 7' by multiplication

of trigonometrical series.

For if

/'(.r) ^ I a, -f (I, cos .V + rt^ cos 2.i; -f • • •

= /», Si'/i .!• -f t, swi 2.» -f . . .

f/i (,'i,-) = i
a'o -f a'l cos X -f (('„ cos 2.r -f . . .

their product m;iy be represented in one of Ihe following forms

/(.r) <p {.v) = ^ A„ -^ A, cos a; -\- J, cos 2.t; -f . . .

/ (.r)
<f>

{.v) = 7?i s«H ,v -f i?, sin 2,v -f . •
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where ')

A„ =5-2' a',„ a„—m + 2 — («'m «m+» + «m a'm+n )

C) 1

1

These coefiioieiits may be written more compactly by observing

that a^j, = a^,, a'^j, = a,„ b^/, = — b^, and 6^ = 0.

Hence
n

^ (w'm am+n + «/n a m-\-n )
:= 2 .S a',,, «„_,„

—

n

U

n

2 {«',„ /)„.-).„— b,„ a',„+„ ) = 2 2^ a,a b,i-m
—n

and

— n

AB„ = .S' f ,„ (a'„, 6,, -|_„ — 6„, a'„,-|-„

)

where f,„ represents the vahie 1 if //« = — ?t, — n -\- \^ . . . — 2, — 1,0

and the value 2 if m = 1, 2, 3 . . .

3. Now let us apply these formulae in the first place to expand

aS in a trigonometrical series.

Multiplying

A cos r« ^ i /„ (r.c) -\- I „ (rx) cos 2oi -\- /, (r.c) cos 4u) -(-...

I cos si ^j: ^ /„ (s.t) — /j (sx) cos 2u> -(- /^ {s,i') cos 4a> — ...

we have, m being an even integer

Cm = Im {rx) a'm = ( 1) 2 /,„ (.s.c)

therefore, writing the product

1 1— cos ra cos sji z=. — A„ -\- A^ cos 2u> + ^4^ cos 4a» -{"•••

the coefficients ^4 are determined by

m n

4.4„ = 2 i-ips,n [/,„M l,n^u(r.v) f (-l)-^/„,(r.r) /„.+„(.s^)].

— JI

In tiie same way supposing

1 1— cos ?,'? COS sa =. -— A\ -\- A'^ cos 2io -j- A\ cos ivi -\- . .

.

1) Proceedings of the .ueeling of Febr. 29, 1908.
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we have

4 .1',, = 1 (—1) ^ e,„ ll,n {r.c) l,.+„M + (—1)^ ^» («•'=) ^m+n {r.v)\ ,

—
71

and adding the two results

4 (.4„ + A'„) = {!+(- 1) ^ 2 (-1) ^'e,n [I,nM /„,+„ (,'.v) +

+ /„,(«0 /,„+., Ml-
Therefore, if n has the values 2, 0, 10, . . . this coeflicieiit vanishes,

and if ii = 0, 4, 8, . . . we obtain

2 (/!„+ .!'„)= i (-1)^ 6„, [/,„ (-^.v) /„,+„(«) + /,„ («) J,„+„(..r)].

Hence, writing

i S = C„ + 2 C, cos 4u> + 2(7, cos 8a> + . . .

the ooetTicients are determined by

2 C4, = 1 (-1)" fo.p [hp («.«) hp+iri («) + U.p ir.v) !.,+„, («..)!.

Comparing this, with the first expansion

i S =r /„ (9) -|- 2/^ (p) co« 4yi cos 4(0 -f- 2/j, (<>) cos 8(/i cos 8to + . . .

we obtain the remarkable relation

1^ {X l/»^M^) cos Aq<p=k'^ (-1)" Hp VTip ('.') I'2p+A.i (") +
—2f/

+ /.;.M i0,+,, (S..)l . (1)

r

where tq <f
= ,-•

s

In the special case that r= 5, we have y= — and cc»5 4(/y^(—l)',

so

(-1)'/ /4, {xr 1/2) = ^ (- if ^-ip J,p (rx) /o^+4-/ («•),

—27

which gives for j =

/, (.fr|/2) = S- {-1)'%2;> i^2,, M-
9

a result wiiich may be verified by expanding /„(cl/2) by Neumann's

method in a series of the form

I,{z 1/2) = «„/„=(.') + «,A-^(c) + aj^-'iz) H- . . .

4. To determine in the second place T we multiply the series
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4 sin ra = I^ir.v) sin o) -|- Ii(ra) sin 3(i> -\- I^(m) sin 5(0 -("•••

^ sin 6-,i =: /i(«.k) cos a> — /, (s.r) co« 3a) -|- /^ («.?;) cos Sco — ...

which, compared with tiie notations of Art. 2, give

m—

1

(.'„ = «'„, = (_ 1)~2~/,,^ (^,.j.) ^,,^ = /„, (^.j)

?», being odd in this case.

Therefore writing

1 .— sin ra sin s^i = B^ sin 2o> -\- B^ sin 4a) 4- ....

the coefficients are determined I))'

m-\ n

4B„ =^ (-J )"^'f,« [I,a {^.c)l.+„ (r.«) - (-1)^ /,„ (r.r)/,„+„(s..)| .

and in tiie same way

1 . .— sin sa sin r^ :^ B ^ sin 2a> -|- B\ sin 4a) + . . .

4

wliere

iH—

1

n

4B'„ = i- (- l)^f,„ [/,„ (r,r) /„,+„ (s.v) - ( -1)^7,,, (s,.) /-,„+„ (r.r)l.

Hence

4 (5„ + 5„') = |1—(-l)i'j V(_i) '^e,n[l,n{sx)I,„^„{r.rA+I„<rx)I,,^„{sx)-\.

vanishes for n = 0, 4, 8 . . and reduces to

w—

1

2[Bn+ B\,) = J (-l)^'6,„[/,„(s.r)/„,+„(r.«) + /,„(«)/„,+„(,^)].
—

H

for the values n =2 2, 6, 10, . . .

From this we may infer that

\ T z= D„ sin 2a) -|- D^ sin 6a> -|- X>i„ sin lOw + . . .

where

—27-1

Comparing this result with the first expansion

I r=: 2/,(o) sin 2/) si?i 2a> + 27, (o) .s/h G(^ sin Gw + . . .

we find the identity

74,4-0 (.«t/r»+s=) sm (4^+ 2) q =

= il(-iy'6o^+l[7
—29—1

which gives for r= 9

—29—1
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-2,y-l

and reduces to

J,{.cr\/2) = JS {—\fe.2i,j^\l2p+i(s.v)l2p+3{r.v).

if q = 0.

5. It seems desirable to verify the two formulae (1) and (2). This

may be done in the following way.

The first member of (1), considered as a function of ,v, satisfies

the differential equation

dec- X d.v \ X J

therefore the second member must also satisfy the same equation.

To prove this we put

/op(r.r) — u-2p , I'2p{sx) = v-2p

then it is evident that

dx' X dx \ X- J

dx' X dx \ x' J

Now, if — be represented by D, we will apply the operation
dx

1 / U,r

on the general term

U2p V-jp-\-i,i + V2p W2/)4-47

of the series in the second member of (1).

Determining in the first place

I
« V '^ /!

we have

D^{u2pV2p+4,i) = U2pD"-r2p+4., ^- 2nil2pDi-2p+i,, + V2p-\-A,, D' Uip

— D{u2pV2p+ici) = — {u-2plJv2p-^A,, + (2/)+4v-D«2/i)
X X

so by addition

U2p\D^Cip+Aq + ~ Dl--1e+iq\ — [ -^ « \lHpV2p+i.]



">l

Tiiei'ct'ore

( 9.37 )

,+4.1 (D'h,^ + - Du.,,,

J
= U-^'- — rM «2,>l'-.';,+4v

M, = ^-K±l^ u,, .2,+,, + -IDu,,, Ih,,+,.,

wliicli is reducible to

by tlie known properties of the functions u and i;

)\v r

'^pUQp — — (k2/,-1 + '<2,,+ l) JJ'i-ii. — -- («?/>-l — "-V+l )

(2/'+ 47) l'2/,+4,/=y (f2;,+4r/-l + l'2p+4f/+l)

Dc.,,+^ — ^ (f2/.+ <,/-l — '•2/-+47+1)-

In the same waj, putting

we get

Hence, if P represents the second member of the equation (1)

we have proved that

<PP 1 dP I lOo-j

dx^ X dx
I

X' \

rs ^= ir ^ {
— l)e-2,lu2f,-l l>+4y-l + (/2;>+l r-2,.+4,,+\ + "2/.+4V-I !>-l +

i-2r/

+ "2^+4,/+! !.'2/,+ l I

Developing this series we obtain

M-47— 1 I'— 1 + ll~4q+l i'l + M—1 (-'-47—1 + "1 ^'-49+1

(«-4</+l f'l + M-47+3 1'3 + «1 ^'-474-1 + M3 l'~iq+3 )

+ (»-4(;+3 V3 + M_4fy+5 ''S + ?<3 t'—4^+3 + ?<5 t-47+5
)

+ (m_5 f47-5 + W-3 '"47-3 + M47-.') y-5 + M47-3 l'-3

— (?/_3 V47_3 4- M_i r4Y. 1 + M47_3 l'_3 -|- ?<4j— 1 V~l

+ (?«_1 J/Jg—I -f Ml 1-4,4.1 4- i<4,_l l'_l + tUg+l VI )

—2 (mi j;4,/4.i + M3 1-4,^4.3 -f M474-I CI 4- M4y4.3 1-3
)

4-2 (m3 y4,;4-3 + "5 l'474-5 + "474-3 V3 + "474-5 I'b )

64:

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XIV.
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Observing that

H-n = ( IJ" Un and I'—»= ( 1)" Vn

il is easily seen, that the preceding series vanishes, which gives

d'F 1 dP
,

a,v .V da;
P=

and thus

for the second integral is ont of the question.

To determine the constaiit C, we must compare the coeflicient of

.rY'/ f x\i<l ^^
11 P with the coefficient of (

~
1 in CI^ {.iVr'' -\-s^), the lat-

ter being L.
"

(4'?)/

To obtain the former we niaj observe that I — 1 on\y will be

found in these terms of P

~- 2 {—1)1' fop [/op (sx) lop+i,, (w) + iop (/.») l2p+4,, («.»,]

where f^^ has the value 1 for all the terms existing.

By changing p in — p, this expression may be written

1 V (_l)p [i_2^, (,.,) /,^_2p (rx) + 7op (nr) /,,_Op (.,.)]

1 i (-1)/' [/op (s,:) /4,-2;, (».r) + /2^ {r.v) /4,_op (.,.;)].

-^

Expanding the functions in this exjjression the coefficient of

I'/

is found to be

1 27 i.2p^4,—2p+,.9,; giq-i^

2 ^
(2/').' {iq-2p)!

(Jg)^!

where X

Now

_ 4g(4g- l) 4g(4g-l)(4g-2)(4g-3)
^,

2 /

"
4 ./

. + X-*'/

r 4rt(4«-l) 4o(49-l)(4fl-2)(4o-3) 1

or, supposing
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1 + i>- — Vl-^-X" {cos
<f + i sin (/)

1 — i). T= l/l +/' [cos ff — / sin (f)

(1 +/')"'/ cos 4^y/=l ^^ /- H ^-^^
/^ — ..-[- P.'"'/

thus the required ooefticient may be written

—— (l-f A'js? cos Aq(f — —TT-rr- cos iqf
(4?) .' (4-?) /

where

r
tg ff ^ ).= —.

s

Comparing both coefficients we have

{r"-+ sr-'/ (rHO-'
,—

- G = :— cos -iorr

or

C = cos 4qf/

and tinally

F = l4q {.vVr- -\- s^) cos 4qrf

which proves the identity (J). In (he same way the tbrmuhi (2) may
be verilied.

6. From the formulae of Art. 1 we may at once deduce detinite

integrals for Bessel's functions of order 4^ and 4:q -\- 2.

For_ these give immediately by integration between the limits

and
'-

4

—
j S cos iqiodu} ^= — I4,/ (.(, K ?•'-(- s') cos -iqq

I r-i -I

-^
I

T sin {iq+ 2) (j}d(jj = - i47+2 ((-• ^r- -f s') sin {iq+ 2)cf

so when r =: s

cos {rx sin to) cos {rx cos tu) cos iqo} = — cos (qn) I^ {r.v\/2)

/'* . . Jr
sin (rx sin to) sin {rx cos to) sin (4^-1-2) to = — 1 4,/ ^ 2 {rx\/2).

64*
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Physics. — "T//,(.' mayneto-optic Keku-c/'/'cc/ in ferromnijni't'ic com-

l)oands and nlloys." II. My Dr. St.\nislavv Loiua. (Comiminica-

lioii tVom tlie BossciiA-Laboratorj). (Coniinunicated by Prof.

H. Du Bois).

Ill a previous paper ') I communicated to tlie Academy the results

of an ex])erimeiital investigation of tlie polar Kkrr plienomenon in

feri'omagnetic compounds and alloys and promised an extension of

the investigations. Among the results presented at that time the

folln-Aing are to be considered.

1. The dispersion curve of the polar IvERK-eftect in the cases of

cupri-ferrite (CuO . Fe.Oj) and' of naturally occurring magnetite

(FejO,) in the region of the visible part of the spectrum (436 ft;i to

668 nn) cxliibited points of inversion similar to those previously esta-

blished by Ingersoli, ') for magnetite and nickel in the infra-red

region (1 ft to 3 ;j).

2. The rotation, produced in the magnetic field, of linearly polarised

monochromatic light perpendicularly reflected initially increases pro-

portionally to the field and then, notwithstanding a further increase

of the field, attains a maximum constant value.

The purpose of the further investigation was the elucidation of

the physical meaning of the points of inversion in the dispersion

curve of the KERR-eifect obtained from the experimental results. In

other words to search in the first place for any regular relation

between this peculiarity of the dispersion of the magnetic Kerr

phenomenon and the other optical and magnetic properties of the

substances concerned.

To solve this question it becomes necessary to know the refrac-

tive and extinction indices of those substances for which these cha-

racteristic points of inversion in the Kerr phenomenon have been

observed. It was justifiable to expect that perhaps the position of the

points of inversion stood in close relation to the form of the usual

dispersion curves. In conjunction with C. Zakrzewski I have carried

out the optical investigations in the cases of cupri-ferrite, of magne-

tite and of invar. The measurements yield the elements of the ellip-

ticity of parallel light reflected from the mirror. The procedure was

the same as that previously used by C. Zakrzewski ').

1) St. Loria, Tlicsc Froc. XII, p. 835 (1910).

2) L. R. INGERSOLL, Phil. Mag, (6) 11 p. 41 1906 and 18 p. 74 1909.

3) C Zakrzrwski : Bull. Acad. Gracov. (A) 22 p. 77, 1910 ; St. Loria and

C. Zakrzewski : 1. c. p. 278.
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As a conclusion from lliese measurements for Uie questions we
are now concerned with tiiere can be no suggestion of a direct

simple connection between, on the one Iiand, the points of inversion

of the magnetic KKRR-elfect and, on tiie other hand, the dispersion

of the optical constants. Neither the dispersion curve of the refractive

index nor that of the index of extinction show any cliaracteristic

indication in those parts of the spectrum where the above mentioned

inversion points occur. Taking into consideration the quite sutKicient

accuracy of these measurements it becomes necessarj' to search for

the explanation of the inversion of the Kerr eflect in another

direction. In the following some new results will be brought to l)ear

upon the matter.

By means of the apparatus described in my first publication and

using the same method and procedure, the Kerr polar I'otation was
examined in its dependence on the wave-length of the light and on

the intensity of the magnetic field. The measurements extend over the

region of the spectrum between 436 fift and 688 /ijt
; the field em-

ployed was varied between 0,9 and 21 kilogauss.

The choice of suitable materials for observation was determined

by the above mentioned and still undecided (piestion. The tullowiuf

are the substances examined :

1. Pure artificially prepared magnetite (Fe, Oj for which I am
indebted to the friendliness of Prof. P. Weiss. The specimen was
that which Weis.s had employed in his magnetic observations. Ac-

cording to his results the saturation value of its magnetisation is

476, 5 c. g. s. ').

2. Pure nickel (by Merck), also one of the pieces magnetically

investigated by Weiss and for which he gives the maximum value

479.0 c. g. s. f(n' its magnetisation.

3. A nickel mirror from the collection of the Bosscha-Laborafory

which nominally contained 997o Ni.

4. Iron-nickel alloys of the compositions 73 Fc -f- 27 Ni and
74.6 Fe -j- 25.4 Ni respectively, which were placed at my dis[tosal

by Dr. S. Hilpert.

5. Ferromagnetic ii'.amjani'-se which was also placed at my disposal

by Prof. Weiss and had been magnetically examined by him.

6. Haematite (Fe./),) (Kakuk Berg, Hargitta Gebirge in Sieben-

biirgen) obtained from the Comptoir Mineralogique Suisse, in Geneva.
To the above named gentlemen, who have by their friendly loan

of the materials made these exi)eriments possible, 1 beg to express

my warmest thanks.

1) P. Weiss, Journ. do Physique (4) 9, p. 373, 1910,
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111 order to facilitate a clear analysis of the results obtained I will

divide tlieni into two sections. In tiie first the (juestion of dispersion

will be considered and in the second that of saturation.

Dispersion curves.

1. Magnetite. The ojitieal constants were iirst determined b}'

Zeeman ') for a nalural crystalline surface (Pfilsch, Tyrol) of unknown

orientation; they are given in table 1, being the principal incidence

t/ and azimuth //, from which the refractive index ?i and the extinction

index x are now calculated from Drude's equations ") to a second

approximation, Mr. de Haas being so good as to carry out the cal-

culations.

TABLE 1

'
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There is obviously rather a good agreement of the values and

although differences of about 15 "/o in the indices of extinction exist

they can be attributed to the lack of cleanliness of the surface.

Corresponding to the. smaller conductivity, the index of absorption

is appreciably smaller than in the case of metals.

Although the regular magnetite, as is known, exhibits itself as

aeolotropic in its ferromagnetic and probably also in its elastic pro-

perties yet it is difTicnlt to assume the same in purely optical

processes. In any case, up to the present, oidy two optical constants

have been postulated for regular crystals and for isotropic bodies.

To examine the magneto-optical effect in this relation the above

mentioned artificial magnetite — obtained by calcination of ferric

oxide Fe, O3 — was ground to a small plate and attained a somewhat

dull polish. In this case there could be no uniform orientation of

the mirror, at most only a minute crystalline structure.

Nevertheless the dispersion curve obtained showed (piite the same

characters as in ihe case of perpendicular reflection from a natural

octahedral suiface of the crystalline magnetite. The results of the

measurements are collected together In table 3.

TABLE 3.

=- = Funct (')
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ill ftii ; A gives the dniiliic rdtalioii, as read oir directly from llic

scale in mms., produced by a commutation of tiic current in the

electromagnet. The fourth column gives the mean value of the sim|)le

rotation e.

To characterize the exactitude of the measurements I iiave calculated

the mean eiTor for the points lying on the borders of the spectrum

used, and this is given in minutes and percents respectively in the

liflli column.

As is to be seen from tig. J the rotation, which is negalire for
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KF.RR-effect. The sign of tlie rotation tiirough the whole of the visible

spectrum is negative. The dispersion curve lias a similar form lo that

of invar. Steel with 277„ Ni, which also at ordinary temperatures

shows hardly any magnetic effect, behaved similarly magneto-optically.

The sign of the rotation here again is negative for the whole range

of the visible spectrum. Its absolute value is even greater than in

the case of the rather strongly magnetic invar. The shape of the

dispersion curve is very similar to that of the 25,4 7o nickel-steel,

the difference being that the rotation changes somewhat less with

the wave-length. The results of the measurements of the rotation as

a function of the wave-length for the two nickel-steel alloys are

collected together in Tables i and 5 and also shown in iig. 2.

'-'-- -F + -r
'
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TABLE 5.

t = Funct (J)
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TABLE 6.

E= funct. (C)
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ITj) to about 10,5 Kgs. the lotiilioii increases proportionally- with the

field. Id the region of the stronger fields the tendenc^y to a saturated

cojiditioii becomes evident. Up to 17 Kgs. this state was however

not attained.

LW
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The iiiaviiuuiH rolution, fur /. = 477 (iii, amounted to fm = 8,9'.

If the abscissa of llie point of irilerseetion of the two straight lines

(Fig. 3) be denoted by ,r, llien .r/4.T = 550 C. G. S.

As a rcsnlt of direct magnetic measnreinents, as stated above, Weiss

gives for his nickel tested at 18°

%„ = 479,0 C. G. S.

I have therefore repeated my measurements for the nickel specimen

placed at my disposal by Prof. Weiss. The mirror had the tigiire of

a rectangle, about 6 mm. long and 3 mm. wide, but was not quite

regular in form. It was still small enough to allow some doubt to

subsist as to how far the results are interpretable. The eontiguration

of the tield right on the surface of the mirror is influenced by the

form of the bored pole end-piece as well as by its distance from

the mirror; the choice of the two conditions is more or less at the

disposal of the experimenter.

First measurement : The end-area of the pole end-piece (V) was

circular and of a diameter of approximately 5 mm. ; the borijig was

rectangular, about 2,5 mm. broad and 4 mm. high, the distance of

the mirror amounted to about 1,5 mm. The results are collected

together in Table 9, and Fig. 4.
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TABLE 9.

:= functCW
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1
1
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Tliis value does not agree with the results of the measurements

I ijave previously carried out under the same conditions but in the

region of negative rotation. If one measures the dependence of

the Kerr rotation on the field for P. = 436 jiii i.e. in the region of

negative rotations, the following numbers contained, in Table 12,

are obtained.

TABLE 12.

:=funct. (i) Magnetite (Weiss) > = 436/',<'

i 1
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impi'oliahle. Willi ro,t;;ir(l to my ourlier !'egati\e result for iliiieuite

no paiijs were laken (o olilaiii niirrors of dilTerent orientation.

The last described measurements in the region of saturation are

only to be regarded as preliminary experiments which I had I'egret-

tably to discontinue owing to external circumstances.

The conclusion arrived at previously by Du Bois viz. : that,z'/4.T = jj„,

must hold in the first place for an indefinitely extended plane mirror

of physically as well as chemically homogeneous material, which is

uniformly magnetized normally; also the thin glass test-plate used must

in the whole beam of light measure a normal field equal to the induc-

tion inside the metal of the mirror, on account of normal conti-

nuit}'. Neither the nickel-steel as an alloy of complicated structure

nor the magnetite on account of its many fissures and pores

satisfy the first condition. So there remains only the metallic

nickel. How far the departures from the assumed configuration

influence the saturation curves in this case cannot be estimated

without further investigation ; an opinion on this question can onl}-

be based on rather tedious preliminary experiments.

Physics. — "On the solid state. F. — Mon-atomic substances." By

Dr. L. S. Ornstein. (Communicated by Prof. H. A. Lorentz).

Already a considerable time ago G. Mie developed a theory of mon-

atomic solid substances by the aid of the statistical considerations of

BoLTZMANN '). He derived the condition for the coexistence of solid

and gaseous phases, and determined the equation of state (equation

of compressibility) by the aid of the method of the virial. By the

aid of the theory of canonical ensembles the same results may be

reached in a somewhat simpler manner. Shortly ago GrtIneisen ')

derived the equation of slate for a mon-atomic solid substance in an

analogous way as MiK, introducing, however, the hypothesis of Pl.\nck's

energy-quanta. It is, however, not devoid of interest to examine how
these matters may be treated by the aid of the canonical ensembles

modified in so far that Planck's hypothesis is taken into account,

because then also the coexistence of phases is easy to examine.

It is true that if the ensembles are modified in this way, we are

no longer allowed to suppose without further proof that f (the

statistical free energy) is identical with the thermodynamic free energy,

1) Ann. der Phys. 11 1903 p. 675.

-) Phys. Zeitschr. XII ^ 1023. Zur Tlieorie einalomiger Korper.

05
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l)ecausc for tlic proof oi' llu' iileiilily of llicse (jiuinlities we make

use of the yiipposition Ihal tlie systems of nature are mechanical in

tliis sense that their movements are controlled by Hamilton's equations,

which cannot bo the case, for the systems for which the hypothesis

of Pi.ANCK holds. I shall, however, suppose in this communication

that we are allowed to apply to the modified ensembles all the

arguments which are of force foi- the ensembles of Gibbs. On a

later occasion I shall try to show on what premises this is allowed.

1. Consider a system built up of mon-atouuc molecules. We suppose

that these molecules exert attractive powers on each other up to

distances that are large with ros|)ecl to their mutual distances. We
shall further suppose that tlicy repel each otiier with very great

force when their distances are small. We may leave undecided

whether onh^ adjacent molecules exert this repulsive force on each

other or also those lying further apart.

We consider a gramme molecule coulaiuing \ molecules. The

volume be v.

Now we suppose with Mik Ihal liic nature of the solid state

consists in this that in this stale the only movement is such that the

molecules can execute vibrations round stable states of equilibrium.

In the state of equilibrium the molecules form some net of a regular

distribution through space, e.g. a cubical net.

So the energy of the considered system can be brought into the

form: minimum potential energy plus energy of the vibratory motion.

The energy at the boundaries is disregarded. It is natnral to represent

the minimum potential enei'gy by :

MiE has demonstrated that the energy can be brought to this form

if we suppose the repulsive forces to lii' proportionate to a negative

})Ower of the distance.

The condition that this energy is uiinimum for the given volume

leads to the equation :

(( ii"'~ 1 = li in

If we apply this for the absolute zero (r = r„), we lind ;

a relation which GiitNiasEN derives as the coudiiion thai the pressure

is zero at the absolute zero of temi)erature.

^ V.
I iu)\\ consider a canonic ensemble ol the modulus <> {() z= /,
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if 7 is llie absolute teinperaliire and /i tiie f>as constant for a gi-amnieS

molecule).

When E represents the energy and d). an element of the QN
dimensional extension in phase for the displacements from the positions

of equilibrium and the corresponding moments, W is given by:

^' E

r «=/,">,«,

for which in our case may be written :

'/• .V'« iVV Etr Etr

^*(l f'^.n^cje </;..

Now the supposition may be introduced that the energy of the

vibrations can only be whole multiples of the indivisible unity

of enei'gy p. I shall follow Einstein's method of representation^.

In the first place it may then be assumed that the integrations

with respect to the coordinates and moments need be extended over

only very narrow regions in the neighbourhood of 0. s. 2g etc. In

the second place we suppose that the system can be taken as con-

sisting of 3xV independent resonators. If in a definite case »./, of

these resonators possess an energy kt, we may represent tlie con-

tribution to the integral for this case

:

Ilk sk

.4"'nr^.
Suk — 3iV.

If we take into consideration all the states in which iik arbitrary

molecules have the energy Is tliey yield a contribution:

^ nksk

Tl .

~
(3iV)..M3Ail_!

>lk >

If we examine for what combination of the n^ this is a maximum
we find

:

kB

Uk = ae ^

a, determined by means of ^71^ = 3 A', becoming :

1) Ann. der Piiys. 22 1007. See Postscript.

65*
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»- Tlio coiilrilintioii of (l)e most frequently oocnrriiig system becomes

:

\/'Q^N ^

V 2 Ttn^ . . . [I — e )

from which follows i)y siimiiiatioii with respect to all possible wabies

of I'iJ :

W
- ^ _ «

^'^
'"' ®^'^^

ov

- dV —
If we aonlv E= W— 0r— , we tiiid for the mean energy E

' '
•' do

dNsE= .

e —

1

R
If V is the fretpiency of the vibrations, so that e = — /Jr, then:

T
SR /ir

E
>'T —I

from which follows the value for the specific heat given by Einstkin.

To find the pressure we have to determine --. In this we should
'^

ov

bear in mind that r is dependent on v.

On the supposition that the repidsive force varies as — , Mik has

determined the frecpiency of the vibrations; he finds for it:

in which .1/ is the weight of a molecule. If we apply this, we get

:

J dr ( 2A 1

V dv \ 6 J V

MaUing use of tiiis residt we find for the i)rcss\ire:

r ,.'»-t-i (^ ^

e'/' _ 1
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T

a formula which perfectly agrees with that given by Gruneisen.

For 7'=0 we find p = 0, when between «, (?, m, and i'„ the given

relation exists.

If we do not make any supposition on the dependence of v on v,

we tiiid

:

T
aN'- m^iN' 1 dv {"

.clT.

.Inst as in the derivation of the specific heat ^-1 drops out of the

formula. ^1 is supposed independent of v.

2. Coexistence of vapour and solid substance on the supposition

that tiie vapour is an ideal gas.

Suppose n molecules to be in a volume v. Consider the system in

which »! molecules are found as solid substance in the volume

f\, n., molecules as gtis in the volume r,. We have i\ -\- i\ =^ r,

»j -[" "a = "• The numbei' of such systems in a canonical ensemble

amounts to

:

8 (^^A\ii:

To find the most frequently occurring system, and so the real one,

we must examine when this numbei- will be maximum, varying the

v's and the n's. This yields the conditions

:

- lo:,n, + Slog A _ 3%(1-.-^/©) + ^J!l(^- ^"l ^

3— lofj «5 -f- ^O'J t'j H log 2.-T0J/.

In these relations which are sufficient to determine everything,

A occurs. In this we find a way to indicate the value of A. For
high temperatures the second cojidition may be replaced by that

found by Mie, as everything referring to the theory of energy-

quanta must disappear then
; for this it is necessary and sufficient that
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a result \\ liicli was to be expected ').

As a coiKlilioii tliat the system is really aiaxiinuiii we liud among

others

:

dv
^

3. Coexistence of two solid phases. Let us suppose that two

solid phases are possible, so that there exist two different nets of

mininuuu potential energy.

These may differ as to the values of a, (?, and r, and also with

regard to m a difference is possible, though improbable. I shall

distinguish the phases by the indices 1 and 2. Let us again sup-

pose that there are n molecules in the volume v, which are distri-

buted over the volumes v^ and v.,, so that they contain ?;, and n^

molecules.

For the number of such systems in a canonical ensemble, we tind :

Wj .' ?i, .'

1 1

1

X — 0.

(1 _ e— f i/0)3'n (1 — (.
— fj/W 3„,

The search for the maximum system again yields the conditions

of coexistence; they are, as is easily seen,

Pi = P2

_%«.-3%(l-. /0) + ^(--—
If we apjily this at the absolute zero, we tind:

^lo'"'" / ''-JoV "ju'"'-'"

Making use of Gruneisen's condition we can write for this, putting

the densities o, and o.^

:

.

•-•"'( -i) ="'"('-£)
or if »<, = /H,j

(>j <(j rr: o^ rt,.

The entropy of a gramme molecule is for the two phases:

1) See^Poslscript.
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n do

7i,
= — 3 Xlog (\-e - ^i/<y) H

-' ^ + 3 Nlo;jA,

e fJfJ — 1
©

7j, = - 3 Nlog {I -e- 'J('>) H J
"^ + 3 NlogA.

Which yields at the absolute zero:

>h - >;, = <J-

So the theorem of heat of Nernst holds for the systems described

above.

Postscript. We can derive W in a similar way if we make use

of the suppositioiis made by Sommerfild ').

Then we have to take as non discernible regions in the two

two-dimensional spaces that correspond to every degree of freedom

of a resonator such regions that the energy lies between k s and

[k -j- 1) f • if we iiiti'oduce this in the formula for V, we get

:

e
® = V , 0^ e^-'"

f
T ^ (3 A^, /

i -L «t /

2 nk = 3 A' .

If we substitute [k + A) e for E, in tlie integrals which are to

he extended over a region h, and if we determine the maximum

in the usual way, we get

:

_ ^ + 'A ^

nk r=. a h ('

a being given by

Ihni—e

3g

Tiiis yields for «F

h
- v0 V0-" ,,

3^.. 20
O—

(.-.-'/«r
i; Phys- Zeitsubr. Xll 1911, p. 1057.
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So tliei'c is agi-ccmont witli wliat precedes, wiiile ^1 becomes ^ /«.

We find fur the mean energy

:

BNs 3Nt
E= —

-1

• e —

1

the result also given by Sommerfeld and Planck in liis later consi-

derations.

Now Prof. LoRENTZ fixed my attention on the fact that Poincare,

has made the remark that we are not justified in identifying the N
resonators of 3 degrees of freedom with 3 N^ resonators of one

degree of freedom. I will show in what way we can meet this

difficulty.

The energy of every resonator may be represented in the form

:

{p are the moments, 5 the coordinates with respect to the positions

of equilibrium). Now this energy can amount to . . . e . . 2e etc.

According to the hypothesis of the energy-quanta there is no diffe-

rence between the systems for which the energy of the resonator

lies between and e, e and 2e, ke and {k-\-l)e.

The extent of the region in the 6 dimensional space where the

energy is smaller than £, amounts to

:

1 U'

The content of the shell for which (he energy lies between /Is and

{k -\- '1) e amounts to :

1 Pe'

T ~v^

'

If we consider that s = hr, we find for the extent of ivgions of

equal probability

i /- A' .

In such a region we may put (he energy (/l -|- 7.) t- Thus we find

for the contribution to if' of the system where the energy for ii);

resonators amounts lo (./'-f-VJ*

Ilk ^^^ "•

Tiiis yields for the most frc(ineutl\ occurriu"- system
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wliile

wliicli is easily found if we bear in niiiid that:

For small values of the formula deviates from the one given

before because then we may put

:

36 B

For the mean energy we lind for small \alue of O

- 3 UN.-'^''£=— eA'+-

(l-e
)

This \alue diifers from Einstein's I)j a numerical factor. Funda-

mental modilications, however, need not be applied, in consequence

of this, to the above considerations.

(jlroningen, Febr, 1912.

Astronomy. — "Further researche.> into the constant term in the

latitude of the moon, ncconJiu;/ to the meridian of)servations

at Greenwich". By Pi'of. E. F. \an de Sanue Bakhuyzen.

Since my previons communication about this subject in the Pro-

ceedings of last December, I have continued my investigations. 1

was brought to it principally by the entirely different results fonud

by Battermann from his 3 great series of occultations of 1884—85,

1894—97, and 1902—03. I therefore resolved also to discuss the

Greenwich observations for the ^-ears 1883 (the tirst year in which

Xeu^covib's corrections have been introduced into the Nautical Alma-

nac) n[) to 1894 and further to subject the systematic corrections of

the declinations to a close I'evision.

In doing this I found to my regret that a mistake had slipped
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into iiiv icdiiction to Newoomb's fmulainental s^ystem '). T liad

taken llie differences Greenw. 1900 — Newc. Fundam. on page

31 of the introduction to the 2"'i 9 Y. Cat. for the differences hold-

ing good for this catalogue, and had not noticed tliat on p. 27 is

said that for this comparison the catalogue had first been reduced

to "Pulkowa refractions" and colatitude 21".80. The correction of this

mistake has altered the results of the previously discussed years

with about 0".3.

First of all I will now revise my discussion of the systematic

errors of the Greenwich-declinations. Of course I was quite conscious

that for the present I could not think of a treatment of this

important subject, even aspiring to thoroughness. For my present

purpose, however, the determination of the mean declination-error

of the moon over many years, I believed that a very summary

treatment would be sufficient, also because it was not my intention

to obtain absolute places, but only places reduced as well as possible

to Newcomb's system.

1. Systematic corrections of the declinntions determined at Greenwich.

The different elements of these corrections I shall discuss succes-

sively.

Division-errors. In 1898 a new determination was accomplished

of the division-errors for every 1°, and aceonnt was taken of corrected

values for these errors for the observations of 1897 and following

years. The Greeiuo. Olis. of 1897 and the introduction to the 2'"'

10 Y. Cat. contain tables of the corrections consequently to be ap-

plied to tiie observations of 1880— 9(1 The mean value of these

') I tai<e this opportunity to observe that another sliglit inaccuracy lias been

committed in deriving the differences between the computed R. A.- of the moon

and the results of the meridian observations at Greenwich, communicated in my

previous paper. It is due to the fact that I toolc the results for the years

1895—1909 from the fust of tlic two tables contained in the volumes of llic

Greenwich Observations, in wliich Ihe observations are compared witli the calcu-

lated places, not for tlie real but for the calculated moment of transit through

the Greenwicli-meridian. All my i^ a. must tlierefere be diminislied with about the

28th part of their amount. Hence tlie real mean values of Aa, i- c. the values ol

the corrections lo the mean longitude, become for the last two years:

A Naut. Alm. a Ross

190K.5 4- 5".96 — 0".17

1910.5 + 7 .27 + .91

Assuming also tor 191 '2 A Ross = +0".9, then we finil for this year A Navt.

Alm. = + 7''.C as far as regards the correction to the mean longitude.

The influence of this mistake on the yearly means for a 5 is practically zero.
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corrections between N. P. D. ()5° and 115° amounts, however, only

to — 0".02 (to — 0".04 between 65° and 90°
; to + 0".01 between

90° and 115°) and might therefore be neglected.

Zenithpoint . At Greenwich the vahies for the zenithpoini are dedu-

ced partly from nadir deteriiiiiiations, but chiefly from direct and

reflexion-observations of stars. Between the zenithpoints determined in

these two ways Zy and Z5 there exist, however, systematic differ-

ences which are found different for different periods. These differ-

ences seem partly to be dependent on the errors of the micrometer-

screws in tlie microscopes and in the telescope. According to a very

recent investigation by W. G. Thackkray '), however, they seem also

partly to be due to personal bisection-errors of the observers.

In the 3 following periods the following mean values for Z.s

—

Zy
were found :

1882—1885 Z.s—Z.v = —0".40

1886—1891 .00

1892-1909 —0 .30

In each of these 3 periods the results of the separate years agree

very well inter se. Between the first and second periods, in Dec.

1885, new steel micrometer-screws were applied to the microscopes,

while in Oct. 1891, the micrometer-screw in the telescope was re-

placed by a new one and the objective was repolished. Moreover, in

1892 great changes took place in the staff of observers (comp. Thacke-

ray p.- 182), which have certaiuly influenced the value of the Zs

—

Zy
too. No influence, however, can be traced of later changes in 1902

and following years, owing to which none of the observers of 1892

—

1901 has observed al the transit-circle after J 905. In the table

given by Thackeray I namely find :

1892-1901 Mean Z,s—Z.y —0".32

1902—1905 —0. 26

1906-1910 —0. 27

It is therefore not quite clear in how far personal influences have

played a part in these differences and further the question remains

whether these have chiefly influenced the nadir-determinations or

the observations of the stars. Meanwhile, at Greenwich, the zenith-

points have always been principally based on the Zs derived from
the direct and reflexion observations of north and south stars. Before

1886 the mean difference between the Z.5 and the Z^ was applied

to the Zy. Later on in forming the zenith-points a weight 4 was
assigned to the Zs, and only a weight 1 to the Zy. From 1897

1) Monthl. Not. 73 p. 178, Jan. 1912.
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again a corrGction of — 0".25 was applied lo the nadir flelenniiiatioiis

when only these were available.

As far, however, as by this method of reduction we have not^et

obtained a declination-system that is homogeneous for the difTerent

years, we can only take into account the remaining discrepancies by

applying for the periods of the 3 catalogues 1883—86, 1887—96,
1897—1905 and for the years 1906—09 the mean corrections to a

fundamental system.

Flexure-corrections deduced from the differences 11— Z). As regards

the two periods 1897—1905 and 1906—09, I have kept to the

method explained in my previous paper; i.e. for the first period I

applied corrections in order to reduce the results to the flexure

-|- 0".60 sin z and foi' the secojid, for which this value had already

been used at Greenwich, no further correction was applied.

F'or tiie period 1883—86 the employed co-efficients of sin z for

the direct observations were resp. -)- 0".69, -j- 0".66, -j- 0''.69 and

-f 0".69, while also for the 10 Y. Cat. + 0".69 is used. A further

correction seemed unnecessary.

Finally, for the period of the 2'"' JO Y. Cat. 1887—96 the following

flexure-formulae were originally employed:

1887 + 0".68 sin : 1892 + 0".58 sin z

88 +0. 75 „ 93 +(J. 70 „

89 + 0. 68 „ 94 + 0. 55 „

90 + 0. 56 ,. 95 + 0. 41 „

91 + 0. 54 „ 96 + 0. 37 „

In forming the star-places of the 2"'^ 10 Y. Cat. the separate

annual results ha\e been used without furtiier correction. While the

mean of the 10 co-efficients amounts to + 0".58, I have also reduced

the declinations of the moon of each year to the tlexure -|-0"-58 sin z.

The flexure-formulae deriveil trom the R—D always contain also

a constant term which has to bi^ regarded as a correction to the

adopted zenithpoint. This is always small, however, and amounts

till 1891 to about — 0".01, aflcrwards lo ahoul -f 0".05. For oui-

purpose we need not consider il.

According (o Tiiackekav's investigation the personal errors of the

observers would seem to depend also on the zenith-distance and thus

to give rise to appareiilly diircreul lle\ure-\ alues. We can only

attempt here to obtain final reductions to a fundamental system,

which hold as well as possible for the average observer.

Colalilude and h'e/rac/ion. From 1883 to 1905 the colalitude

21".90 has been used without alteration and also the refraction ol
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llic Tul). I\eg. These values liave also been employed for llie I'oniia-

lioii of the Ihree ealalogiies.

Ill i9(>(i, howevci', the "Piilkowa refraetion" has coiiie iiilo use

and as a consequence of this 21".80 has been adopted as eolafitnde.

For the difference between the two systems we find from the Table in

the Introduction to the "i^H) Y. C. p. 20.

N. P. D. Mean difference

New Syst. — Old Syst.

66° to 114" +0'.34

62 „ 118 +0.35
72 „ 108 + 0, 32

For the annual means of the dpclinations of the mooii I have

adopted + 0".34.

Since 1902 coi'rections have been applied to the annual results

for the variation of the latitude according to A],brecht. For the

formation of the 2"<'9 Y. C. also the results of the years 1897—1901
have been corrected for it. For my annual means, however, these

corrections have but little importance as appears from the following

iuuiual means of the reductions holding for Greenwich, i.e. of the

values of Albrecut's ./• -|- :.

1900 — 0".03

1 901 + 0. 04

1902 +0.03
1903 + 0. 05

1904 +0.02
1905 —0.01
1906 —0.05

I have paid no further attention to these reductions. Their influence

on longer periods and therefore also on the catalogue-comparisons

may be entirely neglected.

Ri'duction to Neii'comljs FtDKliinii'ntalsi/slein. The last two Green-

wich-catalogues have been compared there with Nhwcomb's Funda-
mental catalogue for 1900 and the results of these comparisons have

been given in the introductions to these catalogues.

From these I find the following mean dilferences in which Gr.

1900 red. means the declinations of the 2'"^ 9 Y. C. reduced to the

new system with I'ulkowa infraction, and Gr. 1890 the declinations

of the 2"'i 10 Y. (".
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Newc. Gr. isilO Newc.

N. V. I).
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eri'ors of (lie ohsorxers. Tlic comparison of the roi-iner results witli

tlie present ones thus gives ns some inrornialion ;il>out ilie influence

of tlie metliod of investigation on (lie obtained results.

I compared tlic new results, i.e. tlie mean of the three mean

values formed in the previously indicated way, with those derived

in my jiaper of 1903, and I found differences oscillating between

— O'.IO and -|- 0".r2, while the mean difference for the 8 years

amounts to -f" ^ -Oi only. The outcome is therefore very satisfactory

and also for 1895—1902 I have e.xclusively employed the new

results.

In the following Table I the results have been collected of the

observations of the limbs for the 27 years from 1883 to 1909.

The 2'"' to the 4''' columns contain the annual means formed in

the 3 ways, the o''^ gives the mean of these three. Further the

systematic corrections have been put down in tlie 6''' column and

the 7''' contains the corrected Ziff=:()bs. — Naut. Aim.

Table II contains the results of the observations of Mosting A,

which have been derived in entirelv the same way as those for

the limbs, as 1 now calculated also for the crater mean values after

the 3"! method, i. e. from the means for the different observers

separately. The columns of tables I and II wholly agree.

Besides deriving the mean results as they are collected in Tables

I and II, I have also combined my results in another way, viz. by

keeping those of the different observers separate but combining their

results for the different years. For those observers who only occasion-

ally made observations, 1 combined these in one group under the

heading "Others", just as had already been done for the formation

of the annual means in the 3"' w^ay, and as is genei-ally done at

Greenwich. Otherwise some few observations, which moreover are

likely to be less accurate, would become too preponderant.

The mean results deri\ed in the last way follow in Table III for

the obs. of the limbs, in Table IV for those of Mosting A. The

former contains, besides the results for the mean of both the limbs,

which had first been corrected for the systematic errors for each

year, also those for half the difference between the two, hence for

the radius of the moon according to each observer. Also the Arf of

Table IV had first been corrected for the .systematic errors for each

year. The weights given in Table III are the quantities ?i?i' :(« -j- ?i')

where ii and n' are the minibers of observations for each limb.

In order to make the weights in Table IV comparable to the

former, the 4-'' part of the number of observations has iieen taken

for these.
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TABLE I. Observations of the limbs.
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TABLE III. Observations of the limbs.

Observ.
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Tiie results as a,rri\ed at in the tables I-IV now imist bo examined

more closely. Looking first at the annual resnits of tab. I, we

notice some tluetuations in it. These may be partly real, because

they may contain inequalities of long period of the form (fd=
— 0.20 s sin (jr—x). — ill which .t is the longitude of the perigee and

X a slowly varying angle, which are, due to inequalities in longitude

of the forui dl = s sin (jj
-\-

/,) caused by the action of the planets

and not included in Hansen's theory. So from the Jovian evection a

term of 18 years' period with a co-efficient of more than 0".2 must

proceed, froui a perturbation by the Earth and Venus a term of 95

vears' period with a co-efTicient of 0".13 and from another perturb-

ation by Jupiter a term of 7 years' period with a co-efllcient

of 0".09 ').

Probably, however, the greater part of the fluctuations alluded to

is due to personal bisection-errors. This appears from table III, and

especially if we consider the results of each observer for the sepa-

rate years, which are not given here. From these it is evident that

often considerable personal differences exist between the different

observers, and not only for the h (.V— S), but just as well for the

i(^V + 5). E. g., for observer W the 8 results for Ai(.V-f-,S)

from 1902—09 lie between + 0".22 and + 1".82 and for R. C. the

7 results from 1903—09 between — 0".02 and — 1".27, while the

6 results of J.S. from 1903—08 are situated between — 0".64 and

-)-0".95. For the 13 chief observers with weights of at least 15,

i.e. with at least 60 observations, I further found as mean deviation

of their results for A ^ (A^-^- S) by comparing tlie.se with the mean

of the 13, ± 0".31, while their mean error, according to the agreement

of the different years infer se would amount to ± 0".14 only and

the mean error of the annual means, (generally from fewer observations

than the "personal means") is found to be, by comparison with the

general mean, ± 0".27.

Also for the observations of Mosfing A it appears that the personal

errors may reach amounts that cannot be neglected. The two

observers W. and R. C found e. g. from the crater-observations the

same deviating results as from those of the limbs.

I have now derived final results from those of the 4 tables as

follows. From those of table I 1 first formed mean results 1, II and

III for the 3 nine yearly periods and from these the general mean

') In my investigation of 1903 it .seemed to me that for tlie.se iiu'(|ualilii'S tiieory

and observation did not completely agree. Lately a new investigation into this

subject has been started at Leyden using llie Greenwich observations of the last

years.
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IV, but also a mean value '/< ' + 2 II + V4 ^ ^ ^' i" oi'der to

eliminate a pei'iodic term of an 18 years' period. From table III I

combined tlie results of the 13 chief observers with equal weights

(VI) and added to those of the "Other observers" the results of the

4 observers with weights 1—5, which until now had been kept

apart (VII). Finally I combined the results VI and VII with weights

13 and 4 to a general mean VIII. For the crater observations I

simply formed mean values from the resp. 5 and 6 results of (he

tables^ II and IV.

In this way I found :

Observations of the limbs :

I 1883—1891 L6=- 0".09

II 1892—1900 4- .32

III 1901—1909 +0 .18

IV = 7, (I + II + III) + .14

V = 7. 1 + V, II + V, ni + .18

VI 13 chief observers -}- .14

VII other observers -\^ .34

VIII = V,. (13 X VI + 4 X VII) + .19

Crater observations ;

IX All the years 1905—09 L6=-\-0" .20

X All the observers + .20

I would consider the mean of the results V and VIII as the

final result of the observations of the limbs and the mean of IX

and X as that of the crater-observations. Since these 4 I'esults prac-

tically agree, I find at last

:

A (f Hansen = +0".19

And as the mean correction of the declinations is = 0.96 X tl»e

mean correction of the latitude, my result is

A ji Hansen ;= -|- 0".20

In the course of my investigation 1 was checked several times

by circumstances which would make its results less accurate. Espe-

cially the personal errors in observing the limbs of the moon and

also those in bisecting iVl6.sting A brought a very uncertain factor in

the problem. Still the agreement found finally between the results

of the diiferent computations and in particular between those from
the observations of the limbs and of the crater would make me
believe that, owing to the long period and the many obser\ers, the
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Tiiicertaiiitv was lessened to such a degree tliat my final result

would still to some extent be reliable. There is one circumstance,

however, preventing this. My result cannot be made to agree with

that which Battermann derived from the accurate treatment of his

3 large series of occultations.

According to a personal communication which Prof Battermann

wiis kind enough to send me, he found, after a revision of his cal-

culations and a homogeneous reduction to Newcomb's fundamental

system, as results from his 3 series of observations :

1884—85 A(i= +1".04

1894—97 4- .63

1902—03 +0.99
Mean A |i — + 0".89

He thinks that the 2nd result might still need a positive correction.

Thus the results obtained by the two of us ditfer 0".7 and this

difference cannot be e.xplained by casual uncertainties alone.

Prof Battermann drew my attention to the different nature of

the two limbs of the moon and observed the possibility that the

very mountainous south limb might be always observed too far

south by meridian observers. Occultations and meridian observations

would then not only yield a different diameter of the moon but

also a different centre. The difficulty remains, however, that the

observations of Mosting A lead to the same centre as those of the

limbs. This would mean that also in making the micrometric deter-

minations of the crater the south limb would have been taken too

far south. A study of the selenographic determinations and of Hayn's

investigations will be necessary to settle this point. That a large

personal error would have remained in the mean result of the

crater-observations by all Greenwich observers seems to me not

very i)r()bal)le in itself It becomes very improbable, by the fact

that the corresponding observations at Greenwich and at the Cape

both reduced to Boss' system, have led to a value of the parallax

constant which cannot be far from the truth.

Postscrift.

Thanks to Prof Dyson's great kindness I have received from him

the mean results yielded by the just completed reduction of the

R. A. of the moon, observed at Greenwich during J911. I take this

0])portunity to communicate this important item for the knowledge

of the place of the moon on April 17.
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From 124 observations of the limbs there was found Aa= -\- 0\603

and from 80 observations of Mostuig A Ao = -[- 0'.64Q, so that

since 1910 the error in longitude has again increased considerably.

Probably these results have to be regarded as "apparent errors"

and must therefore be lessened with a 28'^ part of their amount.

Since I had not paid attention to this circumstance in discussing the

results of former years (comp. note in the beginning of this paper),

the then derived differences between the results of occultations and

meridian observations, are not quite accurate. Moreover I did not

feel justified now in employing the difference, derived from the whole

period 1847— J 908, also for the reduction of the last years, since

it obviously did not hold for these. 1 now adopt, according to the

last years only, as reduction for the observations of limbs and crater

resp. 0".00 and — 0".20. Thus I obtain as correction to the mean

longitude accordin"- to the Nant. Aim. or Newc. I

:

1908.5
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Physics. — "Mcijpietic Re^searches. V. The initial susceptilnliti/ of

nickel at very low tempenttures." By Ai.b. Perkier and

H. Kamkrt.ingh Onnes. Coinmuiueatioii K°. 126a from the

Physical Ijaboiatory at Leiden.

§ 1. Introduction. To establisli the general law for the effect of

temperature upon magnetic phenomena is a mucli more complicated

problem in the case of ferromagnetic substances than for substances

whose susceptibility is independent of the field ; for, with ferro-

magnetic substances — even when an investigation is being made

ot the influence of change of field upon susceptibility at constant

temperature — a distinction has at once to be drawn between three

entirely different cases. The region of iveak fields is identified by a

practically total absence of hysteresis: in the region of moderate

fields the snsceptibility changes very rapidly and hysteresis plays an

all-important part; while in the region of strong fields or of satura-

tion magnetisation changes but very little further with change of

field. The intricacy of the general problem embodying these successive

cases as well as various further peculiarities i.a. the irreversibilities

depending on temperature and on time arises from the \ery

nature of ferromagnetism itself. In these circumstances, therefore, an

experimental investigation as well as a theoretical treatment of the

whole problem of the change of ferromagnetism with temperature

can hardly be treated otherwise than by a systematic subdivision

of the investigation into various sections each of which can be

treated separately. Tiie natural method of treating the problem seems

to be to ascertain the temperature functions which hold good through-

oat each of the regions, and in that case the two extreme regions

are obviously the easiest to investigate, for then at least one of the

phenomena, hysteresis, is no longer of any account.

The investigation of one of these extreme regions, that of satura-

tion, has already l)een pretty well completed, not ouiy at iiigh but

also at very low ') temperatures. The results then obtained were used

by Weiss in tiie researcii which led him to the impoi'tant disco\ery

of the magneton. In his recent dissertation Radonavovitch has worked

in the other extreme region, that of initial susceptibility (i.e. suscepti-

bility in weak fields) but only at temperatures abo\e 0° C. His results,

which were obtained exclusively with nickel, led principally to the

following result.

') P. Weiss and H. Kamerlingii Onnes, Coram. W. 114 from the Physical

Laboratory at Leiden. (These Proceedings XII p. 649).
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If 1 is the magnetisation induced by a field of sirengtii H, tiien,

for fields below 0,5 ganss about, aiid at constant temperature,

or

/.• = ,< + bH
Kadovaxovitch has now found that between 17° C, and the Curie

point a and b are determined for nickel as functions of the tempe-

rature by

« = -'l^(y-)

I and f„ are the saturation magnetisations at the experimental

temperature and at the absolute zero respectively, A and B are

constants. At the Cukie point therefore a and z'* become infinite, while

they both vanish at the absolute zero; b is much smaller than a,

as long as we come not near the Curie point (at 18" C, 6 ^ 0,04 a).

The present paper relates to the susceptibility at temperatures

below 0° C. down to very low temperatures — the boiling point of

hydrogen — of the same nickel ring which was used by Radova-

NOViTCH in his research ; for the use of this ring we are indebted to

the kindness of Prof. Weiss to whom we now wish to record our

thanks.

We wished to ascertain in the first place if the important deductions

concerning magnetisation in the neighbourhood of the absolute zero

to which the above formulae lead, are confirmed by experiment.

From the more general |)Oint of view indicated above, it is also of

importance to ascertain if all ferromagnetic magnitudes could be

expressed as functions of (he saturation magnetisation. And lastly

the result can be of fundamental importance in the physics of crystals,

for there are weighty reasons for ascribing ferromagnetic initial

susceptibility to a reversible tioisting of the direction of magnetisation

in the elementary ci-ystals as saturation is reached. A knowledge of

the susceptibility can therefore lead to a better grasp of the magnetic

structure of the crystal itself.

^ 2. Experimental method and results. We confine ourselves to*a

very short description of the research the details of which we shall

publish in full later.

The ballistic method was used with a toroid built up of circular

plates of nickel. Absolute values were obtained by calibrating the
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galvanometer with a standard solenoid. The toroid, u'rai)ped with its

primary and secondary winding, was placed in a large silvered vacuum

glass, into which a sufficient quantity of liquid /gvas was poured to

ensure that the liquid surface of the bath was well above the toroid.

The cryogenic part of tlie e.\|)eriments ga\'e rise to many serious

difficulties on account of the large mass of metal which had to be

cooled. Vov the measurements at li(|uid hydrogen temperatures the

toroid was first immersed in li(|uid air m the cryostat ; the air wao

then syplioned off, the cryostat evacuated and then filled with liquid

hydrogen.

The numerical results are collected in the following table.

INITIAL SUSCEPTIBILITY
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NOviTCH, for a as a function of / to be correct, however, and using

it to determine / from onr results, we tind that between 90° A" and

20° K the saturation magnetisation does not increase much more

than 0,0003, a result whicli is not inconsistent with what is accepted

on behalf of experiment concerning saturation magnetisation at low

temperatures.

Chemistry. — "(Jn the nclivity of the haloi/ene-dinitro-psetido-

cumoles and their addition productivity ivith nitric acid."

By A. HuENDER. (Communicated by Prof. A. F. Hoi.leman) .

(Will not be published in these Proceedings).

(March 28, 1912).
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Mathematics. — " Houto^/ciicous /iiinir (h'fferent.ia/ equiition.s o/on/er

two irlth yiveii rc/ntion helivcen. tioo purttcular bdeynds'. (4'''

communication). B_v Dr. M. .1. \an Uvkn. (Communicated by

Prof. W. Kaptevn).

(Communicated in the meeting of Febnuiry 24, 1912).

In the preceding coninHuiicalioiis we li;i\'e discussed the pai'ity of

function lit) in connection with Ihe parity (if tiie functions x {x)

and
//

(t). It then became evident llial Ihe same function 1 [r) deter-

mines two mutually semi-equivulent curves F{x,(/) = when it is

a univalent even function of t.

Let us now suppose that 7 (t) is determined as root of even power

out of a certain function of t; then to the same curve FU,i/)^()

belong two opposite functions /, from which ensues that i'^l.c, //) =
is then semi-equivalent to itself.

We shall occupy ourselves in Ihe following, in connection with the

remark made here, in particular with algebraical curves i'^(.i', _y)
^= 0.

.lust as in equation (31) and (32) (1*' communication page 398)

we have expressed / in the iidegrals ,c and //, we shall now also

dl
give I =: — such a torm.

dr

We shall make use of the following abridgments:

= '/>,. F,, — <!>,/ Fj,

*rrr(0),/;-(0),,i';.

He.

Willi the aid of this we can write equation (31) in the form

G = F-Tl—-iHT,. •

We then lind

dl' dx dii (n-l)F,^ (n-\)FJ'T

If we calculate J,, and l,i out of (32), we shall linally find:

/ = '^:i — ^~31 (AF~HF-.H+2F,'HH-6F.n'F~-3F.'IT'+3H'F-'}. (51)

For f we can write

P =z^^^^-(F.H-3/fFY (52)

In Ihe siqi|H)sitiun Ihal F {x, i/, :) = is an algebraical equation

we shall arrive by eliniinating the homogeneous \ai-iables .r, y, and ;

out of (51), (52), and /''(,/,//. ci = at a rational L'(|iialion belween

/' and /;

/ = •/•(/•-•).



If tlie solution is

we llieu liiid t oiil of

( K'll )

(/ = ./) = U, (53)

dl
=j i>(/) (54)

and /(t) by reversing the function i^ (1).

As V {/') is an algebraical function t is an algebraical integral-func-

tion of J, and /(t) is the reverse of it.

If we take /" = A'aiid / = V as rectangular coordinates then

(A . r) =z

will represent some algebraical ciir\e.

We can conjugate the curve <I'(X, )') = {) lo the system of all

curves i^(.r,y) :^ which are mutually equivalent. A vyivve Fi{x,y)^0,
which is semi-equivalent to F =: (), determines an opposite /, hence

an equal .Y and an opposite )'. The curve Fi ^ conjugate to

0, =: (I is thus the iinacje of '/> ^ () with respect to the A"-axis.

The cur\(' * = (_), which is conjugate to a curve F^^O seiin-

equlvalent to itself, is therefore symmetrical with respect to the A'-axis.

We shall now give a somewhat extensive treatment of the case

in which F^O represents a conic.

By means of a homogeneous linear substitution (if necessary with

comple,\ coefficients) we can always make one of the points at infi-

nity to be in the direction of the ]"-axis. In this case the equation

F[x,i/)=^0 is linear in // and the equation y = (f (x) is rational, so

that operation with the equations (20), (21), and (22) (I'*'' cominunica-

tion page H66) gives rise to few algebraic complications.

However as we have our formulae ready for / and 7 expressed

by means of the implicit equation F {x, t/, z) ^^ we shall, likewise

with a view to greater symmetry, make use of the unsolved equation

F{x,y,z)^0.
Beforehand we remark that not all conies can be transformed into

each other by means of homogeneous linear substitutions. For, only

those conies can be transformed into each other by means of these

substitutions where the aidiarmonic ratio ff between the points ^Sj and

S._ at infinity and the points of contact A'l and R^ of the tangents

out of the origin have the same value ; in other words : equivalent

conies have equal <f.

We shall now first express the value of d in the coelificients of

theXequation'i^^ 0.

The anharmonic ratio n = (S^S^, R^R^) is the anharmonic ratio

of the four rays nhich join these points with a fifth point of the

67*
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coiiif or of tlie four jxiiiils wliicli their laiigeiits describe on a lif'lli

laugeiit of llie conic. Let us lake as liflli tangent one of the tangents

1>R^ out of O, liien the |)oiiit of contact /?, niii?t be consiilered as

point of intersection of OH^ with itself. The second tangent OR.^ out

of (J intersects OE^ in O. Let ns moreover call >SV, >S./ tiie points

of intersection of OR^ with llie asvm]»Ioles of .S'j* and S'.^ then we
can write

, ,

S'R, S'O

or, because iS'/ Ry = — <SV A*,,

<f:

S'o'

'SJ o
The ratio -- can now be rejjlaced bv tlie ratio of tlie abscissae

ii^

c, and
,('i

of S^' and S^', so that we find as simplest expression

''=-- (55)

The conic niav lie represented by the equation

F(-M.«)= «M*-' + 2n.,,t7/ + cKjf -f 2«,:, -r + iu^,>/z + a,,,' = 0. (56)

We now put

= A

Vjj. .fj.^, lljg

a,,,, a,,. «,12* 3-:' 38

:
«13' «3r «33

i

and wo indicate the subdeterminants of a^.^ . . . «,., respectively bv

.1,, . . . .1„. The pair of asymptotes is then represented by tlie equation

</,,
,!:'

I-
2rt,,,i7/ -]- ((..y + 2((j3.l'C -f -Jf!,,//; 4 I «.,:,

— A
:-' = 0.

The points of intersection of this pair of lines wiili the line

1/ =; tn.u

thi'ounh (> are luiw ik'ternuned 1)\-

(-(,,,//( j '2<i^jn |- (I, ,).!'' + '2(((..,in
-f- '«,:,).*: 4"

.1,

(l.(.V/)

if the indicated Hue liiroiigli (> is to touch (he coinc, iIkmi ih

unisl satisfy

yl,„wi' — J.Ay^in -f A.,.^ = U,

{«32«»3— ";..'"')'"''' — 2 (((,.,.(,,—«j,.(„,,) //, f („j,„„— rtj,
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()ul of loTj and (58) follows for botir roots
.*'i

: -i and ,f„ : c, (ir

.t\ and J'.,

(.«i-|-A-,)- («s,"i+ «i8)' _ «8a _ «»a-4,.

' '" ' (''2,wi'+ 2o,„m-l-«i,) ( rt.
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(1 + d),c, , = d.v, + x^
, (H - ff)>/„ = rf,/^ + ,/,.

Because (.c,, //,) tviid (.r^, //,) lie on (lie asymptotes and Ilieir inidpoiiit

, on tlie conic, we iind

'••2 i/z (*'i+A-,)' (y.+y-zY

tVoni wliicli ensues

4,

so lliat

")",1-1 r(

or

4d = 1—r =ik

A(f,

(61)

So |)oints ^^ oi' e(|ual <i lie on a conic similar and liomollietic to

I lie conic of reference.

In this way we can represent tlie \aliies of d in connection with

those of / and ;. in the followiiiii' plan :

/.•
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For the olli|)st' holds:

Vll. Al iiiliiiity ff,— -1 , f;,=— 1;

VI. outside tlic vnvve f),=^-'^.T>iI'>0, rf^=e+'^.-T>ifj>U;

V. on tlie ciii'No (fj^-j-l , (f,:=-|-l;

IV. inside the cnrve +l>'fi>" ^
+'^<<f^<+ =c;

111. in liie centi'c f),=i() ,
'•.i
=+ oc.

Wi_' shall now determine tht' I'onn ot" liie function lir).

From (53) follows

:

^^r — - {(i,yv+ a^,r/ + a„s) — -la.

la,, , 2rtj, , 2rt,,
^

/^=
j
2ai, , 2rt,„ , 2o„ = SZ. , //=!• , /7==U.

; 2a,3 , 2a„ , 2rt„

F.= t\,F,i -i';,F,.= 4|rt,,(rt,,.)H-('2,.V+ 't„5)— o„(a,,,?;+ rt,,.v-f-ai,2:)|=:

= 8
I

— o,,.^,,.-; — a^^A^^y + (A— 033.4,,)^ j
= 8 (As — A^^cj).

^^ ^ 3'.2^°.A^(Aa^--A,y)' ^^ (^„.t—A,.yr

2'°zr,A'
'

^(/A

^ -3 .
2^' Luj {Lz-A,^ + 3.2' °

. A' {A,,x-A,,xf ^
2"2(/A'

(.4.,3.t— .1,,//)^ - 2,7 (Ar—.l„<,) j.

2^^A

We now find :

{A,,x-A,^yY + A,^--lLgz =
= (-4.,;' + a„^433),i'^ + 2 f—v4„^,3-i a,3a„^3,) .(,7/ + (.4,3^ «.,,'^4,3Xv^+
+ 2 (Oi.a,,^,,— Aa„).f^ -f 2 (a^a,,^,,- Aa,3)^/5 + (^„a„=—2Aa3,)2''=

= («„.4,3— A)(a„.r''+ 2rti,.r«/ + a,.,7/''4-2a,3.r5+ 2a.,32/5+ rt3,3=)— Aa„e=

= («33.433-A)/—Aa„.-%

or, because {x, y, z) satisfy F= 0,

{A,,.v-A,,yy + A,,f—2hgz= -Aa,,z'-.

Hence we find '

.

r = ^{-A„!f + 2Lffz-ha,,z% .... (62)
zgA

By elimination of y we tiud
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86 !=!' - :{(i7-' + ;{24 M — "li^^
j

, . . . (04)

or, on acrount of (59),

3(j/^= (i^—18)'— 18^;.% ((35)

so

o/=± ^/|i'—18(14-;)! |j'—18(1—
;.)i,

or

J V\i' -i8(i+;)!i/'-i8(i-;.)!'

So / proves to be an eUl[)tic function of t.

{( we introduce 1' = u as variable we tind :

3(3 rr = r — u I' -\- 324 (i— ;.') i\

9 [—)=«' — 36k=' + 324 (1— A-) «

((36)

thus

1 8 (i + ;)j|„ — 18(1-^)1,

Zdur Mu

J [/u\n — i8(H-;.)[i7j~^ 18(1—;
. . (67

The singular points are now ?(, ^ oc, (<.^ =: 0, ?(, = 18 (1-f-/),

n, = 18(1— ;.).

One of tlieir six anharaioiic ratios is therefore

u, l—JL^ = = ff. .

", 1 + ^-

The anharuu)nic i-alio of the clli|itic function ii = /- = Q{t) is

therefore eipuxl to the auhai'monic ralio of the four characteristic

points S^"' , S.," , h\. h'., of ihe conies Fz={).

Evidently Ihe invariant of this elliptic function is :

_ 4(rJ-^-fJ+l /' _ (1 + 3 /^)' ^ {A^'Sa,,A,,y
*—

276' {I—ay ~ -27 (l-ry- ?.'
~ 27a,,A„{A-a,,A„y

Before transforming the elliptic integral we shall first investigate

in what case it degenerates. Degeneration takes place, when the

eduatioii = has two coincidiuii' roots. This occurs :

'

r/r

1. When ;. = (), thus r), = <(,, = -|- 1; in this case either (/,, = 0,

iiolds or J,, =1 0, i.e. cither liie conic passes through (>, or it touches

the line at infinil\ , in other words it is a paraitola. These two types

of cur\cs arc iiat c(|uivalent, but Ihey are semi-eqnivalent : so they

have (>i)posile functions /. This uow coincides with the fact, that for
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).=:() the form under the sign of the root in (66) is a perfect .square,

so tiiat two sepaniled fiinclioiis / appear. To (iisliniiiiisli liie types

(t^^=:{) and .1.,,, ^0 pnipei-ly we shall i-eliini to llic i'(|Mati(ni.s (62)

and (63). For r^,., r=(l llie.se lalvc Ihe followini^ forms:

By elimination of // we tind

i;i=lS — r (69a)

so

T — T„ = 1 =-\-[/-2 . tan /(-I
,

01-

I— ^ :i]/2 .taHh^-^" (70a)

If on the othei- hand we put J,g=:0, then (62) and (63) pass into

,jl-' — 18-/ — i)a,,z,

Elimination of (j now leads to

(J7=/= — 18, (69?.)

from which ensues

6dl ,_ . .
/

3^2'
or

•^1/2 • '

2. A second ca.se of degeneration a|)pears when P.^-|-l (or/=— 1),

so for ffj^O, ff, =: oc or f)j ^ oo, d,,— 0; in this case we lia\e

a,,/l,., = ^ or '?,a''ia H~ "-ia-l-jB =^ ** • 'l^® gcometric meaning of this

is thai (> lies on one of the asymptotes (for the ellipse in the

centre). The e(pialion (6(5) now runs ;

dl
, 6

/J//-^_36 /

so that

=: — 1/2 . tan h-^
18-/^

— T„ = — ( - -
—^ = ± dn-^ -

,

sm (T— T„)

3. When at Ihe same lime -/,, :^ and ,1,3 = holds, i.e. when

the conic is a paraliola passin;;- ihroui^h (>, then the ecpialion (62)

furnishes

7 = ±3i/2.
This result has formerly lieen found (see 2'"' communication page 590);

we vi\\\ regard i( ; s Ihe comliinalion of (70./; and (,7(V>) for t„ ^ cc.
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Mathematics. — -'(Jn Ihr tiinuh linear coiujniijitrc.s of ri<jhl. luics

(iiul the cubic .surface". \\\ Mr. M. Stuyvaeht al (ilieiit

(Belgium). ((/Oiuiiuiiiictvted liv I'l-of. ,Ian de Viues).

(Coinniunicuteii in llie mreliiig nf Frbnuivy 24, 1912).

1. In pursuing- our stiidie.s on tiie geouielricai interpretations of mafriees

wiiose elements are algebraical forms'), we have been led to dednce

certain ('onse(piences of a' wc.likiKiwii llieoreni of (ie(nnelry of //

dimensions.

The theorem nnis -)

:

"If in s|)ace of n dimensious .S', Iwo siuiple.xes with //-j-l vertices

"arc reciprocal polars \vi(h respect to a (piadratic varielv, the spaces

"'S'„_2 common lo the homologous Hunting spaces Sn-\ of the two

"simplexes are such that every right line resting on // of these

"spaces rests also on the [n ~\- i)"'".

Let us apply this to the s|iacc ,V and to ;he ((uadratic variety ^^ ot

this space gi\ ing the properties of the urdinai'y rided space ; the limiting

spaces .S'^ of two sinijilexcs with six vertices, reciprocal polars with

rcs[tect lo the 'ipiadratic \ai'iety <l, fiiridsh, by their intersections

with this (). vai'ieties being the images of six pairs of linear complexes

'

''l
'-! '•;. <\ ''i ^'fi

'-\ ^'. '•'» c\ r', c'

,

in such a way that two comple.ves taken in the two rows and with

different indices are always in /uvolufioii; it is kuo^vn that this notion

has been introduced into science by Mr. F. Klein.

The theory of Schlafli mentioned above indicates that every line

of /S5 wiiich rests on five of the spaces common to the homologous

limiting spaces S^ also rests on the sixth.

Now, there exist such lines, at least in infinite number on the variety

Q itself, for the lines of a quadratic variety of /S's form a system 00 *

;

hence there is at least a finite number which verifies five conditions ').

On the other hand the right lines of the variety Q furnish plane

pencils of liiies in oi'dinary space '). Mence the plane pencils at

least in tinile number which contain a ray of five out of six lineo-

lineai' congruences c, = c,' - contain a ray of the sixth.

In particular if the con'iplexes ci,c'i are all special, their axes form

1) M. Stuyvakkt, GiiKj Etudes tie Geometric ;\nalytiiiue, applicatious ilivcrses

de la theorie des matrices et de I'eliminalion, Gand, Van Goethem, 1908.

-) Gf. Schl.Kfm, Journ. f. Math. \..(Jb;L.BEnzoijAVi. Bend. circ. mat. Pahrvio

t. 20; M. Stuyvakrt, Reud. ./.'. 1st. Lomb, 1911.

') Gf. K. Beutini, Inlrncfuzione alia geomclria projeltiva degli iperspazi,... Pisa,

Spoerri, 1907, page 181.

^) Gl'. E. Bertini, loc. cit. page 186.
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a double six of a cuhic surface ami we sec llial llie plane pencils

which contain a ray of live out of the six congruences cv=c',-=0

also contain a rav of the sixth.

2. The investigation of the plane pencils conlainijig a rav of /i,

congruences with distinct directrices has been made for n = 3 bv

Mr. J. Neubero ') and for //^ ^ 3, 4, 5 by Mr. Jan de Vries -).

For the case of three congruences the problem consists of the

study of the planes which cut the three pairs of directrices accord-

ing to two homologous triangles. Mr. J. Neubekg has found that

these planes envelope a surface of the 4''' Class, whilst the centres

of homology describe a surface of order four reciprocal to the

preceding. This surface of order four contains as simple lines the

three pair of directrices of congruences and the three pair of rays

common to two of these congruences.

It is perhaps suiUxhle to make known a method with the double

advantage of solving the problem at the same time for three, four,

or live congruences and of giving an analytical re})resentation serving

for a later eventual study. Lei us designate by

ij -{- Iz. I/' -{- m.:', y" -\- itz"

a variable point on a direch'ix of each of the three given congruences
;

the other directrices shall be determined by the intersections of planes :

I nx = , I «'a' ^ , ( ax= ,

Let ,)' be the centre of a pencil to be found ; the plane of this

jioini and of the line (th has as equatiiui

'ixbx — "A'X=
and it cuts the line //r in a point /> whose parameter /is determined by

SO the coordinates of this point L are :

Liz=y,(aA, - njj-) — z,{a,,b^ ~ a^b^) = (j= 0, 1, 2, 3).

This point, as well as the analogous points 3J, iV, and the point x

are in the same plane, hence

yi{ad>x — a._,b,) — zi(a,/,,, — aj),/)

l/i {a'z' l>x — a:,,b',- ) — z\ {a,I' //,, — ,t'.,/'V )

H"i{a"z"l>"x — 'i".J>"i") — z", {(i",,-b",^ — <i".,b",/'<)

/', =

') Mathesis, 1903, page 105.

-) Proceedings Kon. Ak. i- Wet. Amsknlam, I'Jll page -lo'd.
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This is the ei|iiiili()ii ol' tin' locus lo iu> round. This siirt'aco of

order loiii' furiiis ii parlicidiir case ol' (hal which was iinestigated

ItvMr. V. Si'iHK ill iiis //(i/jilitatiuiis.sc/ir//'/
'
) and which is fiie locus

of a point whose homologous ones in four collincadons are in a same

plane. The fact that the fonrlli of these coUineations is the identical

transformation does not haini tiie generality and supposes onlv a

convenient clioice of points of refer^Mice ; but tiic tirst thi-ee coUinea-

tions are tiiree very special ones, for they make always a point of

a line //:, or //':' or ;/":" to correspond to each |)oiiit ,r of the space.

The following are some consequences :

I. If we give four or five lineo-linear congruences with distinct

directrices, the same reasoning substitutes for the determinant F„ a

matrix with four columns and live or six rows of linear forms, a

matrix which in general annuls itself respectively for a curve of

order'"') ten or for twenty isolated points.-'')

So, "the locus of the centres of the plane peiicils whicli contain a

ra}- of four lineo-linear congruences is a twisted curve of order ten;

and there are twenty [ilanc pencds each t'ontaining a ray of five

lineo-linear congruences."

These properties have been geometrically demonstrated bij I'ruf.

Jan de Yriks.

II. The determinant /', annuls itself \ isilil\ for the points of

the six lines a//, <i'b', a"!/', //:. //'-'. ,'/"-" l>y hypothesis two of these

lines do not meet ; if, for instance n/i and //: had a common point,

it wt)uld be a node on J'\.

III. If in the determinant F^ we omit one of the tirst three rows

e.g. the third, we have the locus of the point ,) collinear to the

corres])onding points /> and .1/; this matrix with twelve linear ele-

ments represents therefore four rigid lines n/i. n'//, //:, //' :' and

their two transversals. In general a nialri.v of twelve linear forms

annuls itself for a twisted sextic of genus three; so, in this repre-

sentation the cur\e can iireak n|i into four straight lines and their

two transversals.

From this results also that the couples of rays common to the

given congruences taken two by two are simple right lines of F^.

If in the determinant F, we omit the last row we find the locus

of a point x for which the corresponding points A, 31, A are col-

') Math. Ann. t. 18.

-) Gf. M. Stuvvaert, Cinq Eiuc/e^ ... p. 37 where various properties have been

indicated of the curve resulting from the rei)i'esentation by matrix and finding

their application liere ; for shortness, sake we oniit these developments.

') M. Stuvvaert, Cinq Etudes... p. lo.
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linear; tliis locus hieaks up into a twisted ciiliic accoMi|iaiiie(l hy

its three bisecants ah, a'b\ ii"h"

.

If we add to the deternunaiil /•', a row of constants (t,, n.., tt^, (i^,

fonuing- llie homogeneous eoordinates of a point «, we liiid a

matrix annidling itself for a curve of order six, locus of the point

.V the corresponding poijits /y, J/, X of which lie with point / in

the same plane passing- through «.

IV. In the reasoning which has revealed the locus of the vertices

of the plane pencils containing a ray" of three, four, or five lineo-

linear congruences it suflices to call //; the coordinates of the plane

of such a pencil, to ex[)ress thai this i)lane contains .f and the corre-

sponding points L, M, y , . . ., then to eliminate the ,/; to have the

system of the planes of the pencils; we find a determinant or

matrices with linear elements in u analogous to the foi'mulae men.

tioned aboxe; their diudity is complete.

3. The preceding calculation may he done in different other ways

and notably in such a maimer that it is unnecessary to use the directrices

of the congruences and theiefore neither to suppose them distinct.

We silently pass by these other processes and we restrict our-

selves to the investigation of a special case, the one where — the

congruences (I), (2), (3) having distinct directrices which we shall

designate by a('\ //"; d^'^, b'~-); a^^), U^) — the line </") meets

b'-'^i and b''^\ just as rt(-) meets U^) and 6'^\ and a'^^ meets //'^

and i(-) (but rt^') meets neither ^0;, nor «(-), nor a(^), etc.).

The right lines d^i //--) a'-^' b ') ct'^) i^r-f, taken in this order form a

skew hexagon. Let us project it out of a point .A of the corresponding

surface F, ; the rays issuing from •/ and resting resjjectively on r<' ')

and A''\ on ti'-'> and b-\ on (^'^' and b'-^' are in tlic same [ilane;

hence, iu the projecletl hexagon the intersections of the o|)posite

sides are three points in a sti-aighl line : the projected hexagon is a

hexagon of Pascai,; lis \ertices are u\\ a conic; hence -/is the

\ertex of a ciuie of older two |)assing tlirough the six points (a'O 6(0)

and re\ersely. The surface /•', is the locus of the \ertex of a

(|uadralic cone |ias-;iiig ihrough ^i\ points and we know iliat

il is of (H-iler four and has the six gi\eii points as double jioints,

thai il coiitaius ihe ITi lines joining these [joints two by two and

the 10 intersections of two planes determined by tiie six points

distributed in two triplets.

l,et us now take a double six on a cubic surface

./"• <r-> <i(.^) a'-^'i fi(^) r/'«)

//'.' /)2-; /,3} //,4) //3) //6)
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111 relaking the analysis of (he precrdiiiij;- iiiiiuber or in imilating

tiie leasoniiig of Prof .Ian dk ^'RIKs, we recognize tiiat the pairs 1,

2, 3 or i, 2, 4 or J, 3, 4 or 2,3,4 furnish every time a surface 7'',

analogous lo the one delined above and tiuxt tiiese surfaces have in

common a curve of order ten, c',„ ; tiiat if we set apart three by

three the pairs 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 we have ten surfaces F^ having in

common twenty points, vertices of plane pencils having a ray resting

on rt(') and i''J (/ = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5).

Piul by virtue of the properly given al liie comiuenceiiient of this

paper each of these t\veiily pencils contains also a ray resting on

rcti) and b'^K

4. To wind up with let ns consider once more the skew hexagon

ff' "/)(-) rt('^) 6('> '?'-'//•*' of the preceding number, whose edges we sup-

l»ose to lie on a general cubic surface F^ and let us tlnd the inter-

section of this surface F^ with the surface F, locus of the vertices

of the quadratic cones passing through the vertices of the hexagon

(by supposition no four of the six vertices of which lie in the

same plane).

Of (he 25 right lines of F^ only nine are on /,, namely

<^(", IP), a(^-), 6(2), <t(s\ m
where we indicate by a-')6(^') = the equation of the plane passing

I h rough d') and 6'^'X

In reality J the nine lines differing from «C'-, 6'", a^2)(?,( 2)^ ^jj(3)//3)^

joining two nodes of F„ are not on F^, for a cubic surface without

a singular point cannot bear three concurring right lines; 2 if the

l)lane determined for instance by the line «(') and the point (W) ^(2))

intersected still F^ according to two right lines, one of these would

pass through {(l/-'''> <i^-i and through this point there would be three

right lines on F^\ 3 remains the 25''' right line ^ of i*"^, intersection

of Ihc planes through the allernating vertices of the hexagon. We
state without dif'licully tliat it cannot meet any of the right lines

common to P\ or /'V otherwise the lie.\agon would have four copla-

nary vertices, it cannot be moreover on F.^. otherwise it would inter-

.sect the plane d^) //'-) or one of the lines common to F^ and F^.

The interseclioii of A',, and /''., completes itself by a cubic (\.

The right line 7 of /•', intersects F^ threr linn'S in jxtints which

are not on the lines common to the two surfaces; Ihesc points are

ihus oil (
, ; from this ensues that this ciil'ic Is p/iiin- <iiid non-dege-

The line connecting the [)oint i^^/') '/'-)) with the [loiiil ^r/-'-) iO) is
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entirely' on F^ and inler»ec(s l'\ on the cubic c, ; the same remark

holds for the ri^'ht lines (a") (dW) (^(3) 6(i)) and (a^^) 6(3)) (rjW 6(2)) ; the

three points obtained in this wav determine the |)hxiie of c, and

consequently this curve ilseU', as il is a plane section of l'\.

In any case we nuist show lliat the three points uufler considera-

tion are not in general i-olliiicar.

Indeed through ihc six edges of the hexagon we can hiy a pencil

of cubic surfaces. The three diagonals connecting the opposite vertices

intersect still one of these surfaces in three points situated according

to wiiat precedes in a plane |)assing through the intersection of the

planes laid through the alternating vertices of the hexagon ; we have

there a pencil of planes cutting the three diagonals in triplets of

points which are not always collinear, for then it would be the same

witii the alternating vertices of the hexagon which lias been excluded

bv hypothesis. And yel two planes of the pencils touch the hyper-

boloid determined by tiie three diagonals and they furnish three

collinear intersections.

We can consider if we like these remarks as [)roperties of the

skew hexagon.

(Jhtuit, January J9J2.

Anatomy. — '-(Jn the .sij/iKau/ of tlw nticleus trochkarLs." By Dr. C
T. VAN Vai.kenblkg. (Communicated by Prof. Dr. L. Bolk).

(Communicated in tlie meeting of [''ebruary 24, 191:2).

In a previous communication ') I called the attention to the fact

that in man (fetus, new-born, grown up) the nucleus of the trochlear^-

nerve need not consist of a continuous column of cells. In many
cases its continuity is interrupted : a smaller distal [)art is separated

from the more frontal nucleus pi-incipalis by a zone in which no

rOotcells are found. Tiie human material I dispose of, is by no means
sullicient to venture a valuation of the percentage of the cases in

which such a splitting is extant. It seems however that we had

better call it the rule than an exception. '') Besides from the nature

and situation of the cells of the caudal nucleuspart the connection

1) G T. V. Valkenburu; Nucleus facialis dorsalis, nucleus trigemini posterior,

nucleus Irochlearis posterior. These Proceedings June 25, 1910.
-) I'. Tslchida: Ucb. die Urspi-ungskerne der Augenbewegingsnerveii etc. Arb.

a. d. hirnanalom. luslitut in Ziiricli. Heft II 1906. On page 35 this author

values the number of cases in wliicli the nucl. IV is split at 20 to 307o- In my
opinion this number is loo low. I tind also the 'hiatus" always in the di-^tal part

of the nucleus, T. fmdv it frontal, medial or distal.
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(if the latter witli nucleus principalis tioclilearis is directly proved

l)v the possibility of following a separate nervesteni which in its

sagittal coni'se through the central substantia grisea of the aqnaeductus

Sjlvii situated ventrally froiii the other trochlearyfibres, unites with

the latter at ils emersion, after having likewise lieen crossed in the

velum medullare aniicnm.

The situation of nucleus and root of the fourth pair of nerves to

the right and to the left is never identical. The above-mentioned

discontinuity is found either exclusively or much more distinctly at

one of the two sides than at the opposite one. As long as their number

is not much greater^ the fact that, in the eases known to me, this

was always the left side, does not give me a right of generalising.

For a comparison I have investigated the structure of the nucleus

trochlearis in representatives of various classes of manmials, especially

with a view to the presence or the absence of a nucleus trochlearis

posterior.

I examined : a marsupial (didelphys mai'supialisj an anodont (myr-

mecophaga jubata) three rodents (lepus cunicuius, cavia eobaya, mus

muscuhis), three carnivores (phoca vitulina, felis domestica, canis

familiaris) a monkey (oedipomidas oedipus).

Of all these animals only the rabbit showed a nucleus trochlearis

posterior ; I found it in two of the six series of the brains of this

animal that the "Centraal Instituut voor Hersenonderzoek" |>ossesses.

In the other rodents that I examined" I did not find it (the Institute

possesses several series of the mouse).

The list on |i. J()25 represents the relation — iji sagittal dimension —
e.xisting between the nucleus posterior and the nucleus princi[)alis of

both before-mentioned rabbits. As prepuralion J is indicated the most

distal section, in which the nucleus trochlearis posterior is found.

The sections have been stained according to the van Gieson method. They

alternate with sections treated according to Pal's method, which of

course have u(it been used in counting. Their thickness is 'SO ii. It

is obvious that the nuiiibers of the rootcells found in a seclion have

no alisolntf xalue.

The counting was done with a niagnilication Zeiss ( )c. 2 ( )L>J. A.

No dillerence was made between disiinctly polygonal and apparently

more oval rootcells.

The unecpial number of pre[)arations in whit-h a nucleus trochle-

aris is found may be explained by the dilference in size of the two

animals, perhaps likewise by indi\ idual diirerence. The distal boundary

— both of the nucleus jjosterior and of the nucleus principalis —
is perfectly sharp. The frontal boundary is exceedingly indistinct on
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account of (lie gradual li-ausilioii into llie nucleus oculomotorii. The

latter begins — from lieliinti - lo show cells which are situated

dorsal frou) Ihe nnclciis li'ochlearis in the central grey siihstance

Rabbit 8

left right

5

7
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UKirrow liliros iIkvI are I'uniid there and border the central grey huIi-

slanee. This strongly lateral sitnation is less prononnced in man

tliongli extant in principle, as appears from the flgnre^ suhjoined tii

my previons commnnieation (I.e.).

As to the nnelens troehlearis principalis, its sitnation curi'espoiids

to a high degree in all examined animals. In its entire length howexer

it is imbedded in a more lateral |)art of the fascicidns longitndinalis

than with rabbits. Slight local differences — apparently (lepending

n[(on a stronger dorsal c(u-\alnre of the |)OSterior longitudinal bundle —
occiii' howevei'. Only in the cat the gradual transition into the nucleus

ocnhjmotoi'ii is missing. The most distal cells of this nucleus are not

situated strictly dorsal from the place where the nucleus trochlearis

was found, but almost in the prolongation of the latter. Only a few-

preparations further frontal these cells pass into elements situated

dorsomedially that have been de\eloped in the mean lime. In the

dog the medial nucleus part however is found already in the same

level where the nucleus trochlearis is still present. The transition of

the latter into the lateral cells of the ocnlomotorian nucleus is gradual,

as in all other examined animals (with the exception of the cat).

At last I still li.\ the attention to the great asymmetry of the split

mudei trcuddeaies of the two rabbits which is distinctly expressed in

the above lists. In rabbit 1 to the left a nucleus posterior "lagging

far behind'', to the right another lying only 180 ft farther caudal.

In rabbit fS to the left no splitting at all, to the right a very distinct

one, which caused the formation of a nucleus posterior comparatixely

\ery rich in cells.

No certain information can be given about the signiiicance of the

phenomenon w hich I could only ascertain in man and rabbit. It seems

oidy (dear that by the distolateral direction of the trochlearic-root

the situation of the nucleus trochlearis is at least partially determined.

Mathematics. — "Calcahu rationimi". By Dr. O. dk Yries. iCom-

ninnicated by Prof. Jan de Vries).

(Cloiiimuiiicated in the meeting of February 24, 1912).

So far inalhenuilicians have adhered to the opinion that an (ipcration

of liie toiirlh rank would teacdi nothing w&vf ; this opinion was in

part founded on the con\iclion that base number and exponent of

a power cannot be subnntted to the commutative, associative, and

distributive jjroperties. 1 have done away with this objection by

introducing the notion "mutual j>oiver of iioo numbers"

.

Doijig so I have at the same time indicated the means of intro-
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(liiciiig operations of an ai-l)itrarv rank for which the above mcntioiieil

properties hold.

1 hope I ha\e opeiicil a new iiehl of investigation. Tiie fntiiro

must sliow wheliier it is of importance. At ail events the considerations

lia\e led nie lo iincsiiuale yioiips of transcendent curves, to a logical

classification and to a new analysis of them.

/ hdce the outcoiiit' uf xuj investigations in manuscript, the contents

of which I wish to skelch in some lines. Starling from the algebraical

part 1 arrive in connection with the above mentioned analysis lo the

geometrical applications. Only the operation of the fourth laidc will

be under discussion and for the rest only considerations relating to

two variables will be allowed.

§ 1. If a power is submitted to a Jiew involution the e.xponenis

may be mutually interchanged. In this truth lies practically the validity

of the commutative property. Only a symbol is wanting for the

continual involution together witli the settling of a base number to

determine univalently the mutual power of numbers. If we choose

for this e then the forms in their simplest sha])e appear. This suppo-

sition is made in the following, whilst the Nap. logarithm shall be

indicated by L.

"The mutual pou:er of two nutahers is the poiver of e havini/ the

product of the logarithms of those numbers as exponents."

If we put

X ^ el'
; // ::= e'l,

we shall write

:

x\ij = ePi = A'A'/ = v^-'-' = y,~v.

That for the mutual power of more numbers also the associative

and the distributive property holds, \viil need no reasoning.

In a form as

we shall call .c, y, and : effcients.

^ 2. A continued ijivolution or evolution with equal exponent is

called "(jradation" and the upper e.\[)onent appearing here gradation

index. The symbol used for it follows out of:

gp"i_
n^^el,) . {y')ue= eP~"=~"{a').

These can be summarized in the form

"(*•)= e^"x.

68*
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"A (onliitiii'd iiniliKil power vith equal ejjidents is caJ/ed (/nnldtiim".

Tlie inverse operation is called "descensmi".

"The n'^' descenaloit of n number is the number ir/drh /ml to t/n'

n''' gradation furnishes tin- orif/inal number".

The descension will be indicated h\ an inverse rootsign ; a

distinction of power and root descension is supertluons. The forms

» 1 i''''.

it n

can tlierefoi-e be written as

When inliodiicing negative and brolven indices of ixradalions

evervthiufi can be summarized in "(,c).

The gradation lias the precedency of tiie involution, the evolution

of the descension.

§ .']. For a lirst consideration it is desirable to allow oiilv |)Ositi\e

base numbers. By means of the o|iei'alion, however, complex powers

may appear. Thus the number

1 i

will |inj\e to act here the part of 1' — 1 in common mathenuilics.

The olemenlary operation is midtiplication ; wiien comparing two

(piuulilics we miisl therefore pay attention to their ratio. For the

conslniclion nf tigures the axes of coordinates are divided in such

a manner, lliat the successive abscissae (and ordinates) form a geome-

tiical sei'ies. The lines drawn through the dividing points parallel

to the axes form a net of coordinates which shall be called "jie/d

of ratio" (in contrast to the wellknown "tield of difference''^

For consli-nclious it is advisable to take as base a number dillering

but little from uuily.

Just as the dilfereuce of two numbers is bivalent this proves

likewise the case with their I'alio. Ivcferring to what Hoi'Ei, ') says

about o|iciali(ui-mi>dnlae we shall assign the same absolute value

(in a rational sense i to

— and —

.

y 'V

(Numbers smaller Ihau unity have for the held of ratio the .same

') Guurs (!(. culciil iuliuitosiiual I; § IV etc.
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meaning as negative numbers for the field of difference). The
lowing can serve as a conlii'mation of the assumed:

X II

IX = 1 : and
y a:

§ 4. Out of liic delinition of mutual power follows thai onlv one

indirect operaliou can he deduced from this, viz.:

Lii Lx
X = \^z

; y =1 V^z .

If we use the word "iniiUud roof there is still ambiguity. The
alisohite value of the two mutual roots (represented as follows):

Ly Lx
,v y =: y^.x

; y \

x= l-^ y

must, however, l)e regarded as an equal one for the field succeeding

the field of ratio. We might call the former the root of .c -to //.

It is useful to give forms as

Lx

the name of "reciprocal power'".

For gradations and descensious we might mention a series of

properties corresponding entirely to those for pouers and roots. The

further development of rational algebra is analogous to ordinary

algebra. So we can speak here of a gradation binomium, of remark-

able roots, continuous roots, etc. In the geometrical })art of course

the logarithnuc proportion

a b= r </

comes to the foreground. And for different base numbers the form

"La ."Lv= ''Lu:''Lv

is of importance. Likewise is of importance for geometry: "t/ie

middle descent of two numbers''. This is the number whose 2 "<i gra-

dation is equal to the mutual power of the two numbers.

As was to be expected this is independent of the chosen base

number. So if instead of e we lake the base number a then, if we
introduce this as index,

2 2

This property corresponds thus to the |)roperty thai the geometrical

mean is in<le])endent of the chosen unity. Further on holds

1 f/?'^^ I (l',v).
>

^ 5. The (|ue.stion aii^es whether in the equation
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7/ =: '(,)•) =: eP"
,

when // anil // haxe an assnnici vaine, tliere is always a \alne lo

!)(' t'onnd foi- //. To show the possibilily of this we have bnt to

follow the reasoning of the algebra handbooks for the existence of

logarithms. The imniensnral)ilil_v of this nnmber is, however, in

general of a different order fioni Ihal of the logarithms.

If // is called the second logarithm of // then this nnmber is not

delinilc until a ilefinite value is indicated for/;. The simplest assumj)-

tion is p = I'. There the (^"^ power of e shall be taken as "Intsi'

jioiriT."

W now ininiensurable numbers are allowed as index of gradation

the result is regarded as limit to which a descension (changing in a

detinite manner) of a gradation lends, and as definition of the 2"^

logarithm follo\\s;

" llic 2"^' loi/'irithin of a nuiiiln'r is (he mniiher indkat'uKj to irhich

iiniilatlon the luise poirer iiuisi Ac iiroiit/lit to fin'iu'.'<h t/ie i/ircii iiiinihcr."

The four ]iriucipal properties are:

/./.(«, v) =z LLh 4 LLr ; LL" (k)= n . LLu
;

1

LL{n[v)= LLu — LLr; LL '\u= -.LLu.

Bv the inlroduclion of the notion "mutual gradation" of two

inimbers the diil'erence between the two indirect operations which

are deduced out of a gradation disappears. If we put

,vz=e'^
; l/^e"

then ,( and i/ can be interchanged in the following equation (their

mutual gradation)

t = [.. ; y]= I-L^(y)- /-A'/(.r)= [// ; ,f],

This form is equivalent to

LLz — LLx . LLy.

The mutual gi'adation as starting point leads to Ihe investigation

of the "rootfii'ld". For this the evolution is the elementary operation.

The operation of the tiflh iaid<^ following out of this shares the fun-

dalneiilal properties of the oi)erations of lower rank.

Just as oi)eratious of an arbitrary higher rank may be introduced

and may give rise to the investigaiiou of definite groiqis of curves,

operations of a rank lower tiian the first may also be introduced

geometrical considerations may also be connected with these.

^ 6. The ('(juation of the curves of the first gradation is found
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l\v oliiiiiiiatiiMi of n out ot" llie following two

.'=:.!„';" and >/=z)jJ)".

For the construction of the points we must make use of different

base numbers for abscissa and ordinate, unless the logarithms of the

base numbers (a and b) used have a mensurable ratio.

Y
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rcpri'soiifs the piu't cut oil' the line ./=], counted to ,1/^(1,1). The

lilies ,r=J and //=:1 must he regarded as axes. They divide the

|)Ositive tield of ratio into four quadrants which are unequal, but

whieli must be considei'ed as equal in a rational sense (as will be

evident later on); r = and //^<> correspond to — oo in the tield

of diti'erence. Ijines with equal director exponent are "rational equidi-

stanC. A pencil of straight lines through (rationals for which i =: J)

intersects two cijuidistant rationals in corresponding points. If the

points of iiilersecliou of a selfsame rational are joined, then thecor-

res|)(mdiug figures are similar. So we might say that oipiidistant

rationals ai-e parallel in the smallest parts.

For ,(„ = i, //„ := 1 the lines shall be called central rationals; they

correspond to the right lines in the lield of ratio drawn through the

origin of coordinates. Rationals with mensurable director exponent

find a continuation in one of the three othei' fields of ratio.

§ 7. Tiie director ex]ioiient of the rationals lias a simple geome-

trical meaning. Out of the equation

y r= mx' or L;i= ). Lx -\~ Lni

we find tor it

ilL.c y dx

that is "tlie ratio of abscUsa to suhtangent." For points of equidistant

rationals with ecjual abscissa the tangents pass through one and the

same point of (^'A' (fig. 2) ; for given value of ordinates they inter-

sect each other in one point of ()V. Furthermore all rationals divide

the rectangles of coordinates proportionally, so that the director exponent

can be regarded as ratio of two integrals. Calling the parts ./, and

,/,, ill which the line tli\ides a rectangle (./) we lind

X =
I

.((/(/ :

I

ydx = .1
II

: J,

).=

As now the diiferences of the terms of a geometric series form

again a geometric series that i-alio also holds for area dilierences

and -diireientials :

^Jli <JJ,i

AJr~dZ
Vol P.^0 the strips li(> outside each other; for / <^() ov(>rlappiiig

lakes place (tig. 2^ Here

). = t,j A<>B
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represents tlie director exponent of tlie 3 equidistant nvtionals ()1\ ,

01\, and 01\.

Y
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corresponds a |iro(inct here; likewise with the geometrical sum:

.('-(-/// the geometrical product: ,(7/'=./.

Tiiis determines the situation of the point entirelv.

To the geometric sum:

'\ +r„— .I'l !-.',) + '(//i+.'/o)

corresponds iicre the geometric product :

In lig. 3 this |)ro(hict has been constructed in two ways'. The

"Y X

Fig. 3.

points MP^P^P, form a rational parallelogram whose rational through

M and P^ determines the diagonal. The I'ational distance between

M and P„ must therefore be regarded as product of the distances

between M and P, and M and P^ . So

ivif and ''//"'

arc conjugate values whose product and miiliial power are real; viz.

y and '-{.v) . \>i).

Wiien treating the analysis we shall ilellne the ''ratiniiiil (iiit/Ic"

;

for a prelinunary transition to polar coordinates we can put :

out of which follows for rational distance (I'adius) and I'at.- Unujt'nt

:

r= i'(,r) . -(//) ; y'.r= e"rr.
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The first relation iy tlie ccination of the rntional (or logarithmic)

circle; the second e(|iiation represents the rational of the centre with

director exponent tg (( . If we introduce for the ,rat. tangent U/rate?

and for the exponential cpiantity the letter ii (meaning follows) we
can then write exchanging tij rat \)y tr):

>/ ,?• ^ tr II.

According to deliiiilion the logarithmic circle is now the locus of

the i)oints possessing equal rational distance to a definite point (here

M] ; this point is called centre. This has given an extension to the

notion of ratio: this more general notion we shall call "skeir ratio".

It is measured along liie rational through P and M; the measure is

the already mentioned radius ; which is called the "??!orfz<W, whilst

to V the name of "nn/ument" may be given.

^ 9. The properties of the rational goniometric functions are

founded on the consideration of the logarithmic circle with radius e

(represented in fig. 4). In the geometry of differences we arrive,

gradually moving along a circle, from the value -\- 1 to — 1 and

back ; the absolute value of the difference does not change then.

Here the logarithmic circle leads gradually from the value e to e~^

where the absolute value of the "ratio"' remains constant. Let us yet

mention as particularity that in M the differential coefTicient of the

rationals is equal to the director exponent.

If we now allow the rational radius to revohe around ^J, then

this coincides in 4 positions (P„, P, , P„, and Pj with the axes;

"
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here- tlie ratioiial direction is idenlical to the direction of the line.

Foliowinfi,' Grassmann's notation for the field of ratio we might write

:

P„:M= M:1\ and P,: M— Af: P,.

To arrive now from the \'aliie

at the value:

^-1 —./— r,i

we must allow llic index of gradation lo \ai'v conlimioiish- from

to 1, If li\ lliis change the index has reached the value ^ (resp. — i],

then the direction as well as the rational direction seen out of M
is halved. Considered in this way the jioinls /', and /', arc therefore

determined bv

«* and e~' .

In all intermediate positions the exponent is complex. For all

poilits of a logarithmic circle the modulus is constant with variable

argument. Here we ha\ e the widest definition of the notion "ratio"".

For two diametral points is

1 = 1:

Also to the areas of the rectangle of coordinates (or the partial

one separated by the rational) is applicable:

,ri^ : 1 =: 1 : x—^ij—^.

If the I'adius of the log. circle is on<\ then by

is represented ihe point ,)/, so that for all values of </ holds:

r=l(-l)' = l.

The directed area represented by J\qJH is therefore

/„= '' X IS
the one belonging to P, is

./. = "' XI

§ 10. Although the curves of the field of ratio ought to be com])ared

lo the ralionals, a good idea can be formed of their course by the

comparison to straight lines. When tracing the inflectional points wc

must freipieiitly strike into a particular path. .\s example the log.
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circle will he iiiveslipited in its simplest position. ( >nt of the e(|ualioii ;

I'dllows l)v (lill'erentinlioii

.r

As // cannot become zero, .c and Ly not oo, the iiifleclional point

condition is :

L.v . Ly . Lxy =^ L'-r.

If we noAv inlrodnce the area of the rectangle of coordinates, then

.vy = J,

furnishes, connected with the identity, where for convenience, sake

we write L^r for (/>.()', the condition :

LM— f/r . /.,/— 2y.v = u.

There are six iiiHeclional points when
,.>gH \

is satisfied.

The x'aliie of /, for wliicii two more inflectional points exist, is

deduced from the necessary condition for I'eal values

L"-{xy) > iLx . Ly.

In comiection with the inflectional point condition this becomes:

L'r
> iL.i- . Ly,

IVoui which ensues

Lx . Ly < L/ -L''r and Ley > l^"4LV^

For decreasing value of /' the two iidlectional points therefore

coincide into a stationary point, if

L-'r = L-.vii — -ILx Ly = l* "2LV";

so thai the radius of the /ocj. circle is then:

§ 11. For the study of the general equation of the 2'"' gradation

compj'ising all logarithmic conies we should lirst have to treat the

rational displacement and rational revolution round the a.xis. As this

woidd lead us too far, I restrict myself to the logarithmic parabola

and log. equilateral hyperbola.

The rational translation offers no great difficulties in this way;
the logarithmic circle given by
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= \r)

will pass In means of the translation of tlie axes fi'oni .c = ^/, y =: /*

into llic aliove mentioned form. The liniire eiianu-es then according-

to the assnmed notions, lint as fii^nre of the field of ratio it remains

congruent to itself. Tlie oongi'uence in the field of ratio is e(|nal to

the similarity in tlie field of difference, when the translation takes

place along straight lines through ; in general it takes place along

arbitrary I'afionals, so that t/n' no/ion of Himilariiij mud he I'.iiended,

where the skew ratios come into consideration.

Whilst now in general the points of the logarithmic cnrves are

constrncled by means of a logarithmic line, they can be found in

simple |)Osition by means of rectilinear constructions.

§ 12. If we draw

equation is:

the fielil of ratio a series of lines whose

and then, with the aid of a pencil of rays through the points

/'(i,/'i, /'
1, P->,P--2,P-i,P-i and likewise Po,Qu(2-i,Q-i,Q-^

on the above mentioned lines, we then find ordinates given by means of:

Uy elimination of » out of these equations (regarding (•„ and v» as

\ariable coordinates) we find the equation:

Y
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Tlie |)()iiils /' loiin part of the logarithmic jmralKiki ; tlic jiuiiit^

(I of the ai)ii-[)nrali()la. Iiaviiiti- as parameter the reciprocal \ahie off/.

For ,(„=://„=: 1 w'c liiid the abscissa of the point of inflection out of

Lx = -/.«. 1 ±
, ^

4 I V L<

From this we can see that the anti-parabola has ahvavs two in-

llectit)iiai ])oints : for tiie I'est tiie condition for the existence of tiie

intlectional jioints i^ fm- the formei' /' ^ t>". As locus of the in-

flectional points we find ii'-=.v:e. At the inlerjmlation the centre

(J iii>[)laces itself along- the A'-axis.

§ 13. Likewise the [loints of the logaritiimic ecpiilateral hvperbola

Y
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and of ilic t'uiijiigate hyperbola can lie immediately coiiisiriuMed, wlicii

C>A, and (>*)', are the asymptotes; the equation is then

.V ,11 = =(rt)±l or Lx . Ly = ± IJ a.

Ill this form it belongs (o the cnives of gradation; (hose are tlie

simplest lines in the rootfield. In case the exponent be 2, the net of

coordinates of the rootfield can be found by means of compasses and

ruler. (The construction is not mentioned here). By OA', and Oy\
the positive field of ratio is diviiled into four rootfields; in these lie

the branches of the logarithmic hyperbola and the conjugate one. In

tig. 8 the above mentioned line is drawn, likewise the one with the

base number a~ (resp. a—^]. For the points A and B holds:

0A„= ,fi" ; 0B„= a-^".

The log. hyperbola is satisfied by; .c ^ «— '"^

; t/^n—'^ :

The conjugate one is satisfied by: .i; = a— ;
y^<i "

Inflectional points appear in all root (juadrants except the first. In

the points E the line passes continually into the conjugate one. The

locus of the inflectional points is .i\i/= e-''. Out of the fact that inflec-

tional points are present follows already, that the curves touch the

,y- and y-axis in E: this is also to be seen algebraically in a round-

about way. vSo

j/= - (/.//,'/ :L,f')

seems to be indefinile in IJ. By the substilution :

.V := p^ , 1/= I^^Pi

in which // is a constant, the differential quotient becomes :

1

For ~ ^ — that form is not any more decisi\ e but faking

_ 1

z

we find for ii = — x.

Urn ;/'= Urn [//' :
(i u' + 1 — i « 1- (ir -f 4))] = 0.

§ 14. The investigation of the log. ellipse is again simplified by

connecting p Avifli two log. circles, whose radii are eipial to the half

axes. The simplest position is indicated by

%v[a) . -(y b)— e or ("/-.i-)' + CAy)' = 1

The points of the line are p(iinls of intersection of the abcivo

mentioned circles with central ruliiniais; (he construction is based on

the substitution :
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,i;= rt, crii. y= />, sru.

cr and xr representing tlie rational sinus and cosinns. Of importance is

still the log. equilaterivl hyperbola in the position answering to:

%'c)-r-(y)= -{a);

it can be found by elimination of n out of:

X : )/^ V^a. .xy= a"

and is in this way constructed by points. This one as well as the

conjugate one contains one inflectional point on each branch. Out of

the condition for inflectional points it is evident that there is also one

in 0. If the Hue and its conjugate form one line, this is a cusp. As

however the line in the 3"' field of ratio (3'*^ quadrant of difference)

can be brought to the same form, \iz:

by means of power decomposition, can just as well be regarded

as inflectional point.

§ 15. When reducing the general equation of the 2'"^ gradation

we must have besides a translation also a rotation round the axis.

The coordinates lose the rectilinear form, are measured as ratioiuil

distance along rationals. The connection between old coordinates and

new ones is then established by means of rational projection. The
new axes are central rationals in perpendicular position, wliose director

exponents therefore satisfy : 1 -|- ;.
/' ^ 0.

y
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Naming- tlic new coordinates (5, i/) we find :

w liilsl for llie ralidnal distaMce (o M holds :

We ninst eonliniially keep in view that rational distances are

ratios; in Ihc laci< of a denominator we ninsl assnme 1 for il. It

('/' is an arhilrarv I'ational throngli P, then - jnst as for rectilinear

axes — the ratio of the parts into which IJHJ'A^^ is divided li_v

this, is constant.

Let us call /. the directoi- exponent of M'E, thus of MH\
then PB, and l^A^ are given by :

1

y =px' , y= q.v > .

Let furthermore that exponent be ;< for PC, then

J,= mi (,,-;,)
: (1 +,,) (1 {-)) : J^= .17/ (1 +/f<) (1 +.") (1—>•)•

liolds, when we i)nt : OB, PC'O = J, and UCPA,., = Jr.

If A and
f< are moreover i-epiaced by kf (f

and A/i|', then follows

from this :

J,-.J^^t<j(x],-,i).t<j(--:t—<i\

which relation ])asses into the kiiown one for (j = 0.

Finall}' we mention still that the connection between old coordi-

nates and new ones can be given by one formula :

•VII = § . 1j

With respect to the new axes the rational equation lakes the form :

Jj = lli.''l 'r-'r', (out of //^ ItlA'")

in which we put for //, :

?7i™«r'
I

e'™('r— r).

Chemistry. — "Some cum/Hniuds of nitnifes (iiid snlpholis" . \\\

Prof K. A. 11. ScnixM'.iNKMAki'Hs and A. Massink.

(tloiiuuiinicalei! in Ihc iiii'eting of I''c'bruary i21-, 1!I1'2).

As has been known for a long time, several hydraled double sails

can be obtained from solutions coidaining NaNO, and Na„S()^. It,

lliereforc, was deemed im|)orlant to investigate how I he nitrates and

sulpliales of other melals, in liie lirsl place those of the alkali grt)U|)

would behave in this i-cs|)ecl. The behaviour of Nil .Nt >,, and iNHj.jSO,
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has already been investigated previously'); Mr. Massink has now

also investigated the double salt formation between tiie nitrates and

sulphates of Inthinni, Sodium and Potassium. In order to investigate

this double salt formation the isotherms were determined in the re-

spective ternary systems and tiie compositions of the solid phases were

deduced therefrom with the aid of the "residue-method".

We will not uow discuss these isotherms, wtiich sometimes present

very peculiar forms, hut will restrict ourselves solely to the solid

phases.

LiXO, — LL_SO, — HJ)
It appccirs from the investigation that at 35°, besides the components

LiNO, and Li.SO, and their hydrates LiNO, . V,H„0 and Li,SO, . H.,0,

two double salts, namely

LiNO, . 9 Li.,SO, . 27H.,0

and LiNO, .II Li.SO, . 17H,0

may also occur as solid phases in eqnilibrium with saturated solntion.

NaNO, - Na.SO, — H,0.

At 20°, besides NaNO, and Na.SO, . lUH.O, the double sail

NaNO, . Na.SO, . H./)

also occurs as a solid phase.

At 35° is found, besides the two anhydrous salts NaA^O, and

Na^SO, also the aidiydrous double salts :

3NaN0, . 2Na,S0,

mid 3XaN0, . 4Xa.,S0,

The double sail found at 20° and no longer existing at 35° was
already known and agrees in its composition w^ith the mineral

Darapskit "-). Contrary to the statement that this componnd is readily

soluble in water, it follows from the i.sotherm at 20° that, at this tem-

perature, it is decomposed by water with separation of Xa.SO^ . lOHjU.

The existence of a double salt :

NaXOj . Na^SO, . l'/,H,t>

is also recorded ']. In a continued investigation of this system at other

temperatures this double salt nuxv per]ui|)s also be found.

KJXO, — K,SO, - H,
As solid phases at 35°, only the anhydrous (-(unponents IvNO,

and K2SO4 have been found.

1) F. A. H. ScHREiNEMAKERS andP. H. J.HoEA'Ex. Gliem. Weekbl. 6p. 51.(1'J09).

-) Naumakx-Zirkel. Mineralogie p. 574 (1901).

«) Dammer. Handbuch der Anorg. Ghemle (1894) II. 2. p. 171. Makignac. Ann,
des Mines [5] 12 44.

69*
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NH.NO, — {N'H.^SO^ — fTJJ >)

besides Ihe two ariliydi-oiis salts NH,K(>, and (NH,\^,S(>^ tluM'e

iiccni' also at 0°, 'A()° and 70^ the two aidivdroiis doulile salts

2NH,N(), . (NH,),SO,

and :3NH,N0. . (NHJ^SO,

as solid phases.

So far as tlioy have been investigated up to the present, the

ammonium salts behave quite differently from the potassium salts

and in their behaviour show more resemblance with the lithium

and sodium salts.

These investigations are being continued at other temperatures and

also with nitrates and sulphates of other metals.

Chemistry. — "(hi Di./ift'rocarpol" . (Preliminary communication)

By Prof. L. van Itai.i.ik. (("onimunicated by Prof. A. P. N.

Franchimont).

(Communicated in the meeting of Feljiuary 24, 1912).

in the investigation of the iialsam of Dipterocarpus Hasellii and

D. triuervis (iMinjak liagam) a substance was obtained in well-defi-

ned crystals.

When the balsam is mixed with petroleum ether, the solution

decanted and the remainder extracted with petroleum ether until

nothing more dissolves therein 34 7,, of the balsam is left behind

in the form of small white crummy pieces, mi.xed with small

particles of nsooiI. On boiling with alcohol and filtering, a liquid is

obtained from which on cooling, colourless crystals are deposited

to the extent of 19 "/„ of the origin;d balsam.

The crystals have a melting point of 128° which by rejieated

crystallisation from alcohol, may be raised to 134°— 135°, but then

remains constant. ( )n warming with alcoholic potash and subsequent

crystallisation from alcohol the melting ])oinl also remains constant

The substance obtained gi\es Ihe colour reactions characteristic for

pliytosterols, with acetic aidiydride aiul sulphuric acid, with chloro-

form and sul[)hiu'ic acid etc. As it difl'ei's, however, in more than

one respect, from the known j)hytosterols, it will be designated

provisionally by the name of Dipterocarpol.

1) F. A H. SuuRKiNEiMAKKiis aiiil !'. 11. J. HoENEK. 1. c. Uelcnninalion of llie

isotherm at 8()\ A. J. (J. dk WaAi.. Dissertation, Leiden 1910; deteiininalion of

the isotherms at 0' and 70°.
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Dii)terocar[)ol forms coloiirless biaxial crystals showing double

refrai'tion and straiglit extinction. They are readily soluble in chlo-

roform, ether, and acetic ether, but with difficulty in cold alcohol.

At 130° they lose no water of crystallisation.

In the elementary analysis the following results were obtaijied :

combustion with copper oxide: combustion with lead chromate :

= 80.78 80.68 80.69 80.53

H = 11.43 11.41 11.45 11.35

Average: C 80.67 H 11.41.

In the determination of the molecular weight, according to the

method of the lowering of the freezing point, w^as found M = 433.

The formula C,. H^^ 0.^ requires C. 80.59, H. 11.44 and a mole-

cular weight of 402. The values found are, therefore, sufficiently

in agreement therewith.

Dipterocarpol is dextrorotatory ; au (determined in chloroform)

In the' ordinary way of acetylalion by boiling with acetic anhy-

dride and sodium acetate, in which the time of boiling was much
varied, no crystallisable acetyl derivative could be obtained ; also

none with acetic anhydride and sulphuric acid or zinc chloride.

As phytosterols are generally so readily acetylised, ilipterocar|)ol

therefore forms an exception.

When dipterocarpol is heated with sodium acetate and acetic

anhydride for 3 hours at 160°, the contents of the tube when cold

solidify to a crystalline mass from which, after washing with water

may be obtained by recrystallisalion from alcohol, colourless crystals

showing double refraction and straight extinction and melting at

69°— 70°.

These crystals form the anhydride of di[)terocarpol.

In the elementary analysis was found :

I
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give, on applifaliim of tlie \vell-kii(nvi! phvloslerol reaclioiis, less

iiiloiisc coloralioiis lluiii (liplerdcarpol aiul ils aiilivilride. Tlu' lalter,

ill .particular is ciiaractL'i-ised liy vrvy strong coioiii' reaclious.

Ill the elenienfarv analysis was found :

I II The formula C,, H^, O3 requires

:

77.85 77.45 77.88

H 10.43 10.58 J 0.6(5

The molecular weight was found to 1)6:409; the calculated molccidar

weight 416.

When dipterocarpone was dissolved in benzene and again shaken

for 6 honrs with the chromic acid mixture it could be recovered

unchanged from the benzene solution. The melting point was found

to be 182°— J 83° and the C-content and H-content 77.69 and 10.30,

respectively.

Dipterocarpone is dextrorotatory: a'^ (in cliloioform) = -)- 'i^l-^''^°-

From the dipterocarpone was made an oxime by means of hydroxy-

laiiiine hydrochloride and potassium hydroxide. This oxide is only

very little soluble in alcohol and is best rccrystallisetl from glacial

acetic acid. It then separates in microscopic small crystals which

melt at 249°—250° with decomposition.

Tiie nitrogen content was found to be 3.5 "/„• The foniiula :

C„ H„, (NOH) requires 3.48 7,,.

When dipterocarpole is dissolved in glacial acetic acid and oxidi-

sed with chromic acid we again obtain dipterocarpone m.p. 183°—184°.

A solution of diplerocarpol in acetone is not acted upon by potas-

sium permanganate.

The action of bromine did not lead to llie fonualion of a cry-

stallised product. Only amorphous, resinous substances were obtained,

with evolution of hydrogen bromide.

On treating a solution of diplerocarpol in carbon tetrachloride

with WiJs's iodine monochloritle solution a little more than 3 atoms

of halogen was absorbed. The halogen not only acted additive, but

also caused substitution. On adding water to the iodised li(pii(l,

fumes of halogen-liydrogen were noticed.

In the reduction of diplerocarpol with sodium in boiling amyl

alcohol, no crystallised dihydro-product was obtained, but only an

amorphous resinous mass.

As (he result of this preliminary invesligalion it may be stated

that diplerocarpol is a phytosterol of the formula C,; II.,„ 0.^ from

which one molecule of H.^ O can be readily eliminated,

Leiden, February 1912.
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Chemistry. — "On Minjak Ldt/nin." Hv Prof. L. van Itai.lik aiul

M. Kerbosch. (Prelimiiiai-v commiinicatioiij. Communicated

\)\ Prof. A. P. N. Fraxchimont).

(Gonimunicaletl in tlio meeting of Fcbiuary 2i, 1912i.

J. In the literature of the last GO years mention is made repeat-

edly of a balsam called by the name of Minjak Lagam, which is

obtained from Sumatra. The balsam is occasionally described as a

liquid, oily product, in appearance much resembling oil of copaiba,

sometimes as a masfS of a diriy white colour and tallowy consistency.

From the oily balsam H.vussner ;Archiv. der Pharm. 21, 241, 1883)

isolated a hydrocarbon from which lie |)repared a hydrochloride of

the formula a„ H„. 4 HCl, m.p. 114°.

2. It is generally staled that llie Minjak Lagam is derived from

Canarium eupteron Miq. Provisionally this origin must be accepted

for the liquid variety of the balsam. There is, however, some reason

to brlieve that the balsam is not derived from the said Burseracae,

bill from a Dipterocarpus.

Holh kinds of balsam liavu been investigated by us.

The liquid variety happened to be in a collection got together b\'

DK Yriese dnring a journey in the Dutch East Indies (about 1857).

As to the botanical oiigin, the bottle was labelled Canarium eupteron Miq.

The moie solid variety was procured through Ihe mediation of

the department of Agriculture in the Dutch Indies and was obtained

from Central Sumatra. At tirst, the botanical origin was unknown,

but the investigation by Dr. Ja.vssonius of Groningen of Ihe woody

particles which occurred in the balsam shows that this must have

been derived froai a kind of Dii)lerocarpus; this \\as confirmed by

the determination of herbarium material obtained with great trouble.

The determination e.xecuted by Di\ Valeton and Dr. S.MiTn at IJuiten-

zorg showed Dipterocarpus Hasseltii HI. and Di(iterociiri)u.-i triner-

vii BI. to be the parent plants.

3. The balsam of Canarium eupteron Miq. is tluji-lluid ; odour,

taste and faint greenish fluorescence remind of oil of copaiba. The

behaviour to\vards solvents is abont the same as that of copaiba.

Mixed \y\{\\ an equal volume of carbon disulphide the balsam gela-

tinises so that the tube can be inverted without the contents running out.

When the balsam is heated in a waterbath it turns viscid at 80°

;

when cold the contents are found to have gelatinised. Probably, this

phenomenon is due to polymerisation. In connection with the fact

that a similar behaviour on warming is stated of some Dipterocarpus

balsams, and also >''ith the similarity with oil of Copaiba quoted
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above, a new iiivcsli-^atioii as In the origin of the liquid Miiijak

Lagaui appears lu uy to lie desirable.

This Miiijak Lagam consists lai'gely of compounds iiulitrerent to

alkalis. Tlie acid-unnibcr is 10.45; the saponification number 14.8.

The ainonnt of volatile oil which can be passed over with water

va|)Our amounts to about 49 "/„. This oil is colourless, has a density

of 0.9051 (15715°) and a refraction of 1.4972 (24°); in a 10 cm.
tube the rotation amounts to —7.5°.

On fractional distillation, fully 93 "/„ of the oil pass over between
258° and 2(31°. Of this fraction the following- constants were obtained:

Boiling point (corr.) 2(31°—263°.

Rotation in 10 cm. tube — 7.4()°.

Refraction 1.49935 (16.5°).

Density 0.905 C'°/,°).

Tills fi'action apjioared to consist entirely of caryophyllin.

On combustion, 206.7 mG. yielded 668.1 mO. of CO.^ and 220.

mG. of H,0.

Found. Calculated.

C 88.107, 88.15 7„

H 11.96 11.85

The molecular weight determined by the lowering of the freezing

point in benzene was found to be 205 (calculated for C,^ H.^^ —204).

The identity of the hydrocarbon with caryophyllin was further

established by the formation of the caryophyllin alcohol (m.p.

92°_;»4°) and of the si)lendidly blue nitrosite (m.p. 111°—112°).

The occurrence of such a large (pianlity of caryophyllin in the

liquid Lagani balsam justilies the suppo.sition that this is not deri\ed

from a Burseraceac, but from a Dipterocar|)us.

L'p to the present caryophyllin, in large quantity, has only been

mcl with in oil of cloves and in oil of Co|iaiba.

As to the botanical origin of the balsam and the composition of

the resin contained therein we hope to be able to comiinmicate later.

4. The balsam of Dipieivcorp/is /fuMcllii Bl. and D. trinerci.s Bl.

These two trees mutually dilfer so little that they are regarded by

some botanists as belonging to the same species.

The balsam forms a dii'ty white mass, which it is almost impos-

sible to pour out ; small woody j)articles are present, also a little

water. The odour is disagreeable, reminding somewhat that of oil

of Co|)ail)a.

On distillation with water, 2 samples of the l)alsani yielded

10.5 "/, and 22"
„ of volatile oil respectively.
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Tliis oil was colourless and viscid and had somewhat the odour

of oil of Copaiba.

Density ().9i:i2 C'°,,,°); refraction 1.50137(16.5°); rotation in

JO cm. lube - 9.75° (15°).

When rectifying the oil water was split off. Tlie oil was, therefore

heated for some time with metallic sodium and then distilled. The

following' data were obtained:

Boiling point (corr.) 261°— 264°.

Rotation in 10 cm. tube —8.9° (15°).

Ilefraction 1.50029 (16.5°).

Density 0.9065 C'7ii°)-

By the formation of the blue nitrosite (m.p. 112°—113° the iden-

tity of the oil with caryophyllin could be demonstrated, so that

this hydrocarbon also occurs in large quantity in the balsam of

Dipterocarpus trinervis Bl. and D. Hasseltii Bl.

About that balsam it may yet be slated that, besides a resinous

body, not yet investigated, 19°/,, of a crystallisable phytosterol occur

therein.

Leiden, Febi'uai-v 1912.

Physics. — "Coiitri/jtitio/i to the iheon/ of fjinuri/ mu'tures." XIX.

By Prof. .J. D. van dkk Wa.\.i.s.

In Contribution X (Tliesc Proc XI [). 31 7j 1 occupied myself

with till' conditions for the e.Kistence or non-existence of a locus for

the points ot intersection ot the two curves = and =0.

I had been induced to do so by a remark in Contrilxitimi 11,

where it had anneared to me thai when = gets outside

= at a certain \alue of 7, this gives rise, at least as a rule, to

the existence of a heterogeneous double plaitpoint, and so to the

existence of three-phase pressure. So long as the former curve

remains at all temperalui'cs inside the region in which -; renuiins
(/('

negative, this double plaintpoiut does iiot occur, and there is no

question of a complication in the ordinary transverse ])lait, and three-

phase pressure will not be found.

But I did not bring this problem to an end then. Occupied wiih
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olIiL'i- (|uesli()ii.s, 1 |iiil (_)ir the I'ui'llicr discussion again and anaiii lo

a fudire opporluiiily, and never gave llie sinijile representation wiiicii

may be given of the existence or non-existence of tiiree-[)liase

pre.ssnre, and never discussed on what circumstances about the

properties of the components the existence of tliree-phase pressure

depends.

The case that I treated at Icngtii, is tiiis for whicii tlie auxiliary

(juantities a, and f.^ are |)Ositive, and the points of intersection of

the above-mentioned cnr\es have a ch)sed ligure as locns. In tiiis

case tliere are two temperatures at which = touches :^ 0.

At the lower of these two temperatures begins tlie existence of the

two phxitpoints, wiiich originally still lie in the covered region (e.g.

the |)oint I'a/j of tig. 52. Contribution XVII). And not before somewhat
higher temperature does three-phase pressure begin to appear (e.g.

at the temperature of the point Q^ of fig. 52). For the meaning of

the higher of these temperatures I must refer to preceding Contributions.

I have not treated the case that the quantities f, and e, are

negative. It does not otfer, however, any great difticnlty. That then

there certaiidy exists a locus for the equations of the two mentioned

curves, is clear from the eipiations of Contiibulion X, e.g. (,i), (ji'),

and (y). The value of ,r, at which this locus begins or ends, is given by :

, = !_,, (!_.,)_

b^-^.r(l-.r)

^(] -,«)-=::
fdh

"+'
•'-"U

If we leave the factor .x\l—.(), which has no prnciical inqiorlance,

out of consideration, this condition becomes ;

u 1 : (;r-l);--'

And the locus is found on that side of this value of ,/•, for which

or for which
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As I already observed in ('i>ntril>iitioii X, llie case 1 <^nfl —,/j c

is let'l out of coiisideration in all flicsc derivations. This is of little

a
imiiortaiico and can lie treated se|)arately. Now - may lie repi-esented

by a curve which begins at ,7; := with the value ', and terunna-
c

a, d'a
tes at ,(' = 1 with the value -. As — =l'2c is i)0silive, this curve

c d.ir

has its convex side lunied downward. The second mendjer of this latter

inecinality may be represented l>y a straight line. So thei'e is centainly

"3 "' "1 l

intersection of these two lines, when > and ~ <'
c.{n-iy c ^{n—iy

a.^ W"(l-j-f.,) flj 1+fi
or rexerselv. But as we i)nt -^ ^ and = the for-

^
,• («— l)' c (n—iy

mer supposition implies f^ [lositive and t^ negative.

The reverse supposition, which will have a far greater ciiance to

occur with great value of 11, implies f, negative and fj positive. On
both suppositions the equation ,i' or 7 of Contribution X has a posi-

tive root for ^\' i^
, when tiie sign ^ iji it is repiaceil by :=.

The locus for the intersection of .^- = and — = begins at

this value of \, and lies for the latter case, viz. g, negative, between

this value of A" and A' = x. If the case e, negative and f^ positive

should be possible, this locus occurs between A' = and the value

of xV at which the two lines intersect, so on the side of the com-

ponent with the smaller size of the molecides. Hut both for .V^O
and for .\'=oo, or what is the same, for ,v= and .v=l, the

equation a' of Contribution X shows that /• =: //, and that the inter-

section of the two mentioned curves begins already at 1' =z 0. This

means that the point FnO of fig. 52 does not begin only at a certain

value (if 7', as we thought jirobable for the mixtui'e water-ether,

bill that it has descended to the absolute zei'o of the temperature,

which we thought probable for the case water-mercury.

If the two quantities f, and f^ are negative, tlie straight line extends

((

over the full width from .1; := U to .i'^ 1 above the curve - , and
c

d-i\j d^if}
the locus ot the udints of intersection ot ^0 and :=Otakes

djr ,lr-'

up the full width. A case which will probably not occur, but that

we shall yet include in our further considerations as not impossible.
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Siiuiinariz.iiig we may i)ul that if tiie components of a binarv mixture

possess such properties thai the values of e^ and e„ considered as

ordinates of [)oints, lie in the ([uadraiil in which fj and e^ are positive,

tlie mixture cannot pi'esent three-phase pressure until above a

certain value of 7'. If the points, of which Fj and 6„ are the ordinates

do lie in that (juadranl, but in thai part that is situated below the

part t^Jil' of the parabola of iig. 'Si'>, thei'c is still three-phase pres-

sure, but it begins above a certain value of 7'. For the other points

of this (puidrant three-phase pressure is entirely wanting. According

as the points indicated by e^ an<l s^ still lie below the part of the

parabola, but approach it, the temperatures between which three-

phase pressure exists, lie closer together. For the points of the branch

QR/' the two temperatures of the points Fab and F,yi of tig. 52

coincide, and so properly speaking there exists no longer three-

phase pressure.

If we consider it only as a mathematical problem, the space in

which fi and f, are negative is 3 times as large as the space in

which fi and e^ are positive and which represent cases of complete

miscibility ; and the space in which a, and f, are positive, and yet

tliree-i)iiase |)ressure is possible between two given temperatures, is

only an insignificant [lart of (he whole region. To conclude to

the chance for tlie occurrence of these three cases merely from this

is, however, entirely unjustifiable. If follows from the restriction

ensuing from the condition that u, and a.^ be positive, that neither

f, nor f, can descend below — 1. This in itself already restricts

the number of cases in which three-phase pressure can already occur

at 7'=0, to a high degree. But moreover in consequence of the

non-occuirence in nature of different mafhematical possibilities for

the value of the quantities on which f, and f., depend, whole series

of points rcpresi'uled by f, and f, are excluded. Thus the whole

number of the points wliicli lie below a line drawn in tig. 37 from

()' at an angle of 45° with the axes will l)e excluded, if a value of

—^- '^
)i does not occur for a subslance with a size uf the mole-

cules //. times greater, as is probable at least tor the substances

which we generally know as li(|uids. Further we must exclude very

high \alnes for e^ and f,, unless for very high values of tt, and

also very small values for 1 4- f , and 1 -\- f, unless for very small

values of // — 1.

The (puintifies which scr\e to determine f, and f, are according

to the definifion the value of a,, a.,, )L and, because also /occurs in

,. — „^_j_,,^ •2„^, = z=a,->ra, - '2l\ a,:!,, also this latter quantity.
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In Contfibulion X fig. 37 T have given a construction which

enables us with given value of n and / to see at a glance which of

the 3 nieiilioned cases, eilhcr Cduiplete niiscihility or the two cases

of incomplete miscibilitv, will occur at given value of — or n — .

Besides the parabola of fig. 36 we have then still to construct the

curve of the second degree :

4«-^/Mi+f,)(i+F.) = (:^« + f, + 'rf,r (1)

the etpiation of the parabola being rendered by :

4.-'f,f, = |(n-ir-(E,4-«^^)S^ (2)

The curve of the second degree, represented by fl), is a parabola

when /=1, an ellipse when /<^1, and a hyperbola when /^ 1.

As it is possible to give an answer to all questions without

difficult calculations when l=\, I shall start with this supposition.

The parabola represented bv (1) is then exactly the same as that

represented by (2) with only this exception that the points of the

former parabola are found by displacing those of the latter in a

negative direction bdlh in \ertical and in horizontal sense, by an

amount of-|-l. In fig. 37 an ellipse has been drawn, so /<[l\vas

supposed. It cannot be difficult to think this too transformed to a

parabola, in which case the branch which has now been drawn a

a little to the left of (), must pass through that point, as has been

indicated by the dotleil line of fig. 36.

If in fig. 37 we trace a line from ]ioint <)' to an arbitary |)oint

of the curve drawn in this figure, ir ''-=zn'- cotu reijresents the
1 + fi

value ot — = u —-^
. If this line is maile to rotate round the point ''>'

as centre, successivelv all the values of
"'

are represented from x

to 0. Now we have only to determine where the point lies in

which such a line intersects the curve of fig. 37 to know whether

at the givt-n value of // and /. and the value of -— determined bv

the direction of the line, the binary system will possess perfect

miscibility or only incomplete miscibility.

So long as for l=i the \alue of 7 is smaller than 45°, the

points of intersection of the line with the cui-ve lie in the region

in which f., and f, are negative, and so with ->/i there is incoin-
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idelc iiiisriliiliiv already al llic al)S()lnk' /.er<i. If llic line is made fo

^'/..,

i-otale fiiilliei' iipwai'ds, and so - is made to descend below ?«,

the extremity of this line gets iiilo tiie legion where e^ and f^ are

l)Ositive, and there is still iiicompleic iinscibility, hut it does not

begin until above T^=(). This eontinues to the poiut where tlie

curve of fig. .'57 intersects the pai'abola of tig. o(). At the value of

—
' that l)elongs to this iioint. the points J'„i, and P,,d of tig. 52

coincide, and on still fnrthei' rotation of the line and so on

decrease of -^ no [ilaitpoint of the 2'"' kind exists any longei', and

there is coniplete miscibilily. On still further rotation of the line,

when t(/(f) = n, we get etpialitv of 7'/,,, and 7/,,. If t</ff^n',

7'/..,= --'
; this direction concides with the direction of the axis of

the parabola of fig. 36, and in the case of /^l, also with that of

fig. 37. Then the values of f, and f , would he infinitely large, and

the physical |)0ssibility of the occuri'eucc of such a ca.se e.xists only

if n should be ^ x . On still further rotation the line would inter-

sect the f ,-axis, and so e, ^ 0. Now the parabola of fig. 37 cuts the

H-(l+6) )l'

f,-axis in a point where f, = -in {/i— 1), and so --— ^ —
,

. .,—r-=
' ' 1+^1 l-\--in'—4n

7'/ }i

- and we find for -
/''

a value equal to —
• On still

further rotation the com|ilete miscibilify slops again, and so at

''-'

.^ Ihei-o is aizain ihree-phase pressure alreadv at 7'=()

foi- the case /= I. Bui it is not very likely Ihal the case lliat a

substance with a molecule it limes as large would possess a ci-ilical

lemperature // limes smaller, simuld exist.

Now that we have to do wilh an intersection of two cipial

paraiiolac wilh parallel axes, ihe place of the |)oinl of interseclion can

ill' easilv calculal<,'d, and so also the value of ', al which the com-

plole miscibilily sets in, can be indicaleij.

Assunung an arbi'rary value of / for the determination of the

points of interseclion of il) and (2"! for the sake of further investi-

gation, the following (Mpiation nuiy be (lcri\'ed :

\>r{\ /'M(l
I
',)(!

i

f.,) = ("— 1)M -("'— l)(fi—"'fj • (^)

This i-ipialion is obtained when the difference of [I) and (2) is
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subtracted from the identity :

4//= il-l-.S) (H s,) — 4;/-f,f, = 4n- + 4irs, + 4n'f,.

(«-!)"
. ,

If now l=zl, we tind ?,—«-?, = — -;—--
. And as:

2(n4-l)

M — 1 — l/fj + n \/f,

fni- tlio hrancli nf llic parabola of li.^i'. 36 wliicli bes Ix'low tlie bne

{n— lf
P<>, l/'f, ~n\/F.. win be e(iual to — , or

^' *^ '

-

:^(n+ l)

u-\

and

or

^ ' ^
' '

2(;(-f 1)

(«+ f:)

and

n l/f., = (n— 1)

4(w+l)

(3n+l)

4(H 1)

From liiis f, and rrf„. and so also -— can be detcrnnned.

The llins determined \abie ot —- is of a conipleA torui, and
. ^\

depends on // in this way:

n -f-

^V, 16(«+ 1)= «

7'/., («—I)'

]6{« + l)- ^ ^ '

This value is smaller tlian //. With increasing value of » it becomes a

smaller and smaller part of « : for h somewhat greater than 20 it becomes

equal to 1, and for still greater value of n it descends even below 1.

Wlu'u / deviates Ironi Ilic \ab:e 1, tiie calculation ol 'or—- tor

the limit at which cmnplclc. luiscibilily sets in, is not vevy well

feasible, ll is then prevented in the difliculty to determine the place

of tiie points of intersectien for two cur\es of the second degree,

which is then only possible i)y solution of a 4''' power equation.

I need, however, iiardly point out that at any rale tiie possibility

remains for an ap|iroxiniale deteiininatiou liy means of graphical

construction.

It remains, however, also then easy to determine the said value for
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(lie limits of ineoinplflt' niiscibility iVoin 7"=: 0. For llieii only the

|)oiiits of interseclioii witli the axes need be delei'mined.

Let us begin with the case / <^ 1, in which case the curve of tig. 37

is an ellipse. Then tiiere can only be intersection with the fi-axis,

and only between the values of e^ lying between and 4?i {n—1).

The way in which these values of c-^ depend on / and ?i will then

be found by solution of (1), if we put f, = 0. And so by the aid

of the equation :

4/^ n^ (1 + f^) = (2h + e,r.

Then we find

:

f,~r.2»(r-n—\)±2nl\/lV^^{2n^l) .... (4)

2w—

1

,
('i— 1)'

It r <^ or 1 — /'' ^ , the ellipse no longer cuts the
?»' h'

2h— 1

region where f, is [lositivc. So for a value or /' <^ no com-

])lete iniscibilit\ is possible, whatever the value of ' or n —- sliould

2>i—l
be. Hut for a value of /' between 1 and ])art of the ellipse

?(^

gets into the region where f., is jiositive. If this whole i)art of the

ellipse should lie almve the branch (J/' of the parabola of fig. 36,

a„
two values of ' would be indicated i)etweeii which complete niis-

".

cibility would occur, lliit if this part of the ellipse should remain

entirely iielow the liranch (}!', no complete iniscibility is possible,

liut there are two values foi' - to be given between which incom-
"i

plete niiscibility exists, which, however, begins and ends only above

7':=0, as is represented in fig. 52. Thei'e is, however, still a third

and a fourth case possible, in which (he said part of the ellipse inter-

sects the branch PQ of the parabola of tig. 36, either once or twice.

Which of these four cases will occur dejiends on / and n. Always

the part of the ellipse that lies above (he branch /'Q will indicate

complete iniscibility, and reversely.

We shall proceed to iinestigate in what way the 4 cases mentioned

depend on / and /;, knowing from the above that /' must be

2w—

1

If /'' is exactly eiiiial to — , the two points of intersection of

the ellipse and the f,-axis are ecpial according to (4), they are namely
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(•(|ii;vl to 2 («— 1) ;is cuii aUo lie deriveil fruiii (4). So if llie tirsi of

llir 4 cases inerilioiicd can occur, tliis value must bo larger tliaii

llirtt of on iu lig. lit). And so :

1 {n - 1) > [n - 1)-^

or

. 3>«.
•2«—

1

Not uiiiil /' lias liccoiue soinewliat greater than ;— does part

of the ellipse appear in llie positi\'i' (piadrant and wiien /- lias tieconie

c(pial to the value of / which follows from (1) when we put f., =
and fi ^ {n— "^)' viz.

:

i =i (;))

4w-[l + (w-l)n

llie third ca^e occurs, and the branch (^l' is cut once. For n- =^ 2

there is no great dilf'erence between these two vahies of /-.

2i
,

25
The former amounts to — , and the latter to --.

32 32

If on {lie other hand /? ^ 3, for whi(di again the ([uantilv -

11'

corres[)onds as ininiinuni value of /', the secoml case occnr.s for somewhat

greater value of I"'. It is again possible to increase 7- so greatly

llial iIk' value of [o) is reached, and so llie third case can occur

again, lint moreover the value of / can tie cho.sen such that QF is

not oulv intersected once, but c\en twice; then /' must be, indeed,

-«—

J

chosen above , but remain lielow (5). It is not eas\' to dcler-
n'

mine within what limits for the value of /" this double intersection

will lake place. For this it would again be necessary to indicate

the place of the points of intersection of an ellipse and a parabola.

That ll)i.s presents difficulties is to be regretted, because the possibility

or impossibility of this double intersection must decide whether or

un complete miscibility is still possible for the chosen value of ?j and

/. ,\s iraiisiiion case u'e have then to examine, what the value of /-

must be for cho.sen value of n if rhe enip.se is to touch the parabola.

We might also put the problem that is to be solved thus: where
for given value of n does the point lie in which the value of P is

minimum on the branch of the parabola of tig. 36, between Q and

R, and what is this muiimum value? Between this minimum value

and the value of (5) the parabola is twice intersected by the ellipse.

It is self-evident that we cannot introduce the restriction (between

Q and A') at once into our solution, and that we should really propose

70
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XIV.
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a more geiienil jtroltlfiii, viz. lo seek llie poiuls in whicli the

value of /' liocoines iiiiniimim or maximnni, wiieii the whole |»af;xbola

of fig'. •{<) is followeil. i'"or tiie points that lie in iiiliiiilv this value

^1, as appears IVou) (J), wlien in tiiis eijualion we neglect the

value of n and I In the siile of I he infinitely great \aliie of f, and

irh... and then put a^ ^ /*-f ^ . If we follow the lef'thcUid bi'anch of

I he parabola beginning iidinitely high, /- begins vviiii 1, and reaches

again the same \alue in the p(,»iiil It. IJetween lies a minimum \alue

which still lies above (^ for ii <^'.\, but lies between I) and R for

v/^o. ( >n the righthand branch there lies a maximum \alue for /-,

beyond the |)oiut ]'. Yet we shall give an answer to the |)roposed

que-tion in which it seems as if it only holds for the |)ortion of the

parabola betweeJi (I and l\ because the minimum of / tliat lies on

this portion of the parabola, is only of direct importance. So foi' this

purpose eciuation (3), which oidy holds for points which are common

to the ellipse and to the parabola, will serve. f!y making use of

the relation which holds for the |)oriion PRQ of the parabola, viz.

l/fi + «l/F,. =^ « — 1

we write (3) as follows :

4( I
-/-) (l-tf-0(/r+"'f.)= ("-l)' + -("-!)' («+l)(k'fi—"l/f.j

or

4 (1 -Z-^) (1 -I
r-,) (/r -f/rfj = («-] )' + li [n -If (n+ 1) (>, - 1 -2hI/'s,J

4( i
-/) (l+f,)(«-f''-'f-,) = («-])\3«+l)--4(«-l)=(" hl)"l/'fo-

If we now also substitute f, = [("— 1) — "k*'-!''', wc have a 4'''

]>o\\cr ecpialiou for the determination of )i\'f-.,. If we put //', f.,=z,i\

tliis e(pialiou has the following form :

I (» -1)'(3« + 1)) i
2(«l)-(«f I))

+ ..-^

J(,/-^ -f 1 ) + («- 1 )-^ j - 2 (.;- 1 ) *•' + ,f' -^0 . . (16)

if this c(pialion is represented by a curve, the second diUVrcntial

(piotieiit is always positive, and so it can possess at most two real

roots. If the known term is negative, there is only one positixe root

|)ossiblc for //i (-.,, and then we liave the case that we had mentioned

as the third case. If on the contrary the knowMi term is po-^itive,

and moreover the factoi' of .r negative, the 4''' case is possible. The

transition of the known term from positive uegali\e takes place

when i - /' has the value coi'responding lo the Q of fig. 3ti.

Ivpialion ((1) becomes then :

(n— l)(3n+ l)
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Tlicii Ihcrc i-~ n tikiI .r = (). ami so long- as ;//> 3, aiiotlicr rool

whirh is ]i(Hilive. If j/^='A. lliere is a second rool =0, and llicn

t!i(> clliiisc IomcIk's the parabola of liu'. ''i^> in llic poiiil (J. Vov ii <^'.\,

liiLM-o would slill he a ne'4-ali\e rot)l lor c, and this root would refer

lo ilie |ii)inl of inlersei'lion of iho ellijise with the branch of iho

parabola above the [)oint ^>, but this intersection is immaterial for

onr |)roblein. If, however, // > o, there is besides tiie root ,/• = ()

another positive root, which then indicates the intersection of the

ellipse with the brancii PR of the jiarabola.

If we put ,('=4, (7j becomes in numerical values:

— 14 + 2().c — 6.c' + ,/r' =
there is then a root between and 1, viz. about (t,(i. Kor n = r)

(7) becomes :

— Jo- ; -I- i-I.c — 8.K- + .v' —
then there is a rot»t that does not dilfer much from i.

At any rate .x must be smaller than that of the point /!.

For a value of ny^^e^ between and the positive root of (7),and

«.,

the value of I tj and —. auswerin<;- to such a value, there will still

«i

be complete miscibilitj for the chosen value 1 — /-.

If we now take /' smaller or J — /-' greater, the known term of

(7) becomes positive, and the possibility exists that (7) possesses two

positive roots for ,c, the first somewhat greater than 0, and the

second somewhat smaller than the above cah-nlated value. And we
mav decrease t' so much that these rools become equal. Then the

complete miscibility has (piite disappeared. The elli])se no longer

cnts the branch (}P of the parabola, bnt touches it. The |)oint in

which this contact takes place, is then the point of the branch (>/'

of the parabola in which /' is minimum.

If we write (3) in .r, and differentiate logarithmically with respect

lo / and r, keeping ii constant, and if we then put c//- = 0, J — /-

is eiinunated, and we obtain the e(|nation for the determination of

the value of .r, at the place where for given value of n the value

of /- is miiumnm or maximum. We then get after some reduction :

2 |L(„,
- 1 ) - ,,

I
(.r + .-/O

- .-•
1 1 + (/.- 1 -.f I! !

(// -
1 ) f-^^^ - ,J -

( H't + i)
]

— (n'+.v') fl 4- [n—l—xy] =
or

n^(n-3)(n'+l) („--l)(3n+ l)
(.,2

2(71+ 1) (2n 4- 1)
l+(«-l)'j +

70*
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I (3/1 + 1) I

\
^ 2(?i + l)

^ .TV
;

j

I
(3«+l)

I

Tliis tMiuaiioii too i-aii liave two real rools at the most, as fiie

sci'ond tlillV'reiitial (|iiotieiil is always positive. Thei-e is always a root

for ,v greater than that wliicli belongs to llie point A*, I'or llie \alue

3h + 1

is neiiati\e w itli ,r = (», — J) , while ,v can alwa\s be taken so
4(«+ l)

large that I he value is positive. This value belongs to the maxi-

mum of /-, and is of no importance for our investigation. But

then liiei'e must be a second positix'e root, at least when tiie

known term is positi\e. And it is tliis second root thai we
seek. This root is ^0, if»=r3, and to this we already concluded

above. If ii <^ 3, this root is negative — and then this means that

the miuimnm of / lies on the parabola of fig. 36 above the point ^2-

1 iiavc determined tiie numerical value of .v for ih = 4 and n = .5.

For )i = 4 the equation becomes :

27,2 — 101,4 .r -| 61,1 .v' — 19,8 ,b» + 3.f^ = 0.

The root is then about equal to —
, and lies tiien alnmst halfway

3

the al)o\e determined value of the point of inlerseclion, viz. (),(i,

which, howexei', was then determined only approximately tor the

concspondiug value of J — P.
'

If we wanlt'd to delei-mine not .v ^ nl"'e„ , but | ^f ., itself, we
should ha\'e to divide the suecessix'e coeflicients successively Ity //\ /<^

etc. And I'oi- iuci'easing value of // the e(|uation converges then to :

1-3 (,.') + ^1 (.v'y - 7 (..)' + 3 (..')' = 0.

This e((uation can be written -.

So the value of \ 'i-^ for the minimum of /' will ap|>roacli to

I'or increasing value of //, while that for the maximum approaches

to 1. so to that of the point /' of the pai'abola of fig. 3(i. The

3
value of I i-.j for the ]H)int h' approaching to — , the point Ii

4-

will alwavs continue to lie between the maximum ainl the minimum
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value of P. The \;iliit's of /' oorrespoiuling to ,(' = ^ and ,r'=i

are and x.

Before coiicliidinii- llic desciiptioii of lliCfie ellip.scs I will lii-.st discuss

as an example llie case already repeatedly treated by us of ether

and water. We shall Iteiiin with determining f, and 6,, putting ^i^o.

For tiie delei-niinalioii (if f, \vc must know —z=z

1 -j. -J _ 2/
a

J

a., 'J'f.;

The ([uantitv ~= ii - is known, and the choice of / is not doubtful.

2n-l
For /' =r —— tiie mixture would lie on tlie border of the region,

>r

in which complete nnscibilily begins already at 7'=:(). We have

arrived at the conclusion that this is not probable for this mixture

and so we have to put /^(),t). ISut / cannot be much greater, for

2
already for I =: - the ]ioint fj, f^ lies in the region of complete

mi.scibility. If we jnit /^ (),(>], we calculate f j = tj and ?-^ = 0,()()8

or /i'f, = 0,2. With these values we can calculate the limits of.;.'

between which the locus of the points of intersection of ^0

and = is contained, and then we find ,r.,=(),98 and ,r, ^0.383.
dx"-

So the locus of the [loints of inteisection lies almost entirely on the

etiier-side. To this conclusion the consideration that .*',.(•„ =— ^-— niiulit

alreadv have led us, from whicdi we at once derive = (l-,r,)(l-,rj.
{n-iy ^

''^ "'

We obtain tiie second relation from the first by changing n into

1
.

— , e, into fj, and ./• into J ,/.

n

With these relations we write

:

1
,

And so .I'l-i', very great witii respect to 1— ,r,)(l—a-J.

Hut though the given \alnes are correct on the whole, yet there

is a circumstance which shows that they should be somewhat revised
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If we extiiuiiie Cor llic locus coulained liclwecn ,r = 0.9S and

,/; = 0,383, liow Iho intci'scction is of the Iwo ourves =
dx"

and —--- =(•, ii appears llial al llio Inuhosl lenipcralnro, wlion llieso

d'lp
rnrvos loncli, =; ninst slill exisi, hecanse for /;= 5 or more

accnralelv h. = 5,5, lliis cnrNC disap|H'ars for a \alne of .i- thai is

smaller than ,} = 0.383. If we tlu'n draw
«/M,:

at the conlael, il

niiisl necessarily lie in the re.uioii where -— = is negali\'e. And

then it wonid also disajipear in that it'gion, wliich imisl not he the

case for tiial hiuli \aliie of //. This compels lis to consider ,;= 0,383

loo great. Iiiil in llie calcnialion of j- :^ 0,383, we had put /« = 5,

and for // = 5,5 we olttain for water and ether a inglier \alne of

and a smaller one of .r.

Thns I have once more relurned lo a thesis \>hich I ha\e e.vpres-

d\Y
sed move than once viz. thai the disa|ii)earance ol =r in the

(/,["

I'etiion where - is nosilix'e, woidd be the criterion of three-phase

pressure. 1 have, however, nol yet (piile succeeded in [)roviug this thesis.

1 am of course convinced of the \alidity of the application of this

thesis in our case. 15nl 1 am not yet perfectly con\iiiced of the

validity in all po.ssilile eases. At all events we can hci'e use^ this

thesis to calcniale the value of / from:

a ^ 1 -\-
.".'/

<'/./
Using the svmbol /" for —'

, we derive;
1 +!',

2/< 1 -
P 1

1 +P X,
1 —

1 + P I-,,;,,

and from this wc caleulale / <^ 0,(j4.

Moreover il should he borne in nund thai by a lhcsi> as: ilie

existence of lliree-phase pressure depends on the circiimslancc whciher

^0 disaiipears in the region wliere is i)ositive or neuati\e",
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not what I shall again call the mathematical possibility of three-phase

pressure can be meant. Tins exists of course fof all values of n and /.

Itiil 1 hope lo return U> lliis (piestion later on. The possibilitv will

havi' to l)c considered wlietiu-r if )i is small not naturally only jn'cat

value of / will occur, and if llicn all arbitrary values of fi^ and a.,

may be chosen. (To be continued.)

Chemistry. — "Investigatmis on the radium content of rocks." III.

I!y Dr. E. H. BuchiNEh. (Communicated by Prof. A. F. Hoi,i,k,m.\n).

(Communicated in the meeting of Eel)ruary 25, 1912).

According to the method described in my tii'st communication ')

on this subject I have now investigafeil a number of rocUs which

are partiv originating from the isle of Borneo and tlie Moluccas and

jiartly from the Dutch province of Limburg.

ii. Bornt'o (Did Mvluccas. Prof. Wichmanx of Utrecht was kind

enough to present me foi- this pnrpose with a nnmber of rockspeci-

inens from the museum of ids laboratory, which were for the greater

]iart collected by Prof. Molkn(;r.\.\fi' during his scientific exploration

of Cenlral Borneo. I take this opportunity to openly thank Prof.

WicHMANN for his kindness.

The results of the investigation, expressed in JO—'- gr. of radium

per gram of rock, are given in the followint;- table.

Amphibole bioiite granite, Karangan near Toenib. Teniangooi 10.0

Aniphibole granilite, Soengei ilenjoekoei 1,.3

Biotite amphibole andesite, S ' Tcbaceng 0,8

Amphibole andesite, S'' Embakoe donbtful

Garnet andesite, Boekit Oejan 1,4

Amphibole andesite, Boekit Anijian 0,8

Amphibole andesite, S ' Tepoewai 1,6

Bioiite amphibole dacite, Riain Toentocn 2,8

Oli\ine diabase, Riam Paiuljang 1,4

Rhyolitic pitchstone, S'^' Kawan 0,7

Vitrous amphibole dacite, S"' Embalcoe 0,9

Diorite porphyry, S'-' Sebilit . 1,5

Diorite porphyry, X-' Gaiing 0,6

Andesitic amphibole porphyry, I'oekit Sedaroeng 1,4

Norite, S"^' Menjoekoei 0,7

Andesite, Isle of Sangi '

4,3

Angite andesite, Isle of Ternate 1,3

Pitchstone, Tandjong Hatoclavve, Amboiiia 0,5

1) Proc. Xlll, 359 (1910), sccoinl commun. XIll, 818 (1911).
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Tlic lable gives rise to some remarks. Tiie general average

amounts to 1,73.10 -i^ gr. and tlius agrees closely with that found

previously tor Ihe rocks from Sumatra, namely 1,65.10-'- gr.

ll also (allies fairlv well with (he mean of all (he igneous

rdcks ii!\esiigaled w iiicli amouiUs (o 1,4.10"'- in a unmher of

104 specimens; in tliis calcidation, h(>\vc\er, are not included

(he figures obtained by Joi.v. As I remarked previously '), .Ioly

always finds higher lunubers (liau olher investigators; these without

exception give avei-age values varying from about 1 to 2, but as

(he result of (he measurements of 126 rock specimens, .Iolv arrives

a( a final figure of 7. Laby, in a very recent i)ublica(ion ') rightly

concludes that if would be desirable to have Joly's measurements
repealed liy auolher invesligaloi', so that this great difference may be

explained. 'J'he oidy specimen that far exceeds the average is the first-

named graiiile; here again we fird to some extent a confirmation of

the fad (hal graiutes often show a higher radium conlent. On the

other hand wi' lind (he andesite (N". 4) where (he pre.'^ence of radium

icmaineil doubtful, by which 1 mean that the figure is smaller than

0..'{ (in the usual measure). If 1 am in){ unsfaken, the only oilier

example of an igneous rock where radium cannot be detected in this

manner, is a basalt from Ross Sound ').

The differences shown by specimens of a same rock but derived

from different localifies are not smaller than those which occur

between rocks of a different character, so that a connexion with the

nature of (ln' rock does not seem to exist.

1 will also correct a mistake which has slipped into the first

cdinmunication. There the basalt of the \olcano Asar is stated to con-

tain 13,0. 10~''- gr. of Ra. This figure was much larger than was

ever found in other specimens of basalt (the average amount is

nuiy 0.6) and seemed suspit-ious. A fresh (piantity of (his basalt

has, (herefore, been ilissolved and investigated in the usual manner

with the result (hat now only 0.5 was found, quite in agreement

with Ihe other results. Presumably, the original solution had become

conlaminaled in some way or oiher with a (race of a radium salt

and, of course, the merest trace of this is sufficient to vifiate the result.

The risk of such an erroi- is hardly avoidable, when one is occasioii^illy

ct)iicerned with radium preparations. I have, therefore, now (aken (he

1) Haiidelingen 13c Ned Natuur- uri Genceskundig Cun^rcs I'.iff, p. 3/4; ,ilso

compare my second communication in these Proc.

=;) Le Radium, IX, 21 (1912).

8) Fletcheh, Phil. Mag. 21, 770 (,1'Jll).
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precaution, to make a delenninatioii in duplicate, when the (ignres

are exceptionally high, and have only trusted the figures when

concordant.

/;. Limhiuy. In the discussion following the reading of a paper on

this same subject al the "Natuur- en Geneeskundig Congres" at

Groningen, Mr. Waterschoot van dfr (tr.uht inquired, whether

there was likely to be a connection between the radium content

and the depth, at which the specimen was taken. In order to test

this idea experimeutall\ , this gentleman placed at my disposal an

excellent material, namely a series of carboniferous rocks obtained

from a deej) l)ore near Baarlo in Xortlieru Limburg.

They consist of very sandy shales and cjuartziferous sandstones,

which are met with at different depths from 685 to J398 M.

The results are given in the subjoined table.

1 t)85 M. .
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tbuiul wilh the ligure 10.9; so at a comparatively small dcjitli wo
find a very high radium content. P»iit at 40 M. lower and at

100 M. higher the lignre 3.5 is observed. Another example is also

mentioned by .loi.v ; recent coral-rock from the Funafuti liore at

depths of 225 'SI. to '.U)0 M. also shows but small differences without

a definite relation. 1 now call attention also to the fact, that in my
investigation of limestones and marbles, I have found already that

the figures for the i-adium content in the succeeding ancient depo.^its

were alisolutely iri'egular; conse(|uenlly we may arrive at the pro-

\ isional conclusion that there exists no relation liel\seen depth and

I'iulium content. In this direclioii (he investigalion nl' pinlonic rocks

is also a desideratum.

It will be noticed that the average ligure in this series also comes

to l.tj 01% if excepting no. 5 lo (J. 8. The order of magnitude, there-

fore, remains the same; if, however, \vc compare these figures wilh

the average figure 4,."^, given Ity .loi.v as the mean of 4(5 sedimentary

rocks, we are again struck by the rcniarkal»ly high ligure. always

obtained l>y this inx'estigator.

In cnnciiisiiin I wish to expi'css my hearty thanks lo Mr. W.\tki!-

MiiooT v.\.\ UF.i! (iK.vf'UT foi' his fVicudly cooiierali(»n.

huiiuj. Chem. Lnh.

I'lin'i'rsihi of Aiiistcrdiiin.

Chemistry. — "77/*' coiijii/urittlon of hcnzine, tin- im'clutiiisui of the

liriizcnc xulistifiifiio/. otid on ihf routfast Intirt'ini the foruiation

of /}/i/'(i-ort/io- iind of no'tdsnhstiiotion jifoJiicfs." l!y Prof. .J.

]»(iKSEKF.N. (Communicated by Prof. A. F. Holleman).

(Gomnuinicated in llie nu'cling of I'ebruary ^4, 1912\

1. In cdiiseipience of the almost synonymous lille of llie c(Mnmnni-

calioii of Dr. T. v.w dku Findkn (Dec. .30, JiMI) 1 wish lo make

a few observations in order lo exjilain my stanil-|»oinl in this mailer.

Isl. For this purpose it is <lesirable lo explain the reasons which

make me jtrefer the original ring of Kekui.k as symbol for benzene

and all its derivatives to any other conliguralion, so long as one

starts l'r(Mn Ihe hypothesis of Ihe four \alcncies of carbon of constant

direction.

To begin wilh, all the re|ii'esenlalions in space, where Ihc six

carbon atoms are not supposed lo be in one single plane, may be

I'ejecli'd bi'cause Ihe o|)lically acti\e substitulion pi'oducts, then lo be

expected, ha\e never, as yd, bt'cn ludiced.
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Of all symbols, only those call f'oi- disnissioii in which iho hydro-

gen atoms are distrihnted quite symmetrically.

Of these, there are only two that take due account of all the

properties of benzene : they are the well-known rings of Kekule

and of Armstkong-v. Baeykk.

The first is based entirely on the tetravalency of carbon ; it is a

consistent continuation of the symbols of all compounds which con-

sist exlnsively of carbon and hydrogen ; it accounts for most of the

properties of benzene and may be applied directly to all condensed

systems.

It gives us, howe\cr, no salistaclory elucidation of the relative

saturation of benzene and of the uncertainty as to the existence of

possible isomers (such as two ortho-derivatives). Armstrong has

endeavoured to overcome these difficulties by proposing the centric

formula. This has been accepted by von Baeyer on account of the

sharji ditference between benzene and the true unsaturated ih'- and

<('^/v<-liydroderivatives.

It needs, however, no comment tliat with the introduction of the

common bond of all carbon atoms towards the centre — in fact a

new kind of bond — no explanation is given of the deviations met

with in benzene ; they are symbolised and thei-e the matter rests.

An explanation can only be expected when apart from the ring-

systems, one arrives at a ca--ual relation between the stability of the-

lienzene and of a definite grouping of six carbon and six hydrogen atoms.

A step in the right direction has been made by Thiele. If we
divest Thiei.e's work tVom hypothetical arguments, it remains firmly

established that, in a conjugated system, the unsaturation is accumu-

lated in the termini.

In the benzene ring, which' is an endless conjugated system,

such an accumulation is not to be expected ; each carbon atom will

therefore, pcssess quite as much, or as little, unsaturation and a

strong decrease of the additive power might be caused thereby.

Although we can well understand thai the regularity of the distri-

bution can make the same less pronounced, this view yet gives us

no satisfaction because cyclobutadiene and cyclooctotetraene then ought

to possess an unsaturated character quite as slight as that of benzene,

which certainly is not the case with the first as it has never

been obtained as yet, and as regards the latter, it has been proved

(piite recently by Willstatter and Waser (B. 44 pg. 3423) that it

behaves as a very imsaturated substance.

This renders it probable that the ring with alternate double and

single bonds cannot explain satisfactorily the relative saturation of
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benzene. In so tar, 1 agree witli Willstatter and Waskr (I.e.), not

liowever, with their idea lliat the I'ing of Kekui.e onght to be replaced

l)y that of V. Baeykr.

For as little as it is to be understood why, among the endless conju-

gated systems, the 6-ring only should occupy such a prominent place

is it to be undsrstood whj' only tlii.s r/i/i/ and not all the other ring

systems should possess centric bonds.

There is, however, another circumstance owing to which the ring

of Kkki'i.e, as regards its slabilily in space, is distinguished favour-

ably from all other unsaturated- ring systems -, it has the smallest

ring tension.

For if we adhere consislenlly lo the conceplion of ihe \alencies

of constant direction, the angle between Ihe sides of the benzene

hexangle amounts lo (3(iO'— l()!l° 28°) : 2 = 125''16'. The ring tension

according to von Bakyek is iherefori' 2°.'}8', i. e. much smaller than

thai of the saturated G-i-ing').

iMcry oilier condilion of lln.' bond lielwecn ihe atoms silnaled in

one ]ilanc, therefore also and iji a \cry strong degree, the cetdral

one (for so far as it signilics an attraction between atoms, and il

.^iirely can mean nothing else) is more unfavourable.

In Kekui.i-;s benzene ring there is, therefore, in each of the apexes

but a slight ring tension while also in none of the apexes an excess

of unsatnration is present. So long as the conception of the four

valencies of constant direction is adhered to, this symbol is more

capable than any other of accounting foi' the slightly pronounced

unsatnration of benzetie.

The second difficulty, that more derivatives are possible than have

actually been found, is of less significance. In other cyclic and non

cyclic substances one lias so often been obliged to assuiue a x'cry

readily mutual shifiing of double and single bonds with a simulla-

neous displacement of H-aloms that, in my oi)iniou such shiftings

in the benzene ring (where a (_lis|)l;i(H'mi'nl of aloms is not even

necessary) may be accepted without any hesitation.

Of course, it speaks for itself that in accepting Kekui.e's ring, it

is not taken foi' granted that I his represents the true condition of

the molecule.

Our representatitni remains defeclive, but the cause of this is

situated deeper; it roots in the unsatisfactory conception of the valencies

of conslant direction.

1) Tlic t(;n^;ion caused eventually by the double bonds acts perpendicularly lo

the ring-plane and so docs not inlluence the real ring tension.
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II. TiiiKLK., ill Older (o arrive ai an explanation of tlie unequal

(listrihulion nf llie iint^aluratioii iioliceti li_v liim in a conjugated

system, has started the hypothesis that each doubly-linked atom

possesses a certain residual-valency which remains fi'ee at the terminal

carbon a'onis, whereas these residues would neutralise each other

in the middlemost atoms.

With this, TiiiKi.i'; abandoned the valency theory ; this is shown

strongly in the benzene ring pid[)Ose(l by him where each carbon

atom olitaiiis live valencies.

Akmstrong and v. B..\kykh also abandoned the valency theory to

some extent by introducing an entirely new kind of bond between

all carbon atoms simultaneously.

Both efforts, from their very nature are undecisive, but they must

be looked upon as an awakening as to the imperfection of the con-

ception of the \alencies of constant direction which threatens to

strand on the properties of benzene.

1 have come to the conclusion that indeed- the ordinary theory

of valency should be shelved, but this should be done in a consistent

manner.

A. WKRyEK in his well-known treatise on the theory of afhnity and

valency (Vierteljahr.sschrift d. Ziirich. naturf. Gesell. 1891) was the tlrst

to conceive the fundamental idea of an aftinity working in all directions

(Universalj. In his "Neuere Anschauiingen" 2nd Ed. p. 81 he gives

the following definition : "afKinity is an attracting force working

regularly from the centre of the atom towards the surface" and

further "valency is an empirically obtained numerical relation,

independent of valency units, in which the atoms combine with

each other." It is a pity that these fairly sharp definitions lose

somewhat of their significance by the introduction of the idea of the

attracting surfaces (Bindetlachel in order to illustrate the amount of

the aflfinily fixed.

The ilisliiiciion into chief and auxiliary \aleiicies, which nuisl play

an im|)ortaiit role, particularly in Iho inorganic symbols, is also, in

my o[iinioii, a less fortunate one ; it must cause arbitrariness and

confusion.

But these are, comparatively, trifles ; it must be admitted that the

acceptance of the idea of the universal affinity has facilitated in a high

degree the survey of the inorganic compounds, while it has given

to the organic compounds a rational foundation.

The carbon atom can group four atoms around itself thus forming

a tetrahedron.

When only three atoms are fixed by the carbon atom they will
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place tliemselves witli tlio Ciirlioii in one plane in sncli a manner tliat

llie eai'bon arrives in llie ecnii-e and tliat tlie other atoms gronp

tlienisei\es aiouinl it in as regulai-l}' a manner as possilik'.

l^ut in sueh a com|)le.\ tiiere remains a tendeney to eomi)letion.

(This has already been felt In AVollaston in 1808 for the case

of all the combinations of a central atom with three othei-s grouped

around it).

If, for whatever reason, the total completion cannot be attained,

a 6-ring, in wiiich all linos between the centres of the cyclic atoms

and tiie atoms direcllv combined thereto make the eqnilibrium angle

of 120°, will amongst all concei\'able constellations, be the most equi-

librated ciindition in which six carbon and six hydrogen atoms can

place themselves. With this representation all carbon atoms as regards

their insaturation liecome quite ecpial as this is distributed evenly

over the whole of the molecule.

1 pointed out some time ago (Rec. 29, 86) that for the retention

of two homonymous atoms such as, for inslaiice, of two nitrogen

atoms in the molecule N.^, wc mnsi assume a certain inequality or

contrast, as otherwise they would nol attract each other so energe-

tically.

As these atoms, hovve\'er, must possess in regard to IhinJ ones a

same ditTerence of encrg}', this itieipialily must be of the same nature

as that between two opti'' isomers.

We can imagine this' inequality to lie caused, for iuslancc, by an

adverse movement of the corpusculae.

If this idea is applied to the benzene

O ring this inequality might be symbolised

with the annexed figure.

^ (?~^ ni ^-' means of this — and this is an

<^^ ^--—^ /''p^ important advantage over the ring of

'

\^_^' KkkiM'; — not only the contrast between

ort/io-pinri and ineta would be shown,

(r^) but also the equality of the two oii/to-

„ /CTn ^

—

-^ ^ placed carbon atoms. Each substilucnl
O ( 1 o

V y ^'^'^' accentuate the coiilrasl.

Hence, by a combination of the Werner

(^ fundamental principle of the universal

aflinity and my idea as to the contrasts

— also between homonymous atoms — we arrive at a symbol

which keeps account with all the pro|)erties of benzene and also

with its lelative saturation. For owing to the completely equilibrated

posilioii of the C and H atoms all tension is removed and owing
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In ilio even nuinl)er of" carbon atoms the said contrasts may be in

a coniHlion of alnmst complete e(|niHbrium ').

111. Lei us now consiiier lujw we must coui'eive tlic benzene

sul)stilutioii. For llic niomenl il does not matter mucii wliether wo
ciioose the syndiol of Kkkii.k or the one proposed by nie.

In any case we know foi- certain that it is a molecule in a con-

dition of a relatively low chemical potential so that each change in

the configuration or condition of bond must cause a rise in the

potential. Now, the mi.xture of (_',,,H.Hr -j- HBr will certainly lie again

on a lower potential plane in regard to the nuxture of C,.!!,, -[- !>r.j

because the I'eaclion in presence of a little powdered iron takes place

with a considerable e\olntion of heal, but in order to arrive in that

new condition, a lesistance has, evidently, to be overcome, as this

reaction takes |)lace with extreme slowness without the presence of

a third substance.

This I'esistance may be due to the bromine as well as to the

benzene: here it is only rational to look for it in the benzene more
in particular because all other unsaturated hydrocarbons of a similar

simple construction are bronunated vei'y rapidly. If now we were

dealing with an immediate exchange this resistance could not be

expected to th;;! extent (and this applies very generally to substitu-

tion reactions, see below). If, however, we accept an "addition", this

behaviour then follows directly from the consideration that the stable

equilibrium will then have been disturbed altogethc]'. The I'egularity

of the affinity distribution as well as that of the spacial distribution

is destroyed.

It is, therefore, no mailer of surprise that this condition of a much
higher potential will be attained only by an extraordinarily small

number of molecules and will not be permanent because this additive

product may make room immediately for the mixtures of CjHjBr-l- HBr.

Only the simultaneous attack on all unsaturated carbon atoms —
formation of a hexabi'oniide - - leads to a condition whose potential

can l)e smaller than that of the mixture of bromine and benzene.

In benzene hexabi-omide the molecule has reached an equilibrium

comparable to that of benzene, owing to its condition of saturation

and also to the largely (though not completely) equilibrated spacial

distribution of its atoms.

Now this is what T. v.\N dh'r Linden i^l.e.j has noticed. On adding

to benzene an insufficiency of halogen he obtained a product consist-

1) The predilection in nature for a compound with an even number of carbon

atoms may perhaps be attributed to this same more complete saturation.
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ing of hexalialogen benzene, anyhow it did not contain u|)|ircciattle

(jiiantities of the above mentioned intermediate products.

It is also evident why, willi the aid of a catalyst, the hexa-additive

product did not show in the least a particular inclination to eliminate

hydrogen as this spIdUiKj off reaction will be accompanied, parti-

cularly at the commencemenl, by a rise in the potential.

Van der Linden argues that the role of the catalyst will consist

chiefly in this, that from eventually' formed additive products such

as C„H„Brj it will accelerate the elimination of the halogen hydrogen

molecule, but to me this appears to be incorrect.

In my opinion its action will really consist in this that it promotes

the entry of the bromine into the benzene in such a manner that,

the simplest additive product is formed first; the elimination of

the halogen hydrogen molecule from this first additi\e pi'oduct in

connected with so large a potential fall that the aid of a catalyst

is not required here.

It speaks for itself that in the method emi)loyed l>y v.\n dkh Linden

none of the additive products were met with.

From my above explanation it follows — and this lias also been

proved experimentally by van dei? IjINDEN — that n-ithout n henzeae

cittdhjst benzene itself will undergo substitution with extreme slowness.

The chance of forming the lirst additive products is too small and

the chance of retaining them will undoubtedly be less still as they

may pass into a more stable condition in two directions '). On the

other hand there will be more chance of obtaining the said additive

products of less completely equilibrated condensed systems in w hich

the conversion of hydrocarbon into a dihydro-product means a less

great disturbance in the said e(|uilibrium.

Naphthalene, phenantrene, and anthracene give us at once the

desired examples thereof and also (he proof that catalysts are by no

means necessary for the elimiualioii of the halogen hydrogen molecule

because this splitting off readily fakes place without a catalyst.

I, therefore, consider it probal)li' in a high degree that in the

formation of a monosubstilulion pioducl of benzene a lenqiorary

additive substance is formed.

The question, however, now arises; What will lie Ihc configuration

of lliis I'phcmeric product?

if we accept the symbol of Kekli.k lor the one |»ropused by niej

') Wfien this exit is closed by llic choice of the acting molecule the first additive

product can be isolated. Indeed o- and tcrephthalic acid give, on reduction witfi

sodium amalgam first of all llie dihydio-jiroducts.
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IIk; prodiH't (ihlaiiied liv tlic Ijrnmiualioii of (•lil(ir(>liL'Hzene oiiglil lo

[.o-ssuss llie aiijuiiietl (•onligiii-alioii '

,

,11 Van dkk I.indkn lliiiik> ilial a (•(iiili^iiralidii like lliis

'"• is excluded because iu his dpiinou, in liie lironiiuatioii

^•^1 of chloi'obenzene, tiie Ibrnuiliou of o-dil>romo- in presence
'"'

oi' o-cldorobroniobeiizene lias never been noticed, wliicli

miglit vel ha\e been expected because (he elimination of hydrogen

ciiloride tVoui the above niolecide is at leasi (pule as probable as that

of hvdrogeii bromide.

To this one might repl}" that there has never been made a serious

search for the preseiice of these products. The olheiwise so carefully

conducted e.xperiinents described, for auulher juirijose, by T. van

DER LiKUEN in his dissertation 'p. 71— 9()j admit the possibility of

the j)resence of traces and cannot \ ery well be accepted here because

catalysts have been employed and these, as 1 will explain |iresenlly,

are sure to modify the course of the reaction ^l.

So long as it has not been proved with posilive certainty that

with benzene as well as witii the other condensed systems not a

trace of dichloroderivalive is formed when the monobromo-substitution

product is chlorinated, the possibilily of the above configuration may
not be rejected ').

l'>ut even if this did not succeed I still believe I must adhere to

an analogous conliguralion of the additive products even though the

atldilive molecular parts therein must not be assumed to be wholly

equivalent to the atoms or atomic grou|)S already [u-esent in the

benzene. 1 remind here of the conversion of maleic acid into fumario

acid with the assistance of HBr, iu which case must also be assumed

an iniluence of HBr on maleic acid without this leading to the

formation of bromosuccinic acid.

In case only such inlluences or shifting products are present, we
should almost be inclined lo \\\\nk llial we may assume with equal

right a dii'ecl substitulion and to this conclusion van dkk Lindk.N'

arri\es al Ihc end of his argument (1. c. p. 745).

Yet, as we explained above, this is not Ihe same. The for-

1) HoLLEMAN and BoESEKEN, Proc. 190'J. p. 535.

-) I found some time ago that ethyl bromide when heated with aluminium

chloride causes the formation of ethyl chloride, whereas Mr. Sieger has found in

my laboraloiy tliat FeCis reacts wilh elliyl bromide with formalion of clliyl chloride,

ferrous bromide and free bromine.

3) An investigation in that direction has already given the result that p-dibromo-

benzene gives willi chlorine without a catalyst, an elimination of very large quaa-
titles of bromine. Tlie existence of a primary addition product, if not proved, has

been, therefore, rendered very probable.

71
Froceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XIV.
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iiialioii ol' sliiriiiiii- as well as of (riio ail(lili\e proiliu-ls must lie

aecoiiipaiiied liy a considerable rise in energy and will, therefore

rake place very slowly, if it takes place at all. The assumption of

similar products fully explains the extreme slowness of the substitution

reactions of benzene (and of all substitution reactions) if we take

great care that no benzene catalyst is pi-esent.

IV. This naturally leads nic to the question : In \\hat does the

action of catalysts consist? A catalyst can cause a moditicalion in the

condition of benzene as well as in that of the acting molecule.

When it exclusively renders active the last molecule, when we
nniy think of a dislocation of this molecule, it becomes evident that

the benzene still wholly equilibrated, will be attacked in its entirety

and yield a hexa-additive product. From benzene and chlorine (ir

bromine, under the influence of light or of hypohalogenic acid, will

therefore be formed excliisi\ely benzene hexachloride (bromide). Tlie

iiundx'r of these cases will, however, be limited because some of

the sli'onger catalysts also act on benzene.

Substances such as AlClj, FeClj, SOg which so eminentl}' promote

the polymerisation and inonomerisation of unsaturated compounds

will undoubtedly exert on benzene a shifting action.

Let ns imagine the catalyst entering somewhere into the benzene

ring; the secoiul molecule which can also ha\'e been made active

will then be able to act there. No longer the entire ring but a

single point thereof will be attacked owing to this change of ecpiili-

briuui. As the catalyst can facilitate afterwards the elimination of

luuleciiies such as HCl, HBi', and H^O, the formation of a monosub-

stitution product is to be exjiected.

The following will show that the action of the catalyst is based

ill \\ic lii-sl place on a "shifting" in the benzene.

Willi Air. Sip-.dKi!, I hax'e studied the elhylation of chhn'obenzene

and noticed that under the intlnence of the nKM'cnric-aliiminium

cliloride coiiple') ethylene is rapidly absorbed by clilorobenzene. The

latter may also lie obtained but not so rapidly by the action of

elliyl chloride on clilorobenzene when hydrogen chloride is eliminated.

Dauzkns :('. R. 150, 707, 151, 758) has found that with tetra-

li_\ ilrobenzcMie and ai'ctyl chloride under the inlliieuce of AK'I., the

reaction did not jiroceed further than to the hydrochloride of tetra-

hydroacelopheiioue

(-„H,„ + ('Il,('()('l = (',Il,.('l('()('ll,

1) Tiio iiituiisiryini; action of lliis is based on the t'ornuitioii of mereurous-alu-

minium chloride wliiuli being solui)!e in chlorobenzpne, increases llio oonopntintion

of the catafyst. Gulewitch B. 37. 1560 (1904).
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anil llial ilic nnsaliicalt'il keldiic could oiilv ho nlHaiiiod liv liealiii!^-

ilii- liv(lini'lil(iri(lf willi i-liiiiuiiue al 1<S()°.

Thins ami I (Rec. 30, 158) have foiuid llial allliuiiyh C.,C1., can

iiailo widi cldoi-ororm lo heplacldoropropane, uM no |)erce|)lil)lc

elimiiialidii of livdi-dudi chloride lakes |)lace a( die hoilinu' poiiil ot

chlorofonii. This siai'ls \erv slowlv at SO^' ami oidv hecoines more

consideiMhle al 250-'. a lem|iei-alui'e ai which (he eliiniiiadon is very

|iercc|ilihli' even uilhoiil ihe presence of AK'I,. It will he noticed

that all depends on the relative energies which take part in Ihe

reaction. If the elinnnation of the halogen Indrogeu niolecnje is

accoinpanied bv a potential fall it will take jiiace. Calalvsis snch

as AK'l, etc. evidently do not pnuiiole this part of the reaction to

any extent and this is easily comprehensihle hecanse in most cases

a previons potential rise is not reqnired here.

P>nt with C,H,C1„ -^ C.HjCU + 3 HCI it may he assnmed that

tlii- is the case') because at the p'arting of the /irst molecule of HCI,

the molecule passes into a condition of much less stability both as

regards the nnsaturation and the spacial distribution of the atoms.

From all this it follow^s that the catalyst starts with the rendering

active of the benzene and that in consequeiu-e of the disturbance of

tiie .e(|uilibrium caused by the catalyst, a nionosubstitulion product

is to be expected

The entering molecule is also rendei'cd active. Ity a series of in-

vestigations I have endeavoured to prove tiiat substances as AICI,,

FeCl, etc. render the molecules active by a dislocation (which may
lead to dissociation); IVu- instance, 1 have been able to denionsti'ate

that a substance like SOX'lo reads as eidire molecule and al.so as

a mixture of its products of resolution.

In the case of lieplachloropropane, I have noticed that Ihe elimi-

nation of HCI etc. is, finally, also accelerated, as this, in presence of

much .yCl,, commences at 80° at which temperature the decompo-

sition, without catalyst, is hardly perceptible. Under (he influence

of cuprous t'hioride this decomposition takes place, at 300°, undoulit-

edly somewhat more rapidly than without a catalyst.

Hence, the separation of the eventually formed first additive product

of the benzene is sure to be inore difficult in the presence of a

catalyst than without mie.

(>]i the other hand there remains the |KJSsibility of isolating the

products of cojiversion whicli are to be exi)ected such as dichloro-

1) Tlie observations of T van der Linden I.e. make it however more probable

that CoHnGIa + 'M10\ possesses more free energy than GjHcGIc . (Note in the English

Ed. of these Proc. only).

71*
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boiizcir,', IVinii lM-(iiii(i!ienzeiie ami clilnriiic. Tlicv, Imw f\ cr, aiiiiol

1)0 of" sprviiv lo |>r()\e the exislonoe nl' priinai'v ail'liti\e [iroiliirls,

luH-ause tlu' calalvst il-^elt' has taken |)art in lli(> i-caclion.

The reactions which we have considered up to the present proceed,

wilho'il a catalyst, either not at all or extremel^y slowly ; some, however,

are known that can take place very rapidly even without inten-

tional addition of a third substance (or foreign energy); to these

belong the "nitration" and to a certain degree the "suliihonation".

It must, however, he observed that the velocity is largely dependent

on the coiicentraiion of the acid so that it increases in a ninch

stronger degree than corresponds with the strength of the acid.

This can be explained in a \ery simple manner by assuming that

in nitric acid and in snlphnric acid a catalyst is present; this will then

be the anhydride N,,()- and the anhydride SO, of which we know

for certain that they are ]>reseiit in small rpiantities and in the free

state in the iOI) "/n f^'^'i'^l- Here the catalyst and the substituting

molecule are to a certain extent identical.

it is known indeed that fuming sulphuric acid is a considerably

more active sniphonating agent than the ordinary 98"/,, acid and,

in the acetylation, 1 have been able to demonstrate that sulphuric

acid may be put on one line with Al CI, and Fe CI,

.

The dilution previous to, or during the reaction decreases lirst of

all the concentration of these powerful catalysts. During the reaction

this decrease will be extremely strong because the catalyst itself is,

in the first ])lace, fixed by the benzene and afterwards also l»y the

wati'i- generated. This, of course, causes that the course of the

nitration is very complicated and jtroceeds in the end much slower

than at the beginning.

Ibil III the nitration in jiresence of a large excess of sulphuric

acid and nitric acid we can expect a more regular course of the

reaction because the condition of the nitration mixture, and conse-

(pientU the concentration of thi' catalyst, then remains practically

unchanged

Catalysts such as SO,, Al CI,,, N., <>, Ke CI, etc. may, therefore,

be consi<lered as substances which attack the benzene molecule in a

definite |)lace, thereby causing a disturbance of the equilibrium which

renders |)nssible the formatioii of labile addition compounils which

ma\' aflerwarils be converted into the much more stalile monobenzene

deri\ali\es.

Naturally this does not explain the action of tlii' catalyst. We do

not underslaiid \vli\ the condition of benzene shoiilil be modified l)y

Al CI, and not by bromine alone. In order to solve this we cannot
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restrict ourself to the study of the system benzene -f catalyst, on one

side, and of tiie mixture of catalyst -\- substituting molecule on the

othei' side, but by an ol'licient condjination of the phenomena observed

in these two systems \vc must arri\e at a satisfacldiy elucidation of

the pi'Ogressiv.e change of the reaction.

Let us now consider the case where one of the H-atonis of ben-

zene has been replaced. In the benzene there is now a disturbance

of the equilibrium so that the unsaturation cannot any longer be

equally distributed.

In the ring of Kekule (as e.xplained previously by Hoi,leman and

myself) as well as in the ring proposed by me the carbon atoms in

the ortho- and para-pnsiiidu uiii^l \)v distinguishable from those in

the mela-positiou.

By HoLi.i'.MA.N' and me (I.e.) it has been assumed that when the

group entered renders the benzene more liable to attack we may
then expect an addition to the double bond and the conjugated

system, so that in the main para-onhosubstitution will take place.

In the reverse case, however, this addition will be retarded; an

addition lo the third double boiKJ lakes place which will cause the

I'ormatinn of meta (in presem-e of ortho)-deri\'ati\'e. V.\n dk.r Ljndkn

thinks he must conclude from his experniicnts tliat chlorobenzene is

attacked less rapidly while it is yet substituted ortho-para. Although

I quite agree with Hoi.lkm.vn (Verslag 30 Dec. 19J1) that these

experiments are not comparable because in the bromination of ben-

zene a powerful catalyst, NaOBr, was present, but none in the case

of chlorobenzene, I still feel convinced that the sulphonation, acetyi-

ation and benzoylation of chlorotienz'ene proceed slower than those

of benzene in otheiwise com|)arable conditions. Yet, I do not agree

with Van der Linden that the whole hypothesis as to the cause of

the contrast between ortho-para and meta shoidd now be rejected.

It wants a not principiant modification and a considerable extension

by keeping account also with the nature of the entering molecule in

regard lo the substilueuts already present.

Two points have to be kept in view.

1**
. Each group X in the mudeus causes, just like a catalyst a shifting

of the equilibrium owing to which the benzene will as a rule be more

readily attacked, and at the same time the contrast between ortho-

para and meta is formed or accentuated.

2'"'. In consequence of the nature of the acting molecule in regard

to the substituent X ali-eady present the privilege accorded to the
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(>rilio-|iai';i-positioiiy I'l) can l>e opposed, to liiially iimke i-ooiii for

ineta-siibstiliitioii.

Erplami/loit. Accortliii^- to this view there are at work two iiilluences

iiKh'penih'iillv of each other: the lirsi is the dislnrbanee of tiie eipiili-

liriiiiii caused liv X which will he dillereiit from ,<;'roup to group

hul \\ill always ii,ive iird'eieuce to the carbon atoms in the ortlio-

pai"i-position, Just as a catalyst renders active the place where it

has attacked the benzene moletaile.

'J'he second influence which can act in tiic same or in the ojiposite

directi(ni is tletermined by the al'linity of the already ju'esent group

X towards the entering molecule !>.

Of this, we can discern three cases.

.1. 'I"he al'linity of the acting nuilecule 15 for X is very great. B

will then art in the tirst place, on X, and be retained therein after

which the action ceases.

For instance. The reduction of the nitro-group, oxidation of the

Sll-grou]), broniinalion, under detinite conditions, of the alky! grou]) etc.

/J. The afiinity of the acting molecule 1> for X is less considerable

so that, at most, labile additive products can be retained.

The group 15 will then fni'ther accentuate the disturbance of the

eipiilibrium caused by X alone, and the molecule enters into the

nucleus ortho-para.

For instance. Chlorination of sulphides, amides, bromides, iotlides;

liydrogenation of ortho- and terepthalic acid, o.xidation, under the

inlluence of potassium hydroxide, of nitro-compounds, mercuration

of acids etc.

C. The affinity of the acting molecule B for X is not present.

X will then oppose the addition and substitution ortho-para so

that the intlneuce of tlie disturbance of the equilibrium can be lessened

or destroyed by this adverse action so that the meta-substitulion can

become predominant.

Vov instance: Nitration, snlphonation, and chlorination of nitro-

compounds, suli)honic acids and carboxylic acids, but also liydro-

genation of amide and oxy-compounds.

l^p to the present one has almost entirely overlooked the inllneu'e

of the entering- molecule and this is chiefly caused by the fact that

among the acting molecules niaiidy tln)se have been --tudied which

are mutually of the same nature ill.,S(),, HNO„ CI.,, CH,CO(T etc.V

If, however, one considers the cll'ecl of otiier molecules such as

mercuric compounds, hydrogen, [)otassinm hydicixide, hydroxylandue

etc. the substitution representation becomes ipiite dilferent.

In the above survey, 1 have included all cases in a general scheme
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from which it is seen that the reactivity yf the siilislitnted benzene

is dependent on tiie substitnent as well as on the acting- niolecnlo

and tiiat (he lype of lh(> subslilntion w ill dopond on tins ninlual and

connnon iiilhicncc.

1 will illnstralc ihis with a few very striking examples.

I. Tiie nitro-group in nilrobenzene renders the moiecnle much less

accessible for nitric acid, snlphnric acid, chlorine, bromine etc. and

in agreement therewith we obtain with the last mentioned molecules

a meta-substitution.

Nitrobenzene, however, is very strongly attacked by potassium

hydroxide and, as was to be expected, we obtain orlhonitrophenol.

s-Trinitrophenol is very leadily oxidised in alkaline solution.

The nitro-group does not I'ender the benzene molecule absolutely

iMialtackable. As soon as it is acted upon by molecules that possess

some aflinily to the nitro-group, the ortho-positions become accessible,

(^uite in harmony herewith is the beha\ioui' of substances such as

o-chloronitrobenzene and |)aiticularly of |iici-ylchloride. The chlorine

atoms present therein are not its a vuh; readily substitnted but are

replaced by molecules such as H.^, N;iOCH,, KOH, NH^C,,!:!,; etc. etc.

which are driven by ihe nitro-group m the ortho-para-direction.

The objection raised by v.\n dei; Lindkn (I.e. p. 741) to this sub-

stitution in connection with our theory is therewith quite neutralized

and at the sarne time these substitutions are the cases which he has

searched for and which we can formulate as follows;

,OCIl3

-f NaCI.

II. The COOH group directs nitric acitl, sidphuric acid, the halogen

molecule towards the meta-position ; the nitration, sulphonation, and

halogenation proceed again much slower than of benzene and toluene.

But we may not characterise the influence of the carboxyl group

as a generally retarding one. Benzoic acid and, in a still higher

degree, the |)hthalic acids are more readily reduced than benzene

and aniline; in regard to hydrogen, aniline is therefore more firm

than benzoic aciil.

In agreement witli my explanation, vox Bakykh (Ann. 251, 2(54

and 269, 192) found thai the carbon atoms at which the carboxyl

groups are situated, i. e. 1.2 or 1.4 gave the expected additive

product. Ortliophlhalic acid gives primary L '?).h dihydro 1.2 dicar-

boxylic acid.

This again is a case which v.\n dkk I^ixden has searched for,

namely of the isolation of the primary adtlitive |)roducts.
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Tlie separation could of coiifse, he expected sooner tlian in the

case of a dibronio or dicliloro additive prodnet because there exists

hcic no otiiei' exit towards the stable benzene derivative, except

oillier b\- Ihe hiss of (lie livdrogen absorljed or of the entii'e car-

bnxvl group.

1 call attention to the fact that ti'oni ISakvkk's research (I.e.)

il fnlldws that tliere exists indeed a cei'laiii affinity of the hydrogen

fur lilt' carboxjl groups, as l)eside ihe hydro-acids other products

are also formed, such as phthalide al which tiie side ciiain has l)een

attaclved.

III. A very illustrative case is the hydrogenation of r-naphlyla-

miue. The nniido group is considered to be Ihe one that renders the

lienzenc nudecule extremely accessible; this also is caused by the

afliiiity of this group for the great majority (if Ihe entering molecules.

lu harinony thei'ewilh, it directs almost exclusi\'ely towards ortho-para.

This, howe\er, may not be generalised. In regard to the hydrogen

molecule it behaves diU'erently. Aniline is not at all readily reduced

and the rcsislance is evidently of such a nature that in a biuucleate<l

system such as u;i[ihlhaleue, Ihe uusubsliluled nucleus is more readily

reiluced than llie snbsliluled one. As <;-nilronapthaleue directs the

second nitro-group towards the other nucleus, cf-naphtylaniine directs

the hydrogen to the same.

.Inst by overlooking the inllueucj of Ihe acting molecule, these cases

were considered as exceplions and it was endeavoured to tind an

e\|)lanation in the indirect substitution described by Bl.\nksma (Rec.

21, 281 and 23, 202).

This means to say that Ihe acting molecule first enters the side

clriin then to pass into the nucleus. (_)n studying more carefully the

cases wherein a similar course of the reaction lias been noticed, such

as in the chlorination of acetanilidc, one was able to prove (J. C. S.

95, 1456) that the chlorine atom oidy then enters the nucleus (pute

as rapidly as in the direct chlorination, when a substance like HCl

is present which again liberates the chloiine atom. The formation

of chloroacetanilide can, therefore, by itself, never explain ihe ortho-

para substilnlioii. We must, however, aili'ibule thai formation, like

llie ()rlho-|)ara snbslitnlion, to a same cause, namely In Ihe inlluence

of Ihe group NHCOCH., on ihe chlorine molecule.

When this side chain snbstitntion gives rise to the formation of a

relatively very stable compound such as C„H,-CH.jBr, this willatonce

be noticed and Holi.eman has (piite rightly pointed out that the for-

mation of these products cannot explain ihe orlho-para snbslilnlion in

the nucleus.
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As has been observed, this explanation lies in wiiat happens before

that snbstitntion, viz. in the infhienoe of tlie acting nioleonle on

the gronp X.

The cases of tiiie, iiKiireel sulislitulioji, in whicii this linking or

decomposition product is changed into the miclens substitution pro-

duct, such as, for instance, in the hakigenation of acetanilide or of

diphenyl sulphide (Kec. 29, 315), the chlorinatioji of iodobenzene

etc. ought hence to be classed under heading A as well as B. In

a certain sense they are placed i)et\veen the two.

The acting molecule has so nuich aftiiiily to the grouj) X that it

can either unite iOr react) with it, or else enter the nucleus.

Benzene catalysts will, in such cases, lead the acting molecide

undoubtedly to the nucleus, whereas the substances or energies

which render the entering molecule active will facilitate the chain

substitution.

The bromination of toluene gives us a \ ery good instance thereof;

under the influence of catalysts as FeClj, AICI3 etc. the action of

the groui) X on the nucleus is strengthened and ortho-para substi-

tution occurs; on the other hand, liglil and heat promote the chain

substitution.

The nitration of toluene also comes under the same point of view.

When we dilute the acid to such an extent that not a trace of

N.Oj can be present, then, and [)articularly at a high tem[)eratnre,

the chain substitulion will gain over the nucleus substitution and

phenylniti'omethane or benzoic acid will form.

The indirect substitution as suggested by Blanksm.\ is therefore

not directly related to the nucleus substitution. But still we may
say, that the same cause which originates this indirect substitution,

namely the alFuiit} of the group X for the acting molecule, i)romoles

the para-ortho substitution.

It appears to me that this coiitem[)latioii. which is nearly entirely

based on a single assumption, namely of the shifting of the equili-

hriuni caused by a molecule or part of a molecule which finds

itself in a more or less solid combination with the nucleus of the

benzene, and which keeps account with the influence of this group

on the acting molecule, has placed the (|iiesti(ni of the sidistitution

on a rational foundation.

J)elft, 18 Feln-nary 1912.
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Anatomy. — "Tlie red mic/e/is in Reptile/'. By Dr. S. J. de Laxge.

(Coiiimiinifaled hv Prof. C. Winki.kh).

When stiidviiiti- llu' iiiidliraiii ol' IvC'idilcs I was .sU'iick, tirst in

liiicH'rla agilis, hv bi,i^' nuilli|i()lai- ci'lls, w lii<'li 1 found in llie region

of llic nios( iVonlal ocidomolor lools and which liad mnch I'esem-

hlancc wilh llie nndlipohir cells of Ihc red inudens snch as ai'C

known in niannnals.

With (his aim in view, it was nol (hflicnh h) stale the same gronp

of cells in oilier lepliies.

The group of cells, deternnned in this way, was localized almost

in the same region, which von Monakow') and Hatschi-.k '') iia\e

given for the niagnoccllnlar part of the' nnclens i-nher, only with this

difference, that the tihres of the ocnliniotor I'oots do nol run through

the nucleus as we see it in mammals. ('onse(piently there is a little

dislocation of (he \vhole nucleus in a lateral direction, which can find

an inferprelation hy the fact, that in mammals the second part is

situated laterally from the magnocellular part and therefore the former

part is displaced in higher vertebrates to a medial position.

In the A'ai'anus Salvalor it seemed as if thci'e \vere also a |)arvo-

cellular pari of the I'ed nucleus, situated laterovenlrally from the

magnocellular part and extending towards the front. On more exact

examination the above mentioned interpretation appeared not to be the

correct one, for it was very improbable, that in the lower \'ertebrates

we should find some parvocellular group of the red nucleus, this

gronp being one of the connexions of the neocortex with the lower

parts of the centi'al nei'vons system and re|)tiles having no neocortex.

It is rather to be granted, that the conclusion of Hatschek is true

when he says, that l)Oth jiarts of the red nucleus in mammals show

us \ariations i-elati\e to the higher or lower place in the system,

occupied by tlie animal we have to examine. He has stated, that

the inagnocellulai- pait is dinnnishing in higher mammals and that

in man we can find back ImiI a i-iidimeut of this magnocellular jtart.

Tins rudiment is situated near the oculimolor nucleus and among

the roottibres. In man the maguocelliilai' part, in which the Iractns

rubro-spinalis originates, is localised in a more caudair egion than the

pari we are accustomed to call in man the lundens ruber and which is

composed exclusively of small cells. Therefore the highest mammal

1) C. VON Monakow. Der rote Ivern, die Haiibc Liml liio l^egio subllialaniica bei

uiiiigon S;lugetiei-en und bcim Menschen. Arb. a. d. Hirnanat. hist, in Zurich 1910.

-) H. Hatschek. Zur vcrgloiclienden Anatomic der Nucleus ruber tegmenli. Kest-

stlirifl z. .Kcier. d. 25 j. liesl. d. Neurol. Instilul an der Wiener Universitat 1907.
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has a gi-eat developineut of the parvocelliilar part of the red nucleus

and only a rudiment of the inagnocellular part. This is the reason

of the fact that the tractus rubro-spinalis in man is also rudimental.

Moreover we find in the localisation of botii parts the reason, that

tumors in llie iiucleM>- niher in man liut seldom cause degeneration

of the ruhro-spiual tract, uidess ihe tumor has a caudal extension by

which tiie rest of (he magnocoiiuiar part is destroyed.

Descending in the series of mammals we see the parvocellular part

dinnnishing, the magnocellular part growing on the contrai'y. With

good reason v. .Monakow calls the parvocellular pail "the cortical

part" of the red nucleus. He means that this part by its connexion

with Ihe neocortex is changing in size i-elati\cly to the extension

of the neocortex, hence it is diminishing in tiie lower vertebrates with

smaller evolution of the neocortex.

Fig. 1.

Secllon ol' the ini'.ll)raiii of Lacerta agiiis.

In reptiles the cortex cerebri having hardly any but genuine olfactory

(pialilies (it may be that we can suppose in some of the highest

reptiles an indication of a neocortex in the thalamo-striato-cortical

trad) we might expect only the pars magnocellularis of the red

nucleus to be developed.
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Subjoined 1 li;i\e coUecled some sketclies of the lii-iiicipal represt'ii-

(alivcs of ivpliles. In nil of llioin llie bigness of llic eells and tlioir

Srclion (if llic miill lain of Varann> Salvalm'.

caracteristie mullipolar form are clear. It makes an impression as if

scattered reticniar ceils as tliev are found exerywiiere in the relicnbim

(See VAN H()i'',VKi,i,"s article) M have concentrated in one place In- a

biological stimnbis and in this way ha\'e foi'mod a nnclens.

l>y the wealth dislinclly of libres in this region it was impos-

sible forme to see whi(di tibi'es ilescend from the nnclens can-

dally ; therefore I have no right to speak of a tractns ridiro-spinalis.

I'erliaps (and I am snre U will be as I thinkl it will bo possible

') J. J L. A. Baron v \n Hoevell. Remarks on tho reticular cells dl' the oblon-

gata ill differenl vertebrates. Kon. Acad. v. Wetenschappen 1911.
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lo i^liuw IIS this Iract also in reptiles hv experimciilcil degenenilioiis.

Ill liu, i 1 Ikim- .skelclieil the mieleus I'uber of Laceda agilis,

siiel) as \vc timl it in ralliei- a great series of sections coloured after

tlie method of NissL. The section is taken from the middle part of

the midbrain, there, whei'e the tectum opticum shows its greatest

develojuuenf. It shows the frontal beginning of the oculimotor

nucleus. So we have here the frontal pole of the red nucleus.

I give also the nucleus at its greatest development, somewhat more

caudally (fig. '2). Here the oculimotor nucleus is distinctly divided

ill its three parts and laterally from the place, where the root fibres

are going out of the central tiuiik we lind a great deal of big mul-

ti|)()lar cells, l>eing of the saiue type as those we have seen in

V'

Fig. 3.

Nuck'us ruber in Boa cotistrictor.

I.acerta. It is clear, that here the nucleus is situated more ventrally

than ill Lacerta, but parllv we ha\e to seek the reason of this

't)calisation in the fad, that this section is a more caudal one. This
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very distinct preparatiou iy foloiircd willi an infusion of elderberries

according to a method, wliicii soon will he described ijy C. U. Ariens

IvAPPERS.

Fignre 3 shows tiie nucleus in itoa constrictor. Tiie section is

colonred after tiie method of \\n (iii.soN. Tliei'e aremncii fewer ceils

liuin in the former species of animals, bnt the form of the cells and

llieir localisation just near the oenlimotor root fibres make the

ideniitication with the former gi-ou[)s of cells undoubtful.

Much clearer is the situalion- in the .Alligator sklerops (tig. 4). The

Central Institute of Drain lesearch has a very beautiful sei'ies in

Fig. 4.

Nucleus ruber in Alligalur sklcrnps

two colours (van Gieson and Wkiokut-Pat,). The localisation of the

distinctly circumscribed group of cells near the rools of tlu' ner\ us

ocnlimotorius makes the diagnosis very easy.
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Also ill ihc linver reptiles we cnii liiid back willioiit difficuity the

i^roiip (if cells. Ill 11^-. 5 1 skelclieil llie siUiatioii in Testiido graeca.

Here also we find llie ocidiiiiolor imclciis in ihe section and we see

Fig. 5.

Nucleus ruber in 'I'estudo gracca.

se\'cr;il hiii' niiilli|K)lar cells, united to a distinct nucleus. The jire|ta-

ralion is coloured with cre.sylviolet.

To niv knowledge the red nucleus has never been described in

reptiles vel. B_v the annexed figures 1 iliink I ha\e demonstrated

with sufficient certitude the e.xistence nf ihe iiiaonocellular part of

the nucleus ruber in reptiles.

Hut it is not only in re[itiles that I found the red nucleus, also

ill ainphibians it is possible to see a distinctly circumscribed nucleus,

localized absolutely in the same way, so in the region of the root-

fibres of the pculimotor nerve. It is again the same reticular

elements which have concentrated to a nucleus. In tig. 6 I give a

section of the brain of Rana, showing very clearly the group of cells.

Two sections more caudally we find the frontal pole of the oculimotor

nucleus, whilst the oculimotor roots are going out of the central

trunk, as we can see in the conti-ol-section, which is coloured after
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the metliod of Weigert-Pal. In Ihis sertioii, oiilv ihe cells are
coloured and tiierefore the roollilues are iini.sibje.

Wiieii for the ideiitiliealioii we use the seheme of Tkkt.iakoi-'I'' ')

siieh as he made it fur Aiumocoetes, we see, that lie iiieiilioiied a

:^-y
\ -Si-.^v^d,,-

Fig. 6.

Nuck'us ruber ol' liana.

meseiieephalie group of reticular cells, e.xcepi the more caudal groups

of reticular elements which all have been refouud hy van IIof.vei.i,-).

Ill Ihis lowest vertelirale the group consists of fewxery liig multi-

polar cells, which we may consider as llie prototy|)es of the magno-

cellidar ])arl of Ihe nucleus I'uber and which we can llnd hack in

all fishes, '{'he cells are always localized in (he ici;iou of Ihe oculi-

') D. Tretjakopf. Das Nervensystem von Ammocoeles. 11. Gtliini. Arch. f. micr.

Anal. und. Enlwickkingsges.

') Loc. cil.
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Fig. 7.

Section of the mesencephalon of Selache.

V

V

Fig. 8.

Nucleus I'ubef in Ciconia alba.

Pioceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XIV.

72
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molor rool fibres. As a specimen I give here a sketch of Selache

(fig-. 7) whci'C oil i)Otii sides we find two big inuitipohir cells.

To shdw the situation in birds and the transition to the lowe;'

mammals 1 add two figures.

1^' a liird, 2'"' one of the lower mammals.

I chose the Ciconia alba, having a very fine series of this bird (fig. 8),

bnt if is very easy to find back the red nucleus in all othei' birds.

1 saw it in Colunibus, in Casuaris, in Sj)heniscus.

At last the form as it is to be seen in the opossum (Dideljihys

marsupialis) (fig. 9).

1 am of opinion that in all these cases the identification is so

easy and so simple, that all confusion on this point is excluded.

Fig. 9.

Nucleus ruber in Didelpily^' marsupialis.
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Physics. — "On tin' rulnc nf saji/r (////['/rn/'u/ qtwtieiit.-i in iJic

critical point, in connection iritlt the coexisting phases in the

neighbourhood of that point and iritlt die fnrnt of the equation

of state." By J. .1. van Laar. (Communicated hv Prof. H. A.

IjORENTZ).

1. In some previous papers we siiowed that the densities c/i and

d, resp. of the liquid and vapour phase in the immediate neighbour-

hood of tfie critical point are represented bv the expressions ^) :

c/i = 1 j- (( l-'l— OT + ii(l — m) f y (1 — »«)•- 4- rf (1 — m)- -\-

>(^)
d, — l — (( I ' 1—m + ;?(!— m) — 7 (1 - 7npz O- rf (1 _ ,

SO that foi' values of m = T. T\; near J the quantities d^ — 1 and

1 — c?j are of the order of magnitude ^"^\—w, and not of the order

>^'l— ??i ^VAN UER Waals, These Proc. XIII, p. 116 and 1259) or of

^^\—m (Goldhammer, Z. f. |)hys. Chem. 71, 577 (1910)).

In his "Thermodynamische Theorie der Capillariteit" (1893) van der

Waai.s also gives the connect expressions (see p. 44), and finds the

value 2 for n with the ideal equation of state, and the value 3,5

for real (normal) substances — rpiite in accordance with what we
found for them (loc.cit., cf. Tliese Proc. XH', p. 437) wliere the value

3,(5 is given). For Fluorbenzene a mav evt'u be put 3,9 (see furtiier).

Also Mathias (Ann. de Toulouse V) gave as empirical formulae the

theoretically correct ones.

For substances for which the ideal equation of state would hold,

we find loc. cit.

2 13 128 1359

5 25 875 17500"

The coefficient a indicates the divergence of the phases in the critical

point ; the coefficient i is nothing but the coefficient of direction of

the so-called straight diameter '

/.^ id^-\- dj = ffntj in that same point.

When we pass from the ideal e(|uation of slate tu the real one,

^ increases from 0,4 to about 0,9, whereas a increases from 2 to

about 3,9.

2. We shall now demonstrate that the expressions (1) will hold for

any form of the |)Ossible equation of state, and that d^ — 1 and 1-^/.

would only be of the order 1' 1

—

m, wheji in the critical point not

1) See among others These P;oc. XIV, p. 438 et .seq., 568 et seq. and 574.

72*
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dp (Pp d'p d^p
ni>lv — and — are fMiiial In 0, ImiI also - and — . And as the

• dv d,-
'

dr' dr'

1-itler is ovideiill_\ an impossibility (for then there would ha relatioihi

between the eoefficients of the eqiialion of state), '/, — 1 can never

be of the order of maijnitiide ^ 1

—

m either. Other exponents, like

l''''l —m, are of eoiirse quite excluded.

For if we \m\ (piite generally

we have, when g, //, and /// represent resp. "reduced" pressure,

volume and temperature, in the neighbourhood of the critical point :

f = l + t'„(w-l) + f',(m-l) ,^fV(«-ir+8",,((w-i)(7«-i) +

+ ^t"p{m-\r

In this ('
,. represents

€"',:<(/*— l)'-t- etc. + etc.

ti represents r— I ; f ,i represents
V dm/];,.

On-Jkr

The deterniiuation of the coefticient a will require no other ditfe-

rential quotients ihan the abovi' mentioned ones. In this e',. and f",.- are

bdih^O at the critical |ioinl, so that by equation of the values

of f- in the t\yo coexisting phases

1

f"',.3e'r l{»t— 1) {„.^^-l)— U,-\) (;.,-!)'-(«, -1)' + ..=()

remains, because also the terms with only tn— i and {m— 1;^ \anish

in consequence of the equalii\ of the temperature.

If we now put :

1,.^ = I 4- (IT + ii'r"- + . . ; ;/, = 1 — «T 4 lit' +
in which t re|)resents a power of 1— /» i/.v i/et iinkiioirn, we get

V, - \ =(ir ^ /fr' ... — &„: ;,, — 1 = — (,(r — ^t'r'' . .) = — 6*1

,

and hence:

e",,, (m-\) (^., + ^A) + , f"'A^\. + »\) + . . . = 0,

1 „, &\ + &\
f , (

( 1 — "0 = I- i' 1- • • •

Now evidently (the higher powers we shall waul presently;:

6*, + 6*1 — 2«T.. .

;

/^\ — (^% = 4(tii'T\.; li\ ^, f^\=-'<'r' . .

^

6\— e\ — G«^9'r^ . . ; ()\, - 8\ = Sa'^V .
. ; 0\ -f &\ ==: 2a'T' .

.

'



so that

HeiK-e we get

:

( iod;!
)

("rl(\— m)=Z-- h"'„:< {(CT^ . .) -f . . , .

' 6
(«)

SO llial il now appeal's with ihe nliiiost clearness that t' must hv

o\' the order 1

—

in, and so t of llie order ^1—m.

Even it' 1)^ were ^ I -|- « r.., «j = 1

—

a'r.., in which «' is no< ^«
(which, however, is impossible: see also These Proc. XIV, p .439and

440), even then t woidd a[)pear to be of the order ^'1— iii according to

the above. For then 6', + 6*, would be = (« + «') r . ., &\ + 0\ —
d\ + 0\= (<( -I- ^t'") t\ ., and hence ^^ («' — «« + « ") t", so that

the conclusion woidd remain the same.

()n\\- wdien also e"\-t , i.e. — were = — liut then s"",-i would

also ha\e lo he ^0 on account (jf liie foi'ni of the critical isdtherm

[which of course runs from p = -ji to p = 0) — only then we
should lia\e:

1

6t"',y()n— l){0\—&\)

+

j^",,, ('«—!) (^.,-f^>J +

4e"",v(m-l)(6/'.,4-6'M + ..

l)id from this \vould follow

A 6'',5(^>\,4-6'%) 4- etc. = 0.

('«—!) f ",. , . 2<(T .

120 ^ '
^

and so 1— jn, woidd be of the order r\ i. e. t of the order t' 1

—

m.

So for this the (impossible) su|)position f-"',.3 and ^"\,iz=() would be

required ';.

3. Let us proceed after these considerations to the expressions for

the coeflicients « and ji'.

As now henceforth t" can be re[)laced by 1

—

m, («j passes into

1 ,„

6

after equation of the coetilicients of the different powers of i

—

m-

') If only f 3=0, we should have got — ^''"(S^., — 5*,) instead of -—c'.' Ci^s t^..),
J4 ' ' 120 '-'

hence as S^o-S-*! = 8«'^'/°, l—m is again of the order t'.



from wliicli follows:

( J()i)4
)

e"',,s
(1)

being- tiie t|uite general formula for tlie coeflicieiit <(, whatever iiiav

be the fonn of the equation of state s =f[m,u>) ^).

What follows may serve as a control. Tlie ideal equation of state

RT (I 8?M 3

r—li ir '3 II— 1 n^

gives i'ov the dilfei-eni diiferenlialquotients

:

ds 24m 6 d^s 144w 18
i
d'e

d/i
~" ~ (3«-l7 n' '\d^-~ (3« - Vf'

"
n*

\
dn'

'

d'e _9 X 1^ X 144m 360! d'f

a^ ~'
(3«^—T)^

24

Ox 144m 72

' ~ (3«— 1)^ ^ n"

d'f 144

ii" dndm (3;; - l)^'d»'dOT (3;i— 1)'

'

.So this becomes foi' T/- -.

f'f= — 6 4- 6 = f",.: = 18—18 = ?'",:•= — 81 + 72 = - 9

f""„. = 486 — 360 = 126
I

a\j = — 6 e"',,'-',( = 18.

Thus we find for n^ according to (1)

:

„ 6X — 6 ^

«- =--— = 4,

hence << = 2, as it should be.

If in ((() we also take the terms with t' into account, we get an

c(|nation between the coefficients a, ,-}', and y'. So wc cannot deter-

mine ii' from this, l^'or this we shall have to find the relation of

coexistence between the two phases. This is found fi'om \8,_. denotes

the pressure of coexistence)

«.,—

1

1)-

With

p = 1 4" E'/(m— 1) + f"c,/("- l)(m-l)+ -fV(m-ir +

+
1 1 1

+ -,f>(m-l)' ^-6"'V,(n-ir +

his becomes:

') Gf V. D. Waals, Capillarileit, jj. 44.



ec = l + e',(ot-1) +

+
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1 „ 0\-0\ 1,- e", ,
—^ im— 1) 4- ~ b',-1 im—l)-

— e ,.3 e „2( (m-l)+-8 ,(= — 7n-l)"+,.(6)

as K—1) — («,— 1) = 6/, + ^, , K-1)' — («,—lj-^.= e\—fi\, etc.

(see above).

If ill («) we substitute succassively n., aud n^ for /«, and tlien take

half the sum, we set:

6=1 4-e',(m_l)
6',-6'i 1 ,

6 ^.,, ^ (m — 1 )
4- - 6 ,, {m — 1 )- +

+
1 ,„ ()\-0\ 1 ,„ 0^^ + d,-- s„-e.

b J 24 2

E((uatioii of (6) and >/') now yiehJs with 1 — in ^ — {ui—1) := t"

1 8.;—6,' 6^—0^

2 d~-\-lf.
2~^ —- - 8

t)

I '^2 "1

:,^ f-.«^'
3 a,+&, 2

"

1 0.^-6^'

4 "^:+^7 2

+ -^- ^''^.C-i T^
3 "^ 1 ^2^1

+ 24^"""^

;2 (^,+ (9, 2

5 (9,+'^ 2^
_

+

With the \aiues of 8.,~\-8^, 6\, — ft*',, etc. given al)Ove in §2
this becomes (tlie coetTlicieiii> of ;•''.., and 8"\._t- are evidenll\ =: 0)

:

1

— e"
6

«' |J't' — 3 ir (i r* .

24
« T — u r

5

"1

3

= 0.

+

because evidently [d\ -\- &\) -.2 z= a^r\ In thi^ way we only get

the terms with r\ and find:

1 ,„ ,
1 ,, 1

hence finallv
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'^
= >-

' (2)

ill wliicli a- is given by (1).

So the expression derived by van deu Waals (Capillariteit, p. 44),

viz. j-k' =r f'",.,_,: s'".:., is inaccurate on account of the neiilect of the

Icrui witii 8"",,i. Besides, the control by means of the ideal equation

of slate confirms tliis. As \vc put ii^ r= 1 -[- ur ~\- ji'r' . . , d. =
::= 1 — «r -|- ,^T- . . , evidently

because d^ = 1 : ii.^.

Now by means of the above given values of the ditferential-

(piotients («- = 4) we find from (2j :

18— -. 12tj
5 28 3

^' — = _ 2 + - = 3 —
,— 9 5 5

3 li

giving ;} = 4 — 3 _ = _ , in accoi-dance with what we found before

(see § J ).

Van dkr Waals's expression would have given an entirely erro-

neous value for ;i.

4. The valui' i>f tlw c/innick'n'stic function.

If we put

m dsc

S dm

we shall understand by the "characteristic fiiuclion" 7 Ihexalueof:

''-//,-!' d,d,'

III' which we know that il is eijual to I, wlu'ii the quantities »/ and />

of the equation of slate do nut depend on the tem|)eralure T (or

It only linearly on 7'). Ihil in any oilier case </ \\ill no longt'r be

^ i, but it will be represented in the neighbourhood of the critical

point by

V =1 +/.(!-,«),

ill which we shall determine the coefficient ?..

In our previous paper (These Proc. XIV, p. 777) we have viz. •

already shown, that when the .said suppositions are fulfilled, formula

(8) given there holds, \i/,.
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T ,lu, a
' ~—\

--I
,

/) ilT pv,v^

m de,; a d^d,

e dm picVjc' e

when f=,. (leiioU's tlie pressure of coexistence, throuLih w liieli we

So ivc have also:
(/f, fdrn

(listiiiii'uisli troiii

d,n V Of-

pkVk'

hence

ill other words 7 = J

.

If, liowever, n and /> are also functions of llie teni|)erature, we
have generally accordinji' to >/m of § 3, takinjj,- the vahu's oi'0.^-\-^^,

elc. into account, and disi'egarding all the powers of 111— J higher

than the second :

f,^l + f',(m-l) + 6",y . 2ji'T'()/i-

1

f",2 Im — 1) ^

"1
,„ ,

1 ,„— 6 (-3. 4<f-/iT'' -(- * f-^i .(Ct'Uu— 1)
24 G 120

or as T- = 1

—

m = —{m—

I

e, = I -f t' t
(in — I) -f - e",,, if (m-lf + -^- eV (»«-ir +

,"1
„, ,

1 ,„

From Ihis follows:

= f'( +

+

2t',.j,i'(l-m) - t",. (1 -m)

1 ,„ , ,
1 „

- ^ t:.<t',-| (1 — 7/1) -f --t"i«(<f (1— (/()

u 3 '

120'^""^'"'*'"-')^-

(30

. e.



dec

dm
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1

3

Kiirtlier according (o foi-nuila (2) we have:

1

so tlial we get

de..

dm
s't — (1—m)

6
,

«-' £'"„» ,r+ 6",

01- as «' J-'",,, ^ (i f ",. , according to (1), also

dsc

dm
t,~(\ -in) ii f"v,i = t'( — w(l— ?//), . (3)

ill whicli i-'i

dm//.,.
Willi ihe ideal e(|uatioii of state, where

(see above) f",^ := u. ?",._, = — G, i-"',.«^, = 18, to becomes

18 1= - - (-(3) - 4 18
ft (j

So for //,

1

Ij

m dec

108
~5~ 12 = 9

:/fc

f' we find properly
edmjir_ \dinji;

/* = *' = f V •

g
The value t)f this is =^ r = 4 for the ideal eciiiatioii of

<>"/. — f

state, and becomes = 7 for all ordiiuuj normal snbstances.

As /// = 1— (1— ///) and f^l

—

t' [1—m), we now get for <i

1 -- (1—m)
1 — 6'( (1— m)

6'( — CO (1 —m)
_ 1 -£'( (1-w)
"^ 1— («'—2^) (1—m)'

seeing thai <l, d, = [1 + » '

' 1 — ?;, -f {i {1 ~ m)^ [1 - « l^" 1 — m +
+ ,^'(1— ,»)] =:r 1 — [a'—lii) (1 — ,»,)

Aftei' some reduction this becomes:

t'i — to (1— m.) — 1

'/
= -,—-. X

1

s't — 1 'M — («= — 2/J) (1—w)'

(1-m)

'/ = e\ —1
1 — («' - 2ff)(l-m)

= 1 4- A(l-w) (4)

As now ;. = with the ideal equation of state, i.e. with tiial in

which (I and h are no functions of T (or a only depends linearly

on T), in this limiting case must hold ;
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= «- — 2ji.

s',-l

Hill as 10 is evidenlly =: (

—

~] = /'/.we iiiav also write lor this:

-^^ =a^ — 23
,

.4-1

wlik'li relation was derived in my preceding communication (These

Proo. XIV, p. 779). Hut in all other cases ). is not eqnal to 0,

and we have :

;. = (cr - 2,i) - -i-\
(5)

From (4) we see also that ip cannot be =i 1 -|-
^'''

1 — m — 7j

(1 — )//), i.e. of the order • 1 — m near 7'/.-, but must he ot'the order

I — ///. I pdinted this already out in my preceding communication

(loc. cit. [). 778, tbotnole). So though the empirical formula for '/

drau'ii up by w D. Waai.s \ery well renders the \alaes following

from Vocng's tables — theoretically i* cannot be upheld.

5. After the above deri\ations we may |jroceed to determine the

values of some differential quotients for a normal substance as e.g.

Flnorbenzene. From Yoing's tables (Dublin Soc. June 19J0), the

following values of in, f, r/,, (/,, 7-i ('A + <''.)> ^iA'h — •^''J
antl

<l

have been calculated. (See p. 1100).

For 'I'l; has been found 28(5°,55 ; for pi; Young gives 33912 mm.
of mercury; for (/;, the value 0,3541 has been assumed. The values

of F are those which can be calculated from the vai)onr pressure

formula

1— ni— Luii Sc = ^^ •

m
e dsc

The values of / ^ — -p have been calculated as follows. From
m dm

the above formula follows:

I dsc F l—mdF

so that we get

E dm rn^ rn dm

m dSc F dF--=--(1 -m) —

.

E am m am

A minimnm {F^Qfil) is observed in the values of i*^ at m=0,77.
If we had continued the table up to m = 0,45, F would already

have increased again to 7,11. The value of 'f at tirst rapidly in-
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m ' V
I

Found
I

(I 1+1 -0.50 = 1.50

0.7024 1+0.543 — 0.149=1.394 1.39

0.8632 1+0.370 — 0.068=1.302 1.30

0.9704 1+0.172 — 0.015=1.157 1.18

0.9883 1+0.108 — 0.006=1.102 1.11

easily calculate, making u.se of the si.x values of in iVoiii 0,8'i'i- to

0,9525 (the last included):

f, = 1 — 7.0(35 (1 — m) + 19.8 (1 - mf — 24.0 (1 — w)' .

so that we ha^e :

//, = 6' = f, = 7.0(io /•'/, = e[ \ =
( ^^^^^^

1 = (o )
=: 39,6.

Willi 'he ideal ennation of slate thisSo O.O is found for '—"--.

9.(3

value is = - = ;^,2
4—1

Let us now determine the values of the coefficients c. and ,^ iu

(he expansions into series for d^ and d.^.

With '/,(d,-\-d,) = ,^il— in) -\- (f(\—n>Y we calcidale from Ihe

table for /» ^ 0,8632 etc. llie following values-.

,-f=r0.9l3 d = 0.055.

And from '/., {d, — d,) :
^^= a -\- l—m y (1 — iii) + f (1 — ;«)' we

can calculate

:

<( = :i,9 7 =---15,3 :
e=t48.

No\v the value of ,i' =^ n'' — ii {,i' is the coefficient of 1 — in in

n., = !-)-« ^^1— VI -|- ji' ( 1 — in) -{-..., see abo\'e) becomes

:

,r= 15, -J -0,9 = 14,3,

which for (he ideal e(|uation of slate =4 — 0,4 = 3,6, so e.xactlv

the fourth part.

And for «' — 2,? we find 15,2— 1,8 ='13,4. [With the ideal equa-

tion of state 4 — 2 X 0,4 = 3,2 is found for the value of tr — 2/}].

For /. wo liu<l now according to (5):

/ = 13,4 — 0,(3 = 6,8,

so thai according lo (4) close to Tc

:

7_2_L+6,8(l-?n).
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So for /y/ =0,988:1 7 woiiM l.c ~ 1 +fi,8X 0,0117= 1 ,08, ainl

for ///=O,9704
<i

would he = J -f 6,8 • 0,0296=1,20 (foiiiid J ,1

1

1,18). So / = 6,8 is possibly still somewliat too low, but il is also

possible — and tiiis 1 think more likelv — tliat llie values of J,

and d„, found experimentally near (he fritical point, are not quite

accurate, in consequence of which r/ is found too high. So most

likely the value of the product d^d.^ is too low, on account of the

density of the liquid phase being measured too small in consequence

of imperfect liomogeneiiy (presence of \apoiir bubbles), or because

the thickness of the capillai-y layer, whicli is of measurable dimeri.sions

at the critical point, has not been taken into account, in which layer

the density is of course smaller than in the homoiieiiftous liquid phase.

In consequence of this the locus \'^{d^ -\- d„) = f [in) deviates

seemingly too mucli to the liquid side quite near the critical point,

and accordingly the abrupt deflection of this locus close to Tc, found

by Young, Cardoso and others, would disappear, when the density

of the li(|uid phase conld be measured more accurately.

6. The value of the dift'erentialquotients f\,t = ( —;—
I and

\dtidmJi;,.

( d'E \

f",,.2(=:zz —r- mav be calculated from data of isotherms quite
\divdmjk,-

near the critical temperature. Those for (\H^F not being at my
disposal, I could only make use of Dorsm,\n's data (Thesis for the

Doctorate) for (V>,
. For :W.l he finds e.g. /> = 75,30, 76,10,

77,75 resp. for r = 5.il, 449 and 343. From this we can calculate

dp
that for r = 438 (the \olume on the isotherm ol 33^,1 that agrees

with the critical volume] has the value - 0,01245. From this the

488 /^^\
value X"-0,0124.S = — 0,0747 follows for (the critical

pressure is viz. =: 73).

So wc have (31°, 1 is the critical temperature):

()j-\ A)A
\ =U ; 1 =— 0,07t7 (both for v=rk).

Hence (the absolute temperature at /• = 32°,1 is 305,2)

/ ()'i- \ (1,1)747

\nn(hHji,,. 2

We saw above that the ideal equation of state gives for this — 6.

From the same data the \alue 0,00007432 can be derived for
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—- at r = 438 iml ;{.''.'.
I

|
I'lu' data can \i/,. lie remlcreil liv llic

lorimila /> = 7r),10 — 0,0J 163 (v -- 449j + + (),0()()()37J6 (r — 449)',

dr d'p
fniiii wiiicli easily and tor r = 438 can lie derived .

• dj, dv-'
'

So for — we find ^ y(^{),()^){){)1A:V2—0A^h\i. Hence we liave:
i)/(- 73

fd^s\ fd's\
, ,- =0 ; , = (J, 1 y.-.3 (l)Oth for /' = !•*),

ami fi'oni tliis follows :

/ d'f \ U,1953

For the ideal equation of stale we liiid J8 for this.

Now in virtne of considerations which will presently be explained,

we shall raise the values — 11,4 and 29,8 to — 12 and 36, as

these values cannot differ much from duuhle the values in case the

ideal etpiation of slate is usc<l. It follows also from the nature

of the above indicated calculation, thai the found values — Jl,4and

29,8 cannot lay claim to very great acoiracy.

Now we can also find the values of e"v^ and t""^,^ . Krom (\)

follows viz.

:

«fV< 6X(— 12)

15.2
= — 4.7,

The ideal e((uation of slate gives about double the value, viz.— 9.

We find further from (2);

- n^e"'^,= f"Vv— /^'f'V= 36— 14,3 X(- 4,7)= 103,2,

hence

i"\,y= 103, -2 : 1,52 = 67,!),

for which with the ideal equation of ^tate also about double the

value is found, \ iz. 121).

/()-> \

Finaliv we can calculate ?•
',- ^ , from f" ^ w ^ 39,6, in

which V) is represented according to (3j by

U)= f-'V-

—

fi't'\._t—^l„(l''f-"\l,f

So we find -.

f'V.= 39.6 + 14,3 X (-12) + '

c X l'V2 X 36,

or

B"t^— 3U,6 — 171,6 4- 91,2 = — -10,8.
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Tlie value of tins (liffereiitialqnotieiit is ^ with the ideal equation

of stale. The great iiegati\e value of f",2 for real substances points

— as we shall presentlv see — to a areat positive value of --.

We helve now the following sui-vej (all this at 7'/,j.

•J. 1 ,3
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d'J. _
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Tlie iiiiniorator of llie ex|)ressioii ). now passini>- iiilo — a"fi, we
get siiiiplv :

£"(2

,-^—

1

IVoiii wliicli llieii / ^ 40,8 :() = 6,8 follows, as al)o\'e.

R n dp
8. As lur small />'( we may write for -- (see above),

v~li V- oT
()7>-—

^ becomes = (it iiameiv h't is also small), lieiu-e

\Om-Jkr i-\ PL-

So we get for A with //,—1 = f^— J = At /i/j'^i, (see al)Ovej :

when we siibsliliile its \aliie for Ak. If we put

?'/, «"/;
: "i-= ft"/, , T/a't : <(/. — (t'i-

we gel :

;.= --— = <("

1 — (t'k

because «\. must be exceed iuglv small (see above). As now tlie value

(i,8 was fouud for A, this comes t() this that «"/.• is almost 7, so

i/ri'a{ positive (i.e. 7V - (""/.: "a))-

Suiumarizing e\ervtliiri,ic that we investigated iu the above and in

prexidiis |)apers, we couie to f/iis conclusion tlial llio deviations fivun

the idcfd c(p;alion of slate tdiiefly lind iheir explanaliou, besides in

the associaliou of the molecules, iu the folhnving circumslances :

1. 'J hat \silli small \alue ol the value ot ^, is i/fcut. In con-

s('(picnce of this r/, becomes ^ 2,1/;/^. instead of r/^ = 3/; ^- for the critical

\'olumc.

db dV> ,
da

,

d-n
2. Thai wilh small value of —- , — , and — the value of

dt dt- dt <ir-

is (jridt. This accouuls l'(u- the great increase of the charactei'islic

fuuctiou 7 fwhicli has the value 1 at 7V) in the neighbonrhood of 7'/..

Iu conclusion we j)oinl oul that for the determiualion of the \abies

of )'",..; and {""„! the knowledge of the values of h'\. ami //'",, is

rc(piired, and so without the complete knowledge of the (|uantit\ h

as function of /• we cannot possibly predict anything regarding the

values of )-"'i, and f""j,i . That these values are about half the ideal

values - from Ihis would follow among others that /'//'^''"ff would be

not far fnun J. Clarens, Mareli 1912.
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Botany. — "Structun' t>/ the .slarc/i-</rain'

Hkijerinck.

Bv I'mf. Dr. :\I. W.

If (ine izi'ani nf |i(ilaii)--i;ucli i-- iiuil'jd willi 1(M> c.M' nt'ilistilled watci-

tlii!!i is Jiisl siiffioienl to hriii^- the grains to their maxiinuiii of swell-

iim- and make the starch lake up about 70°,„ of the water so thai

it remains suspended and eamioi |ircci])itale, as llie swollen grains

loiirh one another. Kaeh graiji swells iherelw to a somewhat iri-e-

gular lilobule whose diameter is about o.o limes that before the

ebullition. Whether the boiling lasts shorter or longer is of no eon-

sequence. If more water is used for Ihe boiling no further swelling

takes place; -.vlien left to sedimentation ihe li(|uid above liie starch

colours but feebly blue with iodine.

When a microscopic preparation is made, containing but few

starch-grains, and a strong tannin solution flows sideways under

t!ie cover-glass, the following is seen (compai'e the llgure .

KXl^LANATION OF THE FIGURE.

Magnified 200 limes.

Potato-starch after proiouged boiling and treatment with a launin solulion The

grains are by the boiling changed into little vesicles with dissolved contents. The

wall of the vesicles consists of amylocellulose (amylopectose), the contents of gra-

nulose (amylose), the latter being precipitated by the tannin.

At the moment the tannin comes into contact with them, the grains,

which at first sight seem homogeneous, show a very distinct mem-
brane tlirough which the tannin easily diffuses to the inside where

it directly forms a characteristic ]>recipitate. When using a more
73*
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(lilnle ^^(liiiliou '; lliis |ireci|)itiile i-onsists ul' lillle tlruplfls in vcrv

lively Brovvjiian iiioveineiit and willi a iiioie roiicciiti-ated taiiiiiii

soliilion, of solid parlicles, adhering together and filling up the

whole inner space of the vesicle. This experiment is so simple and

conxincini;- I hat it cannot be doubted for a moment but tiie boiled

starch-grain consists of a solid, sac-shajied, cjiiite closed wall, coii-

taining a li(piid.

liow it is possible thai this fact seems unknown 1 cannot undcr-

sland, but 1 have nowhere found il mentioned in the extensive lite-

rature about this sul)ject.

The li(piid in the vesi«de is a iiraiiidose solution, or as is said

at tlic presein day, an amylose s(dution, containing 0.6 gram of the

J i;i-. originally used, which dilfuscs but with difticultly through the walls

into till' >nrrounding water. If, iiowevei-, the boiled starch is rubbed

line wilii sand the delicate sacs burst and the granulose solution

dilfuscs in the water, whitdi iheu becomes intLMisely blue with iodine.

That the wall consists of a very soft substance may be observed

as well by its great variability of shape at pressure, as by the ease

with which it is distentled to short threads by moving the cover-glass,

to which it adheres, when touched by it. When the boiled standi-

grains are washed out during some days with u'ater constantly

renewed, it is possibli' linally to obtain the \esicles without

their contents and filled with water only ; after drying they weigh

I).4 gr. ii_ one gr. of starch has been used. With iodine they colour

lighter than the granulo.se and somewdiat violet. When preserved

I hey become partly soluble in water containing chloroform. By leu-

kodiaslase they are easily conxerted into maltose and dextrine, (juite

like granulose ; by erytlirodiastase a little less easily, but a marked

difference does not exist. ")

If th(- boilin^i- is effected not in distilled but in canal water, the

starch shows a strong dis[)osili(m to precipitate whereby after 24

hours a layer lesnlls of \'\ to '/i of the wdiole volume if again

J "/,! staicli is used. If 4 ", „ .sJarch or more is boiled in canal water

^) Vory much clikitcd tiiuiiin solutions give no prucipitate at all willi starch- or

granulose solutions.

-) By Ic'ukodiaslase 1 understand the slowly dillLising diastase secreted by the

j.erms of germinated corn-grains, wliidi on starch-gelatin plates, when treated witli

iodine, produces difl'usien fields which remain uncoloured. By erythrodiastase the

nitjre (|uickly diffusing diastase of the endosperm of the grain, which on llie said

plates alter treating with iodine, is recognisible by the erythrodextrine reaction.

WiJSMAN (De diastase f)eschouwd als mengsel van maltase en dextrinase, Amster-

dam, 1889) ealltd leiikodiaslase "ilcxtriivise" and erythrodiastase "maltase", but

these terms are nut well clioseu.
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no sedimentation at all occiii'8, tlie swollen grains again toiicliing- oik*

another. Tlit- precipitation may be cansed in the starch boiled with

distilled water bv addition of dilute solutions of salts, acids, or alkalies.

At 0,001 7o '^ slight contraction of the vesicles is already visible

and it reaches its maximum at about 0,1 % . ') With still stronger

concentrations an accroase in thickness of the precipitated layer is

observed, prdbahly beciiiise the vesicles then lose somewhat of their

weight in ihe heavier li(piid. ") As non-electrolytes such as cane sugar,

urea, aethylalcohol, and melhylalcohol, even in 1 "/„ solulions, cause

no sedimentation at all. it is evident that wc have to deal here

with an ionreaction, whicli jierhaps will pro\e to be very uell a\)t

tor exact measure. Aethylalcohol of 5 "/„ ^nd mcthylalcoliol

of 6 7o. ho'ivever, distinctly bring the vesicles to precipitation, but

then the superstanding liipiid becomes rather turbid, Ihe dissolved

gi-anulose }H-ecipitating al.so. Above lO'Vj methylalcoliol the precipi-

tation is complete.

If the starch is boiled in dilute salt solutions, the volume of the

sediment aflei- slanding is as large as if the .-all had been added

later to the stai'ch boiletl in distilled water.

When the sedimentation is caused by ammonium sulphale it is

easy to show that as well the ammonium as the sulphuric ion are

])resent in stronger concentration in the precipitate than in the li(piid

above it.

The foregoing is (piile in accordance with the results of an in-

vestigation of M '"^ Z. (1atin-( ijii /.KWsK.v. '') By extraction of starch

will) dilute caustic soda she obtained a soluble substance, amylose,

and an insoluble rest of amylopecio.se in about the same proportion

as the above (0.6 and 0.4). Her view, however, of the localisation of

the two constituents is another than that which follows from my
observations.

She says that aniylopeclose forms little scales or sacs, evidently

corresponding with the layers of the starch-grain, so that this con-

stituent woidd occur as well within as outside the grain, whilst,

according to my experience, the whole inner portion dissolves in

boiling water and is homogeneous, the outerwall only being insoluble

and thus materially diiferent.

1) No great difl'erence in tlie thicknes.s of the precipitated layer (ca. 4 cm. IVom

a liquid layer of 17 cM.) was perceptible after 24 liours at roum lempei ;iliire

when using" 0,1 "/„ K„ H PC,. KCl, Na Gl, ;NH.|.)2 SO^. CaCl,. At., Gl,, K XO-,.

HGl, or Naj GGj.

~) More dilute solutions of su^ar and urea do cause some sedimentation for a

not yet explained reason. Stronger solutions do the same perhaps because of conta-

mination by electrolytes.

3) Gomptes Rendus T. 14() p. 540, 1908.
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Tliu words "juii\ lose" and ";uii\ lopL-ctose" have first been used

by L. MAQrENNF, and E. Korx, ') but tliej consider both these sub-

stances as |)erfectl\ mixed and say: "L'em|)()ix d'amidon est constitne

par nne sohition |)ai'faile d'amvlose, cpaissie par Tannlopectose"

(1. c. pag. 2 J 9).

Tliat Maqiunnh, even af'Icr the communication of M"^'^ Gatin-

(iiu'ZKWSKA, had bv no means the view here given follows from the

ol»servations wliich lie adds lo the said communication. ")

Tiie change of the terms "amylocellnlose" and "granuiose", so

long existing in the literature, into "amylopectose" and "amvlose"

l)v Maquen^jk, seems not neces^ai'v.

The dilference between the walls and the contents of the starch-

giain probably reposes on iiicrnstation. We have namely to think

the surface of the grain as consisting of the albuminous matter of

the amyloplast mixed with the secreted granuiose by which the thus

formed mixture has become insoluble in boiling water. This would

be in accordance with the general observation, that incrusting sub-

stances highly alter the solubility of bodies susceptible of imbibition,

(iF which the lignitied and suberified cell-walls of plant cells and

tanned leather are good examples. This conception would lead lo the

conclusion that the amyloplast does originally incrust the membrane
of the starch-grain, but later draws back from it, wherewith the

change of amylocellulose (amylopecto.se) into granuiose (amylose)

would correspond.

If this \iew is right the i|uantity of albuminous matter, which

occurs in the membrane, must Ite very small, for in the rate of

nitrogen no distinct dift'erence between amylocellulose (amylopectose)

and starch could be found, in both cases it being about 5 milligrams

per 100 grams of dry matter.

AlAcjruNNE says that his auiylo[>eclo.se is not coloured by

iodine; the amy locelbdose (auiylo[)ectose) obtained from starch after

cxti'aetion of the granuiose (amylose) iu the manner here described,

proves lo coloui- violet blue with it. It is not impossible that in this

case, too, a kind of incrustation should occur, namely of an adsorption

of granuiose in the amylocellulo.se wall, which then itself would in

|>ure condition remain uncoloured by iodine.

All other species of starch examined by me behave in the same

way as potato-standi.

') Hecherches sur I'amidon el la saccliarificulion diaslasiquc. Ann. il. Giiimlc ft

tie Physique, 8e Serie, T. 9, pag. 179, 1900.

") Observation sur la Note ile M""-' C!ATiN-liRUZR\v.sK.\. Coniples I'.cniUis '!'.
I
('6

p. 542, 1908.
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Physics. — "C/?2 the l<nr of Dinhcnhir attrartioK /dr I'h'ctnnil

(liff/i/e i)Oint.s'\ Bv Prof. D. J. van dkr Waals Jh. (Coiniiiuni-

cated by Prof. J. 1), \an dkk Waa],s).

Piof. IvFiN(iAM M was so kind as to point out to nie two errors

whicli occur in niy comiunincalion under tlie above title':.

In the lirsl place llie fornnda Ibi' ^ on page lo4 1. c. nmsl be;

l£- = ^ 1^4 cos- {h 4- mi' »

Tlie factor -, occnrring i.e. in this fornuda and in all forinnlae
b

derived from it, lias been inserted erroneously.

Put moreover — and this is a more serious error — the chance

thai die angles (/ and .V lie between definite limits, must be repre-

sent e<l liy :

JH= 1-...S - ^'3co»«2+T

C X ~ ''<" 'f'lf *'" ^'^^ «
'"''

4

It is not allowed to omit the constant C as I did I.e. This conslani

can of coni-se be determined by means of the consideration, ilial the

sum of all chances is e(pial lo unity. So we find:

1
C =

'"

m- CO i
-f
^3 ccs" 3+ 1

(I

After a deilucliou analogous lo that which was p(u-formcd I.e. we

easily lind :

1
(7=

1 r'i dx

l/.f-^—

1

where c -.

So we get for E:

E= — tc

J'<:

,vd.v

' Vx--\ 1
I

i
r^ dx

V .1-^—1

1) These proceedings, XI p. 132 ami 315.
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,, „ . , . , ,, 2m-
I'or / = U I.e. f =: X llns hecomes /:, =r .

r'

,,2 m'
ViW I -z= rj: I. ('. I- ^rz {) it Ikm'oiiics I; z= --

''< T''t

W we waiil Id liiid llic iiu'jni lorcc in tlio dii'i'dimi /•, we iimsl

(iifrei-ciilialc ilic \;iliie itf I lie |i()louti;il oihtst with ivspect to— /•

before [M'rfoniiiiig- llic inle,ur;ili(ins. This coiiies to iiiulliplviiiii- il hv

- . This f'aclor i-eniains uiuxKerod iiv the iiile,iiralioiis; so we liiid

l(ii- llie mean loice ni the two cases res[)('i'ln'ei_y

—

and — 2 .-.
/' )-

1

.AIv conclnsidn i.e., that the mean foire wonld vary more rapidly

with lln' distance than V-m pi'oves not to l>e correct: for i= oc it

\aries as \,7, at lower teni|ieratnres it varies less rapidlv. These con-

clnsions however onlv hold for densities, which are so small, that

inleraclion of moiv than two molecnies at the same lime need not

1)0 taken into consideration. If we take this circnmstanee into con-

sideration we shall nndonhledlv a^ain find a nioi'o rapid decrease of

I he force \vitli the dislance.

Biochemistry. •'Arlinn e/' sah^htin'cs ri-nil'iUj solnhlr in ini/rr,

hut i/dt suhihlf ill oil, Hit fill' i/rmnth of tin' /)i'iiicilliini)

i/luiicuiit" . 1)V Prof. .1. ')()i'',sK.KKN and .Mr, H. Watku.man. (Coin-

innnicaled i)\- I'l-of IJkijkkinck).

'//'( il/ /I II ('/Iff i\f tl/f ll//(l/'ill/fll-ioil.<.

Ill onr pre\ions commnnicatioiis ') we luwe made mention of two

kinds of relarding' snhstanccs. The first kind lo which belong .salicylic

acid and bnlvric acid, penetrates on account of its great solubilitv in

oil, con|)le(l willi a snlficienl s<ilubilily in wafer, loo I'apidiv into the

organism and causes il lo be ovt'rloaded.

'I'he seeond kind lo which Itelongs formic acid i- much more

readilv soluble in water ihan in oil, but can onlx lie used up \rvy

slowlv so ihal an o\'erloading is still possilde.

As, both with saliovlic acid and formic acid an injurious action

of the hvdrogeu-ions was nol exiuded, owing lo their great dissocia-

lion constants, il had lo be determined l>y a .spt'cial research at w lial

concentration the livdrogen-ions l)ecame a hindrance.

i) Proc. of Dec. 30 1911 p. 608 and Febr. 24, 1912 p. t2S.
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II mav be observed Iiere tluit with oxalic aciil, inaloiiic at-itl, tarlaric

aci<l ami iactif acid we had met witli retardation pheiioiiieiia wbicli,

in oiir opinion, onglit to be atlribuled to llie action of liydrogeii-ions.

Tiiese substances, readily sohible in water, but not at all soluble

in oil, cxliibilcij, at definite concentrations, retardations which, fVdui

their nature, were (piiie different from those observed with snbslaiu-es

soluble in oil.

These phenomena could be prevented by neutralisation ; on adding

an acid harmless in itself (gentisic acid) to a solution of tartaric acid

below the harmful concentration they could be revived.

By calculation from the dissociation constants of the acids inves-

tigated and compai-ison with the action of a sulphuric acid solution

of definite concentration it could be demonstrated that these pheno-

jnena were indeed connected with a definite quantify of hydrogen-

ions, and that this corresponded for the penicilliuiit (jlaucum with

a concentration of about 1 X 1<'~'
; in the case of the a-^pen/il/ifs

nujer this concentration was higher, namely about 4.5x 10~'' in

grm. e(pn\-. All this will be seen from a survey of the experiments.

(Table p. 1114.)

P^-om this survey it is (juiie cvideni that the retarding action

observed with oxalic acid and tartaric acid must be attributed to a

definite concentration of the hydrogen-ions. To begin with, ammo-
nium oxalate is assimilated even at higher concentrations; the same

is the case with acid and with normal [)Otassiam tartrate ^11, IV, V).

Further, a solution of ammonium oxalate does not affect the

growth of the pi'iiiciUium in /^-o.xybenzoic acid. (IX).

On the other hand, oxalic acid does retard the development of

the organism in //-oxyben/.oic acid and even in concentrations lower

than usual (Compare Vlll with 1 . for the hydrogen-ions of the

2>-Oxyben/.oic acid, altlnuigh liiemselves harmless, join those of the

oxalic acid so that the harmful concentration is attained sooner.

The same happens on adding together tartaric acid and gentisic

acid, both being below the injurious concentration : a harmful cou-

centration is then reached (VI).

If, by making use of ( )st\vai.i)s dissociation-constants of the acids

(for oxalic acid we have used the data of Enklaar (CMiem. Weeidil.

8, 381 (1911)), we calculate from our observations the haruifui

concentration of the hydrogen-ions we obtain :

(.1- Tartaric arid; /v = 0.097 ; harmful concentration ^ 500 mg.

per 50 c.c.

From this about 0.8 ;< 10-'' ni. gram ecpiivalent.

Malonic acid; A' =r 0.158: harud'nl concentration observed ^= 300
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/= temperature of ttie room; 50 ccm. of
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ing. per 50 c.c. from which is rak-nlated 1 xl*)""^)!!. gram

equivalent.

O.vdlic acid; the harmful concentration lies at 50 mg. per 50 c.c.

;

this agrees with a concentration of 1,2 X 10~^ hydrogen-ions.

Fi'om this we may ronchide that the retarding action becomes

very i)ronoiinced when the concentration of the hydrogen-ions

amounts to al)Out 1 XlO"'; it is independent of the compound used.

Naturally, the observations only admit of an appi'oximate estima-

tion, so in the calculation we could assume that the dibasic acids

employed had only resolved one hydrogen-ion.

Vet we have been able to use it for demonstratiuL;- that on adding

gentisic acid to tartaric acid the retarding action must slai't at ;i

concentration prc\iously iletermined.

300 mg. of tartaric acid ])er 50 c.c. represent a concentration of

0,6 X 10—^ gram e(|uivalent of hydrogen-ions.

100 mg. of gentisic acid (70= 0.108) represent fully 0.3 X K^'"'

hydrogen-ions.

Sepai'ately, both these substances are quite harmless iProc. Dec.

1911, p. 615); when mixed they totally prevent the development

of the peniciUium (Yl).

Finally, we give a survey of the action of increasing (piantities

of sulphuric acid added to 150 mg. of /^oxybenzoic acid, from

which it appears again that the harmful concentration lies between

5 X K^-*^ aii'l 1,3 XlO-^

Quantity of H2SO4
in mg. per 50 cc.
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For />-ox_vbenzoic acid /v = 0.0029 from' which is calculated, for

150 mg. per 50 c.c, a hydi'Dgeii-ion concentration of about 9 X '10~"

(in I'onnd numbci'S 1 X 10—
C).

If we compare the aclion of the hvdrogen-ions with that of sub-

slaiices like salicylic acid, the great ditference is at once evident.

The retardation sets in fairly suddenly above a certain concentra-

tion and the development still taking ]»lace in unfavourable conditions

is readily distinguished n)acr((sc()pically from the normal growth. Tt

looks as if the myceliinii lias lieen shri\'elled and after some time

it turns oraiige-yellow. As this cdjoring iiialtcr dill'uses in the liquid

this becomes in the long run bright yelio\\'.

If \ve ask wherein consists the liarnd'id acl.iou of the hydrogen

ions we cauuol answei- this wilh(uil refei-rinii' to the |u'otoplasmic

wall.

In our jtrevious communication (Proc. b'ebr. 24, 1912, p. 930) we

have stated that this could not be merely an oily layer.

If, however, we look upon diis wall as a xery conceulraled col-

loidal s()luli(fn of a lecilhiuedike substance in which albuminous

matters ai'e also present the i-iip/i/ entering of the sulistauces rt'adily

soluble in lat or lecithine becomes, on the one hand, intelligible

while on the other hand, we can understand why the substances

readily soluble in water can also penetrate. ^)

All substances that exert a decided action on the condilion of the

wall will disturb its regulai- binctions and thus cause a retardation.

Now it has been shown from a nund)er of experiments that hydrogen-

ions are capable of coagulating colloidal solutions; for instance, this

is ihe case with lecithine solutions.

(J. Feinschmidt, Hiochemiselie Zeilsch. 38, p. '.'A-i (1912). Also

compare Ihe researches of Mk n ai'.i.is and his pupils, Bioch. Zeits.

19, 24, 27, 28, 29 and 30, pariicularly ^Iiphaklis and Takmi.vshi

29, 439 and 30, 14:5i.

Here, it was found thai ihe maxinuun concentration foi' Ihe t'oa-

gulalion of colloidal lecithine solutions was situated between 1 X 10~-

and 1 X K'^' and Ihat il, on addition of solution of albumen,

was shifted towards the weaker acid conceulralicuis.

Il is now obxious to assume that the retarding action of the

hydrogen-ions exerted on the developmeul oi' iht' penici/Iiini/ i//<n/(inii,

1) Ttie velocity with wliioli Ihe subslancos soluble in water can penetrate a

similar wall will depend on all kinds of circumstances not yd foreseen; in any

case il nuisl be assumed to be much smaller tlian the velocity with which Ihe

substances soluble in fat are ajjsorbed, as in the opposite case Ihe wall could

not be semi-permealile tor substances like sugars, sail solutions etc.
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will be coni\ecti'(! with a (•oaiiuiatioii pliciiomeiioii of liu' colloidal

plasiuic wall.

The t'ai-t that the organism is liei-e more s~eiisiii\e llian a coiu-

mercial |ire|)arati(m nf Iccithinc will not lie an obstacle to this

assiiiii|iiion. Tiial this sensitiveness is also iiiiich (le|)eii(leiil on the

special organism is cvidcjit IVoni the fact, that the liarnit'iil concen-

tration of the ll-ioMs with the AspenfiJius nicfer lies at 4.5 X 10-''

therefore considerably hiiihcr than with the penicUliuin (ihe tem-

perature being 32°.

1

The last concentratioii I X 1*'^' iVgi'ees with that staled by

MicHAKi.is and Takaiiasmi tnr tlu' haemolysis of fresh l)lood corpuscles

in an isotonic medium and which is also attributed to the coagula-

tion of a stromatic substan-ce.

The coagidalion of these albumens is, howevei', again dependent

ou their electric chai'ge; if this is neutralised by taking up hydrogen

ions, then as M. and T. assume, they can no longei- retain the hae-

moglobin and haemolysis sets in.

With the oi'gauisms invesligaled by us it can be very well [jossible

thai the negative charge of the plasndc colloids (and here we need

not Ihink of the wall only) protects them against the hydrogen ions

so long as the concentration remains below a certain limit. If this

linnt is exceeded, in other words if the isoelectric point is reached

a coagulation will take place and consequently a disfiu'bance of the

function and retardation of the gi'owih.

In this respect, the diffusion of the ncIIow colouring mailer from

the orgainsm in the suriounding li(|uid made us thiidv somewhat of

haemolysis.

S r Al M ,V K Y.

It has been shown that the retarding action of some acids soluliie

in oil must be attribuled to Ihe hydrogen-ions.

The harmful concentration of \\\q \\-\ons i'ov \\\q iii'tiicilhinn iilniii-nin

was determined at I . 10 '' gnu. et|ui\ . dor tiie iisiiiT<iilhts at

4.5 .; \i)^->).

It has been assumed that this injurious action was caused by a

coagulation of the colloidal constituents of the plasm.

In connection with researches of other investigators, it was sur-

mised that the coagulation was attended by a neutralisation of the

colloids having a negative (diarge by the hydrogeu-ions with a

positive charge.

"-
-

- Litliordtvrij (hyioiir Clu'inlstry

l\'rhmrnJ: Umvi'rsit.ii Dflff.

Delft, i\larch Mil?.
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Anatomy. — ''Caudal conneclion.s of (he corpus maiii/ni/lair". By

Dr. 0. T. VAN VALKEMUiui. fCumnuiiiicated l»y Prof. Wi.\klb;r).

Four connections of llie corpus nianmiillare witJi otliei- parts of

the brain ace known: part of the f()rnixtii)res unites it with the

animoii's horn ; the tractus Vicq d'Azvk with the nucleus anterior

thalanii
; llie Iraclus Gudden with the nucleus of the same name;

llie pedmiculus corp. mamniillaris has a hitiierto uuknowiidesiinatiou.

This communication regards the two last-mentioned fibre-sjstems.

With regard lo the origin and the extremity of either of these

there is no unanimity: whether the tractus Gvdden originates or ends
in the iiucl. tegmenti profundus ; whether pedunculus corp. mam.
commences or linishes in the lateral nucleus of this ganglion, the

communications on this jioiut disagree. A rabbit of a series of operated

animals liad got an exceptional lesion. The pedunculus and tractus

Gudden were injured, whilst tractus Vicq d'Azyr and the fornix

remained uniiuil. The animal was killed after half a year ; the examin-

ation of the brain that had been cut in a continuous series (coloured

after Pae's method, alternating with v. GiEsON's)brought to light, with

regard to the mentioned tractus and nuclei, the following facts. The
knife that had entered from the dorsal side, had partly cleft a.o. the

diencephalon to the left of the middle line as far as the basis. In

this way (he pedunculus corp. nuimmillaris was nearly sectioned, a

little distal from the latei-al nucleus niammillaris : the distoventral

direction of the section made it possible that the tractus Gudden was
struck on the spot where it separates from the tractus Vicq d'Azyr

;

only its most medial fibres had remained unhurt. The fasciculus

retroflexiis (Meynert) was entirely destroyed. Further (he section had

gone through the most lateral part of the fasciculus longitudinalis

posterior, the commissura posterior and the s|(lenium corporis callosi.

Ijy hemorrhage the most medial xcniial nucleus of the thalamus

opticus had been severely injured. More distally the wound gradually

retracted in a dorsal direction, going along the left edge of the ceniral

substantia grisea of the aquaeductus Sylvii through the lamina com-

missuralis. The right half of thalamus and stem was completely

uninjured, so thai the secondary degenerations could distinctly be

followed.

I. The exaniinaliou showed Ihal the prditHrtilus rurporis nuvii-

millaris, after its originally entirely \entral position — medially from

the pes pedunculi (pyramid tractus) — (urns gradually partly medi-

dorsal. This part is placed dorsal from the lemniscns medialis arranged

in some thick loosely cohesive fascicles. Towards the end of the
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dienceplitilon il Ijeconies constaiilly more difiicult to separate it from

the medial lemniscus, and ai»|)ari'ntly it ends near liie eross-planc

immediately caudal iVoui llic nucleus trucldearis. It was liovvever

impossil)le I'or me to i',el iVoui my preparations a stroni;- conviction

oC this fact, (hi ils \v,iy hither, already during its entirely basal

position healthy fibres add themselves to the degenerated bundle
;

these are not met with among- the above-mentioned fascicles dorsal from

the medial lemniscus. I'resuinplively they art- partly originary from

the lemiuscus scnsu sirictiori, joiiung the pedunc. c. mammillaris

(W.\],i.KNHKU(i) in the ]iro\imal protuberantial regions, and cxieudinu

|)artly towanls the fianglion lalerale? partly over it lowards groups

of cells between fornix and tractus ViCQ d'Azyk.

In my case I could only follow fdires of the latter sort. The

absolute absence of large ganglion-cells, well preserved on the right,

jtroves that in realits the pednncnlus c. mam. originates in the lateral

nucleus. It is an irrefutable fact that fibres situated laterally extend,

duiiug the praepontine eoui-se of the ped. c. mam. from the latter

in the direction of the substantia nigra ventral from the lemniscus.

I intend to give further informatioi' about this connection in a

subsequent communication.

2. The friicfii.< (r/idi/i'ii (mamnnllo-tegmentalis), consisting of much

liner poorly meduUaled fibres had been primarily destroyed, as was

already noted, with the exception of the most medial part. The

secondary degeneration could be followed as fai- as the nucleus

(iuddcn ftegmenti profundus). The cells of this uiu-lcus had moxcd

more closely together than in the healthy right sitle. At all e\ents

it was not possible to discover a loss of cells of any signification.

Oidy a smaller group of cells, more dorsal, situated nearly between

the parts of the fasciculus longitudinalis posterior had very considerably

diminished in iiiunber on the left side. As to the medial nucleus of

the mamnnllare. the left dorsal nucleus of il, with the exce|)tiou of

a small |>arl lyinu' near llic median line, had lost its uanglioncells.

It is obvious liiat we may conclude tVom this that llie tractus

(iuddeu originates in th(» dorsal nucleus of the medial mamiidllar

ganglion; that this tractus ends in the luu-leus tegmenti profundus

with the exception of its dor.sal smaller |)art; that the fibres of thai

Iraclus are arranged in the same way as they oj-iginate from the

mentioned dorsal mammillar nucleus. b(>cause only the medial cells

of those giving origin to the Iractiis (Tudden, were preserved accord-

ing to the fact that oidy the medial part of the tractus mammillo-

tegmentalis had not been destroyed by the operation.

In my opinion it is [)robable that the cells lying dorsal from the
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iiiirl. le'giii. prof. 8.s. yixe ori^'iii to libres, sitiuilcd lalerallv in llic

tkscic. loiigit. posterior, iiavinu' a tVonliii direetioM, as lliey had

priinariiv been destroyed near tiie nuoleus oculomotorius.

About 30 years ago van (iuDUEN had already indicated the dorso-

medial nucleus iiianiniiilaris as the origin of the tractus called after

hiin, without finding however genei-al agreement (vide e.g. Koi,i,iki',k;

Gewebelehrej.

The present stand[)oint is that of Cajai. according to whom the

tractus of Vkq ij"Azyk and Uuddkn originate from the same cells,

(fascic. mauiniillaris princeps) ; one part of the fibres goes in a fron to-

dorsal direction to the niicl. anterior Ihalami (ViCQ ])'A/,yk) another

runs caudally to the unci, (udden (side above). From the uninjured

slate of the medial-venti'al nuclei of the corp. mammillare — in

agreement with the conservation of the tractus ViCQ d'Azyr — it

appears that the question is not so schematic as (Jajal represented

it in his di'awing ') in which are represented fibres, originating in

the mammillare, (li\'i(ling each dicholomically, producing in this way

ingredient ]iarts for the two mentit)ncd tractus.

In order to control my results obtained in the degeuerati\e way

1 examined embryos of rabbits of differejit ages.

I conununicate here only what a specimen of 1 1 cm. length and

another of 2'/.^ cm. show. The brains of both embryos were, after

enclosure in paraffine coloured with cresylviolct by Dr. DiKKKiMiEVHit

FoKTi'VN (frontal series).

Endii'iio 11 cm. Here principally all the relations so as they e.xisl

in the fullgrown animal can distinctly be found. With greater

distinctness however the separate connections of the tractus Guouen

and ViCQ u'Azyr with the mammilare can lie observeil. Dorso-

proximal from the latter the two systems are united. The most

median pai't of the apparently coniuiOM stem radiates first do\vin\ard

as soon as the dorsal luudeus of ihe medial mammilhu'c-ganglion

appears. An examinalion of the scries in a caudal direction shows

that these fibres are the continuation of ihe tractus (tIidukn, which,

where the lateral (VicQ d'Azyk-) fibres run ventrally, appears as a

distinct tractus, passing the fascic. I'eirotlexus at its medial side.

The dorsal nucleus of the uu'dial mammillare has \\qw the same

somewhat dish-shaped form as in the full-grown animal and lies on

the proximal half". The tractus \'i('(,i d'Azyk first sends its lateral,

more distally the other fibres into Ihe \enlral part of the medial

') Text. del. sisl. nervioso Toiiio It, seguiida parte, Fig. 636, pag. 746.
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ganglion, in whieli they rnn for a short distance sagiftaliy l)ackward,

(just as the fascic. retroflexns does in the gangl. interpedunculare).

By the way I mention tiie \ery distinct I'adiation of fornix fibres,

in this stage of devehipment, dorsal from the corp. mammiliare to

tiie opposite side of the hypothalamus.

Lmhryo 2'/s cm. A fasciculus YicQ d'Azyr is still missing. The

corpus mammiliare has only a very slight ventral curvation, in which

the ventral nucleus of the medial ganglion will be formed, its dorsal

nucleus however is very well recognisable. The tractus GroDEN is

likewise perfectly distinct, i)assing on the typical point the tasc.

retrotlexus. As in the other embryo the lateral nucleus and theped.

e. niaramill. are extant. Judging from such young stages one should

however not easily reckon this nucleus among the mammillary

elements, as it is situated too lateral. The peduncle originates in it

strongly sagittally (in the same way as in the full-grown animar;

and is therefore rather difficult to recognize.

The fact that only the tractus Gucden is extant whei-eas the tractus

ViCQ d'Azyr is missing, is a striking proof of the com]iarati\e inde-

pendence of these two bundles. The existence of the dorsal nucleus

is in agreement with this fact. Evidently Gudde.n's tractus is older

and its alliance with Vicq u'Azyk is especially of a secondary,

topographical nature. It is possible that the lateral nucleus with

pedunculus corporis mammillaris, the dorsal nucleus of the medial

ganglion with tractus Gidden, are of an older date than the ventral

nucleus of the medial ganglion with which \Mxvi of fornix and the

tractus Vkq d'Azyr are connected A system of fibres perhaps homo-

logous with the pedunculus c. mam, with a very similar originary

nucleus is already known to comparative anatomists, in many fishes

(teleostei) [according to a communication of Dr. Ariens Kappers]
;

this is not the case (hitherto) with the tractus mammillotegraentalis.

According to the majority of authors it is an undeniable fact, that

in snbmaramalia nothing is found either of a corpus mammiliare

sensu strictiori or of a traclus Vicq d'Azyr. This excludes likewise

the possibility of the existence of fornixfibres that might unite the

ammon's formation with the medial ganglion of the mammiliare.

They radiate all towards the hypothalamus, in correspoiulence with

the majority of the fornix-ingredients in rabbits, whicii rini towards

the crossed hypothalamus (and tegmentum. Y)

74:

Proceedings Royal Acad Amsterdam. Vol. XIV.
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Mathematics. — "<))i tivo linear com/ruences of quartic twisted

curves of the frst species". Hv Prof. Jan de Vries.

Ill a oonimunication in I lie /^I'oceedings of this Academy (Vol.XlY,

p. 255) 1 have considered the congruence generated bj the curve

of intersection of two quadrics each of which belongs to a given

|iencil. Tiiis conuriience is of the first order and of the first class.

In the following pages will be treated properties of two other

congruences of quartic twisted curves also of the first order but

of the second and third class.

1. We consider a pencil (if-) of quadrics r/' passing through the

conies (c, /5% and a ]iencil (//") of cubic surfaces 7" the base curve

of which breaks up into a" and a twisted cur\'e 7'. By the inter-

section of each surface '/" and each surface 7" a congruence 7"" of

quartic twisted curves o' of the first species is generated.

Through an arbitrarily chosen point passes one surface of both

pencils and therefore one (/ -, so V is linear or of the first order.

Through any point C of -f passes one surface y' of (7^) con-

taining a' curves o' passing through (': therefore y^ may be called

a sinifLdnr curce, ( (i suiyulur point of the second order.

Also j3'' is sinyiddr ; through any of its points B passes one surface

/J" containing all the curves o' culling 7i" in B ; sii li is -a singular

point of die third order.

Finally rr is siiignlar loo. Koi' a y' and a <f>~ touching each other

in a point A of ft' hax'e a o* passing thi'ongh ^1 in common. By

making to corres|)iHid lo each surface 7' llie surface 7' touching

it in A, the pencils, brought ihereby in |)rojectivc correspondence,

generate a surface r.'' with <!^ as nodal cur\e and ^1 as triple point,

containing oc' curves (>" culling <r in ,1; so .1 ami *(' mv singnlar

of order five.

2. On an arbitrary straight line / the I wo pencils determine two

involutions 1", /'
. as tiiese involutions admit two common couples,

/ is bisecant of uvo o' aiui llierefore V a congruence of the

second (dass.

Any generator .v of one of llie </ " is cnl by (</'! in an imolution

/ and therefore a singidar hiseeant. All these lines .v form the

congruence (2, 4) of Ihe lines cutting ic and (i'' in two ditferent

points.

The planes (t, ji bearing «-, ^'' form together a surface y' inter-

sected by any 7" in the combination of a line a with a cubic curve
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of li having with that line one point in common. Every line of

^ is a singular trisecant ; for it has three points in common with

each of the oo' degenerated cui'ves o^ determined by (y') and(«, ^).

A straight line t of any 7 '' not meeting «' is cut by ('/
'^) in an /"

and therefore a sim/ular hisecant. It has three points in common

with y' and intersects a on the line of intersection a of v" and a.

This line a is met by ten lines of 7"; all these lines are tiisecants

of y". Moreover a is cut in its point of intersection with 7' in five

other trisecants. So the singular bisecants t form a ruled surface

of order fifteen with 7" as fivefold curve.

3. Let x be the order of the surface A formetl by the curves

Q* meeting the line /. Then the surfaces A and A' corresponding to

/ and /' have in the iirst place the x curves q^ in common, meeting

/ and /'. Tiirougii any other point of their intersection passes a q*

meeting / and an other 9" meeting /'
; therefore the residual inter-

section can only l>e composed of singular curves. As / cuts the

surfaces «', /i", and 7% corresponding according art. 1 to points

A, B, 6' of (i\ p^ 7', into 5, 3, and 2 points respectively, «',
i:j',

7"

are respectively livefold, Ihi'ccfold and double curves on ./. So for

the determination of x we lind the relation ')''' = *i.r-|- 5' 2 +
+ 3°- X 2 + 2= X 7 giving x = 12.

We can verify this result as follows. If we make lo coi-respond

to each other any two surfaces 7" and 7" meeting one another on

/ we generate a coi'i'cspondence (3,2) between them ; thereby the

points of an other line in are arranged in a (6,fi)-correspondence,

any coincidejice of which is a point of intersection of two surfaces

7' and 7' having a [loiut of / in conmion, and tlierefore a point

of an 9^ resting on /. Therefore A is of order twelve.

Besides the three multiple curves above mentioned ./ admits still

as double curves the two o' with / as bisecant.

4. ( )n a plane 7 the congruence /' determines a ([uadru[)le invo-

lution. If the point L describes the line / of 7 the three points

joined lo L by a quadruple will generate a cur\e A" determined

by the surface A^'' corresponding lo / (art. 3).

Among the points of intersection of / and /^^ the two couples of

points of the q* for which / is a bisecant present themselves ; the

remaining seven are points of coincidence, i. e. points of contact of

7 with curves (i*.

1) The surfaces ,J have been used in a similar way by E. Veneroni, Supra

alcuni sistemi di cuhiche yobbe (Rend. Palermo, XVI, 210).
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I'lie rjiri'i' of coiiici'/i'iiri's tf', locus of tlioso |)()iiils, is (ili\i(nisl_\

also (lie lofiis of llie poiuls of contact of the curves (('' and f/" of

the pencils determined In the pencils (7'^) and (t/)'). These pencil?

have two base points J,, J,, '" common, whilst {(/) admits still the

base points B^, /?., and ((('') the base points 6V (k = 1, 2, . . 7). Throngh

/j/: ])asses one curve tfi/' containing a' (|Madru|iles willi the common
point /i/, : one of these groups lias a double point in /i/., from which

ensues that B/, lies on 7". In an analogous way (_'/ belongs to oo'

quadru|)lcs Iving on a f///- aud is Iherefoi'e likewise a point of (f'.

Kiually .1/, is a triple point of tf' and belongs to x' quadrnples

situated on the curve 7 V, i" which ki/' (art. 1) meets 7. So the

points of contact of the plane '/ with curves q' lie on a curve of

order seven witli lv\) threefold points.

5. We will now consider the hrttnch curve, i. e. the locus of the

couples of points completing the coincidences to groups of the qua-

druple involution.

Any curve 7° is touched in the double points of rhe P deter-

ndned by (7') on 7- by six curves 7^ By a quadratic transformation

with Jj, .I2, yj, as fundamental points we find that </: is touched

by eight conies 7". So by considering as conjugate to each other

two curves 'f'',<p' touching one another a correspondence (8,6), is

generated determining on any line in a correspondence (16, 18). The
curve of order 34 generated by the two pencils breaks up into the

curve of coincidences 7" counted twice and the brancii curve 7'°.

By drawing in successively through .4/,, Z>/,, 6/, we find I'espectively

an (8,12), an (8,18), a (16, 12). Taking into accoujit the known multi-

plicity of these points on 7' we come to the result that (/''" passes

eif/ht times through .4^, six times through />/,, /b?<r times through C/;.

6 By using once more a cpiadratic transformation with the funda-

mental points /Ij, /Ij, i?i the curve of coincidences 7' is transformed

into a curve -t' having likewise triple points in A,, A, and passing

through /ij and through the points B'.,, ("/, coi'responding to B,, Ck-

The pencil (7'-') passes into tiie pencil of lines with vertex B'.^,

whilst the pencil (7'') is transformed into a pencil of (piartic curves

i|'', th(> base of which consists of double points in A^, A., and the

points /ij, (J).. Obviously .t' is the polar curve of 7)".^ with respect

to ((!''), i.e. the locus of the points of contact of the curves i)''' with

tangents passing through B'.,. The class of .t' is 30; to the 28 tan-

gents concurring in B'.. Iielong the lines through A^, B^, C'k (in

each of these poiids a curve ip' is touched by the corresponding
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line tlii'oiigh B\). According to tiie definition of the polar curve the

18 other tangents are inflectional tangents of as many curves i])^ and

therefore curves i|»^ corresponding to conies 7-' osculated by a 'f'.

So the quadruple involution contains 18 groups with three coinci-

ding points. In other words, e<ich plane it osculated by eighteen

curves q*.

The curves 7' and f/" will touch each other in 18 points. In the

base points A, B, C they have 2x3x8 + 2x<3 + 7x4 = 88

points in common. The remaining 16 points of intersection form 8

couples of coincidence and belong to eight quadruples. Otherwise,

each plane it bitangeut plane for eight curves q\

7. Let us now consider the bisecants of the curves o' through a

point P and the surface 2, locus of the couples of points S in

which they meet these curves'). The curve i^*^ through Pis projected

from P by a cubic cone o', the edges of which touch S in P; so

P is a threefold point of 2. Each line through P contains moreover

two couples >§; so ^ is a surface of order seven.

On each edge of a' still lies a second couple of points S ; so these

couples generate a cur\e o' of order six. As a' and 2' with the

common curves (/^ and (j" can have furthermore only straight lines

in common, we tlnd that eleven singular bisecants pass through P.

To these belong the two common transversals s of «' and (i- (art. 2);

on the other ones (7') and (/') must determine the same Z% therefore

they must meet y'. So there is still a congruence of order nine of

singular bisecants with y' as director line.

An analogous consideration furnishes with respect to a congruence

of twisted curves 9" of order and class c the result that a point

P bears in general [n—ly -\- {n— 2) singular bisecants'). So this

number is inde[tendent of the class.

However we must remark that this consideration does not hold

for 0=1, c^l and rt=:2 ; for then the cone projecting the conic

through /' out of P becomes a plane and tiie curve of intersection

lying in this j)lane will also pass through P. But then the singular

bisecants are lines of the stu-face enveloped by the planes of the

conies and in general they form no congruence.

The surface 2!' contains the singular curve y", for througii each

point C passes one *>' cutting C7^ a second lime. However the singular

1) For bilinear congruences the surfaces 2 have already been used bv Veneronc
(I.e. p. "im.

^) For 0=1, c=l this number is n-— }i— 1. It was found in an analogous way
fiy Venekoni (I.e. p. 21'.^).
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curvei^ «" and j3' are nodal curves of ~''p, each of their points ^ (i>)

bearing two curves q* with A1\BP) as bisecant.

Any Q* has in cotnmon with 2' the two couples of points on

its two bisecants through P. Every other point of intersection is

evidently singular. As the 8 points of intersection with «' and |i'

have to be counted for 16, these conies being nodal curves of -^"p,

Q* must have eight points in common with y'. So the curves ()^ of
r have eight points in coinmon nnih y\four points ivith a' mid irith 3".

8. Tlie points of contact of the tangents through /'to the surfaces

f/' and </" lie on the polar surfaces fP and n^ of P with respect

to these pencils. In a point ^1 of f.^ a '^/^' is touched in such a manner

by a cp' that the tangent plane passes through P; but in general

the tangent in A to the common q^ does not pass through P. The

surfaces 77' and 77% touching each other along «' have still a curve

.-t" in common, which passes through P and through the points of

contact of tangents through P to curves ()'. From this ensues that

the tangents to the curves </ of F form a complex of order ten.

\ny plane through P cuts 2f" in a cuive a' with a triple point

in P and four double points on (C and |i% and therefore of class 28.

Of the 22 tangents through P ten belong to the complex of the

tangents of r. The remaining 12 coincide in pairs to double tangents

of o", i.e. in lines on which the involutions determined by (</') and (r/-)

have tw^o coincided pairs in common, so they are cut by only one

<)' in two points. Evidently the lines possessing this property form

a complex of order six.

9. The surface ^1^' corresponding to a line / (§3) is cut by a plane

according to a curve A" passing respectively 5 times, 3 times, 2 times

through the base points ^4/,, i?^, Ck (art. 4). So it has in common with

the curve of coincidences y" in the base 2x5x3-f-2X3+7x2=^50
points; so there arc 34 points of contact of <i

with a curve q*

cutting /; in other words, the curves (>' touching a |)lanc form a

surface of order 34. ')

The surface «' corresponding to a point ^1 of «' intersects 7 in a

curve, passing twice through Ak, and once through Bk, Ck, and

having therefore besides these points still 5X7 — 2x2x3 — 2

— 7^14 points in common with y'. So the surface 7^'" mentioned

just now meets 14 times the conic <('
; this agrees with the fact

1) This shows once more that the branch curve is a y^'>, for the surface under
consideration has with y in common the curve of coincidences counted twice.
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that the curves y' and 7"", common to (/ and v" pass together 14

times through Jt ').

In the same manner can be shown that |i^ is an eiglitfold curve

and y^ a sixfoW curve of 7".

The curve of coincidences ijv of a plane x(' lias in its points of

intersection with u\ [i", f evidently 2X14x3 + 2X8 + 7x6= 142

points in common with f/'"
; in each of the remaining 96 points a

(»* touches \\). So two arl)itrary planes are touched by 96 curves q*.

10. Let us now consider the projective nets of quadrics represented by

}. a*,r + fi h\ + V C-.-C = and
).f\,. + (i g\ + v h\, = 0.

The congruence F of the quartic twisted curves q\ forming

intersections of corresponding surfaces, is linear. For 111rough any

point Y passes the curve determined by the relations

A u^,i + ft h%j -\- r <",! — and A/',, + (i fi\,, + r h'',i = 0.

But under the condition

M= =

Y is a singular point bearing 00' curves q*.

As
a b

f :/

^ and
a e

detei-mine two quartic surfaces

having in common the curve a = 0,/'=:0 not lying on
gh

:0,

the locus of the singulur points is n tunsted r^^rrt^ o'^ passing through

the 16 base points of the two nets.

Evidently o'^ is the partial intersection of llie quartic surfaces

determined by

d! y

If // //

fy 9\i h\j

= 0,

P'J 9"ii
l^"y

= 0.

For these surfaces have in common the curve of the congruence

r determined by

^ y

= and A =-jA;

n- /;' !•''
It 11 u II O II

a
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( )u( of A — and ,1/ = follows L' = or ./ = /> = c = ;

out of A' — and M—O follows L — or /= i/
= h = 0. So

A r= and o'" have, besides the 8 base points of the first net, IH

points in conimoa lying at the same tin)e on A' = 0. Consequently

each curve q* of r cuts the singular curve «'' in sixteen points.

11. On the line VV i'ej)i'esented by Xk^^ Uk -\- QVk the nets

2).(:rj. =: and JS"^/-,= determine the pairs of points
3 3

2: I (rt^, -f •lua.n, + q\i\.) =. 0, :? /. (/-„ + 2o/;,,/„ + o\f\) = O.

3 3
'

These two equations will determine the same pair, if the relations

3 3*3 3 " ' 3 3 '

hold. Eliminating- A, ft, v we find the relation

« „— <7/^, /''„ — ()//'„ L'^, — a h-u

"u^'f — Ofufii l-ij'r — ''>
t'ufli- <^"l'« — Oltji,,

«'(, O f-,1, b"\. — o <f„ (,-'(. — <>/("„

which proves that UV is bisecaiit of three curves o'

gruenrc is of the third c/kss.

= 0,

so ilir con-

12. Through a singular [mint S pass 00' curves 0'' lying on a

surface 2\ generated by two projective pencils of quadrics and

having therefore a Jiode in >'.

The surface A formed by the </ having a point in common with

a line / passes four times through a'", for / cuts .2'^ in four points.

So the order .* t)f A can thei'efore (§3) be deduced from the equation

.i'- =: 4*' -|- 192 giving ,<, = 1(3. So two lines are met by sixteen q" .

The (>' cidting / meet any plane ([ tlirough / in three points more

lying on a curve )^''
; among the points common to / and P." occur

the three couples of points which / has in common with the curves

(,)' of which it is a bisecanl ; in each of the remaining 9 points rf is

touched by a cur\e(,)'. i^o a. plane is tangential plane for nine ciirres (>\

The quadruple involution which the curves 9" determine in '/ has

therefore a curve of coincidences ^/' of order nine. This curve is at

the same time the locus of the double points of the net of qnartic

curves determined b\

As this net adndts 12 base points (points of intersection of 7 and

f/'j 7' has tuH'lve douhle points.
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Geology. — "'Furlker conskh'fiitions nhout the (jeoloyy of Java.

By Prof. K. Martin.

(Tins coinmiinication wiM iidI I>c piililislied in these Proceedings).

ERRATUM.

In (lie Proceedino-s of tlie meeting of Dec. 30, lUil, p. 67!

line 18 from the bottom: for IX read XII.

(April 25, 1912).
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KONINKLIJKE AKADEMIE VAX AYETENSCHAPPEN

TE AMSTERDAM.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE MEETING

of Friday April 26, 1912.

(Translated from: Verslag van de gewone vergadering der Wis- en Natuurkundige

Afdeeling van Viijdag 26 April 1912, Dl. XX).

V. E. NiERSTKASZ: "Some caloiimetrical investigations relating to the manifestation and amount

uf imbibition heat in tissues". (Communicated by Prof. H. Zwaardemakf.k), p. 1130.

F. J. J. BuvTF.NMJK; "On the ciliary movement in the gills of the mussel". (Communicated

by Prof. H. J. Hambcrgeu), p. 1138.

D. F. ToLLF.SAAR : "Uu the influence of the earth's rotation on pure drift-currents". (Com-

.municated by Dr. J. P. van df.r Stok), p. 1149.

C. P. CoiiES Stcart ; -'A study of temperature-coefficients and van 't Hoff's rule". (Com-

municated by Prof. F. A. F. C. WentJ, p. 1159. (With one plate).

.Jan de Vries : "On a congruence of the second order and the first class formed by conies",

p. 1173.

C. U. Ariens Kappers : "The arrangement of the motor nuclei in Chimaera monstrosa compared

with other fishes". (Communicated by Prof. L. Bolk), p. 1)76.
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Physiology. — "Some ciiloriiuctrical mvcsf/'i/atmis relating/ to the

manifestation and amount of imbibition heat in tissues". By

Dr. V. E. NiERSTKASz;. (Communicated by Prof. Zwaakdkmaker).

(Communicated in the meeting of February 27, 1912).

Amongst I lie iiuniei-ous pliysifo-cliemical i>i'Occ.sses wliicli llirow

more light ii|)Oii the miture of function, an ini|iortant |)iace has been

occupied of late years by imbibition ').

We mean of course tiie real molecular swelling, mostly viewed

as a diffusion phenomenon ^), not the capillary or endosmotic imbi-

bition. As a point of departuic for some in\'estigations in this direc-

tion we took imbibition-heat, other characteristics of the swelling viz.

volume-contraction of the entire mass of substance -|- water "), and

swelling pressure, being more remotely connected with the nature

of imbibition.

Keeping in view the fact that most calorimelrical determinations

take uji much time, we did not take the ice-calorimeter, generally ")

adopted for this purpose, but followed a method which, to a great

extent, obviated this difficulty, and moreover, allowed of the deter-

minations being made at the temperature of (he room.

Our method was in pi'inciple a bolometrical one; the heat devel-

oped was measured by resistance-modifications in a thin copper-wire

isolated with silk and wound Inlilarly (thickness O.J millimetres),

resistance 25 Ohms). We used two bolometers as much like each

other as possible (i^^i and b., in the figure, length of tube 14 cm.,

inner diameter 1,9 cm., outer diameter 3 cm.); the side was formed

by a Dewar's glass, which made the isolation as perfect as possible.

These were taken up as branches in a system, based on the prin-

ciple of Wheatstone's bridge, and had each as a counter-resistance

1) W. OSTWALD, Koll. Zustand dcr Stoll'e, Oppeuheinicr's Hdb. d. Biochemie.

Bd. 1. p. 839.

L. MiCHAELis, l'lly^^ilc. Gliemic der Kolloide in Handliucli l^hysik. Cliemie and

Medizin, Koranyi und Hiclitei-. Bd. II. Leipzig 1908.

M. H. Fischer, Das Oedeem. Dresden 1910.

H. Freundlich, KapilJarchemic. Leipzig 1909.

~) J. Reinke, Untersuchungen iiher die Qiiellung eiuiger vegelaljilisclier Siibstaii-

zen. Uotanische Abliandlungen. Bd. IV. Heft 1.

8) The substance itself of course increases in volume.

•') 0. Krummaoher, Ueber die Quellungswiirme dcs Muskclllei.sclies. Zoitsc!u-ift

fur Biologic. Bd. r.2 Heft 4 und 5.

V. D. HoEVK, Opzwclwaiiulr der lenszelfstandiglieid. Nc-d. 'I'ijdscln ill v. (lenecs-

kundc. 28 Oct. '11.
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;i tliiii coppei- wire wciiiiid dii a liobhin (?t', and m^) and a thin

nircoiine wire, anv part itt' w iiifh could he added to the* resistance

bv means of a movable post, enabling us to fix the resistance at

the lengtii required. These two counter-resistances could undergo

with respect to each other some modification in size by the insertion

of a round compensator c of Dc Bois Reymond, which on being

turned elfected another division of the lengths of the two parts to

be passed by the current {S= key, G = galvanometer).

The Dewar's glasses were placed in a cube shaped calorimeter

(lengtii of the ribs 42 cm.) consisting of two layers, an inner layer

of cork (thickness 3.5 cm.) and an outer layer of wood. A cover of

the same materials closed the whole. The Dewar's glasses, fixed in

a wooden stand, had been placed in the middle of the calorimeter

on a narrow horizontal plank, the round extremity of whicli pierced

the calorimeter on one side, and was connected with a wooden

handle, which rendered it possible to make the whole revolve round

a horizontal axis. An advantage of this was, that whilst the calori-

meter and the Dewar's glass were closed, it was possible to effect

the contact l)etween tissue and fluid in the manner to be described below.

On either side the counter-resistances had been fastened to the

inside on a little plank. The round compensator stood apart, likewise

in a secluded space. It was covered by a glass plate, provided with

a little opening froni wliich a magnifying glass projected, which

. 75*
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allowed tiip divided scale to be read off accurately. The turning was

effected l)y means of two cords, wound in different directions round

(lie axis; these on being drawn rotated tlic divided scale in opposite

directions. As tliese cords (like the current-wire) passed out through

0|)eiiings in the side, it was possible to effect the rotation with the

box closed. In the same way the wire-connections of the calorimeter

passed out.

All these were united, according to the aboxe-mentioned plan, on

a syslem of posis fastened on Ihe oulside (see fig). It goes without

saying thai thorough isolation was necessary against the changes in

the temperature (wadding, felt) for ihe couiiler-resistances inside, as

well as for the connections outside.

The bolometer itself was composed as follows (see fig.). On the

bottom of the Dkvv.^r'ij glass {d) were the clew-shaped ') copper wires,

which were wound bililarly. The two ends were led upward through

a thill glass tube (j» (fastened to the side with sealing-wax) and

were connected by means of a thicker cojiper-wire with the posts.

The Dkwak's glasses were closed by means of an india-rubber

stopper, to the bottom of which a hook was attached on which the

little pail (^) was hung, destined to contain the tissue to be experi-

mented upon. Before the experiment began this had to remain of

course aliove the level of the iliiid in the tube {dimensions of the

j)ail were: height 2.5 cm. outer diameter J cm.).

Thus it was possible, the bolometer being closed, to wait till the

needle of the galvanometer was at rest, a state of perfect equilibrium

having set in ; then the handle was turned, which caused the pail

to drop from the hook bringing it into contact with the tluid. Pail

and bolometer-wire always came down immediately in the same
po.^ilioii, side by side.

In tirder to determine the amounts of heat we did not make use

of the deviations of the galvanometer needle, but of the extent to

which the compensator had to be turned in order to keep the needle

at /.cro. The divided scale of the compensator rendered it possible

to read oil' this change. For shortness, sake we shall henceforward

call the round compensator of DU Mois Reymond measuring-wire. It

goes without saying that the relations between the volumes of heat

develi)i)ed, were ditrercnt lV(uii thost' indicated by the measuring-wire

(the measuring-wire forming onl\ a small iiart of the counler-

') At first \vc used a copper-wire, wouiiil sjiirally uii a pin o em. liigli, in the

inidLllc (if wliicli Ihe tis.sue eaiiic down, its sensibility wa.s, however, 5 times

smallei- lliaii if the clew I'oiiii was adopted, so that the iallei' was always used.
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resistances), and that every point had to be separately determined.

More will be said about tliis later on.

Now we intended to collect by means of tiie iinbibiliou heat some

data relating to the imbibition of dilferent tissues of different animals.

For this purpose we chose the fresli-water mussel, the rabbit, the

pigeon, the neat.

Anodonta tluvialilis has two adductors, the central yellow part

of which has the function of a fa.st muscle, whilst the peripheric

white part may be for a long time in a state of tonus '). The parts

of these muscles also differ histologically.

Since according to Engb:i,mann the contraction is attended by a

water displacement in the muscular fdn-ils, it is conceivable that the

colloid substances of the hypothetical inotagnias absorb this water.

It might be supposed then that in such muscles more substances

liable to swelling are found than in the peripheric i)arts of the

muscle, which are in a state of autotoiuis.

We experimented upon chopped up tissue, \vhich was then exposed

for half an hour to a hot current of air (40° C.) and was further

dried during two days in a vacuum-exsiccator at 40°.

We then obtained a fine powder of which we established the

amount of water lost, by weighing it before and after it was dried.

When it was left longer in the exsiccator, this loss increased at most

with 1—27„.

It is generally held that an aiitiiinetrical decrease of water-percentage

causes a geometrical increase of inibibifion-heat. Here, however, the

differences in water-percentage, during the various determinations of

one tissue, were so small that they could not be recognized as

influencing the results any more tlian the small temperature changes

during the experiment (the extremes were JO and 14° C).

We subjoin the relative results of 10 series of experiments on

anodonta- organs, both for the tissue-powder and calculated for the

fresh tissue from these values, and the loss of water cau,sed by

exsiccation, which was known. To facilitate comparisons we fixe<l

the value of the fast muscle at 100 whilst the other results were

reduced in the same proportion. Our determinations were always

made with doses of 50 milligrammes and we took the average

scale-movement of the measuring-wire. In this way a slight mistake

is made as these deviations are not quite proportional to the heat

developed, but in the case of small dilferences this is not of much
importance.

') J. Paenas, Euergelik glattci iMuskelu. l^lUigL'r".^ Arcliiv., Bd. 13':.
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The time taken up by the experiment was 3, at most 5 minutes,

after tliat no more iieat was laken up. We always worked with

equal volumes of tluiil, the other conditions being likewise always

the same, so that, to compare the results, the capacity for heat of

the apparatus need not be taken into account. We may safely assume

that with heat-quantities such as these the distribution of heat over

copper-wire, fluid and glass is always elfected in the same way,

when the experiments are carried out in this manner.

Fresh imter mu.isel.

Relative and average values of the imbibition-heat of:

yellow white oi'gan

(fast) (autotonous) lever of mantle coi'pus

muscle muscle Hojanus

a. tissue-powder 100 80.9 71.7 65.1 3(3.5 38.3

/). calculated for

fresh tissue . 100 80.3 40.'2 51.1 41.9 47.8

c. loss of water

by e.xsiccation 84 27„ 83.57„ 90.6% 887,, 80.6° „ 78.97„

We observe indeed distinct differences and that most between the

muscle-tissue on the one hand and the other tissues on the other.

These differences are still more manifest in the fresh tissue.

The difference between the two kinds of muscles exists so far that

the fast muscle swells most, but it is too slight to admit of general

conclusions being drawn from it as to the nature of the functions.

From the results obtained with dry powder it might further be

inferred that the secretion or excretion organs such as liver and organ

of Bojanus contain these substances in a higher degree than the other,

more indifferent, organs. Possibly this may be connected with the

secretory function of these organs ; it may be conceived that the

process of imbibition is of importance as a preparation to further stages.

Under exactly the same conditions the following series of expe-

riments was cari'ied out with the organs of the rabbit.

The loss of water caused by the exsiccatory process xaried in

different organs from 77 to 837i,- We subjoin again some average

relative results. On evei'y organ at least 10 determinalions were

made (10—18).
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Eahhit.

Relative and average values of the iinbibitioii-heat of

:

white muscle red muscle kidney brain liver

a. tissue powder. 100 104.7 126.
l"

91.2 94.1

^>. calculated for . 100 114.4 114.4 78.3 93

fresh tissue . .

c. average loss of 78.6% 76,6"/; 8O.67, 81.7"/„ 78.97„

water by exsic-

cation

Here we find the differences between the tissues not so great as

with anodonta; moreover we find, besides the muscles, especially the

red one, the swelling of the kidneys at the head of the list; for the

dry tissue it is even greatest. The swelling of the liver too, is above

that of the central nerve-system. As in the case of anodonta we see

here too that the secretion (excretion) organs have a relatively great

imbibition-heat.

In order to be able to put absolute values by the side of these

relative ones, various methods of measurement were adopted. The

most satisfactory was that effected by Joule's heat.

For the current-circuit to be constructed the various wire-connec-

tions were chosen in such a manner that their resistance could be

neglected; besides, however, a thin isolated niccoline-wire of a given

resistance was also inserted into the circuit; this wire, wound in a

spiral of no great height was put on the bottom of the pail.

Thus the spiral had exactly the same position as the tissue-powder

in the experiment.

This resistance had been taken uj) into the circuit by being soldered

to two thicker varnished wires, which issued from between stop-

per and glass side, and which were connected with the current-

circuit by means of posts.

We had to experiment of course witii such currents that their

heat-development caused deviations on the measuring wire of about

the same magnitude as those effected by the tissue-imbibition.

From the preceding determinations with glass-powder we knew
approximately how much heat was set free at a given deviation,

and could therefore establish, starting from the physical formula : heat -=

1— I'm, the quantities we had to deal witli. The duration of the
4.2

current was fixed at 3 minutes, that is the time during which heat

is still absorbed. The resistance of the niccoline-wire was 21 Ohms
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at a tliicUiiess of 0.15 millimetres and a lengtli of 40 centimetres.

At a lemperatiire of 14° C. ') we now got at a cnrrent-streiigth

{i) of 30, 40 and 50 milliampires (m.a.) deviations on the measu-

ring-wire of 46, 66 and 105 division-marks i-espectively. These

deviations, therefoi-e, increased proportionately more than the strength

of the current and less than its square, which might indeed be

expected.

Of the deviations between two determined |)oints which were

pretty close to each other, we found the absolute value by linear

interpolation. The tritling mistake thus made, could not be of much

importance.

We saw that for the white muscle tissue of the ral»bit the average

deviation was 68.5, tiiat is about as great as the one obtained at a

current of 40 m.a. at the absolute determination (66). As, liowever

dissolved and jelly-like substances gather on the clew of the bolo-

meter, causing the deviations on this side to be 2 or 3 times

smaller than on the other -) the determination of tiie absolute

\alue ') must always take place immediately before or immediately

after a series of experiments.

In the following series of experiments made with the muscle-tissue

of the pigeon and neat, we made, therefore, an absolute determina-

tion in connection with every series and under the same conditions.

Of the pigeon we used three kinds of muscles viz. the smooth tonic

stomach muscle, the heart muscle, and a striated thoracal muscle and

compared these values, both as regards their relative and their abso-

lute imbibition-heat. In these experiments we used doses of 100

') Ttie curreirt being the same the ilevialions increased somewliat at tlie ganging

when the temperature fell.

-) Wiien it is thoroughly rinsed and left in water fur one day, the old sensibi-

lily of the wire is restored, as compared with tiie other side, hi tlie long

run, however, some decrease seems to take place on botli sides possibly by

defecis of the isolation manifesting themselves.

•') This method we also applied in determining the effect of the vuhune of the

Ihiiil in the Dbwak's glass. It was found to be very small.

We mostly put on botii sides 10 cm^. into the tube hul duiible this volume

and a current of 40 amperes had no elTect on the deviations. Also when we took

4 times this volume (5 and 20 cm''.) and a current of 1 01 m.a. tlie elTecl remained

doubtful, at any rate but slight (a difference of only 4 division-marks). Hence

the capacity for heat of that part of the fluid which was heated is at any rate

but small, and moreover always the same ; as we may further assume that the

relative distribution of the heat over copper-wire, water and glass is always the

same for the (juanlities of heat under consideration, it is unnecessary lo pay any

further atlenlion lo the capaitily for heat of glass and water.
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milligrammes; in the ease of -pigeon I we made for everv muscle

10 determinations, for pigeon II 5.
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Our values are between these; somewhat greater, liowever, than

his for flesh which had only been dried. Our method is superior

to iiis in the following respects:

1. the imbibition takes place at a more physiological temperature.

2. the determination takes much less time; 4 determinations can

be made in one hour.

Only further researches can bring to light the best method of

investigation ; for the present it seems to me tliat the ad\'antages

mentioned are of some importance.

The great amount of imbibition-heat developed even by inconsiderable

volumes of tissue, is at all events remarkable.

Conclusions.

1. In a dried state the organs of anodonta as well as those of

warmblooded animals are found to be liable to imbil)ition, which

imbibition is attended by a considerable development of heat.

2. Generally speaking the muscle-tissue develops the greatest heat;

then follow kidney and liver.

3. Between muscles contracting rapidly antl those contracting more

tonically (white and yellow adductors of anodonta, heart- and stomach-

muscle of pigeon) the differences in imbibition-heat are too slight to

be of much value for contraction theories. At any rate it is not found

that muscles with rapid contraction always de^'elop the greatest heat.

4. The amount of imbibition-heat is for muscle-tissue of the pigeon

on an average 8.5 for that of the neat 11.6 gramme-calories.

5. Ad\'antages of the bolometrical method are a more rapid

determination, and imbibition at a more physiological temperature.

6. The sensibility of the method is very great, one division-mark

on the measuring wire denoting on an average 1 or 2 hundredths

of a gramme-calorie.

Physiology. — "(Jii the ci/iarj/ inoremenl in the (/i//s of //ic niusscl".

By Dr. F. .1. .1. Bivthnduk. (Coniuiunicatcd by Prof. HAMiirKOKii).

(Gominunicated in llie meeting of l'"ebruary 21-, 1912).

Since the time when V.\lentin ') enumerated four chief forms of

ciliary movement viz. the motus uncinatus, vacillans, undulatus and

infundibuliformis, deviating forms of motion have been descril)ed by

other investigators. Although even the untrained observer can, upon

the whole, recognize these forms of ciliary movement in various

') Valentin, l-'limmcrbewogiiig fii \VAt;NEP,s llaiidbiK-li dcr Pliysul. Oil. 1 p.

484—516.
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objects, llie further description of them, as given by Valkntin and

otliers, is subject to the greatest difficulties. An estimate as to the

frequency of the ciHary movement can be formed with only a

moderate degree of certainty, even by the best observers. Maktius '),

however, applied the stroboscopic metliod in such a manner that the

rapid rhythmical movements can bo studied more easily. If we light

up the cilia for a short time, every time when they are in the same

position, then it seems as if the cilia are perfectly motionless. Now
if the number of illuminations is greater than the number of periods

of the ciliary mo\'ement, then it seems as if the cilia make a very

slow periodical movement. According to Maktius' description a slow

wave-like motion runs over the series of cilia. Already at the inves-

tigation of this author, however, the drawbacks of the stroboscopic

method made themselves felt. The rapidity of the ciliary motion is

either sucli that e\'en at a very short exposure only a hazy picture

it. formed, or the vibration is so irregular that the moment of the

exposure corresponds eveiy time with another position ofthecilium.

Hence neither Maktius nor any other investigator gave an accurate

description of the ciliary movements, based upon observations with

the stroboscopic disc ^).

Therefore I gladly availed myself of an opportunity to study in

the "Institut Marey" the ciliary nujtion of the mussel, by means of

the mikro-kinematographic method. I chose for the object of my
experiments the gills of tlie mussel as it appeared to me that in

other objects, for instance the epithelium at the bottom of the mouth

of frogs, the cilia were much smaller, and that especially one row

of them could not be obtained so easily in a preparation. For the

purpose I held in view, a thin preparation, with cilia wliicli were

placed not too close together, was highly desirable.

The apparatus at my disposal was a kinematograph mo\ed by a

motor. To intercept the light a revolving disc was used, jirtaced

immediately before the film ; this disc had a slit which could Ite

regulated, so that the exposure could be reduced to 0,001 second.

This short exposure could oidy be applied when the object was

slightly magnified, (apochromatic objective 16 millimetres) as the light

which was concentrated on the preparation by means of an arc

1) Martius. Verhandl. der pliysiol. Gcs. zu Berlin Archiv. f. (Anaf.) and Pljysiol.

Physiol. Abl. 1884 p. 450— 460.

~) L. Bull writes for instance (Travaux de rassot. de I'hislitut Marey 1910 Tome
)I p. 51), 'Son emploi (de la methodc stroboscopique), toutefois, est assez restreint,

puisqu'elle ne foui'iit des resultals precis que loisqii' il s'agit de mouvemenls

absolumcnt periodiques".
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lamp with an objeetive-ooiideiiser of Zeiss, was found to he too

weak when the preparation was strongly magnified. A second disc

placed with its slit between lamp and microscope was likewise

moved by the motor, so tliat the object was exposed as short as

possible to the intense light and iieat of the arc-lamp. Yet it was

found in mj' experiments that a heating of the object could not be

avoided. Especially whilst a suitable part of the preparation was
looked for and during the adjustment, the heating was such as to

render a further investigation of the motion impossible. On the other

hand the ciliary motion remained unimpaired if the heating was

compensated l)y a thin chamber, placed iietween condenser and

object, in which ice-water was circulated. This chamber consisted of

a brass ring, into which two thin brass tubes had been soldered,

which was closed at the bottom by a slide, and at the top by a

cover glass. The preparation was placed immediately on the cover

glass, and covered ^vith another glass.

In spite of all these imperfections 1 succeeded in obtaining good

pictures, which could be of use in the analysis of ciliary vibrations.

Engelmann observed already that, besides the motus uncinatus,

the motus undulatus is very often met with in the mussel. In

explanation he writes on this .subject'): "Obschon nun eine derartigs

Form (motus undulatus) wenigstens bei selir biegsamen langeren Cilien

in derselben Weise, wiedie erstbeschriebeue (motus uncinatus) dureh

akiive Bewegungen ausschliesslich an der Basis hervorgerufen sein

k('innte, so lehrt docli das Vorkommen hakenformiger Kriimmungen

uiid das mitunter zu beobachlende Schwingen ausschliesslich der

Haarspitzen bei ruhendem Basalstiick, dass die Haare auf alien Punk-

ten ihrer Liinge aktiv contraktil sein konnen".

Whilst the motus uncinatus can be sufiiciently accounted for by

a movement at the base, this "whii)-like" movement seemed to be

more* complicated.

If we examine a prc'])aration of the gill i)f a mussel, then we

shall mostly see the cilia nio\e backward and forward, perpendicu-

lavlv on the plane in which the cilia are placed. Oidy in some

places they move in (he plane of the cilia. Although as a rule a

motus uncinatus is to be observed then, yet it appeared to me as

if a kind of wave-like motion was also observable. I have repeat-

edly kinematographed such rows of cilia, but the rows in the

immediate neighbourhood disturbed the analysis of the movement.

Yet I could very well recognize the motus uncinatus from these

pictures. 1 cannot, however, descril)e it belter than in the words of

1) Engelmann, Handbucli der Physiol, van lleniian. Bd. I 187'J. p. 387.
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Engelmann : "das Haar kriimiiil sirli w^ilii-end der Vorwartsbewe-

gung stark coiicav, etwa wie eiii Finger by starker Beiigiing".

Sometimes, however, I succeeded, after long seeking, in tinding

in a preparation a cilium standing alone, which was mostly much

longer tiian tlic other cilia. Such a cilium made then sometimes

\'erv regular whip-like movements. The entii-e period of such a

Fls. I.

movement is represented in Fig. I. The length of the whole period

is '/ss sec, the characteristic difference between forward and back-

wai'd movement is already \isible. This was still more manifest in

another film, made of another preparation. It shows the nature of

the movement very distinctly. The number of pictnres taken, amounted

to 28 per sec. ; the magnitied pictures had been obtained with

apochromatic objective 8 m.m. and projection-eye-piece No. 2, the fdm

being about '/i meti-es away from the eye-piece. The movements

of the cilium iiad i)een made much slower by the refrigeration, and

the periods look somewhat less than one second. By projecting a

series of photos of this 11 ha at one place on paper, the drawings

in Fig. II, III, IV, and V were obtained.

Let us now view Fig. II and IV. Aiihough not alike they are

of exactly the same type. The outstretched cilium, a small part of

the basal part of which is visible, begins to bend, traversing whilst

it is stretched out a circle segment, the basal part being appro.xi-
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niately tlic oeiitrc ; evidently Iho [ilacc wliere llie ciliuni outers tlie

cell-tissue is not the centre of I lie mf)\eiiieiiL When part ol" the

movement has been peiformed, the cilium looks like a stick, stuck

into the ground in a slanting position. The point round which the

circular motion takes place lies deeper in the tissue.

The simplest explanation is to assume that the tissue before the

rootlets, by being contracted, causes the rootlets, and with it the

whole cilium, to undergo this circular motion. The part of the cell-

tissue which in the case in ([uestion is tlu> probable cause of it,

has been shaded in Fig. II to V.

Tiie rapidity of the forward tlection of the hair in slight at first,

increases fast, reacliing its maximum between positions 4 and 5,

31 and 32 respectively ; then the ra])idity decreases fast again. It

is difficult to ascertain at what point in the movement the greatest

amount of lal)onr is performed, as for a strictly mechanical (hydro-

dyiiauiic) analysis loo many data are still wanting. Presumably the

greatest amount of labour is done at the point where the rapidity

is greatest, at least if the cui'vature backward, coinciding with it,

is sup[)osed to be due to the resistant force. As at this time, moreover,

the anu)unt of lluid dis|)laccd is greatest, (he labour performed will
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have been all tlie greater at tliis stajio. The positions to J 6, and

33 to 38 respectivelA-, coiTes[)ond in my opinion more or less with

a i)ei'iod of rest, during which the slight and especially irregular

movements downward would have to be explained from a passive

motion of the cilium, caused by the fluid.

How the bent down ciiium is laised again the figs. 111 and IV

demonstrate. Examination of the positions 17, 18, 19 and 39, 40,

41, 42 respectively, reveals a curve setting in at the rootlet. From

the shape of this curve, but more especially from the backward

movement of the point where the cilinm enters the tissue, it may be

inferred that the starting-point of the upward movement is found

in tJutt part of lltf rlUuni irh/c/i /.- enclosed iritliiti tin- cell. From

the positions 19 and 42 a contraction wave runs to the top of the

cilium. This contraction wave, however, is of a peculiar kind. That

half of the cilium whicii is turned away from the direction of the

movement, is found to contract in its successive parts. This contrac-

tion can only result in the erection of the cilium, as it cannot bring

about a shoitening of Ihe whole. The velocity of the propagation

is not a perfectly uuiforui one, but it seems to increase towards the

to]). Whctlier this is due to mechanical causes or is to be looked

upon as being peculiar to the contractionwave in these cilia, is

difticidt to decide. When the cilium is erect, the downward movement,

described above, sets in again.

To give a clearer insight into the mechanism I have added a

schematic drawing in Fig. VI. ti represents the point of entrance of

l''ig. VI.
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a ciiiiiiii, (liawii in ii l)eMl down posilioii, wliiist it is in course of

erection, h is the iioii-coiitraclilc part, wliich, besides this one, also

has the following properties. It is lle.\ii)le to the left, in the figure,

inflexible on the other side, incompressible length-wise. We can, there-

fore, aptly compare this half of the ciliiim by a long bag, filled with

fluid, being non-elastic on that side which is always exposed to the

pressure of the fluid. That side, however, which joins the second

contraclilo part of ilie ciliuui is elastic, c. Represents the confractiie

part of the ciliuui, in which a number of contractile elements (ino-

tagmas) have lieen di'awn. /', in position 3, represents an iiiotagma

which has just shortened itself and is now in tonus. *' is the succeed-

ing element, which is stretched and about to shoiten itself; d an

inotaguia which is still in a state of rest and will be stretched by

the coiiti'action of e. The shaded parts ,S', S, S, represent the [iroto-

plasm of the basal-border which contracts rhytmically. If weassuuie

that (he motus uncinatus is caused by such a mechauism as the one

described here, then it need only be supposed thai part /> of the

cilium is less flexible, and that hence part c, (which is stretched out

in its full length in position 2) contracts entirely when the contraction

in N relaxes. We arrive then at the simple conception f/iiit ihi' co-

o)'(l'ni(tt('d moceinent of the cilia is effected e.t'ciusirely hi/ the coiitrac-

tiominive in the hi/nline border. The conti'action of the successive parts

causes the bending down of the backward cilia ; the cause or stimulus

of their erection must be sought in the relaxation of these contractile

parts. Besides those mentioned here, many observations lend suj)port

to this su|)p()sili()n. Krakt ') for instance found that stimuli are also

ti'ansmitted through places where the cilia moved no longer. Hence

he concludes: "Die Coordination beruht nicht bloss auf einer ausseren

sondern wesentlich audi auf einer inneren, von Oberzelle zn Unterzelle

stattfindenden Reiziibertragniig beziehungsweise Leitung". Vkuworn )

demonstrated llial the ciliary organs of cteiio|)hora never moved

unless a slight (piantity of protoplasm was iixed to them.

On the other hand it seems that llagelli, tails of spermalo/oa etc.

<"aii make movements independeni of the body'). Moreover it should

be ob.served that the movements of only IIk^ tops of the cilia seem

to prove that exceptions to this iiiovtMuent-sclieme may occur, '^////('(/y/;

under abnonnal conditinns.

To effect a forward movement of the lluid, whilst the cilia only

move to and fro, the hirward iiiovomeiil must be more rapid llian

1) Kraft. Pfliiger's Areliiv. Vol. 47. pp. 196—235.

') Verworn. Pfl. Aicliiv. Vol. 48 pp. 149—181.

') See Piille's Ergebnisse Physiologic. Vol. 1, 2. pp, 40 ami foil.
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the reiiini one (Engei.mann) '). Kraft esliiiuited at a retarded eiliarv

motion in the mucous membrane of the nionlli ot ilie frog the "Vor-

schwung vie! schneller (vielleicht ftinfnial so schnell) als der Riick-

schwung". Besides b} a ditference in vcdocity, the mechanical eifect

on the surrounding fluid may be brought about by a difference in

the manner of moxeinent of downward and upward stroke, of which

our case forms an example.

I have also tried to trace in my fihn this difference in velocity

when forward an<l backward stroke were symmetrical.

It appears that the cilia could be measured most easily on those

films on which cilia had been [jhotographed which move in adii-ec-

tion, perpendicular to the row of cilia. Although at these measure-

ments it was found that the frequency of the ciliary mo\'ement was

not great as a rule (2— 5 per second) yet at this small frequency

the velocity of the forward movement was so great that it was difficult

to draw from my films (28 photos per second) accurate conclusions

as regards this matter.

I, thei'efore, gladly availed myself of the photos of the ciliary

motion in the gills of mussels which M. Nogues, technical assistant

at the Ijistitut Marey, kindly put at my disposal "). These photos

had been made at a xelocity of 120 per sec, and were perfectly

clear. I take this opportunity of offering again my hearty thanks to

M. NoGUEs for his kindness.

The ^•ery difTRcult measurement of the cilia was made on the copies

of the film on bromide paper. By strongly magnifying them they
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could accuriik'lv ho measured to '/lo *jf '^ ui.ni. It is ofleu dilTlicMilt,

liowcver, lo ideiitily the same cilia on the ,successi\'c piiotos. The

values found, were united in a lal)le and (hen drawn on millimetre

paper. An example of tiie figures follows in Talilc I belonging to

Fig. VII.

It was now found that the resulting curves could be reduced to

some types of which I shall give a few examples here.

If we look upon the movement of tiie cilium as that of a liar,

describing with one of its ends as a centre a certain angle lo and

fro, then the \alues measured by me are only proportional to the

sines of the angles, which values when represented graphically might

give a correct |iiclui-e of the movement. As, however, both from the

examination of the tilms and from all observations of ciliary motion

it must be presumed that the stroke of the cilia does not entirely

correspond with this simple form of motion, it seemed useless to me
to base any further calculations on the values arrived at. Likewise

specnlalions on the mechanical and hydrodynamical action of the

ciliary stroke') must, owing to the great number of unknown factors,

be so inaccurate as to he absolutely unreliable.

In the first place the figures VII, VIII, IX and X show that the
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downward iiioveiiieiil is indeed nnicli nidie ra])id llian the n|)ward

one. It is ti-ue tlie pi'oportioii is not J : ."i as stated l)v 1\1!ai"I' (i.c

but 3 : JO (11) ; 4 : 10 (14) ; 2 : 8 ((3) in Fig. X on tlie other hand

2 (3) : 5 and in Fig. XII : 4 to

1 : VI.,. To what extent this

irregnlarit}' has been caused by

abnormal physiological or me-

chanical conditions is diriicult

to trace. In the prepai'ation of

the ninssel-gill hardly ever the

almost perfect regularity is to

be observed, which characte-

I'izes the mncons membrane in

Fig. XI. the mouth of the frog.

This inequality is also met with when viewing the periods of rest.

The period of I'est occurs in Fig. VII almost entirely in the out-

stretched position of the cilium ; in Fig. IX on the contrary, whilst

bent. In Fig. VIII and X the period of rest is divided and lasts

about as long in the outstretched as in the bent position.

This seems to be the rule according to my measurements.

The relation of the time of rest to that of motion may be seen

from the curves. As an average value I should fi.x it at 5 : 1. The
only conclusion which may safely be drawn is, that relatively the

period of rest as opposed to that of motion is much greater than for

instance with the heart. Yet in the inu'inal condition stated here,

76*
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lodilicalious iiia\ uuxiiilest tlieraselves. Tlie three deviations Avliich

30 ^0 50

Fig. XII.

10 /^

Fig. XIII.

50

must be defined sharply were probably caused by excessive heating.

They were :

J. Too great an acceleration of the frequency. If it increased

considerably (to 20 strokes per second) then it was at the expense

of the period of rest ; moreover the movement grew more irregular.

The drawing in Fig. XII illustrates this phenomenon. In this abnor-

mal motion the difference in time of forward and return-movement

disappeared ; this occurred also in the second ease.

" 2. Movement of the tops of the cilia only. Fig. XIII gi\es an

instance of this. We see the regular vacillating motion, with motions

up and down which lake up the same time, alternalcd with an

equal ]ioriod of rest.

3. The combination of the

2 abnormal conditions. In Fig.

XIV a rapid, irregular motion

of the top of a cilium has been

drawn. Only the extreme fifth

part of the cilium is wtill in

motion (whether active or passive

cannot be ascertained).

Finally I beg to lender my
thanks to Dr. L. Hill for his

great kindness in putting time

JO 20 50 60.10 ^tO

Fig. XIV.

and uKilerials at my dispusal, thus enabling me to carry out this

iin'csliii'ation.

Groiilngen, February 20''' 1912.
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Metereology. — "On the Injluence of the Enrth's Rotation on pure

Drift-Currenls" . By Dr. D. F. Toli,enaak. (Communicated by

Dr. J. P. VAN DEK Stok).

(Gommunicaled in llie meeting of March 30, 1912).

Tlie water of a laterally unbounded sea, initially at rest, is

supposed to be suddenly subjected to the influence of a wind of

constant magnitude and direction. Assuming a left-handed axial system

of which the Z-a\is points vertically downwards, the current-com-

ponents u and r will have to satisfy the difteremial equations :
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Pulling in' =:ive'"', tlie eqiialioiis change to

du- d"w'

or = '*' <^>

//;' ^ I'oi' / = () and c = oo,

" being- = c.

ft

If we now introduce a fiuiclion // , connected with ir' by

1 dw .

'^ = -"'+7^ (^)

'/ will also have to salisty liie differential eiinalion (2) and secondly

we must ha\e

>f„ = — w\ — {n7"t-w\) — - We'"'.

dp d'.f
Hence tr satisfies the dilferenlial eiiuation —-^^-— and f/„ is a

function of t.

The solution of this equation is known from the theory of heat-

conduction and is

'f
=

-:^-J^^^'''''''^'''^'~'''^'^d,3
(4)')

Here IF is constant by assumption; if IT, the magnitude of the

wind, were itself a function H'(/) of t, we should have under the

sign of integration instead of IT: I'm — i;^»)- This remark will

be useful later on.

(3) gives

hi' = — ce'- ie-<:''(f{XyiX

and finally

tc=—' \V ie-"ta I e ^'•li-d^ (5)

') RiEMANM

—

Webkr. I'arliello DiU'ereut glcich. II p. i06.
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The form of solution (5) gives rise (o the following remarks : One
would feel inclined, since (5) holds for a sea of infinite deptii, to

suppose that the solution for a sea of finite deplii h could be given

in the same form, the upper limit of integration for P. being A instead

of 00, since the differential equations and other conditional equations

remain the same in this case. This conclusion would be wrong,

howevci'; the modified integral would be found no longer to satisfy

the differential equation. The reason of this is found in the circum-

stance that although the function (f of eq. (3) must satisfy the same

diff. eq. as w', this by no means involves that iv' will satisfy this

difF eq. together with 'f.
On closer investigation this appears to be

the case only when the ujiper limit is infinite.

By introducing the new variable C and i)utting /> = =3 the

solution (5) may bo (ransfni'uied into

2l/.^'^-r J J g'/-.

c^ t

ce'- r re *''

W le-'^'^d?. i).
'- ~ rfS

Now putting ?. -^ 2hZ I -~ "+ *
)
— 2ci5ir, ^ve obtain

dMi<,6)

The solution fur //• was reduced to the form (6) in order to render

comparison easici' with ilie solution, given for the same problem by

Fkedholm 'j and which for vaiious reasons seemed to me to be

theoretically inaccurate. For the assumption of a constant wind along

the F-axis is expressed by Fhedholm in the conditional equations

da\ /dv\ ^'
, ,-- 1= 0, -- =: . I being taken constant. To this form of the

dzJ,=.o \osj,=o ft

conditional equation he was probably led, because Ekman had already

found the solution of the statiomxry problem (in which the fust

membei'S of the diff. eq. are put zero), and had used the same con-

ditional equations as expressing a constant wind. Now these are

right indeed in the stationary problem. For it is always possible to

choose the axial system such that the A'-axis has a direction along

which the constant wind-velocity and the in this case constant surface-

current velocity have equal components. The ]''-axis then lies in the

') Ekman. On the inlluence of the earth's rotation on ocean current.s. Archiv for

Matematik, etc. p. 16. 1905.
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(lirectiou of the lehitive iiiolioii of the wind with respect to the

water of the surface. It will presently be shown that in this case

also a similar choice of axes is not to be recommendeci. Still it is

theoretically the correct expression for the existence of a wind of

constant direction and nia,2,nitnde. Itiit in the non-stationary problem

matters are different. Here also it is possible to choose at a certain

moment the axes such that the components of wind and surface

curi'ent along the A-a\is are e(nial and hence the conditional e(|uation

du\
-— 1^0 holds, but this direction would have to rotate with the
d: Jz=o

time, since now the current velocity is variable. Hence the condi-

tional equations only express the condition of a constant wind with

a variable system of axes. Since, however, the diff. ecjuations only

hold for a set of axes tixed in the earth, Fredholm's solution cannot be

theoretically correct. Fredhoui indeed finds a solution for which the m

and V at the siu-face are, as we might expect, functions of i. Now
if we bear in mind that his conditional equations have no other

meaning than that the wind component in the A'-direclion is always

equal to that of the surface current and that the difference of these

components along the )'-axis remains constant, it follows at once

that his conditional e(|uations I'eally presuppose a wind which is

the same function of the time as the surface current.

Consequently, if Fukdhoi.m finds

(ills solnlion can oidy be correct for the assumption of a win<l, the

ciinqioneiils (if which must be gi\en by

Conq)aring FiiKDUOi.M's solution iT' with the solution [i\) found by

us, anil rememliering Ihal 11'=/! and c = -. it will be seen that

f

the first ])art of ((J) corresponds with Fukdhoi.m's sojulion and the

second part ought to contain the theoretically required correction.

Now the following reasoning suggests itself: If in formula (6j we
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suppose W rot (o be constant, bnl some function of / (wliich would

modify this formula as explained under (4)) and if for this special

function of t we take the above given expressions for U and V,

which according to me contain Fredhoi.m's equations of condition

implicitly, we must obtain the solution of Fkedholm. After some

reductions of the integrals this appears to be indeed the case.

In order to judge of the |)raclical \aluc of tiie correction, we
write (6) in this way :

Introducing the variable ).' = ~-~-^ -\- c\/h^ \ve have for the snr-
2 J/ PC

face current

'
. ., =S

Now 'l.te^' li'~'''dX is a function, the value of which is zero at

X = 0, then rapidly rises and amounts already to 0.91 at x = 2

and then slowly approaches the value 1 for .r = oo. At a; = 0.06,

however, its value- is only
'/-.o

• Now if t is such that the cV^h^

belonging to this limit does not exceed 0.06, the correction may
practically be neglected. The data for a determination of c\'b'^ are

very scarce, but still it is possible to state something about the

order of magnitude. This turns out, as will be explained presently,

to be of the order 10'. Hence the correction may be neglected in

practice If c\/bt<^Q.OQ or <<^4.10' i.e. about eleven hours. Thus

Fredhul.m's formula, although theoretically inaccurate, is i)ractically

serviceable for studying the development of the current. If in formula

(6) without a correcting member we put W not constant but a

function of t, the solution is, as we saw.

g''

dZ.

which formula would enable us to follow the development of the

current if we assumed a time-function for the wind, which would

then e.g. gradually increase or decrease.

Putting ;=x in fornnda (5) wo must find the formulae for the
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stationary case, liilioduciiig the quantity a' = \
y^ — we find:

cW
•C + Oo'-

c + (1 + a'

tVoni wiiicii tbllows for the current comj)Oiients

cV

V^u"' -j- (rt'-t-c)

where hj §

— sin {a z -|-§) ^—"'-

,

a -\-c

cV
cos (rt'c-f-^) e~"'^

Hence for the surface current

c V _ rt'c V
sin 5 :

l/rt'^+ (a'+ cy
'

«-- + {rt'+ cf

(a'+ c)cV
tgi

a'^ +("'+ <•)'

[/a'-' + («'-fc)^

If in the acconipanjing figure OV represents the magnitude of

the wind, 0S„ llie surface current, ^' VOS^^^. It is easily found

that

S,V= —^^L^-^^-^ V and sin S, VO = "

V, 1/2
l/«'=i 4- {a'-ircy \/a" + (a'+ c)"

This shows that the terminal point *S„ lies on a circular arc with

chord OV and apical angle 135°. aS'^, F now represents the relative

velocity of the wind which Ekman took for J'-axis in his solution

of the stationary case. Referring the residt to these axes and [putting

>S„ l'^ ]'' we have:

cV cV
u'=——- «-«'-- cos (45—f/'c) v' =—- / VS,S' = 45°.

cV -
,

cV
V = c~" - sin (45

—

a:) ?•' = —
a' 1/2 " 2a'

, _ cV

kV T
These are indeed the formulae obtained hv Ekman, if cV = z= —

.

fi [I

Ekman's choice of axes and his formulae in the shape »,'= i'j,'
=

,

2fia'
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tlu> angle belween surface ciint'iit and relative wind velocity =45*,

reckoned to the right for northern, to the left for southern latitude,

led liini to the wrong conclusion that, since n' becomes zero at tlie

equator, the current there would

become intinite and also that a

sudden change in the direction

of the current would lake place

there. It is not difficult to see

now where the error in his

conclusion lies. It is only as

long as one remains on the

same spot that the quantity T,

used by him, is constant; as

soon as the results for ditferent

ka\/2
changes its value

\/a- + (a'-\-cy

together with a'. And since T becomes zero at the equator together

with n', the result is by no means that the current velocity becomes

infinite, but simply that it becomes equal to V, as is obvious. At

the same time we see from (he value of §, that at the equator §

approaches zero and that consequently the current, although rapidly,

yet gradually approaches the absolute wind velocity and begins to

deviate to the left for southern latitude.

If we put in the result fur the stationary current velocity

T kV'yb ._,_ . , .. \ 6'„= /c'b

latitudes are compared 7' = Z 1

s.a=n{ f=SO°), it follows that ™
fil/«

" ¥ b.
[la [/•! [lya v '

ft

This now enables us to make an estimate of the value d'J), which

we wanted for the correction of Fredholm's formula. According to

Mohn's obsei'vations - is of ihe order 4Xi^~'' '^•^ t'lat rh is

16Xlt>~^ X*^'''3X10~^ ie. of the order 10-", as we assumed.

The solution for a sea of finite depth was given by Ekman only

for the stationary case, neither does Fkedholm deal with the non-

stationary proltlem for this case. Since, as we saw, the theoretical

correction of Fredholm's formula may lie practically neglected for

infinite depth, I felt justified in treating this case with Frf;dholm's

equcitions of condition I ^ I ^0,1 — I = — ; the formulae with

the theoretically correct conditional equation become in this case

unnecessarily complicated for practical application.
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The differential equations for the case of finite depth remain the

same. The conditional equations now become

, /d(A /dv\ T
M = (' = at < = an 1 : — h, — = 0, — = .

\dzJ,=o \dzJ,=o n

The solution is here fonnd, as in the analogous problem in heat

conduction, when tiie length of the bar is assumed finite, in the

form of a Foukieh series. It runs:

h ,„— 2/t ^j 111

u

where

7'(1 \-i)sinh.{l^-i)a!{h-z)
/(--)

2fia' cosh. (1 -f i) a!h

being = 1/ -. This /(,r) is the solution for t = x, i.e. for the

stationary problem. It is easy to show that this solution satisfies the

differential as well as the conditional equations.

Since

h

(•2m-l-l)7tA h T{l+i) 8(1 +{)a'h
,/U) COS

'- ^^— dX =
2ft(i' {2)71+ 1 / .T- + 4 ( 1 + /)- rt'Vr

(8) may be written

2iTl> r . , ,
- -^^:!!±}TJ^,. (2,«+ 1).^^

I

Now the summation in (9i may be reduced to anollier form. We
have namely :

Putlin" likewise

^- J e -/m'2,,+1-//,--^= 1/,^ + y; c *H cos q.r (1 - v)

and subtracting, we find

I/! I

V (e—I' (-"+!')• — e-pi-"+^-</r)

•(2m+l)2 7r2

= ^ (1 — cos <jjt) e ^f cos qjty := 2 2 e *f coe (27rt-|- 1) n:i/.

1) RiEMANN—Weber, I.e. 11, p. 117.
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h-

Putting V = — , p ^= — we have

- {inh+zj —(4ni+2A-2)'

^ _^2m+0^
^^ ^

___ _
^ e "'-' cos

^ ^—^ = :S rj -,

This transforms (9) to

—{inh-lrzf —(4.1A+2A—2)'

;T, /h C ^ |« '6;. e JiT i

ft 1/ :x J -^ \ Xl-i ?. h I

Since at t = »• = 0, tiie final resuh is

iT
,
/b r

where --(4»/,+>)'

+=0 . 4i>,

(10)

,,--.-00 ;.'/2

F'= 2

As the way, followed in deriviiijj,- (10) is rather long, it may not

be snpertluous to show that (iO) satisfies the conditions of the

problem. That the expression satisfies the diff. equat. needs no

fnrllier proof, as ihis is the case wiiii anv form I
-— d)..

Besides at ^ = 0, ^r :^ and similarly w^O for c = /<, becanse

the solution has the form ff{z) — q {2h—z). It remains to be shown
dir iT

that — = — —
. Now

os-=o ft

dw iT
, / b

57= 71/ ^"'-^
where

'

,
—{\n%-\--f

Now it appears that for c = () all the terms of Pand Q annul each

other excepting the term P for ?i = 0, so that there finally remains :

(

('4nA)2

hi- iT
I

/b C \nhe~~^' ""
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Tlie value of this iute^riil is round \)\ iiitrodiKMii"- the variable

(inhy
equal to — -

, so that ^
IT

4bX ' y l> Oz.=o ft

The solution (10) admits of a remarkable interpretation. The ana-

Jogon of the problem hei'e dealt with in the theory of heat conduc-

tion is to find the temperature in a bar of small cross-section of

length h, while at the end : = a definite temperature interval

dn IT— = is maintained. Our icsidt savs that the temperature to be
dz (i

found can be conceived as due to a distribution of an iulinitelv large

number of heat sources and sinks of equal strength.') The heat-sources lie

at z = and z= ± [4:uh]';,zT , Hie sinks at c= 2/((l ±2?0"^(T'. This

shows that with I'esjx'ct to the point ; = h the sources lie symme-

trically with the sinks, .so that to every source at distance p cor-

responds a sink at distance —p and that consequently the tempera-

ture (and by analogy in our problem the current velocity) will

remain zero here, if it is zero at ^ = 0. With respect to the point

s = 0, however, the heat-sources lie symmetrically to each other and

likewise the heat-sinks, while in addition there is one more heat-

source at the point c =: 0. The symmetrical distribution of the sources

makes at tiiis point - =r 0, and also the sinks do not contribute
dc

du
to this quantity, so that for - at the point : =r there results only

the influence of the source theix' sitnated. Now this \vas calculated

IT
above and amounted e.xactiv to .

ft

For the surface current we find thus

l — 2e^^i^' + 'le~

}}k

36/r

'^ + etc.

C'ompai'ing this expression with iliat of Fredhohu f'oi' infinile depth,

we see that it is c(puU to the surface current for infinite depth,

diminished by twice the current which in that case would exist at

depth z = '2/i, increased by twice the current at depth : = ih, etc.

As soon as z iiicreases beyond a certain value, the current there

is (piite negligible against the surface current. With increasing h

fewer terms will suflliee and for // = cc> only the first term remains,

being Fredholm's formula for inlinite depth.

1) W. Thomson. M;Uii. p^v.d t^liys. Papers 2, p. 41.
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Botany. — '^I slmbj of fi'mperaiun'-coef/icients and van 't Hoff'.s-

rit/e." By C. P. Cohun Stuart. (Communicatrd bv Prof.

F. A. F.'C. Went).

(Communicated in the meeting of March 30, 191-2).

§ 1. Introduction.

In connexion willi a number of investigations into tlie influence

of temperature on physiological processes, I have made a study of

the available dala. At the meeting of the Dutch Botanical Society

in October liUl, I already communicated some of the results to

which the study of the literature had led me, and although the

further deduttions are of a somewhat hypothetical character (for which

reason I have started an investigation (o clear np some doubtful

points) I nevertheless feel it may be as well to publish already the

main results, because in the discussions which took place they suggest

some new points of view.

I may not omit to acknowledge here my indebtedness to Professors

Wknt and Cohen for their advice and interest. ')

§ 2. 117/'// Is VAN 't Hoff'a' rule'::

In the literature of physical and physiological chemistry there is

found again and again the phrase "Accordmp to van 't Hoff for
every 10° rise of tempernture tlie reaction velocity becomes tinice to

thrice as (jreat" (-'R. G. T. rule"). It is the physiologists especially

who like to make use of the determination of the temperature-coefifi-

cient in order to decide from its magnitude whether a given process

is "chemical" or "physical", and who to that end invoke (he above

erroneously quoted rule. I shall endeavour to show that the/ornmla

of VAN 't Hoff itself makes clear that the usual interpretation of the

"R. G. T. rule" with regard to the constancy of the coetRcient rests

on a misunderstanding.

By temperature-coeflicients I mean the quotient ((2) of two reaction-

velocities which are separated from each other by a constant interval

of temperature, u.sually 10°. Proceeding on the hy[)Othesis that this

temperature-coeflicient for every 10^ increase equals 2—3 then it is

evident tliat this function may be graphically represented by a curve

ascending exponentially. "Bilden die Temperaturen eine arithmetische

Reihe, so bilden die Geschwindigkeiten eine geometrische" "). It is

clear, that, when the temperature-coefficients of this function are

1) The dissertation of Miss van Amstel, 'On the influence of temperature on
physiological processes in yeast", just now appeared, in which she makes a detailed

communication. To my regret too late for me to make use of it in this paper
") Van 't Hoff -Cohen, Sludien z. chem. Dynamik 1896, p. 128.
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again plotted against the teniperaturos as abcissae, the new function

is represented by a iine parallel to the abscissa, for the coefiicient

is assumed to iie constant.

It has long been Unown and moreover van 't Hoff already

stated '), that this coefiicient is not constant, but that it decreases

when the temperature is raised and \'ice versa. But if the coefiicient

decreases, then this signifies, that the reaction-velocity is diminished

and this again indicates, that the curve of tiie reaction-velocity U no

longer exponential.

Trautz and Voi.kmann -) were the lirsl to pay full attention to the

lowering of the temperatiire-coefiicienls. In the saponification of a

large number of esters willi Ba(OH), and NaOH ') they dbtained

acceleration-curves (Pi. 11, tig. 1) which agreed very well, and

which all pos,sessed the peculiarity of showing a maximum at about

20°
, .

,

"

, . ,

50°
--— and assuming a flat course at a high temperature of —

.

10° e. t ^Qo

The investigators then cliiefly occupied themselves with the search

for a reason for this maximum at 20° and succeeded in finding one,

namely, an irregiilarih- in tlie function — (in which Jj =: viscositv)
dT

and a maximum in — , bolh at W°. I will iiol iiere discuss the

formula Ihey put forward ; and only say that by the iiiticHluclion of

\/ — a maximum in llie curve calculated was indeed obtained ').

Here again appears the long suspecled connection between reaction-

velocity and intei'nal friction, that has been regarded by many as a

postulate for formulating in absolute measure the reaction-velocity

of chemical processes '). This however is not the point to which I

wish to call attention here.

Our ultimate aim is to establish the shape of the complete curve

of the coefiicienis in connection with the course of the complete curve

of reaction-velocity and loniperalure. Although this aim cannot at

present be attained, we may still begin by making some deductions

from the foiinula which already presents some properties of the

1) Studien, p. 128. Vorlesungeii 1898, I. p 224.

2) Zschr. f. physik. Chem. LXIV (1908;.

') Executed by Volkmann, Inaug. Diss., Freilnirg i. B., 1908.

*) See however v. Halba~, Zschr. f. physik. Chem. LXVII (1909;, p. 179.

») The well-known analoj^y to Ohm's law. E.g. Ner.nst, Thoor. Clicmir, 6. Aiill.

(1909), p. 672. Van 't Hoff, Voiles. I, p. 171.
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desired fiiiiclioii, iiiinielv, tlic ronuula siiiigesled \)\ van "t lloi-f ')

and simplified by Akkhknivs')

d In k A
-^ =

r-- •
<^^

ill w liii'li /r^tlic rcaci ion-velocity at a eoiistaiit (abs.) teinpcralurc

T\ oil integration fVoiii 7'., to 7\ this becomes

1>,~=A.^ -
(2)

k T T
1

-'
3

or, if 7\— 7; = 10° and - r= Q (coefficient)

h, Q = (3)
7',T., ^ ^

1
-* 2

In the fornuda ^1 is equal to of van "t Hoff') or — ofAuKnENiis^)
2 2

and represents half the heat change (e.g. heat of dissociation). This

quantity is a function of temperature, but since i so to a much
smaller extent than the coefficient Q and since I only aim at a tirsi

approximation, it will be supposed constant and 5500 cal. will be

substituted, which number is about tiie average of the values obtained

by Voi-KMANN.

The Q-curve of course begins with 7', ^ 10° absolute temperature.

Thus

, ^ lOvl
loij Q.„ = = 00 Q,„ = 00

2.3 X 10 X
%Q,„ =119
logQ,, = 40

logQ,, = 12

%Q.oo= 0.628 Q.o„ = 4.25

log Q,,„ = 0,309 Q„, =^M
logQ,„= 0.222 Q„3 = L67

lotiQ.„„= 0.047 Q.„„=:l.l]

10^1
log Q-j, = = 0. Q.^ = 1.00

00

-73°
The coetticient (^^^^ tor ~ ^~^ approaches very closely tiie value

1) Eludes de dynam. (.liim. 1SS4, p. 115. Studien, p. 127, 152.

2) ZscJir. f. physik. Chem. IV (1889), p. 234.

') Studien, p. 154. Oslw. Klass. 110, p. 29.

^) Immuuocliemie 1907.

77
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XIV.
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6.2 found b}' Pi.otnikow '), but (liis is qnite intelligible when it is

lememhered that for tills reaction and this temperature ,1 e(|uals al)Out

()()()(). Ill the same way at 640°—719° abs. leiiip. Koov's ') eoefficieiil

which is 1.17 at 7()()°, is connec-led with llie value of ,4 = 7790 at

thai teiiiiieraliire. Further it is elear that the Q-(^yn-\e must lake an

asymptotic course with resjiect to-the ordinate as well as to the abscissa.

The above figures seem to me to render obvious the meaning of

the critical passage ') : "Bei der grossten Zalil der bis Jetzt in dieser

Richtniig untersuchten Fiille, welclie sich auf das Temperaturinler-

vall 0'—184° bezielien, ist nun sehr autralleiid das Gescliwindig-

keitsverhaltiiiss fiir 10 (irad Temperaturerhohung elwa 2 bis 3 bei

gewohnlicher Temperatur, m. a. W. : eine Temperaturerhiihuiig

um 10 Grad verdoppell, resp. verdreiftxcht die Reaklionsgeschwin-

digkeit". Emphasis must be placed, not on "10 Grad Temperatur-

erh(ihuiig"' but on "r/irit 2 bis 3 bei (jewolinlicher Temperatur".

It is indeed very curious that in curves of the most varied pro-

cesses in which A can have widely different values, and therefore

in the most diverse curves by far the larger portion of lines pass through

the rectangle which is formed by the abcissae 0° and 50° C. and

the ordinates (coefficients) 2 and 3. Whether the lines within the

rectangle descend quickly or slowly, whether they run through the

whole of its length or only touch one point of it, does not inatlev I

It is but a general principle, a rule , not a Iniv.^j

Now it would be of great imjiortance to obtain an exact mathe-

matical definition of the Q curve.

If we for the moment imagine

the simplest case, namely, that

the L line (reaction-velocity) is

I
a straight line -- which sup-

;
position, it must be here stated

• emphatically, is piiiely mathe-

!./(''+/') uiatical and completely inde-

pendent of any physical (ir |iliy-

siological -chemical hypolhesis-

^ ^ then the (l curve is also a

simple function of teni|ierature.

y

>) Diss. Leijjzig 1905. — Zsclir. f. physik. Chem. LiU (lOOo), p ()30. —
If Uie formula of Arrhk.mus is used instead of tlial of Befituelot, then Q=5.77
is oblained.

-) Diss. Amsterdam 1893. — Zschr. f. piiysik. Chem. iV (1889), p. 2^G.

') Van 't Huff—Cohen, Studien, ]>. f28.
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For, ill ,ueiier;il, if

Q = -' = -7;^- (see li-. 1 in tlie (cxt)
'^\ J (•'•)

thou <? ^ ~-7rT~ — ^ "I 77^

^ 1 + A_ /•(•'- + ^0^/H

= l+A_ ;(,,) (4)^)

./ (^•)

If one bears in mind tiiat A is always supposed = 10° and liiat

/(./•) is llie smallest of the ordinales under consideration and may

be represenied by kr-lv, the latter oeneral etpiation changes to

10
(3 = 1 + r-- •

/(^') <^)
A-7-_10

It is now clear what forunda ^5; tells us with respect to the

shape of the Q curve, when /. is a linear function. For since

/'
(.1-) = ^/ r =r in constant, hence

lOw
Q = l +-,

A-7_io

therefore [Q—1). kr-W^ i-0 in = constant.

Now since the function is according to hypothesis linear and since,

as is actually the case, it passes through the origin (i.e. at 0° abs.

temp. .(• r= 0), ^'7'— 10 is proportionate to the absolute temperature,

and we may also write:

(Q-1) .
7'= constant (6)

and from this again it at once follows that the Q curve is a rect-

anyular liyperboht, of which the one limb asymptotically approaches

the y-axis (coefficient) and the other at distance 1 runs parallel to

the abscissa (abs. temp.). If l)oth sides of e<;uation (0) are miUtiplied

hy kr- 10, it is at once seen that this hyperbolic shape is nothing

|)e"nliar and only signities that in a straight line the dljference

between two successive ^:-vaUies is constant.

The application of the lesnlt will appear from the following section.

1) Cf. V. Halban, I.e. p. 1(JS a. f. "Die R. G. T. Regel kann also hdchsteiis

in der l''oiin bestehen bleiben, dass sich die TemperatLirkoetrizieuten in dem
Gebiete der messbaren Gescliwindigkeiten zwisclien zwei und drei haufeu" (p. 171).

• Also Tractz, Zschr. f. pliysik Ghem. LXVI (1909), p. 506.

-) Instead of tlie elementary deduction given above, use can be made of the

Taylor's theorem (Dr. M. J. van Uven very kindly pointed it out to me) or of

the method in Ghwolson Lehrb. d. Pliysik 111 (1905), p. ii.
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T have ali'cafly slalod thai llio Q rniiclioii lor an o\|iiiii('iilial / nirvt-

is a liorizontal straiglit line

It" we attempt to estalilisli the Q ruuctiou for tin arhitrary reaction,

tiic forninia of van 't Hoff-Akriiknius does not take us further.

What is the leason tor this? Tlie sole and oidv reason is our

ignoi-ance oonccndng the (|nantily A. For not nniil this quantity

becomes known as f{T), is a conclusive 0[)inion possible with respect

to the geometrical meaning of the formula in question. Therefore it is

above all necessary that the formula of van 't Hoff-Ahrhknius should

not be used to interpolate x'elocity-constanls or coefficients (for these

should be oblaiiieiJ expcrimenlally) ///it In onirr to dlscorer tin' de-

pendence of A or n on. tin' teuiperntnre. The determinations directed

to this end must be made at reijulnr intervals (preferably from 1°

to 5°) because at the ])resent liiue determinations at arbitrary tem-

peratures and intei'polations with the formida of Arrhenhs or

l>KRTHi;i.oT are of no \'alue.

Now there are two stand|)oints from which lliis problem can be

viewed. In the first place the formula can f)e considered as purely

theoretical (founded on thermodynanucs) and then A can he identified

with half the heat of dissociation; if it turns out that the reaction-

\elocilv is governed by still more factors, then these must be intro-

dnced iido the formula. 1 have here in mind, for example, the

viscosity. Since the second law of thermodynamics only pronounces

on the ])OS.sihili/i/ of energy ti-ansformalions and not on the way in

whicli encig\- transformation comes ;diout, and therefore not on the

loss of energy through friction, it is therefore intelligible that there

should be this omission in a thermodyiiamieal formula. If, on the

other hand, we consider van 't Hoff's formula as an inter[)olation

formula, viz. as an expression which agrees as closely as possible

with the observations, in wdnch A represents a so-called interpolation

constant, that is to say, rather a note of interrogation than a "non-

variable", then it must be onr aim to break U|) this quantity into several

others, among which for instance the dissociation and the friction

might occur.

It seems to me that there is much to be said in practice for the

latter view. In that case, however, there is ab.solutely no sense in

giving a single /(-value for a reaction (at an entirely arbitrary tempe-

rature) as has been frequently done of late on the example of Arrhknu's
;

indeed, it is a very rash generalization! This is at once obvious if

we const rnet for the experiments of Vo],kmann for instance, the

corresponding A-eaeces. it will be also clear from the next section.

As a matter of fact one may therefore say that tint/ reaction {&nd
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not even necessarily a diemical process'.) may be represented hy

VAN 't Hoff's formula : it is only necessary to give suitable values'

to the interpolation constant A. But in that case there is little

value in pointing out this "applicability", as for instance in serum

I'cactions (experiments of Madskn and others, and of Ahiuiknius) ').

The results of our considerations may be summarized tliiis:

I. The cur\'e re|H'esentiug for chemical leaclious the relationship

between reaction-velocity and temperature is not an exponential

one; the relationship between lem|)erature-coefticients and temperature

is hence not a horizontal lino.

II. If the fuuction of reactiou-veloci(y is re|)resented by a straight

line the curve of coeflicieuls is a reclaugidar hyperbola.

III. Nothing definite can i)e said with regard to the true form

of the desired functions before the quantity A has been completely

defined.

§ 3. The tempera fare-coefficients of ri.lal processes.

After all that has been said abo\e with regai'd to the fad that

tempei'ature-coeflicients of chemical processes generally diminish with

rise of tempei'ature, it can hardly create surprise when it is found

that the processes in the living organism are equally subject to this

rule. Kanitz ") was the first to notice this and evidently regarded it

as an essential relationship, but if is ol)\ions from discussions occurring

in the literature after 1U05, that his remarks have remained quite

unnoticed, as (just to qimle two receut inslance.?) in the papers of

iVIiss VAN Amstel and ProfessDr van Itkrson '), and the research of

Mile KiT.oN '). The reasoning is as follows : "the rule of van 't Hofp

is not applicable to living processes, becau.se the coefficient diminishes

and is too high at low temperatures and too low at high ones". It

is hardly necessai-y to say that this conception should have been

already entirely abandoned. But, e.g., against Rutgeks's', argument

(namely, that Tuautz and Volkmann had also found diminishing

coefficients — with which he did indeed hit the nail on the head)

van, Amstel and van Iterson defend themselves as follows"):

"Admitting that for physiological processes, also at harmless femper-

') hnmiinoclicmie 1907.

3) Zschr. f. Elektrocliem. XI (1905), p. 689. See also Jo.st, i3icii. Cbl. XXVI
(1906), p. 229. Afterwards Kanhz, Biol. Gbl. XXVII (1907), p. lu (^oukn, Vui-lrage

f. Aerzte iib. pliysik. Ghem. 1907, p. 50.

8) These Proceeding.^ 1910, p. 2^7 and 598.

•*) Journ. d. physiol. et d. patliol. gener. Xill (1911), p, 19.

>) Diss. Utrecht 1910, p. 152 Tiiese Proceedings 1910, p. 484.

0) L. c. p. C05.
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catiires, tlje rule of van 't Hofi' is of no consequence, what then

remains of Rlackman's theoiT?" Here all dei)ends on nihat is under-

stood by VAN "t IIoi'f's rule, which these processes are obliged to obey!

Recently a |)a|)er bv Snydkk ') appeared "On the meaning of

variation in the magniludc of temperature coeflicienis of physiologic?!

pi'oeesses". In this (he piiuciple of diminution is |»lain!y stated and

supported by many numerical data. It does, however, seem to one

ihat all these tigures, taken from the most complicated processes of

animal physiology, do not form any trustworthy foundation on which

to erect even a small slructiire ')f theoretical deductions. What,

however, deserves great credit is thai, in collaboration with ToD) -),

he at once made an allempl (in connection with Voi.kmann's hypo-

thesis) to measure the change of \iscosily of the body-lluids (dog's

peptone plasma) under the inllnence of temperature. He tinds a

(liminulion ol i, with rise of lemiieralure parallel to - tor water.

As usual, the observations are here also restricted "within physio-

logical limits'" while it is e.\actly the study of the phenomena of death

that can furnish most imporlaut data witli respect to the condition

in which the uuhaniii'd protoplasm linds itself"). The extension of

the experiments to higher and lowei' temperatures, which is a com-

paratively small dilTiculty in tlic course of an investigation, should

make these expeiiments much more productive.

In view of the slight results which the above research has yielded

(Bl.vckman's theory with all its appurtenances is clearly still unknown
in animal physiology^)) I may lea\e this and proceed to a survey of

the botanical [)nblications from which data can be gathered for our

object. I add lielow a list of the literature I have used.

In my calculations and constructions I have proceeded from the

hypothesis Ihat the figures given for the reaction velocities are free

from error. I am aware that I am thus guilty of a heresy. My excuse

is in the lii'sl place that a critical selection is impossible because in

almost all cases the sources of error are not given, both as regards

number and magnitude. Moi-eover I wished to see what an exact

calculation would yield from dala, which in general could indeed

1) Amer. Journ. of IMiysiol. XX VIII (1911), p. 107.

~) Ibid. p. 161.

3) See H, W. Fischer's interesting paper, Beitr. /.. Riol. il. I'll. IX (1010). p.

133. Koll. Zschr. Vlll (1911), p. 291.

^) HoBKR in his comprehensive work (Pliysik GJR'm. d. Zelle u. d. Gcwebe, 3.

Aufl. 1911) still devotes only a single cliapter to pliysiologifal-clu'inical kinetics,

and in lliis only a few words to the qneslion of optima.
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vary in all directions. I i)elieve I may say that tiie result wbicli is

represented in the sub-joined Q-cwvv&s, justifies to some extent my
procedure.

And this for thi'ee reasons especially : firstly because the course

of the curves is very regular — secondly because in those investi-

gations, especially those of Kuyper, in which account is taken of the

duration of warming (for which in animal experiments all data are

wanting) the curves for one and the same duration of warming take

an accurately parallel course, — and finally there is the more remar-

kable cpiality, that the course of the coefficient curves ai'e of one

general type. This type can periiaps be best characterized by compar-

ing it to the well-known inflected gas-isothermals.

Although the following considerations applv to a greater or less extent

to all constructed curves, I shall always pay special attention to

Kuyper's cur\es (Plate I) since his figures (especially those for PisTun)

are presumably the most accui'ate which we possess with respect to

temperature-coefficients in physiology.

+ 10-*

+ 0.74.104^
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The following peculiarities may now be noticed :

15°
1. Many curves have a niaxinuini at ^^.

2. In successive hours the curves of the coefficients show a

tendency to pass from a gradual to a sleep descejit.

3. All curves show a tendency up to 35 or 40° to approach the

coefficient 1 asymptotically. Afterwards the direction changes to one

of rapid descent.

4. The curves of Nageli, Vklten, van Rijssei.berghe and Rutgers

descend much more steeply than the others.

5. All curves descend much more rapidly than those of Volkmann ').

Further I have constructed from the five Q-curves for Pisum the

corresponding ^4-curves with the aid of Arrhenii's' formula, for from

every value of Q a value of .1 can be calculated ; from the latter

curves it is obvious that ^4 is by no means constant and therefore

here also a previous remark on the rash generalization of .4-values

applies. In tig. 2 of the text 1 have indicated the place where accord-

ing to Arrhenius ^) "tlie" v4-value lies, namely at ft = 2^4 = 14800

(calculated according to Claussen ")). It will be seen that there is no

question of a real "mean", not even if we limit ourselves to "inno-

cuous" temperatures. It is also seen that for supra-optimal tempera-

tures A soon acquires very large negative values. This results from

10.1
the formula hiQ =z

^ ^ ^ ^
, since, when ^> = 1,.1^0, and when

-' \-^
-i

Q = 0, .1 = — 00.

The latter result of course means that the respiration has stopped

and that death has occurred. The coefficient Q itself never becomes

negative.

We now proceed to a discussion of the property mentioned above

sub 1. Is the maximum which appears in many Q-C"i'ves a real

maximum ? It occurs so frequently that we must consider it appears

according to a rule and we are at once reminded of the maximum
20°

which Traitz and Volkmann always found at —-. It should further
10°

be noted that these authors leave open the possibility of the niaxinnim

being somewhat lower, since they made determinations at intervals

1) The rate of descent could of course be again expressed by r^- In practice

tills, however, inlro^liices large errors (compare v. Halban, I.e.).

-) Immunochemie 1907, p. 88.

8) Landw. Jahrb. XIX (1890), p. 893.
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of 10° '). It would he \v(irth while to investigate this inaxiimim also

foe physiologieal processes, in order to demonstrate a possible con-

nexion with —;. Too luiicli iiii|iortaiice rnav, however, not jet be

attached to this niaxiniuni, since at 0° the experinieidal errors may
J0°

be considerable, and these errors inflnence the quotient ——

.

As regards the seconil jioiut, i.e. the decrease of the coefficients

in successive hours, we may note that the line of 1 hour's warming

often shows (irregular?) oscillations, whereas the other lines generally

succeed one another more or less regularly. If we now bear in

mind, that Voi.kmann's lines were yery slightly inclined, we obtain

the impression that the line for 1 hour's ivarmine/ approximates to

those for reactions in ritro ') and that the subsequent lines deviate

more and more from this. This is exactly what Blackman has

asserted for reaction velocities and with him we may assume that

the correspondence would be complete if observations could be made

after an infinitely short time of preliminary warming.

It should be noted in passing tliat the construction of the ^,^-curves

affords a njeans of demonstrating ahuost imperceptible irregularities

of the A:-cur\'e. Since the various Q-curves are moreover directly com-

jxirahle (assuming tiiat the units are in constant equal [iroportions),

in contradistinction to the ^-curves, which change their slope in

accordance with a change in the choice of the values of the units,

the construction of the Q-curves is much more correct and important

than that of the k-curves.

The third point deals with the asymptotic course when ^2^1-
In the preceding section we said that in reactions which are linear

functions of temperature the coeflTicient at 1 runs asymptotically, and

in agreement with this is the behaviour of the physiological coefKi-

cients at "harmless temperatures". The upper limit of these tempe-

ratures varies between 25° and 40° according to the process and

the object. Starting from this temperature one conld draw further a

"theoretical" asymptotic line. (The same is seen in the ^l-cnrves.)

The explanation of this phenomenon is of course simply that at

infra-optimal temperatures the /-curves frequently differ verv little

') Dissert, p. 25 Zsclir. f. pliysik. Clicm. LXIV (1908). ^Wir sehen iiur, tiass

ein Maximum der Beschlemiiguiig in dor Niihe, icahrscheinVich unterhalb von 20

Grad liegt."

-) Later physico-chemical investigations will be required to show whether my
generalisation from Volkmann's experiments is justified.
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from straii/ht lines. In lliat tnise the ^>-ciii've must necessarily resem-

ble a hyperbola.

There are finally the fourth and fifth points, coneerning the more

or less rapid diminution. The curve of N.\gki.t shows that the "abnor-'10°
nially" high coefficient of Rctgers for — , namely (J.75, no longer

stands by itseif but is even surpassed by the enormously high figure

9.33 for Nitella (which figure, it should lie noted, was olttained by

10°
e.\tra|)olation from — and is therefore [irobably loo low). Kltgeks M

lo

alti'ibuted the high value of his coefficient to the cessation of growth

at ()\ We are here at once reminded of the cessation of protoplas-

mic streaming and the very slight diosmosis at 0\ What is the cause

of this "Kiiltestarre", which one is inclined to neglect as "freezing"?

What is more characteristic in the cooling of an eninlsion-colloid

than the enormous incrrase in Hie increment /' (,r), therefore also in

Q, of the viscosilii ? -)

1 am indeed convinced that by tlie investigation of the influence

of temperature on the viscosity of emulsoids, the mystery which

still surrounds heat and cold-rigor, will be solved, at least in part.

It is impossible to discuss this further, but I only desire to record

my scepticism as to the "chemicity" of a process possessing a high

temperature coefficient.' The real distinction between a Q-(^nY\Q

under purely physical influence and a purely chemico-physiological

one would perhaps become perfectly clear al once if one could

compare the two kinds of curves. It is, however, very remarkable,

tkut hitherto not a simjle vttsc has coiiw to light in which the eoeffi-

cients thi-oiKjiiout have "jihi/sica/" values ') not even there, where a

purely ])hysical influence uiiglit luive been expected (e.g. protO]>lasmic

streaming, diosmosis). Now is it legitimate to refer this result without

further to a (chemical) metabolic influence? That is indeed some-

what too simjile. I entirely concur with Sutherland'') in his severe

judgment: "/» oiuler that the chemical theory of nerve-impulse may
prove helpful it must shoui in some reasonable ivay how the velociti/ of
propagation of a chemical reaclimi illoiig a nerve can be proportional

1) Dissertalion p. 133. These Pioc. 1910, p. 479.

-) VV. OsTWALD. Kolloidchemie 1911, p. 204, 221.

^) See the numerous instances cited by S.vyder. Univ. of Chicago Piilil., Physiol.

II. (1905), p 125. Arch. f. Anal. u. Physiol., Pliysiol. Abt. 1907, j). 113. Aiiicr.

.lomn. of Physiol. XXII (1908), p. 309.

') Amer. Journ. of Physiol. XXIH (190S) p. 12S.
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to the metaphoricdlltj so-cdlh-d vc/ociti/ a/ reaction til (ui>/ point in

the nerve."

In my o|)iiiion it is legitimale to "deduce" tlii" clieinioal nature

of a process from tlie coefficient 2 to 3 only in sucli cases . . . of

which one can lie certain in advance (respiration, assimilation). —
Finally I wish to indicate \ ery hrielly ilie cojiclnsions to be

drawii IVom the aliove with rcj^ard to IJi.ackman's theory '), which

inter|)rets the temitcratuie o|)limnm in |)hysiological processes as the

resultant of a favourable and a harmful influence. This theory is

entirely based on the as-'nunption (found to be erroneous) that the

reaction velocity (/i-)curve according to v.\n 't Hoff is an exponen-

tial fujiction; to this curve ("the line of zero time") all the observed

reaction velocities are e.xtei-polated, and if these extrapolated curves

enti in the points "required by theory" the matter is sound, according

to Bl.\ckman, and van "t Hofi's rule also applies to harmful tem-

peratures.

Blackman's theory has been controverted by van Amstf.i. and van

Iterson (Ioc. cit.). These authors start with a totally different extra-

polation method and with its aid obtain results entirely opposed to

Blackman's. This question cannot here be discussed further, and the

correctness of van Amsteij and Itei!son"s extrapolation method is

therefore also left out of consideration.

A different question, however, is, whether Blackman's method has

any use. Of course it has not. Since Bl.\ckman extrapolates his heating

curves to a line which is not "chemical", but quite inuiginar>' and

arbitrary''), the end-points of these curves are as inaccurate as the

conclusions, which are drawn from the supposed agreement between

fact and theory, and the jiroof of his theory, based on these con-

clnsions, is w^orthless. Is theiefore his theory also worthless?

No, at least I do not think so; onli/ the ralii/it;/ of Blackman's

theortj cannot at present be prored. If the true cur\e were known
(but this awaits a chemical definition of .Ij then, and then only,

something might be attained by extrapolating. Meanwhile one can

only adduce grounds of probability. Some of these have already

been mentioned. A further argument results from the following con-

sideration. If the last portion of the /.-curve, before the concave

bend, is produced rectilinearhi and if we extrapolate to this, much
smoother curves are obtained than with Blackman's exponential line.

This is for instance well shown by Kuyper's curves for Triticuni;

with Pisum a line is requireil intei'uiediate between a rectilinear

n Ann. of Bot. XIX (1905), p 2S1.

2) Kanitz, Biol. Cbl. XXVil (1907), p. 20.
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and an exponential lengthening. Hence it follows that the sharp an-

tagonism between the lines of zero time of Blackman and of van

Amstel and van Itkrson is eousidcM-ably lessened. It is clear, however,

that this gives scope for a most ari)it«ir\ |irocedure. There is no

positive i)roof.

It should be expressly pointed out tliat the above results in no

way diminish liLACKiiAN's merit — a merit based on his opposition

to llie general misuse of (he Icrms "Reiz" au<l "Auslosung" as

meaningless principles'), Ihought Id explain cN'eiTthing, and more

especially on the manner in which he trace<l a clear and logical con-

nection between tlie theory of rcactiori \elocity in chemical and in

|)hysiological systems, the theory of limiting factors and the theory-

of the origin of the optimum. —
The above considerations may be summarized as follows :

I. The falling of temperature-coefficients with rise of temperature

is also the rule in physiological processes.

II. Blackman's theoi'y, which is thus deprived of its "chemical

curve" and its extrapolation method, is at jireseut not snsce])lil)le

of proof.

III. Probably the study of lemi)crature-coeflicients will furnish

a l)elter insight into the mo<le of action of temperature than that of

reaction \elocity.

IV. Both the velocity curves and the coefficients point to a close

correspondence between physiological and chemicil processes.

V. .This correspondence is, however, rendered less evident by the

influence of viscosity, which plays presumably a very important

[lart in the heterogeneous, colloidal protoplasm.

VI. The study of the intlnence of tcJmperatnre on the viscosity

of colloidal system^ will |)robably explain a large proportion of the

apparent deviations of \ ital processes from the course of chemical

reacli(ui,-^ in honu)geneons systems.

Utrecht, University liolanical Laboratory.

EXPLANATION OF THE FIGURES.

Pl.^te 1. Fi(j. 1. y-clirves for the respiration of Fisum sativum (1 — j liours'

warming). According to Kuvpek, These Proceedings Vol. Xll p. !219.

Rec. trav. hot. Neeil. VII (1910), p. 164.

Fig. 2. The same for Triticum vulgaro. According to Kuypeu, Proc. 1909.

p. 22.5 Rec. Irav. bot. Noerl. Vli (IfllO;, p. 194.

Fig. 3. The same tor Lupiniis luteiis. Accoi'ding to Kuyper, Proc. p 225

Rec. p. 190.

1) Nature LXXVlll (1908), p. u5G.
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Plaat II. Fig. 1. Q-curves for the sapouification of some acetic esters. According

to VoLKM.\NN, Diss. Freiburg i. B. 1908.

Fig. 2. The same for the evolulion of CO^ in alcoholic fermentation. Accord-

ing to V. Amstel and v. Iterpon, Proc. XIU p. 233

Fig. 3a. Tlie same for the geotropic sensibility of A vena seedlings. According

to Rutgers, Proc. XIII p. 476 Dissertation, Utrecht 1910, p. 92.

Fig. 3b. The same for the permeability of the medullar protoplasm of Sam-

bucus. According to v. Rijseelberghe. Rec. Instit. Leo Errera, Bruxelles, V

(19011, p. 223 (by graphical interpolation in fig. 1).

Fig. 4a. The same for the velocity of streaming of the protoplasm of

Nitella syncarpa. According to Nageli, Beitr. z. wiss. Bot. H. 2 (l''^60), p. 77.

Fig. 4b and 4c. The same for Chara foetida and Elodea canadensis, respec-

tively.According to Velten, Flora LIX (1S76), p. 210 and 198 respectively.

Mathematics. — "(-'/; a congruence of the second order and the.

jirsf c/r?.« formed by coma." l>y Prof. Jan df. Vries.

The tlieoiT ot' the linear congriienoes of conies (eongrnences of

tlie first onler) lias been completely developed by Montesano')

(1892
—

"95). For the determination of the relations between the

characlerislie numbers this anthor among others made use of two

anxiliary snj-faces : the locus A of the conies meeting a given line

and the locus TI of the conies the planes of which pass through a

given |>(uni. An extension of this method to congruences of higher

ordei- reuuvius infertile by the fact that in these cases a point common
to two eouics is nut necessarily a singular [loint. Until no\v general

coiisidcraltoiis on eougrueuces (if higher order have not been published.

In these pages we consider a special eongrnence of order two

and class one, showing a family-likeness with the congruence (2,J)

described in J 908 liy L. Godealx ").

1. The congi'nence F imder consideration consists of the conies

y"' passing Ihrongh a gi\en point (>. Iia\ing three points in common
with a given twiste<l cubic i^>' and meeting a given line /•.

The locus of the conies passing through O and throuuh any jioiiU

P and meeting o" thrice is a quadratic siu-face Ji"'. By the points

common to ;• and -2'^ two conies y' of r are individualized
; so P

lies on two y'" and r is of the .second order.

1) Atti Torino, XXVII (1892), Rend. Isl. Lumbardo XXVI (1893), Rend. Napoli

(1895) p. 93, p. 155.

2) Sur une congruence (2,1) do coniques. (Mom. Soc. des Sciences du Hainaiit,

6me serie, t. X).

In 1904 we dealt with a special congruence (2,2). (These Proceedings Vol. VII,

p. 311).
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Moreover /^ is of (he first cbiss, for an arliilrarv line /(leteriiiiiies

willi O one pluiK', coiilaiiiing only one conic 7^
11" / [lasses Ihroiigli (> it is a shujidar bisecaut ; the ctMik-s 7" witU

/ as bisecant lie on a snrlace 2:' of which / is a nodal line and O
a (riple point';. The straight lines of the plane ((>/) iT-'^e also singular

bisecants, this plane conlaining a pencil (y-).

The surfaces 2'' form a pencil, the base curve of which consists

of o' and its bisecant h Ihrongh O. Each 2l- contains two systems

of y'
: if /'i and li.^ are the points common to that -S''' and r, these

two systems have (>li^ (I'esp. OR.^ for bisecant. So .S^ is at the

same time the locus of the y' meeting twice a determined 7' lying on it.

The line ;• is touclied by two ^", any point P of one of these

surfaces is characlerizcd by (he jjroperty Ihat the two y' through it

coincide.

The coiMCS y" passing through au\ point .S' of o' form a surface

*' with OS as nodal line and (J and -S' as triple points ; for the

bisecants t of (j" meeting /• lie on a rided surface of order four and

the two bisecants t culling '^-'.S' in points dilfereut from ,S' tnnn with

SO two degenerated y".

2. Each line t deternunes one degenerated y"; the second line g
of that pair of lines joins to the third point -S' of p' in the plane

{Ol). The lines g generate a cubic cone with nodal edge (>, project-

ing 1/ out of O. Each line g belongs lo two pairs {g,1)\ the locus

of the |H)int [g,l) is a twisted sexlic.

The plane [Or) contains three lines di^^^OSk- The bisecants /' of

(>" meeting dk generate a regulus ; each {d,f) is a y\

Each plane through b contains a line c meeting p" and /•. A plane

through r contains three lines c. So the locus of the line c is a

ruled sui'face of order four with b as triple line and ;• as single

director line. Each c foiins a /^ wiih b.

3. We now considei' the surface ./, locus of the y" meeting /.

The y- lying in plane {01) meets / twice and is therefore nodal

curve on ./ ; moreover this plane contains thi-ee lines g each of

which is cul by two knes / and therefore likewise nitdal line.

Kinally / is doidih* Imc Inn. h'roin this ensues that t is of t>r(b'r

liiu'hi' and admits in (> an eiglilfold jxiinl.

Un this ./'" die line / is double line and llie cnrxc (/ fourfold

curve, as / has two poinis in connnon wilh an\ .!"' and four points

with any </>'.

As the locus of the line t is a rided surface of order four, ./"

1) Evidently Z* is at liie same liiiu' snrlace n Uw any |")int /, and il passes

once through r.
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contains, besides tiie six lines / indicated above, four lines < and four

lines y. Moreover J'^ contains six lines /' and three lines ci as nodal

lines. Finally J'"' conlaiiis four liiie> <•• and liie Cnurfuld line h.

4. Let d be a lay ol' llio |)cncil willi \erlcx J) \\\\\<a in the

plane <f. Each line d is bisecant of one /'; Ihe iocns of the points

of intersection of d and y" is a curxe of order four witii y^* as node.

Throiigli D [lass six rays (/ each of which lonciies a y". So the

tangents of the y' form a coiup'i'x of order si.r.

From this ensues that the planes y of the 7' touching (f envelop

a cone of class six, with {Or) as bilaiif^cnt |)lane, the trace of tliis

plane with d l)eing fonched by two y'.

Any surface JS' (art. I) is cnt by any line / in fonr points; the

planes y of the y" meeting / in the.se points pass through a I'ay of

the siicaf O. So the planes y of the y" meeting / envelope a cone

of class fonr, admit also (Or) as bitangent plane, any y" lying in

that plane having r for bisecant ').

Both cones admit twenty common tangent planes, besides {Or). So

there are twentji y'-" meeting a given line and touching a given plane.

5. In any plane A the conies of the congruence determine a

corresjiondence (2,2). The two ^' touching r intersect ). according

to two conies, each of which bears an involution of pairs P, P'

;

the points corresponding to P{P') coincide in P' {Pj.

Lei I be an arbitraiy line of ).. The corresponding surface yl'^ is

cut by ) according to a curve >.'° containing the points /-" conjugate

to the points P of / in the correspondence (2,2).

To the points common to / and '.'" the points of intersection of /

and the y' of which / is bisecant belong; the remaining eight are

points of coincidence P~P'.
So the curve of coincidences is of order eiijht; the four points of

intersection of / with o" and l> aie threefold points of it.

These four points are at the same time fundamental points of the

(2,2) and threefold points of the corresponding fundamental curves

of order four. Likewise the four points of intersection of ) with r

and the three lines d avq fundamental points with conies as fundamental

curves.

1) The cones correspoading to I and V admit 12 common tangent planes, besides

{Or). From this the order of A can be deduced once more.
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Anatomy. — '^The cirnnh/i'Dwn/. of the inotor nuclei in Chimaera

monstroati coinpared init/t other fishes' B_v (J. U. Akikns Kappkrs.

(Coini)uinicated by Prof. L. I>oi,k).

(Commuuiialod in tlio meeliii},' of February i\, 19I2|.

I*].\;uiiiiiini>' tlie nblongata in di/fereiil oitlei'S of fislies great <lin'er-

cnres are found in the lo|irigra[iliic reiation.s of tiie motor nuclei.

On the other liand there is a sli-iking resemblance in the arrange-

ment of those nuclei within the limits of an order. Cyclostomi show

principal differences in this respect if compared with the Selachii,

and the oblongata of the latter is again very different from that in

Teleosts. Recently Droogleever Fortl'yn ') found that Ganoids (Amia

Calva) are again different from both.

These observations add to establish more differences i)etween

classes and orders drawing the lines of limitation sharper.

In the end of last and the beginning of this year I had a chance

to examine a specimen of the order of Holocephali. This seemed

important to me because the animal (("himaera monstrosa) represents

a separate order and because in several respects its brain stands in

i)elween that of the Selachii and Teleostei.

I wauled to know; J. If the arrangement of the motor nuclei

in the oblongata of Chimaera revealed such characteristics as should

be expected in a separate order ; 2. if these characteristics stand

in between those of the Selachii and Teleostei.

Although I did not expect a great difference in the internal

structure of the oblongata with the .Selachian type, on account

of the striking macroscopical resemblance between this oblongata

and the Selachian, my studies gave very interesting results, which

proved on one hand that also on account of the arrangement of the

motor nuclei in the oblongata Chimaera deserves a special place in

the classification of veitebrates and thai on the other hand it stands

in between the Selachian and Teleostean type.

The facts are these :

The selachii have only a dorsal oculonuitor nucleus ; IIiet -). A
real ventral nucleus as in Cyclostomes or in 'J'eleosts and Ganoids

(Aniia Calva, Droogeeever Fortuvn) in not present. In this respect

Chimaera resembles the selachii. The IV''' nucleus has the same
features in Selachii, Holocephali and Teleostii.

1) Noliz iibcr ilcii JMiiU-iU iIlt iiiDtoiisclion Ncivrii-wiirziln in die Medulla
Oblongata und di(; Lagn dci' niotiiristlicn Kcnie Ijei Amia calva. l'\ilia Neui'obiulo-

gica Biid. VI, l'J12, ]Ii-rt I.

-') Notes on the troehlear and (iculnmiiUir nuclei and ruuls in the luwer vcne-

brates. Proceedings of lln- Koiiiid. .\kadeniie v. WeU^nscliappen tc Amsterdam,
Maroti 23, 1911 p. 807.
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Also the V''' iiiicleu!^ of riiimaera lias a great re.setiiblaiice with

the dorsal ^'''' nucleus of Teleostei, as it is found in Lophiiis e.g.

The position of the VI cells in Chimaera stands in between the

location found in most Selachii and the one found in the Teleosts

in so far as thej have a less dorsal position than in the former and

a less ventral position than in the latter. Division into two groups

as is frequently found in the latter does however not occur. The

nucleus is very diffuse, its cells are ratlier scattered.

The position resembles very much the one found in Amia Calva

by Droogleever Fortuyn (I.e.)

As I have already pointed out formerly ') the roots of the VI'*"

nucleus in Chimaera come much nearer the V1I''> root as is gene-

rally found in sharks. Also in this respect Chimaera approaches

the Teleosts. Not however in the number of rootlets which is even

more than in many sharks (6 or 7).

The most interesting topography in however exhibited by the VII

nucleus.

Whereas in all Sharks the VII''' nucleus forms a continuous row

of cells with the IX''' and X''' root entrance, and keeping a dorsal

place, we found very regularly two facialis nuclei in Teleosts, one,

more frontal between tiic level of the VII''' and IX''' roots, contain-

ing also the IX cells (as has been equally found by Tei.lo ') and

another one caudally from the IX''' root entrance, remaining conti-

nuous with the X cells '') and keeping a more dorsal position than

the VII—IX cellgroup.

Chimaera exhibits a structure of the VII system, which has its

own special features, but in some respects resembles the Teleostean

character.

As in Teleosts there are two VII''' nuclei in Chimaera, of which

one is located between the level of the VII and IX root, without

being connected however with IX cells and not exhibiting any

ventro-lateral shifting as the VII—IX nucleus in Teleosts generally does.

1) The migration of the bulbar V"', Vl"i, and VII"' nucleus in the series of

vertebrates and the differences in the course of their root fibers.

Verhandeling v. d. Kon. Akad v. VVetensch. te Amsterdam (Tweede sectie)

No 16, 1910.

^) Gontribucion al GonoL-iniiento del encefalo de los Teieosteos : Losnucleos

bulbares.

lo, 2o fascicolo, tomo Vll 1909. Trabajos del laboratorio de investigaciones

biologicas de la Universitad de Madrid, p. 8 and 9.

3) Only in Gadus also this Vll nucleus was isolated from tlic X cells. Gonceru-

ing Lopliius I refer to p\y paper in those Proc. 1910.

78

Procecdiu^s Hoyal Acad. Aiuslerdaiu. Vol. XIV.
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The po^iterior VII nucleus lies Itehiiid the IX rootlevel and in

about the middle of the bulb, being entirely separated from the vagus

nucleus. It is several times larger than the anterior nucleus. The

real vagus nucleus contains no VII elements. In so far a certain

resemblance with Gadus and Lophius is present as in those animals

the vagus nucleus is also free from VII elements. Specially Lophius

offers a point of resemblance as the posterior VII nucleus has a

more ventral position than the anterior VII nucleus in this animal.

It seemed probable to me that the posterior VII nucleus of Chimaera

contains at the same time the IX root to its origin vs^ith certainty.

The caudal part of the posterior VII nucleus is however a pure

VII nucleus again, the facialroot entering this nucleus in its frontal

and in its caudal part.

In so far the resemblance with the Teleosts is greater than one

would say at the first glance, because the sequence of cells in the

whole visceral system of this region in Chimaera is VII—IX—VII—X,

just as in Teleosts, whereas in Selachii the primitive arrangement is kept:

VII—IX—X, being in harmony with the arrangement and sequence

of roots. The difierence with the Teleostean topography would

consequently be only this that in Teleosts the IX nucleus in combined

with the anterior VII nucleus, whereas in Chimaera, it is combined

with the posterior VII nucleus.

Concerning the reason of tiie difference between Selachii and

Holocephali no definite opinion can be given at present. It may be

tliat it has to do with the innervation of the operculum, but we

may not forget that Amia has also an operculum and that the

Selachian arrangement is kept there. Few words suffice for the arrange-

ment of the vagus column. Besides its fi'cedom from facial cells its

structure and length is the same as in the Teleosts. The vagal cell

column in Fishes offers generally very few differences.

The spino-occipital system remains. Its cells have a more dorsal

place in Selachii than in Teleosts and so they have in Chimaera. The

cellcolumn is poorly developed in that animal reminding of the

scattered spino-occipital cells of Amia.

In Chimaera a more consideiahle o\erlap[iing of the vagus-column

and the spino-occipital coluuui is found than in sharks or Teleosts.

At last I may mention thai iIk; topography of the large reticular

cells in Chimaera is about the same as has been described by

Van Hoi<:vELi, in the Selachii. ') In the caudal part of the oblongata

1) l^emark.s on llic reticular colls of tiie oblongaia in ctilTereut vertebrates.

Proceedings of the Koii. Akail. v. Wi'lcnsch. te Amsleriiam. April 'JO, 1911,

p. 104S-1049.
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IX large nucleus magnocelliilaris inferior iis found, in the raphe exleiid-

ing laterad underneath the fasciculus, longitudinalis dorsalis in form

of "guirlande". More frontall^y in I lie region of the oclavus, V and

in front of the V''' , hardly any reticular cells are found in the

raphe, the greater part being scattered in the lateral parts of the

oblongata, forming the nucleus reticularis medius (octavus-region)

and nucleus reticularis superius (praetrigemiiial region). The last

contain hardly central elements in contrary to the Reptilian, and

specially avian and mammalian nncl. retic. superius, which is clearly

divided into a dorso-central (micl. centralis) and a ventrolateral

(n. ventro-lat.) group.

Summarizing my results I may conclude : 1. that Chimaera also on

account of the topography of the motor root cells in the oblongata

and midbrain has a special place amongst the orders of fishes;

2. that it resembles in some points the Selachian in other the

Teleostean type, as has also been found in the forebrain of this

animal by C.vrpenter and myself).

The number of data which show that the nervous system of

Chimaera in many respects stands in between that of Selachii and

Teleostei, and sometimes reminds more of the Teleostean than the

Selachian type is enlarged b}- an interesting remark made by

Prof. G. Rrtzius (Das Gehororgan der Wirbeltiere Teil 1,1881: Das

Gehororgan von Chimaera monstrosa) who says "in sehr inter-

essanter Weise bildet das Gehororgan der Holocephalen d. h. der

Chimaera ein Uebergangsstadium zu dera tier Plagiostomen, ein Ver-

bindungsglied zwischen ihm und den anderen Fisschen". In a letter

which 1 received from Prof. Retzius in December 1908 he writes

"In letzten Sommer bekam ich ein ganz grosses Exemplar von

Chimaera und machte mir neue Preparate vom Gehororgan, welche

sehr gut gelangen. Es ist wirklich merkwiirdig zu sehen, wie niiher

das Organ steht an dem der Teleostier als an dem der Selachier".

It results from all this that my researches on the nervous system

of this animal give a further illustration of the interesting results of

the Swedish anatomist as also several somatic features of the Holo-

cephali prove their transitory cliaracter between the Plagiostomi and

Teleosts.

^) Das Gehirn von Chimaera monstrosa, Folia Neurobiologica Bnd V, Heft -2.
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Topographic relation of tine motor luiclei of midbrain and bulb in

regard to the roots of the 111, IV, V, VI, Vll, IX and Spino occipital

nerves in a shark (Hexanchus) Holocephal (Chimaera) and a Teleost

(Cottus).

Astronomy. — Provisional resii/h- from ai/culatioiis uhoiit the terms

m the longitude of the moon with a period of nearly an

anomalistic month, according to the meridian observations made
at Greenwich" . By J. E. de Vos van Stef.nwijk. (Communi-

cated bv Dr. E. F. van dk Sande Bakiuvzen).

(C.ommuniraleil in the meeting of Marcli 30, 1912).

Ill Ji)()3 I'rof. K. V. VAN de Sande Bakiuyzen liad oome to the

C'OiK'lusidii llial lliciiiy and iili.sL'rxalioii did not pert'cctly agree about

the so called .loviaii execlioii in llic longitude of tlic moon ; nor iiad

lie l)eeii ai)le to liml in I lie observed places indications of another

iiie(|uality of the same kind caused by Venus and the Earth ').

-J Proc. Acad. Ainsterdani G, I'.MIU pp. 870 el seij. and ill' et ^vi[.
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The agreement as regards the .loxiaii exeotion was improver] In'

the introduction of a corrected value found by Hiu, for the perturb-

ations dependent on the ellipticitj of the earth, and afterwards new
theoretical calculations of the auiplitude l>y Nkwcomb, Hii,i., and Rrown

yielded a value agreeing very satisfactorily with the results of the

observations'), but in the phase and hence in the length of the

period a deviation seemed to remain.

Recently Prof. Van de Sande BakhuyzI'-.n proposed that 1 should

undertake a new iuvestigation into this question founded on a longer

series of Greenwich-observations than those used by him, and I

gladly assented.

Since E. F. v. u. S. Bakhuyzen had discussed the years 1895

—

1902, the first thing was now to take the years after 1902 in hand

and further it was desirable to go back a little further than 1895,

in order to have at our disposal the results of an uninterrupted series

of eighteen yeai's' observations. This work has been only just begun

and if, notwithstanding this, I make bold to commujiicale already a

few provisional results, this is owing to the desirability of deriving

just now corrected places of the moon for the moment of the

approaching solar eclipse.

I shall therefore communicate here the results of a provisional

discussion of the 3 last years of the Greenwich-observations, which

were at my disposal: 1907 up to 1909. I derived from it the co-ef-

ficients of the terms with sing and cosg, which still had to be added

to Hansen's longitude of the moon and compared these with the

sums of the corrections resulting from corrected values of the eccen-

tricity and longitude of the perigee according to Bakhuyzen and

from the perturbations by the planets according to Brown.

In my discussion of the observiitions 1 mainly followed the method

indicated by Newcomb in his hivestujation just as Bakhiyzen had

done; i. e. I employed as ' basis for my calculations directly the

deviations in R. A. For the present, however, I had to lie satisfied

with a less rigorous course. The corrections of the co-etlicients of the

great perturbations I adopted from Newcomb's Invesfij/dtion and as

co-efilicient of the parallactic inequality I euiployed the value which

according to Hansen's calculation would eoi-respond to the solar parallax

8".80 (or 8". 796), although this is no longer the case according to the

more accurate calculation by Brown. I did this because I could now
use extant auxiliary tables, while the intlnence of this iiuiccuracy

1) Newcomb fouml I'.lo, Brown 1".14, while E, F. v. d. S. Bakhuyzen had

derived 1".28 from the observations
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on my results could not he hut slight, since tiio periods of tiiese

terms are not cominensurahle with that of i/.

An investigation into pei'sona! errors dependent oii the age of tlie

moon olTered little chance of success, as I had only the observations

of 3 _years at my disposal. 1 therefore, after having corrected the

observations as indicated above, only applied a mean correction to each

category of observations in order to reduce the yearly mean of the

differences comp.—obs. to zero. I employed all the observations

made in the meridian including those obtained with the altazimuth

and thus had for each of the two instruments three categories of

observations, those of Limb I, of Limb II and of crater Mosting A,

i. e. six in all. 1 formed foi' each of these the anniial mean and

subtracted this from the individual A«. I should certainly have done

better by leaving out of account the observations made at an age

of the moon less than 4''. 5 and more than 25''. 5 (comp. the former

investigation by E. F. v.. d. Sanuk Bakhuyzkn), but of the 835 obser-

vations used, onlv 12 were in this case.

s
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The (Ims corrected and reduced A« (obs. — comp.) were now
arranged for each year into 18 groups formed according to the value

of the mean anomaly : from g = 0°to 20°, 20°—40° etc. The means

found for those groups are found in the table on p. 1182.

The 18 results r obtained for each year iia\e now been repre-

sented by equations of the following form

c -|- h sin <j -\- k cos
<i
= r

in which c stands for a constant deviation still extant in tlie results

of the ^ear under discussion, while

rf/= — h sin y — k cos g
represents the correction to be applied to Hansen's true longitude.

The weights (if the \'alues of r in one and tiie same year often

ditfer considerably, and these weights have to be taken into account,

if we wish to obtain a solution yielding the most accurate values

of h and k. This has been done for 1909 but for the two other

years the weights were momentarily neglected. Another solution was

also made for 1909 without taking the weights into account and by

comparing the results obtained in those two ways it appeared that

the intluence of the omission probably is not great. 1 obtained with

and without weights for li resp. -|~ i -81 and -|- 1".69 and for

^• + 2".17 and + 2".20.

Adopting for 1909 too the solution obtained without weights the

following values are to be regarded as the results of this first investigation :

/( k

1907.5 + 2".49 +0".62

1908.5 + 1 .67 +1 .06

1909.5 -1-1 .69 +2 .20

It stands to reiison that from the results of only 3 years no imme-

diate conclusions can be drawn about the individual inequalities

influencing the h and k. The only thing I could do was to compare

my results with the co-etlicients of sin g and cos g according to the

complex of the element-corrections as derived by E. F. van de Sande

Bakhuyzen in 1903 and the perturbations as calculated by Hrown.

I have extended this comparison of the empirical witli the theoretical

values of — It and — k to the years 1895—1902 discussed by

VAN DE Sande Bakhuyzen ').

For the constant parts of — h and — k\ adopted — /<„ =— 0".43

and —
-^'o
^— 0".17; and 1 borrowed the variable parts arising

from the differences between the perturbations Brown—Hansen, from

Battermann Beob. Ergebn. Berlin. 13 p. 16—18. Of the perturbations

by the planets we have to consider those numbered 23—29; tiie

1) Proc. Acad. Amsterdam C, 1903, p. 377.
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terms 1-7 canuol coiiti-ibiite noticealtly to the It and /, for rcdiicinj'-

those to the I'onu a siniji -\- y.). Ilic aiimuil vai-ialion (if / fur N. J

becomes 225°, for N. 5 330' and for the rest of tiie loniis > 360°.

Further, of the perturbations b_v tlie sun N. 39 has lo be taken into

account and of those owing to the ellipticilv of tlie earth N. 44.

These 9 terms calculated for the middle of each year were reduced

to the form a cos yi^.fin
g -\- a sin y^co.s ij, so that we obtain as computed

values

(

—

h)comp. = — /'o + -^ " cti.v X and (— k)^,,,,,. = ^ k„ -\- 2! a sin •/.

The following table contains the values deduced from the obser-

\ations ( -li)ai,s. and (— /i;)„6s and the dilferences (

—

h)oijs. — (—/Ocom/j.

and ( Kjohs. (— k)com)i.-
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Mathematics. — Xi'io resmrches upun the r('nfra of f//c infi'i/nils

ii'ldch. siUUfii illjferential equatltms of ihr firsl order and tha

fjrsi dc'i/rcr". (First Pari) liy Prof. W. Kai'TKYN.

1. In a very interesting niemoir ') "Determination et integration

d'nne certaine ciasse d'eqnations ditrerentielles avant ponr point singii-

lier un centre" H. Dulac has investigated the conditions which mnst

be fnifilled when the origin of coordinates is a centrum for the

differential equation

dij y-{-a,v''-\- 0.vy-\-Gy^

d. i; ,v -j- a ',T '' -(- b\vy -\- c'y
'

that is, wiien the general integral may be written in this form

^y + F> {>>/) + ^', (•''7/) + • • = Const,

where i'^. (.(,7/) represents a liomogeneous polynomium of degree k.

Snpposing that the coetficients are real or complex he shows that

the differential equation must be reducible to one of the following

eleven forms, where ft and v are arbitrary constants

{.v-\-.v-'+ii.vy-^vy-') dy + (y -{-
y"

\rH.vy-\-vx'') d.v = 0. . . (1)

{.v-^.v"--{-2.vy+ ny') dy + {y-^y^-^2xy-\rV.v') dy = 0. . . (2)

{.,:+ w'+ ny-')dy +{y+y''-\-vw')d.x=0 (3)

{.v-ir2.v''— .vy-\-iiy-) dy -f f y -\'2y''— .vy-\ x"
j

d.c = (4)

{.c^x')dy + {y^^i.v''+ va;y)dx = (5)

{.v+ .v'+ y')dy + (y+,i.v'+ 2a;y)d.x = i) (6)

{j;i.v-'+ y')dy -j-(y+ iia;')dx = () (7)

{.v^2x'^y')dy + {y-.vy)d.v = (8)

(x+ .vy+ ^y^)dy + (y+xy+nx') da; = {) (9)

xdy + {y-\-,vy+^i.v-)d.>: =zO (lii)

{.v+ iiy-')dy -]- (y-)rr.t-)dx — {) (11)

The object of this memoir is the same as that which we luue

treated in our paper "On ihe centra of the integral curves which

satisfy ditfereulial e(pialious of llie first order and tiie tirst degree".

Our poijit of view iiowever was narrower than that of Dri.u, because

we only considered real coefficients and real integrals. The object

of the i)i-esent paper now is to e.xtend our former results by adopt-

ing also the wider supposition that the coefficients as well as the

integrals may be either, real or complex. Our way of solving the

1) Bull. Sci. mail). Paris (Stir. 2) 32, 19US.

i) These Proceedings 10 May 1911.
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problem, being very dilferenl from tliat of D(;i,ac, leads to a new

classification of the results. Having obtained this we wish finally

to compare the two sohitions.

2. Let the dilferential equation be witten in Poincake's form

dy —x-\-dx- -\-2b'xy -{-cy" —x-{-Y
(1)

where

Hence

dx y -{ a X- -\-2b xy-\-c

x

'

y+ ^

which is different from the form adopted by Dulac, and let the co-

efficients be real or complex.

By substitnting

g r= h.v -f- /•// ?j = — kx -\- hy

the form of the ecpiation is not changed, for we get

d%~ -.i+«§'+2i5§^j+r^i'

(/t*+ P)' a — ah' + (a^-U) h'k + (2b'^€) hk^+ c'k'

(/j-^-j_P)2 ^ = bh> — (a—h'—c) h'k — (a'+ b-c) hk- —b'k'

(h-'-J^k-'Y y = ch' — (2i— <') /rk + (a— 2b') /ik'+ a'k'

(h^+ k'y a' = ah' — («—2^') h-'k — {2b—c) hk'— ck'

(h'+Py ii' = ///(" — (a'^b-c) hH: -f (a— b'—c) hk'-Jf-bk'

{/rJ-k'y y' = ch' — (2b'+ r) h-'k + {a' -{2b) hk-'— ak\

(h'-^k^) («+ 7) = (a+ e) h + (a'+O k

{h:'^P) (a' ^y') = («'+ '•')
'' — («+ '•)

^•

Ji^ ^ (« + c)(«+ y) + (a'+ c')(«'+ y')

/r^+P (aic)' + («'+ cr

_J-__ ^ («'+ 0(.r+ y) — (a+ c) («'+ /)

/,' +F~ («f<.r +(a'+cy

Now generally h and / may be so chosen as to satisfy two con-

ditions, for instance

<(
-l- V ^= '-*• "' + y' ^ •^

and thus the dilferential equation may be written in llie simjilcr form

dy — X -\- a'x^ -\- 2b'xy — a'y''

dx y + «•'''' + 26.cy + cy*

This general case we examined in our former paper. If however

(a^-cy + {a'}-c'y=0

this reduction is impossible. In addition to our former paper we

therefore now must invesligale the consequences of this su[)[)Osilion.

and
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3. If a -\- r = a' + c =0
tlie coiTespoiiding differential eciualioii

dy -— X -{- a'.v'' -\- 2b'xy — a'y^

d.v 1/ 4- «•«'' + 2l>,vi/ — ((//'

admits lliree particular integrals of the form

// = .1.7; + B
for, sulistitiiting this value and equalizing the coetfioients of the

different powers of x in the two members, we have

— aA' + (2b f a) .1' 4- («— 26') A — a =
A' + 1 — {2aA- — 2 (b-\-a) A + 2b'\ B =

B\{aA~a')B — A\ =
which are satisfied by the roots of tlie cubic

a A' — (26 + a) A' — (a — 26') .1 -f- a =
and by

aA
B=

aA —a'

In this case, tlie general integral may be written

(.'/— ^i)'' iy—llif-'iil—lh)''= '^onst.

where //, //^ >/^ stand for the three particular integrals and A, A, A,

are certain constants. To prove this, we may follow the way indi-

cated by G. Darboux ') in his fundamental memoir "Memoire sur

les equations differentieiles algebriques du premier ordre et du

premier degre".

Writing the differential equation in homogeneous coordinates we

have

L (iidz—zdy) -\- M (zd.c— .cdz) -\- N{.vd.v—yd.c) =
where

L == — 26'.c' -t- a' .vy — ay^- + ys

M =^ a'iv'' — luvy — ,cs — 26//''

iV=-(«}-26').rs + (a'-26)^^.

Supposing

df df df

d,r O.v 02

and replacing / by .1, ./-

—

y
—BiZ, the function corresponding with

this value of / is easily found, for

.4,-L—M—BiN= Ki {A, x—y—Bi z)

gives immediately

Ki= — ^26' +
'^-"J

X — (26 -«.l,),'/ .
(' = 1, 2, 3)

1) Bull Sci. math., Pai-i"; CSer. 2) 2. 1878.
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Remarkirifi' that ; = is a fburtli particular iiitourai, and |iutliiig

y=: 2, we obtain a foiirtli value for A'

N
K, = -==: — (a 4-2^') ,c 4- (a—2b};j.

If now four uunil)eis «, «, (i, <(, may lie tbuud such that

«i + "s + «s f "< = 'J

and

the general integral may be written

(.1, .>•-;/ -B, zYi (A, ,,-y—B^z)-. (A, x-y-B, z)-^ z-< := coast.

or in inhomogeneous form

Wliere A, : /^ : /, = : - : — .

The numbers «j «j o^ n^ must satisfy the equations

«1 + «2 + «S + «, =
, / «, a, a, \

U, ^ A.^ Aj^ '

hence

(t, A,A,

^1^, L «

.4,^.
+ J, +.4, ,A,A, B

D representing the determinant formed by the coeflicients of the

fii'St members of the three preceding equal ions.

After a slight reduction we (ind

A/=r (A,— A,) {aA.;-- 2bA, - u)

/, = (J,— J,) (aA,-— 2bA,— a).

For small values of .r and // the general integral may he expanded

in tlie form

which piovcs that in this case the origin is a centrum.

4. Assiinuiig in the second place a' -(- c' ^ /' (u -\- c^ and referring

to our former paper, the origin will be a centrum if it is possible to

determine an intinite series of homogeneous polyuomia /'/. of degree
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k siicli lliat ilie follnwint; i-diKiilioiis are satisfied:

X — y -r— zz^ ~—
I-
-— /'

01/ Ox \d.v 01/ J

oy o.r d,v Oy \0.v dy J

dy d,?.- • d.v dy \bx dy J

ete.

where P„ = 2.

To expand the integral in the ooninion form

•«'+ :/' + ^; + ^\ + .... = Const.

we must observe that iietween the functions F and P tiie foiiowiug

rehxtions exist

(.s Y-yX) P„ ^s -(,1'' + y') P„_2 + n F„ = 0.

Considering now the inlinite series of conditions we easily see that

ii is always possible to determine P, by the first condition. Proceeding

to the second it is evident that every constant factor of P^ may be

omitted.

Writing therefore

A = /'o
'• -rlr Ih 1/

l\ = - {'> -I
«) /',=« + b'

antl putting

J\ = '7o
•'' + <Ii '.!/ + 'h ,v'

the second condition gives

9. =(3a + 2^,)/>„+a>,

2 ?. - 2 9„ ^ (4 /. -f 2 c') p, + (2 a + 4 ^') p,

-g,=c/.„ + (2 6 + 3c')/^.

These equations can only be satisfied when

(3 « 4. 2 6' + .) p, + {a' + 2b + 3 c') p, =
or introducing the values p^ and p^. when

aa' — a-' ^ 6 (a + c) — b' [a' -\- c).

From this condition and the given relation

a -|- c' = i {a 4- <•')

we deduce

a' = b — i (b~-c) , c = — b -\- i {a + b')

so

/'„ = — ' (« + ''')

y, = « + ^'-
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If tiKM'otbro

(I + // =
1\ and all llie lullowiiig- fimctioiis J\ P, . . . vanit^li, which proves

liiat the origin is a centnini in this case.

To determine the integral we have

2(.-«r-,vA) + 3/.\ = ()

wliich gives

2
''' + if z- [«' *' + ("'''—«) •'^'.V + («'— 2/*) .I'v'—cy'] = con-l.

with

n = /' + ' (n -f <) , h' =1 — a , c = — b

5. When
a -\- c' = «("+ ()

rta' — fc' = (b—ib') (a-j-c)

and

fl + //=j=0

the factor a' -\- h may be omitted ; tlius

P, = — i.r + y.

Determining now /-•,, the coefiiicient q^ may be chosen arbitrarily.

Putting (y„ = 0, we get

P, = f/, .vy 4- ,7, ;/'

where

7, = «' — / (:5rt 4-2//) 7., = 2,( + W — (6.

Assuming

p^ = •%
•''''' + «i '^'.v + ', '' if -\r s ^y^ + \ y*

t!if following conditions give

»'i = «'
7i

2r, -3r„ = (3«-f4/.'),y, + 2a'
</,

3r, - 2,-, = (4H 3.
') q, + (2« 4 G//) 7,

which always can be satisfied, and

s, ={:m + -lb')r„ + aV,

2s., - 4.^„ = (8A + 2,') ?•„ + (4,t + 4//) r, + 2n' r,

- 3..i, - 3«, = 3cr„ + (66 f 3<;') r, -f (3«-f 66') r, + 3a' r,

4s, — 2.S, = 2c»-, + (46+ 4c') r, + (2a+ 86') r,

— s, = a\ + (26+ 5c')r,.

which are impossible unless

(5a + 26' + c) 7. + (a' +26+ c') r, + (a+ 26' +c) r, + (a'+ 26+ 5c') r, = 0.
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TIlis condition may l)0 widen

At, + B (2r,-3r„) + C (or,- ^r,) + D (-rj = U

wliere

A — Txi' + lOi -t- 13o'

B— - (Tii^W^c)

C = a' + 26 + 5c'

D— - (]3a+ 10Z.'+5c).

Inlrodncing f/j and (j., tills tal<es tlie form

9, [a' .1 4 (3(t+ 4/>') B + (46+ 3(;') C + cD^

+ (/,
[2«' 5 + (2rt+ 66') C 4- (26+ 4f') DJ =

or, eliminating a' and c'

q, [- (30aH4Ua6'-f 32acf 126'-^ + 206'<;+10c'') -f i {12ab^8bc+ ibb')]

+ 9, [^12a?.+ 86c-+4W) — i(42rt^ + 44a^.'+28af-fl26'=+ I66'c+ 2O]=:0.

To simplify this condition we write

^^ [_ (3a f 6'-f 2c) (10ri-^10i'-H4c) - 2 (h'—cY f 4/6 (3n+ //+ 2c)]

-I- ,7, [4i(3a + ^*'4 2c) — /(3f7 4- ^<'4 2<;)(14rt+ 10//) — 2i {b'—cy-\ — 0,

or

-2 (i'-cr (?: + '?.) +
+ {3a+h'+ 2c)[U(iq,4,j.^)-\i)b'{,,, 4 /,yj- KM,;, 4 ,V7^)-4cv7,-4w,/J r=0.

Now
4?'0'?,+?.) - 4c-7,-4/*7, = 4(2«+36'-<') (7, + ''/.)

so

- 2 (7,4 ''7.) ^'H^^O (3« - 2?<'4 5,,-) =
or

(.(4 c) [-;>-/(«-(•)] (2A'-3a^5,-) = 0.

Tins breaks up into llirec coiidiliuns which will lie considered

separately.

(5. When, in Ihe lirst place

«'4f' = / {a fc)

aa—cc =r (/'— ib')(a-{-c)

a + c = <)

the second relation depends upon the lirst and ihe third.

This case has already been considered in Art. 2.

7. Supposing- secondly

a \-c = i(ni-c)

(la — cc' = (6

—

ib')(a-\-c)

2b = i (a— c)

which mav be written
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2a'z=:/(rt

—

'2l>'-\-e)

2c' = i{a-^2b'+ c)

26 =: i{a— c)

then again llie general integral of the corresponding differential

eqnation may l)e construclcd tVoni a system of particular integrals.

Snbstitniing

// = A.,:+B
in the dilferential equation we find that it is satislied when

c-rA

and A is the common root of the two cuhics

cA' -f (2b— c') .4" + (2b'— c) A f c' =
cA' + (2h—c') A- + (2b' +a) A-a = 0.

Therefore

— (a-^u)A+ u' + c' =
which combined with the relation

gives j4 = / whence the corresponding particulai' integral may he

written

i

c'—ic

or

2i

P - *• 4- 'y
7~^Y,
— = .

a-f-Ib — (

This being the only i)OSsible integral of the first degree, now we
will try to satisfy the differeiUial e(juation by an e(|nation of the

second degree

A.e + 2ILr.,i 4- B;r 4- 2G:i: + 21'}/ + C = 0.

Therefore

Ax-\-Hy '\-G — .f-f n'.f'+ 26'.w/4 c'ii/'

Hx-\-Bii-\'F~ ii-\-o.x'' + 2bx;t-\-cii''

nuisl be c(iuivalent with

(Ax-'-\-2Hxii^rB!r-\-2Gx^2F,i+C) (m.v-i^nii) = U

Thus tlic following relations must be satisfied

(i^-l -f a H= niA

2bA + all -{- 2b' 11 -(- aB = 2mII -(- /(.4

cA f 2bn ^ ell
-I-

2b'H — rnB ^- 2////

,//
I

c'B = nB
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aG — II A- a'F — 2mG

A + -IhG — B + 2b'F = 27nF + 2nG

II + cG + c'F=2nF
— /'' = mC
G = nC.

Tlio last Iwo equations give intr -\- 7iF =: 0, tlicrefore adding liic

5''' anti 7''' e([nations we get

(a+ c) G + (a'-\-c') F=
wInCli cuiiipared with the given I'elation

a' ~- (' =r i{a -f c)

siiows that we may take

G = \, F=zi, C= — A n = {m.
m

Considering now the 1''', 4''', and 5"' equation we get

A — —^ H , B=^— //, U— a + ia! — 2m
in— a tin— c

and substituting these values in the 2''', 3''' and 6''', we see tiiat

III must be such as to satisfy the following three relations

a(2b—im) a'c— + -f a + 26' — 2m =
m— a im—c

a'c c(2b'—w)
i-

-^^^ r + 26 + c' — 2im =
m— a im—

c

(— -—~.]{a-\-ia'-2m) + 2{b-\-ib'— 2im) =
\m— a ' im— c J

The roots of the last equation are easily found, for

// = ffl + ia! — 2m = i («_c--|-2//— 4m) = — i (b^ ib'—2im)

so a tirst root is

a-\-{a a-\-2b'— e

and consequeiilly the others

Sa-\-2b'+ c . a + 2b'—c
III, =^ , in., =^ :=: 2m,,

Now //?„ does not satisfy the tirst and second equations, but /h,

and 111.^ ilo. Corresponding with ///, and in.^ we have therefore two

solutions

u 7EZ: H, x' + 2.11/ + ,
,

>/' + 2.V -\- 2{i/ =0
\in^— a tm^—c J ' m,

79
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and

lie lasi solution however niuv be easily reduced to

' •' 2? '

which is the square of the tirst particular integi'al, so tliat (n\\\ one

integral of the second degree is left.

To construct the general integral from the two solutions found,

we write homogeneously

L{lidz-zdi/) + M{z(lv—ivdz) + N (.vd>/ - ;/,}.,:) =
where

i = 2b' ,v" c' XtJ -\- Clf^ -)- jlZ

M :^ a' ,'« — «,(•?/ — ,vz —2li
if-

N= — {n+ 2b') xz — {2h-\-c) 1/z.

Ivemarking that s = is also a particular integral and I'eplacing/' in

df df df

O.r. 01/ dz

h\ /), 11, and :, we lind the corresponding values of A' to lie

1
,

i

_ /C = — — (ffl -f Oi'- c) X (:lrt 4-2i'— 3o) y

K,= ^— = — {a+ 2y) ,r — ^ (3a+2//-c) y.

Now three numbers f(, n., »„ may be found which satisfy tiie

0(iuations

rt, /T, + <(, K„ -f «, A', =
or

(a+ 2i'+ r) «, J- (-(4 W—c) a, + 2 (« + 2//) a, =
2rt «, -f (;'.,/ t 2//— 3c) «, + (3(7 -f 2//— f) «, =

and

f(, I 2(/, -|- «3 ^ 0.

Willi these values

a, _ 3rt ^- 2l>'+ r (I, _ a -\~ 2h'— c

fTj n — 2b' -{-Be rt, n— 26' -J- 3c

the general integral may be written

p''\ u'-''^ z'^> :=^ vonxt.
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or re(iiniin2; to llie inliomoocncoiis coordinales

2i^-- [i{a-2b'+ c).>^-{a-2b'- c).vy+ 2hr\ + .v+ iy -
a—26 —

c

6a-\-2o -\-c

01 + iy

!„+2i'+c

fi+26'—

e

^ const.

a+ 2Z>— tv

For small values of ./ and // the tirst member of this equation may

be expanded in the form

'' + y" + 1\ + /\ 4- • • = <^onst.

which proves that in this ease the origin is a centrnm.

A remarkable case presents itself when

5« -\- Gl>' — c =
for then

4 2 8
"> — — w ("+ '') ", = —TT («+'') «3 =^7 («+ '')

6 o O

p r_. .r -\- iy -|-

M
a-\-c

. 4a+ c

' 2a—c

'

and the general integral

2ft-

jfv = const.

2(,f + »/)-
a-\-c

Physics. — "Prelimuiary account of some results obtained by the

yetherlands EcUp.^e Expedition in ob,serving the annular solar

eclipse of April 17"', 1912." By Prof. W. H. Julius.

The observation of the annnlar solar eclipse of April 17^'', 1912

near Maastricht was favoured by an exceptionally clear sky.

The general plan included

:

1. Visual observations on contacts and on positions of crescents.

2. Exposures with the photoheliograph.

3. Exposures with the objective prism spectrograph-

4. Determination of the minimum value of the total radiation at

the instant of centrality.

5. Measurement of the entire pi'ocess of radiation from the tirst

until the fourth contact.

6. Photometric determination of the varying intensity of the sun-

light from the first until the fourth contact for five spectral

regions of 30 A each.

7. Observation of various secondary phenomena.

79*
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The full treatment of the observational tlata obtained b_v the

numerous (nearlj' 40) member;-; of the expedition uill of foiirse

i-e(|uire a long time. Cei'lain results, howex'er, came (ml at once

widi suflicient evidence to justity a prelinunary commnidcation.

To begin with we msxy safely cpnclnde from the observations sub 1, 2,

and 3, that at onr station the eclipse really was very nearlj- central,

corresponding to the prediction of the Leiden astronomers — al-

though the small corrections, necessary to determine n i/osferiorithe

exact position of the line of centrality, are yet to be calculated from

these very observations.

With the objeclixe prism sitectograph (prismatic camera) Pi-of.

Ni.ii,AND obtained results even sui-passUig the expectation. Out of

li\e exposures two were made so near the time of centrality, that

both photographs show the hydrogen lines He,., H^i, Hy, If;, and

the calcium lines H and K as complete chromospheric rings ; besides,

thanks to the valleys and mountains of the moon's edge, far over

a hundred lines are in evidence partly as Fradnhofer lines, partly

as flash lines. A careful study of this plate looks promising.

Special attention was given to the measurements oi integraJ radia-

tion, because an annular eclipse was expected to separate the radia-

tion due to the entire solar atmosphere from the radiation due to

the photosphere in a more convincing manner, than a total eclipse

could do.

The measurements sub 4 and 5 were made in du|)lo with two in-

dependent equipments: a) a thermopile (the same that was used in

observing the total eclipses of 1901 on Sumatra and of 1905 near

Burgos ') ) in combination with a moving coil galvanometer of

Siemens & Hai.ske; h) a bo/oi/teter with a quick, sensitive and dead-

beat galvanometer constructed by Dr. W. J. H. Moi.L.

As in arrangement a, after a sudden access or interception of

radiation, an interval of 10 .seconds was reipiired for the dead-beat

galvanometer to attain its final position, and because the annular

l)hase of the eclipse woidd probably last not nuich longer than one

second, the set of apjiai'alus // was designed so as to become station-

ary in less than one .second. Dr. JMou. had succeeded in making

his bolometer and sensitive galvanometer answer this condition.

Both thermo|)ile and bolometer were directly exposed to the sun's

I'uys, without intervention of any lenses or mirrors. The sensili\eness

of the arrangements was under easy control ilnring the observations

1) Total Eclipse of the Smi. Hcporls on the Dutch Expedition to Ivarang Sago,

Sumatra, No 4. Heat Fiadiation of Ihr Sun during tiie i'^ciipse, by W. H. Julius,

(1005). — Cf. also: Those I'roc. Vlll, p. r.OJ and 6GS (1905-1900).
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by regulating resiistaiices ; if neeessaiy it could be made sucli, liial

Viooooo of the total radiation of tiie iineclipsed snn would have lieen

perceptible; l)ut referring to the results obtained with the total eclipse

in 1905 at Burgos '), I expected the mininiuni not to fall below

'/loooo on the occasion of this annulai' eclipse.

The constancy of the zero readings of the galvanometers was all

that could be desired. Daring the \vhole lapse of lime from the

first until the fourth contact visual readings on both instruments

were made at known epochs; moreover, the equipnjent i allowed of a

continual photographic record of the motion of the galvanometer

coil to be made during an interval of 10 minutes including the

annular phase.

The principal result derived from the radiation measurements at

this eclipse is, that an upper limit has been found, which the total

emitting and diffusing power of the entire solar atmosphere (the

so-called reversing layer, the chromosphere, and the corona together)

cannot exceed.

Indeed, at the instant of centrality, the sky being peifectly clear,

the photographically recorded radiation cur\e passed through a shari)

minimum, proving that the remaining intensity was less than Vsooo

of the intensity of the radiation emitted by the uneclipsed sun.

After the readings furnished by equipment a had been plotted

down on coordinate paper, tiie intensity curve came out so regular

and perfectly symmetrical in the same interval of 10 minutes covered

by the photographic curve, that the results claim great trustworthiness.

In the \isual cur\x' the minimum ordinate did not correspond to

Vsooo of the maximum radiation, but to V^joo. '^'"l 'be curve Avas

somewhat rounded off as compared with tiie photographic record —
a natural consequence of the relatixe slowness of the apparatus a.

As the mininmm value indicated by the quickest instrument must

come nearest to truth, we may conclude tliat this eclipse made the

integral solai' radiation fall below Voono "f its ordinary value.

Part of that remnant must still be due to the small uncovered

ring of the solar disk. Estimating the apparent sui'face of that i-ing

at Viooo of the surface of the disk, its apparent radiating power p'ef

square unit at \'io of the average intrinsic radiating power of the

disk (thus allowing for the decrease of brilliancy toward the edge),

we may admit, that at the epoch of centrality the photosphere was

still able to furnish us with '/loooo of the ordinary amount of radiation.

Thus no more tiian '
' „„„ of the sun's total radiation toward the

2) W. H. Julius, The-se Pioc. VIll, p. G72.
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eai'lh is lefl, as originating- IVoin (lie pai-l ol' tiie so-called solar

iifnios/)/ii'i'(' pfojei'ling oiilside the moon's eilge. Let us suppose that

atmospheric emission to proceed chietlj from the lower, thin absorl)ing

layer.

The next i[iiestion is : what is the proportion between the volume

of the part of that lower atmospheric iajer, visible during the annular

phase, and the volume of the half spherical shell from which, without

an eclipse, tlie radiation emitted and diffused bv the same layer

reaches the earth. By simple considerations we feel that it would

scarcely be possible to put the value of that fraction lower than "/lo!

so half the solar atmosphere radiates, at most, ten times as much
as the i»art visible during the annular eclipse.

Consequent!}' : Li'ss than Viooo *',/' i^"-' total (ultraviolet, visible,

and infrared) solar radiation proceeds from those parts of the celestia

body lohich lie outside the pliotospheric level.

This result proves that it is impossible to maintain the theory, which

considers the photosphere to be a layer of incandescent clouds, whose

decrease of luminosity from tlie centre toward the limb of the solar

disk would be caused by absorption and diifusion of light in an

enveloping atmosphere ("the dusky veil"). For if this theory were

right, then, according to the calculations made by Pickering, Wtlson,

Schuster, Vogel, Seei.iger, and other astrophysicists such an atmos-

phere should absorb an im])ortant fraction (74 to Vj) of the sun's

radiation. Now, as the fraction emitted appears to be smaller than

Viooo. 'Wd .yet the atmosphere must be in a stationary condition, one

would be forced to conclude, that the main part of the absorbed

energy is continually being dissipated through space in some abso-

lutely unobserved form. This necessary inference not being acceptable,

we must look for another interpretation of the photosphere.

As to the measurements of radiation mentioned sub 5 we can

only stale, for the present, that they ran well (although occasionally

slightly affected by some haze) ; we therefore may hope to deduce

.from them, with greater accuracy than was hitherto attained, the

law of decrease of the integral ra<lialion when passing from the centre

toward the limb of the disk.

The ])holometri(' ol)sor\ations (sub (J) made by ^Ir. 1!. .1. \ an i)i;k

Pi,AATs included 4!S() settings, from which the dislribuliou of lumi-

nosity on the disk j'oi- live dill'crent i'cgions of ihe s|ieclrum ii-losely

corresj)onding to the rcgioi>s selected by 11. (
'. \'ogki,) has to be

computed.
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Chemistry. — "Confnnntions of the theorij of the phenomenon

dllotropy." II. By Prof. A. Smits and Dr. H. L. de Leeiw.

(ComiiHiiiieated by Prof. A. F. HoLLEM.\?i).

(Communicated in the meeting of March 30, 1912).

The investigation set on foot more than a year ago to test

the above-mentioned tlieory by ditferent substances, the results of

which have already been communicated as far as the substances

meixnri/ iodide, phosjihorus, and sulphur are concerned, has now
already advanced so far also with regard to some other substances,

that some results may be published.

As the investigation chiefly concerns the curves of heating and

cooling, we will first give some preliminary general considerations

about these curves. If we think the temperature (7')-axis to be the

^ertical one, and the time (-S') axis the horizontal one, we find as

temperature-time-curve a continuous line, which in the most fa\'Ou-

rable case has a horizontal middle part.

If we consider the cnrxe of heating

a h c d, and begin at a, we commence

with the curve of heating of the solid

(IT
substance, and — will depend first of all

on the quantity of heat that is supplied

per sec, and secondly on the specific heat

of the solid substance.

Before the point b is reached,
dT

de-

V\z. ].

creases continously to the value 0, and

the cause of this is that the conductivity

of heal of the solid substance is not inii-

iiitely great, in consequence of which

melting .sets already in in the outer layers,

before the mass in the immediate neighbourhood of the thermometer,

which is thougiit quite surrounded by the solid substance, has reached

the temperature of melting, by which at the same time the supply

of heat to the inner layers is greatly diminished.

This rounding, which takes place before the point b, wliei-e the

horizontal part begins, has been reached, will therefore become the

greater as the conductivity of heat of the solid substance is smaller,

the specific heat smaller, and the supply of heat greater.

If once a liquid layer has been formed, we must allow for the

phenomenon of super- keatuhj. Without any doubt the liquid which
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siirroiiiids tlie solid substance in llie p.\i)ei'inieii( discussed liefo, will

always assume a iiigher lemperalure llia\i corresponds witii the

melting-point of the solid substance and now with a certain supply

of heat it will depend on the rapidity with which the heterogeneous

equilibrium sets in in the border layer, and also on the value of

the melting heat, whether the solid substance which surrounds the

thermometer will possess a constant temperature for some time.

If the heterogeneous equUibrium in the border layer was established

with infinite rapidity, a horizontal part of the curve of heating

would have to occur even for the .^inaUi'.^l meltingdieat, and the

greatest supply of heat, if namely, as has been supposed from the

outset, the system behaved in a perfectly unary way.

It follows from this at the- same time, that when as is most likely

the case, the heterogeneous equilibrium in the border layer is not

established with infinite rapidity, a substance with small melting-heat

will be much sooner super-heated than a substance with a great melting-

heat, and if this jihenomenon occurs a line will be found for which

clT
, , ,— has a positive value in all points instead of the horizontal portion.

(h

Now, however, it has been supposed here that the substance behaves

in a perfectly- unary way, and for this case we haN'e arrived at the

conclusion that when a horizontal part is wanting in the cur\c of

heating, this must point to super-heating of the solid substance in

consequence of the retarded heterogeneous equilibrium. In most cases,

however, we are still entirely ignorant about whether a substance

behaves as a unary one or not under definite circumstances, and as

the horizontal part will also be wanting for the case that the sub-

stance does not behave in a unary- way in the heating-experiment,

bill the heterogeneous equilibrium does set in rapidly enough, because

then su|)erheating occurs in consequence of the retarded homogeneous

equilibrium, the curves of heating can teach us anything about the

behaviour of the substance ordy when the circumstances are made

as much as possible the same for dilferent heating experiments,

while the previous history of the substance is greatly varied.

Before passing on to another subject it is still necessary to point

out altout the curve of heating that though a horizontal j)art has

dT
,

appeared, there yet occurs a ciu'vature at r where increases con-
ds

tiiuioiisly till all the solid substani'e has disappeared.

This rounding is owing to lliis thai the liipiid, which is certainly

sn])erhcated and will be the more superheated as the surface of the

solid substance decreases, comes more and more into contact with
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the sensible part of the thoniioinolor (iiierciiiy vessel or wimlings of

the resistance thermometer).

Belli roundiiigs h and c will be diminished

by slow heating, and angraented by greater

snpply of heat. Moreover the ronnding c

may by greatly reduced by stirring, which

circumstance is, however, expressly excluded

here.

Let us now consider the curve of cooling

nhcd. This cur\e indicates the temperature-

time curve which we- get when a substance

behaves entirely as a unary substance, and

the heterogeneous equilibrium between the

solid substance and tiie border layer sets in

„. 7 rapidly enough for the loss of heat to be
Fig. 2.

I .
i^

compensated by the heat of crystallisation.

.Starting from a we tirst get the curve of cooling of the liquid.

(IT
Before Ihe horizontal part is reached, the value of — becomes here

continuously smaller negative over a certain range of temperature,

because of the appearance of solidificatiou in the outer layers already

before the liquid in the immediate neighbourhood of the thermometer

has assumed the temperature of solidification. So this phenomenon is

due to the insufficient conductivity of heat of the liquid.

If when the liquid round the thermometer has reached the tempe-

rature of solidification, the said compensation takes place, the curve

of cooling will present a horizontal part. Before the mass has,

however, become entirely solid, a change sets in, because the

thermometer comes more and more in contact with the solid sub-

stance, which for so far as it is not in direct contact with the liquid

will possess a lower temjierature than the liquid, which will render

dT— again continuously stronger negati\e, till the last trace of iKpiid

has vanished.

If the heterogeneous equilibrium is nut establishetl with inlinite

rapidity, the loss of heat can no longer be compensated by the heat

of crystallisation, in con.sequence of which the liquid in contact with

the solid substance is undercooled. In this case a more or less

descending line will be found instead of the horizontal part.

To simplify the case it has been supjiosed here that the substance

behaves as a unary one, which in reality is very doubtful, and

therefore we may r":>i conclude when we lind a curve of cooling
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without ;x liori/.oiital middle |iarl, lliiit the /lefcroi/eimnis eqiiiiiliriiiin

has not set in rapidly eiioiisli, for it is also possible that the

undercooling is pai'tly or wholly to be attributed to the fact that the

homogeneous equilibrium does not set in, or in othei- words that the

substance does not behave as a unary one.

Accordingly to decide by means of curves

of cooling whether or no a substance be-

haves in a unary way, we follow the course

indicated just now in the discussion of the

curves of heating ; during the solidification

the circumstances are made as equal as

possible, whereas the previous history of the

substance is made very different.

If it is in any way possible, the substance

is then made to undercool a little in the

determination of the curves of cooling, and

then it is seeded in some way or other,

because the maxinuun to which the tempe-

rature then rises in the subsequent solidifi-

cation, can give very valuable indications.

The jtractically ideal curve has then a form as is indicated in fig. 3.

5
Fig. 3.

M E II C U R Y.

Ill the first place we will communicate what results the investi-

gation of the element mercury has yielded, because this substance

is distinguished from other substances examined up to now by tiie

great chance it offers for an ideal behaviour when heated.

For mercury we meet namely with the case that e\en on a

considerable sn|iply of heal a teiii|)eralnre-time curve is found with

a horizontal middle part, from which follows that the substance

behaves in a uiianj way under these, in general disturbing, circum-

stances, and the heterogeneous equilibrium sets in with great rapidity

in case of hotting.

So in a case like iliis we need not ajiply the inclhod inenlioned

just now, for if a sulistani-e continues to bcha\e in a unary \\ay

when not only the |)revions history, but also the circumstances

during the ineltiiig are chosen diiferi'iii, this will certainly be the

case when a modification is ap|)lied only to the previous history.

Kig. 4 refers to an experiment, in which a wide test-tube, partially

filled with mercury, is heated fidiii 80^ by being exposed to the

air. In the mercury a resistance lliermonicter had been placed which
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was inserted in one of ihc hninclics of a Whkatstonk liridjie. The

observation of the image of a NERNsT-lauip cast by the mirror of

-.5,y

•Y

i/O

1''

Fig. 4.

the galvanometer on a scale, enabled ns to follow the ciiange of

the temperature. From llie readings, which were made every 10

seconds it appeared that tlie resistance thermometer, and so also the

mercury in the immediate neighbourhood, maintained the same

temperature for 95 seconds, whicli temperature is exactly the same

as that which is found, when solid mercury is melted in a bath of

low temperature, and for which — 38°.80 was found with the gas-

thermometer. So in spite of tlie great di/lerence in tenijicratiire

between the mercury and the surroundings no superheating of the

solid mercury took place.

The following tig. 5 shows the result that we obtained when we
rapidly heated mercury from — 80° in an air-jacket placed in boiling

water. It appears from the observations, which were recorded here

every 5 seconds, that the temperature now remained perfectly constant

for 45 seconds. The melting [)roceeded, indeed, more rapidly now,

in consequence of the great supply of heat, but in spite of this the

ideal course was observed, which points to a unary behaviour and

perfectly heterogeneous ecjuilibrium.

Now it was to be expected, however, that the eqaililirimn of the
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subslaiice nu'roiiry, which conlimieil lo behave in an ideal \va_v under

greatly disliirbing oircumstaiices, might nevertheless be upset, when

_3«.

-H

y-

Fig. 5. Fit;. 5(/.

tiie disturbing intinenees are only made strong enough. To ascertain

this the experiment was repealed under much inlenser circumstances

:

a quartz tube with solid mercury of — 80° was suddenly placed in

water of 80° resp. in watei' of 100° ivithout an air-jacket. We then

found the lines B and .1 lig. (>, the crosses indicating the readings

every 5 seconds. It follows from these iiues that this experiment

was too much even for mercury, which was in no way astonishing.

As it now appeared that the previous history had absolutely no

influence on the shape and the situation of the curve, we thought

we were justified in concluding from this tiiat the mercury had been

superheated here in conse<pience of a retardation of the heterogeneous

e(]uilil)rium.

In connecliou witii wliat precedes it is excee<lingiy interesting to

see what was found in the neterminatioli of the curve of cooling.

Whereas it is exceedingly difficult to make the mercury behave in

a non-ideal way when it is healed, this is nuich easier to reach in

case of cooling, and this is vei-y remarkable, for (he foregoing has
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perfectly convinced us of tlie iiiiarv heliavioiir of mercnry, niiless

in cases of very excessive treatment, so that tlie tact that a liorizontal

middle |)art in the curve of cooling fails lo appear iind(»r nat extra-

ordinarily disturbing circumstances, must undoubtedly lie attributed

In the too slow setting in of the heterogeneous equilibrium.

If mercnry is cooled down in an air-jacket which is placed in a

bath of — 80°, we may succeed when the jacket is wide enough,

and the cooling in consequence of this takes place very slowly,

lo obtain a curve of cooling with horizontal middle part, as Fig. 6

(readings every 40 seconds) shows, but as soon as the cooling takes

in ixce

cooling.

Fig. 6.

place somewhat more rapidly,

e.g. by the use of a somewhat

less wide air-jacket, the mercury

does not behave ideally, as

lig. 7 shows. The top, indeed

lies al — 38°,80 here, but a

purely horizontal part is wanting,

in spite of the comparatively

slow process of the solidification.

With a still narrower air-jacket,

the curve was much steeper.

So we arrive at the surprising

result that the h('tero(jeneous

eqtii/i/irittin bi'ttreen solid mer-

Fig. 7. curij itnd tlie fxirdcr Idijer sets

'edinyly rnjiid/i/ in aise of /le'diui/, hut sloirly in case of
It follows from this tlnit. sayei'healiny of the solid substance
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is not ascertaiiwd or nnhj under ver;/ jxirliculnr rircunistances,

iDhereas widercoolhi;/ o/' tin- /ii/nld in contact iritli solid .sidisfmice

seems to appear ver;/ casihi.

TIN.

In the second place tin was investigated, becanse tlie existence of

points of transition led ns to expect Iiere that tlie experiment might

be able to reveal the complexity of the svstom.

We expected this the more confidentl_y, as phenomena have been

observed in the teciini(|ne that point to this that the temperature of

the licpiid tin at the moment of casting has an inlluence on the

jiroperlies of liie solidiiied mass.

In Dammer's "Handbuch der chemischen Tecimologie" this has

been expressed as follows. "Glanz nnd Festigkeit des Zinns hangen

von der Temperatnr beini Giessen ab. Es darf weder so sehr erhitzt

sein, dass seine Obertliiche in Regenbogenfarben spielt, noch so kalt,

dass sie matt ist. In beiden Fallen, zu heiss oder zu kalt gegossen,

biisst das Zinn an seineni Glanze nnd an seiner Festigkeit ein : im

ersteren Fall wird es roth, im letzleren kaltbriicliig".

The apparatus used by us in the investigation of tin, has been

represented in fig. 8. The resistance thermometer has been groi'ind

at c into the melting-vessel A, which consisted of not veij readily

fusible glass. This ground joint is surrounded by a jacket, which

W

Fig. 8.
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was tilled witli merciiry, aiitl was flien closed by a layer ofparadfin

Tlio melting-vessel had been blown ont to a diameter of 5 cm.
at the bottom, there where the windings of the resistance tbermo-

nieter are I'onnd, so that this pait could contain 250 gr. of tin. Above

this the vessel had been blown out to a still wider bulb f>'), which

could be fused to a second bulb ( by means of a capillary, which

was supplied on the opposite side with a second capillary.

Befoi'e it was fused to bulb b, bulb C had been tilled with pieces

of very pure tin, excellently prepared by K.vhlbaum. The only im-

pnrit}- it contained was lead, and only 0,04 %•
Then first of all the capillary // was connected with the Gaede-

pomp by means of an air-pump rubber tube, and so far exhausted

that a Geissler tube, which was permanently in connection with the

Pj^A-vessel of the Gaedepump, no longer showed phenomena of

discharge.

fiien the capillary </ was melted oil', and the bulb C was heated

to melt the tiir that is in it. At the same time also the bulb

h of the melting-ve.ssel A was heated, and the whole apparatus was

held horizontal. The melted tin was now covered with a coat of

oxide, and the capillary /" served to remove this before the tin

arrived in the melting-ves.sel A. If, viz., now the apparatus was

made to rotate a little round the resistance thermometer as hori-

zontal axis, the tin flowed from the bulb C through the capillary

/" into the bulb h, the coat of oxide remaining behind in C. The

melting-vessel remained in a horizontal position, till all the tin had

solidified in the bulb //. after which the capillary _/' was melted off.

The tin filtered in this way was so perfectly free from the coat

of tin-oxide, that in its melted condition it looked quite like mercury,

and in solid condition it consisted of fine glittering crystals.

Of course we cannot guarantee that our tin was perfectly pure,

for though the solid tin-oxide had been removed, the tin will have

contained some tin-oxide in a dissolved condition. As this quantity

was, however, very small, and as it was at all events the same in

the different experiments, this circumstance did not aftord an insuper-

able difficulty for our purpose.

Now the a|)paralus was ready for the experiment, and was care-

fully immerged in a bath of melted potassium-sodium nitrate in

order to melt the tin, and make it flow into the widened part a.

The quantity of tin had been chosen so that the melting-vessel was

1) After the expei-imont the liquid tin was conducted to this bulb to solidify

here. This was done in order to prevent damage of the resistance thermometer

in the solid mass.
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filled lip It) the conslriclioii hclweeii k and h in a xei-lical position.

Now in ordrr to lind llio point of solidilicalion of tin fof an it

possible unary belia\ioni-, I lie nielling \'essel, \\'liifh had only been

heated a few degrees above the melting-point of tin, was snddenl^-

eon\ejed to an air-jacket, which was found in another larger potas-

sium-sodium nitrate liath of a constant temperature ± 220°.

The connection of the thernioineter with the Wheatstonk bridge

had ivlready been elfected before, and the image of a Nernst lamp,

cast on the graduated scale by the mirror of the gahanometer

showed, lliAt the li(jiiid uudercooied on cooling. If the liipiid was

lightly shaken, crystallisation set in, and the image rose to a maxi-

mum, where it remained iinmo\ablc for more than 2,5 minutes;

ZM

Fm. 9.

ilieii it descended very slowly for a long time, after which it pretty

suddenly itegau to descend rapidly. The temperatuur-tiine curve that

follows from these experiments, which were repeated every 10

seconds, has been drawn in figure 9, in which only the observations

every 40 seconds are indicated to restrict the number of crosses.

It appears from this line that the solidifying mass round the

thermometer maintained the same temperature of 2.'1I.82° for more

than 2.5 miiiiiles and thai it then slowly decreased to about 231.63°,

after which tlii' temperaliire |)relty suddenly decreased rapidly. As

it always ajjpeared that the mass had already solidified for the

greater |)art at (he monient that the slow decrease first commenced,

we thought that wt' had to conclude from the above very peculiar

line that the system really behaved in a unary way here on solidi-

lication, and that the slow decrease, which preceded the rapid
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decrease' was nut owini;- lo I lie trace of tin-oxide, but had to bo

ascribed to an exothermic process, wiiicii took place in the solid

mass after the solidification, which snpposition was corroborated by

the subsequent experiments.

HoLBORN and Hennig'), who determined the point of soliditicalion

of tin in an open vessel found 231.83°, when they used 1.5 K.(i.,

a value which only differs 0,01° from ours.

If we use an open vessel, tin gets covered with a layer of oxide,

and strictly speaking, we do not determine the point of solidification

of }uire tin, but the temperature of the eutectic point of tin oxide

— tin. Accordingly we nught conclude from the exceedingly small

difference between Hoi,bor>' and Hf.nnig's result and ours that tin-

oxide dissolves exceedingly little in tin, and that it is not necessary

for the determination of the point of solidification to work in vacuum.

Yet for our purpose the determination of the influence of the

previous history of tin on its point of solidification, the vacuum,

and the absence of solid tin-oxide appeared an indispensible require-

ment, as with rapid cooling of liquid tin which had been heated

to a high degree exi)Osed to the air, perfectly uurelial)le and widely

divergent results were obtained, whereas they were always the same

in vacuum and in absence of solid tin-oxide.

As in order to ascertain

the influence of the previous

history it is necessary to work

rapidly, and so also to make

the solidification take place

rapidly, first the curve of

cooling was determined of

tin that was heated only just

above the melting-point, and

was cooled simply by expo-

sure of the apparatus to the

air without jacket.

This experiment yielded

the curve as seen in fig. 10.

Of the observations, which

were made every 10 seconds,

Fij^'. 10. only those of every 40 seconds

have been indicated. So ihe tenqierature remained constant for about

40 seconds, but the unary point of solidification could not be reached

') Ann. der Phys. 35. 7(51 (1911).

lotttdings Royal Acad. Aiuslerdam. Vol. XIV
80
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in coiiso(|ueiice of llie more rapid rooiiiig, tiiouf^li (here was wilhout

doiii)t a k'lideiKy lo the setting in of internal eqnilihrinni. The
maximum lrni^)eratiue here amonnted to 231.74°, and so was 0.08°

under the unary point of solidification. Then the temperature first

decreased slowly (o 231.t;°, after which it decreased pretty suddenly

with continually accelerated rapidity, just as was observed in the

preceding experiment ').

After having obtained this result, we could proceed to the inves-

tigation about the influence of the previous history. The melting-

vessel was then heated to a temperature of + 300° and then cooled

as rapitUy as i)0ssible to about 3° above the point of solidification

by a current of air produced by means of a foot-bellows. The further

cooling then took place without this means.

Fig. 11, winch gives the result of this experiment, shows that

oS' ^v/^

~"^,

\.

\

Fig. 11.

after the solidification of the iindercoolod liipiid had set in by means

of shaking, the temperature (|uickly rose to 231.98°, so 0.24° aitove

the temperature maxinuun of tiie preceding experiment, and e\en

0.16° above the unary |)<)inl of solidification, but the fall of the

temperature was now very nuu-li (piicker than in the former e.xpe-

^) Tlicrmo-cLirrents were seldom noticeable witli our resistance tlicrmonielers,

and when this was the case, the connection was made so that the effect to be

expected was diminished by the tiiermo-current.
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riment, and so tlie curve deviates very miicli moic fi'om the ideal

curve of cooling than any of the other lijies (t'le crosses marlv tlie

observations every 40 seconds) '). Now it h'ad been proved that the

system tin, as bad been expected, presents the same pecnbarities as

phosphorus, though in a ninch less degree, which is not surprising,

because the point of solidification of tin lies so much higher, and

the transformations at that higher temperature will probably lake

place pretty rapidly.

Finally we proceeded lo llie dctei'mination of the curve of heating

of tin wiiich had sojiditit'd slowly beforehand, and had not been

cooled further than a few degrees below the point of solidification.

With slow heating in a wide air-jacket, which had been |)laced

in a nitrate-bath of + 300°, the curve represented in fig. J 2 was

obtained.

Z%

:iO

Fig. 12.

Characteristic is the long bend on the left, which for a pure

substance with such a great conductivity of heat as the metal tin,

points to a conversion in the solid mass, which is accompanied by

an absorption of heat.

1) Here it deserves nolico tli:it the (lamping of Ihe galvanometer was so perfect

that the image never passed lliiougli llic zero]iosition, even thougli the mirror

moved very rapidly at fi-st.

SO*
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An ulitiosi li(HT/,()iit;vl jiart was found at 231,92'^, biil this point

lies + 0,1° above tlie nnarv point of solidilication.

As we have observed, (in can also melt in a unaiT way at

231,82° in case of very slow beating, but we must beat more rapidly

if we wish to get good regnlai- lines, because else the temperature

depends too much on accidental disluri)ances ; this is (be reason tliat

the nitratc-baMi bad to be regulated at + 300°.

The more rapid the beating is the more

gradually do the two parts of the curve of

heating, the righthand one and the leftband one,

merge into each other, and with beating without

an air-jacket, so directly in the nilrate-batb ot

t:s/.fo 300°, we obtained the curve as it is drawn in

fig. 13. The final melting-point here lies only

0,04° higher than in the preceding experiment.

So it has appeared from what precedes that

when we work I'apidly the system tin betrays

its complex nature, as the theory of allotropy

led us to expect in virtue of the three dilTercnt

solid modification of tin.

In connection with the .said supposition that

the internal ecpiilibrium in the solid state under

the point of solidification is subjected to a |)reti\'

considerable displacement, some more experi-

I'iK- 13 ments were made according to the capillary-

mediod of Socii. Powdery pure tin was put in very thin-walled

capillaries of about 0,5 mm. diameter. These capillaries were heated

in a balh of KNO, — NaNO, for some time at a certain temperature,

and then suddenly conveyed to another bath, the temperature of whitdi

was varied (ill the tin was just going to lueK after 10 seconds. The

result was the following ;

Temperature at which the cqui- Temperature at which the
hbrium of the tin had set in. melting began after 10 seconds.

165°

200°

228°

230°

238°

237.5°

235°

234°
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So the lower the tempeniluie at wliicli tlic tin has assumed its

equilibrium, the higher the initial melting point lies with very rapid

heating.

Thai the observed difieiencco; cannot be owing lo tlie fad llial

more heat is lo be supplied lo tin of 165° than lo tin of 230° before

il niells, in conserpience of I he dillerenee of teni[)erature of 65°, is

at once seen, as llir iniiial niolling-point appeared lo have changed

onl}- 0.5°, when the iniiial temperature was brought from 165° lo

200°. This result, lo which of course, only qualitatively value can

be ascribed, shows that really in the solid slate, chiefly a little lielow

the point of solidification, a considerable dis|)iacement of the internal

C(piiliiirinm seems lo take jjlaco '
.

Though the system tin seems

to be so complicated that we
scarcely venture to assume any-

thing about the pseudo T-x-

tigure, \ye might now say this,

that when thei'e were only two

kinds of molecules, ihe lines

for the internal equilibria in the

liijuid phases and in ihe solid

phases might run as indicated

in tig. 14. So liie cpianlitv —
' dx

would differ in sign for the two

said lines, which, howevei', is

very well [lossible.

Before leaving the system tin

we refer once more to what

one of us communicated in these

Proc. March 26, 1910 p. 774

about the metastabilily of the

metals, lo whicii we can now
add that the sup|)osilion made

Fi^. 14. there witii regard to Im is

supported by the invesligation communicated here to such an extent

that without any doubt Ihe most obvious explanation of the so-called

recvystalUsiition is the transformation of a solid state out of equili-

brium to one of internal ecpiilibrium, as Ihe theory of allolropy led

us to expect. It follows finm ihis theory that the i)henonieMon uf

') This phenomenon is also sludied ililutoraelilcally.
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i'ec'n'stallisatioii will be of fVei(iieiit occurrence, just as lliose wiiicli,

nol very appropriately, have been compared to diseases by Cohen. Tliese

])licnoniena occur in more or less deg-ree for every polymorplious

substance, and so it is absolutely senseless to assign a special [)lnce

to till on this account ').

WATER.

The third substance subjected by us to an investigation was the

substance water. The e.'cperimenls were made in open vessels, so

that the water contained some air, of which, h(iwe\er, nol the slightest

disturbing influence was observed.

Ill the first experiment distilled water was put iii a test-tube of

2.5 cm. diameter, in which the resistance-thermometer had been

])laced. The water was carefully made to solidify. For this purpose

the melliug-vessel was first placed

in a second empty wider tube, and

then tin' whole was iinmerged in a

bath of common salt and ice. On
purpose we did not allow the tem-

perature of the ice to descend below

— 0.3°, and then we conveyed tlie

_ melting-vessel with air-jacket to a

Fig, 15. water-bath of 30°.

In this way we succeeded iii making the water melt ideally, which

clearly appears from the curve of heating of Fig. 15 (observations

e\eiy 10 seconds).

This curve has namely a pretty long horizontal piece, which lies

exactly at 0°.

That it is absolutely reipiired to cool down the ice only very

little below 0° in order to make the ice melt ideally, follows from

the ligures 16 and 17. The line of Fig. 16 was obtained by keeping

the ice at — 7° for some time beforehand, and then to convey the

melting-vessel with air-jacket into a bath of 30°, just as in the

preceding experiment. The result was now that the ice did not melt

ideally, but showed a clear melting range from —0.22 to —0,04°

and when the ice had been kept for some time beforehand at the

temperature of — 80°, the deviation from the ideal behaviour was

still somewhat greater, as fig. 17 shows, from whicli a range of

') Cf. what WyRoUHOW says about ihi.s [Bull. Soc. fraiK;. MiiiOial 33 '2% - 300

Nov. (1910)].
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-o,n;-- 0,0^

Fig. J 6.

Fig. 17.
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iiieltiiig-tem|)cralMre f'dlluws fiMui — 0.28° to — 0,06°. So iheso

ex|)L'riments all'orded tlie proof tiial the substance water did not

behave as a iiiiaiT one iindci' these cii-cuiDstances.

Finally tiie melting-vessel with

resistance thermometei' was pla-

ced in liquid air, and water of

higher temperauire, varying be-

tween 10° and lOO'^ was squirt-

ed into the melting-vessel, in

wiiicli way we ti'ied to bring

about a fixation of tlie internal

state in the liquid. If then the

curve of heating was determined

in the described way the melting-

range appeared to be greater

tiian in the former experiments,

and the final melting-point

always lay above 0° then. Fig.

18 shows one of these curves,

but we think tiiat we cannot

— attach so much value to this

curve as to the preceding one,

because i]i Ihis way of [Mocetlure the ice often possesses hollows,

which render the result less reliable.

The investigation of ice coininunicated here, however, shows with

the greatest clearness that the substance water is a complicated state,

and can easily be treated in such a way that it reveals its complexity ').

The investigation of the testing of the theory of allotropy will be

continued with difTerent elements, and with both anorganic and

organic snbstances, the results of which will be communicated here

ill due course.

Anorganic Chemien/ T.ahor<r(orij

AiiisfiTcldiii, March 21» Htl2. of the Ihiircrsit;/.

Fis. IS.

') The applicalidu of llie tiircuv of allotropy to lli'' four luoiliricatioiis of icp will

be aiven later on.
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Physics. — •'Contrihution to tha tht'onj of hlnarij >i)i.r/iin'.s" A'.V.

By Pl-Of. J. D. VAN DKU WaAF.S.

In tlie |ii'eceiliiig Coiilrihulinn I repeatedly pointed ont that not

all niallieinatical possibilities for partial niisoibilily really occur.

Among others (lie case of only |)artial rniscibility seems Id be

matliemalically possible for all valnes of n and /, whereas for small

vaine of » lliis partial niiscibility has only been seldom obsei'ved.

So if we want to find decisive rnles for tlie ocenrrence of incomplete

rniscibility, this seems not possible to me without first having found

a rule for the determination of the qnantily / in the formula

«,,'=A?j^r^. And Uiis will no doubt require that we have first suc-

ceeded in forming a clear idea of what the cause is of the attraction

of the molecules, so also of the cause which determines its value

for a simjile substance. But though the knowledge of the properties

of the ditfeieiit mathematical |iossibilitieg, also in connection with

the temperature, is not suffh-ient — and not even the principal factor

that should be studied, still this knowledge is indispensable. And
therefore I will start with giving some results about this.

In the formula:

(^^']1
/'/^Y^ i

;(i_.,) [^/,,) a

the projection on the /•,i'-plane has been given of the scclidii of the

two curves — =r () and ^0 at the dillerent temperatures, though
dv" (l.v^

on sini[>litied sup|)i)silions. ( >f course there might also be given two

such projections of this seciion on the i', 7'-plane and on the .t, 7'plane,

which would also be closed curves. But the formulae for them would

not be simple, and so we shall iiol try to gi\e them. In both there

would occur a minimnm and a inaxinium of 1\ the minimum and

the maximum \alue of r or of .c being the same which also occur

in the r,,i'-projection. If we imagine tlie three a.\es, an .r-axis, a

I'-axis, and a 7'-a.\is, there is a closed cur\e in the space — and then

the differential equation of this curve is given by a relation between

(Iv, (Iv, and dT, which is derived from the simultaneously existing

relation between these three dilferentiais for the two functions

rf-ll! d-\\}= and = 0. These two relations are:
dv^ dx'

(7'llJ d'\t)

dT + - 4 ''' H — d,i

dv d,v dv''

and
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^ dT H — dv 4- -- d.v =

. , ,
d'tp d'llj

It we take into acrount tliat — == and — = for the i)oints
aw dx''

of this section, we may also write

:

2a dT d'p d^p

v' I dv dx dv

2c dT d'p rf'ifj
-— — dv -| da

V T dx' ^ d.v^
0.

We (ind for the rehxtinn between dT, dv, and dv then

dT
dv

d'f

d?
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three said curves in the ;>,r-proiei'tion.s, =0 lies in tlie iiei"li-

boLiriiood of tlie point of contact little above v—h, and with a cnr-

d'p J' I);

vatnre — positive. The second curve - ^^ (\ also with a slight

positive curvature, but jet somewhat more pronounced than the

former curve, and finall}' the locus of the points of intersection, again

with a somewhat intenser positive curvature. But at the maximum
value of T the relative position of the three said curves is another,

and there are even different possibilities.

d'-iY d-y\'

First of all the relative {)osition ul ^0 and - = mav
dr'' d.ir

have remained the same, just as the sign of the curvatui'e, and

there may only be a difference in the i)Osition of the locus of the

points of intersection, which has then the same point of contact as

the two said curves, but lies on the other side of the tangent.

Secondly the curvature of —,= '• can be of inverse sign in the
dx'

dh^>
point of contact compared with that of — ^ 0, and have the same

dv-

sign as that of the locus of the points of intersection. Tlien-'v^=0

must be (piite contained within this locus at the moment of contact,

'/'if'

and for higher 7 the curve — =; (I must tlisappear in the region

d'xp
in which — is positive, while in the former case this happens in

dv''

the region where is negative.
dv'

This latter remark holds both if the second component, viz. that

with molecules of greater size, has a higher 7a, and when 7'/,,, should

be smaller than 7'*, , as for the system water-ether. But in all cases

dT
the value of the denominator of _- in (1) begins with (I at 7'„„„.

d'p d'p
and it ends with the same value at 7',„„.,. If ,

- and could not
</,r' dr'

rdv\
become equal to 0, the diflereiici ot the value of ,- for the two

\dxj y

curves =: and — = must begin with for T,,,;,, and end
dv'' d.v''
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with for T,„ax. So on tliat side of the locus of tlie intersections

where this difference is [tositive, there must be a maximum value

for this difference, and on the side where this difference is positive,

lliore must, he a maxinuun value for this difference, and on the side

where lliis difference is negative, a minimum value. Now this diffe-

rence is positive on the side of tlie component willi llie greater size

of the molecules and reversely. But also if it should be possible that

crp ^ d'p
,—- and —;;

should be able to become equal lo 0, I lie same remark
dv' dx"

dT
lidlds t(ir the deiiomiualor of , \iz. thai this deiKuninalor is ahvays

positive on the righlhaiid side between 7'„„„. aud 7'„„j. and reversely.

Hut we shall yet lia\e lo return to the value of the deuominalor of

dT d'l' d'p— , because the fart whether and can becnuie e(|ual to 0,

is not entirely devoid of importance.

After this remark about the course of the \alue of the denonii-

dJ'
nator of -—

, we may als make a I'emark about the course of the value of

the two other denominators in C(piation (1). First about the denominator

of f/.r. If this denominator is equal lo 0, .i- is either minimum or maxi-

mum. So if we examine the value of this denominator at the locus

of the points of intersection, this value will begin with and end

again with both on the lower and on the upper branch. On the

upper branch it is negali\e, aud on the lower branch it is positi\e.

We can \eril'y this by examining Ihi' sign of 7'—,.

The denominator of (/" is 0, when v has minimum or maximum
value. Both on the rightliand branch of the locus of the |)oiuts of

(/"i|' (fi|)

intersection of = and — = and on the leflhand Inauch
</v' d.r'

the value of this denoniiuatdr begins with (• and ends with at the

minimum volume.

On the rightliand side this value is always posili\e and reversely.

We can verify Ihis eithei' by examining the sign of 7'—,, or by

examining the sign ot lor the loi-iis ol the points ot intersection.

We shall now have lo show that really from the \alue of the

discussed denominators the above given sign of the \alue is to be
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cfp (Pp tPp
derived. For lliis it is necet-sary to iviiow tlie values of— ,

-, , — ,,

and , bearin;^:,- in mind liial we have to do with points for wiiich

d-ip

For tiiese values ') we find the following eqnations :

dy _ 2a 3 b—v

I db da
I

4rt
I

a.v 1 dx
I

,/,«,Y

d-p 4rt { \d.i

d.e" »^ \v{v-h) 2a

dw' «' M {v—hf x\l~x)-)

dxdv

(2)

dT
With introihiftion of these valnes the denominator of — has the

T
e(nn|ilieated form:

ldh\ ' da /db\-

dx I dx

da

a \ V /

dx V—b 36

—

V f V— /

dT

1— 2*-

And the condilion that the denominator of -77 be equal to 0, may

be \\ ritlen as a Ihii'd power e(|nation in v, wliieh in connection with

the second power equation in v wliich holds for the intersection of

d'^ d'^xp
=: and = 0, can yield a relation in x for the determina-

dv^ dx''

') These values were already used in Clonlribulion XVllI, p. 888, where however

'db'

the factor 2 has been omitted, which must be put for ^ - , ^

.

. On account of this
(v-by

here is an error in the e.i'ation following there.
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lion of tlie points where this denominator is 0. Tliis rehition in .v,

however, has such an intricate form as to render it nseless. We
siiali, however, retiiin lo this denominator later on.

a d'p d'p
Tiie deiiominalor (it i/.r is e(|ual to 0, when —-- = c -- Aow

y- (Ix dc

d''p— is positive, so long as r <^"3/y. And thongii it is not impossible

that for limiting vahies for .v the circnmstanee v = 3/;, or even

V ^ Sd can occnr, this is among the very exceptional cases. As
'• 1

for tiie limiting valnes of ,/; the value of is :=
,

/* c1— .i'(l—.r)—
a

( 2

the value of .i'(J— *') ^ must be > -- for v'^'Sb. For the present
a 3

d'p
we shall not assume this case, but suppose— positive for the limiting

dv^

values of .v.

d'p
Then it follows immediately from this that also — is positive for

dx''

d-p d'p
the limiting values of r. brom the given values for — and —

-

(/;' dx

follows :

i
(-)'

I4a'
I
\dxj c _ 2a 36—

r

V* 'v{v-b) 2a
j

V* V— b

'"-)

l.r J c c 36

—

V

r(?)

—

b) 2a 2a v—b

^dby
\d.vj _ c 26

v{v-b) 2a v — b

,/6\
1 =-6,

dx

And if we substitute this value of ( I in liie e(|uation of the

curve for the intersections, we lind back:
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_ b

a

cPp _
Tluil ue were jii^tilied in ealliiii'' the case that — P- for tlie

limiting values very exceptional, may appear in the following way.

Let us write :

a a, 1

—

a; a, .v fa, a,
-= -• + -i +p + _' - I

cx(l— .v) C X C I X \c c

or

rt ttj 1 rt, 1

cx{l x) ex 1— .1-

or

a 1+6, 1^ n'a+e,) _1
^

cx{ 1— .!•)

" («— 1 f X {n—iy 1 —X
For the limiting values of .c :

f, 1 n^e, 1

\

1=0.
{7i—\yx ^ {fi—iy i—x

And so we have for these values uf .v -.

a _ 1 1 n^ 1

cx(i^) ~~ (n-iy X {n—\y 1 - x'

For limiting values of .r near or 1 this value would he

very large. Foi- the system water-ether we tind with n = 5^

and .c about 0.36 a value about equal to 2.3 and for ,c^ 0.98 a

very large value — so that the inverse value is by no means greater

2
than-. If one of the limiting values of .i' happened to be equal to

1 n'
the value of ,*', for which —|- has the minimum value, then

X 1 — X

a /'«4-lY
would be equal to , and it this \alue is to be smaller than

cx(l-x) \n~lj

V, n would have to be greater than 10 for the accidental case of

the coincidence of the two said values of .f.

fdb y c

The denominator of li.e is positive so h)ng as — I is greater than - br.
\dxj a

If we put this condition in the eipmtion of the curve of intersection,

we lind ;

1 _.,(!_.,)_
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So tlic (leiioMiinator of (/./ is positive tlii'ouglioiit the lower braneli

of tiie curve of intersection, and inversely, as u e luul predicted

above from the valne of 7' -
-,. l!ul on the other hand this also

shows that we have riah-tlv made the denominator of — i-everse itsb . rj,

sii-ii in tiie point where = Oand— = tonch.

a d,hp d'p
The denominator of dv is e(|nai to when - =: — c .

r'' d.v' dxdv

After some reduction of this relatir.n if we introdnce the above given

\alue of and , we get of course the same ecpiation as is
c/.i-' dxdv

, ,
{'--by fdhy c

yielded by dillerentiating -i ^- v' with respect to .',

and putting the form obtained in this way equal to 0. 1 fully dis-

cussed the equation, which we then get, in Contribution XI (1908)

and accordinglv refer to this Contribution with an addition, however,

whicii is not devoid of importance. It refers to the discussion about

tlie obtained equation -.

dA\

In this equation (These Proc. Vol. XI p. 429) the sign -\- must

be used in the numerator, when tlie value of r <^ b.^, and reversely.

I have now come to see that this may also mean that the sign

-\- holds in the numerator for the determination of the minimum

value of V, whereas the sign — must be taken in the numerator

for the determination of the maximum \alue of r.

Kor the determination of the value <if c for the minimnm \olume

till' preceding e(|uution may also be i-educed to the form :

1+^^^ 1/^-1
a V c.s

_ x {\—.x)e
j
y a, _

^

a V c(l—xy

or ("- 1) — --— = n\/ "'
, — 1 4 1/ '-', - - . "hile the

^

cx{\—x) V i(l— ,r)=
^ V ex'
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sign between the two radical signs has to be replaced by — for

the maximum volume.

By way of control I have calculated the different quantities in

this formula for a system tiiat cannot differ much from the system

V

water-other, and in this way computed the two values of - corre-

sponding to every value of .v. h\n- the limiting values of x = 0,3 and

fj n-e.,

0,97 we compute from 3\.}\= and from (1—.i\)(l

—

a\) =r ^,
(n—iy {n—iy

11
toi' n = - liie value off, = 5,893 and e, = 0,0141 and tr f, = 0,426.

.-, 1 > i ' 2 1

Then the value of
1 + 6, 1 n-{[+e,) I

^ .

H : 77^ z 1 is :

(1_.,,) {n-iy X ' {n-iy 1-

Fi;om the equation

. l—w 1

c«(l

—

x)

U,3 2,294

0,4 2,374

0,5 ..... . 2,709

o,G ...... 3,352

0,7 4,533

0,8 7,021

0,9 14.517

2( - )|1 +„-l.f]-f [1 +(,,^_l).,.] =

we find then foi' the following values of x tiie subjoined values of

r b
— and —
A, l>,
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0,3 1,465 1,G7

0,4 . , . . . . 1,8006 1,0625

0,5 2,238 0,5981

0,6 2,923 imafiinari/

If to the ?;-fold of a value of the second column we add a corre-

sponding vahie from the third column, and if we divide the sum bv

// — I, we lind beginning with ,/ = 0,3, successively llie values

2,162, 2,437, and 2,87. From tiiis we siiould conclude that the

minimum xalue of r lies Just before ,/ =: 0,4. With the sign — we
find successively 1,42, J,9645, and 2,602; and so the maximum
\olume at x somewhat above 0,5.

But to conclude from this example that the maximum volume is

always greater than b.^, and the minimum volume alwa^'S sinaller,

would be just as rash as my conclusion in Contribution XI that both

maximum volume and mininnim volume would always be smaller

than l)^. Probably the case may occur that they are both smaller

than b^, and possibly also that they are both even greater than /;.,

.

If they are both smaller than b.^, the equation ;

must be satisfied for two values of .r, for both with the sign -f-

;

and if they could both be greater than A.^, then also if the sign

between the two terms of the second member lias been replaced by

— . To examine what conditions the binary systems must satisfy for

one of these three cases to take place, we should examine the projier-

ties of the 3 functions which occur in this equation.

a
The first function is infinitely great for ,? ^ and ,*,'=: 1,

tM-(l-.r)

and has a smallest value for certain value of x. From the form :

{n—\y X ^ («— 1)' 1—.'•

follows for the value of .' at which the minimum occurs;

r ^ K(l+f.)

1— .r n 1/(1 4- aJ

or ,f = 0,325. The minimum value itself is ecpial to;

{n-Yf
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and is calculated from it equal to 2,265. Those numerical values,

of course, only hold for the system water-ether. So in the little

talilc on I). 1225 the lirst \alue still refers to the descending branch.

The first term of the second member, viz. \/ — 1, begins
c(l— .r)'

I /tv (1+f.) ^ , , ,

at x = () with the value / — 1, and ends at .;; = 1

Willi an infinite value. If is ascending throughout, and nowhere ima-

I
/"'

I / l + fi

einarv ; the third quantitv, viz. 1/ - — 1 •-= / ;; ttt^^ — 1 >

" •
' ' |/ ,\r' y (n— \) X

becomes equal to for .c = / -, if :-^<l- •• begins
y (n— 2y (n— 1)

infinitely great, is descending throughout, and becomes, as we shall

snppose, equal to 0; in that point its differential quotient is infinite.

If we write the equation which is to be satisfied, in the following

form :

a, 1 a„ 1

c X c 1— X

= ^' '—\/^ (i-T.)± -1--IX^^'
we can to decide which of the three cases about the value of

maximum or minimum volume is to be expected, in the first place

propose the question whether the first member is greater or smaller

than the second member for the value of x, which makes the third

term equal to 0.

rtg 1

For this value of x the first member is equal to — :; (1—.i-)

C 1— .('

and the second member \/ (1

—

x], and so we have
n—\V c\\— x)

to put the (|uestion whether

a, 1 \, n 1

~iY ^
- ('-^' ^ ^- ('—')

c ( 1— X)
)\ w— 1 V

c„ 1 -^ «^ 1

c\—x '' <(„_!)'! l— .f
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(!-'•)'

M— 1 < " H—

1

/.l/f,>(/,-l) »/l+fi.

Now for the system water-ether the sign <^ holds us t is so

sunill, iiud this implies iliat for the mentioned value of ./•

c.k(1—.«)
< 1.

c(.l-.f)'-

If this result is I'epre-

sented graphically, as

has been done in fig. 53.

the point 7^ of the curve

B lies within the curve

.1, and tlie ordinatesof

B must be both aug-

mented and diminished

bv an amount indicated

by the third cur\'e C,

to intersect the curve

A. Then the point where

the curve />' itself inter-

sects .1 must lie at a

value of .r between that

for which the \ohime

is miiiimuiii or maxi-

mum ; and this is quite

in accordance with our former results for the system under consi-

dcraliou. And always when the point /* lies within .1, oi- when

ii\ F.,<^{ji— 1)— l-^
1

I
f

, , the maximum volume will be greater than

A.,, and the minimum volume smaller llian A,.

l!ul tiiei-c are othei' cases possible for which ;

and then lh(» result is diHerenl. 'J'hen the point /* lies outside the

curve .1. First of all we might think, that />' had not yet iulersecieil

the curve .1 before the point /'. and then iiilersectitni with .1 can

only be brought about by increase of the oi'dinates of A' i>y a certain

auiouul in which case two points of intersection appear. Then both

Imo-. 53.
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maximum and minimiuii volume are smaller than /;, , and this case

I had considered as the only |)ossil)le one in Contribution XI. We
miglit possiblv also liiiiik that the |)()int P lies below A, but that

B had first interr^ected this curve twice, and then we might even

ask whetlier interseclioii with .1 miglit not be brought about both

by increase of the ordinates of B and by diminution with those of

C. Then we should get 4 points of intersection. But then the extreme

• values of .v would have to be rejected as lying outside the locus of

./•'if' ri-
li-

the sections of — := and = 0. Tiiat 1 think a closer investi-

gation necessary for this apparently unimportant matter is owing to

my desire to get more certainty about the mixtures of hydrocarbons

and alcohols. Are systems conceival le for them which account foi-

the phenomena without it being necessary for us to attribute them

to an unknowii abnormality of the alcohols? Would perhaps the

case v^b^ occur for them for both volumes?

So

«l/f,>(«—l)-l/l+6,

for the systems for which the two terms in the second member of

the equation are connected by the same sign for maximum and

minimum volume, and also 7i]/e^<^{7i—1) — V'^e^ must hold. And
so there must be a perceptible difference between f, and 1 -|- f, or

fj not much greater than 1, as for water-ether. It must be rather

smaller than 1; and e^ must not be small, as for water-ether. If we
lower the parabola of lig. iSt> in the direction of the fj-axis with

unity, the point fp f., must lie within the new parabola, but it must

remain below the original one. Only for values of n which are

greater than 2 does this new condition diminish the place for the

choice of the points f,, e^. But if we put n <[ 2, the equation which

we have used to determine the value of ,) for the point P, could

no longer be satisfied. This value, e(|ual to ^-, would then be

greater than 1, and then no such [Joint could be indii-ated between

x^O and j:=z[. But this is a drawback only in appearance.

Nothing compels us to restrict the discussion about the equation :

i'(l

—

.r) H— IK c(l—.^•)' 71 — i

to values of ,r lying between and 1. Only if we should find i']>i

we should ha\e to reject a point for which x ^ 1 as irrelevant to

our question. But if the use of .*' ^ 1 should be objected to, we
might confine our consideration to \idues of ,i; <^ i, but so near 1,
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1

tliat I lie value ot far exceeds all other terms. It tlieii appears
1 — ,c

"

that the value of the first member, in any case in which f^ is posi-

tive, far exceeds the value of the first tei'iu of the second member.

Tlien the two values under consideration are:

«2
I

" I /^ "^
and / .

,(1_,.) n-\V c(\-.xy

If the two (juantities are divided by the same factors, it appears

that so long as 1 -\- f-.^ is > 1, the curve A lies above the curve 7i.

Also in a simpler way we might arrive at the result that if:

)< l/f,, > n — 1 — \/\ +f
J

both maximum volume and minimnm volume lie on the same side

of a straight line v = h.^

.

If we write in

(v-bf c

.r (1 — !•) a

the value b^ for r, and seek the values of .r, for which this then

holds, we get the equation :

11+6, n'e, |, 1+5,
.v — ,1," 1 A } -| ^ (J.

(
^ {n-\r («-l)M ("-!)'

So the value of f = b^ is not possible if:

I
//J^i f] / ^^^2

According to our alio\e remark this comlitiou is sati.slieil for

n <^ 2. Most probably this means then that all the values of r are

smaller than h.^. Then the case that all the values are greater than

h,, could not occur for n small; then the abnormality of alcohol

would consist in this that it behaves as if it consisted of very

great molecules.

Accordingly I ha\e not yet succeeded in linding a system for

which the curve // intersects the curve A twice in such a way

that also the phenomena of unmixing if n is not great, are accounted

for. For the present, however, I shall go on with the subject treated

in this and in the preceding contribution.

Chemistry. — "77«' nitration of ortho-chlortoliwne" . Hy VvoL A. F.

Hoi,i,EM.\N and Dr. .1. 1'. Wih.vut.

(This ciiuimiiuicalion will not be pidtlished in these I'roceedings).

(May 23, 1912).
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